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Abstract
The Alpine Fault is the major structure of the Pacific-Australian plate boundary through
New Zealand’s South Island. During dextral reverse fault slip, a <5 million year old, ∼1 km
thick mylonite zone has been exhumed in the hanging-wall, providing unique exposure of material
deformed to very high strains at deep crustal levels under boundary conditions constrained by
present-day plate motions. The purpose of this study was to investigate the fault zone rheology
and mechanisms of strain localisation, to obtain further information about how the structural
development of this shear zone relates to the kinematic and thermal boundary constraints, and
to investigate the mechanisms by which the viscously deforming mylonite zone is linked to the
brittle structure, that fails episodically causing large earthquakes.
This study has focussed on the central section of the fault from Harihari to Fox Glacier. In
this area, mylonites derived from a quartzofeldspathic Alpine Schist protolith are most common,
but slivers of Western Province-derived footwall material, which can be differentiated using
mineralogy and bulk rock geochemistry, were also incorporated into the fault zone. These
footwall-derived mylonites are increasingly common towards the north.
At amphibolite-facies conditions mylonitic deformation was localised to the mylonite and
ultramylonite subzones of the schist-derived mylonites. Most deformation was accommodated
by dislocation creep of quartz, which developed strong Y -maximum crystallographic preferred
orientation (CPO) patterns by prism<a> dominant slip. Formation of this highly-oriented fabric
would have led to significant geometric softening and enhanced strain localisation. During this
high strain deformation, pre-existing Alpine Schist fabrics in polyphase rocks were reconstituted
to relatively well-mixed, finer-grained aggregates. As a result of this fabric homogenisation,
strong syn-mylonitic object lineations were not formed. Strain models show that weak lineations
trending towards ∼090◦ and kinematic directions indicated by asymmetric fabrics and CPOpattern symmetry could have formed during pure shear stretches up-dip of the fault of ∼3.5,
coupled with simple shear strains ≥30. The preferred estimate of simple:pure shear strain gives
a kinematc vorticity number, Wk ≥ 0.9997.
Rapid exhumation due to fault slip resulted in advection of crustal isotherms. New thermobarometric and fluid inclusion analyses from fault zone materials allow the thermal gradient
along an uplift path in the fault rocks to be more precisely defined than previously. Fluid inclusion data indicate temperatures of 325±15◦ C were experienced at depths of ∼4.5 km, so that a
high thermal gradient of ∼75◦ C km−1 is indicated in the near-surface. This gradient must fall
off to .10◦ C km−1 below the brittle-viscous transition since feldspar thermobarometry, Ti-inbiotite thermometry and the absence of prism<c>-slip quartz CPO fabrics indicate deformation
temperatures did not exceed ∼ 650◦ C at ≥7.0-8.5±1.5 kbar, ie. 26-33 km depth.
During exhumation, the strongly oriented quartzite fabrics were not favourably oriented
for activation of the lower temperature basal<a> slip system, which should have dominated
at depths .20 km. Quartz continued to deform by crystal-plastic mechanisms to shallow levels. However, pure dislocation creep of quartz was replaced by a frictional-viscous deformation
mechanism of sliding on weak mica basal planes coupled with dislocation creep of quartz. Such
frictional-viscous flow is particularly favoured during high-strain rate events as might be expected during rupture of the overlying brittle fault zone. Maximum flow stresses supported
by this mechanism are ∼65 Mpa, similar to those indicated by recrystallised grain size paleopiezometry of quartz (D>25µm, indicating ∆σmax ∼ 55 MPa for most mylonites). It is likely
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that the preferentially oriented prism<a> slip system was activated during these events, so the
Y -maximum CPO fabrics were preserved. Simple numerical models show that activation of this
slip system is favoured over the basal<a> system, which has a lower critical resolved shear stress
(CRSS) at low temperatures, for aggregates with strong Y -maximum orientations. Absence of
pervasive crystal-plastic deformation of micas and feldspars during activation of this mechanism also resulted in preservation of mineral chemistries from the highest grades of mylonitic
deformation (ie. amphibolite-facies).
Retrograde, epidote-amphibolite to greenschist-facies mineral assemblages were pervasively
developed in ultramylonites and cataclasites immediately adjacent to the fault core and in
footwall-derived mylonites, perhaps during episodic transfer of this material into and subsequently out of the cooler footwall block. In the more distal protomylonites, retrograde assemblages were locally developed along shear bands that also accommodated most of the mylonitic
deformation in these rocks. Ti-in-biotite thermometry suggests biotite in these shear bands equilibrated down to ∼500±50◦ C, suggesting crystal-plastic deformation of this mineral continued
to these temperatures. Crossed-girdle quartz CPO fabrics were formed in these protomylonites
by basal<a> dominant slip, indicating a strongly oriented fabric had not previously formed
at depth due to the relatively small strains, and that dislocation creep of quartz continued at
depths ≤20 km. Lineation orientations, CPO fabric symmetry and shear-band fabrics in these
protomylonites are consistent with a smaller simple:pure shear strain ratio than that observed
closer to the fault core (Wk &0.98), but require a similar total pure shear component. Furthermore, they indicate an increase in the simple shear component with time, consistent with
incorporation of new hanging-wall material into the fault zone. Pre-existing lineations were only
slowly rotated into coincidence with the mylonitic simple shear direction in the shear bands
since they lay close to the simple shear plane, and inherited orientations were not destroyed
until large finite strains (<100) were achieved.
As the fault rocks were exhumed through the brittle-viscous transition, they experienced
localised brittle shear failures. These small-scale seismic events formed friction melts (ie. pseudotachylytes). The volume of pseudotachylyte produced is related to host rock mineralogy (more
melt in host rocks containing hydrated minerals), and fabric (more melt in isotropic host rocks).
Frictional melting also occurred within cataclastic hosts, indicating the cataclasites around the
principal slip surface of the Alpine Fault were produced by multiple episodes of discrete shear
rather than distributed cataclastic flow. Pseudotachylytes were also formed in the presence of
fluids, suggesting relatively high fault gouge permeabilities were transiently attained, probably
during large earthquakes. Frictional melting contributed to formation of phyllosilicate-rich fault
gouges, weakening the brittle structure and promoting slip localisation. The location of faulting
and pseudotachylyte formation, and the strength of the fault in the brittle regime were strongly
influenced by cyclic hydrothermal cementation processes.
A thermomechanical model of the central Alpine Fault zone has been defined using the results
of this study. The mylonites represent a localised zone of high simple shear strain, embedded
in a crustal block that underwent bulk pure shear. The boundaries of the simple shear zone
moved into the surrounding material with time. This means that the exhumed sequence does not
represent a simple ‘time slice’ illustrating progressive fault rock development during increasing
simple shear strains. The deformation history of the mylonites at deep crustal P-T conditions
had a profound influence on subsequent deformation mechanisms and fabric development during
exhumation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
‘There was a large exposure on the track at a place called Blue Slip where we were
able to get a good look at the work of the Alpine Fault. The schist was broken in
pieces some 50mm long, but as we could see from the schist layering they had moved
very little. The broken schist looked like the result of explosions, or perhaps we were
seeing the heart of old earthquakes.’ – Harold Wellman; diary entry, 8 Jan 1940.

1.0.1

Crustal fault zones – the big picture

From global to microscopic scales, deformation in the Earth’s crust is frequently focused into
discrete faults and shear zones (Ramsay, 1980; Rutter et al., 2001). The largest of these structures are those that accommodate significant proportions of the motions between tectonic plates,
where very large displacements or strains can accumulate in localised zones that penetrate into
the lower crust, or even the mantle (Snoke and Tullis, 1998; Tikoff et al., 2002; Mooney et al.,
2007). The question of how these structures form and continue to accommodate strain is of
major significance to understanding of global geodynamics. This is illustrated by the difficulty
encountered in creating an internally consistent numerical simulation of the Earth that will
develop plate tectonics as we know it, without embedding strain-weakening zones with long
memories of deformation (Tackley, 2000).
Disagreement exists about what large-scale process causes crustal deformation to be initially
focused onto these structures. One school of thought suggests that brittle failure of the upper
crust in response to differential displacements of adjacent crustal blocks creates localised zones of
high strain that load and hence propagate into the lower crust and mantle (Ellis and Stockhert,
2004b; Norris, 2004, 2005; Ellis et al., 2006). An alternative view is that high shear strains are
imposed on the brittle crust from below when localised deformation occurs in the lower crust or
mantle (Tikoff et al., 2002; Ellis et al., 2006, and references therein). On a more local scale, many
metamorphic processes and deformation mechanisms that could lead to strain softening and/or
localisation of deformation have been recognised from experimental and field-based studies (e.g.
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Hobbs et al., 1990; Imber et al., 1997; Stunitz et al., 2003; Holyoke and Tullis, 2006a). There is
now the potential to assess the importance of these processes in major faults and shear zones,
perhaps to the extent that general constitutive equations can be formulated to describe their
rheological behaviour. There are also outstanding questions about the degree of localisation of
deformation at various depths in the crust (Norris and Cooper, 2003), and how the deformation
processes at the high strains that these structures accommodate are related to those that occur
in laboratory simulations at lower total strains (Rutter et al., 2001; Pollard et al., 2002).
It is well known that faults in the upper crust often rupture episodically, resulting in rapid
release of elastic strain energy as earthquake waves (Reid, 1910; Scholz, 1990), so these structures represent significant economic and societal hazards. Recent field studies (Trepmann and
Stockhert, 2003) and numerical models (Ellis and Stockhert, 2004a; Ellis et al., 2006) have suggested that there are also significant non steady-state changes in stress and strain rates in the
lower crust in response to episodic brittle failure of upper crustal faults. It may be that the
geological signature of these transient effects has yet to be recognised in many deformed zones.
Mature fault zones are apparently weaker than rock mechanics experiments might suggest
(Pollard et al., 2002). There is still an ongoing debate about the strength of seismically active
fault zones (Scholz, 2006; Townend, 2006) as first brought to light by the San Andreas ‘heat
flow paradox’ (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980). Similar uncertainty exists about the strength of
the crust in general (Kohlstedt et al., 1995; Rutter et al., 2001) since deformation can occur
by a variety of possible mechanisms, each with its own governing constitutive equations and
poorly-constrained input parameters.
A relatively small proportion of active plate boundary-scale faults and shear zones occur
within continental crust. Notable examples are the Himalayan Main Central Thrust (Yin and
Harrison, 2000) and the San Andreas Fault (Lawson, 1908). Although such zones provide valuable case studies, they may be in complicated geological situations, have polyphase deformation
histories, or accommodate an unknown proportion of plate boundary motion. Furthermore they
may not present the opportunity to observe structures formed relatively coevally at all crustal
levels.
Many inactive faults and shear zones are inferred to be the exhumed equivalents of presentday plate boundary-scale structures (e.g. the Moine Thrust; McClay and Coward, 1981, the
Periadriatic fault system; Mancktelow et al., 2001, and the Red River shear zone; Searle, 2006).
These features have provided valuable insights about deformation processess throughout the
crust (e.g. Imber et al., 1997) but in most cases only preserve material from certain structural
levels. Furthermore, commonly the only way to constrain the kinematics of the zone boundaries
is by back-tracking from the shear zone fabrics themselves. In many cases, the relationship
between fabric development and past kinematics is not completely clear, since deformation under
similar boundary constraints may produce different structures due to material inhomogeneities
(Jiang and White, 1995; Snoke and Tullis, 1998; White, 2000).
2

1.1

Tectonic setting of the Alpine Fault zone

The Alpine Fault is a major transpressional structure extending ∼400 km along the western
slopes of New Zealand’s Southern Alps, from Milford Sound to Arthur’s Pass (Figure 1.1).
The fault also continues northeastward as part of the Marlborough fault zone to link with
the Hikurangi subduction zone, and southwest offshore Fiordland to link with the Puysegur
subduction zone (Sutherland et al., 2000).
The presently active fault zone originated as a broad zone of dextral crustal shearing <100km
wide in the Oligocene-Miocene (Carter and Norris, 1976; Cooper et al., 1987; Sutherland, 1999a;
Little and Mortimer, 2001). In the Neogene, a convergent component was added to relative
Pacific-Australian plate motions across this boundary (Sutherland, 1995; Walcott, 1998; Cande
and Stock, 2004), due to changes in the location of the Euler pole. Deformation was subsequently
localised onto a through-going structure. At map scale the fault trace is remarkably linear,
probably because it exploited a pre-existing heterogeneity between continental and oceanic crust
on the western margin of the Emerald Basin (Sutherland et al., 2000).
This localised zone of deformation is currently manifest at the surface as a thin (<5cm wide)
clay gouge zone (the Alpine Fault) at the margin of a cataclasite zone ranging from 10-50 m
thick, which in turn forms the base of a mylonite zone with a thickness of approximately 1 km
(Norris and Cooper, 2007, and references therein). The mylonites pass south-eastwards into nonmylonitised amphibolite facies schists (Holm et al., 1989; Grapes and Watanabe, 1992; Little
et al., 2002a).

1.1.1

Timing of the start of convergence across the plate boundary

Walcott (1998) suggested that the start of late Cenozoic convergence between the Pacific and
Australian plates is reflected by an inflection of fracture zone trends adjacent to the present plate
boundary. He calculated that these inflection points could be rotated back into coincidence most
easily about a finite rotation pole for relative Pacific-Australian plate motion for seafloor magnetic anomaly 3a of Cande et al. (1995) but that the amount of rotation was larger than indicated
by these authors. To fit this larger rotation Walcott (1998) inferred that convergent motion on
the boundary commenced before formation of anomaly 3a, at 6.4 Ma. More recent revisions to
these plate motion parameters (Cande and Stock, 2004; Schellart et al., 2006) indicate the rotation by anomaly 3a was larger than that required to reconstruct Walcott’s (1998) fracture zone
inflections, so any change in plate motion indicated by this inflection occurred since anomaly
3a.
In fact, the most recent models of plate motions in the region from new fits of oceanic fracture
zone and magnetic anomaly intersections (Cande and Stock, 2004) indicate that convergence
across the plate boundary did not suddenly commence at this time. Rather, a slow increase in
convergence has occurred over the last 20 million years. Fault parallel and perpendicular velocity
components indicated by Cande and Stock’s (2004) model are shown in Figure 1.2, from which
3

Figure 1.1: Tectonic map of New Zealand. The land and seafloor topographic map of the New Zealand
region (topography from Smith and Sandwell, 1997) shows the general tectonic setting of the South
Island, which is enlarged in the inset. The location of the Alpine Fault and related structures, including
metamorphic zones in the Alpine and Otago Schist, are marked. The area within the dotted box in the
inset is enlarged in Figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.2: Components of velocity of the Pacific Plate with respect to the Australian Plate, (a) parallel
and (b) perpendicular to an 055◦ -trending structure (the Alpine Fault) at 170◦ 20’E, 46◦ 20’S, approximately corresponding to the location of the Gaunt Creek outcrop in the center of the main area considered
in the present study. The velocities are derived from the plate motion parameters of Cande and Stock
(2004) using methods described by Cox and Hart (1986).

it is apparent there has been a significant component of convergence since ∼11 Ma.
Kamp and Tippert (1993) and Kamp (1997) reported reset K-Ar and zircon fission track ages
in hangingwall schists that indicate these rocks experienced a dramatic increase in cooling rates
at 10-12 Ma. This age might coincide with the start of uplift of the Southern Alps due to the
convergent component of plate motion. Batt et al. (2004) suggested that reset Ar-Ar and apatite
fission track ages in footwall granitoids indicate that exhumation and cooling began at 8 Ma,
with rapid increase in cooling rates until 5 Ma. They interpreted these results to represent the
onset of uplift in an increasingly convergent tectonic regime over the 8-5 Ma period. A significant
increase in sedimentation rate recorded in the offshore Waiho-1 drillhole is also thought to reflect
a dramatic increase in uplift rates within the Southern Alps at 5 Ma (Sutherland, 1996). The
5 Ma ages probably represent accelerated uplift as deformation was localised onto the Alpine
Fault zone.

1.1.2

Fault geometry

The brittle fault in many surface outcrops is partitioned into 1-10 km long oblique thrust segments that dip moderately to the SE, linked by strike-slip segments that are near vertical (e.g.
Norris and Cooper, 1997). The partitioning results from local perturbations of the stress field
to depths of 1-4 km due to variations in surface topography (Norris and Cooper, 1995). Surface
geological data (Sibson et al., 1979, 1981) indicate the fault zone dip steepens to c. 45◦ (the
average dip of the mylonite foliation) as these surface structures converge at depths of around
5

2-4 km. This fault dip is consistent with recent models based on GPS data (Beavan et al., 1999).
Seismic reflections at 25 km depth from a 30◦ SE-dipping zone with a width of approximately
7 km are also inferred to represent the fault zone (Kleffmann et al., 1998), showing that it
gradually shallows and broadens slightly, perhaps as it soles into a basal décollement (Koons,
1990).
The crustal root beneath the central Southern Alps, into which the fault zone extends, has
a thickness of <45 km, of which the upper ∼35 km are greywacke-schist and the lower 10 km,
which have a higher seismic velocity, are interpreted to represent oceanic crust (Kleffmann et al.,
1998; Scherwath et al., 2003; Van Avendonk et al., 2004) (Figure 1.3). The décollement may
exploit the boundary between these two layers as indicated by Little et al. (2005), or sole out
within the greywacke crust, as shown by Van Avendonk et al. (2004). The geometry at depth
inferred from seismic data is indicated in Figure 1.3. This crustal root also contains a broad
region of low seismic wave speeds, mostly above the Alpine Fault, that is inferred to represent a
zone of high fluid pressures resulting from prograde metamorphic reactions (Stern et al., 2001).

1.1.3

Fault slip and exhumation of the deformed zone

The Alpine Fault and a narrow crustal zone adjacent to it accommodate approximately 70%
of the total Pacific-Australian plate motion (Norris and Cooper, 2001). Based on offsets of
late Quaternary features, present-day slip rates have been estimated as 27±5 mm yr−1 dextral
strike slip and up to 10 mm yr−1 of reverse dip slip, although the latter varies along strike and is
greatest in the central portion of the fault zone (Norris and Cooper, 2001). Recently, Sutherland
et al. (2006) have published a more precise estimate of the strike-slip rate of 23±2 mm yr−1
at the southern end of the fault. Since plate motions from continuous GPS are little different
from those predicted by the gobally consistent NUVEL-1A solution of DeMets et al. (1994),
(Beavan et al., 1999) it is inferred that these slip rates, and hence strain rates within the zone,
are unlikely to have changed much over the last 5 million years.

Figure 1.3: Cross section of the Southern Alps, based on the northern SIGHT seismic profile, modified
from Van Avendonk et al. (2004). Two possible locations for a basal décollement are indicated by dashed
lines. The shallower décollement is from Van Avendonk et al. (2004); the deeper décollement is after
Little et al. (2005).
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The reverse component of slip on the fault has caused uplift and exhumation of material in
the hanging-wall, so the rocks presently exposed at the surface were probably deformed under
similar conditions to those currently experienced in the fault zone at depth. Offset river terraces,
raised marine benches, and similar late Quaternary features give uplift rates of the hangingwall
rocks of 8-10 mm yr−1 in the central part of the fault (Bull and Cooper, 1986; Norris and
Cooper, 2001). Exhumation rates within the hanging wall rocks are poorly constrained by older
K-Ar dating, as this was plagued by argon loss/excess difficulties (Adams, 1981). More recent
Ar-Ar and fission track dating (Batt and Braun, 1999; Tippett and Kamp, 1993), have suggested
exhumation rates similar to those determined from late Quaternary offsets. Exhumation rates
in the fault rocks can also be estimated from pseudotachylyte dates. These range from 430 ka to
9.8 Ma (Seward and Sibson, 1985; Adams, 1981), although the most reliable is probably an ArAr date of 1.1 Ma from the Wanganui River area (Warr et al., 2003). This pseudotachylyte does
not overprint any brittle deformation features and therefore I infer that it formed near the base
of the brittle crust (∼10 km in this area). This gives an exhumation rate within the fault rocks
that is consistent with inferences from offset and uplifted surface features. At these uplift rates,
material could have been exhumed from the base of the crustal root at 35 km in approximately
3.9 million years. This is a minimum estimate of the ‘age’ of the exposed mylonites since the
fault zone dip may shallow at depth as it soles out into a basal décollement.
Norris and Cooper (2007) illustrate that lithological markers such as Late Cretaceous pegmatites (Chamberlain et al., 1995) and a zone of retrograde greenschist-facies material from the
hanging-wall, south of the core of the Otago Schist belt, have been dextrally sheared 95 km
north in the center of the mylonite zone. Pegmatites found in the distal parts of the mylonite
zone have only travelled around 25 km from their source on the Mateketeke Range in this time.
Norris and Cooper (2003) showed that this offset was consistent with the expected amount of
ductile shearing in the mylonites over the last 5 million years. As previously noted, a dramatic
increase in convergent plate motion at ca. 5 Ma is no longer indicated by revised plate motion
models, but uplift only accelerated to present-day rates by 5 Ma (Batt et al., 2004), so it is
likely that the convergent component of deformation was insufficient to cause localisation of
deformation onto a single structure prior to this time.
It is estimated from the elevation of Pleistocene beach gravels at Knights Point, that the
footwall of the fault is also undergoing slow uplift at rates of ∼0.9 mm yr−1 (Cooper and
Kostro, 2006). Furthermore, Oligocene sequences in the NW of the region have been shortened
and exhumed (Ghisetti and Sibson, 2006), indicating most of the Neogene footwall deformation
involved uplift rather than subsidence.

1.1.4

Geothermal gradient in the fault zone and surrounding crust

A variety of different geothermal gradients have been proposed for the crust surrounding the
Alpine Fault. Koons (1987) showed that the component of uplift on the fault will have caused
advection of the crustal isotherms as the temperature perturbation due to uplift cannot be
7

balanced by diffusive cooling. In his models, Koons (1987) suggested that the 300◦ C isotherm
would lie at a depth of only ∼3km beneath the surface to the east of the Alpine Fault. Later
models (Upton, 1995; Batt and Braun, 1999) showed similar high temperatures at shallow depths
accompanied by isothermal advection towards the base of the crust. Conversely, Shi et al. (1996)
produced a model in which the advection of isotherms by uplift on the fault was offset at depth
by depression of the isotherms due to crustal thickening. Shi et al.’s (1996) model adequately
explains the observed reset mineral and fission-track thermochronology (Adams, 1981; Kamp,
1992; Kamp and Tippert, 1993; Tippett and Kamp, 1993) and heat-flow measurements in shallow
boreholes in the Alpine Schist of the fault hanging-wall (Allis and Shi, 1995), but is inconsistent
with pressure-temperature estimates from fluid inclusion studies (Holm et al., 1989; Craw, 1997).
Upton (1995) also collected new thermobarometric data from the Alpine fault mylonites and
hanging-wall schists within a few kilometers of the fault. Unfortunately, there was a spread
of ∼100◦ over a single pressure in her temperature estimates from the mylonites because of
difficulties in determining exact synchroneity of mineral growth. Nevertheless she was able to
refine previous estimates of the thermal gradient experienced by the rocks presently exposed at
the surface during uplift using this data. Upton’s (1995) upper temperature bound for viscous
deformation was constrained by fluid inclusion studies in the hanging-wall schist (Holm et al.,
1989), rather than in the fault zone rocks, which may be cooler due to depression of isotherms
adjacent to the cooler footwall block. These uplift path thermal gradients are summarised in
Figure 1.4. Note that temperatures experienced by the rocks that are presently exposed at
the surface are not the same (steeper in the near surface and vice versa) as those presently
experienced at depth due to continued uplift (Craw, 1997).

Figure 1.4: Previously proposed geothermal gradients downdip of the Alpine Fault zone. Orange =
Upton (1995), purple = Batt and Braun (1999), blue = Shi et al. (1996).
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Townend (1999) determined a geothermal gradient in the footwall of ∼30◦ C km−1 based
on measurements in oil exploration wells, mostly to the NW of the present study area. This
gradient is associated with a high heat flow in the near-surface that is attributed to relatively
recent removal of the cover sequence, which also indicates that the footwall of the fault is
undergoing slow uplift.

1.2

Alpine Fault zone rocks: previous work and interpretations

Three main groups of fault rocks are present in the fault zone; mylonites, pseudotachylytes
and cataclasites. Previous work on each group of fault rocks is discussed briefly below. More
comprehensive reviews of previous work are found at relevant points later in the thesis, so that
they can be more easily related to the new data and interpretations from this study.

1.2.1

Mylonites

The mylonites exposed in the hanging-wall of the fault were first described by Reed (1964),
based mostly on a type section in Saddle Creek in the upper Kokatahi Valley. Reed (1964)
identified a zone of highly deformed rocks derived from the two major tectonostratigraphic
terranes bounding the fault, but incorrectly correlated different styles of deformation (incohesive
and cohesive cataclasite series and mylonite series material) to different episodes of fault history.
By extending the area of field survey along strike of the fault Sibson et al. (1979, 1981) were able
to create a composite ‘hard rock’ structural section across the fault zone (Figure 1.5). These
authors indicated that the footwall of the fault is composed of Western Province granitoids that
are transitional southeastward into augen mylonites, green mylonites, schist-derived mylonites
(consisting of compact schist mylonites and curly schists) and gradually to Alpine Schist. Further
south, in the central Alpine Fault zone (between Gaunt Creek and Fox Glacier), only recent
glacial gravels are exposed in the footwall of the fault (Prior, 1988; Cooper and Norris, 1994;
Norris and Cooper, 1995).

Figure 1.5: Sibson et al.’s (1979) composite cross section through the Alpine Fault mylonite zone. Figure
2 of Sibson et al. (1979).
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The nomenclature for the mylonites introduced by Sibson et al. (1979) (as illustrated in
Figure 1.5) was re-examined by subsequent authors (e.g. Prior, 1988; Wright, 1998; Campbell,
2002), and in mylonites derived from the hanging-wall Alpine Schist is now commonly replaced
with a broad, field-based classification into ultramylonite, mylonite and protomylonite sub-zones
(e.g. Norris and Cooper, 2003).
Prior (1988) carried out a comprehensive study of deformation within the mylonite zone,
focussing on material derived from the Alpine Schist in the central and southern section of the
fault. His detailed analysis of field and microstructural relationships is still the most comprehensive dataset available on the mylonites. The interpretations of fault kinematics and deformation
mechanisms that were active within the mylonites made during that study are discussed further
in Chapters 5 and 8.

Strain and vorticity estimates in the mylonites
Total strains attained during ductile deformation in the mylonite zone have been estimated by
analysis of thickness variations of a suite of Late Cretaceous pegmatite veins (Norris and Cooper,
2003). For a modelled pure shear stretch up-dip of the fault of 1-3, simultaneous simple shear
strains in the protomylonites range from 12 to 32, in the mylonites from 100 to 200, and in
the ultramylonites from 200 to 300 (Norris and Cooper, 2003). The magnitudes of total simple
shear strains therefore decrease by an order of magnitude away from the center of the shear zone
(Figure 1.6a). The shear strains are much higher than have previously been estimated in simple
shear zones, as it is impossible to measure such high strains using more common methods of
strain determination (Ramsay and Huber, 1983). A shear strain of 200 over a 5 million year
period is equivalent to a strain rate of 1.2 ×10−12 s−1 ; similarly a slip rate of 23.2 mm yr−1

Figure 1.6: (a) Simple shear strains measured in the various sub-zones of the Alpine Fault mylonites.
Figure 8 of Norris and Cooper (2003). (b) Strain rates in shear zones for various shear zone widths and
displacement rates. The typical width of the exhumed Alpine Fault mylonite zone is illustrated by the
grey vertical line.
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(Sutherland et al., 2006) over the 1 km thick mylonite zone is equivalent to a strain rate of
7.4 ×10−13 s−1 . These values are at the faster end of typical geologically recognised strain rates
(Pfiffner and Ramsay, 1982, Figure 1.6b).
Vorticity estimates from rotated biotite porphyroclasts show the mylonite zone itself has
undergone dominantly dextral reverse simple shear, but also indicate a significant component
of pure shear (Holcombe and Little, 2001). These results led Holcombe and Little (2001) and
Little et al. (2002a) to suggest that the SL fabrics of the distal mylonite zone reflect bulk
transpressional flow resulting in an oblate strain ellipse. The contribution from these two endmember strain types cannot be assessed from the models of Norris and Cooper (2003), but low
kinematic vorticity numbers are unlikely for a narrow fault zone with such a large component of
fault-parallel motion (Norris and Campbell, 2004). The hangingwall schists experienced more
of a flattening strain with an estimated pure shear stretch up-dip of the fault of ca. 2 (Holm
et al., 1989; Holcombe and Little, 2001).

1.2.2

Pseudotachylytes

Pseudotachylytes were first recognised in the fault zone by Wallace (1976). Sibson et al. (1979)
and Prior (1988) subsequently found that pseudotachylytes are fairly widely distributed throughout the fault rocks, both along and across strike, but may be more common in the westernmost
mylonite outcrops. Few pseudotachylytes were found in the central region of the fault. More
recent studies have focused on local occurrences (Seward and Sibson, 1985; Cooper and Norris,
1994; Bossiere, 1991; Warr and Cox, 2001; Warr, 2003; Warr and van der Pluijm, 2005) and
there has been no further major survey of pseudotachylytes within the fault zone to date.

1.2.3

Cataclasites

Both Reed (1964) and Sibson et al. (1979) recognised that the fault zone sequence includes cataclasites. Reed (1964) suggested that the most intense cataclasis and formation of uncemented
‘pug’ (ie. gouge) occurred within a half a mile of the Alpine Fault itself, but that zones of
brecciated rock may also be encountered within the adjacent mylonites; this was supported by
Sibson et al. (1979), who also noted that the fault rock sequence could be truncated at any place
by the most recent fault break, and that shear on subsidiary cataclasite zones has sometimes
resulted in repetition of lithologies.
White and White (1983) carried out detailed microstructural studies of the transition from
mylonite to cataclasite within the Wanganui River area, recognising cyclic operation of brittle
and ductile mechanisms across this transition accompanied by pervasive retrogressive alteration.
However, this studied section is not typical of the central Alpine Fault zone. Cooper and Norris
(1994) noted that cataclasites composed of crushed mylonite and vein quartz immediately above
the Alpine Fault in the Gaunt Creek section are structurally overlain by mixed ultracataclasite,
cataclastic mylonite and pseudotachylyte, and then mylonite. Warr and Cox (2001) carried out
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a more comprehensive analysis of deformation mechanisms active during formation of these cataclasites, identifying a progression during exhumation from anhydrous cataclasis and frictional
melting to hydration resulting in chloritisation and clay mineral transformations which caused
significant weakening. Campbell (2002) also investigated the geochemical effects of hydrothermal alteration in the cataclasite zone and recognised that the alteration assemblages vary along
strike of the fault.
In addition to the studies mentioned above, comprehensive field mapping of the surface
expression of the Alpine Fault zone has been carried out over the last fifteen years by members
of the University of Otago Geology Department (Green, 1982; McAdoo, 1992; McClintock, 1999;
Simpson, 1992; Read, 1994; Wright, 1994; Cooper and Norris, 1994; Upton, 1995; Wright, 1995;
Norris and Cooper, 1995, 1997; Wright, 1998; McClintock, 1999). These projects have included
many descriptions of macroscopic and some microscopic aspects of all of these groups of fault
rocks, have allowed the approximate boundaries of the fault zone to be delimited over much of
the fault length, and have provided a comprehensive structural dataset of fabric orientations.

1.3

Protolith lithologies

In the studied area (Waitaha River to Haast), the Alpine Fault is bounded to the southeast by
metamorphosed metasediments of the Caples and Torlesse Terranes, and to the northwest by
a variety of Western Province lithologies including Palaeozoic granites and gneisses, Greenland
Group metasediments and Cretaceous granitoids (Muir et al., 1998) (Figure 1.7). The mylonite
zone presumably cuts through all these units at depth and there has been at least 90 km of
ductile and 440-470 km total dextral strike-slip displacement on the fault (Sutherland, 1999b),
so the mylonites could be derived from any of these units or from lithologies exposed at the
southwest and northeast ends of the fault in Fiordland and NW Nelson. Recognition of the
protolith of a mylonite requires an understanding of possible protolith mineralogies. These
units are briefly described in the following. Correlation of the mylonites to these protoliths is
discussed in Chapter 4.

1.3.1

Eastern Province Terranes

Alpine Schist, derived from Torlesse and Caples Terranes, Aspiring lithologic association/terrane, Murihiku, Dun Mountain/Maitai and Brook Street terranes
The Rakaia subdivision of the Torlesse Terrane is found to the E and SE of the Alpine Fault
in the studied area. In its less deformed regions this terrane consists of an alternating grey, indurated, quartzo-feldspathic sandstone and mudstone sequence (commonly ‘greywacke’) (MacKinnon, 1983). The Caples Terrane, which is composed of volcanoclastic greywacke and argillite
(Mortimer and Roser, 1992), abuts the Torlesse Terrane to the SW along a contact that trends
approximately NNW-SSE through Central Otago. The percentage of pelitic schist, metachert
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Figure 1.7: Map of New Zealand basement terranes from Sutherland (1999a)

and mafic metavolcanics is much higher in the SW part of the Torlesse Terrane adjacent to
the Torlesse-Caples contact. These deep water and ocean floor assemblages are assigned to the
Aspiring lithologic association, which is usually considered to be a subdivision of the Torlesse
Terrane (Craw, 1981). The Aspiring units are also sometimes assigned terrane status in their
own right (Norris and Craw, 1987; Mortimer and Roser, 1992).
The sediments of these terranes were metamorphosed and deformed during Mesozoic terrane
collision, forming the Otago Schist subgroup of the Haast Schists (Mortimer, 2000). The Haast
Schists are mostly chlorite zone although grade does increase towards the Caples-Torlesse Terrane boundary from both the SW and NE. The schists are often differentiated using a textural
zonation scheme (Hutton and Turner, 1936; Bishop, 1974); recently revised by Turnbull et al.
(2001). Metamorphic grade in the Torlesse Terrane also increases as the Alpine Fault is approached from the SE, defining the Alpine Schist subgroup of the Haast Schist (Mason, 1962).
The most deformed, textural zone (t.z.) III and IV rocks are found in a narrow band within 2
to 10 km of the fault itself (Nathan et al., 2002). Quartzofeldspathic Alpine Schists grade from
quartz-albite-muscovite-chlorite (greenschist facies) assemblages to biotite-albite-oligoclase and
garnet (amphibolite facies) assemblages closer to the fault indicating maximum burial depth in
the Mesozoic of ∼40 km (Cooper, 1980; Grapes and Watanabe, 1992; Vry et al., 2004) (Fig13

ure 1.1). A post-M2 uplift of the schist through 10-14 km (Grapes and Watanabe, 1994; Grapes,
1995) is indicated by pressure estimates from K-feldspar bearing Alpine Schists found immediately adjacent to the central Alpine Fault. These K-feldspar bearing schists are also thought
to represent a late high-temperature metamorphism, possibly related to shear heating on the
Alpine Fault at depth (Findlay, 1985; Grapes and Watanabe, 1994).
Within 2 km of the Alpine Fault there is a zone of mylonitised schist containing ‘greenschist’
or ‘amphibolite’ (metabasite) and ultramafic bands (Prior, 1988; Wright, 1998; McClintock and
Cooper, 2003, and many others). It has been suggested previously (e.g. Wright, 1998; Little
et al., 2002a) that the mylonites of the central Alpine Fault zone are mostly derived from the
Aspiring lithologic association units because of the abundance of metabasite.
Additional Eastern Province terranes located to the SW of the Caples are the metasedimentary Murihiku and Maitai Terranes, the metasedimentary and metavolcanic Brook Street
Terrane, and the ophiolitic Dun Mountain Belt. Campbell (2005) showed that mylonites derived
from these terranes are found in the Cascade and Jackson River areas and it seems unlikely they
will be found much further to the north due to disruption of the deformation regime by the Red
Mountain ophiolite block. Similarly, mylonites from these protoliths could be expected to occur
in the footwall of the fault to the SE of Red Hills in Nelson. The Caples terrane also only abuts
the Alpine Fault towards its southern and northern ends but it is conceivable that it could have
been dragged along the fault since it is not shielded behind the Dun Mountain blocks.

1.3.2

Western Province terranes

Buller and Takaka terranes including the Greenland Group and Palaeozoic granitoids, and Median Tectonic Zone Cretaceous granitoids
The Cambrian to Ordovician Takaka Terrane, exposed in NW Nelson and SW Fiordland, contains metavolcanics, abundant marbles and island arc-derived metasediments (Cooper, 1989).
The Ordovician Buller Terrane is in fault contact with the Takaka Terrane to the SW (Jongens,
2006), and is only exposed on the Western side of the Alpine Fault and in SW Fiordland. The
metasedimentary units in this terrane are known as the Greenland Group. They were derived
from a continental source and form a remarkably uniform turbiditic sequence with the only obvious major variation being an increase in the volcanogenic component to the south. The Buller
Terrane underwent low-grade regional metamorphism in the Late Orodivician, around 450 Ma
(Adams, 2004). The Greenland Group was metamorphosed to greenschist facies at about 420
Ma. Emplacement of granitoids in the Late Devonian to Early Carboniferous and in the Cretaceous also caused contact metamorphism to biotite hornfels, upper greenschist, and occasionally
amphibolite facies assemblages (Roser and Nathan, 1997).
The Devonian to Carboniferous intrusives are collectively known as the Karamea Suite. They
include voluminous potassic biotite granitoids that are now exposed in west Nelson and in the
Victoria, Brunner and Paparoa ranges in northern Westland (Nathan et al., 2002).
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A variety of Jurassic to Cretacrous granitoids intrude the Western Province, mostly along
the Median Tectonic Zone but also in scattered outcrops to the west of the Alpine Fault. The
dominantly Jurassic Darren Suite, exposed in Fiordland and near Greymouth, consists mostly
of hornblende-bearing igneous rocks with calc-alkaline chemistries. The Early Cretaceous Separation Point Suite in both Fiordland and NW Nelson is composed of Na-rich, alkali-calcic
granitoids with high concentrations of Sr and low Y (Muir et al., 1998). The Rahu Suite in
northern Westland has similar chemistry to the Separation Point Suite, apart from lower Sr/Y
and may be derived from melting of the Separation Point Suite mantle, mixed with Greenland
Group metasediments (Waight et al., 1998).
These Western Province units form the footwall block of the Alpine Fault and so should be
considered as possible protoliths despite their exposure far to the south of the Murihiku and
Brook Street terranes, that were not dragged as far north as the central Alpine Fault.

Figure 1.8: Map of Western Province and Fraser Complex lithologies adjacent to the northern section of
the Alpine Fault. Red = Alpine Schist; shading represents increasing metamorphic grade as in Figure 1.1;
purple = Fraser Complex; blue = Cretaceous granitoid; green = Greenland Group; yellow = Quaternary
deposits

1.3.3

Fraser Complex

The Fraser Complex consists of variably mylonitised, high-grade sillimanite-bearing migmatite
and hornblende-bearing gneisses, intrusive granitoids and intrusive dikes found in a narrow sliver
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between the Alpine Fault, the Fraser Fault and the Bald Hill Range Thrust from the Wanganui
River in the south to the Taramakau River in the north (Rattenbury, 1991) (Figure 1.8). The
Fraser Complex forms part of a regional gneissic and granitic basement to the Greenland Group.
It is likely that the complex continues at depth beneath the central portion of the Alpine Fault
since similar lithologies are occasionally found outcropping in the footwall, for example near the
Waitangi-taona road bridge downstream of Gaunt Creek (A.F. Cooper, personal communication, 2004; Reed, 1964). Mylonitisation of the Fraser Complex occured post-Late Cretaceous
(Rattenbury, 1987b) and pre-Miocene (∼44 Ma). This deformation is not thought to be related
to the Alpine Fault since the intensity of mylonitisation within the complex does not increase
towards the Alpine Fault (Rattenbury, 1987a) and the orientation of the mylonitic foliation is
not necessarily parallel to the mean Alpine Fault mylonite foliation (Wright, 1998). The mylonites are derived from the Mt Misery Metamorphic Suite, the Fraser Peak Granite and/or dike
lithologies.

1.4
1.4.1

Seismic behaviour of the Alpine Fault
Historical seismicity

Historical earthquakes around the Alpine Fault zone have been routinely recorded by the New
Zealand National Seismic Network (NZNSN) for at least the last 50 years. The network was
upgraded to contain digital seismographs at an average spacing of 100 km by early 1990 (Anderson and Webb, 1994) so more small events were recorded after this time. Earthquakes recorded
by this network are routinely located using first arrivals from P and S waves read from horizontal seismometers. Earthquake epicenters for events of ML 3-4 are located with an accuracy of
∼3 km horizontally; the accuracy of depth estimates is harder to assess but the error is likely
to be greater (Anderson and Webb, 1994).
Locations, magnitudes and depths of earthquakes for the central South Island in the period
1984-2004 from the NZNSN earthquake catalogue are plotted in Figure 1.9. No attempts were
made to filter the catalogue data for accuracy so it is likely that some of these events are
mislocated, but the diagram does show the general pattern of recorded events. The patterns of
seismicity in the region of the Alpine Fault revealed by the NZNSN have been summarised and
discussed by Anderson and Webb (1994) and Eberhart-Phillips (1995). The most significant
feature of the earthquake distributions is that the section of the Alpine Fault from Harihari to
Jackson’s Bay (Figure 1.9) is relatively aseismic (Eberhart-Phillips, 1995) compared with activity
north and south of this region. Furthermore, few earthquakes have focal depths below ca. 10
km in the central Alpine Fault region. Leitner et al. (2001) identified only two earthquakes with
ML > 5 in the NZNSN catalogue adjacent to the section of the Alpine Fault between Harihari
and Jackson’s Bay. Focal mechanisms from these earthquakes are consistent with almost pure
dextral strike-slip and with oblique dextral-reverse slip on planes with similar strike to the Alpine
Fault.
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Figure 1.9: Map of historical seismicity for the South Island of New Zealand. Details of earthquakes
recorded in the period 1984-2004 were downloaded from the NZNSN earthquake catalogue. Contour lines
on the surface of a 45◦ SE-dipping Alpine Fault plane are also indicated. Colours of fault plane contours
and earthquake spots are related to depth as indicated in the legend. A particularly large cluster of
earthquakes, labelled ‘HOPE FAULT INTERSECTION’ has occurred around the intersection of the Hope
Fault and the Alpine Fault, near Arthur’s Pass. In contrast, the central section of the Alpine Fault is
comparatively aseismic. The apparent lack of correlation of events with the location of the fault plane at
depth probably results from the relatively large (≥3km) errors in the locations of these events.

The NZNSN does not detect all small (< ML 3) events because of the relatively large station
spacing. Leitner et al. (2001) examined seismicity during a six month period in 1995/1996
during which more detailed seismograph recordings were available from the Lake Pukaki Seismic
Experiment (Davey et al., 1998). The detailed recordings allowed more accurate earthquake
epicentral depths to be determined. From these data Leitner et al. (2001) determined that few
earthquakes occur below a depth of 10-12 km within the crust adjacent to the Alpine Fault zone,
and that the base of the seismogenic zone becomes shallower by some 4 km a short distance
into the hanging-wall from the fault. Although Leitner et al. (2001) state that the recorded
earthquakes, which ranged up to ML 5 in magnitude, occur ‘on or close to the fault’, examination
of cross-sections from that study shows that few of the events were actually located along the
inferred down-dip projection of the Alpine Fault zone; rather they were mostly concentrated
in the hanging wall. Focal mechanisms from events recorded in this 1995/1996 period were
dominated by thrust and oblique strike-slip mechanisms, with P-axes trending between 090◦
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and 160◦ .
Rare, moderate sized (<ML 5) earthquakes located close to the Alpine Fault are listed in
the NZNSN earthquake catalogue. Although the ground shaking associated with these events is
insufficient to cause damage to local infrastructure, there is some hazard associated with these
events since they can trigger landslides in the weakened fault rocks along the range front of the
Southern Alps (Korup, 2004). For example, two ML 4 earthquakes may have contributed to
slope weakening in the upper Poerua catchment just south of Harihari (Figures 1.8 and 1.9)
where, in October 1999, a 10-15 million m3 landslide from the side of Mt Adam temporarily
dammed the river. When the dam was subsequently breached, the resulting debris-laden flood
deposited 1.7 million m3 of debris on farmland downstream and significantly changed the course
of the river (Hancox et al., 2005). Similarly, in 1967, a debris flood from the Gaunt Creek
outcrop (Figure 1.10) that may have been triggered by small-scale seismicity (this was before
extensive seismic networks capable of detecting such an earthquake were installed) permanantly
diverted the Waitangi-taona river, filled and extended Lake Wahapo over prime forestry land,
and caused temporary closure of the road bridge on State Highway 6.

1.4.2

Paleoseismicity

Paleoseismic studies have combined trenching (e.g. Berryman et al., 1998) with dendrochronology (Wells et al., 1998, 1999), to determine that there have been three major ground ruptures
on the Alpine Fault in the last 800±50 years (Yetton et al., 1998). The best estimates of timing
of the most recent event in the northern and central section of the fault is 1717 AD (Wells et al.,
1999). Rupture lengths have been estimated to range from ∼200 to 600 km (Sutherland et al.,
2007a), with coseismic strike-slip offsets of ∼ 8 m (Hull and Berryman, 1986), giving estimated
moment magnitudes in the range Mw 7.6-7.9. At a Quaternary strike-slip rate of 27 mm yr−1
(Norris and Cooper, 2001), slip increments of 8 m should occur approximately every 300 years;
this return period is consistent with estimates from paleoseismic studies.
Paleoseismic estimates of the timing of the last major displacement on the Alpine Fault are
similar from both north/central (Wells et al., 1999) and southern (Cooper and Norris, 1990)
sections of the fault. However, an earlier event was only observed in the north/central section
(Wells et al., 1999). These observations suggest that the entire fault can rupture at one time,
but that sections of it may also rupture independently. It has also been suggested that the
central section of the Alpine Fault releases acumulated elastic strain in ‘slow’ earthquakes,
during which slip occurs over a period of some years and the associated seismic energy release
is very small, rather than in sudden high-energy events (Stern et al., 2002). However, this
hypothesis is inconsistent with paleoseismic data which indicates there were three significant
forest disturbance events during the last 700 years in the central Alpine Fault zone (Wells et al.,
1999), as might be expected during intense ground-shaking resulting from sudden, high-energy
fault ruptures. There has also been no historical displacement of the road that crosses the fault
scarp at Franz Joseph Village that might indicate slow fault creep (Sutherland et al., 2007b).
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Furthermore, simplified dynamic rupture models suggest that a large rupture could propagate
rapidly through a region that had already undergone slower, aseismic slip (Sutherland et al.,
2007a). Therefore, it is expected that the Alpine Fault undergoes frequent seismic ruptures
along most of the ∼400 km length from Fiordland to Arthur’s Pass and perhaps further. Over
a 5 million year period, there should have been nearly 17,000 such events.

1.5

Why study the Alpine Fault zone?

New Zealand’s Alpine Fault zone is unique amongst major faults and shear zones such as those
described in §1.0.1 because
• It is presently active.
• Rates of motion across the zone are reasonably well known.
• The reverse component of fault slip has resulted in exhumation of the hanging wall material
from considerable depths, which may be representative of a pseudo-vertical section of the
fault zone through the crust.
• There are some existing estimates of magnitudes of ductile strain within the exhumed
mylonites, which are among the largest measured in the world to date.
• The size and return periods of large earthquakes due to brittle failure of the structure are
constrained from paleoseismic studies.
• There is a continuous record of small-scale seismicity around the fault zone over the last
25 years.
• Good GPS coverage provides a measure of strain accumulation rates and distribution
around the fault.
These factors mean that the Alpine Fault zone provides an unparalleled opportunity to study
the mechanical development of a major active plate boundary structure.

1.6

Major research questions

The research described in the thesis was undertaken with the aim that detailed structural studies
of the Alpine Fault zone may be able to contribute to the understanding of the following major
questions:
1. How localised is strain in this major crustal fault zone, and by what mechanisms did
localisation occur?
2. How does the structural development of this zone relate to the kinematic and therombarometric boundary constraints?
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3. How did the deformation and active deformation mechanisms differ from other natural
and experimental examples due to the very high strains experienced in this zone?
4. How are the seismic and aseismic parts of the fault zone linked?
5. How strong is the fault zone, especially compared to the strength of the surrounding crust?
The study focuses on the material exposed from deeper crustal levels, namely the mylonites
and pseudotachylytes hosted within them, since these materials are frequently inaccessible in
other active or inactive fault zones with equally good boundary constraints on the deformation
regime.

1.7

Study area

The active trace of the Alpine Fault generally follows the western range front of the Southern
Alps and is crossed many times by the main road route along the West Coast, State Highway
6 (SH6). The high orographic rainfall on the ranges drains towards the west through numerous
creeks and rivers. Dense bush covers much of the hillslopes but good exposures of the fault zone
rocks are found in and around these creeks and rivers. Since the Alpine Fault mylonite zone is
only around 1 km wide, many of the sections through it can easily be accessed by foot on day
excursions.
A major concern in the present study is the way that structures vary across the width of the
fault zone. This information is most easily obtained from relatively continuous sections where the
location of the fault with respect to the exposed mylonite zone is well known. Detailed structural
mapping and frequent sampling were therefore carried out in three main sections, each of which
provides different information about cross-strike variations. There are also indications of alongstrike variations that may relate to the differential uplift rates and changes in footwall structure
and lithology. Information about these changes was obtained by comparison of observations from
the three sections mapped in detail. It was also sometimes necessary to find other key locations
that could provide clear structural relationships, but these are not usually within continuously
exposed mylonite sections.
The three sections mapped in most detail are Harold Creek, Gaunt Creek and Hare Mare
Creek. A brief summary of why these sections were chosen is given here. More detailed descriptions can be found in Chapter 3. Other locations that were examined but not mapped in
detail are Little Man River, a tributary of the Whataroa River; Stoney Creek and the Tartare
River, north of Franz Joseph; Doughboy and Blacks Creeks, north of the Paringa River, and an
unnamed creek draining the Mateketeke Range immediately north of Haast that is here assigned
the informal name ‘Mosquito Creek’ due to the abundance of these creatures and its proximity
to Mosquito Hill. The locations of these field sites are indicated on Figure 1.10.
Harold Creek is a tributary to the Wanganui River that intersects SH6 just north of Harihari.
Wright (1998) suggested that this may be the southernmost section where the Alpine Fault
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Figure 1.10: Topographic map of the western side of Ka Tiritiri Te Moana (the Southern Alps), illustrating the recent trace of the Alpine Fault as mapped by members of the Geology Department, University
of Otago (red), and locations of field sites for the present study. The digital version of the fault trace is
courtesy of Mark Walrond. The three sections that were studied in detail are labelled in a larger font size.
‘Central AFZ’ = Central Alpine Fault zone. Gridlines are from the New Zealand Map Grid at 20 km
spacings. Topographic contours are at 500 m intervals. Orange lines are roads.
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interacts with an older structure known as the Fraser Fault, and that slivers of Western Provincederived material (Fraser Complex) may be intercalated with Alpine Schist-derived mylonites in
this section by Alpine Fault related thrusting. This area may therefore contain key information
about the structural interaction of these two faults and their roles in exhuming the two different
mylonitised units. Furthermore, this creek contains abundant pseudotachylyte, both in float and
outcrop (Sibson et al., 1979; R.H. Sibson, personal communication, 2004). This, then, seems an
ideal location in which to study the processes of pseudotachylyte formation in the fault zone,
and the relationship to a variety of possible host rock types.
Gaunt Creek is a tributary of the Waitangi-taona river, south of Whataroa. The active fault
trace and up to 300 m structural thickness of the mylonite zone are revealed in a superb exposure
in the lower reaches of the creek. Prior (1988) identified this section as a potential site for detailed
investigation of cross-strike variations in the mylonite zone due to the abundant exposures. The
kinematics of recent fault movements have previously been studied in this section, and a broad
description of the mylonite zone undertaken (Cooper and Norris, 1994). Pseudotachylyte veins
are present with increasing regularity close to the recent fault trace.
Hare Mare Creek is located in the central region of the fault. Norris and Cooper (1997) found
that the Alpine Fault here is partitioned in the near surface (<2 km depth) into thrust segments
linked by a vertical strike-slip fault. The active thrust strand stepped back into the hanging
wall of the fault at around 20 ka. Samples for this study were collected from the mylonite zone
adjacent to the active fault strand. Ultramylonites immediately adjacent to this recent fault,
and above the now inactive Waikukupa thrust contain pegmatite veins from which Norris and
Cooper (2003) were able to estimate simple shear strains of the order of 200-300. The site also
lies up-dip from where particularly rapid exhumation of hangingwall schists from deep crustal
levels has been recognised to occur (Little et al., 2005).
There is a gradual increase in dip-slip rates on the fault with the southward progression
through these three sections. The highest rates are found in the central section around Hare
Mare Creek. Western Province granitoids are found in the footwall of both Harold and Gaunt
Creeks, although they are more common further to the north. By the time Hare Mare Creek is
reached, only recent glacial gravels are exposed in the footwall.

1.8

Structure of this thesis

Following this introduction, Chapter 2 of this thesis contains a discussion of theoretical concepts
of deformation in crustal fault zones so that a framework of concepts is available for use in the
remainder of the thesis. In this chapter, the theoretical relationships are applied to define a
preliminary model of the strength of the crust in and around the Alpine Fault zone, addressing
question 5 of §1.6.
A field-based context for the analysed samples is provided in Chapter 3. The descriptive
data presented in this chapter also illustrate how the fault rocks vary at a macroscopic scale.
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Petrographic, geochemical, and microstructural analyses are presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
These chapters also include a discussion of how these features can be used to determine the
protolith of the fault rocks, and qualitative interpretations of the constraints that can be put on
deformation conditions and mechanisms from such descriptive data. The combined data from
these three chapters can be used to address questions 1, 2 and 5 from §1.6.
In Chapters 6 to 9, quantitative data collected during this study are coupled with numerical
models and analyses to elucidate the rheological behaviour of the fault zone. In Chapter 6, a
comprehensive dataset of crystallographic preferred orientation data from quartz-rich layers in
the mylonites is presented, and interpreted in terms of deformation mechanisms, physical conditions during deformation, strain kinematics and strain history. A model is presented to explain
how the formation of oriented quartz fabrics influences further deformation, which is relevant to
questions 2 and 4 of §1.6. In Chapter 7, new constraints on deformation conditions within the
fault zone are derived from quantitative microprobe analyses, rheothermometry (temperature
estimates from the rheological behaviour of minerals), fluid inclusion analyses, and recrystallised
grain size paleopiezometry. This information can be used to address questions 1 and 4 of §1.6.
Kinematic indicators from both field and CPO studies, formed at different structural levels in
the fault zone, are described in Chapter 8. Strain models are presented that relate formation
of these structures to changes in strain distribution in the fault zone with time. This model
of strain evolution provides information relevant to questions 1,2 and 5 of §1.6. The factors
that control pseudotachylyte formation within the fault zone are considered in Chapter 9. The
information derived from studying the pseudotachylytes is used to make interpretations of the
physics of earthquake faulting within the fault zone and to assess the significance of pseudotachylyte formation to overall fault zone behaviour. A discussion of other structural features
that can also provide this information is included in this chapter, addressing Question 3 of §1.6.
The information gathered during this thesis is synthesised in Chapter 10, and discussed in
terms of advances towards answering the questions outlined in §1.6. This chapter also contains
a summary of the major findings and directions for future research.
Intellectual property and co-authorship
Chapter 6 forms part of a manuscript that is in revision for the Journal of Structural Geology.
This manuscript was co-authored by Richard J. Norris of the University of Otago, and Dave
J. Prior of the University of Liverpool. Richard Norris is a primary supervisor for this PhD
project. Dave Prior acted as a temporary supervisor while I carried out analytical work at his
university. I undertook the bulk of data collection and analysis presented in that chapter, but
both co-authors provided advice and assistance during field work and sample analysis. The
interpretations presented in the manuscript are primarily mine but were modified in discussion
with them, as could be expected during a normal supervisory arrangement. Some data were
collected solely by Richard Norris and Dave Prior from samples collected and prepared by me,
and this is acknowledged at the appropriate point in that chapter. Chapter 8 forms part of a
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manuscript that will soon be submitted to the Bulletin of the Geological Society of America.
This manuscript was co-authored by Richard J. Norris, Alan F. Cooper and Mark Walrond
of the University of Otago, and by Dave J. Prior of the University of Liverpool. Some of the
data included in that manuscript was collected by Dave Prior and Mark Walrond, and this is
acknowledged where necessary. Alan Cooper is also an official supervisor for this PhD project.
Again, the interpretations presented within the manuscript are primarily my own but have been
modified during discussions with my co-authors.

1.9

Logistics

Samples collected during this study are numbered OU77701 to OU78000 and OU78101 to
OU78200 as part of the cataloguing system of the University of Otago Geology Department
Rock Collection, where they are lodged. OU numbers outside this range refer to samples previously collected by other workers and retrieved from this collection for futher analysis.
Grid references and formal topographic names relate to the 1:50 000 New Zealand Topographic Map 260 Series, published by Land Information New Zealand.
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Chapter 2

Deformation Processes in Crustal
Fault Zones
2.1

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to establish a theoretical framework in which to interpret data
gathered later in the thesis. For this reason, I include a brief review of deformation mechanisms,
processes and governing constitutive relationships for crustal rocks. These equations show how
the quantities stress and strain are related during deformation, and so can be used to estimate
the magnitudes of these parameters when only one or other of them can be measured from the
exhumed material.
I also consider how these theoretical relationships can be applied to the fault zone materials.
A specific outcome of this analysis is an estimate of how the strength of the Alpine Fault zone
varies with depth. This estimated strength profile is referred to at certain points later in the
thesis, and will be revised based on data gathered during this research project.
In this chapter I also define the use of descriptive terminology as applied in the thesis, so
that consistency is maintained in later sections.

2.2

Crustal fault zones

Observations from ancient and modern shear zones have been combined into a conceptual model
of how deformation mechanisms and processes might vary with depth in the crust. This model,
which is based on initial proposals of Sibson (1977), and was updated and revised by Scholz
(1988), has been called the ‘Sibson-Scholz’ fault zone model (Snoke et al., 1998; Imber et al.,
2001).
The ‘Sibson-Scholz’ fault zone model suggests that, at shallow depths, narrow (10-103 m
wide) zones of fault rocks with randomly oriented fabrics deform by elastico-frictional mechanisms (the FR-regime of Sibson (1983), also commonly known as the brittle crust). There is a
down-dip transition through a zone of semibrittle deformation at depths of around 10-15 km to
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a gradually broadening zone of L-S tectonites (mylonite series) that deform by crystal-plastic
mechanisms (the QP-regime of Sibson (1977), commonly known as the ductile crust; this nomenclature is discussed further in §2.5). This model is constrained by field-based (e.g. Sibson, 1977;
White, 2001; Imber et al., 2001; Whitmeyer and Simpson, 2003) and experimental observations,
coupled with theoretical analyses of deformation mechanims (e.g. Twiss, 1977; Urai et al., 1986),
analogue models (e.g. Koons, 1990) and numerical simulations on many scales (e.g. Beaumont
et al., 2001; Jessell et al., 2005). It is also designed to match the depth distributions of seismicity
(Sibson, 1983). In particular, experimental data show how strain rate, temperature and confining pressure control the maximum attainable strength before failure by various deformation
mechanisms, such as cataclastic flow, brittle faulting, and dislocation glide and climb (Kohlstedt
and Weathers, 1980; Kirby, 1980). Changes in thickness of the model shear zone are inferred
from associated observations of strain localisation in materials undergoing deformation by these
mechanisms. The common perception is that deformation in the upper crust is relatively localised on single or anastomosing networks of discrete faults and in cataclasite zones. In the
‘ductile’ crust, fault zones are perceived to gradually broaden since shear resistance in the host
rocks gradually reduces, resulting in more homogeneous deformation (Whitmeyer and Simpson,
2003). These pre-existing fault zone models have been combined into a preliminary conceptual
fault zone model (Figure 2.1). The theoretical bases for this diagram are progressively described
throughout this chapter.

2.3

Fault rocks

A common nomenclature for fault rocks was introduced by Sibson (1977) (modified from Spry,
1969 and Higgins, 1971), so that material he observed in the exhumed Outer Hebrides fault zone
could be easily related to the deformation regimes just described. The fault rock nomenclature
in this thesis broadly follows the definitions of Sibson (1977), but as modified by Scholz (1988) to
include foliated cataclasite, as suggested by Snoke and Tullis (1998) in a comprehensive review of
fault rock nomenclature. The definitions of the various fault rocks are illustrated in Figure 2.2.
One significant modification to this classification has been made for use in this thesis. I
have found that the concept of a ‘matrix’ is not particularly applicable to many of the Alpine
Fault mylonites. In the original definition of Sibson (1977) the matrix presumably referred to
the recrystallised, fine-grained material surrounding porphyroclastic grains that were remnant
from the original protolith. Unfortunately there is not necessarily a clear grain size distinction
between porphyroclastic and recrystallised material in many of the Alpine fault mylonites. For
this reason, I take the ‘matrix’ to be material that has either recrystallised syn-mylonitically
but may not have undergone significant grain-size reduction, or material that has been broken
down to finer-grained material during mylonitisation by some other process.
Field classification of mylonite-series rocks can be difficult, since the degree of recrystallisation is not visible at the mesoscopic (hand sample) scale. A classification of the Alpine
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literature sources. The concepts shown here are discussed in much more detail in the text of Chapter 2 (especially §2.5.

Figure 2.1: Preliminary conceptual model of the Alpine Fault zone. The model incorporates a variety of predictions about the behaviour of fault zones from

Figure 2.2: Classification of fault rocks employed in this thesis, after Snoke and Tullis (1998)

Schist-derived mylonites into protomylonite, mylonite and ultramylonite sub-zones has been
commonly used in recent literature (e.g. Holcombe and Little, 2001; Norris and Cooper, 2003).
My interpretation of this classification is that the protomylonites preserve pre-mylonitic schist
structures, such as fold hinges, that are not preserved in the mylonites or ultramylonites. Mylonites and protomylonites are strongly layered and have similar mica grain sizes; thin sections
show that there is a higher proportion of recrystallised quartz grains in the mylonites, so that
average grain-size is reduced. Ultramylonites do not have a strong mineral segregation layering
but do part easily along the foliation and have a finer grain size of all phases than mylonites.
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The proportions of matrix material in mylonites in these sub-zones do not strictly correspond
to the 50% and 90% divides indicated in Figure 2.2.
These descriptions provide the basic framework for classification of the mylonites within
this thesis. It is particularly difficult to differentiate mylonites from ultramylonites in the field,
so these two zones are often treated together in the following discussions. Where microscopic
observations have been undertaken, the mylonite nomenclature is applied more strictly according
to Figure 2.2.

2.3.1

The structural record in exhumed fault rock sequences

As illustrated in the inset at lower left of Figure 2.1, material that is exhumed along a thrust
fault will experience progressive deformation at many different crustal levels. As a result, fault
rocks that are structurally characteristic of deformation conditions at depth are likely to be
overprinted by fault rocks that are characteristic of shallower level conditions. This could result
in replacement of mylonitic by cataclastic textures, for example. Similarly, mylonitic textures
developed at amphibolite facies conditions could be expected to be modified during subsequent
deformation at greenschist facies conditions.
If the fault zone is narrower at shallow depths, where low temperatures might promote more
localised deformation, it is possible that some rocks that were deformed at deeper crustal levels
could be stranded in the hangingwall. Evidence of deeper-level deformation processes is therefore
more likely to be preserved in rocks furthest from the core of the fault zone. However, it is also
possible that hanging-wall material is progressively incorporated into the fault zone with time,
so that material towards the boundaries of the fault zone never experienced deformation at the
deepest levels of the mylonite zone.
It is important to be mindful of these possible overprinting relationships when examining
the exhumed fault rocks. Estimates of the amount of the deformation history preserved in the
mylonites are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.

2.4

Rheology of crustal rocks and the strength of crustal fault
zones

The rheological behaviour of the crust is described by constitutive relationships, i.e. equations
that relate stress, strain or strain rate, and pressure and/or temperature-dependent material
properties such as the elastic modulus or viscosity. Materials are classified by the type of
response they display to an applied stress. The simplest classes of materials are elastic, viscous
and plastic.
An elastic material undergoes a deformation that is instantaneous and recoverable. The
amount of bulk longitudinal strain (as might be experienced by a body of rock shortened in a
triaxial rock deformation apparatus; e) is directly proportional to the differential stress, (σ1 −σ3 ,
or ∆σ), following the relation:
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e = E · ∆σ

(2.1)

where E is Young’s modulus. The classic analogue to this material is a spring. In geological
materials elastic behaviour is displayed by rocks loaded slowly at low temperatures (e.g. dry
quartz at <300◦ C loaded at the slowest strain rates normally found in nature).
A linear viscous material undergoes a non-recoverable deformation during which the bulk
longitudinal strain rate (ė) is directly proportional to the differential stress, following the relation
ė = η · ∆σ

(2.2)

where η is the viscosity. The classic analogue is a dashpot. Materials that strictly obey this
equation are also known as Newtonian. Newtonian flow is typical of fluids but is less common
in geological materials in the upper crust. This rheology has been used in models of mantle flow
(e.g. Moresi et al., 2000).
A plastic material will only deform once a certain yield stress, σy , has been exceeded. After
yielding, the material will undergo a non-recoverable deformation during which the rate of strain
is independent of the differential stress. The classic analogue is a block sliding on a surface
(however this ignores the effect of kinetic frictional resistance between the sliding block and
the surface which implies dependence of strain rate on confining pressure). Dislocation glide
in crystals and fracture of intact rock followed by slip on a cohesionless surface (such as one
lubricated with water) are adequately approximated by a plastic constitutive relationship.
In a simplified sense, deformation in the Earth’s crust can be thought of as a combination
of these three behaviours. In brittle deformation, elastic strain is followed by yielding above
some threshold value of differential stress after which permanent deformation occurs. This
threshold differential stress is commonly referred to as the strength of the brittle crust. In the
lower crust, there is a small yield stress that is commonly disregarded (Kohlstedt et al., 1995).
Imposed elastic strains are relieved by viscous mechanisms, where strain rate is proportional
to differential stress. The differential stress (which results in an elastic strain) that has to be
applied to maintain a constant strain rate is known as the flow stress, and is commonly referred
to as the strength of this part of the crust.
It has been common practice since the 1970s to define a strength envelope (i.e. a yield
stress envelope) using the constitutive relationships that give the lowest strength for the various
pressure and temperature conditions that are realised in the crust (e.g. Sibson, 1983; Kohlstedt
et al., 1995; Handy et al., 1999). Examples of some crustal strength profiles are indicated in
the box at right of Figure 2.1. The most common representation, which is based on a quartzdominated rheology, is illustrated with a solid black line. The peak strength in this case occurs at
the transition from brittle to viscous deformation, and corresponds to the base of the seismogenic
zone.
This sort of strength envelope can be used to address the question in §1.6 ‘How strong are
the fault zone and the surrounding crust?’, and provides a framework and comparative tool
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for further analyses of the material properties of the fault zone. I will therefore attempt to
define a strength envelope that is applicable to the Alpine Fault zone. Constitutive equations
for the different rheological behaviours that are recognised in the fault zone are required to
construct this envelope. The deformation mechanisms that are observed in the Earth’s crust, and
their associated constitutive equations are therefore reviewed and discussed before a preliminary
‘Alpine Fault strength envelope’ is presented in §2.6.

2.4.1

Effects of fluids during crustal deformation

Fluids in the crust have a significant effect on rock strength by processes such as the reduction
of effective stresses (Terzaghi, 1936), by assisting diffusive mass transfer (Rutter, 1983) and
stress corrosion (Carter et al., 1990), and hydrolytic weakening (Blacic, 1975; Kronenberg and
Tullis, 1984; Post et al., 1996; Post and Tullis, 1998, and see §2.8). Fluid pressures at depth
are frequently related to the effective vertical stress (confining pressure per unit area, σv ) that
results from lithostatic loading via a pore fluid factor
λ=

Pf
σv

(2.3)

At a given depth, the vertical stress is given by
σv = ρr gz

(2.4)

where ρr is the density of rock (a typical density of granite of 2700 kg m−3 is used in this thesis),
g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m s−2 ) and z is depth. The hydrostatic fluid pressure,
Pf , at the base of a water column of height, z, is
Pf = ρw gz

(2.5)

where ρw is the density of water; 1000 kg m−3 . Therefore, if fluid pressures are hydrostatic, the
pore fluid factor, λ is given by
ρw
(2.6)
ρr
and is approximately equal to 0.37 for the above densities. Fluid pressures in the upper crust
λ=

are likely to be hydrostatic because there are numerous open fractures that allow fluids to freely
circulate to the surface (Townend and Zoback, 2000). With increasing depth, temperature
and confining pressure, cementation processes and compaction will tend to close a rock mass
to fluid movement, so that fluid pressures may rise to lithostatic (λ = 1) or greater. Streit
(1997) suggested that processes leading to suprahydrostatic fluid pressure conditions occur in
the depth range 3-7 km in active tectonic settings and that fault gouges in the same depth range
will become cemented on the timescale of earthquake events.
Effective stresses (σi0 ) experienced by a point in a rock mass containing water are related to
total stresses (σi ) and fluid pressures by the approximation
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σi0 ' σi − Pf

(2.7)

The discussion of rock strength in the following sections is formulated in terms of effective
stresses which are found from this equation.

2.4.2

Frictional sliding and fracture

At low temperatures and high strain rates such as in the upper crust, most geological materials
can fail by sliding on cracks across which atomic bonds between molecules are broken. Griffith
(1921) recognised that most materials contain microscopic imperfections or microcracks and
formulated equations to describe the growth of these ‘Griffith’s cracks’. Failure of a material
containing such microcracks is described by Griffith’s macroscopic failure criterion (Griffith,
1921)
τ 2 = 4σn0 T0 + 4T02

(2.8)

where T0 is the tensile strength of the intact rock and σn0 is the effective stress normal to the
failure plane.
In a compressional regime at confining pressures likely to be realised in the crust, Griffith’s Mode I (tensile) cracks form first, perpendicular to the least principal compressive stress,
σ30 . The stress field is perturbed around these crack tips, resulting in stress concentrations
between neighbouring, en-echelon cracks so that such arrays usually link together to form a
single, through-going surface which accommodates a shear displacement (Mode II and Mode
III cracks). At higher confining pressures (0.6-0.8 GPa for crustal rocks), experimental evidence suggests that Mode I cracking is suppressed and only Mode II and III shear cracks form
(Kohlstedt et al., 1995).
The empirical constitutive relationship for shear failure of intact rock is the Mohr-Coulomb
criteria
τ ≥ C0 + µi σn0

(2.9)

where τ is shear stress, C0 is the cohesion and µi is the internal friction coefficient. An angle of
internal friction of the material, φi , is defined by
µi = tan φi

(2.10)

During Mohr-Coulomb failure of an intact rock mass, faults will preferentially form as planes
containing σ2 , at an angle to σ1 of
θ0 =

tan−1 ( µ1i )
2

The failure criterion can be re-written in terms of differential stress as
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(2.11)

√
∆σ = (σ1 − σ3 ) = 2C0 K + (K − 1)σ30

(2.12)

q
where K = ( (1 + µ2i ) + µi )2 (Jaeger and Cook, 1976).
Two other modes of failure of intact rock are possible. Tensile fracturing will only occur
when σ30 = −T0 and (σ1 − σ3 ) < 4T0 (Secor, 1965). A composite behaviour known as tensile
shear or hybrid fracture occurs when 4T0 < (σ1 − σ3 ) < 5.66T0 and σ30 ≤ 0 (Secor, 1965).
Much of the upper crust is already pervasively fractured (Townend and Zoback, 2000) so that
further deformation can occur by sliding on pre-existing cohesionless planes. This behaviour is
described by Amontons’ Law
τ = µs σn0

(2.13)

where µs is the coefficient of static friction. Experimental results indicate that this sort of
failure is generally not steady-state. Instead, an episodic interchange between static and kinetic
behaviour is observed that is commonly know as stick-slip (Brace and Byerlee, 1966). When
shear failure does occur, it is often rapid; seismic slip rates of around 0.1-2 m s−1 are considered
reasonable for individual faults (Sibson, 1986). This results in release of large amounts of energy
as sound and shear waves, i.e. seismicity.
In a basic model of stick-slip behaviour, which will be employed in this thesis, a kinetic
coefficient of friction µk is used during the frictional sliding that follows initiation of shear
failure. However, it is worth noting that this is an over-simplification of the changes in the
friction coefficient during the stick-slip cycle. µs changes as a function of the time the fault
surfaces have been in static contact, since microscopic processes result in healing of the fault
surface. Furthermore, µk varies as a positive or negative function of the sliding velocity, V
(Scholz, 1998). If µk increases with increasing V, the fault is said to be ‘velocity strengthening’.
Conversely, if µk decreases with increasing V, the fault is said to be ‘velocity weakening’. The
change in µs with V is dependent on rock type and temperature. For example, quartz-rich
rocks are usually velocity-strengthening above temperatures of ∼300◦ C, which is approximately
the onset of crystal-plasticity in this mineral (Scholz, 1998). Velocity-weakening behaviour is
an important requirement for earthquake nucleation and rupture propagation processes. When
a fault is velocity-strengthening, ruptures rapidly arrest, the size of slip increments is limited,
and large drops in elastic strain energy do not occur (Scholz, 1988). The mechanics and energy
budget of seismic failure are discussed further in Chapter 9.
Existing fractures may be reactivated during subsequent deformation. Reactivation is most
favoured for a fault that contains σ20 and lies at an optimal angle to σ10 of θr = 12 tan−1 (1/µ).
Higher differential stresses must be realised for other orientations (Sibson, 1985). The condition
for reactivation can be expressed in terms of differential stresses (Sibson, 1974, 1985), as
∆σ = (σ1 − σ3 ) ≥ (R − 1)σ30
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(2.14)

where R, the ratio of σ10 to σ30 , is given by
R=

(σ1 − Pf )
σ10
(1 + µs cot θr )
=
=
σ30
(σ3 − Pf )
(1 − µs tan θr )

(2.15)

For shear failure of cohesive rock or reactivation of an existing fracture containing σ20 , the
shear stress on the failure plane is related to the differential stress by
τ=

(σ1 − σ3 )
∆σ
sin2θ =
sin2θ
2
2

(2.16)

where θ may be θ0 or θr .
It is difficult to estimate typical cohesion and friction coefficients that are representative of
the entire crust. To address this problem, Byerlee (1978) collated much of the experimental
data on strength during brittle failure or sliding on pre-existing fractures available at that time
and derived an empirical relationship that is now known as Byerlee’s Law
for 3 < σn < 200 MPa
τ = 0.85σn0

(2.17)

τ = 50MPa + 0.65σn0

(2.18)

for 200 < σn < 1700 MPa

The change in the form of this relationship at σn = 200 MPa is equivalent to changing
between the Amontons and Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria; in other words, at normal stresses
greater than 200 MPa, failure occurs by fracture initiation in a cohesive rock mass, rather than
by sliding on pre-existing cohesionless planes.
Sibson (1994) examined field evidence for natural friction coefficients on faults and concluded
that friction coefficients in the range 0.6 to 0.85 can be reasonably assumed for upper crustal
rocks. An average value of µi = 0.75 is suitable for Mohr-Coulomb failure. Surfaces containing
fault gouges are probably slightly weaker than those without. The ratio of the friction coefficients
of a rock (µi ) and a ‘mature’ well-established gouge layer derived from that rock (µas ) can be
expressed by the relationship
µas = sin(tan−1 µi )

(2.19)

(Lockner and Byerlee, 1993). For µi = 0.75, µas = 0.6 so it is reasonable to take µs = 0.6 for
reshear of existing cohesionless faults according to Amontons’ Law (Sibson, 1998).
The cohesive and tensile strengths of common rock types have been determined from laboratory experiments. Typical tensile strengths are in the range 2-20 MPa (Lockner, 1995) and
are dependent on foliation orientation (Figure 2.3). The cohesive strength of a rock is usually
approximately twice the tensile strength (Sibson, 1998).
Anderson (1951) proposed that, since a shear stress cannot be maintained on the surface
of the earth, one of the principal components of the stress tensor in the near-surface must be
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Figure 2.3: Tensile strengths of common rock types from experimental data after Lockner (1995);
Whittles et al. (2002); Li and Aubertin (2002); Strohmeyer and Siegesmund (2002)

vertical. The style of faulting observed would then depend on which of the principal stresses
was the vertical stress. In a thrust regime, σ3 is vertical, in a normal fault regime, σ1 is vertical
and in a strike-slip regime, σ2 is vertical. Since shear failure preferentially initiates on a plane
oriented at an optimal angle of θ0 = 21 tan−1 (1/µ) (equation 2.11), i.e. approximately 26.5◦ to
σ1 for µ = 0.75, in thrust, strike-slip and normal faulting regimes the expected fault dips are
26.5◦ , 63.5◦ and 90◦ respectively. In general, Anderson’s predictions agree with observations
from active tectonic regions (e.g. Arlegui et al., 2006).

2.4.3

Grain-size sensitive creep

Solid-state diffusion of atoms (diffusive mass transfer) can occur through a crystal lattice
(Nabarro-Herring creep), or along grain boundaries (Coble creep) in processes known as diffusion creep (Poirier, 1985; Wheeler, 1992). Material can also be transported in a liquid film
along grain boundaries rather than by the motion of atoms and vacancies in a process that
is known as pressure solution (solution-transfer) (Rutter, 1983). Coble creep and pressure solution processes are geometrically analogous (Elliott, 1973) and occur at lower temperatures
than Nabarro-Herring creep (Poirier, 1985), so that they are more likely to be important in
crustal materials. These diffusive mass transfer processes are driven by stress gradients around
the boundaries of crystals induced by a macroscopically homogeneous differential load (Poirier,
1985; Wheeler, 1992). In polymineralic aggregates, such loads induce chemical gradients between
reacting mineral species (Wheeler, 1992) according to Fick’s Law
∂ϑ
(2.20)
∂x
where J is the flux of material, M is the diffusion coefficient, ϑ is the chemical potential at the
J = −M
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grain surface (in an adjacent fluid or on a grain boundary) and the x direction is perpendicular
to the grain boundary. Since
ϑ = Fo + σ n V

(2.21)

where F o is the specific Helmholtz free energy of the mineral, V is its specific volume and σn is
the normal force across the boundary, this process is pressure-dependent. Diffusive mass transfer
or solution transfer is also grain-size dependent because an increase in the number of grains per
unit area also increases the density of grain boundaries and therefore the number of available
diffusion pathways. Also, it is more likely that two different reacting mineral species will be
close to one another in a fine-grained aggregate so that diffusion path lengths will be relatively
small.
In concert with diffusive mass transfer or solution transfer, movement between crystals is
accommodated by sliding on grain boundaries. These two processes must operate together to
maintain the integrity of the material, and the driving forces for either process are created by
the other (Poirier, 1985). These combined processes are often termed grain-size sensitive (GSS)
flow or creep.
It is difficult to induce GSS creep in materials deformed at laboratory conditions (Brodie and
Rutter, 2000) because very fine-grained aggregates, low stresses and long experiments are usually
needed. However, it is possible to derive the constitutive relationship (flow law) theoretically
(e.g. Elliott, 1973; Rutter, 1983; Wheeler, 1992). These theoretical derivations produce equations
for Coble creep and pressure solution creep such as
ė =

αMgb δ∆σΩ
D3 RT

(2.22)

where M gb is the grain-boundary diffusion coefficient, δ is the grain-boundary thickness, Ω
is the atomic volume of the diffusing species (Poirier, 1985), R is Boltzman’s constant, T is
temperature in ◦ K and D is the average grain diameter in µm. α is a constant that depends on
the geometry of the grains. For grains with axial ratios, r, up to about 1:3, α = 21πr−3/2 but
for more elongate grains, α ≈ 8πr−1/2 (Elliott, 1973). However, due to the variations in possible
grain geometry and material parameters, a general flow law of the form
ė = A∆σ n D-l e−Q/RT

(2.23)

is more commonly used. Here A is a material constant and Q is the activation energy. A, Q
and the exponents l and n are varied to suit the material. Based on experimental results Brodie
and Rutter (2000) suggested appropriate constants for quartz undergoing diffusion creep, where
diffusive mass transfer rather than solution transfer is operative, are A=10−0.2±0.3 MPa−n s−1 ,
Q=220±58 kJ mol−1 , n∼1 and l ∼2.
Unfortunately, the precise constants that should be used in this flow law for pressure-solution
(solution-accommodated GSS) creep are not published. Rutter (1983) suggested that Q would
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Figure 2.4: from Rutter (1983)

be much smaller in this case, of the order of 40 kJ mol−1 , reflecting the fact that pressure solution occurs over a wide range of temperatures and therefore the flow law must be relatively
temperature insensitive. Rutter (1983) also made estimates of the relationship between temperature, differential stress and strain rate for a quartz aggregate undergoing deformation solely by
pressure solution from experimental results, but did not explain the material parameters he used
sufficiently well that they can be employed in new calculations. His deformation mechanism map
for quartz undergoing deformation by pressure solution is therefore included here (Figure 2.4) so
that rheological behaviour during pressure-solution creep can be estimated by direct comparison
to it.
Kenis et al. (2005) estimated values for A and n in a flow law of the form ė = A∆σ n for
deformation of psammites by pressure solution. They fitted finite element geomechanical models
to the rheological behaviour of psammite and quartz in mullion structures from the ArdenneEifel slate belt in Central Europe. The analysed psammites were deformed at lower greenschist
facies conditions and had quartz grain sizes in the range 500-1000µm. The best fit to field
data was obtained for models using A in the range 1.1×10−15 to 8.3×10−15 and n = 1 ± 0.2,
at strain rates of around 10−15 s−1 . It seems reasonable to take A = 5 × 10−15 as an average
value. The geomechanical models incorporated deformation of quartz according to the flow
law for quartz of Hirth et al. (2001), which is also the chosen flow law in this thesis, so Kenis
et al.’s (2005) pressure solution flow law could be used here to approximate deformation at
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low grade conditions. Unfortunately, it cannot be extended outside the modelled temperature
range of 350-400◦ C or the relatively slow strain rate of 10−15 s−1 , so cannot be used to calculate
rheological behaviour during deformation in the Alpine Fault zone.
It is apparent from equation 2.23 that for constant temperature, there is a linear relationship between stress and strain rate, σ ∝ ė (provided n=1); in other words ideal GSS creep
is a linear-viscous behaviour. Note that n might exceed unity if the component of deformation accommodated by grain-boundary sliding is greater than is required to accommodate the
component of material transfer. Furthermore, for constant strain rate at constant temperature,
the flow stress, ∆σ is proportional to Dl , so that lower flow stresses are necessary to cause
steady-state deformation in a fine-grained aggregate than in a coarse-grained one.

2.4.4

Dislocation creep

Minerals can deform by movement of dislocations, which are places where the crystal lattice
is mismatched. This occurs both by slip on defect planes (glide; the main strain accumulation
process) and by movement of these defects out of their crystallographic plane to overcome
obstacles (climb; the recovery process). Combined operation of dislocation glide and dislocation
climb is known as ‘dislocation creep’ or crystal-plasticity. The two processes only occur above
certain temperatures, since there is a yield stress that must be exceeded before dislocation creep
can occur. This yield stress varies with the strength of atomic bonds and distance between atoms
in a molecule so that it reduces with increasing temperature (Poirier, 1985). The constitutive
relationship is therefore temperature-dependent. There is also a weak pressure-dependence of the
yield stress to activate slip. This can be incorporated in the constitutive relationship by adding
P Vd /RT (where Vd is the activation volume for dislocation creep) into the exponential term,
but it is usually disregarded in calculating the strength of materials deforming by dislocation
creep (Kohlstedt et al., 1995). In this deformation regime the material will deform at a constant
strain rate for a particular differential stress (flow stress), which is taken as the strength of the
material. For steady-state (i.e. constant strain-rate) flow:
ė = A∆σ n fHm2 0 e−Q/RT

(2.24)

where A is a material constant, Q is the activation energy, R is Boltzman’s constant, T is temperature in ◦ K and fH2 O is the fugacity of water. A, Q and the exponents n and m are varied
to suit the material. For example, the best fit to experimental data for quartz is A=10−11.2
MPa−n s−1 , Q=135 kJ mol−1 , n=4 and m=1 (Hirth et al., 2001). The fH2 O term is included
to account for the significant hydrolytic weakening effects that are observed in quartz under
experimental conditions (e.g. Kronenberg and Tullis, 1984; Post and Tullis, 1998). fH2 O calculations have been implemented in the Basic Water Package within the program ThermoFluids
(Wagner and Overhoff, 2006), based on the IAPWS-95 formulation of the equation of state for
water (Wagner and Prub, 2002). This software package was used to calculate fH2 O terms in this
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thesis. Notice this flow law is of the same basic form as the simplified diffusion creep flow law
(equation 2.23). Both are Arrhenius’ relationships.
This constitutive equation can be formulated in terms of octahedral shear stress rather than
differential stress
p
γ̇ = A 3(n+1) τ n fHm2 O e−Q/RT
(2.25)
√
where γ̇ is the simple shear strain rate, and the factor 3(n+1) converts the stress and strain rate
tensors of the flattening configuration in triaxial rock deformation experiments to the octahedral
shear configuration used to approximate simple shear (Nye, 1953 in Handy et al., 1999).
During this type of deformation, the flow stress, ∆σ, may also be related to the mean grain
size of the deforming mineral aggregate (D) by the relation
∆σ ∝

1
D

(2.26)

which is known as a grain size palaeopiezometric relationship. Recrystallised grain size is most
commonly used. The application of this relationship has recently been questioned (Austin and
Evans, 2007), as the grain size reduction that accompanies an increase in flow stress due to formation of a greater density of dislocation walls (White, 1976) could be balanced by grain growth
processes for which rates are also dependent on temperature and strain rate. The alternative
relationships are discussed in considerably more detail in §7.5. The standard paleopiezometric
relationship is widely accepted (e.g. Knipe, 1990; Hacker et al., 1992; Fitz Gerald and Stunitz,
1993; Dunlap et al., 1997) so will be used for the purposes of discussions in this chapter. For
quartz, the best experimentally determined recrystallised grain size paleopiezometric relationship (Stipp and Tullis, 2003) is
D = 103.56±0.27 · ∆σ −1.26±0.13

2.4.5

(2.27)

Dislocation creep of quartz

Above 350◦ C, at geological strain rates, quartz is one of the weakest rock-forming minerals
during ductile deformation (Jordan, 1988) and so may largely control rheology in quartz-rich
rocks like the bulk of the Alpine Fault mylonites. It is already recognised that quartz in the
Alpine Fault mylonites experienced dislocation creep (Prior, 1988), therefore it is important
to understand the processes of dislocation creep in this mineral. Recognition that dislocation
creep has occurred is usually based on microstructural observations so a short summary of
characteristic microstructural evidence of the different processes active during dislocation creep
of quartz is also included here. Some of the terminology used in this discussion and later in the
thesis is defined in Appendix A.
Deformation results in the formation of dislocations in crystals (and hence increases intragranular lattice defect energy; Urai et al., 1986) and creates elastic stresses that result in glide
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of these dislocations. In the absence of dislocation climb these dislocations can be come tangled,
resulting in work hardening which could cause failure to occur by brittle mechanisms at comparable strain rates to those causing dislocation glide in grains that have not been work-hardened.
During recovery these dislocations are organised into low-energy configurations such as subgrain
boundaries, and eventually grain boundaries. A small amount of recovery can occur by glide
alone, where dislocations are arranged into arrays and non-geometrically necessary dislocations
are eliminated. However, dislocation climb must be active for a significant amount of recovery to
occur since dislocations must be free to move away from their slip planes to be able to organise
into subgrain boundaries (or the boundaries must be free to move to collect more dislocations).
The movement of dislocations and grain boundaries results in dynamic recrystallisation. It is
particularly important to determine whether or not dislocation climb is active, as it must occur
for the deformation mechanism to be dislocation creep senso stricto.
When describing quartz microstructures it is useful to refer to a scheme introduced by
Hirth and Tullis (1992), since this classification has been widely employed in description of
quartz microstructures, and the microstructural ‘facies’ they define have been correlated to
temperatures and strain rates during deformation using both experimental and natural samples
(e.g. Dunlap et al., 1997; Stipp et al., 2002b; Passchier and Trouw, 2006). Hirth and Tullis
(1992) recognised three microstructural facies for crystal-plastic deformation in experimentally
deformed quartzites. The facies are referred to as regime 1 to 3 quartzite microstructures of
Hirth and Tullis (1992).
• In regime 1, dislocation climb is difficult and most recrystallisation occurs by grainboundary bulging (BLG) into grains with higher dislocation densities (Hirth and Tullis,
1992; Stipp et al., 2002b). The typical microstructure includes large, remnant grains with
undulose extinction or deformation bands. Grain boundaries are sutured on a fine scale
and the recrystallised grains are of similar size to the sutures. It can be difficult to resolve
individual small recrystallised grains optically, even at high magnification. The masses
of recrystallised grains often look like particularly wide, fuzzy boundaries to larger grains
(Tullis, 2006). Subgrains are uncommon.
• In regime 2, dislocation climb is active and combines with dislocation glide so that recrystallisation mostly occurs by subgrain rotation (SGR). In the typical microstructure
large, remnant grains are progressively replaced by aggregates of smaller, parallel-sided,
similarly sized grains with small extinction angle changes across grain boundaries (<10◦ ;
subgrains).
• In regime 3, dislocation climb is easy and recrystallisation occurs by rapid grain boundary
migration (GBM). The resulting microstructure is composed of large, amoeboidal grains
with large-scale sutures. Island grains may be observed (Stipp et al., 2002b). Grain
sizes are not necessarily uniform. True regime 3 microstructures have not been produced
experimentally but are recognised from natural samples (Stipp et al., 2002b).
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Hirth and Tullis’s (1992) classification makes much of the distinction between BLG and
GBM recrystallisation processes. However, during dynamic recrystallisation, BLG and GBM
recrystallisation are essentially the same process. BLG, as used in the above classification, is
the bulging of a high-angle grain boundary into an adjacent grain that has a high dislocation
density and therefore a high lattice defect energy. This may result in nucleation of new grains if
the bulges are subsequently isolated from their host grain (the term was initially introduced by
Baily and Hirsch (1962) and referred to a nucleation mechanism). Migration of grain boundaries
(GBM) occurs to remove lattice defect energy during dynamic recrystallisation. GBM can also
be driven primarily by grain boundary energy but this driving force is only significant during
static annealing (Urai et al., 1986). Dynamic GBM results in movement of an existing high-angle
grain boundary through adjacent material which may result in replacement of a grain with a high
dislocation density by one with lower dislocation density. This could also result in formation of
new grains if the bulged region becomes isolated from its parent. The two processes therefore
cannot be easily differentiated on the basis of microstructure as they will both be indicated by
the presence of interlobate boundaries that bulge into grains with high dislocation densities (i.e.
grains that have undulose extinction, or contain subgrains or deformation bands, all of which
are optical indications of changes in crystallographic orientation across dislocation structures;
White, 1976).
It is recognised that rates of grain boundary migration can increase by a few orders of
magnitude when they are no longer hindered by the presence of impurities (Guillope and Poirier,
1979; Urai et al., 1986). Assuming that tangled dislocations act as impurities, rapid GBM could
be expected to occur when dislocation climb is easy. In this case, recrystallisation by GBM
becomes more important than by SGR (Urai et al., 1986). The BLG/GBM distinction of Hirth
and Tullis (1992) is probably equivalent to the difference between ‘slow’ and ‘rapid’ GBM of
Urai et al. (1986). It is difficult to assess whether GBM rates were rapid or slow from static
sections, but it is possible that new grains formed by slow GBM will be smaller than grains
coevally formed by SGR processes (Mercier, 1980; Urai et al., 1986). Furthermore, it is possible
that optical indications of high dislocation densities will not be present in most grains that
have been swept by rapidly migrating grain boundaries. Hence regime 3 microstructures may
be differentiated from regime 1 microstructures by the presence of relatively dislocation-free
recrystallised grains that are larger than associated subgrains.

2.4.6

Rheology of polyphase aggregates

The rheology of polyphase aggregates depends on the rheology of the constituent phases, but
the contribution of each phase to the strength of the aggregate is not proportional to its relative
volume. The rheological behaviour of polyphase aggregates has been considered using a variety of
mathematical methods, ranging from finite element models of two-phase aggregates undergoing
dislocation creep (Tullis et al., 1991), to analytical solutions using simple mixing laws in which
either stress (Reuss average) or strain (Voigt average) are the same in all constituent phases (e.g.
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Handy, 1990). The true material behaviour will lie between these two bounds (Ji and Xia, 2002).
As noted by Tullis et al. (1991), finite element modelling is too tedious to employ for each new
aggregate. It is also not easily applied to a general case since the geometric arrangement of all
phases needs to be precisely known. Although Tullis et al. (1991) proposed a more generalised
mixing law derived from their finite element analyses, they were unable to determine how to
extend this to systems of more than two phases.
Handy et al. (1999) suggested a more simple method to determine a composite flow law for
two phase aggregates undergoing either fully viscous or mixed viscous and brittle deformation.
This relationship is therefore particularly useful to estimate material behaviour where the failure
mode in the constituent phases differs. These authors noted that the strain rate in an interconnected weak phase forming a proportion of the total rock will be higher than for the rock
overall, according to
−1/τc
γ̇w = γ̇r φw

(2.28)

and
1−(1/τc )

1 − φw
γ̇s = γ̇r
1 − φw

(2.29)

where γ̇r is the shear strain rate in the bulk rock, γ̇s and γ̇w are the shear strain rates in the
strong and weak phases respectively, φw is the volumetric proportion of the weak phase. Note
that shear strength is considered here. Composite shear strength, τc = τsr /τwr where τsr and
τwr are reference shear strengths of the strong and weak phases in monomineralic aggregates.
The total shear strength of the aggregate with interconnected weak layers (τrIWL ) is then


−1/τc
c
1
−
φ
τrIWL = τw φ−1/τ
+
τ
s
w
w

(2.30)

where τw and τs are the shear strengths of the weak and strong phases, respectively, at shear
strain rates γ̇w and γ̇s , determined from equations 2.28 and 2.29. The shear strengths of materials
undergoing dislocation creep can be found from equation 2.25. If the material is undergoing
semi-brittle deformation, the τs term is replaced by a modified Coulomb criterion for frictional
sliding
τs =

i
√

1h
2C0 K + (K − 1)σ30 sin 90 − tan−1 µs
2

(2.31)

p
where K = ( (1 + µ2s ) + µs )2 . It is unclear what friction coefficient should be used but µs
is arbitrarily chosen here since most of the fractures on which sliding occurs already exist; µk
might also be appropriate. This failure criterion assumes that shear surfaces (e.g. microcracks)
are optimally oriented for failure.
A flow law for aggregates of more than two phases could be described in a very general sense
by the mixing law suggested by Ji and Xia (2002)
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McJ =

N
X

Vi MiJ



(2.32)

i=1

Where M is a specific material property (e.g. ė, ∆σ or τ ), J is a constant, V is the
volume fraction of the component, the subscript i represents the i th phase and c means the
composite consisting of N phases. J =1 gives the Voigt average, J =-1 gives the Reuss average
so these values bracket all possible composite behaviours. This mixing law could be applied to
a quartz-feldspar-mica aggregate undergoing a mixture of dislocation creep and cataclastic flow,
for example. It is important to realise that this treatment gives insufficient consideration to the
geometric arrangement of phases so is likely to overestimate the strength of aggregates where
the weakest phase occurs in interlinked layers.

2.5

Transitions in modes of failure in crustal fault zones

Deformation in the Alpine Fault zone has previously been proposed to occur by a variety of
mechanisms, most prominently dislocation creep (e.g. Prior, 1988), cataclastic flow (e.g. Warr
and Cox, 2001) and frictional shear failure on pre-existing surfaces (e.g. Ellis et al., 2006). It
is therefore worthwhile to consider why transitions between different failure mechanisms occur.
Since one of the fundamental questions to be addressed in this thesis (see §1.6) is ‘How are the
seismic and aseismic parts of the fault zone linked?’, it is also important to clearly define what
sort of deformation processes will result in seismic behaviour so that these two parts of the fault
zone can be differentiated.
The dominant mechanism and mode of deformation changes with increasing depth in the
crust. There are, in effect, two main transitions that are mechanically significant and have
important effects on crustal strength. With increasing depth and temperature, the deformation
mechanisms capable of supporting the lowest differential stress change from being pressuredependent to being temperature-dependent. Also, the localised and episodic failure mode within
the upper crust undergoes a transition at depth to a macroscopically continuous deformation
mode that is less prone to localisation phenomena. The nature of these two transitions and the
associated nomenclature has received considerable attention (e.g. Sibson, 1977; Rutter, 1986;
Scholz, 1988; Evans et al., 1990).

2.5.1

The transition from a pressure-dependent to a temperature-dependent
rheology

During exhumation of the Alpine Fault rocks, a transition from temperature-dependent to
pressure-dependent behaviour is expected. This transition should occur gradually with decreasing depth at the point where the flow stress for crystal-plasticity exceeds the stress for
deformation by dilatent brittle or frictional processes. Scholz (1988, 1998) proposed that this
also corresponds to the transition for abrasive to adhesive wear during fault slip and there43

fore to the transition from velocity-weakening to velocity-strengthening behaviour, ie. this is
the seismic-aseismic transition. Minerals do not all experience this change in behaviour at the
same temperature. This means there is a zone of transitional behaviour, known as cataclastic
(Fitz Gerald and Stunitz, 1993), semi-brittle (Scholz, 1988) or frictional-viscous flow (Handy
et al., 1999), which is a combination of crystal plasticity in some constituent phases and brittle
fracturing and shearing in others where there is a strong interaction between dislocations and
microfractures due to intracrystalline plasticity at crack tips (Fitz Gerald and Stunitz, 1993).
This type of behaviour is expected in quartz-feldspar aggregates under greenschist-facies conditions, for example. The seismic to aseismic transition occurs at the upper depth limit of the zone
of semi-brittle behaviour (Scholz, 1988). The expected depth ranges for these behaviours for a
standard continental geothermal gradient are indicated in the footwall of the fault in Figure 2.1
Most references to the brittle-ductile transition in the structural geology literature (e.g.
Passchier, 1984; Simpson, 1985) refer to this change from pressure to temperature-dependent
behaviour. Other oft-used terms include the elastico-frictional/quasi-plastic transition (Sibson,
1977, 1983) and the brittle-plastic transition (e.g. Rutter, 1986) (Table 2.1). The temperaturedependent behaviour, if described by a flow law for dislocation or GSS creep (equations 2.24
and 2.23), is more similar to viscosity, where strain rate and differential stress are proportional
(see equation 2.2), than plasticity, where strain rate is independent of differential stress. Therefore, it is most appropriate to call the transition from a pressure to temperature-dependent
rheology the brittle-viscous transition. It is important to realise that the transition is a gradual
process, involving this zone of mixed ‘semi-brittle’ behaviour at the microscopic scale. Hence the
term ‘brittle-viscous transition’ as used within this thesis, refers to a broad transitional zone.
Transient and episodic deformation around the brittle-viscous transition
It is unlikely that the brittle-viscous transition zone remains at a constant depth during progressive deformation. Cyclic alternation between brittle and viscous failure mechanisms has
frequently been recognised in exhumed fault rocks (e.g. Sibson, 1980; Passchier, 1982; Stel,
1986). This has often been attributed to changes in the position of the brittle-viscous transition in space or to dynamic effects associated with earthquake rupture propagation, rather than
movement of the rocks themselves up and down through a transition zone that remains fixed in
space. Two main geological signatures have been attributed to this sort of cyclic behaviour.
First, at relatively low differential stresses (∆σ = (σ1 − σ3 ) < 5.66T0 ), veins may form when
fluid pressures approach lithostatic values. Fluid pressures should rise progressively as prograde
metamorphic reactions (dehydration reactions) occur. At failure, fluid pressures rapidly drop
and vein-fill materials are precipitated. This results in cementation of the rock mass so that fluid
pressures can again climb to near lithostatic values. The cyclic process has been called ‘faultvalve’ behaviour (Sibson et al., 1988, ; note that in the strict definition, fluids are expelled up
the fault zone when failure occurs). If temperatures were high enough, viscous deformation may
have occured between episodes of vein formation as was observed by Stel (1986), for example.
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Table 2.1: Tabulation of some of the nomenclature that has previously been used for mode of failure
transitions in the crust.
Transition name

Transition type

Example references

brittle-ductile
brittle-plastic
faulting to flow
brittle to
brittle-viscous

P-dependent to T-dependent
P-dependent to T-dependent
P-dependent to T-dependent
P-dependent to mixed
P-dependent in some phases;
T-dependent in others
mixed P- and T-dependent to
solely T-dependent
P-dependent to T-dependent
localised to macroscopically
continuous
velocity weakening to
velocity-strengthening or
abrasive to adhesive wear
cataclasis to pressure-solution;
depends on rate of deformation

Passchier (1984); Simpson (1985)
Kohlstedt et al. (1995)
Rutter (1986)
Handy et al. (1999)

brittle-viscous to
viscous
EF/FR-QP
brittle-ductile
schizosphereplastosphere
seismic-aseismic

Handy et al. (1999)
Sibson (1977, 1983)
Scholz (1990); Evans et al. (1990);
Kohlstedt et al. (1995)
Scholz (1988, 1990)

Gratier and Gamond (1990)

Second, when compressional shear failure occurs in the absence of free fluids (Sibson, 1973),
frictional heating on the fault surface may result in melting, forming pseudotachylyte (Jeffreys,
1942). Some pseudotachylytes were subsequently ductilely deformed without evidence for associated increases in temperature and pressure that could indicate reburial (e.g. Sibson, 1980;
Passchier, 1982). The formation of apparently brittle features such as these within a dominantly
viscous deformation regime has been attributed to stress concentrations due to rheological contrast in polyphase aggregates, which will generally only lead to small-scale pseudotachylyte
production (Hobbs et al., 1986). Alternatively, mostly at moderate crustal temperatures in the
absence of fluids, thermo-mechanical instabilities in the viscous flow can produce transient temperature changes leading to melting (Sibson, 1980; Hobbs and Ord, 1988; White, 1996). White
(1996) and Lin et al. (2005) also recognised that these pseudotachylytes could have formed as
large earthquake ruptures propagated down-dip through the ‘normal’ brittle-viscous transition.

2.5.2

The transition from localised and episodic to macroscopically continuousbehaviour

The transition from episodic and localised, to macroscopically continuous behaviour also occurs
with increasing depth, where the stress for shear failure or reactivation of pre-existing fractures
exceeds the stress supported during distributed cataclastic flow. These two deformation behaviours are both pressure-dependent, therefore this transition occurs above the brittle-viscous
transition just described. Note that distributed cataclastic flow, which is often recognised in
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experimental deformation studies (e.g. Paterson, 1978; Tullis and Yund, 1987), has not frequently been observed in natural fault zones, which tend to display localisation phenomena
resulting in formation of discrete fault surfaces (Sibson, 2003). The exception occurs when
passage of hydrothermal fluids results in progressive cementation of cataclasites (e.g. Faulkner
et al., in press).
In the seismological (e.g. Scholz, 1990) and sometimes the rock mechanics and materials
science literature, this is known as the brittle-ductile transition (e.g. Evans et al., 1990; Kohlstedt
et al., 1995). It seems better to avoid this terminology since it could easily be confused with
the pressure to temperature-dependent transition described above. Following the suggestion of
Rutter (1986), I will describe changes in mechanism rather than assigning a particular name to
this transition.
I also occasionally use the term ‘ductile’ to describe macroscopically continuous features
(e.g. curved foliations, Chapter 7 or lineations, Chapter 8) within this thesis. However, no
mechanistic significance is attached to this term.

2.6

The crustal strength envelope

A common graphical representation, (colloquially a ‘christmas tree diagram’), plots the strength
of the crust by a variety of dominant deformation mechanisms against depth. The ‘strength’
that is plotted is either the stress to cause failure by brittle mechanisms, or the flow stress to
support deformation at a constant strain rate in the viscous regime. The dominant deformation
mechanism at any depth is the one operating at the lowest stress level. Here I will define a
preliminary strength envelope of this kind for the Alpine Fault zone. In Chapter 10, I will
re-examine its applicability in the light of data gathered during this study.

2.6.1

Brittle failure

Failure on the existing Alpine Fault plane
Strength in the brittle regime can be estimated by assuming that failure occurs by frictional
sliding on the pre-existing Alpine Fault plane. At shallow depths, the fault plane will have little
or no cohesion since it is composed of uncemented fault gouge. The Alpine Fault is a mature,
well-established structure, so a friction coefficient of µs = 0.6 seems appropriate (Sibson, 1998).
Warr and Cox (2001) showed that cataclasites adjacent to the fault contain clay minerals illite,
smectite and vermiculite. These are likely to decrease the coefficient of friction, although not as
markedly as if montmorillonite were present (Ikari et al., 2007). Liu and Bird (2002) found that
long-term average slip rates on the Alpine Fault could only be matched in numerical models for a
friction coefficient of the order of 0.2; however, there is some difficulty inherent in applying their
steady-state solution to a structure that behaves episodically. Their numerical model did not
produce the zone of distributed deformation around the Alpine Fault that is indicated by GPS
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data. Liu and Bird (2002) suggested that this distributed deformation zone is representative of
elastic strain accumulation in the interseismic period. This is consistent with the interpretation
of Beavan et al. (1999) that the observed deformation represents an elastic strain. However, this
mismatch between the Liu and Bird (2002) model results and measured deformation suggests
that the long-term average friction coefficient indicated by the models could be a combination of
a low dynamic friction coefficient during earthquake events, and a higher static friction coefficient
in the interseismic period. In order to model fault strength, I assume a higher friction coefficient
in the interseismic period.
The fault plane has an average orientation of 055/45SE. Slip on the fault is dextral with a
smaller reverse component. Failure on a surface with this orientation cannot be described by
simple Andersonian mechanics (Anderson, 1951). The orientations of the stress field around
the Alpine Fault have been estimated by a variety of methods, summarised in Table 2.2. The
only three-dimensional solution for the stress field comes from inversions of earthquake focal
mechanisms (Leitner et al., 2001, Figure 2.5). In the stress tensor derived from these data, in
the section of the Alpine Fault between approximately Harihari and Haast, none of the principal
stresses are vertical or horizontal, also at odds with Anderson’s (1951) predictions. This may be
related to topographic loading as the Southern Alps rise to their highest elevation, of <3500 masl,

Figure 2.5: P and T axes for focal mechanisms adjacent to the Alpine Fault (a) ML 2-4.2 events and
(b) ML > 5.4 events. Stress tensor orientations for the Alpine fault hanging wall (c) N of Mount Cook
and (d) N of Jackson’s Bay derived from these focal mechanism data (Leitner et al., 2001). Dashed line
in (c) and (d) represents the average orientation of the Alpine Fault.
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Table 2.2: Estimated orientations of the stress field around the central Alpine Fault.
Trend of
SHmax or
σ1

Method

Reference

Notes

118◦

Inversion of focal
mechanisms
Geodetic methods

Leitner et al. (2001)

∼112◦

Finite element models

Liu and Bird (2002)

090-100◦

Slip on Ostler Fault

126±10◦

Stress inversion from
post-glacial fractures

personal
communication, F.
Ghisetti, 2007
Norris and Cooper
(1986)

σ10 not horizontal; σ20 near
vertical.
Derived from network across
fault in Okarito region.
Fails to match distributed
deformation shown by GPS.
May be related to steady-state
solution for episodic structure.
Fault in MacKenzie Basin.
Trends 000-010◦ , pure dip-slip
in post-glacial period

115±6◦

Pearson (1994)

in this area. In both areas, σ10 and σ30 are always closest to horizontal and σ10 trends towards
∼118◦ , approximately 65◦ oblique to the mean trend of the Alpine fault. The focal mechanisms
derived by Leitner et al. (2001) are both oblique strike-slip and thrust mechanisms, although
the former dominate (Figure 2.5a,b). The true strength of the fault is probably intermediate
between that which would be derived for an Andersonian strike-slip or thrust regime, so it is
worthwhile to analyse both cases. Other methods of stress inversion only provide estimates
of the maximum horizontal compressive stress, SHmax , which is broadly equivalent to σ10 if the
effects of topographic loading are ignored. The average trend of SHmax from the various methods
is 115◦ . In order to simplify the analysis, I will assume that SHmax = σ10 .
The angle, θr , between this orientation of σ10 and the best estimate of the average fault
plane (055/45SE; Norris and Cooper, 2007) is ∼25◦ ; which is less than the optimal angle for
fault reactivation for a friction coefficient of 0.6 (Sibson, 1985). Therefore, the analysis must
consider failure on a non-optimally oriented plane. Since σ20 does not lie in the fault plane,
the reactivation condition of equations 2.14 and 2.15 is not applicable. However, the ratio R =
σ10 /σ30 can be found by resolving the components of shear and normal stress on the fault plane for
various R, then applying the limiting condition for failure τ /σn0 > µs (Collettini and Trippetta,
2007). Note that it is assumed that σ20 = 12 (σ10 + σ30 ). This calculation was performed iteratively
for increasing values of R until this limiting condition was met, using the Open Source software
Scilab. The Scilab script is included in Appendix B.
When this analysis was performed for the fault plane and stress orientations indicated above,
it was found that R→ ∞ for µs & 0.52 in a strike-slip stress regime (Figure 2.6). For a thrust
regime, R→ ∞ for µs → 1. µs = 0.52 is therefore the maximum possible friction coefficient for
the fault plane if failure occurs in an Andersonian strike-slip stress regime. Above this, the fault
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Figure 2.6: Variation in R = σ10 /σ30 with friction coefficient, µs , for reactivation of a plane oriented
055/45SE. It is assumed that σ10 trends towards 115◦ and σ20 =
strike-slip regime. Red line = Andersonian thrust regime.

1
0
2 (σ1

+ σ30 ). Blue line = Andersonian

will be frictionally locked. This result supports the interpretation of Liu and Bird (2002), that
the friction coefficient on the Alpine Fault plane is lower than typical ‘Byerlee’ values. However,
the Liu and Bird (2002) models did not match the GPS data, as previously noted, so it is
possible the Alpine Fault has a higher friction coefficient in the interseismic period. Therefore,
fault strength in the strike-slip regime was estimated for two values of µs , 0.2 as suggested by
Liu and Bird (2002), and 0.5, close to the maximum friction coefficient before frictional lockup
occurs. Fault strength in the thrust regime was only estimated for µs = 0.6.
Once R is known, differential stress at failure in a strike-slip regime is related to the vertical
stress, σv and pore fluid factor, λ by
2σv (1 − λ) (R − 1)
(R + 1)

(2.33)

∆σ = (σ1 − σ3 ) = (R − 1) σv (1 − λ)

(2.34)

∆σ = (σ1 − σ3 ) =
or for a thrust regime by

as shown by Sibson (1974). The shear stress is found from the differential stress using equation 2.16. These estimates of stress at failure are plotted in Figure 2.8.
Initiation of new fractures in cohesive rock
Below some critical depth the gouge that was generated along the Alpine Fault plane by cataclasis
during slip events may become cemented due to the passage of hydrothermal fluids in the
interseismic period. Streit (1997) suggested this depth would be .7 km; although it is likely to
vary considerably in different situations. For the purposes of modelling this cementation process,
I will assume that the fault can have a cohesion of C0 = 20 MPa, corresponding to an average
tensile strength for crystalline rocks of T0 = 10 MPa according to Figure 2.3. If the fault gouge
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is cemented, it is likely that the fluid pressure regime is lithostatic, so that λ = 1. In this case,
failure will be described by equations 2.9 and 2.12. It is not possible to evaluate these failure
criteria in terms of a ratio of principal stresses as this ratio varies according to the magnitudes of
the stresses. This means that it is difficult to estimate the stress to cause failure as a function of
the vertical stress in an Andersonian strike-slip regime. A maximum stress estimate is therefore
obtained by assuming σv0 = σ30 , (ie. an Andersonian thrust regime). These estimates of stress at
failure are plotted in Figure 2.8.
It is also possible that new fractures will form in the rock mass, particularly in the distal
parts of the fault zone, where differential stress is unlikely to be relieved by failure on the main
Alpine Fault plane. The strength for this sort of failure will be controlled by equation 2.12.
The fault zone rocks are anisotropic due to the presence of a planar mylonitic foliation. This
means that new fractures will not necessarily form at the optimal angle to σ1 indicated by
equation 2.11.
Paterson (1978) suggested that the strength of a foliated rock can be approximated by finding
the lower of the stress to cause shear failure on the foliation (the weak plane) and the stress
to initiate a new fracture for any orientation of the rock with respect to the principal stresses.
The weak plane is assumed to have lower cohesion (and possibly φi ) than planes of all other
orientations. Shear failure along the weak plane is described by

∆σ = (σ1 − σ3 ) =

C00 cosφ0 + σ30 sin φ0
cos (φ0 + α) sinα

(2.35)

where φ0 and C 00 are the angle of internal friction and the cohesion for failure along the weak
plane, and α is the inclination of the weak plane to σ10 . Initiation of a new fracture at any
other orientation is described by the standard Mohr-Coulomb criterion (equation 2.12), with
one possible value of cohesion, C 0 and angle of internal friction φ. There are two distinct fields
of orientations of the weak plane with respect to the principal stresses for which failure then
occurs on the weak plane or on a new fracture respectively.
C’ 0 could be approximated as twice the tensile strength when σ3 is perpendicular to the
plane of weakness (i.e. for failure by parting on the foliation), whereas C 0 is twice the peak
tensile strength. The Alpine Fault mylonites are probably most similar to the metagranitoidderived mylonites shown in Figure 2.3, in which case C’ 0 ≈ 18 MPa and C 0 ≈ 28 MPa. I will
assume the angle of internal friction is the same in both cases. Since failure occurs in intact
rock, devoid of a fault gouge, I use µs = 0.75 as suggested by Sibson (1994).
The result of this analysis is that shear failure along the foliation is always more favoured
than formation of a fracture of any other orientation. The differential stress to cause failure on
the foliation is generally ∼40 MPa smaller than to initiate a new fracture. Hence only failure
envelopes for formation of a shear fracture along the foliation are plotted on Figure 2.8
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2.6.2

Viscous flow

As previously noted, microstructural evidence suggests that quartz in the Alpine Fault mylonites deformed by dislocation creep (Prior, 1988). There has been no previous suggestion
that deformation in the fault zone was accommodated by a diffusion or solution-accommodated
GSS creep mechanism. Previous descriptions of the Alpine Fault mylonites, and of the parent
Alpine Schist, suggest that quartz is modally dominant and frequently occurs in layers (Prior,
1988; Norris and Cooper, 2007). Analyses of strength of polyphase aggregates using the various
mixing laws discussed in §2.4.6 indicate that, if the weakest mineral forms more than 30% of
the rock aggregate, its rheological behaviour governs the strength of the rock (Handy, 1990).
Furthermore, if nearly all strain can be accommodated in one phase (the weakest phase), the
strength of the aggregate will be close to the strength of this phase. This is particularly the case
if aggregates of the weakest phase are aligned along shear planes.
This pre-existing evidence strongly suggests that the rheological behaviour of the Alpine
Fault mylonites can be approximated by a flow law for dislocation creep of quartz, using equation 2.24. Lithostatic fluid pressures were assumed in order to calculate the fH2 O term, since it
is unlikely that fluids present in the lower crust can freely circulate to the surface. This means
that the strength estimates will be minimum values; slightly higher strengths could be expected
if fluids are not present in the rock. Since the flow stress in dislocation creep is dependent on
temperature rather than pressure, some sort of geothermal gradient has to be defined to plot
strength against depth. General forms of the christmas tree diagram (e.g. Kohlstedt et al., 1995;
Handy et al., 1999) often assume a standard geothermal gradient of 25◦ C km−1 , but this is
inappropriate for the Alpine Fault zone (Koons and Thompson, 1985; Craw, 1997).

Effects of variation in geothermal gradient in the Alpine Fault zone
Various possible geothermal gradients for the Alpine Fault zone and surrounding crust were
presented in §1.1.4. To illustrate the possible effects of these different geothermal gradients on
crustal strength, flow stresses for dislocation creep in quartz were calculated for all the proposed
geothermal gradients (Figure 2.7). It is immediately apparent that the significant variations
in temperature also give very different estimates of crustal strength. It is unclear which of
these geothermal gradients should be chosen, so a new gradient was used for the purposes of
this analysis. Mineral thermobarometric estimates (e.g. Grapes and Watanabe, 1992, 1994; Vry
et al., 2004) suggest that maximum temperatures of ∼600◦ C were attained in the parent Alpine
Schists before incorporation into the mylonite zone. As shown in §1.1.2, this material could
have been exhumed from a maximum depth of 35km so the temperature was set to 600◦ C at
35 km. As a broad estimate, the base of the seismogenic zone may correspond to the depth
of the transition from brittle shear failure to dislocation creep of quartz, which is commonly
thought to occur at around 300-350◦ C (Stockhert et al., 1999). Hence the temperature was set
to 325◦ C at 10 km depth. Temperatures were interpolated approximately linearly between these
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constraints, and a temperature of 0◦ C at the surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: (a) Proposed geothermal gradients around the Alpine Fault zone. (b) Flow stresses for
dislocation creep in quartzites at a strain rate of 10−12 s−1 for these proposed geothermal gradients.
Orange = Upton (1995), purple = Batt and Braun (1999), blue = Shi et al. (1996), grey = new profile
from this analysis. See text for details.

2.6.3

Semi-brittle deformation

Should a specific zone of semi-brittle deformation be included in this strength plot? Semi-brittle
deformation was proposed to occur in the Alpine Fault mylonites by White and White (1983),
however their microstructural work was mostly based on material from atypical Alpine Fault
mylonites (Wright, 1998) exposed in Harold Creek. Nevertheless, in a mixed quartz-feldspar
aggregate, some semi-brittle deformation should occur (e.g. Rutter, 1986; Scholz, 1988). Handy
et al. (1999) showed that, if crustal strength is described by a polyphase flow law that takes into
account brittle shearing in feldspar and dislocation creep in quartz (equations 2.30 and 2.31),
the maximum strength supported around the brittle-viscous deformation is reduced only slightly
from that indicated by a flow law for dislocation creep of pure quartz.
Since incorporation of this failure mechanism makes no significant difference to the crustal
strength profile, and it is uncertain from existing literature what sort of semi-brittle deformation
could be expected, it will not be included here. However, this decision will be reconsidered in
Chapter 10, which utilises the better knowledge of the mechanisms of deformation within the
mylonites from data collected during this study.
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2.6.4

Crustal strength plots

The strength envelopes for reshear of the Alpine Fault plane, formation of a new shear fracture
parallel to the mylonitic foliation and dislocation creep of quartz are illustrated in Figure 2.8.
Both differential and shear stresses are plotted since these are of interest to different fields of
the Earth Sciences. In the brittle regime, shear stress was derived from the differential stress
using equation 2.16. In the viscous regime, equation 2.25 was used to calculate the octahedral
shear flow stress.
There are a number of possible strength envelopes in the brittle regime. Sibson (1990)
noted that fluid pressures in fault zones are likely to vary during the seismic cycle, rising to
near-lithostatic values with progressive cementation in the interseismic period, and falling to
hydrostatic values during seismic events. The strength of the fault zone will therefore fluctuate
between the hydrostatic and lithostatic envelopes over time. Friction coefficients will also vary
according to dynamic processes (Schulz and Evans, 1998), so envelopes for any of the various
values of µs could be applicable at different times in the seismic cycle. The range of possible
strengths is indicated by grey shading in Figure 2.9. Envelopes for reshear of the existing Alpine
Fault plane for various fluid pressures and values of C0 , are most applicable in the mylonite and
ultramylonite zones, whereas envelopes for failure along the existing mylonitic foliation, under
various fluid pressure conditions, are most applicable in the protomylonite zone.
Strain rates in viscous deformation were chosen to reflect the range of values suggested by
Norris and Cooper (2003). A strain rate of 10−12 s−1 is representative of the ultramylonite
zone immediately adjacent to the core of the Alpine Fault zone. A strain rate of 10−13 s−1
is more appropriate for the distal protomylonite zone. These are steady-state strain rates,
found by assuming that the total measured strain accumulated evenly over the duration of the
deformation.
Using these constraints, the probable maximum strength of the crust in the central and distal
parts of the hanging-wall of the fault zone can be defined. These strength curves are illustrated
in Figure 2.9. These plots show that the strongest part of the crust is in the deeper portions
of the brittle regime. It can be seen that the brittle-viscous transition, corresponding to the
peak strength of the fault zone, occurs at a depth of ∼10 km, which is comparable to the lower
depth limit at which small-scale seismicity has been observed around the fault zone, but slightly
deeper than the elastic locking depth inferred by Beavan et al. (1999) from GPS data. The
maximum peak strength is apparently greater in the ultramylonite and mylonite zones, since it
is controlled by reactivation of the existing Alpine Fault plane. However, it is difficult to say
which of the possible failure envelopes is applicable here in light of existing geological evidence
so little significance can be attached to this observation.
The maximum differential stresses supported during viscous deformation range from ∼120–
350 MPa, depending on the episodic processes in the brittle regime. Maximum shear stresses in
viscous deformation range from ∼ 150-440 MPa. Furthermore, because the strain rates in viscous
deformation change by an order of magnitude across the fault zone, crystal plastic deformation
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Figure 2.8: Crustal strength profiles for the Alpine Fault zone. (a) Differential stress. (b) Octahedral
shear stress. Brittle failure envelopes for reactivation of the Alpine Fault are shown for an Andersonian
strike-slip regime with µs = 0.2 (brown) and µs = 0.5 (orange), and for an Andersonian thrust regime
with µs = 0.6 (grey). Line style indicates cohesionless with λ = 0.37 (solid lines) or cemented with λ = 1
(dashed lines). Failure envelopes for formation of a new fracture parallel to the mylonitic foliation are
shown in pink. In this case, solid line is for λ = 0.37; dashed line is for λ = 0.9. Viscous flow stress
curves by dislocation creep of quartz for strain rates of 10−12 s−1 (red) and 10−13 s−1 (purple).
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Figure 2.9: Crustal strength profiles for the Alpine Fault zone. The regions in grey with bold black
outlines are the stress states that can be supported in the fault zone. Above these stress magnitudes,
failure occurs. (a) Differential stress in protomylonites. (b) Differential stress in ultramylonites. (c) Shear
stress in protomylonites. (b) Shear stress in ultramylonites plots.
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Figure 2.10: Adaption of the crustal strength profiles to show depth ranges in which formation of
extensional veins (hydrofractures) are possible since σ1 − σ3 < 4T0 . Only the ultramylonite strength
profile is shown, but similar relationships apply to the protomylonite zone.

of quartz is expected to be replaced by brittle failure at shallower depths in the more distal parts
of the fault zone. This diachronicity of deformation style is then a testable prediction from the
fault strength model.
The magnitudes of differential stresses supported during deformation also control whether or
not failure can occur in a purely extensional or extensional shear mode when fluid pressures are
higher than σ3 (hydrofractures). These fluid pressure conditions could sometimes be realised
in the region of the crust where failure is usually expected to occur by dislocation creep, so
that localised brittle failure will occur in what is usually the viscous regime. Recalling that the
limiting condition for the formation of hydrofractures is (σ1 − σ3 ) < 4T0 , hydrofractures could
form by opening perpendicular to the foliation if (σ1 − σ3 ) < 36MPa using the tensile strength
quoted above. These conditions could be realised either in the upper few kilometers of the
fault zone, or below depths of ∼19-24 km if differential stresses are as indicated in Figure 2.9
(the shallower depth estimate is for the protomylonite zone strength profile). Hydrofractures
could form by parting in any other orientation if (σ1 − σ3 ) < 56MPa, i.e. below depths of 19-14
km (Figure 2.10). Extensional shear fractures could form to slightly shallower depths in either
case since the limiting condition is (σ1 − σ3 ) . 5.66T0 . The magnitudes of differential stresses
supported in the shallow parts of the fault zone are also low enough that hydrofracturing could
occur; however, it is not as likely that supralithostatic fluid pressures will be realised in this
depth range.
These limitations on the style of hydrofracturing are also a testable prediction from the
model. If differential stresses at middle depths in the fault zone were as high as suggested
here, assuming stresses in the viscous regime were steady-state, there should be a depth range
in which no extensional or extensional shear veins could have formed, and only compressional
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shear failures would have occurred when fluid pressures were very high.
The strength model can now be refined and tested by making observations of the fault zone
rocks. The following information can be derived from observations:
• Are the chosen deformation mechanisms reasonable? This can be assessed by analysis of
microstructures in the fault rocks as described in Chapter 5. More detailed information
about the deformation mechanisms in quartz can be obtained by crystallographic preferred
orientation studies as described in Chapter 6.
• Is the chosen geothermal gradient reasonable? This can be assessed using thermobarometry
as described in Chapter 7.
• Are the differential stress magnitudes inferred for the viscous regime consistent with paleopiezometric results from the fault rocks? Palaeopiezometric estimates are made from the
fault rocks in Chapter 7.
• Is there any evidence that viscous deformation in the distal parts of the fault zone continued to shallower depths than in the proximal part of the fault zone? This information
might be derived from field relationships (Chapter 3), the relationship of kinematic indicators to strain history (Chapter 8), thermobarometry (Chapter 7), and microstructures
(Chapter 5), along with crystallographic orientation data from quartz (Chapter 6).
• At what depths did hydrofractures form, and what are their orientations with respect to
the foliation? This information can be derived from field studies (Chapter 3) combined
with fluid inclusion analyses (Chapter 7). It is also possible to make inferences about the
temperatures and strain rates when the veins formed, based on the quartz microstructures
that have developed in them and the crystallographic preferred orientations of this quartz
(Chapters 5 and 6).
This model will therefore be reviewed in Chapter 10, and changes will be made if necessary to
reflect observations made during the course of the research described in this thesis.

2.6.5

Transient changes in crustal strength

It is important to realise that this crustal strength profile reflects a steady-state, constant strain
rate deformation in the viscous regime. As noted previously, brittle failure is not usually a steadystate process. Slip on the brittle part of the Alpine Fault zone probably occurs in increments
of 8-10 m every 300 years or so (§1.4.2). This transient, localised deformation will induce large
elastic differential stresses around the down-dip termination of the rupture (Ellis and Stockhert,
2004a). These higher stresses cause deformation to occur at higher strain rates under comparable
temperatures in viscous deformation. The elevated stresses will rapidly decay as they are relieved
by viscous creep in the interseismic period.
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Trepmann and Stockhert (2001; 2003) described microstructural evidence for such transient
changes in stresses and strain rates within the Sesia Zone of the Western European Alps. There,
deformation occurred under extremely high (<0.5 GPa) differential stresses at 300-350◦ C beneath the tip of an inferred fault that underwent brittle failure. The microstructural record
of this high-stress event includes mechanically twinned jaedite and microfractured garnets in a
quartz matrix. The variations in stress and strain rate are also reflected in quartz microstructures. Quartz crystals contain healed microfractures that formed during the highest stress loading when the overlying structure ruptured. Very fine-grained recrystallised quartz aggregates
with a pronounced crystallographic preferred orientation reflect intense viscous flow by dislocation creep as stresses and strain rates fell slightly during the initial stages of the interseismic
period. Strain rates subsequently fell to very low levels and the quartz developed a foam microstructure, of ‘unstrained’ grains bounded by straight grain boundaries that intersect at 120◦
triple junctions, characteristic of static anealing or high ratios of recovery to deformation rates
(Vernon, 2004; Passchier and Trouw, 2006). It is important to realise that these characteristic
microstructures probably developed during a single seismic event so had a high preservation
potential.
Ellis et al. (2006) modelled the stress distributions that could be expected around the Alpine
Fault during seismic and interseismic periods using a two-dimensional finite-element code. In
the most realistic of her models (model 3), where the thermal structure of the crust is similar
to that preferred here, brittle failure of the upper part of the Alpine Fault caused transient
increases in differential stress of around 15 MPa at the down-dip termination of the fault. The
stress perturbation was greatest at the base of the brittle fault and fell to near background levels
within approximately 5 km of the base of the rupture (Figure 2.11). However, a zone of elevated
creep rates propagated to the base of the crust. This high stress decayed over the first 20% of
the interseismic period. For an earthquake return period of 300 years, this would correspond to
around 60 years.
It would be good to identify whether there is a microstructural record of these transient high
stress, high strain rate events in the Alpine Fault zone, in order to address the question ‘How are
the seismic and aseismic parts of the fault zone linked?’ proposed in §1.6. However, as noted in

Figure 2.11: Modelled stress changes around the base of the Alpine Fault during seismic and interseismic
periods. Redrawn from Figure 5(f-h) of Ellis et al. (2006).
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§1.4.2, it is likely that there have been some 17000 major fault ruptures over the lifetime of the
fault zone. The characteristic microstructures will therefore have been overprinted numerous
times. It is difficult to predict what structures might develop in this situation. In Chapter 10,
I will discuss whether any evidence of this sort of cyclic deformation is indicated by the data
collected during the course of this research.

2.7

Strain in shear zones

One of the limitations of structural geology is that the material that is studied typically underwent deformation at some past time. As a result, it is usually not possible to directly measure
the stresses that were applied to cause the deformation. However, the resulting deformation,
which is composed of rigid body rotation, rigid body translation, and a finite strain, is usually
frozen into the material and can be measured at a later date, provided due consideration is
given to possible overprinting relationships. Finite strains result in formation of fabrics, such as
foliations and lineations, with orientations that are controlled by their strain history (Ramsay,
1980). These fabrics can be measured and the strains required to produce them can be modelled. This will give information about how the deformation within the shear zone relates to the
kinematic boundary constraints, which was noted in §1.6 as one of the major questions to be
addressed during this thesis. I briefly review the terminology used to describe strain so that it
can be applied in a consistent manner in the remainder of this thesis.
Ramsay (1980) defined ideal ductile shear zones as parallel-sided features across which there
is relative displacement of the wall rocks. He recognised that few natural shear zones conform
exactly to this ideal, but that it is a reasonable approximation in most cases. The Alpine Fault
zone probably approximates an ideal shear zone of this type in the horizontal plane since the
‘ductilely’ deformed mylonites have a nearly constant thickness of around 1 km in outcrop for
a distance of some 300 km along strike (Norris and Cooper, 2003). It is possible that the fault
zone width changes significantly in the vertical dimension, as the 1 km of outcropping mylonites
are much narrower than the 7 km wide fault zone interpreted to be imaged at depth by seismic
methods (Kleffmann et al., 1998).
There are two ideal end-member types of constant-volume strain; pure shear and simple
shear. General shear, which is a combination of simple and pure shears, is more common in
nature than either of these ideal end-member types. General shear can be decomposed into
pure and simple shear components (e.g. Tikoff and Fossen, 1999). Ideal pure shear is equivalent
to shortening in one direction and extension in a perpendicular direction. This is the type of
strain that occurs if the vector of relative displacement of the shear zone walls is perpendicular
to these walls. During pure shear, the principal axes of the incremental strain ellipsoid remain
parallel to the principal axes of the finite strain ellipsoid throughout the deformation, so this
is also a co-axial strain (Means, 1976; Hobbs et al., 1976; Passchier and Trouw, 2006). In this
thesis, magnitudes of ideal pure shear strains, which may only describe one component of a
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deformation, are usually denoted by α. This is used in the same sense as Norris and Cooper
(2003), to denote the stretch up dip of the fault zone, according to

α = Sz = (1 + ez )

(2.36)

where
ez =

lzf − lz0
∆lz
=
lz0
lz0

(2.37)

The subscript z refers to lengths parallel to the z-axis in a co-ordinate frame where x is oriented
00/055, y is oriented 45/325 and z is oriented 45/145, i.e. down-dip of the fault zone (see
Figure 2.12). S is stretch, e is elongation, and l0 and lf are the initial and final lengths of
the body of rock respectively. It is noted that Norris and Cooper (2003) were able to obtain
comparable results from their strain models for different values of stretch within the plane of
the Alpine Fault, provided the fault-perpendicular shortening was 1/α, but that the correlation
I have choosen matches their published model.
Conversely, simple shear is a rotational, or non-coaxial deformation, in which the principal
axes of the incremental strain ellipsoid are not parallel to the principal axes of the finite strain
ellipsoid. During ideal simple shear, the vector describing relative displacement of the shear
zone walls is parallel to these walls. Simple shear strain in a shear zone is measured by the
displacement at unit offset from a plane parallel to the shear zone boundary, γ and can be
expressed in terms of the angular rotation of a line originally perpendicular to the shear zone
walls (angular shear strain; ψ), by

γ = tanψ

(2.38)

Any simple shear strain can also be described as a combination of a pure shear strain and a
rigid body rotation (Means, 1976).
All simple and pure shear strains can be classified as plane strains, where the length of one
of the principal axes of the strain ellipsoid remains the same during the deformation (Hobbs
et al., 1976). It is unlikely that elongation or shortening has occurred along the length of the
Alpine Fault zone since there is no geological signature of extrusion of material at either end
of the zone, or of significant fault-parallel extension in the surrounding crust. This means that,
if one of the principal axes of the strain ellipsoid is parallel to the strike of the fault zone, the
deformation within it is probably a plane strain.
It is widely recognised that few shear zones experienced ideal pure or simple shear strain
(Ramsay and Graham, 1970; Ramsay and Lisle, 2000), but that most shear deformations are
better described by combinations of these two end-member strain types. A shear zone that
undergoes simultaneous simple shear plus flattening perpendicular to the zone boundaries, as
proposed for the Alpine Fault zone (Holcombe and Little, 2001; Norris and Cooper, 2003), is
said to be undergoing transpression (Harland, 1971) (Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of pure and simple shear strains in a body of deforming rock. In (a) the
block representing a fault zone has undergone a pure shear resulting in vertical extension and horizontal
shortening, plus a simple shear resulting in displacement of the boundaries of the zone relative to one
another in the horizontal direction, parallel to the fault zone walls. One block of crust adjacent to the
fault zone has undergone a pure shear only, of the same magnitude as in the fault zone. The bounding
crustal blocks are undeformed. In (b), the amount of pure shear strain in the fault zone is greater than
in the adjacent schist.

It has been suggested that large deformations, such as the <460 km of dextral displacement
that has occurred along the Alpine Fault zone in the Neogene (Sutherland, 1994), are most
efficiently accommodated by simple shear strain (Norris, 2004). This is because a shear zone
accumulates strain in response to displacement of the zone boundaries; in this case in response
to the relative Pacific-Australian plate motions. In order to accommodate large components of
shortening perpendicular to a thin shear zone, large amounts of fault rock must be extruded
up-dip along the zone. For example, if α = 10, the fault zone would have extended to 10 times
its original length (resulting in vertical extrusion of at least 300 km of rock), but can only have
undergone a reduction in width from 1 to 0.1 km, hence only accommodating 0.18 mm yr−1 of
displacement if the fault zone is 5 million years old. Conversely, large relative displacements can
be accommodated by simple shear without resulting in extrusion of material or displacement
incompatibilities with the zone boundaries. It is therefore most likely that the Alpine fault
zone is predominantly a simple shear zone. However, the alternative view, that the flattening
component of deformation is significant, has been suggested (e.g. Jiang et al., 2001; Little et al.,
2002b). In order to test these two alternative theories, I attempted to find other ways to measure
strain, or strain ratios in the fault zone during the course of this research. These methods, and
the results, are discussed further in Chapters 6 and 8.

Kinematic Vorticity
The rotation of objects and material lines in shear deformation is described as the vorticity of
the flow. The vorticity vector is the axis about which rigid objects rotate in a deforming matrix
undergoing shear. The instantaneous non-coaxiality of flow in a shear zone can be described
by the kinematic vorticity number, Wk (Passchier, 1987), a numerical measure based on the
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ratio of the rate of internal rotation (vorticity) to the rate of stretching strain (Holcombe and
Little, 2001 interpreting Passchier, 1987). Pure shear is Wk = 0 and simple shear is Wk = 1;
for general shear 0 < Wk < 1.

2.7.1

High strain deformation

As noted in §1.2.1, simple shear strains in the Alpine Fault mylonites have been measured
to range up to ∼300 (Norris and Cooper, 2003). These strains are much higher than can be
easily measured using more common methods of strain determination (Ramsay, 1980), such as
analysis of the rotation of markers, or the orientation of shear zone fabrics. However, the strain
magnitudes are similar to those that are expected to have ocurred in major lithospheric shear
zones, based on tectonic constraints on the amount of displacement on zone boundaries.
Very few strain measurements in the world to date are this high. The closest estimates I
am aware of are shear strains of ca. 20 measured by Boullier (1986) in the late Pan-African
Abiebara-Rarhous shear zone, shear strains of ca. 33 measured by Lacassin et al. (1993) in the
Red River-Ailao Shear Zone and shear strains of ≥ 100 measured by Gilotti and Hull (1990)
at the base of the Särv thrust sheet in the Swedish Caledonides. Strains attained in viscous
experimental rock deformation rarely exceed ca. 10 (Heilbronner and Tullis, 2002, 2006), so it is
not possible to predict the relationship of fabric development to well-constrained strains above
these values.
The Alpine Fault mylonite zone therefore presents a superb opportunity to describe fabrics
that formed during measurably high shear strains, and assess how these relate to the fabrics
attained at lower strains in experimental rock deformation. This issue is considered further in
Chapters 5, 6 and 8.

2.8

Localisation of strain

As noted in §1.6, one of the aims of this study is to determine why, and how much, strain
is localised into the Alpine Fault zone. The transient increase in loading modelled by Ellis
et al. (2006) is one way that these rocks could be forced to accommodate higher strains than in
the adjacent material. This mechanism differs from the more commonly proposed localisation
mechanism of strain-softening; which is the loss of load-bearing capacity in a material due
to deformation (e.g. Poirier, 1980; Hobbs et al., 1990; White, 2000). Hobbs et al. (1990) also
suggested that localisation is possible when the material undergoes strain-hardening, but showed
that this is unlikely to be a significant behaviour in shear zones bounded by rigid wall rocks
since some amount of dilatency is required. A variety of mechanisms that may result in strainsoftening in rocks (Poirier, 1980; Hobbs et al., 1990; White, 2000; Rutter et al., 2001) are briefly
reviewed in Table 2.3 so that they can be recognised if they have been experienced in the Alpine
Fault mylonites.
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Table 2.3: Possible strain-weakening mechanisms in the Alpine Fault rocks

Properties of this mechanism

Characteristics that may aid
recognition

References

Geometrical
softening

Occurs in monomineralic aggregates deforming by dislocation creep.
Intracrystalline slip occurs on particular slip systems (e.g. basal<a>
or prism<c> directions in quartz) once a critical resolved shear stress
(CRSS) is exceeded. CRSS values vary with temperature, and different
slip systems have the lowest CRSS (ie. are easy slip systems) at
different temperatures. Continued deformation results in rotation of
the crystal lattice so that the easiest slip system aligns with the
direction of maximum resolved shear stress, τmax . Crystals with their
easiest slip system aligned with τmax require a lower differential stress
to deform than when the easiest slip system is at a high angle to τmax .
Aggregates of grains in the former orientation are weaker than
aggregates in the latter orientation, or aggregates with random
orientations.
• May promote failure by brittle mechanisms due to reduction of
effective stresses.
• Hydrolytic weakening, particularly in quartz; also possible in other
silicates. Thought to be linked to the presence of water in crystal
defects. The amount of water in defects may be kept at equilibrium by
free water along grain boundaries, or the concentration of
water-related defects may be controlled by the water fugacity.
0.25 wt% H2 O in quartz results in a measurable decrease in strength.

Aggregates of grains with
strong crystallographic
preferred orientation (CPO).
Angular relationships between
slip systems and τmax plane
important. Also necessary to
determine deformation
conditions so that easy slip
systems can be identified.

Etchecophar (1977);
Schmid and Casey (1986);
Rutter et al. (2001);
Heilbronner and Tullis
(2006); Passchier and
Trouw (2006)

Presence of veins.

Secor (1965); Sibson
(1998); Austrheim (1998)
Griggs and Blacic (1965);
Griggs (1967); Kronenberg
and Tullis (1984); Post
et al. (1996); Post and
Tullis (1998); Mancktelow
and Pennacchioni (2004);
Stipp and Tullis (2003);
Stipp et al. (2006)
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Weakening
mechanism

Fluid-assisted
weakening

• Fluids may participate in retrograde hydration reactions (e.g.
formation of biotite, which contains ∼4wt% H2 O, or chlorite, which
contains ∼ 11wt% H2 O). These retrograde minerals often have low
shear strengths and may form as finer-grained aggregates that could
easily deform by GSS creep processes.

Microscopic observations of
fluid inclusions may provide
information about amount of
water present. More precise
determinations of the
proportion of water in the
crystal lattice require SEM
observations or Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopic analyses.
Microscopic observations of
hydrated retrograde mineral
assemblages replacing
anhydrous parents.

Deer et al. (1992); Stunitz
and Tullis (2001); Holyoke
and Tullis (2006b)

Weakening
mechanism

Properties of this mechanism

Characteristics that may aid
recognition

References

Fluid-assisted
weakening
cont. . .
Dynamic recrystallisation

• Neomineralisation or recrystallisation by solution-transfer processes
is facilitated by the presence of fluids. This could result in formation
of finer-grained aggregates that may easily deform by GSS creep.
• Results in the arrangement of dislocations into low-energy
configurations. High-angle grain boundaries (distinct structural
discontinuities in which dislocations no longer retain individual
identities) easily migrate through a crystal, collecting dislocations into
a much lower-energy configuration as they go. Crystals with high
dislocation densities have high viscosities, ie. are harder. GBM
recrystallisation will therefore replace hard (high dislocation density)
grains with soft (low dislocation density) grains. Formation of
subgrain boundaries (orderly arrays of dislocations) only slightly
reduces strain energy in crystals so this weakening mechanism is not as
important if SGR recrystallisation is dominant.
• Sweeping of grain boundary through a crystal may also facilitate chemical reactions. Could cause defect chemistry to equilibrate with fluids
along grain boundaries much faster than by solid-state diffusion, resulting in additional hydrolytic weakening.
• May result in formation of finer-grained aggregates. If grain size is
reduced enough, GSS creep processes may dominate over dislocation
creep. The amount of grain-size reduction by dynamic recrystallisation
during dislocation creep is limited to that indicated by paleopiezometric
relationships. In the case of quartz, this means that a switch from
dislocation creep to diffusion-accommodated GSS creep should not occur
if dynamic recrystallisation is the only process of grain size reduction.
This sort of switch is recognised to occur in calcite. A transition to
solution-accommodated GSS creep may occur.

Solution- reprecipitation
microstructures. Fine-grained
aggregates.
Optical evidence of low
dislocation densities (e.g.
absence of undulose extinction)
in high-strain materials.
Possibly a larger grain size in
recrystallised materials,
reflecting lower differential
stress for deformation
(paleopiezometric relationship).

White (2000)

Similar to previous. May also
see abundant fluid inclusions
on grain boundaries.

Rutter et al. (2001)

For diffusion-accommodated
GSS creep: fine-grained,
equigranular aggregates with
grain boundaries aligned to the
shear direction are expected.
For solution- accommodated
GSS creep,
dissolution-reprecipitation
microstructures.

Ashby (1972); White
(1976); Brodie and Rutter
(2000); Passchier and
Trouw (2006); Austin and
Evans (2007)
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Urai et al. (1986); White
(1976); Poirier (1980);
White and White (1981);
Piazolo (2000)

Properties of this mechanism

Characteristics that may aid
recognition

References

Grain size
reduction and
phase
re-arrangement
in polyphase
materials

Diffusion-accommodated GSS creep is a favoured deformation
mechanism in polyphase aggregates when phases are well-dispersed and
grain sizes are small. In part, this may be because diffusion is favoured
between different phases during changes in P-T conditions, so the A
term in equation 2.23 is lower. Also, the grain-boundary sliding part of
the deformation mechanism may be easier if weak phases are present.
Kenis et al. (2005) showed that polyphase aggregates undergoing
solution-accommodated GSS creep should support flow stresses, ∆σ,
approximately 10× less than quartz undergoing dislocation creep in
the temperature range 350-400◦ C, for strain rates of the order of
10−15 s−1 . Possible mechanisms of grain size reduction include
cataclasis, dynamic recrystallisation and metamorphic reaction.
Energy dissipated during shearing of a rock mass (E) will be converted
to heat according to Ė = σij ėij . Temperature rises of a few hundred
degrees should occur during deformation in major crustal shear zones.
Modelled temperature increases in the Alpine Fault rocks range up to
150◦ C. Flow stresses in dislocation creep are less for higher
temperatures, so shear heating should lead to significant weakening.

Fine-grained, well mixed
polyphase aggregates will be
present. Grain boundary
sliding is indicated by
alignment of grain and phase
boundaries.

Jordan (1987); Fitz Gerald
and Stunitz (1993);
Stunitz and Fitz Gerald
(1993); Goodwin and
Wenk (1995); Fliervoet
et al. (1997); Holyoke and
Tullis (2006b)

May be difficult to recognise
this effect in the Alpine Fault
rocks since the thermal
signature of shear heating
could be masked by advection
of isotherms in the
hanging-wall. Also,
temperature changes are likely
to be of similar magnitude to
possible errors in
thermobarometers.

Brunnel (1980);
Lachenbruch and Sass
(1980); Sheppard et al.
(1975); Sibson et al.
(1979); Scholz et al.
(1979); Sibson et al.
(1981); Johnston and
White (1983); Grapes and
Watanabe (1992, 1994);
Grapes (1995); Shi et al.
(1996); Scholz (2006)
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Weakening
mechanism

Shear heating

2.9

Summary

The theoretical discussions presented in this chapter have highlighted the need to gain further
information about a variety of rheologic and deformational processes in the mylonites. In order
to refine the theoretical models of crustal strength, it is necessary to obtain more information
about the thermal gradient in the fault rocks, and the operating deformation mechanisms. It is
also important to determine whether there are signatures of transient behaviour, so that more
precise constraints can be put on rates of deformation.
A variety of possible mechanisms have been described that might have caused initial, or
continued strain localisation in the mylonites. Geological data can provide information about
which of these mechanisms operated. These data are described in the remainder of the thesis,
and interpreted in terms of the theoretical concepts that have just been discussed.
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Chapter 3

Field Relationships
3.1

Introduction

The sections choosen for investigation during this research (§1.7) were mapped in more detail
than in previous studies, so that smaller-scale variations in the fault zone rocks could be recognised. The findings from this detailed mapping are summarised in this chapter. More detailed
logs of short sections within the fault rocks were made in the Gaunt Creek outcrops. The
outcrop-scale descriptions of these sections are also presented here. Summary field-based and
hand specimen descriptions of the main rock types observed within and adjacent to the fault
zone during field mapping are given. This is followed by descriptions of the fault rocks exposed
in each of the studied areas, in sequence from north to south.

3.2

Hand specimen and outcrop appearance of Alpine Fault
zone rocks

3.2.1

Quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites

Three subgroups of these mylonites were defined in §2.3; ultramylonites, mylonites and protomylonites. The ultramylonites are commonly purplish-grey, lack a strong mineral segregation
layering but part easily along foliation and have a very fine grain size (e.g. OU77713, OU77708,
OU77787-90, OU77922). Micas may impart a shiny appearance to foliation surfaces. Rare, planar,

foliation-parallel quartz layers <5mm thick are observed (e.g. OU77921).
Rocks that fall in the mylonite subgroup usually have some micas visible in foliationperpendicular cut faces (e.g. Figure 3.1a). They may be composed of mm-scale layers of
more micaceous or quartzofeldspathic material. In many cases, this layering is deflected by
mm-spaced shear bands (C’-shear bands of Bérthe et al., 1979). Porphyroclastic garnets are
common. These range from 1 to 2 mm in diameter and can impart a waviness to the foliation
surfaces (e.g. OU77711, OU77720).
Protomylonites are more varied in appearance. They usually have a clearly visible layering
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Figure 3.1: (a) Typical quartzofeldspathic schist-derived ultramylonite grading to mylonite at the base
of the image. The foliation is weakly visible in the ultramylonite and more apparent in the mylonite,
where quartz-rich bands and occasional micas (elongate dark flecks) can be differentiated. This specimen
also hosts two pseudotachylyte veins (arrowed). OU77856. (b) Ultramylonite in outcrop, lower Gaunt
Creek.

of quartz-rich and mica-rich layers that is deflected by shear bands, defining a type I S-C’ fabric
of Lister and Snoke (1984), where the quartz and mica-rich layering is the S-plane and the shear
bands are the C’-planes. The spacing and width of shear bands varies in a non-systematic way
(see Chapter 8). Isoclinally and tightly folded quartzofeldspathic layers may be visible. These
folds may be partially disaggregated by slip on the mylonitic shear bands (Figure 3.2). There
is a tendancy for the proportion of preserved fold structures to increase with distance from the
Alpine Fault, but this occurs in an inhomogeneous way. Porphyroclastic garnets, usually up to
5 mm in diameter, but sometimes much larger, are also present in these protomylonites (e.g.
OU77886, OU77936).

There are two end-member types of quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonite. Many mylonites are intermediate between these end-member types.

Quartz-feldspar rich quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites
These mylonites are usually battleship grey in colour with a weak planar foliation defined by
occasional layers of quartz with plagioclase porphyroclasts. Particularly quartz-rich mylonites of
this type are creamy white with flecks of darker mica (e.g.OU78103). They do not typically part
parallel to the foliation. Some foliation surfaces contain a strong object lineation of ‘string-bead’
feldspars in a quartz matrix (e.g. OU78141,OU78142,OU78151).

Micaceous quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites
These mylonites are purple-tinged grey and comparatively very rich in micas that are aligned so
that the mylonite parts easily along foliation planes into tabular pieces (e.g OU78147). Garnet
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Figure 3.2: Quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites from Gaunt Creek. (a) Outcrop of transitional
mylonite/protomylonite. Notice that the quartz-rich/mica-rich layering (S-surfaces) is much more clearly
defined than in Figure 3.1a. Shear bands (C’-surfaces) cross-cut this layering. A single, isoclinal fold
hinge is visible at lower right. Compass is 5 cm wide. (b) Typical outcrop of protomylonite. The S-fabric
is composed of quartz-rich layers of varying thickness interleaved with very mica-rich layers. This layering
is cross-cut by widely spaced shear bands indicating dextral shear in this outcrop. Compass is 5 cm wide,
and the needle points north. (c) Protomylonite containg a tightly folded quartz vein (remnant from the
Alpine Schist) that has now been disaggregated by shearing on discrete shear band surfaces. Compass
points north. (d) Hand sample of OU77886. A quartzofeldspathic protomylonite composed of layered
quartz and mica-rich layers. Some quartz layers are tightly folded (yellow arrows). C‘-shear bands offset
the layering (an example is outlined in red).

porphyroclasts are most common in these mica-rich units. These micaceous mylonites are rarely
strongly lineated.

Discussion
S-C/C’ fabrics are commonly observed in shear zone rocks (e.g. Blenkinsop and Treloar, 1995).
The geometric arrangement of an S-C/C’ fabric as used in this thesis is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
C-shears should be parallel to the shear zone boundary (s.z..b) while C’-shear bands are at
oblique angles to the s.z.b.. Bérthe et al. (1979) argued that the S-plane is the plane containing
the longest and intermediate axes of the finite strain ellipoide, whereas Lister and Snoke (1984)
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considered that the S-plane could be a remnant foliation. For the way I use this terminology in
the Alpine Fault mylonites, the S-plane is a macroscopic or microscopic foliation defined by a
spaced cleavage of mica and quartz-rich layers. It could be partially remnant from the Alpine
Schist but has been strengthened during the mylonitic deformation (Little et al., 2002a), and is
therefore probably now parallel to the long and intermediate axes of the finite strain ellipsoid.
I also occasionally refer to a local S-plane defined by the long and intermediate axes of quartz
grain aggregates. This plane is parallel to the long and intermediate axes of the strain ellipsoid
for the increment of deformation recorded by the quartz grain shape fabrics, which is probably
less than the total strain within the mylonites, and is not usually parallel to the layered foliation
just described.

Figure 3.3: Diagram illustrating fabric elements of S-C/C’ fabrics as used in this thesis
The tight to isoclinal folds that are preserved in the protomylonites have similar style to
folds observed in textural zone IV Alpine Schist (Little et al., 2002b). These structures are
probably remnants of the schist fabric that have not been completely transposed during mylonitic
deformation. Mylonitic lithologies containing remnant Alpine Schist fold structures are the same
rock that was once known as ‘curly schists’ (Reed, 1964; Sibson et al., 1979, 1981) but are now
more commonly considered to be protomylonites (Norris and Cooper, 2007).
The relative abundance of micas and garnet is usually thought to reflect the degree of aluminium saturation of quartzofeldspathic metamorphic rocks (Best, 2003). Mica-rich mylonites
that also contain garnet are therefore probably derived from a more pelitic protolith than the
quartz-feldspar rich mylonites.

3.2.2

Metabasic schist-derived mylonites

Most metabasic mylonites are pale to dark bottle green. Some have a spaced, planar foliation
of mm-thick quartz + plagioclase and hornblende + plagioclase layers with biotite (OU77713,
OU77748, OU77983). Particularly hornblende-rich metabasic layers are commonly not foliated

(e.g. OU77920, OU779330). An absence of preferred orientation of acicular hornblende crystals
within the foliation plane is quite common (Figure 3.4a). Rare ‘garbenscheifer’ textures were
observed. There are sometimes pods in the centers of the thickest metabasites where tight,
cm-wavelength folds are present (Figure 3.4b). Towards the edges of these layers the foliations
become parallel to those in adjacent quartzofeldspathic lithologies (Figure 3.11e,f).
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Figure 3.4: Examples of some of the textures observed in metabasic mylonites. (a) Radial arrays of
acicular hornblende crystals in the foliation plane of a metabasic protomylonite. Doughboy Creek. (b)
Folds in a metabasite pod that has not been strongly affected by mylonitisation, reflecting the relative
competency of metabasic units. Hare Mare Creek ultramylonite zone.

Garnets, ranging from <1 mm to 1 cm in diameter are commonly observed in this lithology (e.g. OU77712). Layers of epidote <2 cm thick may be present, and many of these are
isoclinally folded or boudinaged. Rarer, thin carbonate interlayers may also be boudinaged.
Metabasites are commonly intercalated with, and gradational to, quartzofeldspathic mylonites,
and are commonly associated with metacherts. Metabasite layers range from 1 cm to ∼5 m thick.
Calcite and chalcopyrite are often observed on fracture and joint surfaces, mostly accompanying
pervasive chloritisation, particularly in Harold Creek.

Discussion
Folds that are preserved in the centers of the metabasic units have similar styles to textural
zone IV folds in the Alpine Schist (Little et al., 2002b). They may have been preserved because
the metabasites are more competent during mylonitisation than the adjacent quartzofeldspathic
material. Amphiboles rarely deform by crystal-plastic mechanisms during deformation up to the
peak P-T conditions realised in the parent Alpine Schist (Berger and Stunitz, 1996), whereas
quartz readily deforms by dislocation creep at these conditions (Prior, 1988). A rheologic contrast is also indicated by boudinage of carbonate interlayers (suggesting the carbonate was more
competent) or folding of epidote-rich lithologies, although it is not clear whether this latter
deformation was syn-mylonitic.
It is not easy to classify metabasic mylonites into ultramylonite, mylonite and protomylonite
subclasses since the degree of deformation is frequently a function of layer thickness and the
proportion of amphibole to quartzofeldspathic material. Classification is usually based on the
characteristics of surrounding quartzofeldspathic mylonites. Since the centers of many thick
metabasite layers appear relatively undeformed, these distinctions may therefore not be clearly
related to the fault rock classification presented in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 3.5: Hand specimens of augen mylonites, Harold Creek (a) OU77718. (b) OU77734.

3.2.3

Metachert mylonites

Metachert mylonites range in colour from cream to yellow-cream to brown-cream. They may
contain isolated, <1 mm diameter garnets and rare pink bands composed almost entirely of
garnet (e.g. OU77887). In many cases, an invariably planar foliation is outlined by aligned mica
and garnet layers (e.g. OU77923). Very thin (<1 cm) metachert layers may be deflected by
shear bands that are continuous from adjacent lithologies. The thickest metachert observed in
outcrop within the Gaunt Creek protomylonite zone is 0.6 m thick (OU77900).

3.2.4

Augen mylonites

Augen mylonites are mostly medium brown to brown-grey (Figure 3.5) but they may also contain
bottle green layers with modally abundant hornblende and cream layers that are pervasively
microfractured. They are non-foliated to weakly foliated with an occasional spaced foliation of
micacaous and quartz-rich layers with pinch-and-swell shape. The matrix is very fine-grained.
There are augen ranging from 1 to 5 mm in length composed of microfractured feldspars that
are slightly elongate in one or two directions within the foliation plane. (e.g. OU77716, OU77717,
OU77718, OU77775). Augen may form <20% of the rock (e.g. OU77841, OU77912). A mineral

streak (object) lineation may also be present on bottle green surfaces (e.g. OU77733, OU77771).
Some quartz veins cross-cut the mylonites; these veins may also be deflected into the foliation.
Petrographic and geochemical studies (Chapter 4) show these mylonites are derived from
a Western Province granitoid protolith. The presence of feldspar augen indicates a rheological
contrast exists between the feldspars and other constituent mineral phases.

3.2.5

Banded mylonites

These mylonites are mostly planar foliated and medium green-grey (weathering even greener)
with light grey-white bands (weathering to cream-brown) (e.g. OU77701, OU77701, OU77723,
OU77734). Bands are 1-3 mm thick and lighter bands make up 30-40% of the total rock mass.

There are δ-type and rare σ-type feldspar porphyroclast systems, many of which do not show
a clear shear sense even in the X-Z plane. Occasional quartz veins <1mm thick cross-cut the
foliation at a high angle. The foliation is locally folded into decimeter scale, tight to isoclinal
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structures with rounded hinges and thickening of layering into the hinges (class 1c and 2 folds
of Ramsay, 1967; OU77701, OU77703, OU7709, OU77710). Petrographic and geochemical studies
(Chapter 4) show these mylonites are derived from a Western Province granitoid protolith.

3.2.6

Cataclasites

Although these rocks are not the main focus of the present study, they do host a variety of pseudotachylyte veins so some description is necessary in order to understand the outcrop setting of
the pseduotachylytes. The microstructure of this material also provides some information about
the transition from deformation by viscous to brittle mechanisms during progressive exhumation
of the fault rocks. These descriptions are mostly based on outcrops at Gaunt Creek, where the
cataclastic sequence is particularly well exposed.
Two main groups of cataclastic rocks are differentiated. Mint green cataclasites (e.g. OU77867)
immediately overlie the recent trace of the Alpine Fault. They are composed of moderately
cemented angular fragments of mint green altered mylonite, and cream or white quartz-rich
material. Fragment sizes range from <1-10 mm and there is little coherent structure.

Figure 3.6: Gaunt Creek. (a) Olive green and black, laminated cataclased ultramylonites are sheared
together in a cataclastic contact zone. The olive green cataclased ultramylonite has been altered to a
paler colour where it is most intensively cataclastically deformed. (b) Overview of cataclasite outcrops
to the S of the Alpine Fault plane. Olive green and black cataclased ultramylonites are intercalated at
left of the photograph. There is a gradual transition towards the right into mint green cataclasites that
immediately overly the Alpine Fault plane. Person at center left for scale.

The mint green cataclasites are overlain by a variable thickness of mixed olive green and
black protocataclastic rock that is derived from ultramylonite (e.g. OU77823-OU77828). This
material is cohesive, but is dissected by cm-spaced faults and fractures. It contains many planar
mm-scale layers or laminations of paler or darker material. Olive green and black cataclased
ultramylonites are juxtaposed on a cm to m-scale, mostly by faults that cut the foliation at a
slightly oblique angle, but also along cataclasite zones where the two colours of protocataclasite
have been sheared together (Figure 3.6a). Within these cataclasite zones, the rock is fragmented
into <1 cm angular pieces, set in a silty matrix. Clast proportions range from 50-90%.
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3.2.7

Fraser Complex

A variety of deformed, dominantly felsic granitoids were found in the footwall of the Alpine Fault
at Harold Creek. A similar material is found just upstream of the Waitangi-taona road bridge,
to the NW of Gaunt Creek. A cream speckled black granitoid (<40% pyroxene or amphibole
+ biotite) is common. Chalky feldspar porphyroclasts <2 mm diameter may also form <60%
of the rock (e.g. OU77727). This granite contains planar to randomly orientated black zones
that dry to a greenish hue and are composed of chlorite and fractured host rock (e.g. OU77728).
There is also compositionally layered granite with wavy bands of coarse-grained cream and fine
to medium-grained grey material (e.g. OU77730). A shear band fabric in the sense of Bérthe
et al. (1979) is present in places; shear band spacing exceeds 5 mm. The fine-grained material
also occurs in dikes up to 0.5 m wide and contains a strong mylonitic deformation fabric and
quartz lattice-preferred orientation.

3.3

Harold Creek

Harold Creek is a tributary of the Wanganui River near Harihari. After entering the range-front
from the NW, the creek trends approximately NE-SW for around 2 km before turning sharply
eastwards. There are scattered, sometime large outcrops of mylonites within the lower 700 m
of the creek. No further outcrops are encountered until a further 1.25 km upstream (around
2313700E, 5778600N), where a large slip has exposed a section some 150 m long by <100 m
high. Small, mossy outcrops of footwall material are found on the ridge to the west of the creek.
The geology of this section of the Alpine Fault was previously described by Sibson et al.
(1979, 1981) and Prior (1988) and the most detailed pre-existing map was drafted by Wright
(1998) based on his own field observations. Sibson et al. (1979, 1981) recognised that pseudotachylytes are particularly numerous both in float and in outcrop in this creek. An outcrop
containing abundant in situ pseudotachylyte was, in the past, visible in the bed of the creek
at an elevation of approximately 200 m (R.H. Sibson, personal communication, 2005). This
outcrop has since been obscured due to aggradation of the creek bed, although there are still
numerous pseudotachylytes found in different host rocks in float and more rarely in outcrop. The
abundance of pseudotachylyte makes Harold Creek an attractive location in which to investigate
the outcrop distribution of pseudotachylyte in the fault zone.
Wright (1998) recognised that the lithologies contained within the mylonite zone at Harold
Creek are particularly varied and include augen mylonites that may be derived from a western
province protolith. He found that the Alpine Fault is exposed where mylonite and cataclasite
overthrusts gravel in a prominent bend of the creek towards the SW, approximately 1 km
upstream of the road bridge on SH6. Wright (1998) also mapped the fault trace in the bed of
the creek for around 1 km upstream of this point. Above this, he proposed that the fault trace
continues beneath a nappe-like structure that is thrust westward over a ridge that is composed
of Fraser Complex material and recent gravels.
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Figure 3.7: Structural map of the lower section of Harold Creek. Alpine Schist-derived, Western Province
granitoid-derived and Fraser Complex material are differentiated. Plots indicating the orientations of
structural features (poles to foliations; lineations; fold axes) in each of these lithological groups are lower
hemisphere Schimdt projections. White area shows where basement geology is obscured by fluvioglacial
gravels. A tentative location for the Alpine Fault is also indicated, although the only outcrop of the fault
is at location A. Letters refer to locations mentioned in the text. A cartoon cross-section illustrating a
fault zone conceptual model that can explain the outcrop distributions is at center top.

3.3.1

Outcrop patterns

A variety of mylonitic and non-mylonitic rock types are exposed in Harold Creek and on surrounding ridges. The distribution of these units is shown in Figure 3.7. Granitoid-derived
banded and augen mylonites are particularly common in this section.
At Location A (Figure 3.7) recent fluvio-glacial gravels with rounded clasts of Alpine Schist
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Figure 3.8: (a) Typical outcrop of granitoid-derived mylonite in Harold Creek; Location B. The foliation is folded into a W-verging structure at the base of the outcrop. (b) Kink folds in schist-derived
ultramylonite. Harold Creek; outcrop immediately downstream of Location E. In both cases foliations
are indicated with dashed red lines and approximate axial traces with dashed white lines.

are overlain by uncemented fault gouge composed of clasts of banded mylonite. Immediately
above the contact the gouge contains 10% subrounded clasts in a green silt matrix. This is
overlain by 1 m of layered, green, uncemented fault gouge with 70% angular clasts ranging from
0.5 - 1 cm in a silty matrix, then by more intact banded mylonite. The contact between gravels
and gouge, which is a recently active fault plane, is oriented 020/30E.
Outcrops upstream of this fault trace are dominantly augen mylonite with subordinate
banded mylonite. These two lithologies in places exhibit a gradational contact (e.g. Location A;
Figure 3.7). The mylonites are cross-cut by subvertical, NNW-SSE-striking and subhorizontal
to gently S-dipping braided faults. Shear senses are locally indicated by macroscopic sigmoidal
structures in fault gouges. The steep faults are E-side-down and the flat-lying faults are topto-the-W. Rare m-wavelength W-verging folds deflect the mylonitic foliation (Figure 3.8). Fold
hinges are rounded and there are no changes in the thickness of the layering around the folds.
Fold hinges trend NE-SW.
Further upstream, outcrops of schist-derived mylonite are also observed. In most cases
contacts between the schist- and granitoid-derived mylonites are obscured, but at Location D
(Figure 3.7), mylonites of the two lithologies are separated by a 10 cm thick gouge zone composed
of 60% 0.5-1 cm diameter angular fragments of pyrite-rich hornblende-bearing quartzose material
in a matrix of mint green silt and yellow clay. This finely comminuted material grades towards
the south into more clast-rich gouge with <80% clasts <2 cm, to fault breccia composed of
angular fragments of schist mylonite up to 8 cm in diameter for a further 2.5 m, then to relatively
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Figure 3.9: Lower hemisphere Schmidt projection illustrating orientations of lineations (black dots)
in augen mylonites in Harold Creek. Contour interval = 5. There are two main groups of lineations;
E-trending and S-trending.

intact schist-derived mylonites. The gouge zone contains some larger clasts of augen mylonite
and banded mylonites are exposed to the north.
Upstream of this contact, the schist-derived mylonites are locally kink-folded about NW−SE
trending, subhorizontal axes. Rare asymmetric quartzofeldspathic augen observed in these mylonites indicate top-to-the-W shear sense. Intercalated metabasic lithologies are layered on a
cm-scale and tightly folded. A large outcrop a further 1.25 km upstream is composed entirely
of schist-drived mylonite with a high proportion of metabasic material. The north end of the
outcrop is ultramylonite with abundant pyrite and chloritic cataclasite. The metabasites are
strongly laminated with abundant cream material and are in places tightly folded. Alteration
to chlorite is common and pyrite is found on many surfaces. Quartzofeldspathic schist-derived
mylonites are intercalated with the metabasites in the center of the outcrop. They become more
abundant towards the southern end of the outcrop, and grade from planar-foliated, quartzfeldspar rich material, to more typical S-C’-mylonite.
The average foliations in schist and granitoid-derived mylonites in Harold Creek (see equal
area plots in Figure 3.7) strike approximately E-W to NE-SW and dip ∼45◦ to the S or SE.
Elongate augen and mineral streak lineations in the augen mylonites either trend approximately
E-W or towards the S (Figure 3.9). Two lineations are sometimes observed on one foliation
plane, or on adjacent planes (e.g. OU77776 and OU77777).
The ridge to the west of Harold Creek is composed of Fraser Complex granitoids. The
contact between this material and the mylonites is not exposed. Foliation orientations in the
Fraser Complex are variable, but dips are mostly shallower than in the mylonites.
Pseudotachylyte veins are observed in situ in both granitoid-derived mylonites (Location
C; Figure 3.7), granitoid-derived ultramylonites (Location E; Figure 3.7) and schist-derived
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ultramylonites (Location D; Figure 3.7), although they are much more abundant in mylonites
with a granitoid protolith. These pseudotachylytes are described further in Chapter 9.

3.3.2

Discussion

Foliations in both schist and granitoid-derived mylonites have similar orientations, but foliations in the adjacent Fraser Complex material are very different. The ∼E-trending lineations
observed in the granitoid-derived mylonites have similar orientations to syn-mylonitic lineations
observed in other sections of Alpine Fault mylonites (e.g. Sibson et al., 1979; Norris and Cooper,
1997). The S-trending lineations are anomalous and may be inherited from an earlier phase
of deformation in these materials, perhaps as part of the Fraser Complex (Rattenbury, 1987a).
The similarity between the orientations of the mylonitic fabric elements in the granitoid and
schist-derived mylonites, and the fact that the two mylonite types occur as intercalated slivers,
indicate that the granitoid-derived mylonites were deformed within the Alpine Fault zone.
Foliations in this section strike more E-W than the average foliation orientation for the
Alpine Fault zone (strike of ∼055◦ ; Norris and Cooper, 2007). This could be because blocks
of mylonite have been rotated by dextral shearing between strike-slip faults. The gouge zone
identified at Location D is a candidate for one of these block-bounding faults since it trends
approximately E-W and is near vertical, an expected orientation for a strike-slip fault in an
Andersonian stress regime.
Kink folds in schist-derived mylonite, and faults in granitoid-derived mylonite, are brittle
features that probably formed to accommodate changes in thickness of the fault zone materials
in the near surface to maintain the stability of the thrust wedge (c.f. Cooper and Norris, 1994;
Norris and Cooper, 1997). The orientation of the kink-folds is consistent with NE-SW-directed
shortening, similar to the regional plate motion vector. The folds observed in granitoid-derived
mylonite cannot be so easily related to the present-day kinematic regime, and may be remnants
from an earlier phase of deformation.
There is no simple distribution of the different grades of schist-derived mylonite as has been
observed in outcrops further to the south (e.g. Prior, 1988). This may reflect the fact that the
mean trace of the Alpine Fault is parallel to the trend of the creek, but variation is also observed
perpendicular to the strike of the mylonitic foliation.
Mylonites derived from both hangingwall (Alpine Schist) and footwall (Western Province
granitoid) occur as intercalated slivers in this creek. This is not the outcrop pattern that
would be expected if the Alpine Fault zone at depth is a parallel-sided high-strain shear zone
juxtaposing two terranes. There are two possible explanations for the observed outcrop pattern,
illustrated in Figure 3.10
1. The two types of mylonite were once confined to the same side of the recent fault trace as
their parent material and have been sliced together by successive action of strike-slip and
thrust segments of the fault in the near-surface.
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Figure 3.10: Cartoon illustrating two possible ways that Western Province and schist-derived mylonites
may become intermingled within the fault zone. The two options are described in the text. Western
Province granitoids and granitoid-derived mylonites are indicated by cross pattern.

2. The highest-strain part of the fault zone at greater depth is not always coincident with
the lithological boundary but instead changes position or is composed of a network of
anastomosing high-strain zones, so that slivers of both materials have become complexely
intermingled. A cartoon illustrating this style of fault zone is also illustrated in Figure 3.7.
If the first explanation is correct, schist-derived mylonites should not be juxtaposed against
the northern side of slivers of granitoid-derived mylonite, since the granitoid-derived mylonites
should always have been translated towards the E of the original NE-SW trending thrust boundary, on dextrally-vergent strike-slip faults. The second explanation is therefore favoured. The
Alpine Fault at depth is clearly not a simple structure.

3.4

Little Man River

Little Man River, a tributary of the Whataroa River, penetrates into the range front of the
Southern Alps from SH6 north of Whataroa. It retains a remarkably linear SE-trend as it
rapidly rises to over 1000 masl. There are only scattered outcrops of mylonite in the lower
reaches of the river and no exposures of the recent Alpine Fault trace were observed. The area
was mapped by Read (1994), who observed the Alpine Fault trace in a tributary that he called
‘Cataclasite Creek’. Read (1994) proposed that the active trace of the Alpine Fault is now found
to the SE of the first mylonite outcrops in the river bed. He also recognised that mylonites in
the lower reaches of this river are more extensively veined than is common in schist-derived
mylonites, and attributed this to variation in the normal fluid regime within mylonites stranded
to the west of the most recent trace of the Alpine Fault.
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It is not worthwhile to map the entire mylonite sequence in this river because outcrops are
relatively rare and widely spaced. For this reason, I have focused on one, 40 m long outcrop of
mylonites on the southwest bank of the river, within the stranded section of mylonites mapped
by Read (1994). This outcrop is particularly interesting because it hosts abundant pseudotachylytes. The center of the outcrop is at 2303800E 5770578N.

3.4.1

Outcrop patterns

The mylonite sequence is composed of ∼25 m of battleship grey quartz-feldspar rich quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites (∼12 m true thickness) overlain by a ∼5 m thick package
of metabasic mylonites with some intercalated quartzofeldspathic layers, then by poorly-exposed
micaceous quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites. The quartz-feldspar rich mylonites are
locally strongly lineated and these lineations consistently trend ∼100◦ . Plagioclase porphyroclasts in these mylonites have been deformed into δ-objects that indicate top-to-the-W sense of
shear.
Veins are common in the compact and metabasic schist-derived mylonites. Foliation-parallel
quartz veins <5 mm thick in metabasic mylonites may have once been foliation-parallel veins.
Numerous <2 mm thick quartz veins also cut obliquely across the mylonitic foliation. Many
of these veins have been subsequently deformed (Figure 3.11). They may either be deflected
along the mylonitic foliation by W-vergent shear (Figure 3.11a,b), or deformed into near-isoclinal
asymmetric microfolds (Figure 3.11c,d). Most, but not all of these microfolds are W-vergent.
Thicker tension gash veins also sometimes cut across the metabasic foliation and older, foliationparallel veins (Figure 3.11e).
A number of pseudotachylyte veins are hosted in the compact schist-derived mylonites immediately below and within the metabasite layers. Striated pseudotachylytes were also found
smeared across foliation surfaces in fallen blocks of mica-rich quartzofeldspathic schist-derived
mylonites upstream of the metabasic layers, but no similar pseudotachylytes were found in situ.
These pseudotachylytes are described further in Chapter 9.

3.4.2

Discussion

The different amounts of deflection of veins in micaceous and quartz-rich layers reflects the rheologic contrast of the compositional layering in the mylonite, at least during the later stages
of deformation. Foliation-parallel shear was partitioned into the mica-rich layers, which must
therefore have had a lower viscous flow strength. The folded veins have been shortened perpendicular to the mylonitic foliation so must have been in the shortening field of the mylonitic
deformation. The folding may be asymmetric, as could be expected in general shear, but other
veins are symmetrically folded. Symmetric folds may form during a coaxial strain, or if the veins
were oriented near the center of the shortening field of the strain ellipsoid in general shear.
The variety of veins observed in these outcrops may be used to assess the strength model
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Figure 3.11: Photographs of veins at Little Man River that cross-cut the mylonite foliation and are
further ductilely deformed. In (a) and (b) the vein fills an extensional shear structure with offset of
∼5cm in the vertical plane. The vein is thinned and deflected dextrally along the mylonitic foliation.
Deflection is greatest in the most micaceous layers (black arrowed sections) and least adjacent to pods
of quartz and feldspar (white arrows). In (c) the vein opening mode was purely extensional since it does
not offset quartz-rich layers in the host mylonite. The vein (arrowed) appears to have been folded. The
vein in (d) was deformed in the same way. The quartz CPO in this vein was analysed (see Chapter 6).
Two different types of veins hosted in metabasic mylonite are illustrated in (e). Numerous, lens-shaped
quartz veins occur along foliation planes. Later tension gash veins with slightly irregular shapes cross-cut
the foliation at high angles (e.g. vein to left of pocket knife). In (f), a thick layer of typical compact
quartzofeldspathic mylonite contains a layer of metabasite with quartz-feldspar lozenges deformed into
σ-objects that indicate top-to-the-W shear. Metabasic mylonites bounding the compact mylonite layer
above and below contain thin, foliation-parallel quartz veins.
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of the Alpine Fault zone presented previously (see Figure 2.10). The folded veins were clearly
formed after some increment of mylonitic deformation since they cross-cut the mylonitic fabric.
However, they were also deformed by viscous mechanisms, so must have formed in the deeper
levels of the fault zone. Further information about the P-T conditions at which these veins
were formed will be discussed in Chapter 7, and the implications for the strength model will be
examined in Chapter 10.

3.5

Gaunt Creek

Gaunt Creek is the first tributary feeding into the Waitangi-taona River from its east bank
above the SH6 road bridge. In its lower reaches the creek runs through an alluvial gravel
sequence that has replaced an eroded thrust sheet on the north bank. The recent trace of the
Alpine Fault is exposed in the southwest bank in an outcrop some 300 m long × 150 m high
(Figure 3.12). Schist-derived mylonites are exposed in another outcrop of similar dimensions
immediately upstream. Beyond this outcrop, the creek bends slightly to the SE and then winds
up into the range front through the mylonite sequence. Mylonites outcrop over approximately
50% of the stream bed and surrounding gullies.

Figure 3.12: Overview of the recent trace of the Alpine Fault at Gaunt Creek.
Gaunt Creek has long been recognised as one of the best exposures of the Alpine Fault along
the foothills of the Southern Alps (Reed, 1964; Prior, 1988; Cooper and Norris, 1994). Outcrops
around the recent fault trace were mapped and described by Cooper and Norris (1994). More
detailed studies of the cataclastic material immediately overlying the fault zone were presented
by Warr and Cox (2001) and Campbell (2002). Structures observed within the mylonite sequence
were also mentioned by Prior (1988).
Cooper and Norris (1994) described the hangingwall sequence above the Alpine Fault as
50-70 cm of basal ultracataclasite, overlain by 30 m of pale green cataclasite, a comparable
thickness of black cataclasite, then quartzofeldspathic and metabasic mylonite derived from an
Alpine Schist protolith. More detailed field observations undertaken during this study have
revealed further complexity within the mylonite zone, which will be described in the following
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sections.
Structural data from this section through the mylonite zone, such as the orientations of
lineations, foliations, and syn-mylontic shear bands, is presented and interpreted in Chapter 8.

3.5.1

Outcrop patterns

The distribution of fault rocks in the Gaunt Creek section is illustrated in cross-section in
Figure 3.13. Sample locations, representative foliations and some lithological information is also
included in map format as Plate 1 (back cover pocket).
A thickness of approximately 15 m of mint green cataclasite and ≥15 m of mixed olive
green and black cataclased ultramylonite immediately overlies the fault in the outcrop shown
in Figure 3.12. In order to fully characterise the transition from cataclasite to mylonite, a
detailed section through this material was measured and described for 30 m up a narrow gully
above the Alpine Fault. Detailed descriptions and observations are presented in the section log
(Figure 3.15).
This log shows the gradual transition from pervasively cataclased and hydrothermally altered material that may have had a mylonitic protolith, to protocataclasite and eventually to
mylonite. Cataclastic deformation occurred only in localised zones in the more distal material.
Abundant pseudotachylytes are hosted in all cataclastic lithologies. These are described further
in Chapter 9. A large proportion of the material had a metabasic protolith. Metabasic-matrix
augen mylonites were also observed.
Above the cataclasite zone there are ultramylonites derived from a schist protolith with a
high proportion of metabasic material. A single sliver of augen mylonites was found (beneath
the label ‘ultramylonites’ in Figure 3.12). At a distance of approximately 200 m from the Alpine
Fault, along the cross section trend, a significant fault zone is observed offsetting metabasic
mylonite layers. The fault plane is near vertical and strikes ∼070◦ . The fault core is composed
of 1-2 mm thickness of dark grey, cohesive clay, bounded by 1 mm of medium grey-green clay
with <5% 1 mm angular clasts, then 5-10 cm of incohesive medium grey-green clay containing
30-40% 1-8 mm diameter subrounded to subangular clasts of schist-derived mylonite. A groove
lineation in the latter material is subhorizontal. Quartz veins are present along localised brittle
shear zones in the adjacent metabasic mylonites. There is at least 11 m of apparent vertical
offset of SE-dipping metabasic layers on the fault. A similar fault zone must be present a few
meters to the south, since the metabasic layers no longer outcrop in this direction, however the
possible location of this feature is obscured by talus.
Near the bed of the creek, down-foliation of this outcrop, similar clay-rich gouge is observed.
Augen and metabasic mylonites immediately overlying the gouge are cataclastically deformed.
Outcrops on the southeast banks of the creek at this point are composed of cataclasite grading
upstream to augen mylonite. The overlying mylonite sequence is composed of almost 50%
metabasic material in which the mylonitic foliation varies from ∼50◦ SE to ∼30◦ ESE-dipping.
Pseudotachylytes are hosted in these mylonites. They are particularly common along faults
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Figure 3.13: Schematic cross section of the Gaunt Creek mylonite zone, along a trend of 125◦ .
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that juxtapose mylonites with different foliation orientations, or of different composition (ie.
metabasic vs quartzofeldspathic). These pseudotachylytes are described further in Chapter 9.
A second detailed section ∼20 m long was measured in the mylonite sequence exposed in a
large outcrop upstream of these cataclasites, around 2293059E 5762134N. Outcrop-scale variation in the mylonite sequence is illustrated in this section. Very detailed logging and sampling
was undertaken over a distance of 1.6 m perpendicular to foliation at the upstream end of this
section. It is noted that a rockfall in January 2005 buried the logged section (Figure 3.14).
The 20 m long measured section of mylonite illustrated in Figure 3.16 is composed of transitional ultramylonite-mylonite. Notice that the section log begins at the western end of the
outcrop. Intact mylonites vary in colour from pink-grey to battleship grey and part along the
foliation planes into tabular pieces a few mm to 10 cm thick. Variations in these mylonite properties mostly occur in foliation-parallel layers, on a scale of millimeters to decimeters. However,
occasional layers contain discontinuous pods of material with a different outcrop appearance.
For example, in the zone between 2.6 and 3.0 m the mylonites host a number of mm to cm-thick
layers of cohesive cataclasite, occasional thick (<15 cm) layers of flakey protocataclasite and
some pseudotachylytes (denoted as veins in the log since a melt origin cannot be confirmed
in outcrop; see Chapter 9 for more detail). These cataclasite and pseudotachylyte layers are
mostly parallel to the mylonitic foliation. Quartz veins are found both parallel to the foliation
and cross-cutting it at moderate angles (e.g. 0.5-1.6 m; around 4.8 m).
Microscopic changes resulting in the observed variations in outcrop appearance of the mylonites are illustrated by comparing the outcrop descriptions with thin sections from oriented
samples within the very detailed section (Figure 3.17), which begins at 10.4 m on the previous
log. It is apparent from the thin sections that most variations in colour and cohesiveness of
the mylonites in outcrop relate to the proportions and types of phyllosilicates present. Browngrey and pink-grey layers have a relatively high proportion of biotite. In some layers (OU77862)
biotite and plagioclase have been retrogressively altered to chlorite and sericite+clay minerals

Figure 3.14: Overview of measured section in mylonites at Gaunt Creek, before and after it was buried
by a rockfall. Yellow lines show location of measured section. Both photographs face to the south.
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Figure 3.15: Log of measured section through the transition from cataclasite to ultramylonite above the
Alpine Fault plane at Gaunt Creek. The location of the section is indicated on Figure 3.12. The outcrop
face strikes approximately E-W. Foliation dips shown on the log reflect the apparent dips of units in this
orientation of section.
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Figure 3.16: Measured section through Gaunt Creek mylonites.
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Figure 3.17: Detailed log of a 1.6 m section through quartzofeldspathic mylonites at Gaunt Creek.
Section starts at the eastern end of the logged section illustrated in Figure 9.3. The colour used in the
log reflects the colour of the mylonite in outcrop. Hatch patterns show the coherence of the material in
hand specimen. White bands are quartz veins or layers that were visible in outcrop. All thin sections are
cut along the same azimuth, of ∼100◦ , and perpendicular to the mylonitic foliations.
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Figure 3.18: Field sketch illustrating transposition of a remnant schist foliation by the mylonitic foliation. Vertical outcrop face. The near-vertical schist foliation is truncated by a steeply-dipping mylonitic
foliation. C’-shear bands are found within the schist pod. It is inferred that these shear bands were
rotated into coincidence with the S-surfaces to create the true mylonitic foliation during deformation to
high strains.

respectively, giving a blue-grey, bleached colour in outcrop. Average grain sizes and phase distributions vary amongst the un-retrogressed, biotite-rich layers. For example, in OU77860, a
mm-spaced quartz and mica-rich layering is clearly visible, but in OU77858, these minerals are
more evenly dispersed throughout the rock.
Microfaults are also visible in the thin sections of these mylonites. The style of microfault
formation appears to be related to this variation in mylonite fabric. In the layered mylonite, the
only brittle features are widely-spaced (5-10 mm) joints that cut across the mylonitic foliation at
high angles. In the un-layered mylonite, many closely-spaced (100-500µm), narrow (<a few µm)
microfaults run subparallel to the mylonitic foliation and are linked in anastomosing networks.
Where there are numerous microfaults and relatively thick packages of mica parallel to the
foliation, hand specimens of the mylonite part easily along the foliation into tabular pieces.
Upstream of these detailed sections, the outcrop of mylonite becomes less continuous. Most
of the mylonites are quartzofeldspathic, but rare intercalated metabasic and metachert layers
were also observed. The locations of these layers are indicated in Figure 3.13 and Plate 1. There
is a gradual, but not smooth, transition from mylonite to protomylonite. Pods of material with
a protomylonitic texture are sometimes found within pods of material with a mylonitic texture
(e.g. Figure 3.18). Residual structures inherited from the parent Alpine Schist, such as tight to
isoclinal fold hinges in quartz-rich layers, which form an object lineation on foliation surfaces,
are progressively transposed by C’-shear bands (e.g. Figure 3.19a). The spacing, thickness, and
continuity of the shear bands varies. These variations are described in more detail in Chapter 8.
A variety of styles of boudinage were observed within the mylonites and protomylonites, including ‘single-layer’, ‘multi-layer’ and ‘foliation’ boudins of Ghosh and Sengupta (1999). Unlike
in the adjacent Alpine Schist (Holm et al., 1989), foliation boudinage is relatively rare in quartzofeldspathic assemblages in the mylonite zone, except in the distal parts of the protomylonites
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Figure 3.19: Structures around the mylonite-schist transition; Gaunt Creek. (a) Foliation surface of
distal protomylonite showing a lineation of quartz rods offset in a dextral sense and thinned into a
mylonitic shear band. Photograph is of a fallen block so cannot be oriented. (b) Schist-protomylonite
transitional material; 340 masl; Gaunt Creek. The foliation is mostly composed of lensing quartz layers.
There are decimeter-scale packages of foliated material with varying proportion of quartz to mica. This
foliation is only very rarely offset by top-to-the-W, syn-mylonitic shear bands (between red arrows). A
prominent fold hinge is also visible. (c) Typical Alpine Schist with weak to absent mylonitic overprint.
Segregation to quartz and mica-rich layers occurs on a decimeter scale; far larger than in the mylonites.
(d) Typical Alpine Schist from ice-scoured outcrop beneath Franz Joseph Glacier. Large-scale segregation
into quartz-rich and quartz-deficient layers and smaller scale foliation are visible.

(Figure 3.20), instead occurring mostly within metabasic layers. Most boudin structures are
asymmetric. The component of shear offset along boudin necks in amphibolites usually has a
dextral sense, synthetic to the Alpine Fault, as opposed to boudinage in the Alpine Schist where
both dextral and sinistral senses are observed in equal proportions (Holm et al., 1989). Across
the protomylonite-to-schist transition, symmetric foliation boudinage structures in quartzofeldspathic lithologies become much more common (Figure 3.20d)

Quartz and mixed quartz-carbonate (usually calcite) veins are found in the necks of the
boudinage structures. The vein shapes are mostly similar to ‘X-shape’ and ‘double-crescent’ of
Arslan et al. (2005), which form in an extensional shear opening mode.
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Figure 3.20: Intrafolial boudinage structures in distal quartzofeldspathic protomylonites, Gaunt Creek.
(a) X-shaped quartz veins infill the necks of foliation boudins. In (b) the sense of shear offset is sinistral,
unlike most structures of this type in the mylonite zone. (c) shows a relatively symmetric foliation
boudinage structure with chloritic alteration on the surfaces of the brittle fault through the boudin neck.
(d) Symmetric foliation boudinage in the protomylonite-schist transition zone.

Mylonite-schist transition

The edge of the mylonite zone in Gaunt Creek is encountered between 400 and 500 masl, above
a large waterfall. Foliations in the adjacent Alpine Schist are characterised by planar, parallel
layers of quartz-rich and mica-rich material, as in the mylonites. However, the scale of this segregation is characteristically much coarser than is observed in the mylonites (e.g. Figure 3.19c,d).
In the mylonite-schist transition zone, the foliation is only rarely deflected by asymmetric, Wvergent shear bands (e.g Figure 3.19b). With increasing distance from the fault these structures
become very rare, although the variation is inhomogeneous, so that decimeter scale packages
of material in which shear bands are relatively common are intercalated with packages without
shear bands. Tension gash quartz veins are relatively common. These veins cross-cut the mylonitic foliation on a variety of angles, and may be deformed (Figure 3.21). Veins that lie at high
angles to the schist foliation are usually folded whereas those at low angles to it are elongated.
Some veins at intermediate angles to the foliation are composed of boudinaged folds.
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Figure 3.21:

(a) Photograph of foliation-oblique veins in Alpine Schist, upper Gaunt Creek (∼405
masl). (b) Field sketch of similar veins. Veins at very high angles to the foliation have been shortened
along their length whereas veins at lower angles have been extended. The style of deformation relates to
the orientation of the veins with respect to the shortening (red) and extensional (blue) fields of the strain
ellipse.

3.5.2

Discussion

Subhorizontal groove lineations on the major fault that is encountered at a distance of 200 m
from the Alpine Fault along the cross-section line indicate it had a strike-slip offset. It seems
most likely that the cataclasites and augen mylonites observed on the southeast side of the creek
bed have been offset by dextral strike-slip on this feature from similar material observed to the
south, so that the main plane of the Alpine Fault is relatively close to the surface at this point.
This offset of the thrust plane is illustrated in the cross-section (Figure 3.13).
The variations in mylonite colour and outcrop appearance illustrated in the detailed logs
mostly reflect the bulk mineralogy, since more abundant biotite imparts a pinker colour to the
rock, and the presence of aligned micas on foliation planes dramatically reduces the cohesive
strength of the mylonite perpendicular to these planes. Foliation-parallel microfractures observed in the very detailed section are also responsible for some of the foliation-parallel parting
of the material. The variation in segregation into mica and quartz-rich layers reflects variations
in syn-mylonitic fabric development. This layering becomes less distinct with the transition
from protomylonite to mylonite to ultramylonite, i.e. into the materials that have accommodated higher simple shear strains (Norris and Cooper, 2003). This demonstrates that mylonitic
deformation to high strains results in removal of the layered fabric.
Single-layer boudins, such as those that affect the metabasic layers in the mylonite zone,
form when deformation includes a component of extension parallel to a layer with a higher
viscosity than the surrounding material (Ramsay, 1967; Talbot, 1999). Conversely, foliation
boudinage has previously been found to affect rocks that do not have major compositional
variations outside of a planar layering (e.g. Platt and Vissers, 1980; Lacassin, 1980). Multi-layer
boudinage is a transitional type between these two extremes. Mylonitic boudinage structures
are mostly asymmetric, with dextral vergence, similar to the sense of motion on the Alpine
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Fault. This indicates they were formed in a simple shear-dominant deformation in the presentday tectonic regime. Symmetric foliation-boudinage observed in the distal protomylonites and
adjacent schist results from layer-parallel extension during relatively coaxial strain, indicating
that the simple shear component of deformation was proportionally less near the edges of the
mylonite zone and in the adjacent schist. A pure shear-dominated deformation can be inferred
from the reduction in relative abundance of C’-shear bands towards the edge of the mylonite
zone. The orientations of foliation-oblique veins that have been variably shortened or elongated,
as illustrated in Figure 3.21 can be used to constrain the orientations of the shortening and
extension fields of the strain ellipse. This ellipse is symmetrically distributed about the foliation,
a situation that is typical of coaxial strains. Similar deformed veins were also observed in Alpine
Schist near Franz Joseph Glacier (Holm et al., 1989). Little et al. (2002a) found that both
dextral reverse and dextral normal shear fabrics are present in the most distal protomylonites
and that dextral normal shear sense is indicated by a variety of microstructural criteria in the
Alpine Schist immediately to the SE of the mylonite zone. They interpreted these fabrics to
reflect deformation during escalator-like backshearing of the schists as they were translated up
the Alpine Fault ramp. These fabrics are not apparent in the present samples.

3.6

Stoney Creek and the Tartare River

These two streams drain from the range front immediately north of Franz Joseph township. Both
were only examined in reconnaissance style, in order to provide context for samples collected
previously by D.J. Prior and M. Walrond that will be discussed in Chapter 8. Little et al.
(2002b) has previously described S-C’ structures in the mylonite zone along the Tartare River.
Some observations are worthy of note. The map of the Alpine Fault zone in this area that
is published on the website of the Geology Department, University of Otago, shows that the
mylonite zone is only 400-600 m thick. The material exposed on the track leading to the old
water race tunnels adjacent to the Tartare River is characteristic of transitional protomyloniteschist observed elsewhere. The most distal mylonitic C’-shear bands were observed to cross-cut
a schistose fabric with abundant small fold hinges at a distance of 120 m NW of the tailrace
tunnels, which is approximately 1 km to the SE of the mapped recent trace of the Alpine Fault
through this area. The shear bands are relatively narrow, closely spaced (1-3 mm), and always
have top-to-the-W sense of shear so this material is clearly mylonitic. The shear bands are E-W
to NE-SW-striking and dip moderately to the S to SE, as was previously noted by Little et al.
(2002b).
In Stoney Creek, the recent trace of the Alpine Fault is obscured, but outcrops immediately
upstream of the inferred trace are composed of quartzofeldspathic ultramylonite, then metabasic
mylonite. The foliation surfaces are sometimes coated with <1 mm thickness of black, aphanitic
material that may be pseudotachylyte. Another 100 m upstream of these outcrops, typical
quartzofeldspathic protomylonites are encountered. C’-shear bands in these protomylonites are
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relatively widely spaced (≥1 cm), strike approximately E-W and dip moderately to the S. Further upstream, quartz-feldspar rich quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites have strong mica
streak lineations trending 090◦ . Above this, the protomylonite sequence continues. Lineations
trend 100◦ .

3.6.1

Discussion

The mylonitic fabric in Stoney Creek is inhomogeneously developed across strike of the mylonite
zone, so that mylonite slivers are found between protomylonites. However, the mylonites observed here are little different from those seen in sections to the north (Gaunt Creek) and south
(Hare Mare Creek), suggesting there is little along-strike variation in the structures observed in
the mylonites in this central section of the Alpine Fault zone. It does seem that the ultramylonite
subzone is considerably thinner in Stoney Creek than in Gaunt and Hare Mare Creeks, but the
thickness of the zone at Tartare River is similar to that observed at other locations. This may
indicate that the higher strain part of the mylonite zone in Stoney Creek was stranded in the
footwall by recent near-surface thrusting.

3.7

Hare Mare Creek

Hare Mare Creek is a tributary of the Waikukupa River that can be accessed from SH6 between
Franz Joseph and Fox Glacier townships. The relatively complex outcrop pattern of the Alpine
Fault in the area was mapped and described by Norris and Cooper (1995) and Norris and Cooper
(1997). An abandoned thrust segment of the fault (the ‘Waikukupa Thrust’) is found on the
western side of the Waikukupa River. The most recently active thrust trace is observed in the
lower reaches of Hare Mare Creek, above the SH6 road bridge (the ‘Hare Mare Thrust’). Norris
and Cooper (1997) proposed that erosion of the Waikukupa thrust sheet by the Waikukupa
river meant that the near-surface (<0.5 km) thrust wedge became unstable, so that the basal
thrust fault stepped back into the range-front at around 20 ka. I have focused on the section of
mylonites exposed to the SE of the recent fault trace in this present mapping.
There is abundant outcrop in a series of large slips on the southwest bank of the stream
for a distance of some 300 m. There are no further large outcrops upstream of this point, but
exposure in the stream bed and walls is good since the stream gradient is very steep and there
is little gravel in its bed. The northern fork of the stream can be followed to an elevation
of approximately 500 masl before access past steep waterfalls becomes impossible. A lower
elevation can be attained in the southern fork before access is similarly blocked.
Structural data from this section through the mylonite zone, such as the orientations of
lineations, foliations, and syn-mylontic shear bands, is presented and interpreted in Chapter 8.
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3.7.1

Outcrop patterns

The distribution of fault rocks in this section is illustrated in cross-section in Figure 3.23. Sample
locations, representative foliations and some lithological information are also included in map
format as Plate 2 (back cover pocket).
The active thrust was exposed in the bed of Hare Mare Creek at an elevation of ∼ 240 masl
in January 2007. Here, mint green, cemented cataclasite and fault gouge composed of fragments
of hydrothermally altered schist-derived mylonite overlie a 9 mm thick layer of moderately wellcemented silt, 8-10 cm of grey dilatent silt containing subrounded mylonite clasts <10 cm in
diameter, then relatively coherent quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites/protomylonites
(Figure 3.22).

Figure 3.22: Alpine Fault plane, Hare Mare Creek. (a) Close-up view of possible glacial deposit immediately underlying the fault plane. (b) Overview of the fault plane showing that typical fault gouge is
juxtaposed on top of mylonites that are part of the stranded thrust sequence.

The fault is overlain by a cataclasite zone with a maximum thickness of 20 m, which was
not examined during this study. In turn, the cataclasites are overlain by dominantly micaceous
schist-derived ultramylonites. There are also occasional intercalated metabasic layers, some of
which contain pods of relatively unmylonitised material in which Alpine Schist folds are still
preserved (Figure 3.4a), and some metacherts. The micaceous quartzofeldspathic mylonites are
deformed into m-wavelength, W-verging kink folds and contain numerous lens-shaped, laterally
discontinuous foliation-parallel veins.
Approximately 200 m above the active thrust plane there is a section containing two 1-2 m
thick layers of quartz-feldspar rich mylonite that host pseudotachylye and mixed pseudotachylyteultracataclasite veins. These veins are described further in Chapter 9. Note that the host rock
is very coherent, ie. it does not part easily along the foliation like other mylonites in this area
(Figure 3.24a).
Upstream of the large slips, quartz-feldspar-rich, quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites
are apparently much more common but this may reflect the fact that they are relatively erosionresistant compared to the micaceous quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites. There are also
many intercalated metacherts and a few metabasites. The metabasites may be boudinaged,
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Figure 3.23: Schematic cross section of the Hare Mare Creek mylonite zone, along a trend of 125◦ .

Figure 3.24: Structures in mylonites, Hare Mare Creek. (a) Pseudotachylyte vein in quartz-feldspar rich
quartzofeldspathic mylonite (between arrows). Small, stubby injection veins project downwards from the
vein. Compass is 5 cm wide. (b) Symmetric boudin of metabasite in mylonite. A metachert layer runs
along the top of the metabasite. OU77990 was collected from the quartz bands in the surrounding
mylonite. OU77991 was collected from the metachert. (c) Mylonites around this shear zone (be-

tween arrows), which deflects the mylonitic foliation, are much paler than surrounding material,
probably reflecting chloritic alteration. Pencil is 15 cm long. (d) Large garnet porphyroclasts in
protomylonites (800 m horizontally from the Alpine Fault). Stairstepping of the porphyroclast
strain shadows indicates top-to-the-W shear.

commonly relatively symmetrically (Figure 3.24b).
Small-offset, semi-viscous shear zones, in which there is little cataclasis, and the foliation
is only deflected rather than offset, are often found cross-cutting the foliation at moderate to
high angles. Centimetre-offset brittle shear faults with similar orientation are also observed
in places. The mylonite within and immediately adjacent to these zones is usually bleached,
indicating there has been some chloritic alteration (Figure 3.24c). Garnet porphyroclasts are
also locally visibly altered to chlorite. These same porphyroclasts have developed stairstepped
strain shadows that indicate top-to-the-W shear (Figure 3.24d).
The mylonite zone is relatively wide in Hare Mare Creek. Remnant schist structures, indicative of the protomylonite zone as previously noted, are not observed until a distance of some 600
m from the fault, perpendicular to the fault trace. Within the protomylonite zone, there are
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numerous quartz rod lineations that are partially deflected by syn-mylonitc shear bands. These
features, along with other kinematic indicators in the mylonite zone at Hare Mare Creek, are
discussed further in Chapter 8.
It is not possible to traverse through the protomylonite-schist transition in Hare Mare Creek,
since access is prevented by steep bluffs and waterfalls.

3.7.2

Discussion

Since this study focussed on the mylonites to the SE of the active Hare Mare thrust, it is
possible that the higher-strain part of the fault rock sequence was not examined. At uplift rates
of ∼10 mm yr−1 , uplift from a depth of ∼0.5 km, where the Hare Mare and Waikukupa thrusts
probably converge (Norris and Cooper, 1997), would have taken some 50 ka; somewhat longer
than the Hare Mare thrust has been active. However, a similar thickness of ultramylonites to that
observed in Gaunt Creek is exposed here. Some ultramylonites are also found in the abandoned
Waikukupa thrust sheet. This probably indicates that the ultramylonite zone in the Waikukupa
River area was once thicker than that at Gaunt Creek. The thick cataclastic sequence that is
present at Gaunt Creek is not exposed at Hare Mare Creek, but thick cataclasites are found
at the base of the Waikukupa thrust sheet. The Hare Mare thrust over-rode protomylonitic
material, but higher strain material is now exposed up-section of the thrust, so the fault has
clearly cut through the high-strain part of the mylonite sequence. The silty grey material
containing rounded clasts of schist-derived mylonite that was found immediately beneath the
fault plane is probably a fluvioglacial deposit that was emplaced onto an old erosional surface on
the top of the abandoned Waikukupa thrust sheet (as described in the next creek to the south
by Norris and Cooper, 1997).
Norris and Cooper (1997) noted that the Hare Mare thrust wedge has been thickened by
internal imbrication. The kink folds that are observed in the ultramylonites are a reflection of
the ∼layer-parallel shortening required to cause this thickening.
Chloritisation of semi-viscous and small-offset brittle shear zones must have occurred under
greenschist facies conditions in the presence of fluids. These features may have provided a
preferential path for fluids to migrate through the fault zone at shallow crustal levels, since
brittle, and therefore, dilational failure would have increased the permeability of the rock mass.
The presence of these discrete retrogressed zones indicates that fluids did not infiltrate the rock
mass uniformly at shallow levels.
The abundant foliation-parallel quartz veins in the micaceous quartzofeldspathic schistderived mylonites also attest to the movement of fluids through the rock mass. These veins
may be localised to the micaceous layers because they have a relatively low tensile strength for
failure that includes a component of opening perpendicular to the foliation because of the relatively weak cohesion between the layered phyllosilicates. It is not possible to assess the depth
at which these veins formed from field evidence.
The mylonite zone in Hare Mare Creek appears to be relatively thick compared to Gaunt
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Creek. Hare Mare Creek is located within the central region of the Alpine Fault where magnetotelluric data indicate there are abundant fluids present in the hanging-wall at depth (Stern
et al., 2001). The greater thickness of the mylonite zone in Hare Mare Creek suggests that
deformation in the mylonite zone may have been more distributed in this region. This may be
related to the presence of fluids in the hanging-wall, as they would weaken the rock mass adjacent to the high-strain mylonite zone by fluid-induced embrittlement and hydrolytic weakening,
which could result in delocalisation of deformation. Viscous delocalisation is only possible if
the amount of fluids within the adjacent schist are greater than those in the mylonites, which
cannot be verified from the geophysical images.

3.8

Blacks Creek and Doughboy Creek

Both these creeks drain off a ridge north of the Paringa River into a NE-SW-trending valley
that is approximately parallel, but slightly to the W, of the recent trace of the Alpine Fault
in the area. This valley may be an ancestral course of the Paringa River (Kilner, 2005). Both
creeks pass from SH6 towards the SE through a few hundered meters of alluvial gravel, and then
rise rapidly to the range front. There are scattered outcrops only in the beds of both creeks.
Doughboy Creek also contains a large ampitheatre-like slip with good exposures of material
that, unfortunately, cannot be accessed on foot, except at the base.
The mylonites within these creeks are all schist-derived. Mapping was not undertaken on a
detailed enough scale to differentiate the ultramylonite-mylonite-protomylonite boundaries.
A pseudotachylyte sample retrieved from Blacks Creek during a one-day reconnaissance is
hosted in quartzofeldspathic schist-derived protomylonite near the eastern edge of the mylonite
zone. The geology of Blacks Creek was described by Kilner (2005) and the precise location of
the pseudotachylyte sample is detailed in that report.
The protomylonite sequence in Doughboy Creek includes numerous pegmatite veins. These
pegmatites are the deformed equivalent of a vein swarm within the parent Alpine Schist on the
Mateketeke Range (Cooper et al., 1987; Norris and Cooper, 2003). Changes in the thickness
distributions of these pegmatite veins from the parent swarm were used by Norris and Cooper
(2003) to estimate simple shear strains in the range 12-22 for the protomylonites. Pegmatite
samples from Doughboy Creek were examined during the study in an attempt to determine
vorticity numbers for the mylonitic deformation, but no useful results were obtained. The
results of a more detailed investigation will be included in the BSc(Hons) dissertation of Jesse
Robertson towards the end of 2007.

3.9

Mosquito Creek

This small creek drains from the side of the Mateketeke range into the dune and swale topography
of the Haast coastal plain. The recent trace of the Alpine Fault was not identified in the creek,
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but its probable location was mapped by A.F. Cooper in a parallel creek ∼800 m to the south
at an elevation of ∼155 masl.
The mylonites in Mosquito Creek are derived from an Alpine Schist protolith. However, in
this area, peristerites are found in the mylonites. Norris and Cooper (2007) suggested that this
means that a sliver of relatively low grade material has been sheared into the mylonite zone
from the SE.
Only reconnaissance-style investigation was undertaken in this creek. The mylonites are
most similar in outcrop appearance to schist-derived mylonites found in Harold Creek. They are
commonly a slightly greener colour than is characteristic of the central Alpine Fault mylonites,
and metabasic layers are paler green. The creek is mostly included in this study because a
metabasic layer in the mylonite subzone at an elevation of 288 masl is bounded at its base by
an extensive zone of cataclasite and pseudotachylyte. This pseudotachylyte is described further
in Chapter 9.
Mylonite fabrics in Mosquito Creek are macroscopically similar to those in the central Alpine
Fault zone. The mylonites may contain weak mica or quartz rod object lineations. The lineation
trends vary in a non-systematic way with distance from the Alpine Fault as shown in Table 3.1.
The minimum lineation trend is ∼080◦ , and the maximum is ∼190◦ ; with other lineations
intermediate between these two orientations.
Table 3.1: Lineation orientations at various elevations on a transect through the mylonite zone; Mosquito
Creek. Greater elevations correspond to greater distances from the recent trace of the Alpine Fault at
∼155 masl.

3.9.1

Elevation (masl)

Lineation orientation

167
174
186
262
288
298
308
344
>344

12/129
28/130, 22/105
06/083
30/129
30/190
10/144
38/140
18/080, 22/100
38/119

Discussion

The trend of lineations in Mosquito Creek might reflect the amount of shear strain experienced
during mylonitic deformation, provided the total strains were relatively low. As will be discussed
in Chapter 8, it is likely that lineations in schist-derived mylonites that trend towards the S are
inherited from the Alpine Schist, whereas those that trend towards the E are syn-mylonitic. The
non-systematic variation in lineation trends observed in Mosquito Creek therefore reflects an inhomogeneous distribution of strain in the mylonite zone here. This supports the model presented
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previously, that the Alpine Fault mylonite zone at depth is composed of an anastomosing network
of high-strain zones.

3.10

Summary

The main observations from the field component of this study are
• The Alpine Fault mylonite zone includes a variety of lithologies derived from protoliths
of both hangingwall Alpine Schist and footwall Western Province granitoids. The schistderived mylonites are more common in the central section of the Alpine fault, but intercalated slivers of granitoid-derived mylonite are observed with increasing frequency towards
the north.
• Mylonites derived from both footwall and hangingwall material are sometimes intercalated
within the exposed fault rock sequence, rather than being juxtaposed on a simple boundary.
This indicates that the fault zone at depth is not a single high-strain zone that juxtaposes
the two materials. Instead, it is likely to be an anastomosing network of higher-strain
zones.
• In general, pre-existing Alpine Schist fabrics were more strongly overprinted by the mylonitic deformation in mylonites that are closer to the brittle trace of the Alpine Fault.
However, the degree of overprinting is rather variable, particularly within the protomylonite zone. This again indicates that the mylonite zone at depth is composed of an
anastomosing network of relatively high and low strain zones.
• Shear sense indicators in the mylonites are almost always top-to-the-W, synthetic to the
sense of shear expected in the present-day kinematic regime. This indicates that the fault
zone is dominantly a simple-shear zone that formed during the present-day phase of oblique
convergence.
• Kinematic indicators of coaxial deformation, such as symmetric boudins and variably shortened and elongate veins distributed symmetrically about the foliation, are more common
in the distal protomylonites and adjacent Alpine Schist than in the higher strain mylonites
and ultramylonites. This indicates that there is some component of pure shear strain in the
hangingwall material, which is consistent with previous observations (Holm et al., 1989;
Holcombe and Little, 2001; Little et al., 2002b). It is likely that this pure shear strain
was also experienced by the fault rocks but that simultaneous simple shear strains were
so large that structures characteristic of the pure shear component of the deformation are
not recognisable except in the distal protomylonites.
• A variety of veins are observed in the mylonites. They may be both parallel to, and
cross-cut the mylonitic foliation and some have been deformed by viscous mechanisms.
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These veins are inhomogeneously distributed amongst the various lithologies. For example,
foliation-parallel veins are most common in micaceous mylonites that could be expected to
have a relatively low tensile strength for failure by parting perpendicular to the foliation.
Some outcrops are more extensively veined than others (e.g. Little Man River). These
veins can be used to assess the model of the strength of the Alpine Fault zone that was
presented in Chapter 2, but first further information about their environment of deposition
is needed. This information is discussed in Chapter 7.
• Fluid infiltration into the fault zone under greenschist facies conditions was focused into
fractures with high permeability, ie. fluids did not infiltrate uniformly.
• Pseudotachylyte veins are present in the Central Alpine Fault zone.
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Chapter 4

Metamorphic Mineralogy and
Geochemistry of the Mylonites
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, I describe the mineralogy and chemistry of the Alpine Fault mylonites. This
information can be used to determine the protolith of the mylonites. Also, an understanding
of equilibrium mineral assemblages allows estimates to be made of the pressure (P) and temperature (T) conditions during deformation. More precise P-T estimates can be made using
mineral compositions obtained by electron microprobe analyses. Analyses of this kind will be
presented in Chapter 7. The deformation behaviour of various minerals can also be used for this
purpose; these observations and interpretations will be discussed further in Chapters 5 and 7.
Previous studies have not clearly defined the difference between mylonites with an Alpine Schist
or Western Province protolith, therefore I also discuss in more detail methods to distinguish
between these protoliths. This includes an analysis of bulk rock geochemistry and characteristic
mineralogy. Characteristic microstructures of mylonites with the two different protoliths will be
considered in Chapter 5.

4.2

Methods

Petrographic information about the mylonites was obtained using a number of methods
1. Most mineralogical descriptions are based on standard optical microscopic observation of
thin and polished sections, both in transmitted and reflected light. Mineral identification
was mostly based on the characteristic properties of minerals defined by Shelley (1985).
Thin sections were mostly cut perpendicular to the foliation and parallel to the lineation
where this was evident. A small number of sections were cut parallel to the foliation or at
oblique angles. Further details of section orientations are given in Chapter 5. Abbreviated
mineral names in labelled photomicrographs are expanded in Appendix C.
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2. Point counting was selectively employed to determine modal mineralogy. The point counter
is mechanised and consists of a computer-driven point-counting table that moves over the
sample in a grid pattern. Statistically, counting 300 points in a homogeneous sample has
been shown to result in an error of less than 5% in the modal estimate (van der Plass and
Tobi, 1965). This error is considered to be acceptable for these analyses since it is mostly
the proportions of the more dominant phases that are of interest. Greater than 300 points
were counted from each sample. The spacing of points was determined to obtain this many
points for any sample area; the spacing therefore was not fixed between samples. The areas
examined ranged from 1-5 cm2 , meaning that the minimum spacing of points was 500µm
and therefore grains smaller than 500µm were only ever counted once. In foliated samples
most grids were oriented with one side parallel to the foliation. The effect of this on the
modal estimates is unknown but since the orientation was consistent across all samples
they can be compared to one another without concern.
3. Electron backscatter imaging was carried out on the University of Otago geology department JEOL JXA-8600 superprobe. Samples were prepared as thin sections polished on a
cloth lap using a minimum of 1µm diamond paste or aluminium oxide. These sections were
then coated with carbon using an Edwards Auto306 carbon coater. The microprobe was
operated in scanning mode using a beam current of ∼ 2.0 × 10−8 mA and an accelerating
voltage of 15.0 kV. Backscattered electron (BSE) images are particularly useful for the
study of fine-grained materials that cannot be resolved under a standard optical microscope and for easily differentiating quartz from feldspar. In BSE imaging, the fraction of
electrons that are backscattered is a function of the backscatter coefficient of the mineral
beneath the electron beam, η, which increases approximately linearly with atomic number
for the minerals of interest (Potts et al., 1995). The image produced displays grey shades
based on the amount of backscattered electrons; minerals with different average atomic
numbers therefore appear as different shades of grey. The mineral order from darkest
to lightest grey-shade in most samples imaged using this technique is quartz, feldspar,
chlorite, micas and amphiboles, garnet and opaques. Typical average atomic numbers are
illustrated in Table 4.1. Since all of these minerals may not be present in any particular
sample, they will be labelled wherever such images are presented. Abbreviated mineral
names are expanded in Appendix C. Habit and different polishing effects are also used to
differentiate the minerals. Images can be obtained up to a magnification of c. 800x with
high resolution, and often twice this magnification, although detailed resolution is lost.
4. Scanning electron imaging was also carried out on the JEOL JXA-8600 superprobe. Scanning electron microscopy tends to highlight surface topography, and was used when the
minerals in question had markedly different hardnesses and had therefore developed different surface textures during polishing.
5. Single mineral compositions were obtained using the same microprobe, under the guidance
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of Dr. Lorraine Paterson. Energy dispersive analysis (EDS) was used to obtain qualitative
data on elements present in minerals previously imaged using BSE. During the course of
this thesis the EDS equipment was upgraded so that quantitative data could be obtained
by this method. A small number of such analyses are presented throughout the thesis,
mostly in Chapter 7. Counting times for quantitative EDS ranged from 200 to 400 s,
depending on the required level of accuracy. For these spot analyses, the microprobe was
operated using a beam current of ∼ 2.0×10−9 mA, an accelerating voltage of 15.0 kV, and a
beam diameter of 20µm. The EDS software has a standard calibration that is periodically
checked by analysing an anhydrous mineral such as a feldspar to ensure that the oxide
total is 100 ±1.0 wt%. Wavelength dispersive analysis (WDS) was also employed, but only
for element mapping. Oxide concentrations measured in these analyses were not calibrated
to standard analyses so the values are only approximate.
6. A small number of major and minor element whole-rock geochemical analyses were undertaken using standard wavelength dispersive techniques. Unaltered rock samples without
veins were choosen for analysis. Surface alteration was removed using a water-cooled stone
grinding wheel. The samples were then dried at 60◦ C and crushed to chips with a hydraulic
rock splitter. The chips were ground to a powder in a TEMA tungsten carbide mill. The
mill was thoroughly cleaned with hot water, alcohol and compressed air between samples to minimise cross-contamination. Minor element concentrations were measured from
lithium borate fusion disks that were prepared with 0.64000 ± 0.0005g of sample, 6.8000
± 0.0001g of lithium borate flux and about 1.000g of ammonium nitrate. Trace element
analyses were performed on pressed powder disks prepared from 5g of sample bound with
5ml of Monviol binding solution. Fusion of major element disks and XRF analyses were
performed by Damian Walls on the geology department Phillips PW2400 X-ray flourescence spectrometer (XRF). Loss on ignition (LOI) values were found by heating 2.0g of
rock powder to 100◦ C for 1.5 hours and then re-weighing the sample.
7. Grain size analyses were performed using image analysis tools in the software package
AxioVisionTM 4.0 by Carl Zeiss. The image analysis tools are able to detect different
colour or grey shades in an image, within some user-defined margin of error. The shape of
objects within each grey shade range are detected by the program. The user is able to define
a size range within which the objects should be measured. This allows small processing
artefacts, such as small areas of anomalous colour that were mistakenly detected as part
of a grain, to be ignored. It is also possible to define a bounding box and measurement
conditions with respect to this boundary, so that objects that are only partially within
the image are not measured. An ellipse is fitted to the boundary of each detected object.
Specific properties of the ellipses, such as their area, length of major and minor axes, and
orientation can then be recorded. Further details of grain size analysis methods specific
to individual cases are described where these methods were employed.
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Table 4.1: Average atomic numbers for important minerals that occur in the Alpine Fault mylonites.
Numbers are based on a typical composition for minerals that usually display elemental solid solution
(Shelley, 1985)
Mineral

Typical formula

Quartz
Orthoclase
Anorthite
Albite
Hornblende
Fe-rich Hornblende
Tremolite
Actinolite
Muscovite
Phengite
Fe-rich Phengite
Biotite
Chlorite
Rutile

SiO2
KAlSi3 O8
CaAl2 Si2 O8
NaAlSi3 O8
NaCa2 Mg2.5 Fe2.5 Si6 Al2 O22 (OH,F)2
NaCa2 MgFe4 Si6 Al2 O22 (OH,F)2
Ca2 Mg5 Si8 O22 (OH,F)2
Ca2 Mg2.5 Fe2.5 Si8 O22 (OH,F)2
K2 Al4 Si6 Al2 O20 (OH,F)4
K2 MgFeAl2 Si8 O20 (OH,F)4
K2 Fe2 Al2 Si8 O20 (OH,F)4
K2 Fe3 Mg3 Fe1/3 Al1/3 Ti1/3 Si5.5 Al2.5 O20 O,OH3/2 F3/2
Mg4 Fe4 Al4 Si8 O20 (OH)16
TiO2

4.3

Average atomic number
10
10.67
10.67
10
10.71
11.21
9.9
10.76
9.9
10.79
11.16
11.15
11.07
12.67

Protolith lithologies

Possible protoliths for the Alpine Fault mylonites, which include the Alpine Schist and a variety
of Western Province units, were decribed in §1.3. The mineral assemblages in these lithologies
that have been described by previous workers are summarised in Table 4.2.

4.4

Mineralogy and metamorphism of Alpine Schist-derived mylonites

The mineralogy of Alpine Schist and schist-derived mylonites has been described by many previous researchers (e.g. Reed, 1964; Sibson et al., 1979, 1981; Rattenbury, 1987a; Prior, 1988; Cooper
and Norris, 1994; Read, 1994; Grapes, 1995; McClintock and Cooper, 2003; Wright, 1998). The
mineral assemblages of mylonites defined by these workers are summarised in Table 4.3.

4.4.1

Quartzofeldspathic mylonites

The typical mineral assemblage in quartzofeldspathic mylonite samples examined during this
study, summarised from Appendix D and Appendix E, is quartz + plagioclase (mostly oligoclase)
+ biotite ± muscovite ± garnet ± chlorite ± epidote ± calcite ± sphene (titanite) ± apatite ±
sulfides ± graphite ± tourmaline ± zircon. This is consistent with previous observations (e.g.
Campbell, 2002; Prior, 1988; Read, 1994).
Modal proportions were determined by point-counting of representative samples (Appendix E).
In these samples, quartz forms ∼40-50%, feldspar 11-24%, biotite 14-33% (except where it is
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Table 4.2: Mineralogy of possible protoliths to Alpine Fault mylonites in the study area. References
are 1: Rattenbury (1987a), 2: Campbell (2002), 3: Muir et al. (1998), 4: Wright (1998), 5: Nathan et al.
(2002), 6: Roser and Nathan (1997), 7: Norris and Cooper (2003), 8: Cooper (1970)
Unit

Mineral Assemblage

Ref.

Greenland Group and associated granitoids and contact intrusives
Pelite and psammite
Quartz + chlorite + sericite + albite ± calcite
6
Biotite hornfels
Quartz + biotite + muscovite + albite ± calcite
6
Amphibolite facies
Quartz + biotite + muscovite + calcic plagioclase ± 6
metasediments
K-feldspar ± sillimanite ± almandine
Karamea Suite
Muscovite-biotite granite; K-feldspar locally a
5
component
Cretaceous Granitoids
Darran Suite
Two-pyroxene + hornblende diorites
3
Separation Pt Suite
Equigranular biotite or biotite-muscovite granite, 5
minor granodiorite and tonalite and hornblende
tonalite
Rahu Suite
Equigranular biotite or biotite-muscovite granite, 5
minor granodiorite and tonalite
Fraser Complex (Mt Misery Metamorphic Suite, assoc. granitoids and intrusive dikes)
Mikonui Gneiss
Garnet ± biotite ± sillimanite ± kyanite ±
1
K-feldspar
Doctor Creek Gneiss
Hornblende ± plagioclase ± epidote ± biotite ± gar- 1,5
net
Hokatika Gneiss
Biotite ± K-feldspar ± garnet
1
Doughboy tonalite
Orthoclase + quartz + biotite
4
Fraser Peak Granite
Now included in the Rahu Suite
1,5
Dikes
Similar to Hohonu Range dikes which are now
1,5
included in the Rahu Suite
Mylonite
Albite+chlorite+actinolite+titanite±biotite
1
(recrystallised) ±quartz
Alpine Schist
Quartzo-feldspathic schist
Quartz + plagioclase + muscovite + garnet +
2
(greyschist, qfs)
biotite + ilmenite + apatite ± chlorite ± epidote ±
graphite ± rutile ± zircon
Metabasic schist (amphibolite, Hornblende + plagioclase + biotite + garnet +
2
greenschist)
titanite + clinozoisite + apatite + opaques ±
quartz ± muscovite ± sulphides
Metachert
Quartz + garnet (often spessartine) ± albite ±
8
muscovite ± biotite ± rutile ± titanite ± chlorite ±
apatite ± magnetite ± opaques
Metacarbonate
calcite + opaques + quartz ± albite ± muscovite
8
Pegmatite
quartz + plagioclase + K-feldspar + muscovite + 7
biotite + garnet
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Table 4.3: Mineralogy of Alpine Fault mylonites in the study area described by previous workers.
References are 1: Reed (1964), 2: Sibson et al. (1979, 1981), 3: Norris and Cooper (2007), 4: Prior (1988),
5: Johnston and White (1983), 6: McAdoo (1992), 7: Vry et al. (2001)
Mylonite type

Mineralogy

Reference

Mylonite derived from
granitoid (augen and
fluxion-banded mylonite)
Mylonite derived from schist
(blastomylonite)

Quartz + plagioclase + biotite ± muscovite ±
epidote ± chlorite

1

Plagioclase (albite + oligoclase) + biotite ±
garnet ± hornblende ± chlorite ± carbonate ±
pyrite (quartz is not noted)
Quartz + albite + chlorite ± sericite ± garnet
± titanite ± calcite ± rutile
Quartz + plagioclase + biotite + garnet
Quartz + biotite ± feldspar (anorthite ±
oligoclase then albite rims) ± garnet ±
muscovite ± calcite
Quartz + biotite + plagioclase + muscovite +
garnet + ilmenite ± K-feldspar ± calcite ±
hornblende ± epidote ± chlorite
Plagioclase + hornblende
Hornblende + plagioclase + quartz + ilmenite
+ titanite ± grossular garnet ± epidote ±
calcite ± ankerite ± chlorite ± biotite if
transitional to pelite
Quartz ± muscovite ± spessartine garnet ±
plagioclase ± biotite ± ilmenite
Plagioclase + K-feldspar + muscovite + quartz
Mineralogy not previously described

1

Green mylonite
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite

Metabasic mylonite

Metachert mylonite
Pegmatitic mylonite
Metacarbonate mylonite

5,6,7
2
3

4

3
4

4
3

replaced by chlorite) and muscovite ≤16%. Other phases are <2%.
This dominant mineral assemblage is broadly indicative of metamorphic conditions in the
amphibolite facies (Bucher and Frey, 2001), suggesting these conditions prevailed during the
bulk of the crystal-plastic mylonitic deformation. However, because the fault zone remains active
to the surface, mylonites can be expected to have experienced retrogression during uplift and
exhumation. Despite this, the small modal proportion of typical lower amphibolite to greenschist
facies minerals such as chlorite and epidote suggest that retrogressive mineral assemblages were
not pervasively developed. It has been previously suggested that retrogressive reactions were
limited due to a shortage of available fluids in the mylonite zone (Prior, 1988; Read, 1994, and
many others). It is unclear from previous studies whether crystal-plastic deformation continued
to occur under greenschist facies conditions. Prior (1993) proposed that deformation continued
down to temperatures of ∼330◦ C, since the mylonites are cross-cut by quartz veins containing
fluid inclusions that formed at these temperatures. However, to the best of my knowledge,
no fluid inclusion studies have previously been undertaken in the mylonite zone, and new data
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collected during the present study (§7.4) suggests that quartz in cross-cutting veins also displays
variable amounts of crystal-plastic deformation. The mineralogical information collated in this
section may help to answer this important question.
Grapes and Watanabe (1994) described mineralogical variations within metamorphic facies
and zones in the quartzofeldspathic Alpine Schist. Their data show that the quartzofeldspathic
schists are not conducive to accurate estimates of pressure and temperature from equilibrium
mineral assemblages since most minerals are not confined to certain P-T ranges. Metabasic layers
in the schists have been used much more frequently to document variations in metamorphic facies
and make P-T estimates in this way (e.g. Cooper, 1970; McClintock and Cooper, 2003). However,
as noted by Mortimer (2000) and Cooper (1972), quartzofeldspathic protoliths are volumetrically
dominant in the schists so that small-scale variation in metamorphic assemblages can be traced in
them far more easily than in the metabasites. Furthermore, field (Chapter 3) and microstructural
(Chapter 5) observations suggest that, within the mylonite zone, the deformation behaviour
of metabasites is dissimilar to that of quartzofeldspathic lithologies. If reaction rates depend
on strain rates, as suggested by Wintsch (1985), it is likely that the extent of metamorphic
equilibration in the metabasites and quartzofeldspathic lithologies also differs.
Grapes and Watanabe (1994) did find that many minerals present in the schists show systematic variations in chemical composition across metamorphic zones and correlated these zones
to pressures and temperatures. Variations in feldspar and biotite compositions are particularly
interesting since they are quite definitive of metamorphic grade, and can be detected using optical microscopy and BSE imaging techniques. These observations are described in the next few
sections.
Variations in feldspar composition
In samples collected during this study, I have observed that some feldspars in all the mylonite
types display optically visible patchy or concentrically varying extinction. In the latter case there
is usually one (partial) rim with different extinction to the core (Figure 4.1a) but there may be
two. Small myrmekitic intergrowths of quartz and feldspar are observed in mylonites from Hare
Mare Creek and Little Man River (OU78144; Figure 4.1b). Antiperthite is occasionally found
in quartzofeldspathic mylonites from Harold Creek (Figure 4.1c), Hare Mare Creek and Little
Man River (OU77720, OU77726, OU78150).
The variation in Ca and Na in feldspars was investigated quantitatively by recording maps of
the abundances of these two elements using wavelength dispersive analysis (WDS) on the electron
microprobe. Two samples were analysed. OU77997 is a quartzofeldspathic protomylonite from
the Hare Mare Creek Section. The section is cut parallel to lineation and perpendicular to
foliation. The mapped area includes a mylonitic shear band that cuts across a spaced foliation
of quartz and mica bands with interspersed feldspars (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). The element maps of
this sample (Figure 4.4) were originally designed to catalogue variations in feldspar composition
as the shear band was approached, but other variations are also observed.
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CaO-contents of

Figure 4.1: (a) Photomicrograph of quartzofeldspathic mylonite from Gaunt Creek. OU77895A. A
feldspar with a graphitic inclusion trail (white arrow) also has an overgrowth with slightly different
extinction angle. The boundary between core and rim is outlined by the white dashed line. Adjacent
feldspars display similar optical zoning from core to rim (red arrows); note the Carlsbad twin in the lefthand rim. (b) BSE image of OU78142, Little Man River. Phases are labelled. Myrmekite is developed
between a plagioclase feldspar with a more Ca-rich rim (outlined by dashed red line) and an adjacent
K-feldspar. Muscovite (Mv) may have formed to accommodate excess K+ from breakdown of K-feldspar.
By analogy to feldspars from which quantitative compositions were obtained by EDS analyses (§7.2.6), the
feldspar core composition in (a) and (b) is probably around An18 . Rims may contain <5wt% more CaO.
(c) Photomicrograph of anti-perthite in schist-derived mylonite from Harold Creek. OU77720. XPL. (d)
Photomicrograph of inclusions of epidote in a K-feldspar porphyroclast in OU77998. The K-feldspar also
has myrmekite forming near its rim (arrowed). Left-hand half of photomicrograph is PPL, right-hand
half is XPL.

∼5wt% are found in plagioclase feldspars, and higher CaO concentrations (<30wt%) in titanite
and epidote. Na2 O in somewhat higher concentrations than CaO (<11wt%) is detected only in
plagioclase feldspar. There are only minor variations in CaO and Na2 O contents of the feldspars
but these are consistent in style and are considered to be significant. CaO contents are often
subtly lower in the cores of feldspars and Na2 O are correspondingly higher. The CaO-rich
feldspar rims are usually about 50µm thick. CaO contents also appear lower and Na2 O higher
in the fine-grained feldspar adjacent to the shear band.
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Figure 4.2: Photomicrographs of the area of OU77997 over which CaO and Na2 O element maps were
recorded. (a) PPL. Notice the feldspar at center right with epidote in its core (arrowed). (b) XPL.

Figure 4.3: BSE image of the area of OU77997 over which Na2 O and CaO element maps were recorded.
Element map covers the area within the red box. A larger EDS image is presented so that the microstructural situation is more clearly visible.
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Figure 4.4: Na2 O (a) and CaO (b) element maps of OU77997
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Figure 4.5: BSE image of the area of OU77879 over which Na2 O and CaO element maps were recorded.
Red dashed lines delineate edges and centre of shear band.

A second set of element maps were obtained from OU77879. This is a quartzofeldspathic
protomylonite from the Gaunt Creek section. The thin section was cut subparallel to the
macroscopic shear band surfaces, but is not entirely parallel to the microscopic shear bands.
The microfabric is composed of a mineralogical banding of quartz and feldspar versus micas and
disseminated fine-grained opaques. The intersection line of the banding and the thin section
plane trends towards ∼ 130 − 140◦ . This coarser-grained banding is deflected by clockwise rotation towards a trend of ∼066◦ , and for a very short segment in the center of the rotated area,
towards ∼090◦ in bands of finer-grained (50-100µm) material in which the phases are more dispersed. These are also the trends of the long axis of small, green-coloured biotite crystals. Some
of these biotites obviously originated as larger crystals and both cleavage and grain-boundaries
have been bent into the shear band. It is therefore difficult to say if all the biotites are newly
crystallised within the bands, however the observed bending of grains suggests they are not.
The elongation direction of biotites within these bands is similar to the mylonitic lineation (see
Chapter 8) so they are probably mylonitic shear bands. The 130-140◦ -trending banding is a
remnant Alpine Schist fabric. The element map area, which is illustrated in Figures 4.9 and 4.5,
crosses a particularly prominent shear band.
The element maps of OU77879 (Figure 4.6), show Na2 O concentrations ranging up to ∼13wt%
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Figure 4.6: Na2 O (a) and CaO (b) element maps of OU77879
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Figure 4.7: Plot of variation in the % anorthite in plagioclase feldspar with distance from the center
of the shear band illustrated in Figures 4.6 and 4.9. The shear band center that these distances were
measured with respect to is also marked in Figure 4.5. The shear band boundaries marked in this figure
occur at ±110µm. Negative distances are north of the shear band center in this figure. Minimum and
maximum possible anorthite contents if the upper and lower limits of errors associated with the EDS
analyses are chosen as the oxide weight percentages are shown by the dashed lines. Refer to text for
discussion.

and CaO concentrations that are once again ∼5wt% in feldspars, with higher concentrations
occuring in epidote and titanite. The concentrations of both Na2 O and CaO apparently increase
by ∼3wt% in a horizontal band across the center of the map area. This band corresponds
imperfectly to the location of the shear band (i.e. the region in which biotite colour, orientation
and grain size changes). Variations in measured concentrations of elements such as this can result
from different polishing effects or topography in the sample as well as from actual variations in
sample chemistry. To check whether this apparent change in composition is real or a machine
artefact, feldspar compositions were measured using quantitative EDS spot analyses across the
element map area (Appendix F). These feldspar analyses were carried out in conjunction with
analyses of biotite compositions that are further discussed in Chapter 7. EDS analyses are
not affected by sample topography so provide a good check on the source of variation in WDS
analyses. The feldspar compositions range from An14.5 to An19 (Figure 4.7). CaO concentrations
from these EDS analyses (Appendix F) are very similar to those indicated by the element
mapping, so despite the lack of calibration to standard analyses these maps show close to the
true concentrations of this oxide. Conversely, Na2 O concentrations shown in element maps are
<5wt% higher than those found using quantitative EDS. Although there is considerable variation
within this range, the analyses generally show that the feldspars become more calcic towards
the center of the shear band. No other significant variation in the concentrations of CaO and
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Na2 O is observed in the element maps of OU77879.
Alteration of feldspar is common in all mylonite types. The type of alteration, and other
features of feldspars observed in a variety of representative studied samples are summarised in
Appendix D. Common alteration products of feldspar are sericite, which is fine white mica or
illite (Shelley, 1985; Yardley, 1989; Bucher and Frey, 2001); saussurite, which is a fine-grained
mixture of zoisite, epidote, albite and chlorite (Shelley, 1985); and clay minerals. It can be
difficult to tell the composition of inclusions in feldspars in the Alpine Fault mylonites since they
are often very small (<10µm). Sometimes, mica flakes can be resolved under high magnification,
but in most cases the inclusions only appear as small, rounded, high relief blebs. It is likely
that these inclusions are clay minerals. These clay mineral inclusions are sometimes found
throughout entire crystals, but are more commonly localised to grain and phase boundaries.
Many plagioclases also contain slightly larger (<25µm) inclusions of epidote, apatite and graphite
(§4.4.1 and §4.4.2). Read (1994) found that similar inclusions were particularly common in the
cores of some albitic feldspars, but the composition of the host grains in the present case was
not determined.
As described in §3.5.1, some layers within the quartzofeldspathic mylonites at Gaunt Creek
have a blue-grey, bleached colour in outcrop that is not observed in the surrounding material
(Figure 4.4.1). This variation does not appear to be an inherited lithological difference. These
‘bleached’ mylonites contain feldspar that is extensively altered to clays, and do not contain

Figure 4.8: (a) Photograph illustrating the typical outcrop appearance of a ‘bleached’ layer
in quartzofeldspathic mylonite. Gaunt Creek.
(b) Photomicrograph of bleached layer mylonite
(OU77862). Feldspars are heavily sericitised
and all biotite has been replaced by chlorite.
(c) Photomicrograph of mylonite from outside
the bleached layer (OU77860). Sericitisation of
feldspar is limited and biotites remain. Both
PPL.
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Figure 4.9: Photomicrographs of brown biotite altering to green (low-Ti) biotite in a shear band in
OU77879. (a) PPL. (b) XPL. Also note the larger biotites with long axis trending NW-SE in the photomicrograph and smaller, possibly recrystallised biotites within the surrounding finer-grained material.
The approximate limits of the zone of green biotite in the shear band are indicated by the red dashed
lines.

biotite; instead they have chlorite and muscovite. Chlorite has a similar habit to biotite in less
altered samples. The lighter colour is also observed around cross-cutting fractures (Figure 4.10)
and in gouge zones where it has previously been attributed to localised chloritisation of biotite
(Cooper and Norris, 1994).
At a microscopic scale, shear bands in the mylonites are discrete structures or narrow zones
less than 100µm in width. These zones frequently contain micas and other fine-grained minerals
(epidote group + opaques). These shears usually occur at low angles (say 10-30◦ ) to the Sfoliation, which is the grain elongation direction of micas, some quartz and most feldspars.
Variations in biotite compositions
Although some large porphyroclastic biotites (200-2000 µm long), are observed in the protomylonites, most biotite is much finer-grained (<100µm) (e.g. Figure 4.9). The smaller biotites
would usually be considered to be a product of dynamic recrystallisation. Prior (1988) noted
that biotite recrystallises readily under the metamorphic conditions realised in the mylonite
zone. However, another explanation for the reduction in grain size is also possible, as will be
discussed in §5.4.1.
Most biotite in the Alpine Fault mylonites is red-brown pleochroic, but green biotite is
sometimes found. Green biotite is particularly dominant in some metabasic schist mylonites (see
§4.4.2). A transition from brown to green biotite is also observed in many quartzofeldspathic
mylonites as the biotites are included in shear bands (Figure 4.9). Biotites in shear bands and
adjacent to microfractures may also be partially altered to chlorite (Figure 4.10). Chlorite is
more common in shear bands in the protomylonites than in the mylonites and ultramylonites.
Green biotite is also dominant in quartz-feldspar rich schist-derived mylonites at Little Man
River and may even be transitional in composition to stilpnomelane(?) since characteristic
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Figure 4.10: Photomicrographs illustrating chloritisation of biotites. (a) OU77990. Hare Mare Creek.
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite. Biotite is locally chloritised adjacent to a fracture, running vertically
through the photomicrograph (arrowed). (b) OU77908. Gaunt Creek. Mixed quartzofeldspathic and
metabasic mylonite. Chlorite after biotite is only present in the shear band running from upper left to
lower right of the photomicrograph. Both PPL.

Figure 4.11: Photomicrographs of Little Man River mylonites. (a) Stilpnomelane and epidote in quartzofeldspathic (top) and metabasic (bottom) schist-derived mylonite OU78155. PPL. (b) A rare altered
feldspar porphyroclast in a quartz layer OU78155. PPL.

mottled extinction is often not observed (Figure 4.11a). Muscovite is only rarely observed in
these mylonites and epidote is a significant component. Feldspars in these mylonites are not
extensively altered, except immediately adjacent to microfractures and when they occur as
isolated porphyroclasts in foliation parallel quartz layers (Figure 4.11b).
Discussion
Changes in feldspar compositions are particularly interesting since the ability of the feldspar
lattice to include the cations Na+ , Ca2+ and K+ is a function of temperature and pressure
(Goldsmith, 1982). Feldspar compositions in the Alpine Fault mylonites are frequently inherited from the Alpine Schist (Norris and Cooper, 2007). The parent Alpine Schist contains albite
in greenschist facies material furthest to the SE of the Alpine Fault zone, but with increas124

ing metamorphic grade towards the fault, the anorthite component increases and oligoclase to
andesine compositions are observed (Grapes and Watanabe, 1994). Oligoclase was formed during Mesozoic M2 metamorphism when the schists were buried to maximum depths of ∼40km
(Cooper, 1980; Grapes and Watanabe, 1992; Vry et al., 2004). It has been suggested that limited
retrogression, which would be characterised by a decrease in the Ca-content of plagioclase and
formation of peristerites, accompanied a small, almost isothermal uplift of ≤ 15km, also in the
Mesozoic (Cooper, 1980; Grapes, 1995) but the evidence for timing of this uplift is equivocal
(see discussion in §7.2.1).
There have been previous studies of feldspar compositions in the Alpine Fault mylonites, although these were usually carried out on a small number of samples. In these studies, feldspars
in the central Alpine Fault mylonites were found to have bulk ∼oligoclase compositions (An23 ;
Cooper, 1980; An34 ; Prior, 1993; An7 to An22 ; Read, 1994). Norris and Cooper (2007) summarised these previous analyses and concluded that, where zoned feldspars are observed in
the mylonites, the rims are more anorthitic than the cores, indicating they equilibrated during
prograde Alpine Schist metamorphism rather than during mylonitisation. Albitic cores to plagioclase feldspars, and peristerites composed of co-existing albite and oligoclase, which are characteristic of garnet zone (epidote-amphibolite facies) metamorphic conditions, are only reported
from the southern part of the Alpine fault near Haast. Norris and Cooper (2007) suggested
this is a sliver of lower grade material dragged along the fault from the SE. A K-feldspar zone
outcropping within 1-9 km of most of the length of the Alpine Fault was proposed by Grapes and
Watanabe (1994). Conversely, Grapes (1995) only found K-feldspar within the mylonite zone as
far north as Hare Mare Creek, so mapped a sliver-shaped zone terminating against the fault and
tapering northwards to this point. These K-feldspar schists indicate slightly lower P/T during
metamorphism than the oligoclase zone schists and were proposed, somewhat confusingly, to
have formed both during 12-14 km of late Mesozoic uplift and to result from shear heating in
the Cenozoic on the Alpine Fault (refer to §7.2.1 for further discussion).
It is difficult to tell the compositions of feldspars optically without resorting to u-stage
techniques since optical indicatrices are not easily obtained from deformed feldspars, hence 2Vx
values mostly cannot be measured. The variation in composition revealed in the element maps
of OU77997 is not consistent with retrogressive metamorphic alteration since the plagioclases
have Ca-rich rims, indicating recrystallisation at higher temperatures or pressures than for the
cores (Goldsmith, 1982). These rims probably formed during Mesozoic (M2 ) metamorphism at
the base of the Alpine Schist metamorphic pile (Grapes, 1995). The reduction in Ca-content
in fine-grained feldspars adjacent to the mylonitic shear band is consistent with deformation
here occurring under retrogressive metamorphic conditions during exhumation of the mylonite
zone, however these compositions are still consistent with lower amphibolite facies conditions.
This inference is consistent with evidence provided by variations in biotite compositions and
with a rheological understanding of strain localisation which suggests that localised features are
characteristic of lower temperatures of deformation (Chapter 8).
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The increase in sodium apparently observed in the center of the shear band in element maps
of OU77879 would be consistent with formation of these syn-mylonitic features under lower
temperature conditions than were experienced during the last metamorphic event in the Alpine
Schist. However, the detailed EDS spot analysis results do not support this decrease in Na+
into the shear band, instead showing an increase in Ca+ (Figure 4.7). The observed change
in composition is small but nonetheless indicates that the conditions during mylonitisation
were not conducive to equilibration of feldspars at lower temperatures than their protolith had
experienced prior to incorporation in the fault zone.
The type of alteration products of feldspar provides information about the composition of
the feldspar and the conditions under which alteration occurred. Sericite is a greenschist facies
retrogressive product of K-feldspar that forms by the addition of water. A possible reaction
is orthoclase (+ water?) → sericite + K+ + SiO2aq (Bucher and Frey, 2001). This indicates
that sericite composed of white mica should only form in feldspars that originally contained a
significant amount of potassium, or if some other simultaneous reaction, such as the breakdown
of biotite to chlorite, liberates K+ . Illite has a similar chemistry to muscovite but is less potassic,
has less substitution of Al for Si, and is equally hydrated (Shelley, 1985) so should form by a
similar reaction that releases less K-rich fluid. On the other hand, saussurite is composed of Carich phases. The Ca+ cation that is contained in oligoclase becomes progressively more unstable
with falling temperature so the formation of other calcic phases at the expense of oligoclase
is suggestive of greenschist facies conditions. Stunitz and Tullis (2001) observed the reaction
plagioclase + H2 O → more albitic plagioclase + zoisite + kyanite + quartz in experimental
investigations of plagioclase deformation. Clearly, kyanite is not formed during the reactions in
the Alpine Fault mylonites. Since the alteration assemblage observed is epidote + clay minerals
+ opaques, a more likely reaction is plagioclase + H2 O → more albitic plagioclase + epidote
+ clay minerals + opaques. The presence of all of these alteration products therefore indicates
that aqueous fluids passed through that part of the fault zone under retrogressive metamorphic
conditions, but the abundance of clay minerals suggests the feldspars were originally K-deficient,
with the only K-source breakdown of adjacent biotite to chlorite.
The variation in the style and amount of alteration mostly reflects varying fluid availability
during deformation. Localisation of alteration assemblages along grain boundaries, such as in
OU77875, OU77878, OU77970, OU77892, OU77895, OU77899 and OU77999, indicates fluid move-

ment was also localised along grain boundaries, perhaps in grain boundary ‘films’ as described
by Mancktelow and Pennacchioni (2004), and there was limited equilibration of the cores of individual grains. The zoning observations described above indicate that the cores of feldspars do
not equilibrate to the deformation conditions during mylonitisation. This suggests that mineral
assemblages that are localised to the cores of grains, such as the epidote inclusions in orthoclase
shown in Figure 4.1, formed during an earlier metamorphic event in the Alpine Schist. The
inclusion-free rims on these grains could have formed during later burial metamorphism or in
the higher grades of mylonitic deformation. Similar inclusions were described by Findlay (1985)
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in K-feldspars in quartzofeldspathic schists from the Copeland Valley so this is not an unlikely
scenario.
The bleached layers that contain heavily altered feldspar and chlorite rather than biotite
are also notable examples of localised retrogression that must have occurred under hydrous
conditions. There is no particular evidence pointing to why these retrogressive effects were
localised to single layers. Deformation is known to influence fluid flow and vice versa (Upton,
1995) so these layers may have been deforming faster than the surrounding material and hence
have acted as fluid sinks. Alternatively, fluid flow might have been localised to certain layers
due to the low permeability of the mylonitic rocks across foliation.
The fine-grained mixtures of alteration products in shear bands probably originated as plagioclase; the products of this reaction were then strung out during deformation. This is understood
to be a mechanism of strain + reaction weakening, by which localised shear zones can continue
to accommodate strain in a rock mass (Stunitz and Tullis, 2001; Holyoke and Tullis, 2006b).
An example of altered feldspars that have developed a fish shape and are linked by tails of finegrained material that might have eventually developed into such a through-going shear zone is
illustrated in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Altered feldspar phorphyroclasts in OU77879. (a) PPL; (b) XPL. Refer to text for more
detail.

Myrmekites, such as those found in feldspars from Little Man River, commonly nucleate at
the boundary between K-feldspar and plagioclase crystals during deformation at upper greenschist to amphibolite facies conditions (Menegon et al., 2006). K-feldspar has previously been
recognised in the quartzofeldspathic mylonites as far north as Hare Mare Creek (Grapes, 1995),
and in hanging-wall schists to the SW of the present study areas (Findlay, 1985). The K-feldspar
probably formed during the highest grades of Mesozoic (M2 ) metamorphism (Findlay, 1985) and
is metastable during mylonitic deformation, resulting in the formation of myrmekitic textures.
K-feldspars described here in the Little Man River mylonites extend the area in which K-feldspar
has been found in the mylonite zone slightly further to the north (∼15km) than was previously
recognised (Grapes, 1995).
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Antiperthite forms when a feldspar that originally contained both K+ and Na+ cations within
its crystal lattice is brought to lower temperature conditions where the larger K+ cation is no
longer as easily able to ‘fit’ into the spaces in the lattice. Unmixing of the two feldspar types
occurs, leaving small orthoclase blebs surrounded by albite. The formation of a mixed feldspar
that can retrogress to form antiperthite with the proportions of orthoclase and albite observed in
the mylonites occurs above temperatures of ∼600◦ C (Shelley, 1985). The mylonites containing
this assemblage must have been resident at temperatures above this at some time, probably
before the onset of mylonitic deformation. Furthermore this observation further extends the
area in which K-feldspar has been found in Alpine Schist-derived material in the mylonite zone
north to Harold Creek.
Henry et al. (2005) calibrated a geothermometer based on the amount of titanium in biotite
in the range P = 4-6 kbar, whereby increasing Ti-concentration is associated with increasing
temperature of equilibration if the ratio Mg/(Mg+Fe) is constant. Grapes and Watanabe (1994)
also observed that Ti-concentrations increase with increasing metamorphic grade in the Alpine
Schists. Low-Ti biotite, which appears green in thin section, recrystallised at lower temperatures
than high-Ti biotite, which is pleochroic red-brown (Shelley, 1985; Henry et al., 2005). Green
biotite can also form due to high Fe3+ -concentrations (Shelley, 1985), so it is difficult to make
accurate geochemical interpretations based solely on optical microscopic observations. If the
green colour is due to a decrease in Ti-concentrations then another Ti-rich phase such as rutile
or titanite could be expected to have formed, perhaps as inclusions in the biotites, but this is not
widely observed. However, if green biotite in the Alpine fault zone is Ti-poor, the alteration of
brown to green biotite that is sometimes observed in shear bands indicates that recrystallisation
of the biotite in these structures occurred under lower temperatures and pressures than in
the bulk of the rock. Grapes and Watanabe (1994) found that brown biotite replaces green
biotite in the higher part of the biotite-albite zone in the Alpine Schist and showed that this
metamorphic zone forms at temperatures of around 300◦ C, but more accurate P-T estimates
require quantitative mineral analyses. Such analyses are presented in Chapter 7.
Grapes and Watanabe (1994) proposed that chlorite is replaced by biotite in the Alpine
Schists by the prograde reaction chlorite + K-feldspar → biotite + muscovite + quartz + H2 O
at around 320◦ C, but this is a very low estimate for the stability field of biotite in metapelitic
rocks (Bucher and Frey, 1994) and a minimum of 350-400◦ C is considered more appropriate.
There is no evidence for production of voluminous K-feldspar by a corresponding retrograde
reaction, but it is possible that small amounts of muscovite are formed rather than consumed
in this process. The lower stability limit of biotite in the adjacent and chemically similar Otago
Schist is 400◦ C (Mortimer, 2000). This reaction is therefore constrained to occur between about
350◦ C and 400◦ .
Stilpnomelane in the Otago Schist is stable under lower to middle greenschist facies conditions, shallower than the biotite-in isograd (Li et al., 2000). Epidote is a characteristic index mineral of the greenschist facies, forming to accommodate calcium that can no longer be
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contained in anorthitic plagioclase (and tschermakitic amphibole in metabasites) when these
undergo retrogressive reaction (Bucher and Frey, 2001). Metamorphic equilibration of the bulk
of the mylonites clearly occurred above these temperatures, but the dominance of the assemblage green biotite (or stilpnomelane?) + epidote + quartz + feldspar ± hornblende in the
quartz-feldspar rich schist-derived mylonites (particularly at Little Man River) indicates they
underwent pervasive metamorphic equilibration at temperatures at and below 400◦ C. Since alteration of feldspar in these mylonites was limited, this equilibration must have occurred relatively
anhydrously.

4.4.2

Metabasic mylonites

The typical mineral assemblage in metabasic mylonites, summarised from Appendix D and
Appendix E, is hornblende + biotite + plagioclase + quartz ± garnet ± muscovite ± ilmenite
± rutile ± chlorite ± clinozoisite ± calcite ± pyrite ± chalcopyrite. This is consistent with
previous observations (Prior, 1988; Read, 1994).
Modal mineral proportions in metabasic mylonites were determined by point-counting representative samples (Appendix E). Hornblende forms 30-50% of these samples; 15-30% is biotite or
green biotite and feldspar and quartz both form ∼20%. It can be difficult to distinguish between
untwinned and unaltered feldspar and quartz in these samples, therefore it is possible that the
measured feldspar percentages are too low. Microprobe backscattered electron (BSE) images
were taken of metabasite samples OU77913 and OU77923 to investigate the true quartz:feldspar
ratios, and also the mineralogy of shear zones that are too fine-grained to examine using transmitted light microscopy. It has been noted that pure albite will be indistinguishable from quartz
in BSE since these two minerals have nearly identical average atomic numbers (Ab = 10.72, Qz
= 10.80; cf. Kfs = 11.85; Stunitz and Fitz Gerald, 1993; see also Table 4.1). BSE images were
compared with transmitted light observations to assess this possibility. The darkest regions
of these BSE images usually contain a number of smaller grains with interlobate boundaries,
subgrains and undulose extinction that are characteristic of quartz. The slightly lighter grey
regions are usually single crystals, most probably feldspar. Read (1994) found that feldspars in
mylonites from just north of Gaunt Creek had albite to oligoclase compositions ranging from
An7 to An21 , so most plagioclases contain sufficient Ca to raise their atomic number above that
of quartz but it is still possible that some pure albite is present and has been mistakenly identified as quartz. The BSE observations (e.g. Figure 4.13) suggest that feldspar is slightly more
volumetrically significant than quartz in the more homogeneous parts of the samples.
More minor mineral phases include opaques (mostly ilmenite but also chalcopyrite) rutile
and garnet. Chlorite and calcite are found in cleavage-plane cracks in hornblendes and along
shear bands. Fine, relatively low relief clinozoisites occur, particularly in aggregates with quartz
and opaques.
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Figure 4.13: BSE images of amphibolite mylonite OU77913 illustrating quartz to feldspar ratios.
Quartz is coloured blue; feldspar red using selective colour replacement tools in standard bitmap
editing software. Some error is inherent because the original image has a shading from left to
right. Notice the abundance of quartz along the shear band at centre of (b).

Variations in bulk mineralogy
Some metabasic mylonites have notably different mineral assemblages. For example, OU77932
contains hornblende or actinolite that is locally replaced by chlorite. Green biotite and epidote
are common, along with abundant opaques. The assemblage green biotite + chlorite + epidote is
particularly common along shear bands. OU78155 (Figure 4.11) also contains abundant epidote
and green biotite. A similar assemblage was observed in OU77739 from Harold Creek.
Metabasic protolith mylonites immediately overlying the cataclasite zone at Gaunt Creek
(e.g. OU77841, 77870) are composed of heavily altered feldspar porphyroclasts in a matrix
of epidote+sericite+chlorite+titanite. A similar assemblage was observed in OU78175 from
Mosquito Creek.

Variations in feldspar compositions
As in the quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites, feldspars in metabasic mylonites frequently
show compositional variations. Often one, and sometimes two rims with different extinction
angles to the cores are observed optically (Figure 4.14). Partial single rims are also visible
in BSE images (Figure 4.15) where they are slightly lighter in colour than the cores of the
same grains. Similar zoned feldspars in quartzofeldspathic mylonites have rims that are slightly
enriched in Ca:Na over the cores. This compositional change is also consistent with the lighter
grey rims observed in BSE images in the metabasites (Figure 4.15). Low-index (i.e. Na-rich)
feldspars are present in OU77930 and OU77952 (A.F. Cooper, personal communication, 2006).
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Figure 4.14: Photomicrographs of multiple zones in feldspar porphyroclasts in metabasic mylonite
OU78105. A feldspar at lower left of (a) also has relict epidote inclusions (arrowed). Both XPL.

Figure 4.15: BSE images of zoned feldspars in metabasite OU77923. Phases are labelled. (a) A feldspar
with a lighter grey (relatively Ca-rich) rim is outlined in red. The rim is indicated by yellow arrows.(b)
Most feldspars in this image have more calcic (lighter grey) rims or ends (indicated by yellow arrows).
The shear zone discussed in the text is between the red arrows. A chlorite grain is aligned along the
shear zone from top right to bottom left of the photomicrograph, except in one part where the shear zone
passes through a region of fine-grained quartz + fragmented hornblende. Notice how both hornblende
(Hbl) and white mica (Mv) have the same colour in the BSE image. They can only be differentiated on
the basis of polishing effects and mineral habit.

Discussion
The dominant metabasite mineral assemblage amphibole + oligoclase + biotite + quartz +
ilmenite is indicative of metamorphic equilibration at amphibolite facies conditions (Cooper,
1972; Apted and Liou, 1983; Bucher and Frey, 2001). It is particularly notable that amphibole
compositions are mostly hornblende and ilmenite occurs rather than titanite; a characteristic of
the oligoclase zone in the Alpine Schists (Cooper, 1972). Also, muscovite is known to disappear
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in metabasic rocks at mid-amphibolite facies conditions and higher (Bucher and Frey, 2001)
so its absence in most metabasites shows these rocks retain a relatively high-grade assemblage.
Localised retrogression to greenschist facies conditions is indicated by the presence of chlorite
after biotite and the assemblage clinozoisite + quartz + opaques after plagioclase. Chlorite only
forms below approximately 530◦ C at 7kbar in metabasites, whereas epidote is formed below
approximately 660◦ C at the same pressure (Apted and Liou, 1983).
OU77739, OU77932, OU78155 and OU78175 are atypical because they contain abundant epidote

but green biotite rather than chlorite. This assemblage is characteristic of epidote-amphibolite
facies conditions, approximately in the temperature range 530-660◦ C at 7kbar (Apted and Liou,
1983). Alteration of hornblende to actinolite and formation of chlorite indicates some equilibration at greenschist facies conditions. Retrogressive alteration was clearly more pervasive in these
samples than in most metabasites but did not necessarily affect the surrounding rock. This could
occur because deformation was focussed into these parts of the rock mass, linked with enhanced
fluid flow and retrogressive reaction, as was proposed for bleached layers in the quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites. The more extensively retrogressed metabasites observed close
to the cataclasite zone of the fault contain a typical greenschist-facies mineral assemblage and
so must have equilibrated at .530◦ C. The retrograde assemblage is pervasively developed.
As in the quartzofeldspathic mylonites, Ca-rich rims to feldspars must have formed under
relatively high metamorphic temperatures (within epidote-amphibolite to amphibolite facies;
&530◦ C; Apted and Liou, 1983; Bucher and Frey, 2001). Cooper (1970) found more anorthitic
rims (rims An43 , An42 and An37 around cores An25 , An29 and An29 ) on feldspars in metabasites
outside the mylonite zone in the Haast region, so it is possible that these rims formed during the
highest grades of Mesozoic metamorphism in the Alpine Schist. Alternatively, only the second
rims observed optically could be syn-mylonitic, in which case a more albitic composition would
be expected since much of the mylonitisation occurred during uplift and presumably a drop in
temperature. Unfortunately, these double rims were not observed in microprobe samples so it
is not possible to determine the compositions of the zones.

4.4.3

Metachert mylonites

Metacherts are volumetrically relatively insignificant within the Alpine Fault mylonite zone, but
their composition makes them ideal candidates in which to study the microstructures and deformation mechanisms of quartz. The typical mineral assemblage, summarised from Appendix D
is quartz + garnet + rutile ± muscovite ± ilmenite.
Poikilitic garnets are particularly numerous in some metacherts (e.g. OU78106, OU77887,
OU77900) where they are mostly euhedral and commonly occur as aggregates strung out along

the foliation. They often have inclusions of epidote and quartz in their cores and clear rims
(Figure 4.16). These clear rims overgrow and abut syn-mylonitic biotite (Figure 4.16) that does
not form σ or δ tails.
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Figure 4.16: Photomicrographs of clear rims on garnets in metacherts. (a) Relatively euhedral garnets
with epidote and quartz inclusions and newly grown clear rims that may be syn-mylonitic in metachert
OU78106. Gaunt Creek. Notice that syn-mylonitic biotite in the pressure shadow of the garnets does not
replace garnet or vice versa, perhaps indicating these minerals recrystallised at the same time. (b) This
garnet rim may appear to have grown over syn-mylonitic biotite but this is actually a three-dimensional
effect. Both PPL.

Discussion
The bulk composition of the metacherts and resultant mineral assemblages are not particularly
useful for diagnosing P-T conditions. The presence of ilmenite and rutile rather than titanite
suggests amphibolite facies conditions (Grapes and Watanabe, 1994). Equilibration of titanite
and rutile can be related to the activity of CO2 since titanite (CaTiO3 ) + CO2 = rutile (TiO2 )
+ CaCO3 in which case the stability of a particular phase is not diagnostic of pressure and
temperature conditions; however, abundant CaCO3 is not observed in association with rutile
in the metacherts so this reaction is unlikely to have occurred. There is also some potential to
use variations in the amount of Ti in quartz in the presence of a Ti-saturating phase such as
rutile as a geothermometer (see §7.2.2), but in general, quartzite microstructures provide better
geothermometric estimates, as will be discussed in Chapter 7.
The way that groups of garnets are strung out along the foliation may indicate they originated as a single large garnet that was microfractured and disaggregated during deformation.
However, this microtexture is also observed in the Alpine Schist (Cooper, 1970) so it could be
an inherited effect. Euhedral shapes could have formed during further mineral growth after this
structural disaggregation. The microstructural style of biotite adjacent to garnet suggests the
two minerals crystallised at the same time. This means the garnet rims must have formed as the
biotite recrystallised during mylonitisation. The clear garnet rims are clearly the later stage of
growth and, as illustrated in Figure 4.16b, are possibly coeval with biotite. The rims must have
formed under different metamorphic conditions than the cores since they do not enclose epidote
inclusions. These clear rims are the only part of the garnets that could be syn-mylonitic.
Prior (1988) found that the cores of these garnets are particularly Mn-rich (spessartine;
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Alm19 Gr30 Py3 Sp48 ). Cooper (1974) also observed Mn-rich cores to garnets in the Alpine Schist
that had equilibrated at around 450◦ C. Spessartine garnet is known to form at conditions below
the usual garnet zone of the amphibolite facies when abundant Mn is available because there
is no other mineral that will easily form to accommodate the Mn (Bucher and Frey, 2001).
However, microprobe analyses from the mylonites indicate the garnet rims are more almandinerich (Alm61 Gr22 Py8 Sp9 ; Prior, 1988) so formation of syn-mylonitic rims on these garnets but not
on garnets in compositionally different hosts in the mylonite zone cannot be a function of high
Mn concentrations (§7.2.1). The rims must therefore form in the garnet to oligoclase zone of the
amphibolite facies, which is above ∼480◦ C according to Grapes (1995). Brown biotite is also
clearly stable during the bulk of syn-deformational recrystallisation, indicating most deformation
occurred above the biotite-in isograd of Grapes and Watanabe (1994).

4.4.4

Pegmatite mylonites

Mylonitised pegmatites have been found in Hare Mare Creek, Gaunt Creek and Harold Creek
as part of this study. The deformed pegmatites are composed of oligoclase, orthoclase and
muscovite porphyroclasts in a quartz matrix (Figure 4.17). Feldspars are not extensively altered
but do contain microfractures that are infilled with quartz. Muscovites form porphyroclasts but
also display a limited amount of dynamic recrystallisation (Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.17:

Photomicrographs of porphyroclasts in mylonitised pegmatite from Gaunt Creek
(OU77871). (a) Orthoclase feldspar with quartz microveins along microcracks. XPL. (b) Large muscovite fish with a zone of dynamic recrystallisation (arrowed). XPL.

Discussion
Pegmatites were formed by partial melting of the Alpine Schist in the late Mesozoic, ∼70-65Ma
(Chamberlain et al., 1995). Undeformed pegmatites are exposed in the hanging-wall of the
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Alpine Fault on the Mataketake Range, NE of Haast. The pegmatites were sheared into the
mylonite zone and have previously been found as protomylonites at Doughboy Creek and the
Paringa River, as mylonites in Havelock Creek and the Mahitahi River, and as ultramylonites
in Hare Mare Creek and the Waikukupa River (Norris and Cooper, 2003). Wright (1998) also
recorded pegmatites in Harold Creek. The new findings of mylonitised pegmatite in Gaunt and
Harold Creeks confirms that the known outcrop region extends some 50km further north than
the main group of pegmatites in ultramylonites at Hare Mare Creek (Norris and Cooper, 2007).
However, pegmatites are not abundant in these locations, so these could be outliers from the
main pegmatite group.
It is difficult to estimate metamorphic conditions from the mineral assemblages in the pegmatites. The absence of extensive alteration of feldspar does indicate that greenschist-facies
retrogression in the presence of fluids was limited. However, if the quartz in microfractures in
feldspars formed by solid-state retrogressive reaction of the feldspar, other reaction products
such as epidote should also have formed. Since these are absent, the quartz must have been
deposited from aqueous solution. This might have occurred at relatively high temperatures (amphibolite facies) as it is not accompanied by extensive retrogressive alteration of the feldspars.
Alternatively, the fulid composition may have been unfavourable for reaction with feldspar.

4.4.5

Cataclasite zone

Although the cataclasites of the Alpine Fault zone are not the main focus of this study, they are
host to some of the pseudotachylytes discussed in Chapter 9 and the quartzite microstructure
is of interest (see Chapter 5). Their metamorphic mineralogy is briefly discussed here.
Mineral assemblages
Cataclasites have three main colours in outcrop; olive green, black to dark grey and mint green.
Detailed descriptions of mineralogy and microstructure are included in Appendix G. The rocks
are frequently fine-grained so precise mineral identification in thin section, and even in BSE
images is difficult, but some observations are possible. The typical mineral assemblage visible in
thin section is quartz + plagioclase + chlorite + titanite + clinozoisite ± allanite ± muscovite
± biotite. Rare surviving feldspar porphyroclasts are usually heavily altered, mostly to clay
minerals but also to saussurite and chlorite. Abundant calcite forms a cement in the matrix and
cross-cutting veins. Larger biotite flakes are occasionally found in more cataclastic material.
Clay mineralogy was also thoroughly investigated by Warr and Cox (2001), who used XRD to
show that the clay minerals are illite, smectite and vermiculite.
The main mineralogical difference between the various colours of cataclasite is the proportion of various phases. Black cataclasites frequently have more opaque minerals and titanite
than olive green cataclasites (see thin section map of OU77824 in Appendix G). Mint green
cataclasites contain abundant quartz and chlorite, an observation also made by Warr and Cox
(2001).
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Within the cataclasite zone, there are often variable proportions of mylonitic rocks and phyllonites along with true cataclasites. The microstructural variations are described in more detail
in Chapter 5. The mineral assemblage in these different units does not vary significantly, except
that in phyllonites micas are much more common and frequently appear to be masses of sericite.
Furthermore, the matrix of many very fine-grained cataclasites or devitrified pseudotachylytes
is stained brown with limonite that is much less strongly coloured for a few µm adjacent to later
fractures and veins (see thin section map of OU77825 in Appendix G).

Discussion
The pale colour of matrix adjacent to late fractures and veins could indicate there was preferential
dissolution of the limonite into fluids passing through the fractures and veins.
It is difficult to be sure whether the bulk of the cataclasites were derived from quartzofeldspathic or metabasic protoliths. In the Gaunt Creek outcrop, thick metabasites immediately
overlie the cataclasite zone as shown in the measured section (Figure 3.15). Fe, Mn and Carich phases such as epidote, chlorite and titanite are relatively abundant in the cataclasites,
so a metabasic protolith is likely. The abundance of chlorite, epidote and titanite, along with
extensive alteration of plagioclase indicates the cataclasites equilibrated at greenschist-facies
metamorphic conditions, below ∼530◦ C (Apted and Liou, 1983). Warr and Cox (2001) found
that the pervasive chloritisation occurred under sub-greenschist facies conditions (<320◦ C) and
that most clay minerals grew at much lower temperatures (<120◦ C). The pervasive alteration
assemblages in feldspar porphyroclasts suggest the clay minerals that are now scattered throughout the matrix developed mostly by breakdown of feldspar.
Based solely on these metamorphic assemblages, I could question whether the rocks from
which these cataclasites are derived also experienced higher P-T conditions at some time, or
whether they are derived from material that was always low grade. The geometry of the fault
zone suggests that, unless these cataclasites are derived from footwall material (a possibility that
will be considered in §4.5), they must be derived from oligoclase-zone Alpine Schist protoliths.
Furthermore, garnet compositions in these cataclasites indicate a schist protolith (Cooper and
Norris, 1994). This means that they have experienced considerably more retrogressive metamorphic reaction than the overlying hanging-wall mylonite sequence.
The abundant calcite, both disseminated through the cataclasite matrix, and as cross-cutting
veins, attests to the passage of extensive quantities of CO2 -rich fluids through the cataclasite
zone. The presence of these fluids, coupled with the permeability induced by cataclastic fracturing, would have made the retrogressive reactions generating hydrated assemblages easier.
Carbonate is scarce in rocks of oligoclase zone and higher in the Alpine Schist (Cooper, 1970),
so its presence here once again indicates metamorphic equilibration occurred at greenschist facies
conditions or lower.
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4.5

Alpine Schist versus Western Province granitoid protoliths

Field mapping at Harold Creek has shown that there are two distinctive suites of mylonites
present: mylonites derived from an Alpine Schist protolith, which have been found to outcrop to
the east of the active Alpine Fault trace (e.g. Sibson et al., 1979; Prior, 1988; Wright, 1998), and
mylonites derived from Western Province granitoid protoliths (Rattenbury, 1987a; Nathan et al.,
2002) which outcrop to the west of the active Alpine Fault trace. Although the parent lithologies
of these two suites are mostly quite distinct, the mylonites and ultramylonites derived from them
can be nearly indistinguishable in the field (Green, 1992) and often also in thin section. For this
reason, previous studies of the mylonitic deformation resulting from the Alpine Fault motion
have concentrated on the deformation in the Alpine Schists (e.g. Prior, 1988; Wright, 1998) and
deformation of the Western Province granitoids has been treated separately (e.g. Rattenbury,
1987a; Klepeis et al., 1999).
There have been some previous attempts to find a reliable method to distinguish between
Alpine Schist and Western Province granitoid-derived mylonites for mapping purposes (e.g.
Rattenbury, 1987a; Wright, 1998). These attempts are discussed below, along with further
petrological and geochemical work undertaken during this study. Microstructural differences
between mylonites derived from these two different protoliths are discussed further in Chapter 5.

4.5.1

Petrographic evidence of protolith lithology

Wright (1994) examined the composition of feldspars from schists, granitoids and mylonites
in the Kakapotahi Valley area. He found mostly K-feldspars (orthoclase) in the granitoids;
oligoclase to andesine (Ab13 to Ab21 ) in the schists; and more variable albite to andesine (Ab1
to Ab34 ) in the mylonites. He used a supposed absence of potassic feldspar in the Alpine Schists
as a tool to discriminate a western province protolith, since mylonites derived from a granitic
protolith could be expected to contain porphyroclastic K-feldspar. By implication, Wright (1994)
inferred that if K-feldspar were found in any of the mylonites, they could not have been derived
from a schist protolith.
Further consideration shows that, even with a parent lithology containing potassic feldspars,
albite could be produced during recrystallisation under retrogressive metamorphic conditions
(Goldsmith, 1982) with excess potassium included in another mineral, such as muscovite, and
all relict potassic feldspars in the mylonites could then have been altered to albite. However,
this reaction can only proceed if there is a ready source of sodium to form the albite. Coeval
breakdown of sodic minerals is not recognised. Furthermore, numerous feldspar porphyroclasts
occur in the mylonites (e.g. Figure 4.1) so such complete recrystallisation is unlikely to have
occurred.
To complicate matters further, K-feldspar was formed in the schists immediately adjacent
to the Alpine Fault some time after the peak M2 metamorphic event. K-feldspar bearing schists
have been reported within 4 km of the Alpine Fault in the Copeland Valley (Findlay, 1985) and
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in the mylonite zone in the Fox-Franz Joseph area (Grapes and Otuski, 1983; Grapes, 1995).
Green (1982) also reported orthoclase in Alpine schists to the east of the fault in the Waitaha
River. The mylonites were exhumed syn-deformationally and can be expected to have undergone
retrogressive reactions. However, many porphyroclasts were incompletely recrystallised during
this event, therefore it could be possible to analyse a relict K-feldspar in the schist-derived
mylonites (Grapes, 1995). During the course of the present study, myrmekitic K-feldspar was
also found in clearly schist-derived mylonites from Little Man River (north of Franz Joseph
glacier; Figure 1.1) and antiperthite was found in Schist-derived mylonites from Harold Creek.
This means that the K-feldspar zone probably does extend the length of the fault as indicated by
Grapes and Watanabe (1994), so K-feldspar could be found in schist-derived mylonites anywhere
along the fault.

Characteristic mineral assemblages of all rock types within 5 km of the central Alpine Fault
were presented in Table 4.2. From examination of this table, it appears that there is no common
or distinctive individual mineral that would be found only in Alpine Schist-derived or Western
Province granitoid-derived mylonites. Some possible protoliths are distinctive (e.g. Mikonui
Gneiss; Rattenbury, 1987a) but others are indistinguishable on the basis of mineralogy (e.g.
Doctor Creek Gneiss versus metabasic schist). Further petrographic examination carried out
during this study shows that the suspected granitoid-derived mylonites in Harold Creek do
have distinctive mineralogy (Appendix D). There is a small but characteristic component of the
heavy REE epidote-group mineral allanite in all these mylonites (Figure 4.18b). Detrital allanite
is found in greenschist-facies Alpine Schist (Cooper, 1970), and rare subrounded to euhedral
allanite is formed in oligoclase and K-feldspar zone Alpine Schists (Grapes and Watanabe, 1994),
but the allanite in material that is inferred to have a Western Province granitoid protolith is
far more abundant (personal communication, A.F. Cooper, 2004). The presence of abundant
allanite is one of the best clues to the protolith of the mylonites available. Abundant allanite
crystals are also found in some retrograde metabasic mylonites and cataclasites from Gaunt
Creek (e.g. OU77912) which indicates that these rocks are also derived from a Western Province
granitoid protolith. Relatively undeformed granite was visible in the bed of Gaunt Creek just
below the Alpine Fault some years ago (A.F. Cooper, personal communication, 2007), so it is
not unlikely that some mylonites derived from this protolith would also be present.

Green (1982) used Fe+Mg, Mn and Ca ratios in porphyroclastic garnets to determine that a
blastomylonite found to the west of the Alpine Fault on the south side of the Waitaha River was
derived from a pre-Tuhuan paragneiss (correlated to the Charleston Gneiss). Cooper and Norris
(1994) also analysed garnet compositions from cataclasites from the Gaunt Creek section and
found that these have compositions diagnostic of a Haast Schist rather than Western Province
protolith. While this is an attractive solution to the protolith difficulties, most of the suspect
mylonites and ultramylonites do not contain relict garnets.
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Figure 4.18: Allanite porphyroclasts in granitoid-derived mylonites. (a) Allanite porphyroclasts in
OU77718. Harold Creek. PPL. (b) Large allanite porphyroclast with clinozoisite rim in retrograde
metabasic ultramylonite. OU77912. Gaunt Creek. PPL. Foliation 043/46SE.

4.5.2

Geochemical evidence of protolith lithology

It has been suggested in the past (e.g. Campbell, 2005) that bulk-rock geochemistry could be
used to differentiate the protolith of the various Alpine Fault mylonites. The application of
this method requires an understanding of both the ways in which the possible protoliths are
geochemically distinct, and of the mobility of chemical species during deformation.
Possible protolith chemistries
Geochemical signatures of the possible protoliths were compared from a compilation of major
and minor element data from previous studies of the Fraser Complex (Rattenbury, 1987a),
Western Province granitoids (Petlab, 2004), and the Torlesse and Caples-derived Alpine Schists
(Roser and Cooper, 1990; McClintock, 1999). The chemistry of Fraser Complex is of particular
interest since it is exposed adjacent to the Alpine Fault mylonite zone in the ridge to the west
of Harold Creek (Chapter 3), and probably lies in the footwall of the Alpine Fault further to
the SW.
Major element concentrations of the metasedimentary protoliths can be employed to determine tectonic provenance, using a ‘discriminant function’ diagram (Roser and Korsch, 1988). On
this plot, Greenland Group, Caples and Torlesse Terrane units occupy distinctly different fields.
However, when Fraser Complex and Western Province granitoid compositions are also plotted
on this diagram, they scatter across all fields. This plot is therefore only useful to determine
the protolith of granitoid lithologies since they can lie outside the other well-defined fields.
The major element compositions are also indistinguishable in other ways. For example
the Alpine Schists and Western Province granitoid chemistries plot in overlapping fields on a
graph of total alkalis (K2 O + Na2 O) versus silica (not shown). However, on an aluminium
saturation ratio plot (Al2 O3 /(Na2 O+K2 O) versus Al2 O3 /(Na2 O+K2 O+CaO); Figure 4.21c)
the two groups occupy distinctly different fields. Unfortunately, there are some indications that
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Figure 4.19: Minor element concentrations in Alpine Schist and Western Province granitoids. The data
are from Petlab (2004); Roser and Cooper (1990); McClintock and Cooper (2003). The error bars cover
the range of measured concentrations for that protolith for any particular element.

Al and Ca concentrations are not a particularly reliable differentiation method in crustal fault
zones, as these elements are particularly mobile during deformation and metamorphism (see
below).
The minor element concentrations (Figure 4.19) of the two lithologic groups are technically
indistinguishable within the error limits of the data sets, indicating that it may not be possible
to distinguish the protoliths of various mylonites based on the abundance of minor elements.
However, a variety of different geochemical suites are averaged in the Western Province granitoid group, and splitting these apart may result in more characteristic differences in elemental
abundence. One minor element ratio that has been commonly used to differentiate various Western Province granitoids is Sr/Y. Separation Point and Rahu suite granitoids have distinctively
high Sr/Y, and are assigned a HiSY classification when Sr/Y > 40 (Tulloch and Kimbrough,
2003). Darren Suite are lower Sr/Y, and Devonian Karamea Suite lower still. Alpine Schists
also have relatively low Sr/Y (Figure 4.21a). These Sr/Y ratios could be used to differentiate
certain Western Province granitoid protoliths provided these elements were immobile during
deformation.

Element mobility
Dipple et al. (1990) found that Al, Ca, Na, Ba, Si and K concentrations were all significantly
modified during metasomatism related to activity within the viscous Hunts Brook fault zone in
Connecticut. Al concentrations overall in the fault zone were significantly reduced, whereas Ca,
Na, Ba, Si and K were partitioned between gneissic and schistose layers. There is considerable
evidence for the ascent of metasomatic fluids through the Alpine Fault zone during viscous
shearing (e.g. Craw, 1988) and the granitoid-derived mylonites are mineralogically similar to the
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gneisses deformed in the Hunts Brook fault zone (although metamorphism probably occurred
at slightly lower-T and higher-P in the Alpine Fault zone). It is therefore likely that similar
element mobility would be observed in the Alpine Fault zone as in the Hunts Brook fault zone.
A further literature search reveals that all major and minor elements routinely analysed for in
geochemical studies have been found to be mobile in at least some crustal shear zones of similar
grade to the Alpine Fault zone (Floyd and Winchester, 1983; Winchester, 1984; Sinha et al.,
1986; Condie and Sinha, 1996; Dipple et al., 1990; Roser and Nathan, 1997; Campbell, 2002).
In each of these studies, some elements were found to behave in an immobile manner (namely,
Al2 O3 , TiO2 , FeO, Fe2 O3 , MgO, K2 O, P2 O5 , Sc, V, Cr, Ni, Zn, Ga, Rb, Y, Zr, Nb, La, Ce,
Nd, Th, U, Ta) but these same elements and oxides were found to be mobile in other studies.
Certain elements are apparently always mobile (SiO2 , MnO, CaO, Na2 O, Sr, Ba).
Campbell (2002) analysed element abundances adjacent to carbonate and quartz veins in the
Alpine Fault mylonite and cataclasite zones as part of a study of hydrothermal alteration in the
fault zone. He found that the veins were enriched in Y with respect to the host, indicating this
element was quite mobile during the fluid flux. Sr was enriched over the host in one particular
vein. Campbell (2002) also states that CO2 -H2 O, Ca, Fe, Sr and Mg are readily ‘available’ in
the shallow (<8km) reaches of the Alpine Fault zone, which presumably means the veins are
enriched in these elements over the host. Pb and Zn are relatively immobile, and As and Cu are
extremely mobile (at least locally) (Campbell, 2002).
Clearly, geochemistry is only useful to differentiate the protolith of a mylonite if distinctive
elements are immobile, but it is not entirely clear from previous studies what elements these
might be. Element mobility on a fault-zone scale can only be assessed using new geochemical
data.
New geochemical data
To test whether there are any distinctive, immobile elements in the Alpine Fault mylonites by
which to differentiate the protolith, a small number of new geochemical analyses were undertaken
during this study. Samples of Alpine Schist-derived mylonite (OU77741, OU77755), granitoidderived mylonite (from outcrops where other samples contain abundant allanite; OU77701,
OU77703, OU77714, OU77734, OU77738, OU77740) and adjacent Fraser complex granitoid gneisses

(OU77727, OU77731) from the Harold Creek section were analysed for major and minor element
concentrations using XRF as described above (§ 4.2). Geochemical data are tabulated in Appendix H. The data are compared to the compositions of Alpine Schist (Grapes et al., 1982;
Roser and Cooper, 1990; McClintock and Cooper, 2003), various Western Province granitoid
lithologies (Petlab, 2004; Muir et al., 1998) and Fraser Complex material (Rattenbury, 1987a)
in Figures 4.20 and 4.21.
On the discriminant function plot of Roser and Korsch (1988) (Figure 4.20), the granitoidprotolith samples analysed during this present study are scattered to the extent that they cannot
be confidently correlated to any of the other lithologies represented on this plot. On the other
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hand, the schist-derived mylonites analysed during this study plot at the lower right edge of
the area containing quartzofeldspathic schists from the Franz Joseph-Fox areas and Whitcombe
and Makawhio Rivers (Grapes et al., 1982; Roser and Cooper, 1990; McClintock and Cooper,
2003). These samples plot in the P2 field rather than P1 like the bulk of the quartzofeldspathic
schists. This indicates they may be derived from the Caples, rather than the Torlesse terrane.
The Fraser Complex samples analysed during this study plot well within the ‘mature continental
sediment’ source field and may therefore be derived from partial melting of Greenland Group
sediments.

Figure 4.20: Discriminant function plot of possible protoliths and Harold Creek mylonites. F1 = -1.773
× TiO2 + 0.607 × Al2 O3 + 0.760 × Fe2 O3T - 1.500 × MgO + 0.616 × CaO + 0.509 × Na2 O - 1.224 ×
K2 O - 9.090. F2 = 0.445 × TiO2 + 0.070 × Al2 O3 - 0.250 × Fe2 O3T - 1.142 × MgO + 0.438 × CaO +
1.475 × Na2 O + 1.426 × K2 O -6.861.

As illustrated on a plot of Sr vs Y (Figure 4.21a), the Alpine Schists clearly have lower Sr/Y
than many of the Petlab Western Province granitoids. The Fraser Complex lithologies have
variable Sr/Y, reflecting the fact that they are mostly derived from Palaeozoic granitoids and
Greenland Group metasediments, however some high Sr/Y from samples of Doughboy Tonalite
(OU55451) and Fraser Peak Granite (OU55398, OU55431, OU55400, OU55404, OU55409, OU55416)
show they are probably part of the Cretaceous Rahu Suite (Rattenbury, 1987a; Nathan et al.,
2002). The Harold Creek Fraser Complex gneisses analysed during this study are low Sr/Y,
indicating they were probably originally Palaeozoic lithologies. The two Alpine Schist-derived
mylonite samples plot at the higher Sr end of the range of Alpine Schist samples from Grapes
et al. (1982); Roser and Cooper (1990) and McClintock and Cooper (2003), which may reflect
some Sr-enrichment during deformation. The granitoid-derived mylonites mostly have higher Sr
than the Alpine Schists and schist-derived mylonites (except OU77740). It is unlikely that these
mylonites gained enough Sr during deformation by element exchange from the schists to plot in
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Figure 4.21: Geochemical element ratio plots comparing data collected during this study to existing
datasets. Hi/LoSY boundary from Tulloch and Kimbrough (2003).

this region, since their Sr concentrations now exceed those of the schist. This suggests that these
mylonites were derived from a Cretaceous granitoid protolith that originally had high Sr/Y. It is
possible that all Sr from fluids passing through the fault zone was concentrated into the granitoidderived mylonites; however, the analysed samples are not veined so element exchange would have
to have occurred by grain-boundary diffusion processes and such concentration increases seem
unlikely by this process. There is also no particular reason why an element such as this should
only be concentrated in the granitoid-derived mylonites.
On the aluminium saturation ratio plot (Figure 4.21c), three distinct fields are defined by
the possible protolith lithologies. Metabasic Alpine Schists have lower aluminium saturation
with respect to K2 O+Na2 O+CaO than Western Province granitoids, which in turn have lower
aluminium saturation indices than quartzofeldspathic schists. Fraser Complex samples once
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again scatter across the ranges defined by all other lithologies. Schist-derived mylonites analysed
during this study plot with the quartzofeldspathic schists, as do the Fraser Complex gneisses
from the ridge to the west of Harold Creek. This clearly shows that these Fraser Complex
samples are not related to the bulk of the Western Province granitoids from the Petlab database,
most of which are of Cretaceous age. Two of the granitoid-derived mylonites (OU77703 and
OU77734) also plot in the schist field, suggesting either that the oxides plotted here are mobile

during deformation, or that they are also derived from a Palaeozoic protolith. The remaining
four granitoid-derived mylonites clearly fall in the same field as the Petlab Western Province
granitoids.
The granitoid-derived mylonites are distinguished mineralogically by the presence of allanite,
a Ce-containing epidote group mineral (Shelley, 1985). Beard et al. (2006) suggest 50-80% of
the Ce in a rock can be contained in allanite. It was therefore considered likely that the presence
of significant amounts of this mineral might be recognised by a change in the Ce-concentration
in the bulk rock chemistry. Hence, Ce was plotted against aluminium saturation with respect
to K2 O+Na2 O+CaO, which differentiates quartzofeldspathic and metabasic schist protoliths as
previously discussed (Figure 4.21b). Ce-concentrations in the granitoid-derived mylonites are
not much greater than in Alpine Schists and schist-derived mylonites, and in some cases are
lower. However, the two granitoid-derived mylonite samples and one Fraser Complex sample
that fell in the schist field in the previous diagram are now differentiated from the schists in
this plot due to higher Ce-concentrations. Note that Grapes et al. (1982) did not analyse Ceconcentrations so those schist compositions could not be plotted on this diagram.
As previously noted, Campbell (2002) found that Zn and Pb are relatively immobile during
hydrothermal alteration in the fault zone. Pb concentrations are low in the fault rocks overall
(Figure 4.19) so are probably not useful to differentiate possible protoliths. However, Zn concentrations range up to 150 ppm. To assess whether the Zn concentrations of the protoliths are
distinctive enough that this element concentration could be used to differentiate them, Zn was
plotted against SiO2 (Figure 4.21d). On this plot, the bulk of the quartzofeldspathic schists, the
schist-derived mylonites, Fraser Complex and granitoid-derived mylonites all fall in the same
area, and overlap part of the Western Province granitoid field. Hence it does not appear that
Zn-concentrations can be used to differentiate the protolith.
Conclusions
To summarise, these geochemical results indicate that
• Possible protoliths of the Alpine Fault mylonites can be differentiated based on their bulk
chemistry using only a small number of element ratios.
• Schist-derived mylonites usually have similar bulk chemistry to their protoliths, which
could be the Caples Terrane schists, but may be more enriched in Sr and slightly depleted in
CaO. This could reflect element mobility during deformation and hydrothermal alteration
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in the fault zone.
• Fraser Complex gneisses from the ridge to the west of Harold Creek have similar chemistry to Fraser Complex lithologies analysed by Rattenbury (1987a) and are dissimilar
to Cretaceous Western Province granitoids. They could be derived from partial melting of Greenland Group metasediments or by deformation of Palaeozoic granitoids of the
Karamea Suite.
• Granitoid-derived mylonites from Harold Creek have similar bulk chemistries to Cretaceous Western Province granitoids. They must have been derived from Sr-rich granitoids,
perhaps part of the Rahu or Separation Point suite. It is likely that Sr concentrations were
modified during deformation and hydrothermal alteration in the fault zone
• The granitoid-protolith mylonites are chemically distinct from metabasic Alpine Schists,
so these cannot be the protolith.
• Some of the mylonites with granitoid protoliths are chemically distinct from the quartzofeldspathic Alpine Schist protoliths and schist-derived mylonites, but for other samples,
the difference is not clear.
• Bulk rock geochemistry can be used to determine possible protoliths but may not be
conclusive and should not be carried out without also examining the mineralogy petrographically.

4.6
4.6.1

Mineralogy and metamorphism of granitoid-derived mylonites
Granitoid protoliths (Augen mylonites)

The typical mineral assemblage of granitoid-derived mylonites, summarised from Appendix D
is quartz + feldspar (may include K-feldspar) + chlorite + clinozoisite + allanite + titanite +
carbonate + pyrite ± stilpnomelane(?) ± retrogressive biotite ± retrogressive hornblende ±
rare muscovite. These mylonites usually contain feldspar augen <5 mm in diameter and can
therefore be called ‘augen mylonites’.
Augen mylonites were considered to be a distinct group in the fault rock sequence by Reed
(1964); Sibson et al. (1979) and Sibson et al. (1981). These authors found that augen mylonites
outcrop immediately to the SE of the cataclasite zone of the fault, followed by ‘green’ mylonites
and then schist-derived mylonites. Reed’s (1964) type section (Saddle Creek, upper Kokatahi
Valley) is in the northern section of the fault, where the hanging-wall sequence of Western
Province mylonites is also exposed, and in this area, the description is accurate. This description
of the sequence was erroneously extended to the entire fault zone by Sibson et al. (1979) and
Sibson et al. (1981); however, augen mylonites are rarely exposed to the SE of the cataclasite
zone in most of the sections in the central and southern Alpine Fault zone.
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Variations in mineral chemistry
In the granitoid-derived mylonites, alteration of feldspars is more pervasive than in the bulk
of the schist-derived mylonites. As illustrated in Appendix D, all types of feldspar alteration
assemblages are observed in these mylonites. This could reflect the variety of feldspar compositions in the protolith granitoids, which included K-feldspar and plagioclase. Now, although
occasional K-feldspar porphyroclasts are observed in the mylonites, the bulk of feldspar porphyroclasts are Na>Ca plagioclase (composition from semi-quantitative EDS measurements).
These plagioclases may have Na-rich rims, visible as darker areas in BSE images (Figures 4.24c,d
and 4.25c).

Figure 4.22: BSE image of OU77718 illustrating neomineralisation of feldspar. The large feldspar porphyroclast contains many planar arrays of fluid inclusions that are probably healed microcracks (between
red arrows). A change in colour is observed around some planar arrays. This darkening reflects a more
sodic (retrogressed) composition and attests to limited fluid penetration via the microcracks. The feldspar
porphyroclast is also replaced by small grains with a more albitic composition at lower right. One of the
new albite grains here has a more calcic core (arrowed). At center left, the feldspar is breaking apart into
smaller pieces and retrogressive alteration to a more sodic composition is occurring along these fractures.

Many other minerals in these mylonites have disequilibrium textures indicating overgrowth or
alteration. Hornblendes are often pseudomorphed by chlorite (Figure 4.23a,b) or are completely
replaced by a yellow phyllosilicate that may be stilpnomelane (Figure 4.23c,d). These alteration
minerals can form up to 25 area% of a sample. Allanite has clinozoisite rims. Calcite is commonly
observed in the matrix material, particularly in the banded mylonites that are occasionally
interlayered with the augen mylonites. The calcite often cements a matrix that may have
originated as a cataclasite. Muscovite and chlorite both overgrow this cataclasite.
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Figure 4.23: Alteration and replacement assemblages of hornblende in OU77717. (a) PPL and (b) XPL
photomicrograph of a yellow phyllosilicate that is composed of a combination of chlorite and calcite with
scattered opaques. (c) PPL and (d) XPL photomicrographs of a yellow brown, pleochroic phyllosilicate
that superficially resembles biotite but has poorly developed cleavage and lacks mottled extinction. It is
probably stilpnomelane. Fine, dark inclusions are titanite and have formed to accommodate Ti that was
exsolved from biotites during retrogression.

Discussion

As previously noted, Na-rich feldspars are stable under greenschist facies conditions. Breakdown
of hornblende to chlorite or stilpnomelane also indicates conditions in the lower greenschist
facies. Clinozoisite rims are often observed to allanite crystals even in igneous rocks, since the
allanite can use up all the rare earth elements in the early stages of crystallisation (Beard et al.,
2006) therefore the presence of these rims is not necessarily an indicator of mylonitic conditions.
However, the rims do not appear to be removed during mylonitisation, therefore they are a
stable composition. Epidote is a characteristic index mineral of the greenschist facies (Bucher
and Frey, 2001), along with chlorite. This retrogressive alteration is much more pervasive than
in the Alpine Schist-derived mylonites, except perhaps the cataclasites from Gaunt Creek.
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Vein compositions
Many granitoid-derived mylonites are extensively veined. Unlike in the schist-derived mylonites,
where most veins are filled with quartz or carbonate (see §7.4.2), veins in the granitoid-derived
mylonites can also be filled with K-feldspar ± chlorite. K-feldspar veins are described in more
detail here since they can provide an indication of metamorphic conditions.
The feldspar veins are most visible where they cross-cut feldspar porphyroclasts. They are
not visible optically outside the porphyroclasts and can only be resolved using BSE imaging (Figure 4.24). The composition of the veins visible in the BSE images, determined using qualitative
EDS, is orthoclase (possibly adularia).
The veins cut across feldspar laminae in the host mylonite but are replaced by quartz and are
often truncated. Sometimes, the veins taper to a point, resembling a crack tip, which suggests
that the cracks are partly localised to the regions around the porphyroclasts. A zone where the
porphyroclasts have been altered to the same feldspar composition as the vein material often
penetrates from the veins either along twin planes in the feldspars or as arrays of small tensile
microcracks. Feldspar veins have also been observed cross-cutting quartz veins (Figure 4.25a,b).
Discussion
The K-feldspar veins could have originated with fluid entering the fault zone from elsewhere
(perhaps deeper level dehydration reactions) or during retrogressive metamorphism of the host
mylonite. They were probably deposited from a fluid rich in K+ . This sort of fluid composition
could be produced during sericitisation of K-feldspar (Bucher and Frey, 2001) or breakdown
of biotite to chlorite (Grapes and Watanabe, 1994). Similar vein compositions have also been
attributed to incongruent pressure solution of micas (Stel, 1986). The veins probably formed
as fluid-induced embrittlement promoted fracturing of porphyroclasts that may have already
been the sites of stress concentrations, since they are not able to deform as easily as the matrix
material. The fluid also penetrated into subsidiary microcracks. The precipitated K-feldspar is
not stable at the conditions under which mylonitic deformation continued since it is replaced by
quartz (Figure 4.24b,c,d and 4.25b,c). Co-precipitation of chlorite indicates the assemblage is
hydrated (Figure 4.25c). The host plagioclase is also not stable during continued deformation
as indicated by the formation of more Na-rich rims to many porphyroclasts.
The observed cross-cutting relationships of older quartz and these feldspar veins indicates
the fluid producing them is a localised phenomenon in the hydrothermal system around the fault
zone.

4.6.2

Green mylonites

‘Green mylonites’ were originally thought to be derived from western province rocks (Munden,
1952; Reed, 1964). Sibson et al. (1979, 1981) included green mylonites in their composite section
through the Alpine Fault mylonite zone, but were unsure about their protolith although they
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Figure 4.24: BSE images of feldspar veins cutting feldspar porphyroclasts in granitoid-derived mylonite
OU77718. (a) Extensive alteration of porphyroclast adjacent to vein. (b) The main feldspar vein has
small tensile microcrack offshoots. These are also filled with feldspar. The main vein is replaced by rare
quartz grains, as is the porphyroclast. The feldspar vein continues into the surrounding mylonite in the
pressure shadow of the porphyroclast, where it cross-cuts some of the foliation before terminating. (c) A
tensile microcrack filled with feldspar cuts across all feldspars in the adjacent foliation but is terminated
against quartz. Some feldspars in the mylonite have thin dark rims (arrowed), perhaps a more sodic
composition. (d) The feldspar vein has similar relationships to the previous example. The porphyroclast
also contains ‘blebs’ of feldspar of the same composition as the vein. These may be antiperthite. A thin
sodic rim is developed on feldspars at lower right (arrowed).

used the presence of feldspar porphyroclasts as evidence of a granitoid protolith due to their
absence in schist-derived mylonites (note that, as discussed above, K-feldspar was subsequently
found to occur in the schist-derived mylonites; Grapes and Watanabe, 1994; Grapes, 1995).
Prior (1988) considered the green mylonites to be ultramylonites derived from both Eastern
and Western Province material; the colouring being a hand-specimen effect only due to the
abundance of well-mixed, fine-grained phases such as biotite in association with quartz and
feldspar. Campbell (2002) noted that green mylonites are rich in argillaceous-type phyllosilicates
such as chlorite, and in epidote, but lack garnet and biotite and have concordant and minor
cross-cutting ankerite veins and Fe-sulphides, whereas unaltered mylonites contain biotite and
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Figure 4.25: (a) and (b) K-feldspar vein cross-cutting an older quartz vein in granitoid-derived mylonite
OU77735. In (a) notice variable inclusions of feldspar in the vein-fill material indicating successive opening
episodes. (c) K-feldspar and chlorite vein cutting a plagioclase porphyroclast in the same sample. The
porphyroclast has slightly darker rim, which may indicate Na-enrichment.
garnet as well as subordinate chlorite and epidote but no ankerite or sulphides. It has also
been suggested that the green mylonites are the product of a mafic protolith or a feature of
retrogression (McAdoo, 1992; Simpson, 1992; Read, 1994). Although the origin apparently
remains unclear (Vry et al., 2001), the observations in this chapter strongly suggest that green
mylonites are mostly derived from granitoid and metabasic schist protoliths that have been
strongly and locally retrogressed.

4.7

Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, metamorphic mineral assemblages of the mylonites were described and correlated
to metamorphic facies, giving a broad-scale indication of the pressure-temperature conditions
during mylonitisation and how these vary within the fault zone. The use of mineral assemblages
and geochemical data to differentiate the protolith of the mylonites was also discussed. The
main findings are:
• Alpine Fault mylonites are derived both from Alpine Schist protoliths and Western Province
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granitoid protoliths. However, the bulk of the mylonites in the studied sections are derived
from the Alpine Schist.
• Alpine Schists experienced peak metamorphic conditions in the oligoclase zone of Grapes
and Watanabe (1994) when buried to the base of the metamorphic pile in the Mesozoic
M2 event. Perthitic textures in schist-derived Harold Creek mylonites also indicate upper
amphibolite facies conditions prior to mylonitisation.
• Schist-derived mylonites found as far north as Little Man River contain remnant Kfeldspar. Grapes and Watanabe (1994) proposed that K-feldspar was formed during a
relatively low-P, high-T event postdating the peak M2 metamorphism of the Alpine Schist.
The mylonites containing K-feldspar might also have been resident at slightly lower pressures and temperatures than the peak M2 event prior to incorporation in the mylonite
zone.
• Most schist-derived mylonites retain a mineral assemblage indicative of amphibolite facies
conditions. The most notable index minerals of this metamorphic grade are Ti-rich biotite,
ilmenite, hornblende and oligoclase feldspar.
• In these amphibolite-facies mylonites, there is localised evidence of retrogression, including
the formation of Ti-rich green biotite, epidote and chlorite, which are often localised to
shear bands, and formation of alteration products of feldspar, particularly along grain
boundaries and near microfractures where fluid flow may have been enhanced over that in
the surrounding rock.
• Some metabasic schist-derived mylonites and cataclased mylonites of quartzofeldspathic
and metabasic composition have mineral assemblages that indicate metamorphic equilibration under greenschist facies conditions. The most notable index minerals are epidote,
chlorite and titanite, along with a variety of amphibole compositions, possibly including
actinolite. Biotite is altered to a Ti-rich composition (or possibly stilpnomelane) in quartzfeldspar rich schist-mylonites at Little Man River, also indicating low greenschist facies
conditions.
• Pegmatite veins that may be part of the late Cretaceous dike swarm exposed on the
Mataketake Range, have also been found in the mylonite zone as far north as Harold
Creek.
• The best indicator of a granitoid-protolith is the presence of abundant allanite.
• Granitoid-derived mylonites contain petrographic evidence of a magmatic origin but limited evidence of residence at amphibolite facies metamorphic pressures and temperatures.
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• Most granitoid-derived mylonites have a mineral assemblage indicating metamorphic equilibration at lower greenschist facies conditions. Characteristic index minerals include chlorite, epidote, titanite and possibly stilpnomelane.
• Mylonites with a granitoid protolith can sometimes be distinguished from schist-derived
mylonites using geochemistry but this method should not be employed in isolation. A
convincing determination of the protolith of a mylonite should combine mineralogical and
microstructural observations with geochemical data.
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Chapter 5

Microstructures
‘Microstructures can be preserved through long and extreme geological histories,
but do not of themselves necessarily retain the complete record of their evolutionary
path’ - White (2000)

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter I describe the microstructural characteristics of the Alpine Fault mylonites in
the sections examined during this study. Microstructures, in particular overprinting relationships, provide information about the interaction of metamorphic and deformation processes in
these rocks. Microstructures that developed during deformation are also related to the deformation mechanisms that were active. The inferred deformation mechanisms in the Alpine Fault
mylonites are discussed in detail in this chapter.
The deformation behaviours of various minerals vary with temperature and strain rate, and
can be used to make inferences about the magnitudes of these parameters during deformation.
I will discuss estimates of this kind further in Chapter 7. In this chapter I also discuss grain
shape fabrics in quartzofeldspathic mylonites and their relationship to deformation and recrystallisation.

5.2

Previous work on Alpine Fault mylonite microstructures

Reed (1964); Sibson et al. (1979) and Sibson et al. (1981) carried out the first comprehensive
structural analyses of the Alpine Fault mylonites. White and White (1983) elaborated on the microstructural characteristics of samples from the Sibson et al. (1979, 1981) studies. Prior (1988)
presented much more comprehensive data, mostly about mylonites derived from Alpine Schist
protoliths. Rattenbury (1987a) described microstructures in the Fraser Complex mylonites that
are derived from a Western Province granitoid protolith. Although deformation of most of the
Fraser Complex mylonites occurred prior to initiation of the Alpine Fault (Rattenbury, 1987b),
some granitoid-derived mylonites from this complex are incorporated into the Alpine Fault my153

lonite zone so their microstructural characteristics are also relevant to the present study. These
authors also made some interpretations of the deformation mechanisms that might be active in
the mylonites.
Limited amounts of microstructural description were also carried out as part of various postgraduate studies at the University of Otago (Green, 1982; McAdoo, 1992; McClintock, 1999;
Read, 1994; Wright, 1994; Upton, 1995), but none attempted a detailed interpretation of active deformation mechanisms. More recently, postgraduate studies from Victoria University of
Wellington (e.g. Wightman, 2001) have touched on the distal parts of the mylonite zone. Wightman (2001) described samples from the protomylonite zone in the Clearwater River but says
little about the microstructures of the higher strain mylonites and ultramylonites.
Holcombe and Little (2001); Little et al. (2002a,b) and Little (2004) provided more detailed
microstructural descriptions of the transition from the Alpine Schist to the Alpine Fault mylonite
zone. In particular, Little et al. (2002a) recognised four main deformation episodes in the
Alpine schists (D1 to D4 ), each producing distinct fabrics that can be recognised and correlated
microstructurally. This microstructural characterisation has been found to be applicable during
this study and therefore I adopt Little et al.’s (2002a) deformation phase framework. Little
et al.’s (2002a) D4 is the Cenozoic deformation related to the evolution of the present dextrally
convergent plate boundary and generally strengthens the Mesozoic D3 fabrics; hence the present
schist foliation is mostly S3−4 . This fabric, which is the result of distributed transpressional
strain of <50% incurred during vertical thickening and rotation of the schists, is only pervasively
developed within <5 km east of the Alpine Fault (Holm et al., 1989; Little et al., 2002a). The
mylonitic fabric (Sm ) overprints S4 due to the increasing shear strain adjacent to the Alpine
Fault, as the schists are incorporated in the mylonite zone. The characteristic microstructures
observed in the Alpine Fault mylonites by these previous workers are summarised in Table 5.1.
Visual methods are most commonly used to characterise microstructures. Optical observations can be compared to microstructures that have developed in similar rocks or the same
minerals under known pressure and temperature constraints, in both natural and experimental samples. Passchier and Trouw (1996, 2006) collated descriptions of typical microstructures
produced by common deformation mechanisms in rocks. These characteristic microstructures
are summarised in Appendix I. These descriptions and more detailed observations from other
published works (which are cited when necessary) were used to characterise the typical deformation mechanisms for the volumetrically significant minerals in the Alpine Fault mylonites.
During this study, visual characterisation of microstructures was carried out using transmitted
light microscopy on both standard and polished thin sections.

5.3

Methods

Most thin sections were cut from samples for which the orientation had been recorded in the
field. Samples were re-oriented using similar methods to those described by Prior et al. (1987).
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• Dislocation creep because strain features such as
undulose extinction become less obvious in grains away from
relicts
• Quartz ribbons occur with strong grain shape fabric
• Dynamic recrystallisation produces polygonal grains with
high-angle boundaries
• Strong SPOs to bands and ribbons of recrystallised quartz
• Recrystallised quartz commonly found in strain shadows of
rotated porphyroclasts
• Forms large porphyroclasts
• Undulose extinction, bent twin planes, kink bands, and
deformed exsolution lamellae in alkali feldspar
• Plagioclases have small angular mismatches between
twinned grains indicating a small amount of recovery
• Aggregates of 10µm feldspars adjacent to orthoclase
porphyroclasts (formed by grain boundary sliding?)
• Rare recrystallised orthoclase and kink-banded plagioclase →
mid-upper greenschist facies conditions during mylonitisation

• Relict grains only in protomylonites and less strained
lithologies
• Increasing intensity of subgrain development on
relict grain rims with increasing deformation1

Alpine Schist-derived mylonites2

• May form fish
• Mostly plagioclase
• In brittle regime, mostly find discrete shear on cleavage
planes in porphyroclasts orientated ‘in’ the foliation so they
experience high differential stress
• Clasts have cracks perpendicular to foliation, independent of
feldspar cleavage planes. These propagate towards
centre of crystals from the edges. Suggests they occurred by
slow propagation and may coalesce into tensile cracks
perpendicular to foliation that fragment the porphyroclast
• Secondary minerals such as epidote, chlorite and calcite grow
in both sorts of cracks

• Brittle deformation characterised by cracking along
new grain boundaries formed discrete quartz fragments
• Secondary minerals along microcracks are chlorite, calcite
and quartz which are then ductilely deformed (i.e. show
twinning/deformation bands)

• Forms ribbons; long axis of grains oblique to ribbon
boundaries
• Quartz ribbons typically parallel foliation
• Grain shape fabrics commonly oblique to foliation and
banding;
• Core-and-mantle structures: recrystallised grains around
edges of largest grains

Deformation Characteristics
Western Province granitoid-derived mylonites1

• Most feldspars deformed by brittle fracturing and mechanical
attrition rather than intracrystalline deformation
• Fractures parallel cleavage and twin planes
Hornblende
• More rapid grain size reduction than for feldspar
• Sometimes forms fish
porphyroclasts
• Mylonitised hornblende associated with actinolite, epidote
and chlorite
1
(Rattenbury, 1987a)
. Interpretations are quoted verbatim so may be difficult to relate to modern understanding of microstructural development.
2
(White and White, 1983; Prior, 1988, 1993)

Feldspar

Quartz

Mineral

Table 5.1: Microstructural characteristics of granitoid and Alpine Schist-derived mylonites from previous studies.

Mineral

Deformation Characteristics
Western Province granitoid-derived mylonites1

• Some large relict ‘boats’
• Mostly deforms as biotite does

Biotite

Muscovite

• Highly susceptible to deformation
• Becomes fine grained in early stages of mylonitisation
• Intracrystalline deformation occurs as undulose extinction,
bending and kinking of cleavage traces
• Recrystallisation widespread

Garnet

• Brittle deformation
• Little grain size reduction during mylonitisation
• Fractures at high angle to mylonitic foliation
• Biotite and chlorite alteration main contributor to grain size
reduction both by weakening the grains and by replacing them

Alpine Schist-derived mylonites2

• Mica fish common
• Mica fabrics steeper than quartz ribbon fabric
• Retrogresses to chlorite
• May contain graphite and rarely muscovite, quartz and
garnet inclusions
• May have quartz-rich pressure shadows
• No serration at grain boundaries
• May form aggregates with basal planes sub-perpendicular to
the foliation
• Linked in a anastomosing S-C fabric network around pods of
quartz-feldspar
• During brittle deformation biotites continue to break down
in grain size until at the limit of optical resolution
• Grain size reduction mostly by mixed chemico-mechanical
recovery during hydration reactions; also by kinking,
polygonisation and microfracturing
• Mica fish common especially in feldspar-rich regions
• Mica fish have selvages of fine muscovite, biotite and quartz
• Ovoid fish have internal deformation and cleavage parallel to
their long axis
• Imbricate fish are stacks of slightly bent muscovites with
undulose extinction
• In brittle deformation this mineral resists grain size
reduction more than biotite
• Brittle deformation
• Fractures broadly perpendicular to the foliation
• 1-10µm fractures filled with garnet
• Wider (<1000µm) fractures filled with retrogressive material
(chlorite + quartz + plagioclase (An24 ) ± biotite ± white mica
± epidote ± calcite ± pyrite) and pieces of garnet
• No extension of garnet perpendicular to microcracks; cracks
are dissolution and replacement features
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Most thin sections were cut perpendicular to foliation and parallel to lineation if this was visible
(X − Z section). Thin section orientations are indicated on images included here by a singlebarbed arrow pointing in the down-plunge direction of a lineation direction or double barbed
arrow pointing towards the down-plunge end of the intersection line of the thin section and the
foliation. Foliation orientations are listed in figure captions. The arrow barb is always towards
the top of the specimen. Other thin section orientations are indicated in figure captions. Thin
sections were ground to a standard thickness of 30µm.
Backscattered electron images were also used to visually characterise microstructures. These
were obtained from polished and carbon-coated thin sections using the University of Otago
geology department JEOL JXA-8600 superprobe as described in §4.2.
Further information about deformation mechanisms is given by the distribution of crystallographic orientations in a sample. A combination of visual and crystallographic orientation
information about quartz aggregates was obtained by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
and orientation contrast (OC) imaging using a CamScan X500 Crystal Probe scanning electron
microscope (SEM) at the University of Liverpool. The EBSD method was described in detail
by Prior et al. (1999). It is important to note that colours on EBSD images represent different
orientations of the c-axes of the quartz crystals. Colours are assigned according to the values
of the three euler angles as shown in Figure 5.1, and large changes in colour do not necessarily reflect large changes in crystallographic orientation. Changes in grey shade on OC images
occur where crystallographic orientations change. Thin sections for EBSD were subjected to
additional chemical-mechanical polishing using SYTON fluid and very thinly carbon-coated.
As noted in Chapters 3 and 4, there are two different possible protoliths for the Alpine fault
mylonites. The bulk of the mylonites are derived from Alpine Schist in the hanging-wall of the
fault, but some mylonites have a Western Province granitoid protolith. The microstructural
characteristics of these two groups are described separately. The microstructural characteristics
of ultramylonites, mylonites and protomylonites also sometimes differ significantly enough to
warrant separate discussions.
During this research a large dataset of information about quartz crystallographic orientations was obtained using EBSD techniques. Quartz is volumetrically significant in most of the

Figure 5.1: Colour coding scheme for quartz crystallographic orientation data in Channel5 software by
HKLTechnology. Crystallographic axis orientations are described by three Euler angles as per Bunge
(1985). An individual colour is assigned to each crystal axis orientation according to the values of the
three Euler angles and this colour scheme.
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quartzofeldspathic mylonites, forming 40-50 modal% of these rocks. Above 350◦ C, at geological creep rates, quartz is one of the weakest rock-forming minerals (Jordan, 1988) and so may
largely control rheology in quartz-rich rocks. Hence quartz microstructures are described in this
chapter in considerably more detail than any other mineral. These descriptions are mostly based
on observations of pure quartz layers such as early foliation-parallel veins and metacherts, but
these are similar to the quartz microstructures observed in the surrounding quartzofeldspathic
lithologies. In the following chapter, I will attempt to determine deformation mechanisms that
were active in quartz during Dm , to assess the relative importance of deformation and recovery
processes, and to relate the quartz microstructures to the classification scheme of Hirth and
Tullis (1992). Although this classification scheme has some limitations, as discussed in §2.4.5, it
has been widely employed in description of quartz microstructures so is useful as a comparative
tool. Also, the microstructural ‘facies’ Hirth and Tullis (1992) define have been correlated to
temperatures and strain rates during deformation, using both experimental and natural samples (e.g. Dunlap et al., 1997; Stipp et al., 2002b; Passchier and Trouw, 2006), so they may be
used to assess the physical conditions under which deformation occurred. Comparisons to this
classification scheme are based solely on observed microstructural similarities and should not be
used to make inferences about active deformation mechanisms, which are discussed separately.
The microstructures described in the following were summarised from numerous systematic
observations of samples from throughout the mylonites in all the creek sections examined during
this study. Important microstructural features are illustrated with examples.

5.4

Microstructures of mylonites with quartzofeldspathic Alpine
Schist protoliths

5.4.1

Protomylonites

In the quartzofeldspathic protomylonites, there is a spaced foliation (S)defined by layers of
quartz or quartz-feldspar mixtures, and micas. The quartz-feldspar layers are composed of large,
commonly elongated quartz grains or aggregates of approximately equant quartz and plagioclase
grains. The micaceous layers are aggregates of large (>100µm wide and >1000µm long) mica
flakes that are usually aligned with their basal planes subparallel to the foliation. These S-planes
are crosscut by spaced shear planes, equivalent to C’-planes of a Type I S-C fabric as defined
by Lister and Snoke (1984). The C’-planes are separated by distances of 1-15 mm and are
continuous over distances of up to 10 cm within the protomylonites. They contain finer-grained
(∼50µm long) biotite, chlorite after biotite, plagioclase, quartz and opaques (Figure 5.2). Longer
shear bands tend to also be narrower, and contain much finer material (grain sizes <20µm).
There are occasional biotite and plagioclase porphyroclasts 200-2000µm long. Some of these
porphyroclasts contain straight, curved and even spiral trails of small (<5µm) graphite crystals.
In biotites, these inclusion trails are in places offset by <10µm thick bands, at a high angle
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Figure 5.2: Typical S-C’ fabrics in quartzofeldspathic protomylonites. Both BSE images. Phases are
labelled. For mineral abbreviations refer to Appendix C. (a) OU77997. Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite
from Hare Mare Creek. Foliation 040/39SE. The S-foliation is defined by the basal plane of large micas
and the top and bottom margins of quartz bands. A typical C’-surface or shear band cuts across the
foliation diagonally. Micas are rotated into the shear band in the direction of shear, which is sinistral
along the shear band, corresponding to top to the W. The shear band contains finer mica (mostly biotite),
quartz and plagioclase. A shear band from the same sample is shown at larger magnification in (b).

to S, of newly crystallised material that is optically continuous with the host porphyroclast.
Large (>2000µm long) muscovites lie with their dominant (001) cleavage planes parallel to the
S-surfaces (foliation). These cleavage planes are also commonly decorated by graphite (Figure 5.4a). Graphitic inclusion trails are also found cross-cutting a mixture of phases. Occasional
symmetric microfolds of graphite layers are preserved in the pressure shadows of porphyroclasts
(Figure 5.3a).
Biotite porphyroclasts and porphyroclastic masses are not usually kinked but may be composed of grains with orientations of the basal plane that differ by up to 45◦ (Figure 5.3b), or
be duplexed by slip along the dominant (001) cleavage. Smaller biotites (<100µ long) with
high aspect ratios are distributed along shear bands. These biotites may be boudinaged along
their length. In bands <30µm wide subparallel to the foliation plane, microcracks are no longer
visible and both pleochroism and extinction become much more incoherent than the typical
‘mottled extinction’ of intact biotite but there are few visible grain boundaries. The biotite
may be interspersed with other phases in these zones and is commonly slightly greener than the
host grain (Figure 5.3b). Muscovite porphyroclasts are usually larger than biotites. Cleavage
planes anastomose in some examples and are gently bent (but not ‘kinked’). The muscovites
only rarely contain zones of finer-grained material with incoherent extinction parallel to (001).
Plagioclases are not usually microfractured or internally sericitised. Instead they occur as
as matrix aggregates of small (<50µm) equant grains, or sometimes as porphyroclasts and
elongate patches in microlithons composed of crystal aggregates with straight, high angle grain
boundaries. Fine sericite crystals and opaques decorate the plagioclase grain boundary regions
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Figure 5.3: Photomicrographs illustrating remnants of the Alpine Schist fabrics and typical biotite
microstructures in quartzofeldspathic protomylonites. OU77880. Foliation 058/47SE. (a) Gaunt Creek.
A symmetric microfold (labelled F3 ) is preserved in the pressure shadow of a biotite porphyroclast. The
biotite porphyroclast is composed of grains with markedly different orientations of (001). (b) Large
biotites contain foliation-parallel zones of finer, green-tinged, more randomly oriented material. Both
PPL.

Figure 5.4: Photomicrographs illustrating typical microstructures of muscovite and plagioclase in quartzofeldspathic protomylonites (a) OU77877. Foliation 070/54SE. Gaunt Creek. Large muscovite crystals
such as these are very common. The basal planes, outlined by included graphites and microcracks,
anastomose and are gently bent. The elongate grains are mostly optically continuous and there are few
small grains. (b) OU77899. Foliation 060/70SE. Gaunt Creek. An aggregate of plagioclase grains runs
horizontally across the center of the photomicrograph. Plagioclase can be differentiated from quartz by
the presence of fine inclusions, larger grain size (≥200µm) and absence of interlobate grain boundaries.
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(Figure 5.4b). These plagioclases may have weak undulose extinction. Inferred deformation
twins on albite and/or pericline laws are also occasionally observed. Plagioclase microstructures
in particularly feldspar-rich quartzofeldspathic protomylonites from Hare Mare Creek and Little
Man River are similar to more feldspar-poor mylonites found elsewhere, although the plagioclases
are more abundant and are generally found scattered along planes parallel to foliation. Some
of these plagioclases are microfractured, usually on only one cleavage plane at angles of around
30◦ to the foliation.
Garnet porphyroclasts range up to 1000µm (mostly &250µm) in diameter. They may be
fractured (Prior, 1993) but are not usually disaggregated out of their original shapes, and are in
most cases at least partially replaced by chlorite. Clear garnet rims occur outside spiral inclusion
trails that were formed in the Mesozoic deformation (Vry et al., 2004). The rims do not contain
remnants of the mylonitic fabric (see §4.4.3).
Quartz microstructures
Quartz forms large (<4mm long), commonly elongate grains (axial ratios range from 1:2 to
1:10) which display patchy undulose extinction. They may also contain discrete intracrystalline
bands ranging in width from 100 to 250µm, between which there are small changes in extinction
(elongate subgrains or deformation bands), or are made up of an equigranular aggregate of grains
with low-angle misorientations to each other (subgrains) (Figure 5.5).
Variations in crystallographic orientations within large quartz grains can be examined using EBSD (e.g. Figure 5.6). In this figure, the EBSD image shows that crystal orientations are
very similar within large (<500µm) grains that are slightly elongated parallel to the macroscopic
foliation. On the orientation contrast (OC) image a variety of subtly different grey shades, representing different crystallographic orientations, suggest these large grains are composed of smaller
subequant grains <100µm in diameter. Misorientation profiles through the left-hand large grain
show that crystallographic orientation changes progressively along the length of the grain, to
a maximum misorientation of around 7◦ . Occasional 1-2◦ steps in misorientation are observed
across the short axis of the grain. Similar low angle boundaries separate numerous subgrains
within larger remnant grains in Figure 5.7. This sample is from the protomylonite/mylonite
boundary and shows the greatest number of small, systematically misoriented grains within
larger grains of any sample mapped with EBSD.
High angle boundaries between the large quartz grains are generally interlobate. In many
samples small (<30µm) grains of irregular size and with discrete grain boundaries occur adjacent to these interlobate boundaries. Figures 5.5, 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate this relationship. In
Figure 5.8, the largest (<650µm) quartz grains contain microfractures (white arrows). The OC
image reveals that the lattice orientation changes progressively across these grains. The boundaries between large grains are generally interlobate. Smaller (<15µm) grains adjacent to these
boundaries (black arrows) have Dauphiné twin (i.e. 60◦ misorientation, Battey and Pring, 1997)
relationships to the neighbouring grains, indicated by the solid red lines on the band contrast
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Figure 5.5: Photomicrographs of typical quartz microstructures in protomylonites. (a) OU77982.
Quartz-rich layer from schist/protomylonite transition. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 051/48SE. Elongate
quartz grains display undulose extinction, deformation bands and low (red arrows) and high angle, interlobate (yellow arrows) grain boundaries. A few subgrains are also present (white arrows) (b) OU77981.
Quartzofeldspathic lithology from schist/protomylonite transition. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 053/55SE. A
finer-grained quartz aggregate. Grain size reduces as the quartz band narrows around a garnet porphyroclast. (c) OU77885. Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite from Gaunt Creek. Foliation 043/56SE. Large
quartz grains contain deformation bands (red arrow). Grain boundaries are finely interlobate (yellow
arrows) and there are many small grains adjacent to these boundaries, of similar size to the ‘sutures’
(white arrows). (d) OU77931. Metachert protomylonite from Gaunt Creek. The macroscopic foliation
(069/63SE) is defined by trails of garnets trending subhorizontally across the image. Quartz microstructures are discussed in the text. Interlobate grain boundaries are indicated by yellow arrows; a small grain
along an interlobate boundary by a white arrow; elongate subgrains by red arrows. All XPL.

map. Intermediate-sized (∼100µm) grains near the centres of the images have straight to gently
curved grain boundaries and sometimes 120◦ triple junctions. Dauphiné-twins are also pervasive
in Figure 5.9, but many small grains in this image do not have 60◦ misorientations with respect
to adjacent grains (arrowed). In this image, the larger grains have a distinct shape preferred
orientation (SPO), with long axes trending along the top-left to bottom-right diagonal. Small
grains tend to be more equant.
In Figure 5.10, the margin of the quartz band is deflected sinistrally by two shear bands.
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Figure 5.6: OU77900. Metachert protomylonite from Gaunt Creek. Foliation 050/47SE. (a) OC image.
(b) EBSD map. The region of the EBSD map is illustrated by a red box in (a). Misorientation profiles,
which indicate the change in crystallographic orientation between neighbouring datapoints, were taken
from the left-hand grain. (c) Misorientation profile along the long axis of the grain. (d) Misorientation
profile perpendicular to the long axis of the grain.
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Figure 5.7: OU77928.

Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite/mylonite from Gaunt Creek.
065/55SE. EBSD map overlain on band contrast image.

Foliation

Small quartz grains decorate the margin of the larger Dauphiné-twinned quartz grain adjacent
to the left-hand shear band. The second shear band cuts through the center of the quartz
layer. Where the shear band passes through, there are many more small (∼15µm) grains.
Outside this region, intermediate-sized (∼50µm) quartz grains have straight to gently-curved
grain boundaries and 120◦ triple junctions.
In more proximal protomylonite samples, a few larger grains are found within equigranular
aggregates of smaller grains that variably display either small changes in extinction angle with
adjacent grains along straight to gently curved boundaries, or have more high-angle, interlobate
boundaries. There is no systematic change in the size of the grains in these aggregates with
distance from the fault but they are mostly 50-100µm long. The ratio of small to large grains
generally increases towards the NW margin of the protomylonite zone (i.e. towards the fault).
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Figure 5.8: OU77877. Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite from Gaunt Creek. Foliation 070/54SE. (a)
EBSD map overlain on band contrast image. (b) Orientation contrast (OC) image. (c) Band contrast
image with red lines indicating 60◦ misorientations between neighbouring grains. This misorientation is
characteristic of Dauphiné twinning (Battey and Pring, 1997). All scale bars are 400µm long.

Shear bands
It is difficult to make optical observations of shear band morphology in X − Z sections since
the shear bands are narrow and typically the phases within them are very fine-grained. Thin
sections cut parallel to the macroscopic foliation (X − Y sections) provide crucial insight into
the mineralogy and microstructures of shear bands. The information derived from these X − Y
sections is particularly relevant to the discussion of kinematics and strain history in the mylonites
(Chapter 8). A summary of the microstructural observations is therefore included here but this
description is expanded, and the bulk of the discussion and interpretation is presented, in that
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Figure 5.9: OU77879. Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite from Gaunt Creek. Foliation 058/49SE. (a)
EBSD image. (b) Band contrast image with red lines indicating 60◦ misorientations between neighbouring
grains. Scale bars are 1000µm long.

Figure 5.10: OU77880. Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite from Gaunt Creek. Foliation 067/45SE. (a)
EBSD map overlain on band contrast image. (b) OC image.
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chapter.
In foliation-parallel sections of metacherts, weak quartz SPOs and stronger mica SPOs are
sometimes observed. Larger quartz grains contain bands with slightly different extinction angles
and boundaries perpendicular to the direction of elongation of the micas. Garnets occur in
elongate groups that are not all parallel to the direction of mica elongation, many trending
further to the south in the foliation plane. Some of these garnet groups are visible as the
macroscopic lineation.
In the foliation plane and in the shear band-parallel plane, quartzofeldspathic protomylonites
display a mineralogical banding of quartz and plagioclase versus micas and disseminated finegrained opaques. This banding is commonly deformed into isoclinal or asymmetric, dextrally
vergent microfolds (Figure 4.9). Quartz grains in the bands are ∼250 µm across and micas are
up to a few mm long. In isolated patches and <100 µm wide bands, the grain size is reduced
to around 50-100 µm in all phases. These fine-grained regions have less disseminated opaques
but do contain some chlorite after biotite. These biotite and chlorite grains are usually slightly
elongated (axial ratios <1:3). Some of the biotites are continuous through to larger crystals and
both cleavage and grain-boundaries have been bent into the shear band. These biotites have
undulose extinction across the bends. Patches of chlorite are only developed in the fine-grained
bands, with their basal plane parallel to the shear plane. Phase boundaries are much more
common that grain boundaries within these fine-grained regions.
Discussion
Holcombe and Little (2001) and Little et al. (2002a) observed inclusion trails in biotite porphyroclasts that are very similar to those observed in this study. They suggested the graphite
inclusions were formed parallel to the S2 Alpine Schist foliation, crenulated during D3 at which
stage they were overgrown by biotite, and that the inclusion-free biotite grew during D4 or Dm .
The new examples examined during this study are consistent with this observation, but do not
allow differentiation of a D4 or Dm origin for the newly crystallised biotite. Little et al. (2002b)
found that S2 in the schist is frequently crenulated by F3 microfolds, and I interpret the microfolds that are preserved in some pressure shadows to have also formed during D3 . The main
graphitic foliation in schist microlithons is subparallel to the axial plane of these folds so could
well be the D4 strengthening of S3 described by Little et al. (2002b). Graphitic inclusions in
plagioclase feldspar and muscovite probably formed at the same time as the opaque trails in the
biotites, therefore crystals containing these inclusions cannot have substantially recrystallised
during Dm . The presence of graphitic inclusion trails is therefore used to distinguish remnant
from recrystallised mineral grains. Since these inclusion trails are so pervasive in muscovites
that parallel the S-surfaces, it is likely that these surfaces (ie. the foliation) are inherited from
the Alpine Schist. There may have been some flattening accommodated by (001)-parallel slip
during Dm , but there are no microstructures that indicate significant dynamic recrystallisation
occurred. Anastomosing muscovite (001) planes probably formed by slip on these planes both
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synthetic and antithetic to the sense of shear, accompanied by drag folding into shear bands
(Passchier and Trouw, 2006).
Smaller biotites along shear bands may not have substantially recrystallised during deformation. Since they are distributed along shear bands from larger biotites, it is likely they were
sheared off the large biotites by (001)-slip and most grain-size reduction occurred by breaking-off
of these fragments from larger grains on fractures perpendicular to (001). It is also possible that
deformation within these grains occured by intracrystalline cataclasis as proposed by Goodwin
and Wenk (1990), however TEM analyses would be needed to confirm this. The bands of biotite
with incoherent extinction within larger biotite crystals that are parallel to the S-surfaces are
probably recrystallised material. The change in colour observed in these bands is similar to
the change observed as biotites are incorporated into shear bands (see Figure 4.9). This colour
change could be associated with a drop in titanium concentrations (see §7.2.4), in which case
this dynamic recrystallisation occurred during uplift and exhumation of the mylonite zone and
is syn-mylonitic.
The weak undulose extinction and occasional deformation twins observed in plagioclases must
result from the formation of dislocations and limited recovery within the crystals (White, 1976),
but the amount of deformation accommodated in this way was small. Nevertheless, some process
must have occurred to distribute plagioclases among other recrystallised grains, particularly in
the finer aggregates observed in shear bands. Microcracks observed in particularly feldspar-rich
layers could have accommodated slip parallel to the foliation, resulting in disaggregation of larger
crystals. It is likely that there were particularly large stress concentrations in these feldspar-rich
layers as other minerals with lower strengths in viscous deformation, such as quartz and mica,
are less common in these layers so strain is focussed into the relatively rigid plagioclase crystals.
These stress concentrations could have caused microcracking rather than more typical dislocation
glide. The polycrystalline aggregates within porphyroclasts may be composed of dynamically
recrystallised grains. Their near-polygonal microstructure is characteristic of a high ratio of
recovery:deformation rates, such as might develop at low strain rate and high temperatures.
These conditions would likely have occurred in the Alpine Schist prior to incorporation in the
mylonite zone and it is likely the feldspars were recrystallised there. Porphyroclasts form if there
is a competency contrast with the matrix; this condition would be realised for feldspar-quartz
aggregates during lower T, higher strain rate deformation, as would have been experienced in the
mylonite zone. The pre-existing aggregates of feldspar probably acted as porphyroclasts, and
the previously recrystallised aggregates within the prophyroclasts remained undeformed during
mylonitisation.
Garnets show no evidence of dynamic recrystallisation. The microfracturing they underwent
represents a brittle response to deformation, but there was no significant slip parallel to these
microfractures that might have caused fragments to become dispersed throughout the rock.
Newly grown garnet rims do not commonly overprint either the schist or mylonite foliations, so
it is difficult to ascertain whether or not they grew before incorporation into the mylonite zone.
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The gradual increase in misorientation across a large quartz grain illustrated in Figure 5.6c
is consistent with dislocations being distributed relatively evenly across the grain, which would
produce optically undulose extinction. White (1976) found that optically undulose extinction
usually results from narrowly spaced dislocation walls, approximately along prism planes, and
this may also be the source of the gradual variation in crystallographic orientation measured
in this grain. The misorientation profiles contain occasional steps where they cross between
subgrains that are separated by a higher density of dislocations. Some dislocation climb must
have occurred to allow dislocations to move through the crystal and gather in these dislocation
and subgrain walls rather than becoming tangled, resulting in work hardening and possibly
microfracturing (White, 1976). Undulose extinction, deformation bands, and the equigranular
aggregates of subgrains are also evidence of climb-accommodated dislocation glide (recovery) and
may be stages in the formation of new grains by the process of subgrain rotation recrystallisation
(White, 1976; Guillope and Poirier, 1979; Hirth and Tullis, 1992).
The interlobate boundaries between quartz grains are evidence that GBM recrystallisation
also occurred to reduce dislocation densities in deformed grains. Radiating microfractures in
large grains, although not common, either reflect inhomogeneous stress concentrations around
plagioclase porphyroclasts that did not deform easily by crystal-plastic processes, or are evidence
that dislocation climb was limited in these grains so that they became work-hardened. It is also
possible that the fractures formed at a much later time, after crystal-plastic deformation had
ceased. Small, irregularly shaped grains now located near grain boundaries are interpreted as
new grains formed by BLG nucleation and GBM recrystallisation.
It is difficult to tell if the small grains with 60◦ (Dauphiné twin) misorientations to the host
are new grains formed by dynamic recrystallisation or result from some other process. van Daalen
et al. (1999) suggested that the strain associated with Dauphiné twinning is negligible so that
this twinning occurs mostly as small-scale geometrical adjustments in response to inhomogeneous
stress relaxations after deformation ceases. Tullis (1980) also suggested, based on experimental
measurements of the stresses required for activation, that Dauphiné twinning could occur in
response to post-tectonic stresses. This might also be the case in the present examples. It is
still possible these twinned patches are the result of dynamic recrystallisation. If strain-induced
GBM has occurred, new grains should have lower dislocation densities than their parent so these
grains could have retained different residual stresses after crystal-plastic deformation ceased.
This could make them react differently to later loading. Pehl and Wenk (2005) suggested that
Dauphiné twins formed in response to regional tectonic stresses could be preserved through later
non-tectonic loading and exhumation and so could be used to estimate palaeo-stress magnitudes
and orientations. However, their method requires numerical forward-modelling of quartz fabric
evolution that was not attempted during this study. Pehl and Wenk (2005) also suggested that
Dauphiné twins might form in response to stress concentrations associated with seismic faulting,
and this is also possible in the present case.
Since both subgrains and relatively large grains with low dislocation densities and interlobate
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high-angle grain boundaries are observed, most of these quartz microstructures are similar to
those of the regime 2/3 transition to lower regime 3 described by Hirth and Tullis (1992) in
experimentally deformed quartzites.
The fine-grained patches and bands with well-mixed phases observed in foliation-parallel sections are probably the C’-shear bands. Early, possibly cataclastic deformation within the bands
caused phase dispersion, but remnants of a mineralogical segregation inherited from the Alpine
Schist were preserved outside the bands. The fine grain size of the material in the shear bands
probably developed by a combination of microboudinage of micas and disaggregation by sliding
on basal planes, microfracturing of plagioclase feldspars, and some dynamic recrystallisation
of quartz. A smaller quartz grain size would develop during dynamic recrystallisation if other
particles were present and well-dispersed, since they would pin the quartz grain boundaries and
prevent grain growth by GBM. The fine grain size observed in the shear bands would therefore
have developed progressively during mylonitisation.
Stunitz and Fitz Gerald (1993) and Fliervoet et al. (1997) observed that fine-grained polyphase
aggregates with anticlustered phase distributions, small aspect ratios, a lack of evidence for intracrystalline plasticity and alignment of grain boundaries through a number of adjacent crystals
are all characteristic of grain boundary sliding (part of the grain-size sensitive (GSS) creep deformation mechanism). It is likely that deformation by a GSS creep process occurred in shear bands
in the protomylonites, which also have this characteristic microstructure. Operation of a GSS
mechanism also promotes formation of equant grains and a stable grain boundary configuration.
In monocrystalline aggregates a GSS deformation mechanism is favoured at slow strain rates
or small grain sizes (Brodie and Rutter, 2000; Wightman et al., 2006). Quartz aggregates with
grain sizes below which GSS creep would dominate in pure quartz (.10µm) are not typically
observed in the Alpine fault mylonites, and strain rates are relatively fast (Norris and Cooper,
2003). However, most of the Alpine Fault mylonites are polyphase aggregates of mostly quartz,
plagioclase feldspar and micas. The activation enthalpy for the grain-size sensitive flow law
for such aggregates is likely to be much lower than for monophase aggregates (see Table 2.3),
so deformation could be favoured by this mechanism at larger grains sizes and higher stresses.
Regardless, some reduction in grain size must have occurred to cause this mechanism switch,
which must therefore have become more important in the latter stages of the mylonitic deformation. In deformation experiments, Jordan (1987) observed that shear bands in limestone-halite
aggregates initiated where the stronger phase (limestone) underwent cataclasis, and that the
weaker halite formed layers that were subsequently dragged into these shear bands. An analogous process in the Alpine Fault mylonites might have been cataclasis of the relatively strong
feldspar, and subsequent drag or shear of quartz and biotite into these features. Goodwin and
Wenk (1995) presented convincing evidence that grain size reduction can occur by cataclastic
processes at amphibolite facies conditions, and be followed by further ductile deformation in
their studies of the Santa Rosa mylonite zone, California. I infer that a high temperature cataclastic mechanism might have been responsible for grain-size reduction in the Alpine Fault
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mylonites.
Micas have low shear strengths when deformed by slip parallel to their basal planes (Krohe,
1990; Mariani et al., 2006) and are commonly aligned with (001) parallel to the shear planes in
the mylonites, so they can provide the lubrication required for easy sliding between neighbouring
grains of other phases. They must have contributed to weakening of the fine-grained material
in the shear bands over the adjacent rock, where they are not present in interlinked layers (cf.
Johnson et al., 2004).
In Figure 5.10, smaller recrystallised quartz grains are found where C’-shear bands impinge
on the quartz layer. Austin and Evans (2007) suggested that smaller recrystallised grain sizes
could develop in an aggregate that accumulated more strain under uniform differential stress.
This suggests there was some localisation of strain in the quartz grains along length of, or
adjacent to the C’ shear bands. There is no strength/viscosity contrast within an aggregate of
quartz with no major difference in crystallographic preferred orientation or grain size, neither of
which would have existed prior to localisation of deformation, therefore this strain localisation
can only have occurred in the shear bands, where it may have been related to activity of a GSS
creep mechanism. Some strain would have been transmitted a small distance from the shear
bands into the adjacent quartz, resulting in formation of small recrystallised grains. Where
shear bands do not impinge on the quartz aggregate, recrystallised grains have semi-polygonal
textures (120◦ triple junctions; straight grain boundaries). This texture is characteristically
produced during static annealing or when the temperature is high enough that recovery outpaces
deformation (Vernon, 2004; Passchier and Trouw, 2006). These grains may have recrystallised
syn-mylonitically or within the schist, but in either case were isolated from siginificant strain in
the later stages of Dm . These relationships show that deformation within the shear bands was
sometimes associated with dislocation creep of quartz in addition to GSS creep.

5.4.2

Mylonites and ultramylonites

In the quartzofeldspathic mylonites, an S-C’ fabric is also observed although the mean grain sizes
are smaller than in the protomylonites and a greater number of recrystallised grains are present
(Figure 5.12a and Figure 5.11). The mineral phases become more homogeneously distributed
towards the Alpine Fault. C’-planes contain fine-grained aggregates of biotite, plagioclase and
quartz. This finer material commonly has an anticlustered distribution, where like phases are
rarely found next to one another (i.e. most boundaries are phase boundaries). The shear planes
are more frequent (spacings as little as 100 µm) and less continuous across the foliation than in
the protomylonites. In foliation-parallel (X − Y ) sections, they typically appear as patches of
fine-grained material rather than being linear and continuous. Some remnants of a pre-existing
mineralogical banding are visible between the fine-grained patches.
Ultramylonites dominantly have similar appearance to the grain aggregates in the shear
bands in the mylonites and protomylonites, comprising fine-grained (50-100 µm) aggregates
of quartz, biotite and sericitised plagioclase with scattered very-fine grained opaques that are
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Figure 5.11: Photomicrographs of typical microstructures in quartzofeldspathic mylonites and ultramylonites. (a) and (b) Both OU77860. Mylonite. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 070/52SE. The microstructures are
characterised by dynamically recrystallised quartz interspersed with prophyroclastic plagioclase feldspar
(larger; indicated by red arrows). Biotite occurs as aggregates with high aspect ratios. Incoherent extinction indicates these aggregates are composed of fine grains. Muscovites form porphyroclasts and can form
fish (particularly noticeable at top of (a). Both XPL. (c) OU77922. Ultramylonite. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 065/55SE. The fabric is similar to that in mylonites but intensified. Most phases are finer-grained
and phase dispersal is more pervasive. XPL. (d) OU77863. Ultramylonite. Gaunt Creek. Foliation
066/62SE. Foliation-parallel section of ultramylonite facing down onto the foliation. Phase dispersal is
pervasive. There is a weak elongation of micas trending towards ∼076◦ . PPL.

particularly visible in X − Y sections (Figure 5.11c,d).
In metacherts, S is defined by the long axes of smaller quartz grains that are only slightly
elongated at oblique angles (up to 40◦ ) to bands of 10-100 µm micas and garnets (Figure 5.12b).
The mica/garnet bands define the C-planes in these rocks and are equivalent to C-planes of a
Type II S-C mylonite of Lister and Snoke (1984).
Biotites occasionally occur as large (<300µm long), intact grains with similar appearance
to the porphyroclastic biotites in the protomylonites and only very rarely contain graphitic
inclusion trails. Large grains have their basal planes parallel to foliation or rotated from it by
up to 20◦ both synthetic and antithetic to the sense of shear. The larger grains are also usually
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Figure 5.12: Photomicrographs illustrating typical S-C fabrics in schist-derived Alpine Fault mylonites.
(a) OU77858. Quartzofeldspathic mylonite from Gaunt Creek. Foliation 070/62SE. Anastomosing S-C’
fabric indicating sinistral shear in this thin section, equivalent to top to the W. (b) OU77925. Type
II S-C fabric in a quartz-rich band from a Gaunt Creek mylonite. Foliation 074/55SE. S-surfaces are
parallel to the elongate axis of quartz grains and the basal plane of intact muscovite grains in the center
of the photomicrograph. C-planes are parallel to the tails of the mica fish. The fabric indicates sinistral
shear sense in this thin section, equivalent to top to the W.

Figure 5.13: Photomicrographs of typical mica microstructures in quartzofeldspathic mylonites. Both
OU77897. Foliation 071/46SE. (a) Porphyroclastic biotite (center) surrounded by finer-grained material.
(b) The biotite at center contains a small (<20µm) grain; possibly a product of dynamic recrystallisation
(see discussion). The adjacent muscovite grain (arrowed) has a lensoid shape that is typical of larger,
porphyroclastic muscovites in the mylonites.

surrounded by aggregates of smaller grains that are slightly more irregularly orientated and
generally have a different pleochroism, indicating a slightly different crystallographic orientation
or minor change in composition (Figure 5.13a). Tiny (<5µm), rectangular grains are only
very occasionly observed within these larger grains, where their long axes are both parallel and
perpendicular to the basal plane of the host (Figure 5.13b).
It is more common to find biotite as aggregates of material with incoherent extinction strung
out along the foliation, or as small (50-100µm) grains interspersed with quartz and plagioclase,
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particularly in ultramylonites where much of the material has this grainsize (e.g. OU77829-36,
OU77856-64). The small biotites are elongated up to axial ratios of 1:3, and mostly have (001)

parallel to the foliation or to shear bands where these are present. They have coherent extinction
across each grain. There is some chlorite present, although not as much as was observed in the
shear bands in the protomylonites. Kink bands and undulose extinction are not commonly
observed.
Muscovites have a similar habit to biotites, but large grains are usually slightly larger and
lens shaped (Figure 5.13b), similar to Group 1 and Group 2 shaped mica fish of ten Grotenhuis
et al. (2003). Some grains contain zones of incoherent extinction parallel to (001), as were
observed in biotites in the protomylonites (Figure 4.17b).
Plagioclases either behave as porphyroclasts, with little internal fracturing (although rare
planar arrays of inclusions perpendicular to foliation may represent healed microcracks), or form
‘fish’ (Figure 5.14). Individual plagioclase crystals are commonly found interspersed with matrix
quartz and these grains are elongated up to axial ratios of 1:2. These plagioclases have very
weak undulose extinction and occasional deformation twins on albite and pericline laws. Sericite
is partially developed in all plagioclase aggregates but is more pervasive in discrete layers <5cm
thick, where all biotites are replaced by chlorite (see Figure 4.4.1 and §4.4.1). Rare plagioclase
porphyroclasts are composed of crystalline aggregates of slightly flattened grains.
Garnets are rarer than in the protomylonites. Average sizes are smaller (50-500µm in quartzofeldspathic lithologies; 15-50µm in metacherts). They are also more commonly microfractured
(Prior, 1993) and partially disaggregated, and in many cases are completely chloritised.
Quartz microstructures
Large quartz grains with undulose extinction are much rarer in the ultramylonites and mylonites
than in the protomylonites; the exceptions are less than 1000µm in length and decrease in size
towards the fault. Most pure quartz regions, both metacherts and foliation-parallel veins, consist

Figure 5.14: Photomicrograph of feldspar fish (arrowed) in OU77996. Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite.
Hare Mare Creek. Foliation 033/34SE.
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of aggregates of slightly elongate (axial ratios mostly <1:2) grains, ranging in length from 40µm
to 100µm (Figure 5.15). There are some areas where the grains have patchy undulose extinction
and display only small changes in extinction angle with the neighbouring grains. More commonly,
the grain boundaries are noticeably ‘high-angle’ (darker and with large change in extinction angle
across them), in which case the grains have only slight smooth undulose extinction and do not
contain deformation bands or equigranular aggregates of grains with small changes in extinction
angle across grain boundaries (Figure 3b). Boundaries of these grains may have an interlobate
shape and commonly bulge out past pinning accessory phases.
These relationships are illustrated in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. OU77916 (Figure 5.17) contains
quartz with variable grainsize, from 250-50µm. Smaller (<50µm) grains are common only in the
lower half of the image. Crystallographic orientations are not uniform within the larger grains,
but vary both smoothly and in discrete steps. In the latter case, <50µm subgrains with small
misorientations to the larger grains are found aroung the margins of the larger grains (arrowed

Figure 5.15: Photomicrographs of typical quartz microstructures in mylonites and ultramylonites. (a)
OU77899. Quartz-rich layer in quartzofeldspathic mylonite. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 097/35S. (b)
OU77720. Quartz-rich layer in quartzofeldspathic mylonite. Harold Creek. Foliation 053/63S. (c)
OU77913. Metachert ultramylonite, Gaunt Creek. Foliation 036/42SE. (d) OU77921. Foliation-parallel
quartz band in quartzofeldspathic ultramylonite, Gaunt Creek. Foliation 065/55SE. All XPL.
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Figure 5.16: OU77891. Metachert mylonite from Gaunt Creek. Foliation 006/31E. EBSD map overlain
on band contrast image. Quartz grain size is smaller close to the mica+plagioclase layer (= shear band?).
Scale bar is 500µm long.

in Figure 5.16c). These subgrains are of similar size to, or smaller than, the grains bounded
by high-angle boundaries in the bottom of the image. Interlobate boundaries are indicated by
arrows in (a) and (c). Misorientations within the large grains are most noticeable adjacent to
the more fine-grained region in the lower half of the image. Similar large and small quartz
grains are visible in OU77891 (Figure 5.16), but here the grain size varies with distance from
the margins of the quartz bands with a plagioclase and mica-rich layer (appears grey in the
EBSD map). Smaller grains are more common within 600µm of the feldspar/mica layer. There
is also a stronger shape preferred orientation there. On a large scale this is reminiscent of a
core-and-mantle structure as described by White (1976). Notice also the absence of 120◦ triple
junctions in both these images.
A quartz microstructure that is typically observed in layers that also contain other minerals,
in this case micas, is illustrated in Figure 5.18a. The micas are aligned parallel to the foliation
and many quartz grain boundaries coincide with them. The quartz grains are elongated parallel
to the micas (i.e. in the direction in which there are no micas on grain boundaries). In quartz
with fewer micas in the same sample ( Figure 5.18b), the grain shapes are more irregular and
grain elongation parallel to mica long axes is less pronounced.

Discussion
In these mylonites and ultramylonites, most biotites above 200µm in length do not show characteristics indicating they have been modified syn-mylonitically. However, since they do not
generally contain graphitic inclusion trails, it is likely they have recrystallised since D3 . The
fine grains around these larger grains do not necessarily have their basal planes parallel to a
basal plane of the parent and they have different crystallographic orientations. I consider it
most likely that these grains were formed by dynamic recrystallisation of biotite grains that nucleated in different orientations to the host during small-scale kinking. It is also possible these
are new grains that grew during mylonitisation. The optical similarity of many of the smaller
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Figure 5.17: OU77916. Foliation-parallel quartz band in mylonite from Gaunt Creek. Foliation
060/43SE. (a) EBSD map. This image is only coloured to represent crystal orientation, and is not
overlain on a band contrast image, so grain boundaries are not immediately obvious, but small misorientations are more easily observed. The same EBSD image is shown overlain on a band contrast image in
(b). In (a), interlobate grain boundaries are indicated by white arrows. Dashed ellipses circle small new
grains along interlobate boundaries. The grains in the right-hand ellipse have very similar orientation to
the larger parent grain above them. Scale bar in (a) and (b) is 500µm long. (c) Photomicrograph of a
different area of the same sample. Interlobate grain boundaries indicated by yellow arrows; subgrains by
a red arrow.

biotites dispersed throughout the matrix to the larger porphyroclasts indicates they may have
originated from larger parent grains by a combination of slip on (001) and boudinage perpendicular to (001) during Dm , without undergoing significant dynamic recrystallisation. Small,
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Figure 5.18: Photomicrographs illustrating the effect of second mineral phases on quartz grain shapes.
OU77923. Foliation 079/29S. (a) Quartz forms a rectangular aggregate, with grains elongated parallel to
the long axis of scattered micas. Quartz grain boundaries commonly coincide with the micas. (b) Micas
are not present. Quartz grains have more irregular shapes and sizes than in (a).

rectangular grains within biotites probably formed by recrystallisation, but it is not possible
to tell if this was strain-induced (i.e. dynamic). The habit of these small grains is similar to
observations of Etheridge and Hobbs (1974) in experimentally deformed samples, but their new
grains were more frequently formed at high angles to the parent grain than is seen in the present
samples. Kinking by slip parallel to (001), as observed by Shea and Kronenberg (1992), is now
noticeably absent. This might indicate that most biotite grains were in orientations for ‘easy’
slip on (001), or that recovery occured readily to relieve work-hardening of these grains.
Most muscovites also have similar optical properties to larger grains in the protomylonites
but there are fewer examples of anastomosing basal planes than in the protomylonites. This
could indicate they also originated from break down of larger grains due to (001)-parallel slip.
Group 1 and 2 mica fish shapes such as those observed in the mylonites and ultramylonites,
can form mostly by slip on basal planes, both synthetic and antithetic to the sense of shear,
accompanied by removal of cataclastically disaggregated material along the upper and lower
margins (ten Grotenhuis et al., 2003). Zones of incoherent extinction may contain recrystallised
material, or be zones of intracrystalline cataclasis as described by Goodwin and Wenk (1990).
Since some plagioclase grains are flattened, deformation of this mineral must have been accommodated by crystal-plasticity or solid-state mass transfer processes. ten Grotenhuis et al.
(2003) attributed the formation of fish-shapes in feldspars to internal deformation accompanied
by dynamic recrystallisation along the rim or by dissolution and re-precipitation. The absence
of retrograde assemblages suggests that abundant free fluids were not present during mylonitisation, and no microstructural evidence for dissolution-precipitation processes is apparent in
these mylonites so the former explanation is favoured. Aggregates of these flattened grains
behaved as porphyroclasts during later deformation. As discussed previously, this microstructure indicates deformation conditions evolved so that higher strain rates or lower temperatures
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were experienced later in the deformation. However, this effect was not as pervasive as in the
protomylonites.
There is clearly a change in garnet size compared to that in the protomylonites or the adjacent
Alpine Schist. The protolith for all mylonites was the same, so this grain size reduction can
only be attributed to a process active during mylonitisation, such as microfracturing. However,
trails of fractured garnet are not found strung-out along the foliation.
The typical quartz microstructure in the mylonites and ultramylonites is one of relatively
large grains bounded by interlobate high-angle boundaries, with only weak undulose extinction
and containing occasional aggregates of subgrains. This microstructure is characteristic of the
regime 2/3 transition or lower regime 3 in experimentally deformed quartzites of Hirth and Tullis
(1992).
It is inferred that most of the remnant quartz grains from the schist protolith, that were still
observed as large, flattened grains in the protomylonites, have been transformed by SGR recrystallisation in these mylonite and ultramylonite samples, forming the equigranular aggregates.
In many cases, SGR progressed far enough that subgrains were converted to grains bounded by
high-angle boundaries. Further deformation in these new grains was accommodated by GBM,
forming interlobate boundaries and allowing grains to grow in size slightly. Mercier (1980) and
Urai et al. (1986) suggested that grain growth above the mean subgrain size could occur by
rapid GBM, indicating dislocation climb was easy. However, these authors also suggested that
subgrains would then not be observed. Since subgrains are still present in quartz in the Alpine
Fault mylonites, it is likely that GBM rates fluctuated between slow (impurity-hindered) and
rapid.
In quartz mylonites and ultramylonites with a small proportion of other minerals, the observations suggest that the micas pin the quartz grain boundaries and force the crystals to grow
only in the foliation-parallel direction, elongating them in this direction rather than at an oblique
angle to it as is commonly observed in pure quartz regions. This will restrict the amount of
grain boundary migration that can occur in quartz crystals in these situations, and hence they
may accumulate more intracrystalline strain before the record of strain is wiped clean by further
recrystallisation. The micas might also facilitate sliding between quartz grains. Alignment of
grain boundaries sub-parallel to the shear direction across a number of adjacent grains is characteristic of the deformation mechanism known as cooperative grain boundary sliding (Raj and
Ashby, 1971), which is inferred to have occurred within more mica-rich aggregates.
Since small remnants of schist layering/banding are occasionally preserved between shear
bands in the mylonites, it is inferred that most deformation is accommodated within the finergrained material in shear bands and patches. In the protomylonites, I proposed that late stage
deformation occurred by GSS creep within shear bands. This mechanism is also likely to have
been active in shear bands in the mylonites. Variations in quartz recrystallised grain size in the
mylonites appear to be related to proximity to these polyphase shear bands (e.g. Figure 5.16).
As in the protomylonites, this probably reflects the fact that strain that was localised in the shear
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bands due to their comparative weakness, and that this strain falls off gradually into the adjacent
quartz. Once again, this indicates that some quartz crystal-plastic deformation occurred when
strain became focussed into mica-rich aggregates in the later stages of deformation.
There is a progressive increase in the proportion of the rock that is composed of a fine-grained
polyphase aggregate towards the Alpine Fault, into the ultramylonites. In the most proximal
ultramylonites, the entire rock aggregate has this microstructure. Could a GSS creep mechanism
also have been active throughout these polyphase ultramylonites? The mean grain-size in the
ultramylonites is still larger than that observed in the most through-going, late-stage shear
bands in the protomylonites, and quartz grains are still observed to have undulose extinction
and occasional grain, rather than phase boundaries. These microstructures are characteristic of
dislocation creep (White, 1976; Fitz Gerald and Stunitz, 1993). It therefore seems most likely
that deformation in these ultramylonite polyphase aggregates also occurred by a combination
of dislocation creep and grain-boundary sliding on weak mica basal planes, but that dislocation
creep was slightly more important than in the protomylonite shear bands.

5.4.3

Summary of microstructures in quartzofeldspathic mylonites

• In the protomylonites, deformation is localised in through-going shear bands. These bands
contain aggregates of dispersed phases that are more fine-grained than in the adjacent
microlithons.
• In the mylonites these shear band structures become more closely-spaced and discontinuous, representing a more intensified and pervasive development of the shear fabric.
• The ultramylonites are dominantly composed of fine-grained, phase-dispersed material
similar to that observed in the shear bands in the protomylonites.
• It is possible that deformation in the fine-grained aggregates in shear bands occurs by a
GSS creep mechanism. following initial grain size reduction by cataclasis. Dispersed micas
could have provided the necessary lubrication for sliding on boundaries between ‘stronger’
minerals such as quartz and feldspar.
• Alpine Schist fabrics are preserved in microlithons between shear bands, mostly in the
protomylonites. The microlithons did not experience much syn-mylonitic deformation.
• Mica porphyroclasts are common in protomylonites but become less common and smaller
into the mylonite and ultramylonites. They were mostly disaggregated by slip parallel to
(001) and boudinage perpendicular to (001) but there was some recrystallisation of biotite
in conjunction with a colour change that may reflect a change in mineral chemistry in
the protomylonites. Recrystallisation was somewhat more pervasive in the mylonites and
ultramylonites and was not associated with a distinctive colour change. It is also possible
that some mica deformation was accommodated by intracrystalline cataclasis.
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• Kinking and significant recrystallisation within porphyroclastic micas was not pervasive.
• There is only limited crystal-plastic deformation of plagioclase feldspars, resulting in
changes in grain shape and development of very weak undulose extinction. Microstructures characteristic of GBM recrystallisation are not observed and there is no evidence of
dislocation climb (e.g. subgrain formation).
• It is possible to document a transition towards the west from large, flattened quartz grains
that are inherited from the schist protolith through to smaller recrystallised grains in the
mylonites and ultramylonites. This is illustrated in Figure 5.39.
• There is little variation in quartzite microstructural regime with the transition from protoymlonite through to ultramylonite, except that fewer grains seem to have nucleated from
bulging of high-angle boundaries in the higher-strain mylonites.
• Quartz recrystallisation occurred both by strain-induced GBM and by SGR. This means
that both dislocation glide and dislocation climb are operative in quartz in the mylonites.
Dislocation creep is therefore the dominant deformation mechanism in quartz.
• Nucleation of new quartz grains mostly occurs by SGR. BLG nucleation mechanisms probably occur but are less important.
• There is no evidence for solution-transfer as a deformation process.
• Quartz microstructures are similar to those of the regime 2/3 transition or lower regime 3
of Hirth and Tullis (1992)
There are two different deformation mechanisms that appear to have been active in the
quartzofeldspathic mylonites; dislocation creep and GSS creep. Dislocation creep is favoured
when minerals are arranged in monomineralic bands (Fitz Gerald and Stunitz, 1993), and the
quartzite microstructures clearly indicate this mechanism was active at some point. Conversely,
phase dispersion is most likely to occur when deformation is dominated by grain-size sensitive
(GSS) creep processes (grain boundary sliding with diffusion creep or solution-transfer; e.g.
Stunitz and Fitz Gerald, 1993). If strain occurs by crystal-plastic deformation mechanisms,
deformation should be focused in monomineralic layers; if such layers are not present crystalplasticity is less likely to be an important deformation mechanism (Stunitz and Fitz Gerald,
1993). The two different situations are illustrated in Figure 5.19. Notice that the monomineralic layers are truncated and offset by the shear band, which suggests that activity in the
shear bands was later than pervasive deformation within the monomineralic bands. However,
the preceding microstructural observations show that some dislocation creep of quartz accompanied the GSS creep process, particularly in the ultramylonites. I hypothesise that there was a
change in dominant deformation mechanism within the mylonites, from dislocation creep in the
volumetrically dominant quartz layers, to GSS creep, facilitated by sliding on weak mica basal
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planes, coupled with limited dislocation creep of quartz, at shallower depths. The GSS creep
mechanism was more important in localised shear band structures in the protomylonites and
mylonites and occurred pervasively in the ultramylonites.

Figure 5.19: (a) This BSE image of quartzofeldspathic protomylonite OU77997 from Hare Mare Creek
illustrates two different distributions of phases. In the shear band running from top right to lower left,
quartz, plagioclase and micas are anticlustered. In the surrounding microlithons there are alternating
monomineralic layers of quartz, plagioclase and mica. Grain boundaries in the monomineralic layers are
visible as black lines due to different polishing effects. False colour was applied to the image in (b) to
highlight the different phases. Quartz outside the shear band is coloured red; inside, cyan. Plagioclase
outside the shear band is coloured green; inside, purple.

The preceding discussions show that slip on mica (001) planes is an important mechanism of
deformation in the quartzofeldspathic mylonites. Unfortunately it is difficult to tell if the sliding
on mica basal planes occurred by frictional processes or by dislocation glide. Kronenberg et al.
(1990) observed that biotite loaded so that maximum shear stresses were resolved parallel to
(001) in experimental aparatus deformed by low-temperature dislocation creep and developed
smooth, undulose extinction. There is little evidence of smooth, undulose extinction such as they
report in the Alpine Fault mylonites, but there is clear evidence of slip parallel to (001) planes
as previously noted. Hence I have inferred that this slip mostly occurred by frictional processes.
Shea and Kronenberg (1992) observed that mica-rich schists displayed pressure-sensitive (ie.
brittle) behaviour over the entire temperature range 25-400◦ C, provided confining pressures were
<150MPa, corresponding to depths of ∼5.5km. Their experimental samples showed decreasing
pressure-sensitivity with increasing confining pressure, and their results suggest that deformation
of micas should occur by mixed frictional and viscous mechanisms over most of the shallow to
mid-crust. Mariani et al. (2006) recently proposed a new flow law for dislocation creep of micas
in the middle crust. This flow law can be compared with a frictional strength curve for shear
failure in a thrust regime with hydrostatic fluid pressure conditions, nominal cohesive strength
of mica of 10 MPa (the analysis is not very sensitive to these parameters) and friction coefficient
of 0.4 as suggested by these same authors. A transition between brittle and dislocation creep
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mechanisms occurs at approximately 380◦ C for a strain rate of 10−12 s−1 . Mariani et al.s (2006)
experimental data show a gradual increase in pressure sensitivity rather than an abrupt change
from linear viscous behaviour to pressure-sensitive behaviour so also indicate that both brittle
and viscous mechanisms operate over a range around this temperature. We could infer from
these experimental results that the Alpine Fault mylonite samples should also have experienced
some form of mixed brittle/frictional and viscous deformation.

5.5

Microstructures of mylonites with metabasic Alpine Schist
protoliths

There is little difference in the behaviour of metabasites from the protomylonite through to
the ultramylonite zones so the following descriptions are not separated on the basis of mylonite
‘grade’.
Metabasic protomylonites and mylonites usually develop an S-C’ (extensional shear band)
fabric. Conjugate shear band fabrics, composed of C’ and C”-shears offsetting the foliation, are
also sometimes observed. C”-shears mostly form along the margins of hornblende and plagioclase
porphyroclasts. These sort of fabrics are particularly noticeable in lineation-perpendicular (i.e.
Y − Z) sections. Shear bands generally formed at the edges of hornblendes. Two types of shear
band are recognised; wide (<1000µm) shear bands are more common than later, more localised
and mm-spaced structures that cross-cut them.
The broadest shear bands (<300µm) are filled with a fine-grained aggregate of quartz and
irregularly arranged biotite or in some cases chlorite. The phases are well mixed so that quartzmica phase boundaries are far more common than quartz-quartz grain boundaries. The later
shear bands are very localised and continuous. They usually contain fine biotite and plagioclase
(Figure 5.20e) and may be cored by chlorite masses that are elongate along the shear band
(Figure 5.20f), along with opaques, epidote and later calcite. In the regions surrounding these
shear bands, particularly biotite, but also sometimes chlorite, epidote and opaques, are found
at the edges of hornblendes.
Hornblendes always form porphyroclasts. They do not have undulose extinction and are only
occasionally bent into the shear bands; this is accommodated by fracturing both perpendicular
and parallel to (hk0) (Figure 5.20a,b,c). The fracture surfaces have a ‘bearded’ appearance,
also observed where hornblendes are immediately adjacent to shear bands (Figure 5.20b,c).
The beards are composed of hornblende that is optically continuous with the host grain but
where the (hk0)-parallel surfaces have dilated to accommodate the shear-displacement on these
margins. Microfractures may also be filled with calcite. Graphitic inclusion trails in hornblendes
are mostly perpendicular to the foliation and are continuous across the entire mineral. Trails
of small, subrounded and slightly elongate hornblende crystals that occur within the shear
bands are found along shear surfaces from large hornblendes. These crystals are smaller than
microfractured pieces of hornblende still adjacent to the original large grain. There is no optical
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Figure 5.20: BSE images and photomicrographs of shear bands in metabasic mylonites. (a) OU77913. Gaunt
Creek. (Ultra)mylonite. Foliation 057/52SE. Small hornblende grains that may have originated by microfracturing
off larger grains are found rotated with the sense of shear into the wide, early shear band that runs across the
image from upper right to lower left. (b) OU77908. Gaunt Creek. Mylonite. The end of a hornblende crystal
adjacent to a shear band is fractured parallel and perpendicular to (hk0), and the fragments are rotated with the
sense of shear. PPL. (c) OU77930. Gaunt Creek. Protomylonite. Sample not oriented. Rounded fragments of
larger hornblende crystals have been dragged into an early, wide shear band. PPL. (d) OU77887. Gaunt Creek.
Mylonite. Foliation 053/58SE. A very localised, late shear band cuts across the image from upper left to lower
right. PPL. (e) and (f) OU77923. Foliation 079/29S. (e) At very high magnification, it is revealed that a late,
localised shear band (between arrows) contains very fine-grained (<5µm) micas and plagioclase. (f) An elongate
chlorite is parallel to a shear band at the edge of a large hornblende.
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evidence of a change in amphibole composition between large and small grains.
Biotites that are mostly aligned with their long axes parallel to the foliation (S-surfaces) in
the relatively undeformed microlithons are kinked or gently bent into the shear bands so that
their (001) planes lie parallel to the shear bands. Axial ratios of biotites within the shear bands
are much higher (<10:1) than in the microlithons.
Plagioclase feldspars are commonly porphyroclastic. There are also some aggregates of
feldspar, with a range of large and small grains. The latter are usually relatively inclusionfree, but their refractive index is the same as the larger grains which indicates they are of
the same composition. Optically visible microfracturing is not pervasive except in very large
porphyroclasts. Small feldspars may develop a ‘fish’ shape.
Garnets are almost always microfractured and extensively chloritised. Accessory illmenite
occurs as elongate grains strung out along the foliation. The grains are commonly curved towards
the sense of shear as they approach shear bands.
Matrix calcite is usually found near shear bands and around intrafolial boudinage structures.
In these latter structures the calcite is interspersed with quartz in greater proportions than is
usual for the metabasites. The calcite grains are large (∼300µm) and have slightly interlobate
boundaries. They usually contain widely-spaced, narrow or thick tabular (cross-hatched) etwins.
Microstructures of retrograde metabasites
As discussed in Chapter 4, metabasites in the ultramylonite zone close to the cataclastic fault
core have pervasively developed a retrograde greenschist-facies mineral assemblage.
The microstructural characteristics of these retrogressed ultramylonites differ from those
of the bulk of the metabasites found further into the hanging-wall. In these rocks, reactions
have occurred that produce fine-grained products, such as the alteration of plagioclase to clay
minerals ± sericite. Epidote is another common reaction product after hornblende, forming
small (<100µm) rounded crystals that are frequently strung out in layers parallel to foliation
(Figure 5.21a).
Quarter mats (Passchier and Trouw, 2006) of mica may also form on these parts of the
prophyroclast margins and layers of micas commonly separate closely-spaced porphyroclasts.
Micas are always very fine-grained; in most cases they are too small for detailed examination
with a petrographic microscope. They are dispersed amongst matrix quartz (described later).
The altered feldspar porphyroclasts are <3mm long and common enough that some of these
mylonites could be called augen mylonites. Many are microfractured and in some cases calcite
and quartz have filled these microcracks. The porphyroclasts can be replaced by quartz along
clast margins, mostly on the quarters of the porphyroclasts that lie in the shortening direction
of the shear regime (Figure 5.22).
In less porphyroclastic retrograde metabasites exposed further from the fault (e.g. OU77912),
a shear-band fabric is not extensively developed, but where it is, the shear bands terminate in
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Figure 5.21: Photomicrographs of typical microstructures in retrograde metabasic mylonites. (a)
OU77870. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 051/52SE. XPL. Plagioclase and epidote porphyroclasts in a matrix of
fine chlorite and quartz. Plagioclases have undulose extinction. Larger porphyroclasts are bookshelf microfractured and have quartz in microcracks (arrowed). Rare patches of pure quartz contain very elongate
grains with similar appearance to Figure 5.24a. (b) OU77841. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 025/30E. PPL.
Large plagioclase porphyroclasts are microfractured along cleavage planes. A layer of epidotes is strung
out parallel to foliation (arrowed). (c) PPL, and (d) XPL; OU77921. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 043/46SE.
A variety of sizes of subrounded porphyroclasts, extensively altered to clay minerals (+sericite?). Microcracks are filled with quartz and calcite. The matrix is a very fine aggregate with chlorite and occasional
patches of greenish biotite.
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Figure 5.22: Recrystallisation relationships in plagioclase porphyroclasts. Sketch illustrating typical
‘quarter structures’ indicating simple shear and shear sense in phorphyroclasts (summarised from Passchier and Trouw (2006)). The grey regions within the porphyroclast are the quarters that lie in the
shortening direction. The location of new quartz grains observed in OU77870 is indicated.

quartz layers. More localised shear zones are through-going between rigid plagioclase and epidote
porphyroclasts, both of which are extensively microcracked.
Quartz microstructures
It is generally difficult to observe specific quartz microstructures in metabasic mylonites since
quartz occurs in mixed aggregates with plagioclase, hornblende and biotite. However, some
foliation-parallel quartz bands do occur. The quartz microstructures observed in these bands
are mostly not significantly different to those observed in the quartzofeldspathic mylonites (Figure 5.23).
Occasional quartz layers also occur within the retrograde (greenschist facies) metabasites.
Quartz microstructures in these areas are distinct from those in less retrogressed mylonites.

Figure 5.23: Photomicrographs comparing quartz microstructures in foliation-parallel quartz bands in
quartzofeldspathic and matabasicschist-derived mylonites. (a) OU77921. Foliation-parallel quartz band
in quartzofeldspathic (ultra)mylonite. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 065/55SE. (b) OU77916. Foliation-parallel
quartz band in metabasic (ultra)mylonite, Gaunt Creek. Foliation 066/36SE. Both XPL
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Figure 5.24: Photomicrographs of particularly fine-grained quartz aggregates in retrograde metabasic
ultramylonites. (a) and (b) OU77912. Quartz layer in greenschist facies metabasic mylonite, Gaunt
Creek. Foliation 043/46SE. Note that this sample may be derived from a granitoid protolith, but it
provides a good example of the microstructure that is observed in adjacent greenschist facies metabasic
ultramylonites. (c) and (d) OU78175. Quartz layers adjacent to pseudotachylyte vein at the margin of
metabasic and quartzofeldspathic mylonites, Mosquito Creek. Foliation 066/62SE. All XPL. Note that
the quartz microstructure in (a) and (b) is more typical of quartz microstructures in retrograde materials
in the central Alpine Fault zone.

In pure quartz layers, petrographic observations at low magnification sometimes reveal very
elongate (axial ratios >1:10) quartz grains with variably undulose to mottled extinction. Examination at higher power reveals these elongate grains are composed of aggregates of smaller
grains (<15µm) with low angle misorientations to one another, although some high-angle, interlobate boundaries are observed (Figure 5.24). Matrix quartz interspersed with micas and fine
epidotes has a similar habit and recrystallised grain sizes. Within the matrix, aggregates of fine
quartz grains also form undulose ribbons <1mm long with aspect ratios <1:20.
Discussion
Graphitic inclusion trails observed in hornblendes in the metabasites are similar to remnant S3
inclusion trails in porphyroclastic biotites and plagioclase feldspars in the quartzofeldspathic
protomylonites. Since they are not replaced by new hornblende, crystal-plastic deformation or
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neomineralisation must have been limited or absent. This is also indicated by the absence of
undulose extinction. Smaller hornblende grains within shear bands probably originated as part
of larger grains and have been fractured off them and transported to their present location by
(hk0)-slip. Rounding and grainsize reduction of some small grains in shear bands is probably a
result of removal of material by reaction or microscale comminution.
A similar process may be responsible for formation of the particularly elongate biotite crystals
found along shear bands. This process is identical to that proposed for formation of smaller
biotite grains in the quartzofeldspathic protomylonites.
As in the quartzofeldspathic mylonites, it is difficult to say whether dynamic recrystallisation of plagioclase occurred syn-mylonitically. The scarcity of microfractures indicates that
any deformation of feldspar was accommodated by crystal-plasticity. Plagioclase is expected to
recrystallise at the higher temperatures experienced by the mylonites (Fitz Gerald and Stunitz,
1993) so the slightly smaller, inclusion-free grains could have been produced by dynamic recrystallisation at these temperatures. At lower temperatures (greenschist facies), chemical change
should accompany dynamic recrystallisation (Stunitz and Fitz Gerald, 1993), but this was not
observed.
Shear band width decreases with the production of more fine-grained and retrogressive mineral assemblages. The assemblage chlorite+epidote+actinolite was correlated to greenschist
facies conditions, below∼530◦ C (Apted and Liou, 1983) (§4.4.2), whereas hornblende+biotite
are characteristic of amphibolite facies conditions, above this temperature. The greenschist facies assemblage is more pervasively developed in the narrow shear bands. Since these narrow
shear bands are later (from cross-cutting relationships), they must have formed during synmylonitic exhumation and represent progressive localisation of deformation at shallower depths.
An increase in localisation with decreasing confining pressure was also observed by Shea and
Kronenberg (1992) in experimentally deformed mica schists and seems to be characteristic of
samples rich in phyllosilicates.
The dispersal of phases in shear bands indicates that, as in the quartzofeldspathic mylonites,
GSS creep may have taken over from dislocation creep as the dominant deformation mechanism
in these structures. The grain aggregates in the most localised, late stage shear bands are
particularly fine-grained which would be a particularly favourable configuration for a GSS creep
mechanism. Initial grain size reduction probably occurred by cataclastic processes as previously
proposed, although it is also possible that the shear bands nucleated around particularly weak
areas, such as patches of chlorite (cf. Shea and Kronenberg, 1992).
Interlobate boundaries to matrix calcite grains suggest this mineral has undergone recrystallisation by GBM. However, the e-twin boundaries would be less planar than is usually observed
if they had also migrated through the material. The calcite is not extensively recrystallised to
finer-grained material which could indicate that the amount of GBM was limited. The association with shear bands and changes in foliation orientation, along with a large modal% quartz
indicates this calcite may have originated as part of quartz-carbonate veins. These veins could
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either have formed in the precursor schist (cf. Holm et al., 1989), or in late foliation-boudinage
structures that post-date most macroscopically ductile deformation of the amphibolites. This is
discussed further in §7.4.
In the retrograde metabasites, microfracturing of plagioclase, along with the absence of undulose extinction and deformation twins show that plagioclase feldspar did not behave plastically
during this later deformation. Rather than recrystallising when subjected to stress concentrations, the plagioclases may have been replaced by quartz. This is a pressure solution process,
but is atypical since one would expect material in high-stress sites, such as the quarter of porphyroclasts facing the shear direction, to be dissolved and reprecipitated in lower stress sites
such as dilating microfractures and pressure shadows around porphyroclasts (Rutter, 1983). It is
possible that the neomineralisation at porphyroclast quarters occurred by a solid-state diffusion
process that was promoted by high stress concentrations at the margin of the prophyroclast,
and therefore high stress gradients towards their centers. Although microfractured, the plagioclase porphyroclasts do not appear extensively disaggregated, although it is difficult to tell if
the finer porphyroclasts originated as part of a larger crystal and have since been sheared away.
This means they did not accommodate a significant proportion of the strain experienced by the
aggregate.
These retrogressed metabasites are found close to the core of the Alpine Fault zone so can
be expected to have experienced at least as much strain as the unretrogressed ultramylonites
(180-300; Norris and Cooper, 2003). If these metabasites were derived from a schist protolith, a
significant amount of this strain would have accumulated under amphibolite facies conditions,
but greenschist facies P-T conditions would also have been realised for approximately the last
third of the deformation according to the geothermal gradient proposed in Chapter 2. Strains of
the order of 55-90 must therefore have been accommodated in these aggregates under greenschist
facies conditions. The absence of a distinct shear band fabric indicates that these strains must
have been relatively homogeneously distributed. Disregarding the porphyroclasts, which are
not highly strained, the only place this can have occurred is in the fine-grained matrix. Local
shear bands are found where the ratio of porphyroclasts:matrix is high, indicating localisation
of deformation in these regions.
If pressure-solution were the most important deformation mechanism, soluble minerals should
be systematically redistributed around mechanical heterogeneities such as porphyroclasts (Rutter, 1983), but this is not commonly observed. However, as in shear band structures in the
unretrogressed mylonites, the matrix grain size in these retrograde ultramylonites could have
been fine enough that deformation by a GSS creep might have been activated. This sort of
deformation would be facilitated by the presence of fine phyllosilicates dispersed throughout the
matrix. However, the phyllosilicates are not necessarily aligned with their basal planes parallel
to a shear direction, which Fitz Gerald and Stunitz (1993) suggested is characteristic of aggregates deforming by GSS creep. A combination of GSS creep and other deformation mechanisms
seems likely.
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Quartz microstructures in most metabasites are similar to those observed in adjacent quartzofeldspathic lithologies. It is inferred that deformation mechanisms were also similar; i.e. that
both dislocation glide and climb were possible and dislocation climb was easy. New grains nucleated by SGR and minor BLG mechanisms, and recrystallisation continued by combined SGR
and rapid GBM.
If the ribbon grains observed in the retrograde ultramylonites originated as more equant
grains and were deformed as passive markers (Ramsay and Huber, 1983), they should retain the
same grain area. The ribbons average 1000µm x 150µm, equivalent to circular grains with a
diameter of ∼400µm, if it is valid to ignore three-dimensional effects. This is similar to the size
of the smaller quartz grains inherited from the Alpine Schist in the protomylonites, but not to
recrystallised grains in the mylonites and ultramylonites. These quartz grains may have experienced deformation that was similar in style to that within the quartzofeldspathic protomylonites
before a change to higher strain rate and higher differential stress during deformation resulted
in dramatic grain elongation and formation of a fine recrystallised grain size. The parent grains
were still similar in size to those observed in the protomylonites, so extensive recrystallisation
and grain size reduction had not occurred during this previous deformation.
The smaller grains are mostly subgrains within these large grains, but also some subgrains
become grains with high angle boundaries. It is difficult to tell if high-angle grain boundaries are interlobate due to the scale of observation, but there do appear to be more low-angle
grain boundaries than are observed in quartz in unretrogressed schist-derived mylonites. The
microstructure appears similar to regime 2 or regime 2/3 boundary of Hirth and Tullis (1992).
Both dislocation climb and dislocation glide must have occurred during deformation to form
the abundant subgrains. Subgrains are relatively common and grains bounded by high-angle
boundaries are not significantly larger than subgrains, so it is likely that dislocation climb was
not quite as easy as in the unretrogressed schist-derived mylonites.
The most significant difference between these quartz aggregates and those in the bulk of the
mylonites is the recrystallised grain size. The implications of this variation are discussed further
in §7.5.

5.5.1

Summary of microstructures in metabasic mylonites

• There is no clear evidence for recrystallisation or neomineralisation of hornblende or lower
grade equivalents such as actinolite in most metabasic mylonites.
• An S-C’ fabric is extensively developed in most metabsites. There are usually two generations of shear bands.
• Deformation tended to localise in wide shear bands around rigid hornblende porphyroclasts. Hornblende is occasionally incorporated into these structures by dilational microfracturing parallel and perpendicular to (hk0).
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• Very elongate biotite slivers were also incorporated into shear bands by slip parallel to
(001). These biotites would have facilitated further deformation in the shear bands by
(001)-parallel slip.
• Late shear bands are very localised and continuous, and contain very fine-grained greenschist facies mineral assemblages. Initial reduction of grain size in these shear bands
probably occurred by cataclasis, particularly of plagioclase. Micas and quartz would have
then been sheared into the bands.
• Plagioclase feldspars underwent limited solid-state recrystallisation that was probably
driven by chemical gradients. There is also some evidence for dislocation glide in feldspars.
• Quartz microstructures in most metabasic mylonites are similar to those in the adjacent
quartzofeldspathic mylonites. The dominant deformation mechanism was dislocation creep
with easy dislocation climb.
• Retrograde greenschist facies metabasic ultramylonites have a matrix containing many fine
micas and epidote derived from break-down of plagioclase and hornblende. Deformation in
this fine matrix was probably accommodated by coupled GSS creep and dislocation creep
of quartz.
• Plagioclase feldspars in these retrograde metabasic ultramylonites are porphyroclastic and
deformed by microfracturing.
• Pure quartz layers and patches in the retrograde metabasic ultramylonites developed a
subgrain-dominated microstructure and highly elongated ribbon grains. Subgrain and
recrystallised grain size is much smaller than in unretrogressed mylonites.
• The dominant deformation mechanism in these quartz bands is inferred to have been
dislocation creep. Subgrains are more obvious than grains bounded by high-angle boundaries, indicating dislocation climb was slightly less easy here than in most unretrogressed
mylonites.
• There is also evidence for a very small amount of solution-transfer as a deformation process
in the retrograde metabasic ultramylonites.

5.6

Quartz microstructures in veins that cross-cut the mylonitic
foliation

There are quartz veins in some quartzofeldspathic and metabasic mylonites that have been deformed in a macroscopically ductile manner. The most highly deformed veins were found in Little
Man River, where they are hosted in compact, heavily retrogressed quartzofeldspathic schistderived mylonites (Figure 3.11). These veins have either been deflected by shearing parallel to
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the mylonitic foliation, or folded syn-mylonitically, sometimes isoclinally. Ductilely deformed
quartz veins were also found in Gaunt Creek, within 300 m of the fault. These veins cut across
the mylonitic foliation at high angles, subparallel to the hinge plane of mm-wavelength folds of
quartz layers in their mylonitic host, and are deflected by shearing along the mylonitic foliation,
but not folded.
Ductilely deformed veins
Quartzite microstructures in folded veins from Little Man River (e.g. OU78149) are very similar
to those observed in quartz-rich layers in their host rocks. A typical microstructure is illustrated
in Figure 5.25. Quartz grain sizes range from 15 to 100µm with axial ratios <1:2. There is a SPO
with grain long axes 60◦ oblique to the mica foliation and vein margins in this X − Z section,
and a moderately strong LPO visible with the sensitive tint plate inserted. Larger quartz grains
display undulose extinction and are rarely composed of grains <50µm long that have low-angle
boundaries with neighbouring grains (Figure 5.25). Most grain boundaries are high-angle and
interlobate. Smaller grains occur adjacent to these grain boundaries.
In Gaunt Creek, quartz veins that were sheared along the mylonitic foliation occur adjacent
to quartz-rich bands in their host, allowing direct comparison of these microstructures. The vein
quartz microstructure is characterised by larger grains (<300µm) that have strongly undulose
or patchy extinction. Small, discrete changes in extinction angle occur between deformation
bands and patches (subgrains) around 50µm wide. High-angle grain boundaries between the
large grains are finely interlobate and may be decorated by smaller (∼20µm) grains.
In the EBSD images of OU77926, smaller grain sizes are localised to a zone trending NW-SE
across the image. The smaller grains do not contain the same gradual variations in crystallographic orientation that are visible in larger grains.
Quartz microstructures in the adjacent foliation parallel-quartz layers (Figure 5.27) are more
typical of the quartzofeldspathic mylonites. Quartz grain sizes are relatively uniform with lengths
of around 50-100µm and axial ratios <1:2. Most grain boundaries are high angle and interlobate.
Larger grains may have a slight graduation in crystallographic orientation across them, but
smaller grains do not.
Discussion
In the folded veins, the dominance of high angle, interlobate grain boundaries and scarcity of
subgrain structures indicates GBM is the dominant recrystallisation mechanism. Smaller grains
adjacent to grain boundaries may have nucleated by BLG but grew by GBM. SGR is also a
possible nucleation mechanism, but since the size of rare subgrains is smaller than the mean
grainsize in the recrystallised aggreate, I infer that subsequent GBM of high-angle boundaries
formed by this process was rapid, indicating dislocation climb was easy. Recovery rates were
almost able to keep pace with the accumulation of strain in the quartz grains, so that optical
indications of high dislocation densities are not common. These veins were formed after the
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Figure 5.25: Quartz microstructures in isoclinally folded veins in compact schist mylonites. (a) OU78149.
Little Man River. EBSD map overlain on band contrast image. Scale bar is 300µm long. (b) and (c);
photomicrographs of OU78142. Little Man River. Foliation 040/41SE.. In (b) the upper half of the
image is XPL. In the lower half, the sensitive tint plate was also inserted. The margins of the vein are
outlined in yellow. LPO = lattice preferred orientation. The quartz microstructure is shown at a higher
magnification in (c). The area of (c) is shown by the white dashed box in (b). XPL.

initiation of mylonitic deformation since they cross-cut the mylonitic foliation. The fact that
their microstructures are similar to those of the hosts indicates that the quartz microstructures
observed within them can develop in increments of the total strain experienced in the fault zone.
The observed microstructure is similar to the regime 2/3 boundary to lower regime 3 of Hirth
and Tullis (1992).
The microstructure in foliation-parallel quartz layers in OU77926 is similarly characteristic
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Figure 5.26: Quartz microstructures in ductilely deformed veins in schist-derived mylonites. (a) Photomicrograph of OU77925. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 074/55SE. Larger quartz grains in this vein have both
patchy extinction (yellow arrow) and deformation bands, and finely interlobate, high angle boundaries
(red arrows). (b) EBSD image and (c) EBSD image overlain on band contrast map of OU77926. Scale
bars in (b) and (c) are 400µm long. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 066/50SE. Large grains with gradual variations in crystallographic orientation bound a through-going zone of finer-grained material (between large
red arrows). Interlobate grain boundaries are also arrowed in white.
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Figure 5.27: Quartz microstructures in foliation-parallel quartz layers adjacent to ductilely deformed
veins in schist-derived mylonites. OU77926. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 066/50SE. (a) EBSD map overlain
on band contrast image. (b) EBSD map.

of dislocation creep with a high ratio of recovery:deformation. The veins that cross-cut the
foliation and are only deflected by shear along Sm have different characteristics. The dominance
of undulose extinction, subgrains and deformation bands indicates strain was accommodated
by dislocation glide with only limited recovery by dislocation climb. Finely interlobate grain
boundaries and the multitude of fine grains lacking optical strain features are indicative of BLG
nucleation and slow GBM recrystallisation. This observed microstructure is similar to that of
the regime 1/2 boundary of Hirth and Tullis (1992).
It is postulated that the finer-grained zone in Figure 5.26b,c developed mostly by BLG
nucleation and GBM recrystallisation from a region where there were initially many high-angle
grain boundaries. This may have been an original crystallisation texture. This zone is subparallel to the vein margins, so this texture could indicate the vein opened incrementally.

5.6.1

Summary of quartz microstructures in veins

• The most highly-deformed (i.e. isoclinally folded) veins developed similar quartz microstructures to their host mylonites. Deformation occurred by both dislocation glide and
climb. Recovery kept pace with deformation so dislocation climb was probably relatively
easy.
• The quartz microstructures observed in most mylonites can develop in increments of the
total strain experienced in the fault zone.
• Nucleation by BLG mechanisms and recrystallisation by slow GBM is important in the lessdeformed (and therefore presumably later and higher level) veins, indicating dislocation
climb was difficult.
• Grain size variations may be related to original crystallisation textures and could indicate
that vein opening was incremental.
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Figure 5.28: Microstructures in mint green cataclasites. (a) and (b) OU77867. Gaunt Creek. Cataclasitc
rock with no visible foliation found adjacent to a pseudotachylyte. (a) XPL. Angular fragments of
plagioclase in a calcite and quartz cement. (b) PPL. Large feldspar porphyroclasts have altered to clay
minerals, are microcracked parallel to twin/cleavage planes and are surrounded by a network of shear
surfaces and aggregates of smaller, more angular feldspar pieces and chlorite.

5.7

Microstructures in Alpine Schist-derived cataclasites

As discussed in §3.2.6, a sequence of rocks some 50m thick, overlying the Alpine Fault, have
the macroscopic appearance of cataclasites. A full analysis of brittle deformation mechanisms
in these cataclasites is outside the scope of this research project. However, these cataclasites
frequently host pseudotachylyte veins, so some understanding of mechanisms of deformation
within them, aside from failure at seismic strain rates and frictional melting, is advantageous.
Microstructures in the cataclasites are therefore briefly described here. The microstructures are
considered further in Chapter 9, in conjunction with descriptions of the pseudotachylytes that
they host.
As illustrated in the detailed measured section of the cataclasite to mylonite transition in
Gaunt Creek (Figure 3.15), there is a gradation in the degree of cataclastic reworking of a
mylonitic protolith towards the Alpine Fault. Two main units can be differentiated. The most
fragmented material is the mint green cataclasite found immediately above the fault plane.
This is overlain by a zone of mixed, foliated black and olive green material. These two groups
of cataclasites are described separately. Microstructures were characterised in thin section.
Detailed maps of thin sections, and descriptions of mineralogy and microstructures in these
units are included in Appendix G. Selected examples are presented here.
Microstructures of mint green cataclasites
The mint green cataclasites are composed mostly of sub-rounded to angular fragments of plagioclase feldspar that is altered to fine clay minerals (figure 5.29). Larger (<2 mm) plagioclase
porphyroclasts are internally microfractured along cleavage planes and mostly more rounded.
They are bounded by a network of hairline dark surfaces across which fragments are displaced.
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These surfaces anastomose into regions of finer, more angular material and chlorite. They may
also be surrounded by calcite and quartz cement. The calcite is composed of many fine grains
with no visible twinning. Quartz patches are usually single grains with undulose extinction,
but are also sometimes composed of aggregates of elongated crystals with interlobate grain
boundaries.

Microstructures of foliated black and green cataclasites
The main fabric is not actually cataclastic, but comprises a disjunctive cleavage with numerous,
sometimes discontinuous layers .50µm thick and spaced at .250µm, in which titanite, opaques
and clay minerals are concentrated. Intervening layers are composed mostly of quartz+chlorite
±muscovite (Figure 5.29a). The phyllosilicates are mostly randomly arranged. Phase boundaries are more common than grain boundaries. The main difference between olive green and
black foliated cataclasites is variation in the amount of opaques and clay minerals. In green
cataclasites, the darker layers of the disjunctive cleavage are dominantly composed of titanite,
while those in the black cataclasites also contain opaques and clay minerals.
The foliation sometimes anastomoses about sericitised feldspar porphyroclasts <1000µm
in diameter, that are bookshelf microfaulted, usually only on one main cleavage plane (Figure 5.29b). In these units, many of the titanite+opaque+clay layers are laterally transitional
into more discrete, localised, dark coloured surfaces only a few µm wide. These discrete surfaces
are more common adjacent to porphyroclasts (in positions perpendicular to foliation). In other
cases, these discrete surfaces are pervasively interlinked and adjacent fabrics cannot be matched
across them.
Fine calcite is sometimes found to be disseminated throughout the foliated rock. Numerous
quartz veins cross-cut the foliation and these can be further deformed into asymmetric microfolds, where the thin limb is parallel to the foliation.
The disjunctive cleavage may be offset by microfaults that can contain foliated gouge with
a similar, but scaled-down appearance to the anastomosing fabric in the host (Figure 5.29b).
In some areas, a true cataclastic texture is developed, where mylonite or material with the
disjunctive cleavage has been broken in angular clasts ranging from 10-100µm in diameter, set
in a fine, dirty brown matrix. Clast to matrix ratios range up to 95%. There is usually a calcite
cement.
Occasional layers 1-5mm thick are composed of >80% fine (<5µm long) biotite crystals
with a strong preferred alignment parallel to layer boundaries supporting rounded quartz and
feldspar clasts <25µm in diameter. These layers occasionally anastomose about pods of epidote
and quartzofeldspathic material.
Quartz is very fine-grained and usually interspersed with other phases, so microstructural
observations are difficult. However, at high magnification, occasional interlobate high-angle
grain boundaries are observed (Figure 5.29e).
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Figure 5.29: Microstructures in foliated clataclasites, Gaunt Creek. (a) and (b) OU77827. Sample
not oriented. PPL. (a) Typical disjunctive cleavage (subhorizontal), offset by conjugate microfaults. (b)
A foliated cataclastic texture in a wedge between two splays of a microfault. (c) PPL and (d) XPL.
OU77828. Foliation 131/60N. A disjunctive cleavage of titanite+opaque+clay layers anastomoses and
localises about bookshelf-faulted feldspar porphyroclasts. (e) and (f) OU77827. Sample not oriented.
XPL Quartz-rich region. Although the grain size is very fine, it is possible in places to see interlobate
high-angle grain boundaries (red arrows).
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Discussion
In the mint cataclasites, there are a wide range of grain sizes. No distinct fine-grained ‘matrix’
is observed, therefore these are protocataclasites according to the classification presented in Figure 2.2. Hairline surfaces that anastomose around feldspar porphyroclasts accommodated local
shear displacements; the porphyroclasts became rounded as fine material was microfractured off
them during shearing.
The abundant cementing quartz and calcite sometimes appear to support the plagioclase
fragments. Either these cements were formed in the near surface, where open cavities could
form and be subsequently filled with precipitated quartz, or pressures in the fluids that these
minerals crystallised from locally exceeded lithostatic load, effectively forcing the cataclasite
fragments apart. The quartz cement appears to have undergone some subsequent deformation
by crystal-plastic mechanisms, resulting in grain elongation and formation of undulose extinction. Interlobate boundaries may indicate there was some migration of grain boundaries. These
observations suggest temperatures were high enough that quartz deformed by dislocation creep
(> 300−350◦ C; Stockhert et al., 1999), so it is unlikely these cements formed in the near surface.
It is possible that transiently high Pf promoted failure by brittle mechanisms at conditions where
quartz would usually deform by dislocation creep. Dislocation creep regained prominence when
fluid pressures fell during a typical ‘fault-valve’ cycle (Sibson et al., 1988; Sibson, 1990). Alternatively, the transition between deformation mechanisms may have been driven by fluctuations
in strain rate rather than changes in fluid pressure.
Microstructural observations in the black and olive green cataclasites reveal that the term
‘cataclasite’ may be incorrectly applied. Much of the material is fragmented to some degree,
but distinct fabrics within the fragments are not characteristic of a true cataclastic texture as
defined in §2.3 and Figure 2.2.
The development of a disjunctive cleavage with concentrations of titanite+opaques+clay
minerals, along with the presence of quartz veins, is typical of deformation accommodated by
pressure solution (Vernon, 2004). Quartz has dissolved out of the titanite+opaques+clay mineral
layers and has been deposited in the veins, which must have opened in an extensional mode when
effective stress was lowered due to the high fluid pressures. The calcite that is now disseminated
throughout the rock mass may have travelled along, and been deposited on grain boundaries.
Very narrow, localised black surfaces may have experienced discontinuous shear offset. Strain
rates adjacent to porphyroclasts could have been higher (cf. Prior et al., 1990), which may have
caused brittle failure rather than more typical viscous flow in these regions. Alternatively, more
material may have been removed by pressure solution from the sides of the porphyroclasts
facing the principal load direction (Rutter, 1983). Where these planes interlink and displace
adjacent fabrics, they must have undergone highly localised shear. In these cases the fabric is
protocataclastic (refer to Figure 2.2).
The mica-rich layers could be called phyllonite (refer to Figure 2.2). Warr and Cox (2001)
considered that break-down of cataclasites to hydrous minerals was a significant weakening
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mechanism in the Alpine Fault zone, but this process would not have resulted in formation of
such high proportions of biotite. Alternatively, the biotite-rich matrix may have originated as
a pseudotachylyte which crystallised biotite, rather than forming glass upon cooling due to the
presence of volatiles in the melt. This concept is addressed further in Chapter 9.
Fragmented rocks composed of angular clasts in a fine matrix can be classified as anything
from protocataclasite to ultracataclasite, using the classification presented in Figure 2.2. There
is no systematic distribution to these cataclasite types within this unit.
The dominant deformation mechanism was apparently pressure solution. It is nearly impossible to ascertain whether quartz underwent dislocation creep in these fine-grained materials
since optical observations at this scale are very difficult. However, phyllosilicates are distributed
throughout the matrix and would have provided lubrication for sliding on grain boundaries.
Since this material is also very fine-grained, it is likely that GSS creep occurred.

5.7.1

Summary of microstructures and deformation mechanisms in clataclasites

• The mint green cataclasites are mostly protocataclasites. Deformation resulted in microfracturing of feldspar porphyroclasts and slip on microscale shear surfaces.
• Quartz and calcite cements were formed from fluids under pressures that locally exceeded
lithostatic load and were subsequently deformed by dislocation creep.
• The olive green and black cataclasites are mostly not truly cataclastic and should be
renamed ultramylonites or partially cataclased ultramylonites.
• Cataclasite senso stricto is developed in some places within these ultramylonites. The
distribution is not systematic.
• The ultramylonites have a disjunctive cleavage that sometimes anastomoses about bookshelf faulted feldspar porphyroclasts
• The dominant deformation mechanism in the ultramylonites was apparently pressure solution, probably facilitated by grain-boundary sliding. The combination of these two
processes likely resulted in GSS creep.
• Phyllonite layers are scattered throughout the ultramylonites. These may be derived from
pseudotachylyte.

5.8

Microstructures of mylonites with Western Province protoliths

As discussed in §4.5, mylonites derived from Western Province granitoid protoliths have much
greater modal proportions of allanite. The rocks described in the following sections are those
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that are differentiated using this characteristic mineralogy. They were mostly collected from
Harold Creek but reference is also made to samples collected by previous workers from Douglas
Creek, which is a tributary of the Waitaha River (Figure 1.10).

Augen mylonites.
Inferred granitoid-derived mylonites commonly have a porphyroclast-in-matrix morphology, like
some of the retrograde metabasites (both are ‘augen mylonites’). Plagioclase feldspar porphyroclasts range up to 300µm in length and comprise 10-50% of the rock. They are microfractured
and quartz is common in extensional microcracks and pressure shadows (Figure 5.30a, 5.32b,d).
This quartz may be interspersed with fine micas (Figure 5.32e). Smaller pieces of plagioclase
within microfractures display a reduction in Na-content from core to rim (Figure 5.32b). Unfractured porphyroclasts can be very rounded (Figure 5.32a,c).
Sometimes fine (<50µm), equant and relatively inclusion-free plagioclases with growth twins
are observed along microfractures in larger porphyroclasts (Figure 5.31a). Green (1982) stained
some augen mylonites from the Waitaha River for plagioclase using hydroflouric acid etching
and amaranth (Figure 5.31b). In these samples, it apparent that the porphyroclasts are mantled
by fine-grained quartz and plagioclase; quartz is more common in the pressure shadows of the
porphyroclasts. Plagioclase grains are commonly more equant than quartz grains formed in the
strain shadows of the same porphyroclasts and are sericitised.
The matrix is uniformly fine-grained (5-30µm) and retrogressed to a greenschist facies assemblage. Petrographic observations of the matrix microstructures are difficult because of this
fine grain size but they can be characterised using BSE images (Figure 5.32). The matrix is

Figure 5.30: Photomicrographs illustrating microstructural characteristics of feldspar porphyroclasts.
(a) OU77735. Harold Creek. Foliation 090/30S. There are gently bent multiple twins in the porphyroclast, which has been extensionally boudinaged. The porphyroclast is surrounded by quartz-rich matrix
material. Same porphyroclast as Figure 5.32e. XPL. (b) OU 77734. Harold Creek. Foliation 090/50S.
A typical rounded feldspar porphyroclast, rimmed by micas, with alteration at the rim and internal
neomineralisation. XPL.
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Figure 5.31: Photomicrographs of recrystallised grains in augen mylonites. (a) OU77703. Harold Creek.
Sample not oriented. A sericitised and microfractured plagioclase porphyroclast contains numerous small,
equant, inclusion-free grains, some of which show growth twins on albite or periclase laws (arrowed). XPL.
b) OU49057. Sample not oriented. Waitaha River. Plagioclase is stained pink. The porphyroclast is
mantled by mixed quartz and plagioclase. Quartz is more common in the strain shadow. PPL.

composed of fine muscovite (sericite), chlorite, plagioclase and quartz. A foliation is defined by
variation in the proportion of micas to other phases in bands <100µm thick (Figure 5.32a,f).
The micas have axial ratios <1:4 and somewhat scattered orientations although their long axes
are generally within 30◦ of the foliation plane. Matrix plagioclases are usually rounded. A reduction in Na content from core to rim is indicated by darker grey shades in many BSE images
(Figure 5.32b). Chloritised hornblende and biotite also form porphyroclasts, with asymmetric
lensoid shapes (Figure 5.32c and Figure 4.23). Plagioclase is typically more modally significant
than other phases in the tails of porphyroclasts (Figure 5.32c).
Banded (Green) mylonites
The macroscopic banding results from varying proportions of muscovite+chlorite+epidote and
quartz+plagioclase+chlorite in a calcite matrix. These phases are almost always fine-grained.
Rare, sericitsed plagioclase porphyroclasts are also observed. Although some of the quartz and
plagioclase grains are weakly elongated (axial ratios <1:1.5), there is no preferred orientation.
The grains are sub-angular to sub-rounded (figure 5.33a). Muscovite-rich layers are sometimes
kink-folded (Figure 5.33b).
The calcite grains are usually small (<100µm) and relatively equant. They contain numerous
thin, closely-spaced e-twins.
Quartz microstructures
Quartz forms pressure fringes about the margins of some rigid porphyroclasts (Figure 5.34). It
is also found in the dilational sites between extensionally boudinaged plagioclase porphyroclasts
and is sometimes modally dominant in porphyroclast strain shadows. Occasional pure quartz
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Figure 5.32: BSE images of typical microstructures in augen mylonites from Harold Creek. (a) to
(d) OU77718. Foliation 078/78S. (e) and (f) OU77735. Foliation 090/30S. (a) Rounded plagioclase
porphyroclasts in a fine matrix of sericite, chlorite, quartz and plagioclase. Plagioclase porphyroclasts
are cross-cut by K-spar veins and locally host neomineralised quartz. (b) A microfractured plagioclase
porphyroclast with quartz, muscovite and calcite in dilational sites. Plagioclase rims are altered to
a less calcic composition (black arrows). (c) Plagioclase-rich tail of a plagioclase porphyroclast. (d)
Microfractured plagioclase porphyroclast with quartz in dilational sites. (e) A dilational site where a
plagioclase porphyroclast has been extensionally boudinaged is filled with quartz+muscovite. (f) A zone
of hornblende at right is extensively microfractured. K-spar veins cut across quartz layers and into the
mixed-phase matrix.
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Figure 5.33: BSE images of matrix microstructures in banded mylonite OU77710. Harold Creek.
Foliation 088/54S. (a) Fine plagioclase and quartz are interspersed with large calcite patches.
Smaller muscovite (sericite) crystals occur within plagioclase feldspar aggregates. Optical observations reveal the quartz patches are composed of numerous fine grains. (b) An original banding of
muscovite+chlorite+epidote, quartz+plagioclase+fine chlorite and calcite appears microfolded. This
may be the result of shearing along one fold limb, or crenulation. There are occasional larger, intact
plagioclase porphyroclasts. (c) PPL and (d) XPL Photomicrographs of the same microstructures. In
(c) there is an allanite porphyroclast at the center of the photomicrograph. An extensive calcite cement
about clasts of quartz and plagioclase is illustrated in (d).

patches are also observed in the matrix material (Figure 5.35).

Quartz axial ratios are between 1:1.5 and 1:3. There is a weak shape-preferred orientation
(SPO), with long axes of crystals either aligned to the elongation direction of micas, or at 15◦
to this direction. Quartz grain sizes are usually small (<30µm). Most grain boundaries are
high-angle and they are generally interlobate. There is also some undulose extinction in larger
grains and occasional deformation band-like structures.
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Figure 5.34: Quartz fringes about rigid porphyroclasts. (a) Quartz fibres have grown into a dilational
site between two pyrite crystals in banded mylonite OU77710. Foliation 088/54S. The fibre boundaries are
weakly interlobate on a small scale, like the quartz grain boundaries in the surrounding matrix material.
The matrix is too fine to differentiate mineralogy optically, but a BSE image (b) reveals it is composed
of fine muscovite, chlorite and plagioclase feldspar.

Figure 5.35: Quartz microstructures in Western Province granitoid-derived mylonites. (a) OU77734.
Harold Creek. Foliation 090/50S. A particularly quartz-rich patch in the fine-grained matrix. (b)
OU77716. Harold Creek. Foliation 075/60SE. Typical quartz microstructure in pure quartz regions;
an aggregate of slightly elongate, small grains with interlobate, high-angle grain boundaries and undulose
extinction. Both XPL.

Quartz microstructures in veins
The Western Province granitoid-derived mylonites are in places cross-cut by quartz veins. Vein
orientations do not appear to be systematically related to foliation orientations, but it was not
possible to obtain a large enough dataset to quantify this. Many of these veins have been
subsequently deflected by shear parallel to the mylonitic foliation. The veins locally display
cross-cutting relationships. Angular relationships between cross-cutting veins and the mylonitic
foliation are illustrated using scanned thin sections in Figure 5.36.
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Quartz grain sizes are very variable, ranging from fine (<50µm) aggregates up to 500µm or
more. Grain sizes can also vary between cross-cutting veins and may be smaller in the later vein
(Figure 5.37a). There is in places a weak SPO with grain elongation directions at high angles
to the vein margins (e.g. Figure 5.37a,c,d). Grain sizes and elongation can vary systematically
across the veins. For example, in Figure 5.37e,f, smaller, more elongate grains occur along the
vein margin. There is a gradual change in the orientation of the long axes of the grains and
increase in grain size into the center of the veins.
Coarser-grained material has strongly undulose or patchy extinction (Figure 5.37b,e,f). Grain
boundaries are mostly high-angle and finely interlobate. Large grains may be separated by finer
aggregates of grains that mostly have high-angle boundaries. The grain size in these aggregates
is smaller than the size of patches of different extinction in the larger grains. The finer aggregates
sometimes occur in association with other phases, notably calcite (Figure 5.37b).
EBSD images were also collected from these veins to provide further information about deformation and recrystallisation processes. The transition from a large grain to a fine-grained
aggregate is illustrated in Figure 5.38a,b. Crystallographic orientations mostly change progressively or in small steps from the large grain into the finer aggregate in the left-hand side of
the image. A different vein quartz texture, illustrated in Figure 5.38c, is that of an aggregate
of randomly oriented grains with highly variable grain sizes. There is no evidence of gradual
or small stepped changes in crystallographic orientation and grain boundaries are mostly not
interlobate.

Figure 5.36: Scanned thin sections of veined Western Province granitoid-derived mylonites, illustrating
angular relationships to the mylonitic foliation. Quartz veins appear clear in the thin sections. (a)
OU77764. Foliation 090/50S. (b) OU77774. Foliation 061/72SE. (c) OU77779. Foliation 068/55SE.
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Figure 5.37: Photomicrographs of quartz microstructures in ductilely deformed veins in Western
Province granitoid-derived mylonites. OU77719. Harold Creek. Foliation 068/55SE. All XPL. (a) Crosscutting veins with different quartz grain sizes. (b) A mixed quartz and calcite vein. Smaller quartz
grain sizes occur where calcite is also present. (c) Gradual variation in quartz grain size, axial ratio and
angular relationship to the vein margin across a vein; enlarged in (d). Note that quartz appears yellow
because the thin section is overly thick in this area. (e) A particularly coarse-grained vein. Quartz has
strongly undulose extinction and finely interlobate, high angle grain boundaries, particularly visible in
the enlarged version of this photomicrograph (f).
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Figure 5.38: EBSD map overlain on band contrast image (a), and EBSD map alone (b) of quartz
microstructure in viscously deformed vein in Western Province granitoid-derived mylonite. OU77719.
Harold Creek, Foliation 068/55SE. The purple region is related to the khaki region by a Dauphiné-twin
(i.e. 60◦ misorientation) relationship. The transition from the larger grain into the fine aggregate at left
of the image mostly occurs gradually or by very small changes in misorientation. Scale bars in (a) and (b)
are 100µm long. Conversely, the vein quartz in OU77773 from Harold Creek (c) has almost no evidence
of variations in crystallographic orientation within grains, nor interlobate grain boundaries. The texture
is not polygonal.

Discussion
Matrix plagioclase in these Western Province-derived mylonites may have originated as part of
larger porphyroclasts which broke down by microfracturing. Plagioclase-rich layers in the matrix
are inferred to have originated as tails of porphyroclasts. The rounding of porphyroclasts and
matrix grains could have been accommodated by fracturing of tiny pieces of the grains coupled
with material transfer. If this transfer occurred in solution, asymmetric porphyroclast shapes
are expected to result from dissolution at high-stress sites and precipitation in strain shadows
(Rutter, 1983). This is not observed so solution-transfer of plagioclase does not seem likely.
Nucleation and growth of feldspar by solid-state transfer of material in other greenschistfacies rocks has only been observed when there is also some change in composition (Fitz Gerald
and Stunitz, 1993). Variations in plagioclase chemistry are characteristic of greenschist facies
retrogression. Chemical potential gradients would have contributed to the ease of solid-state
transfer of material resulting in diffusion-induced GBM recrystallisation (Urai et al., 1986).
Fine, inclusion-free plagioclase grains sometimes observed along microcracks are probably re209

crystallised grains. This recrystallisation could also have been enhanced/favoured/promoted by
chemical change.
The kinking of muscovite grains observed in the green mylonites is a typical brittle behaviour
for this mineral (Passchier and Trouw, 2006). The random arrangement of sub-angular quartz
and plagioclase clasts in these rocks is suggestive of a cataclastic texture. Calcite is then a late
cement into this cataclasite. Some later deformation of the calcite is indicated by the presence
of e-twins, which result from stress concentrations in the range 2-12 MPa (Passchier and Trouw,
2006).
The fine matrix materials in these Western Province-derived mylonites have somwhat anticlustered phase distributions as were observed in retrograde schist-derived metabasites. By
similar arguments to those presented there, it is likely that deformation in these mylonites was
accommodated to some extent by GSS creep. In the retrograde metabasites, I suggested this
deformation mechanism occurred in conjunction with dislocation creep of quartz, since micas
were not aligned with their basal planes parallel to the shear plane. This is also the case in these
mylonites, and some other deformation mechanism was probably also active.
Rutter (1983) suggested that migration of soluble material from the sides of porphyroclasts
facing the principal load directions to pressure shadows occurs when pressure solution is an
important deformation mechanism. Since quartz is modally dominant in porphyroclast pressure
shadows and in dilational regions where there has been extensional boudinage of porphyroclasts,
it appears that solution-transfer of quartz has occurred in these mylonites.
Subsequent deformation of these pure matrix quartz regions was probably accommodated
by dislocation glide since they exhibit undulose extinction and deformation bands. However,
there are few distinct subgrain structures; interlobate high-angle grain boundaries are more
common. It is inferred that recrystallisation was accommodated mostly by BLG nucleation and
slow GBM mechanisms and there was only a limited amount of dislocation climb. The matrix
quartz microstructures are thus similar to those of the regime 1/2 boundary of Hirth and Tullis
(1992)
Quartz microstructures observed in the later cross-cutting veins differ somewhat from those
within matrix quartz. The large variation in grain size, and presence of some grains that are
much larger than in the matrix is particularly noticeable. Where undulose or patchy extinction
and gradual changes in crystallographic orientation are observed, these quartz grains must have
accumulated dislocations and have undergone some deformation via dislocation glide. Limited
dislocation climb must also have occurred so that these dislocations could accumulate in subgrain
walls such as those bounding grains with small misorientations in Figure 5.38. However, subgrain
aggregates are rarely developed, so it is likely the most significant deformation process in these
grain aggregates was BLG nucleation and very limited slow GBM of high-angle boundaries. The
observed microstructures are similar to regime 1 of Hirth and Tullis (1992).
During BLG nucleation and slow GBM recrystallisation the crystallographic orientations
of the new grains should be similar to their parent (Halfpenny et al., 2006), the recrystallised
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grain sizes should all be similar and grain boundaries should still show interlobate forms, unless
subsequent static anealing had destroyed these textures. The typical polygonal microstructure
resulting from static anealing has not developed so this is unlikely. If the quartz in the finergrained veins is a result of BLG nucleation and slow GBM recrystallisation, later veins should
always have larger or similar grain sizes to veins that they cross-cut, which is clearly not the
case.
Some other process must be responsible for the variations in grain size that are observed. It is
most likely that quartz grain sizes and shapes in these veins are related to original crystallisation
textures. In this case, variations in grain size and orientation across veins, such as illustrated
in Figure 5.37c,d, are similar to fibre growth textures (Vernon, 2004; Passchier and Trouw,
2006) and indicate the veins opened progressively in an extensional shear mode that became
increasingly extensional with time. This furthermore implies that vein formation occurred at
slower than seismic strain rates and was not, in itself, an earthquake-generating event.
Since original crystallisation textures are preserved and crystal-plastic deformation is limited
to small amounts of dislocation glide and grain-boundary bulging without significant recrystallisation, it is unlikely that these veins underwent a significant amount of subsequent deformation
by crystal-plastic mechanisms. It is possible that these veins represent a late-stage, localised
deposition of material derived from the matrix via pressure solution and that they are the
shallow-level analogues of quartz found in pressure shadows and dilational sites in microfractured porphyroclasts in the host augen mylonites. This brittle deformation in the presence of
fluids is similar to the process responsible for formation of the banded ‘mylonites’ and could
have occurred under comparable conditions.

5.8.1

Summary of deformation mechanisms in mylonites with a Western
Province granitoid protolith

• Granitoid-derived mylonites have numerous plagioclase feldspar porphyroclasts in a fine
matrix
• Feldspar deformation occurred by microfracturing and limited solid-state diffusion-induced
GBM recrystallisation driven by chemical potential gradients.
• Pressure-solution of quartz played an important role in accommodating deformation, but
would likely have been coupled with GSS creep.
• A limited amount of quartz deformation was also accommodated by BLG nucleation and
slow GBM recrystallisation.
• The banded mylonites are not actually mylonites, but cataclasites. Quartz and feldspar
within these rocks were disaggregated by microfracturing and cemented by a later influx
of carbonate fluids.
• Micas in ‘banded mylonites’ also deformed by brittle mechanisms, resulting in kinking.
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• Augen mylonites are cross-cut by late quartz veins that were slightly deformed by dislocation glide. There was some migration of grain boundaries into adjacent material with
higher dislocation densities, but the veins were not substantially recrystallised.
• These veins represent a late, localised form of deposition of material derived from the host
rocks by pressure-solution processes.

5.8.2

Microstructural evidence of protolith lithology

The discussion of petrological and geochemical differences between mylonites with Alpine Schist
or Western Province protoliths presented in §4.5 highlighted the difficulty of using geochemical
or mineralogical methods to differentiate between the schist and granitoid-derived mylonites. A
more convincing protolith determination can be made by including structural and deformational
characteristics of the two mylonite types. If the Fraser Complex has been mylonitised during
Alpine Fault-related deformation it may well have developed similar structures to the schistderived mylonites as the mineralogies of the two groups are so similar. To assess this possibility,
I compare the observed deformation characteristics and mineral assemblages in the two groups
noted by previous workers, that were presented in Table 5.1.
The major differences apparent from this tabulation are
• Microcracks in plagioclase feldspars in granitoid-derived mylonites occur parallel to cleavage planes whereas those in the schist-derived mylonites do not.
• Alpine Schist-derived mylonites may contain biotite fish but biotite in granitoid-mylonites
is extensively recrystallised and fine-grained.
• Amphiboles have undergone more grain-size reduction and retrogressive reaction in granitoidderived mylonites than in Alpine Schist-derived mylonites.
Conversely, the behaviour of quartz is indistinguishable from these descriptions.
Additional observations of microstructural style have been made during the present research.
These are summarised in Table 5.2. In contrast to the information summarised in Table 5.1,
the two mylonite types were found to have quite distinctive microstructures. Hence, microstructural styles can be used to differentiate the protolith. It is likely that these variations in microstructural characteristics relate to differences in the microstructures before mylonitisation.
For example, the protolith of the granitoid-derived mylonites probably contained large plagioclase feldspars that were therefore more likely to form porphyroclasts during the mylonitic
deformation, whereas plagioclase in the schists was already relatively fine-grained. The different
microstructures may also reflect differences in the conditions during deformation. As discussed
in Chapter 4, the granitoid-derived mylonites did not undergo significant mylonitic deformation
at amphibolite facies conditions, whereas the schist-derived mylonites did. Also, fluids played a
more major role in deformation within the granitoid-derived mylonites.
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5.9

Grain shape fabrics

In order to obtain some information about the evolution of quartz grain shapes in the mylonites,
measurements were made of quartz grain shape fabrics in five samples from different parts of
the schist-derived mylonite sequence in Gaunt Creek. Metacherts and foliation-parallel quartz
layers were chosen for this analysis since they have the greatest modal proportion of quartz,
so secondary phases are less likely to have had a significant effect on grain shape evolution by
pinning grain boundaries during GBM recrystallisation, or by accommodating different amounts
of strain in the mineral aggregate. Quartz microstructures in the analysed samples are indicated
in Figure 5.39, which also gives a good illustration of the variation in quartz microstructure across
the protomylonite to ultramylonite zones.

Table 5.2: Summary of microstructural observations of individual minerals made from granitoid-derived
and Alpine Schist-derived mylonites during this study.

Mineral

Western Province granitoid-derived
mylonites

Alpine Schist-derived mylonites

Quartz

• Mostly fine-grained and dispersed with
other phases
• Some large porphyroclasts
• Regime 1/2 quartzite microstructures

Feldspar

• Forms large porphyroclasts
• Commonly microfractured along
cleavage
planes

• Typically found in monomineralic
layers with oblique grain shape fabric
• Rarely porphyroclastic
• Regime 3 to 2/3 boundary quartzite
microstructures
• Of similar size to larger quartz crystals
• Infrequently microfractured

• Neo-mineralised (to albite?) along
high-stress sites, in pressure shadows and
in microfractures
Amphibole • Grain-size reduction by microfracturing
and neomineralisation pervasive
Biotite

• Extensively recrystallised ±
communited to small grain size

Muscovite

• Mostly fine-grained

Calcite

• Can be dispersed throughout matrix or
occur in veins
Narrow, closely-spaced e-twins
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• Neomineralisation not typically
observed
• Forms fish

• Forms large porphyroclasts about
which S-C’ fabrics anastomose
• Little retrogression
• Some large porphyroclasts
• Grain-size reduction pervasive,
especially in shear bands and in all
ultramylonites
• Large remnant grains particularly in
protomylonites
• Forms fish in all lithologies
• Mostly in veins or adjacent to shear
bands
• May be recrystallised; interlobate
boundaries
• Broad, wavy and tabular e-twins

Figure 5.39: Photomicrographs of typical quartz microstructures. Continued over page. . .
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Figure 5.10, continued: The left-hand column are X − Z sections; the right-hand column are Y − Z
sections. Sample numbers and distances from the Alpine Fault, in order from top to bottom are: (a)
and (b) OU77900. 461m. Foliation 050/47SE. (c) and (d) OU77891. 348m. Foliation 006/31E. (e)
and (f) OU77923. 149m. Foliation 079/29S. (g) and (h) OU77913. 137m. Foliation 036/42SE. Grain
shape fabrics were determined from three mutually orthogonal thin sections in these samples. The
sequence from top to bottom of the figure shows the typical changes in quartzite microstructures towards
the Alpine Fault from the proximal protomylonite zone. Large, flattened quartz gains with undulose
extinction, deformation bands and subgrains are inherited from the Alpine Schist. These grains are
progressively recrystallised by a combination of SGR and GBM processes into a fine-grained aggregate
in the ultramylonites. There is variation in grain size in all samples, and this recrystallisation process
probably repeats a number of times during Dm , with progressively smaller recrystallised grain sizes
forming each time. Elongate micas commonly decorate a sequence of aligned boundaries of quartz grains.
This microstructure is characteristic of operation of a cooperative grain boundary sliding mechanism (Raj
and Ashby, 1971).

Grains were manually outlined in single low magnification photomicrographs as in Figure 5.39
from three orthogonal thin sections, using the method described by Little (2004). Examples of
these tracings are illustrated in Figure 5.40. The two tracings shown here illustrate the two major
groups of quartz crystals that contribute to the grain shape fabric. In (a), a protomylonite, both
large, remnant grains, and small, recrystallised grains are present. The elongation direction of
these two grain groups differs. Since small grains are more common, their orientations will
dominate the resultant grain shape fabric. In (b), an ultramylonite, all grains are small and
have probably recrystallised many times during deformation. However, there is still variation in
the grain size distribution, so, because smaller recrystallised grain sizes are expected at shallower
depths during dislocation creep of quartz, as previously discussed, some of the larger grains may
be older. The elongation direction of all grains is similar, which may indicate there was little
change in the conditions controlling recrystallisation with progressive deformation.

Figure 5.40: Examples of tracings of quartz grains in metacherts. (a) OU77900. Protomylonite. Foliation 050/47SE. (b) OU77913. Ultramylonite. Foliation 036/42SE. Grains coloured black are not quartz.

The resulting images were analysed using AxioVision software by Carl Zeiss to find the orien215

Figure 5.41: Ellipsoids representing average grain shape fabrics in metachert samples from Gaunt Creek.
Sample numbers, axial ratios of the ellipsoids (the intermediate principal axis length is set to one), and
distance from the Alpine fault are listed beside the ellipsoids, which are plotted in geographic space,
viewed towards the N. The plot shows the relationship of area normalised r1 − r2 axial ratios of the
grains with distance from the Alpine fault.
tations of the average elongation directions of grain aggregates and average axial ratios (scaled for
grain area). The strain ellipse fitting program of Matthew Strine (http : //www.earth.rochester.e
du/structure/matty/3D Strain Program page/Strain Program page.html; also included in Appendix B) was used to find average grain shape ellipsoids from these average measurements.
Resultant ellipsoids have an intermediate principal axis length normalised to one, and major
and minor axes scaled accordingly to reflect the axial ratios. The axes are herein denoted r1
(major axis), r2 (intermediate axis), and r3 (minor axis). These ellipsoids are plotted in geographic space in Figure 5.41. The plane through the major and intermediate principal axes of
the average grains determined from this analysis defines the planar grain shape fabric. These
planar grain shape fabrics are illustrated in Figures 5.41 to 5.43.
The main observations from this dataset are:
• There is no systematic increase in the axial ratio of grains towards the Alpine fault.
• The quartz grain shape fabrics generally dip more steeply than the macroscopic foliation.
• The maximum grain elongation (r1) directions do not necessarily lie within the macroscopic
foliation. r1-directions in the two metachert ultramylonites are close to subhorizontal and
trend towards the NE and SW. r1-directions in the two protomylonites trend towards the
SE. The r1-direction in the pure quartz ultramylonite trends towards the S.
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Figure 5.42: Average grain shape fabrics from metacherts in the Gaunt Creek section. Solid great
circles are the r1 − r2 plane; dots are the r1-direction; dashed great circle is the macroscopic foliation.
The stereonet labelled ‘rotated’, shows all x-directions when their macroscopic foliations are rotated onto
an ideal foliation of 050/45SE (rotation is about the vertical until strikes align then dip is increased or
decreased to 45◦ ). Equal area lower hemisphere projections.

• When rotated onto a similar macroscopic foliation, the r1-directions scatter over most
possible orientations, but those in ultramylonites generally trend to the S, and those in
protomylonites towards ∼100◦ .
• The grain shape fabrics are relatively oblate with average k ratios (where k = [r1/r2 −
1]/[r2/r3 − 1]; Flinn, 1962) of ∼0.6 (see also Figure 5.43).
Discussion
Little (2004) collected grain shape fabric data for three mylonite samples from the Alpine Fault
zone. Two of his samples showed no strong linear grain shape fabrics due to the existence of both
highly elongated remnant grains and recrystallised grains. A similar effect should have occurred
in OU77461 and OU77891 in the present analysis, as remnant schist grains are found in both
these protomylonites. However, the axial ratios obtained from these samples are not markedly
different from those in more proximal samples. This could be because, as previously discussed,
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Figure 5.43: Positions of grain shape fabrics from Gaunt Creek mylonites on a Flinn Diagram. As
discussed in the text, it is ulikely the grain shapes represent passive strain markers so this diagram
mostly serves to indicate the degree of oblateness of the fabrics.

the recrystallised grains are more common. Little (2004) found one sample had a linear fabric
that trended towards 070◦ , and recrystallised grains in all samples defined an oblique grain
shape foliation dipping c. 30◦ more steeply than the macroscopic mylonitic foliation. Wightman
(2001) also recorded quartz grain shape fabrics in two mylonite samples from the Clearwater
river that were orthogonal to the plate convergence vector (i.e. r1-axes perpendicular to 071◦
in the foliation plane).
Little (2004) also argued that the low axial ratios of quartz grains (compared to what could
be expected at these high strains) indicates the grains only preserve an increment of the strain
accumulated in the Cenozoic Alpine orogeny. Little (2004) suggested that this is because the
grain shape fabrics are reset during deformation by grain boundary migration processes. This
also seems to be the case for the present samples. It is also likely that a significant proportion
of the strain was accommodated by cooperative grain boundary sliding in quartz rich mylonites
in which elongate micas are present along groups of aligned grain boundaries. At high strains,
the macroscopic foliation should be parallel to the e1 − e2 plane of the total strain ellipsoid
(see Chapter 8 for discussion), but the grain shape fabrics are not parallel to the macroscopic
foliation. This means the grain shape fabrics can only record an incremental portion of the total
strain. A systematic increase in axial ratio would also be expected if there was a systematic
increase in the total finite strain per grain towards the Alpine Fault (analogous to deformation
of an ellipsoid; Ramsay and Huber, 1983).
However, the orientations of grain shape fabric r1-axes do vary in a systematic way. The
trend of protomylonite r1-axes is similar to the macroscopic lineation direction (see Chapter 8),
while the trend of ultramylonite r1-directions is orthogonal to this lineation. These orientations
can be related to the increment of strain that these fabrics record, the distribution of c-axis
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orientations within the samples, and the relative dominance of GBM recrystallisation and lattice
rotation. Protomylonite r1-directions are similar to the macroscopic lineation, which could be
expected if shape change due to intracrystalline slip was dominant over grain growth. There are a
quite a few relict grains in these samples, and it seems that they have significantly influenced the
shape fabric. In the ultramylonites, recrystallisation by GBM was quite pervasive. The quartz
grains in these samples have a Y -maximum CPO pattern (see Chapter 6); i.e. most c-axes are
orthogonal to the lineation direction in the foliation plane. The grains have clearly grown more
rapidly in this direction, resulting in an r1-direction that is orthogonal to the lineation.
It is noted that this method of determining grain shape fabrics weights the results to reflect
the shape of grains bounded by high-angle boundaries, which are most likely to be influenced by
GBM recrystallisation processes. This is because many subgrains are not visible at one rotation
of the thin section on the polarising microscope stage. Determinations of grain shape fabrics
reflecting both grain and subgrain shapes would require analysis of a number of photomicrographs of the same area of the thin section, at different rotations with respect to the polarisation
directions. A method to perform such analyses were described by Panozzo Heilbronner (1992)
and Heilbronner (2000). I attempted to apply this method, which analyses a gray-scale, XPL
photomicrograph within the program ImageJ by NIH, but found that the resulting grain boundary map was an unacceptable fit to the grain outlines visible in the photomicrograph. It is,
however, recommended that this method should be further investigated in future studies.

5.10

Conclusions

General microstructural observations, interpretations of the relative timing of development of
these structures, and interpretations of the deformation mechanisms that were active in the
mylonites were summarised at the end of each main section above. The main observations are
also noted in the following:
• Normal Alpine Fault mylonites, which are mostly quartzofeldspathic, but contain minor
amounts of metabasite and metachert, all of which have a dominantly amphibolite-facies
mineral assemblage, display a well-developed asymmetric S-C’ fabric. In the protomylonites, deformation was localised in fine-grained aggregates of dispersed phases in the
C’-shear bands. The S-C’ fabric intensifies towards the Alpine Fault in the mylonite zone.
At its most intense, within the ultramylonites, most of the rocks are composed of finegrained aggregate of relatively dispersed phases, indicating that deformation there was no
longer localised on a microscopic scale.
• Remnants of the Alpine Schist D3−4 fabric are preserved, particularly in the protomylonites, mostly as a spaced foliation of quartz and mica-rich layers that are inferred to be
a strengthened Alpine Schist foliation. Individual Alpine Schist grains of quartz, biotite,
muscovite and hornblende managed to survive Dm in the protomylonites without being
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entirely replaced by dynamic recrystallisation. Muscovite and biotite also survived into the
mylonites and ultramylonites. Almost all hornblende grains are remnant from the schist
and have not been modified by recrystallisation during later deformation. Quartz grains
were relatively rapidly recycled, and remnant grains are not found in the mylonites and
ultramylonites.
• Deformation of quartz in the ‘normal’ mylonites (ie. schist-derived mylonites that retain
a dominantly amphibolite facies mineral assemblage) occurred by both dislocation climb
and dislocation glide (i.e. dislocation creep). New grains nucleated by both BLG and SGR
mechanisms, and grew by GBM. Subgrains are usually larger than grains that nucleated
by BLG and grew by GBM. Grains that nucleated by SGR and grew by GBM are usually
larger than adjacent subgrains, but subgrains are still observed. It is possible that GBM
fluctuated between the ‘slow’ impurity-hindered and ‘rapid’ types proposed by Urai et al.
(1986). Quartz grains have mostly experienced a considerable amount of recovery and do
not generally contain optical indications of high dislocation densities.
• Similar microstructures to those observed in the normal mylonites were developed in early
quartz veins that cross-cut the foliation but were then isoclinally folded, indicating these
quartz microstructures can develop in increments of the total deformation experienced in
the fault zone.
• It is inferred that, in the later stages of mylonitisation, there was a change in the dominant
deformation mechanism, from dislocation creep of quartz to a combination of GSS creep
in polyphase aggregates coupled with dislocation creep of quartz. In the ‘normal’ protoymlonites and mylonites, this mechanism might have been mostly localised to C’ shear
bands. Within these structures, dislocation creep of quartz probably gradually became
less important during exhumation. In the ultramylonites the combined deformation mechanism might have operated more pervasively throughout the rock, and dislocation creep of
quartz probably accommodated a greater proportion of the deformation than in the shear
bands.
• Quartz grain shapes in normal mylonites are relatively oblate. r1−r2 planes are not parallel
to the macroscopic foliation indicating the grains did not act as passive strain markers for
the entire deformation. It is likely that some proportion of the strain within quartz-rich
layers was accommodated by cooperative grain boundary sliding. Grain growth parallel
to the quartz c-axis had a significant influence on the resulting shape fabrics. However,
r1-directions can be related to kinematics provided the influence of grain growth parallel
to <c> is taken into account.
• Mylonites derived from a Western Province granitoid protolith, that were exhumed from
the footwall of the fault, also developed a microstructure dominated by feldspar porphyroclasts in a fine-grained matrix. They likely deformed by grainsize sensitive and limited
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dislocation creep of quartz, but pressure-solution processes were also an important deformation mechanism in this material. These mylonites are cross-cut by numerous veins that
experienced only minor subsequent deformation by crystal-plastic processes.
• Distinctly different ultramylonites are found <100 m from the fault core. A greenschistfacies mineral assemblage is pervasively developed. Feldspar porphyroclasts are distributed
in a fine-grained matrix in which phases are well-dispersed. It is proposed that, following
a similar deformation to that experienced in ‘normal’ mylonites at depth, shallow level deformation in these ultramylonites was accommodated mostly by grain size-sensitive creep,
with limited dislocation creep of quartz.
• In the very core of the fault, ultramylonites developed a disjunctive cleavage. Pressuresolution was an important deformation mechanism in these ultramylonites. They are
sometimes interlaced with pseudotachylytes from which they may be partially derived,
and were affected by cataclasis to varying degrees.
• True cataclasites in the fault core were formed by episodic processes. Transiently high
fluid pressures promoted brittle failure, but then the rock mass was sealed as a quartz
cement formed. This cement was able to continue to deform by limited crystal-plasticity
in the interim periods.
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Chapter 6

Crystallographic Preferred
Orientations of Quartz in the
Mylonites
6.1

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) fabrics developed during viscous deformation within the fault zone. The fabrics developed in normal Alpine Fault
mylonites are of most interest in this contribution, and these are described and discussed in this
Chapter. Four additional CPO fabrics from veins in Gaunt Creek, Little Man River and Harold
Creek are presented in Appendix J.
In thin section, quartz in the Alpine Fault mylonites commonly displays a moderate to strong
lattice preferred orientation visible with the sensitive tint plate. In sections perpendicular to
the foliation and parallel to the stretching lineation, the quartz crystals are mostly length slow,
indicating the c-axis lies in the plane perpendicular to the lineation. The presence of a strong
optical preferred orientation indicates that CPO figures may be used to further understand
strain distribution and mechanics of the fault zone.
There is a large body of literature surrounding the collection/analysis and interpretation
of experimental, theoretical and natural quartz CPO fabrics. This mineral has perhaps been
so commonly studied because it is relatively easy to measure the orientation of the c-axis in
thin section using a universal stage, and because it is so common in crustal rocks. Above
350◦ C, at geological creep rates, quartz is one of the weakest rock-forming minerals during
ductile deformation (Jordan, 1988) and so may largely control rheology in quartz-rich rocks. By
correlation with theoretical and experimental results and other natural examples, CPO patterns
can be used to make inferences about the strain kinematics, operating deformation mechanisms
and deformation conditions.
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6.2

Sample details for CPO fabric analyses

Samples for this study were collected in transects across the mylonite zone, approximately
perpendicular to the fault, in Gaunt Creek and Hare Mare Creek (Figure 1.10). Cross sections
of the two mylonite zones showing sample locations are shown in Figure 6.1. The Gaunt Creek
section was more heavily sampled as it has better exposure of the quartz-rich layers analysed in
this study.
In addition, four samples of Alpine Schist, three from upper Gaunt Creek and one from the
Waiho River valley (at the termination of the Franz Joseph Glacier; approximately 3 km to
the SE of the Alpine Fault) were analysed to find the CPOs that occur in the protolith of the
mylonites. The Waiho River valley is located approximately mid-way between the Gaunt and
Hare Mare Creek mylonite sections.
Crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) data were collected from quartz-rich layers
within the quartzofeldspathic and metabasic schist-derived mylonites, from pure quartz bands
that may be foliation-parallel quartz veins and from metachert layers. Most of the samples
analysed also contain at least one secondary mineral phase. The metacherts usually contain
small (<20 µm) garnets and white micas aligned parallel to the macroscopic foliation. Quartzrich bands in quartzo-feldspathic schist-derived mylonites may contain anywhere from 20-50%
feldspar. Sample details are summarised in Table 6.1.

6.3

CPO data collection and processing methods

CPO analyses were performed with a CamScan X500 Scanning Electron Microscope at the
University of Liverpool. This SEM is equipped with a phosphor screen to detect backscattered
electrons (EBSD), which are automatically indexed to determine crystal orientations using Channel5 software from HKLTechnology. A general description of this method is provided by Prior
et al. (1999). To avoid unnecessary repetition, I will only describe here specific analysis and
processing steps that are unique to this dataset.
Crystallographic orientation data for this study were collected using a relatively large step
size of 15-20 µm in order to sample as many different grains as possible during the available
sampling time. Patterns were collected relatively slowly, to maximise quality, and indexed
carefully (also slowly) so that only limited (1%) amount of mis-indexing of crystal orientation
could have occurred. Resultant data collection rates were 1 point every 0.4 s. Data were
processed (see Bestmann and Prior, 2003) to produce an orientation data set based on one point
per grain, where grains are separated by boundaries with misorientations ≥10. Grains above
30 µm in diameter were selected for plotting on CPO figures. This sampling scheme produces
data directly comparable with data collected by universal stage techniques (e.g. Law, 1987).
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Figure 6.1: Cross sections of the studied creek sections, both along bearing 125◦ . CPO sample locations
are numbered.
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Lithology
83
118
128
131
131
133
137
137
137
149
159
246
246
262
293
330
348
351
351
356
360
387
461
541
541
659
740
822
869
1090
881
881
124
192
200
200
228
228
292
539
639
>3km

Distance from
Alpine Fault (m)1

99
80
60
85
>60
80
>80
100
99
80 to 95
90 to 95
45
90
100
>85
45
<90
45
60 to 90
85
>75
30
60 to 70
80
85
35
10 to 80
50
45
50-60
>90
70
>85
80 to 90
>95
85 to 100
80 to 90
>75
>70
45 to 50
>98
50

% quartz

Table 6.1: CPO sample details

GC1
Foliation parallel quartz vein in quartzofeldspathic ultramylonite
GC2
Quartz-rich layer in quartzofeldspathic ultramylonite
GC3
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite
GC4
Metachert layer in quartzofeldspathic mylonite
GC5
Quartz layer in metabasic and quartzofeldspathic mylonite
GC6
Metachert layer in metabasic ultramylonite
GC7
Metachert layer in quartzofeldspathic ultramylonite
GC8
Foliation parallel quartz vein in metabasic ultramylonite
GC9
Foliation parallel quartz vein in metabasic ultramylonite
GC10
Metachert in metabasic mylonite
GC11
Foliation parallel quartz vein in augen metabasic ultramylonite
GC12
Quartz band in quartzofeldspathic mylonite
GC13
Quartz band in quartzofeldspathic mylonite
GC14
Quartz band in metabasic mylonite
GC15
Spessartine metachert in metabasic mylonite
GC16
Metachert and quartzofeldspathic mylonite
GC17
Metachert mylonite
GC18
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite
GC19
Metachert and quartzofeldspathic mylonite
GC21
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite
GC20
Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite
GC22
Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite
GC23
Metachert protomylonite
GC24
Metachert protomylonite
GC25
Metachert protomylonite
GC26
Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite
GC27
Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite
GC28
Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite
GC29
Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite
GC30
Quartzofeldspathic schist
GC31
Metachert, schist
GC32
Quartzofeldspathic schist
HM1
Metachert mylonite
HM2
Metachert mylonite
HM3
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite
HM4
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite
HM5
Metachert mylonite
HM6
Metachert mylonite
HM7
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite
HM8
Dense quartzofeldspathic mylonite
HM9
Quartzofeldspathic protomylonite
FJ1
Quartzofeldspathic schist
perpendicular to the mean foliation

Sample Number
OU
77921
77911
77860
77908
77909
77919
77913
77915
77916
77923
77912
77925
77897
77883
77887
77888
77891
77896
77928
77889
77892
77899
77900
77882
77932
77880
77879
77877
77875
77980
77981
77982
78104
77991
77990
77990
77993
77994
77996
78103
78000
50309
1 Measured

Other minerals present

opaques
feldspar, mica, opaques
feldspar, mica, garnet, opaques
mica, garnet, opaques
feldspar, mica
mica, garnet
mica, garnet

opaques

garnet
garnet
opaques
garnet, opaques

garnet

garnet, opaques
garnet
opaques
garnet

opaques
garnet, opaques
opaques

garnet

opaques
mica, garnet
mica, carbonate
feldspar, mica
feldspar, mica

mica, garnet
feldspar, mica,
mica, garnet
feldspar, mica
feldspar, mica
feldspar, mica,
feldspar, mica,
feldspar, mica,
mica, garnet
mica, garnet
mica, garnet
feldspar, mica,
feldspar, mica,
feldspar, mica,
feldspar, mica,
feldspar, mica
feldspar, mica
feldspar, mica
feldspar, mica,
mica, garnet
opaques
feldspar
feldspar, mica,
feldspar, mica,
feldspar, mica,
feldspar, mica,
mica, opaques
mica, feldspar,
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6.4

Crystallographic preferred orientation data

All CPO fabric plots are presented on lower hemisphere equal area Schmidt projections. As noted
previously, the Alpine Fault mylonites do not commonly contain a strong mineral stretching
lineation. This makes it difficult to present some CPO data in the commonly used kinematic
reference frame, where the projection plane of the stereonet is perpendicular to the foliation (XY -plane) and parallel to the stretching lineation (X ) (Passchier and Trouw, 1996; Law et al.,
1994). To overcome this difficulty and produce CPO patterns that could be compared directly
to those from other studies, it was necessary to determine the stretching directions in the less
well lineated samples. Where no lineation was present in the sample, a direction was arbitrarily
chosen within the foliation plane as the X -axis, usually close to an E-W trend. c-axis orientations
derived from EBSD analysis of these thin sections were then rotated about the Z -axis (the pole
to Sm ) until the resulting pole figure resembled one of the types commonly observed in quartzites.
This is similar to a procedure undertaken by Klaper (1988), where rotation through an angle
β as defined by Simpson (1980) forced the measured girdle fabrics to go through the centre
of the projection diagrams. Fortunately, there is a large body of CPO data from natural and
experimentally deformed quartz, and the possible CPO patterns are well known (e.g. Schmid
and Casey, 1986). It was therefore relatively easy to find rotations that produced recognisable
CPO patterns. The resulting intersection of the foliation plane and the horizontal plane of
the stereographic projection represents the best estimate of the stretching direction within that
mylonite sample.

6.5
6.5.1

Description of CPO Patterns
Definitions

Plots of crystallographic axis distributions determined using this EBSD method are shown in
Figure 6.2. The observed c-axis distributions can be broadly grouped into three main fabric
types. A single grouping of c-axes sub-parallel to the Y -axis (i.e. lying in the foliation plane,
perpendicular to the shear direction) is known as a Y -axis maximum fabric. The second fabric
type, single girdle fabrics, consist of two c-axis maxima symmetrically arranged about the Y axis, generally within 45◦ of the Y-Z plane, with a lesser concentration of c-axes linking these
two maxima in a girdle. The third type of fabric consists of two, sometimes asymmetric, small
circle distributions of c-axes about the Z -axis, linked by a partial great circle through the Y axis. This pattern is similar to a Type I crossed girdle fabric as defined by Lister (1977). In
some crossed girdle fabrics, there is a departure from a small circle about the Z -axis, where the
two limbs of the circle flatten and their intersection approaches the Y -axis. This may represent
a transitional stage between Type I and Type II crossed-girdle fabrics of Lister (1977).
The symmetry of CPOs is important in their interpretation (Wenk and Christie, 1991),
particularly in quartz (Law et al., 1990). CPOs that approximate an orthorhombic symmetry,
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Figure 6.2: This page and the four preceeding pages. Quartz CPO fabrics from Gaunt and Hare Mare
Creeks, and Franz Joseph Glacier. Columns, from left to right, are; sample number and distance from
the Alpine Fault, kinematic reference frame and lineation information, lower hemisphere point plot of 500
c-axes, fabric skeleton constructed from contoured c-axis plot, contoured lower hemisphere equal area plot
of the 500 c-axes, contoured upper and lower hemisphere plots of the a-axes that correspond to the 500
c-axes. Plots are lower hemisphere Schmidt projections. The c-axis plot view is up-foliation and towards
the NW. For non-mylonitic samples, plot view is also up-foliation but to the W since X-axis trends differ
from those in the mylonites. mud = multiples of uniform density. Distances from the Alpine Fault are
measured perpendicular to the average foliation (i.e. correspond to thickness measurements through the
mylonite zone). Patterns GC29-GC31 and FJ1 are from Alpine Schist to the SE of the mylonite zone. For
these samples, EBSD data were collected by Professors D.J. Prior and R.J. Norris from samples prepared
by me.

where the principle directions correspond to the X (lineation), Y and Z (pole to foliation)
geometric directions of the sample will be referred to as symmetric. CPOs that approximate
a monoclinic symmetry, so that the Y-Z plane is not a mirror plane will be referred to as
asymmetric. The sense of asymmetry will be described as either clockwise or anticlockwise;
corresponding to the sense of the smallest rotation (around the kinematic Y direction) of fabric
elements away from symmetry. In this case, clockwise and anticlockwise refer to rotation senses
as seen looking up and ∼ northwest in the foliation plane. Asymmetric quartz CPOs can be
used to interpret shear senses (Law et al., 1990; Schmid and Casey, 1986): the terms dextral,
sinistral, reverse and normal will be used to reflect these interpretations. Some patterns show
different intensities of c-axes in the +Z and -Z hemispheres: this is ignored in characterising
the symmetry of the CPOs but is discussed as a feature in its own right.
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6.5.2

Gaunt Creek

In general, Y -axis maximum fabrics are observed in pure quartz layers up to approximately 400
m from the Alpine Fault (patterns GC1, GC6, GC8, GC14; Figure 6.2). These layers may be
foliation-parallel (probably pre-mylonitisation) veins, or pure metacherts. Occasionally, lesser
concentrations of c-axes are observed close to the Z -axis (e.g. pattern GC14). The patterns
usually show anticlockwise asymmetry.
Single girdle fabrics are observed in both mono- and poly-mineralic samples from within
400 m of the fault (patterns GC2, GC3, GC4, GC5, GC7, GC8, GC9, GC10, GC12, GC13,
GC15). These fabrics are always asymmetric; the stronger limb of the girdle pattern is the one
tilted anticlockwise with respect to the X-Z -plane. A transition to crossed girdle fabrics occurs
abruptly between 392 m and 441 m horizontally from the Alpine Fault (between 293 m and 330
m perpendicular to the foliation). However, this fabric transition occurs much closer to the fault
in the case of a pure quartz vein within a metabasite (pattern GC11). Type I crossed girdle
fabrics occur from this transition up to approximately 1100 m horizontally (869 m foliation
perpendicular) from the Alpine Fault, although some fabrics in this zone are Type II crossed
girdles (patterns GC16, GC18, GC20, GC27). The most distant sample from the fault within
the mylonite zone (pattern GC29) has a fabric resembling two small circles about the Z -axis,
although there are concentrations of axes within these circles. Many crossed girdle patterns are
asymmetric (e.g. patterns GC16 and GC19), while others are more symmetric (e.g. pattern
GC23). The degree of asymmetry of the patterns decreases with increasing distance from the
fault within the protomylonite zone.
Although the three fabric types introduced above suffice to broadly describe the observed
c-axis distributions, the data from this study locally deviate from these ideal patterns. The caxis maxima in the protomylonites occur mostly in the -Z region of the CPO figures. The angle
between the Y -axis and the c-axis maxima in the protomylonites varies between 20◦ (possibly
less as small variations were not measured as they are within measurement error) and 58◦ ,
averaging 42◦ (Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3: Obliquity of c-axis maxima to Y as a function of distance from the Alpine Fault in the Gaunt
Creek section. Positive obliquity angles are in the positive Z -region of the CPO figures.
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Of the three samples from the Alpine Schist beyond the eastern margin of the mylonite zone
(GC30-GC32), two are composed of small circles about the Z -axis (GC30, GC32), although
in both cases there is a tendency for the data to spread towards the X-Y -plane. In particular,
GC30 could resemble a Type I crossed girdle if it were rotated further about Z. The third pattern
(GC31), derived from a metachert layer, is a slightly asymmetric crossed girdle. The stronger
girdle limb is the one deflected clockwise with respect to the Y-Z -plane.

6.5.3

Hare Mare Creek

CPO patterns from samples closest to the fault are single girdles (patterns HM1, HM2; Figure 6.2). Patterns HM3, HM4, HM5, HM6, HM8, and HM9 are considered to represent a
transitional type between single and crossed girdles. Pattern HM7 is transitional from a Y -axis
maximum to single girdle pattern. Most girdles have their strongest limb tilted anticlockwise
from the Y-Z plane in the sample. Exceptions are pattern HM6, where a clockwise tilt is
observed, and pattern HM3, which is more-or-less symmetric.
The transition from single to crossed-girdle type fabric occurs in Hare Mare Creek as in Gaunt
Creek, between 310 m and 320 m horizontally (191 m and 200 m perpendicular to foliation) from
the Alpine Fault. However, the crossed girdle fabrics are not as well developed as in Gaunt Creek
despite the fact that, in the Hare Mare section, there is a marked and abrupt transition from
mylonite to protomylonite and then to schist. The transition from single to crossed girdle fabric
occurs closer to the fault in polymineralic rocks (patterns HM3, HM4 as opposed to pattern
HM7)
There is no obvious difference in intensity of pattern or pattern type and symmetry between
lineated and non-lineated samples, aside from pattern HM7, which is a strong single girdle to
Y -axis maximum much further from the fault than other patterns of its type, and which is
strongly lineated. Pattern HM6 shows the opposite asymmetry to the remainder of patterns
from the fault zone.
The main c-axis peak is usually in the -Z region of the CPO figure. However, unlike at
Gaunt Creek, where this occurs mostly in the lower strain protomylonite zone, at Hare Mare
Creek it is more obvious in the high strain samples closer to the fault.

6.5.4

Waiho River

The Alpine Schist sample (FJ1; Figure 6.2) has a much weaker CPO than most of the mylonites.
It is a small circle about Z with no sense of asymmetry.
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6.6
6.6.1

Discussion and Interpretation of Crystallographic Fabrics
Strain symmetry and kinematics

Asymmetric single girdle c-axis fabrics in quartz were predicted by Etchecophar (1977) in models
of two-dimensional simple shear deformation (Schmid and Casey, 1986)). The Taylor-Bishop-Hill
analysis of Lister et al. (1978) produced crossed girdle fabrics only under plane strain conditions
(k-values of approximately 1), whereas small circle girdles around the Z -axis were produced for
flattening (k<1) deformation. The predominance of asymmetric single girdle or crossed girdle
fabrics in the Alpine Fault mylonites therefore strongly suggests a high ratio of simple:pure
shear. The more symmetric crossed girdle fabrics observed in the more distal protomylonites
may indicate that the simple shear: pure shear ratio undergoes reduction with distance from
the fault.
A fabric consisting of small circles around Z is observed in pattern GC29; the most distant
sample from the Alpine Fault in the Gaunt Creek mylonite zone, and in three of the samples
of Alpine Schist (GC30, GC32 and FJ1). Similar fabrics have previously been observed when
pure flattening deformation (k=0) could be proven by independent constraints (e.g. Price, 1985,
Figure 5g). This result indicates that the flattening component of the strain is more significant
in the outer parts of the fault zone and in the adjacent schists, and may explain observations of
conjugate C’-shears in this region made by other authors (Holm et al., 1989; Little et al., 2002a,
e.g). Much of the GC29 mylonite sample consists of highly flattened quartz grains with only rare
recrystallised grains; hence we can assume that the flattening component of the strain evident
in the CPO pattern is derived from these remnant grains. Lozenges of elongated remnant grains
in an S-C mylonite from central Australia were found to preserve mostly flattening strain by
Kirschner and Teyssier (1991), whereas higher strains with a greater rotational component were
observed in the shear bands within the same sample. It is likely that the crossed girdle fabrics
in Alpine Fault mylonite samples is contained within the smaller recrystallised grains. Their
contribution to the fabric therefore dominates over any contribution from the small number of
remnant grains.

6.6.2

Interpretation of shear sense from CPO patterns

Schmid and Casey (1986) observed deflection of the ends of single-girdle fabrics in quartz, away
from the Y-Z plane and towards the direction of shear. Y -axis maxima to single girdle patterns
that were recently produced experimentally by Heilbronner and Tullis (2006) show a similar
sense of asymmetry that is well correlated to strain kinematics.
Asymmetric Type I crossed-girdle fabrics have been observed in samples deformed by simple
shear (Schmid and Casey, 1986). Stronger concentrations of c-axes are expected within the
limbs of the crossed girdle perpendicular to the shear plane. This means that the strongest limb
of the girdle is the one tilted from the kinematic Y-Z plane in the direction of shear. A single
girdle is equivalent to this strong limb and will also therefore be tilted from kinematic Y-Z. The
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relationship between the shear plane inferred from this geometry and the macroscopic foliation
defines an S-C relationship from which sense of shear may be inferred.
In the Alpine Fault samples, by correlation, the observed anticlockwise rotation of all single
girdles in the c-axis plots (Figure 6.2) indicates a shear direction in geographic space of top to
the W, NW or N, and dextral, which is consistent with the overall shear sense of the Alpine
Fault. The Y -axis maxima patterns we observe in the Alpine Fault mylonites all spread to
some degree along the kinematic Y-Z plane like Heilbronner and Tullis’s (2006), samples, so the
anticlockwise rotation of these patterns can also be used to infer the same shear sense as for
the single girdles. The observed stronger anticlockwise tilted limbs of the crossed girdle fabrics
also indicate a dextral, top to the N, NW or W shear sense. This observation strengthens
the argument that these mylonites were indeed formed during geologically recent crystal-plastic
shear within the Alpine Fault zone.

6.6.3

Relation of CPO fabric type to activity of slip systems in quartz

The Alpine Fault mylonite CPO patterns measured during this study are similar in general form
to the commonly observed quartz c-axis patterns described by Schmid and Casey (1986). In that
contribution, c-axis maxima in various parts of the CPO figure were recognised to result from
different amounts of activity on basal<a>, ±rhomb<a> and prism<c> or <a> slip systems
within a quartz crystal. The relationship between the locations of c-axis peaks on an equal
area projection and associated slip planes for the case of pure shear as indicated by Schmid and
Casey’s (1986) examples are summarised in Figure 6.4.
All three basic CPO fabrics described above can be achieved through a combination of caxis maxima in the various regions of Figure 6.4. Y -axis maximum fabrics are a simple case
of dominantly prism<a> slip. The single girdle fabrics result from combined prism<a> and
±rhomb<a> slip. In the cases where paired c-axis maxima are located between the Y and

Figure 6.4: Correlation between locations of c-axis peaks on CPO figures and the active slip systems in
quartz. Based on Schmid and Casey (1986). X is the lineation direction, Z the pole to foliation.
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Z -axes, ±rhomb<a> slip dominates. Type I crossed girdle fabrics result from a combination of
basal<a> and prism<a> slip; the density of points within the small circles about the Z -axis
increases with increasing dominance of grains exhibiting basal<a> slip. Type II crossed-girdle
fabrics occur during activity of the same slip systems if there is a departure from plane strain
(k = 1) towards constrictional strain (k→ ∞) (Schmid and Casey, 1986). Note also that quartz
<a>-axes are either distributed in the X − Z plane at acute angles to X, or in broad girdles
around the X − Y plane. These orientations are close to those that would experience maximum
resolved shear stresses in a simple shear deviotoric stress field, which supports the interpretation
based on <c>-axis distributions, that slip occurred parallel to <a>.

6.6.4

Lithological control of fabric transitions

The transition from single to crossed girdle fabrics with increasing proximity to the fault is
observed to occur first in polymineralic samples in both sections. This variation may be a result of control of deformation mechanisms by the presence of the other mineral phases (feldspar
or mica). It is well known that polyphase rocks display weaker CPO patterns (Starkey and
Cutforth, 1978; Schmid and Casey, 1986). Price (1985, and references therein) suggest that
fabrics are generally more weakly developed where micas are present, but are not affected by
the presence of feldspars. Since a grain in a mosaic cannot deform unless all neighbouring grains
simultaneously deform, this means that the feldspar must behave plastically and with sympathetic slip systems to those in quartz to not influence the fabric (Shelley, 1977). This is unlikely
in most Alpine Fault mylonites as there is limited microstructural evidence for dislocation creep
in feldspar.
CPO patterns can be compared from three different lithologies (pure quartz, GC8; a metachert
composed of quartz + mica, GC7; and a quartz-feldspar layer, GC5) collected at a similar distance from the Alpine Fault in the Gaunt Creek section. The metachert and quartzo-feldspathic
samples both display single girdle fabrics, although the fabric intensity is greater in the metachert
sample, as illustrated by the greater maximum MUD (multiples of uniform density) of the contour plot. This supports the concept that the presence of feldspars has a weakening effect on
the fabric. The variation in intensity of fabrics is contrary to the prediction of Price (1985) who
suggests that the presence of mica in an aggregate of quartz grains will weaken a fabric, while the
presence of feldspar will have no noticeable effect. The pure quartz fabric is indeed the strongest
but is also different in form from the polyphase rocks, showing a Y-axis maximum rather than
a single girdle fabric. From examination of the other CPO patterns in the Gaunt Creek section
we find that all Y-axis maximum fabrics are developed in monomineralic quartz layers. This
result suggests that deformation dominated by rhomb slip is favoured by the presence of other
mineral phases.
Where other mineral phases are present they may (a) pin grain boundaries during grainboundary migration recrystallisation, increasing the amount of strain accommodated by each
grain before it is recrystallised (Herwegh and Kunze, 2002), or (b) promote diffusion accommo237

dated grain boundary sliding which is known to weaken crystallographic fabrics (Jiang et al.,
2000). There is no microstructural indication that the second process is occurring in the mica
and feldspar rocks although previous studies (Bestmann and Prior, 2003; Storey and Prior, 2005;
Halfpenny et al., 2006) show that such evidence is very subtle and that grain boundary sliding
occurs in many cases. It is therefore also likely to operate in the Alpine Fault mylonites. There
is microstructural evidence that recrystallisation by grain boundary migration is limited by the
presence of another phase (Figure 5.18). It is possible that this inhibition of grain boundary
migration in these materials reduces the rate of recovery and favours the operation of multiple
slip systems, thus allowing rhomb slip to become an important deformation mechanism.

6.6.5

Relation of CPO fabric development to quartzite microstructures

As noted previously, only late shear band fabrics are associated with greenschist facies retrogressive mineral assemblages, particularly in the mylonites and ultramylonites. This could be
because sufficient fluid for these hydration reactions was not present in the fault zone, or it
could indicate that there was less deformation at lower temperatures. Preservation of a Hirth
and Tullis (1992) regime 2/3 rather than a regime 1/2 quartzite microstructure in the mylonites
and ultramylonites supports the second interpretation. It is possible that the polyphase quartzofeldspathic layers were weaker than the quartzites they enclose at lower temperatures due to
the presence of mica, which is known to form thoroughgoing shear bands and deform by (001)slip in polyphase rocks (Johnson et al., 2004; Holyoke and Tullis, 2006b). This effect could
be more pervasive in the mylonites and ultramylonites because the recrystallised biotites are
more homogeneously distributed. An even more significant strength contrast would be observed
between the quartzofeldspathic and metabasic lithologies since amphibole, which can form up
to 50% of these layers, is not known to deform by crystal-plasticity at lower amphibolite to
greenschist facies conditions (Berger and Stunitz, 1996). These strong amphibolite layers may
have shielded the intervening quartz bands from low temperature deformation. In this case
it is reasonable to expect that quartz layers from within metabasites would preserve a high
temperature (e.g. Y -maximum) CPO.
It is not possible to estimate the amount of strain that was accommodated by the greenschist
facies shear bands observed in both quartzofeldspathic and metabasic lithologies, or whether this
strain was effectively transferred into the quartz layers. However, if the quartz layers were truly
shielded from later deformation, then we would expect this to be reflected in the development
of the quartz microstructures. The well-established regime 1/2/3 progression with increasing
temperature or decreasing strain rate of Hirth and Tullis (1992) should be observed in reverse in
quartzites progressively deformed from amphibolite to greenschist facies conditions at constant
strain rate. Stipp et al. (2002b) described deformed quartz veins in the contact aureole of
the Adamello pluton that show this sort of microstructural evolution. Due to rapid cooling of
the aureole, a regime 3 microfabric was retained in some of their samples; however this fabric
was variably overprinted by lower temperature (regimes 2 and 1) deformation. The quartzite
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fabrics within both metabasic and quartzofeldspathic layers in the Alpine Fault mylonite zone
mostly preserve a regime 3 or 2/3 boundary microstructure with no clear evidence of lower
temperature or higher strain-rate overprinting. However, 120◦ grain triple junctions do not
occur, and most grains retain a shape preferred orientation and axial ratios of around 1:2,
indicating that the quartz grains have not been statically annealed. Hence they cannot have
been resident at greenschist facies conditions without further deformation for a sufficient length
of time for annealing to occur. Recrystallised grains are rarely less then 30µm diameter and
usually around 50-100µm, indicating differential stresses during deformation were relatively low
(17-45 MPa using the recrystallised grain size palaeopiezometer of Stipp and Tullis, 2003). Where
late veins cross-cut the mylonitic foliation, they have only regime 2 or regime 1 microstructures,
depending on the timing of their formation with respect to uplift. These veins do tend to have
more pervasively developed regime 1 microstructures than the adjacent foliation-parallel pure
quartz layers. Their recrystallised grain size is smaller; of the order of 20µm (differential stress
of 62 MPa; Stipp and Tullis, 2003). A smaller mean recrystallised grain size is also found in more
pervasively retrogressed samples (e.g. GC11 where the quartz is contained in a metabasite that
has been pervasively retrogressed to a greenschist facies assemblage) suggesting that deformation
at lower temperatures and pressures was associated with higher differential stresses overall.
It is possible that only a small proportion of the total strain within the mylonite zone
occurred at lower temperature conditions but, since later veins that have only experienced a small
proportion of the total strain do preserve a lower temperature microstructure, it seems more
likely that deformation occurs in all quartzites at lower temperatures. Perhaps the previously
deformed quartz layers continue to deform by similar mechanisms to those at higher temperatures
due to the high strain rates and previous deformation history. Furthermore, there is no major
variation in quartzite microstructure across the fault zone within quartz that has experienced
the entire mylonitic deformation process. This means that deformation processes were similar
in the protomylonites, mylonites and ultramylonites. Partitioning or shielding effects cannot be
the main cause of the change in CPO pattern observed across the fault zone.

6.6.6

Strain dependence of fabric transitions

A transition from symmetric to progressively more asymmetric Type I crossed girdles and then
to single girdles was found to occur with increasing strain during simple shear or with an
increasingly rotational component added to a pure shear strain (Schmid and Casey, 1986). Krohe
(1990) recognised variation between asymmetric crossed and single girdle fabrics as resulting only
from variation in the amount of strain in shear band and lozenge domains in an S-C mylonite.
Heilbronner and Tullis (2006) observed a similar transition in experimental samples deformed
to high shear strains. The ability of increasing strain to promote the fabric transition cannot be
discounted in the Alpine Fault mylonites, since there is an order of magnitude increase in the
finite strain accommodated in the ultramylonite zone compared with the protomylonites (Norris
and Cooper, 2003).
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The single girdle fabrics observed in the Alpine Fault mylonite samples, however, do not
contain strong concentrations of c-axes near kinematic Z, unlike other natural and experimental
examples of single girdle fabrics (Law et al., 1990). The asymmetric single girdles observed in
the highest simple shear strain samples by Schmid and Casey (1986) most probably represent
a crossed girdle fabric with one limb excessively strengthened due to the asymmetric nature of
the strain. In this case there should be a number of c-axes near kinematic Z, and their absence
suggests the Alpine Fault mylonite fabrics are not formed by a simple fabric evolution of this
type, although this process may contribute. Furthermore, measurements of quartz grain shape
fabrics (§5.9) show that there is no increase in ellipticity or grain elongation towards the fault
from the protomylonites to ultramylonites. This indicates that the amount of strain accumulated
in any grain is small and there is no major increase in total strain recorded by individual grains
across the fault zone that could be correlated to the transition in fabric type. It should also
be noted that the shear strain in the protomylonites (Norris and Cooper, 2003) is higher than
the shear strains at which fabric transitions from cross-girdle to single girdle (∼5, Heilbronner
and Tullis, 2006) or single girdle to Y -maximum (∼6-8, Heilbronner and Tullis, 2006) have been
reported.
Nonetheless, it is difficult to entirely discount the possibility that we are observing a natural
system that shows what a typical fabric evolution is like at high strains. However, if this is
the case, the currently favoured models for the way that deformation occurs in quartz need to
be substantially revised, since in this case, the main driving force for a change in slip system
must be an increase in strain rather than a change in critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) as
discussed in the next section.

6.6.7

Temperature dependence of fabric transitions

It would be good to use geothermometry, based on mineral equilibria, to constrain deformation
temperatures in quartz in the mylonites. However, geothermometry is thought to record the peak
metamorphic temperatures (Spear, 1993); further reaction becoming kinetically unfavourable on
cooling. In contrast, a CPO may only record the latest increment of plastic strain. A quartz CPO
should be reworked after only moderately low strains (Lister and Price, 1978; van Daalen et al.,
1999; Heilbronner and Tullis, 2006) which would be exceeded many times over in the Alpine Fault
mylonites. Like many published CPOs, those from the Alpine Fault mylonites were attained at
least in part during uplift and exhumation; therefore the temperatures occurring in the rocks
are likely to be decreasing during formation of the fabrics and in many cases may be lower
than those suggested by mineral thermobarometry. Thus published thermobarometric data for
the Alpine Fault mylonites and Alpine Schists (Cooper, 1980; Grapes and Watanabe, 1992;
Grapes, 1995; Vry et al., 2004) provides an absolute upper limit of deformation temperatures
of 650-700◦ C. Isolated patches of retrograde chlorite (after biotite) on shear-band planes and
syn-shear fractures (Prior, 1988, 1993, authors’ own observations) suggest that localised viscous
deformation continued down to at least as low as the greenschist facies. However, it is not possible
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to relate the CPO development in a sample to specific conditions of deformation determined from
the mineral assemblage. To further consider this relationship, I now review published studies
on the effects of temperature on CPOs.
For a transition to occur between single and crossed girdle fabrics, there must be variation in the relative activity of the basal<a>, ±rhomb<a> and prism<a> slip systems (Schmid
and Casey, 1986; Price, 1985). Slip will occur on any system provided the critical resolved
shear stress (CRSS) for that plane is attained during deformation. Ralser et al. (1991) summarised the variation in CRSS for the various slip systems with varying temperature. The
CRSS for basal<a> slip is not strongly dependent on temperature; however, the CRSS for both
±rhomb<a> and prism<a> slip decreases as temperature increases and eventually becomes
less than for basal<a> slip. Consequently, one might expect cross-girdle fabrics, which develop
when basal<a> slip is easiest (Model B quartzite of Lister and Hobbs, 1980), to be less common
at higher temperatures, and Y -axis maximum fabrics, which develop due to slip on prism<a>,
to be more common.
Takeshita (1996) determined from experimental data the temperature at which the transitions between various slip systems occur. His work indicates that the basal<a> to prism<a>
transition occurs at c. 550◦ C, but also at this temperature, prism<c> slip becomes easier than
prism<a> slip. This would suggest Y -maxima should be rare and X -maxima dominant at high
temperature; this is not the case in most published natural examples except at very high temeprature. Hence I view these temperature correlations with some degree of scepticism. However,
Okudaira et al. (1995) also found that the transition from basal<a> to prism<c> slip occurred
at 550◦ C to 600◦ C. Bahattacharya and Weber (2004) and references therein, suggested that an
X -maxima, which would result from slip in the<c> direction, occurs at temperatures greater
than 600◦ C and that Type II crossed girdle fabrics only form at temperatures between 300◦ C
and 400◦ C. Mainprice et al. (1986) suggested that the transition from slip in the <a> direction
to slip in the <c> direction occurs at 650◦ C. Schmid and Casey (1986) reported that Y -axis
maxima have only been observed in high greenschist to amphibolite facies natural samples (i.e.
450◦ -600◦ C).
Both Kruhl (1998) and Law et al. (2004) suggested, based on field data, that the opening
angle of crossed girdle-type c-axis fabrics, measured perpendicular to the foliation and parallel
to the lineation, is dependent on the temperature during deformation. Opening angles in the
Alpine Fault samples range from 47◦ to 71◦ but do not vary smoothly with distance from the
fault (Figure 6.5). This range is equivalent to temperatures between 360◦ C and 580◦ C using
Kruhl’s (1998) linear fit. The maximum syndeformational temperature associated with a crossed
girdle pattern from Kruhl (1998) is around 750◦ C.
Kurz et al. (2002) documented, in the Koralm Complex of the Eastern Alps, a transition
from crossed-girdle fabrics through fabrics characterised by dual c-axis maxima between the Z
and Y -axes (similar to the single girdles in the present study) into Y -axis maximum fabrics with
increasing temperature. The temperatures during deformation were independently constrained
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Figure 6.5: Correlation of quartz c-axis fabric opening angles from crossed girdle fabrics from the Gaunt
Creek section to (a) distance from the Alpine Fault and (b) temperature at the time of deformation,
plotted on the graph of Kruhl (1998). The fabric opening angle is the angle between the limbs of a girdle
fabric measured in the X-Z plane through Z.

by thermobarometry (Tenczer and Stuwe, 2003), to have varied smoothly from 550◦ C in the
region where cross-girdle fabrics were identified, up to 750◦ C in the region where Y -axis maxima
occurred. The temperatures during formation of the intermediate fabrics (resembling single
girdles from this study) were not specified, although examination of the northern part of their
transect where peak temperatures again fell, reveals that single girdle fabrics were not yet
attained after dropping to 650◦ C, although the Y -axis maxima did start to spread along the YZ -plane, probably indicating that rhomb slip was beginning to be significant at that temperature.
Although this summary of published data serves mostly to illustrate the poor understanding
of the effect of temperature on the activity of slip systems, it can be concluded that crossgirdle fabrics, in which basal<a> slip is significant, occur at lower temperatures than fabrics
dominated by prism<a> and rhomb<a> slip. There is no evidence of prism<c> slip in the
Alpine Fault mylonites. From the rather inconsistent data on temperatures, the single girdle
and Y -maxima patterns are likely to have been produced under high greenschist to amphibolite
facies conditions, perhaps 500-600◦ C, and the crossed girdles at lower temperatures. The Alpine
Fault mylonite data therefore cannot be explained as representing the thermal profile across a
horizontal slice of crust as temperatures within the mylonites should decrease with proximity
to the fault (Koons, 1987). Strain rate may also have an effect, as in most plastic deformation
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mechanisms, decreasing strain rates have the same effect as increasing temperatures (Hirth and
Tullis, 1992); however, in the case of the Alpine Fault mylonites, a decrease in strain rate towards
the fault can be ruled out.
Of course, the ultramylonites, mylonites and protomylonites of the mylonite sequence now
at the surface cannot all have formed at the same depth and the same time. Calculations of
microstructural recycling rates (Prior and Behrmann, 1990) suggest that microstructures and
CPOs will continue to evolve up until the transition from crystal-plastic (viscous) to brittle
deformation. The temperature at which this transition occurs is proportional to the strain rate.
Since the Alpine Fault ultramylonites and mylonites accumulate a higher strain over the same
time period as the protomylonites (Norris and Cooper, 2003), they must also experience a higher
strain rate, so that they will pass through this brittle-viscous transition at a higher temperature.
This could result in preservation of a higher temperature c-axis fabric.
The physical plausibility of this explanation can be assessed by estimating the difference in
temperature at the brittle-viscous transition in the ultramylonites versus the protomylonites.
This can be done using simple crustal strength profiles (Figure 6.6) calculated using an upper
crustal Coulomb rheology and a lower crustal power law rheology for the different strain rates.
This simplified plot was constructed assuming that
• The strength of the upper crust is the yield stress for sliding along a pre-existing foliation
plane oriented 055/45SE, with σv0 = σ20 and σ10 trending 00/119◦ as indicated by the
hanging-wall stress tensor derived by Leitner et al. (2001) from earthquake focal mechanism
inversions (see §2.6.1). It is assumed that σ20 =

1
2

(σ10 + σ30 ). The coefficient of static

friction, µs is 0.5; the density of the crust is 2700 kg m−3 . Failure occurs when (σ1 − σ3 ) ≥
2σv0 (R − 1)/(R + 1) (Sibson, 1974, 1998), where R = σ10 /σ30 is found to meet the limiting
condition for frictional failure τ /σn0 > µs (Collettini and Trippetta, 2007) as described in
§2.6.1.
• The strength of the lower crust is the flow stress for constant strain rate of a quartz
aggregate deforming by dislocation creep according to the flow law of Hirth et al. (2001),
p
adapted to simple shear using the factor (3n + 1) as per Nye (1953). The temperaturedepth distribution is as proposed in §2.6.2. It is assumed that there is free water present
so that PH2 O = Prock and fH2 0 is calculated using the Basic Water Package of the software
Fluidcal (Wagner and Overhoff, 2006) which is based on the IAPWS-95 formulation for
the thermodynamic properties of water (Wagner and Prub, 2002).
It is apparent from Figure 6.6 that the maximum variation in temperature at the brittleviscous transition is around 25◦ C for a hydrostatic fluid pressure regime in the brittle field
(λ = 0.37) or 32◦ C for a near-lithostatic fluid pressure regime (λ = 0.9). The temperature
difference for a hydrostatic fluid pressure regime is equivalent to uplift through approximately
2 km assuming a constant temperature gradient, which, at an uplift rate of 10 mm yr−1 (Norris
and Cooper, 2001), could occur in 0.2 million years. In this period, the total shear strain in the
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Figure 6.6: Variation in the brittle-viscous transition depth due to changes in strain rate. See text for
further explanation.

protomylonite zone would only be of the order of 0.5-0.9. It is unlikely that this small strain
would be enough to completely replace a Y -axis maximum fabric with the strong crossed girdle
fabrics observed in the protomylonite samples. Even at the higher fluid pressure (λ = 0.9),
the temperature difference is still reasonably small. It is possible that there might be sufficient
difference in temperature at the brittle-viscous transition for fluid pressures that are ∼lithostatic,
however both transitions will then occur at temperatures where prism<c> slip is favoured, and
no crossed-girdle fabrics could be expected to form.
It is possible to vary this crustal strength profile considerably by changing the input parameters. For example, if the thermal gradient is higher in the near surface, as suggested by Koons
(1987), the transition from a power law to Coulomb rheology occurs at a much shallower depth.
However, changing the input parameters does not significantly change the relative depths or
temperatures at which the transition occurs for the protomylonite versus ultramylonite strain
rates, and so does not significantly change these conclusions about the amount of additional
strain accumulated during crystal-plastic deformation in the protomylonites.

6.6.8

Effect of inheritance on further development of CPO

From the discussions above, a purely temperature-driven transition between fabric types in the
Alpine Fault mylonites seems unlikely, so that some other explanation is required. I decided to
examine the effect of a pre-existing preferred orientation of quartz crystals on the development
of a CPO fabric. This concept is poorly treated in the literature. Lister and Price (1978)
hypothesised that further deformation under re-oriented stress axes of a material with an initial
fabric could lead to one maximum of a CPO fabric being more strongly populated, although
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their computer model analysis, which dealt with the case of a decrease in strain rate or increase
in temperature, the inverse of what is observed in the Alpine Fault zone, showed that the preexisting fabric was very rapidly destroyed during further deformation. Also in the Alpine Fault
zone there is no evidence for a change in the orientation of stresses.
Ralser et al. (1991) concluded from deformation experiments on samples that were already
mylonitised that activated slip-systems were critically dependent on the orientation of preexisting fabrics. A strongly oriented fabric formed at depth within the fault zone, at temperatures where prism<a> slip is dominant, could potentially exert a profound influence on
further fabric development at lower temperatures and shallower depths where basal<a> slip
becomes the preferred mechanism, since many grains would be poorly oriented for slip on the
apparently ‘easier’ basal<a> system. Law et al. (1990) analysed relative resolved shear stresses
(Schmidt factors) on various slip planes in quartz crystals for c-axis orientations within single
girdle fabrics under simple shear. I have expanded that analysis to find relative resolved shear
stresses on prism<a>, ±rhomb<a> and basal<a> slip systems for all possible orientations of
the c-axis of a single quartz crystal in a triaxial stress system as shown in Figure 6.7a. The
orientations of possible slip systems for alpha-quartz are defined by unit vectors in R3 , as shown
in Table 2. The maximum traction vector, τmax , on the slip plane with normal vector, ~n, is
related to the stress tensor, σ, by the equation (Law et al., 1990)
τmax = σ · ~n

(6.1)

and the component of this maximum traction vector, τR , resolved on the slip direction, ~s, is
τR = ~s · τmax

(6.2)

The ‘crystal’ was rotated around the original σ1 , σ2 and σ3 orientations by the following angles
φ about the σ3 axis
ψ about the σ1 axis
θ about the σ2 axis
Positive angles are clockwise about the axes when viewed towards the origin. The rotation is
accomplished by multiplying the slip directions and slip-plane normal vectors by the rotation
matrix (R)


R=


cos φ cos θ − sin φ sin θ sin ψ sin φ cos θ + cos φ sin θ sin ψ − sin θ cos ψ
− sin φ cos ψ

cos φ cos ψ

cos φ sin θ + sin φ cos θ sin ψ sin φ sin θ − cos φ cos θ sin ψ

sin ψ






(6.3)

cos θ cos ψ

For all possible c axis orientations (all ψ and θ angles), the maximum resolved shear stress
magnitude (for all possible φ angles) is calculated, for each of the slip systems; basal<a>,
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Figure 6.7: Equal area stereonets contoured to show the maximum Schmidt factor (normalised resolved
shear stress) for all possible c-axis orientations of a single quartz crystal. (a) Basal<a> slip systems. (b)
Prism<a> slip systems. (c) Positive and negative rhomb<a> slip systems. The stress system is fixed in
space as illustrated in (a) and the crystal is rotated with respect to this. A general illustration of the
modelled crystal symmetry for the case where φ = 0◦ , ψ = 90◦ , θ = 0◦ is indicated in (d). Basal plane
is the primitive of the stereonet; prism planes are dashed; rhomb planes are dotted; triangles are <a>;
circle is <c>. (e) and (f): diagrams showing the region of activity of the basal<a> and prism<a> slip
systems, for different threshold levels of the Schmidt factor corresponding to (e) amphibolite facies and
(f) greenschist facies conditions. The regions of activity of rhomb slip are omitted for clarity but because
of the almost uniformly high Schmidt factors, as illustrated in (c), the activity regions are only restricted
if the rhomb threshold is very close to the maximum Schmidt factor. Refer to text for further discussion.

prism<a> and rhomb<a> (Table 6.2; Figure 6.7d). Calculations are made for φ, θ and ψ
increments of 1◦ or less. The Schmidt factors (normalised, from 0 to 0.5, maximum resolved
shear stresses), on each of the slip systems, as a function of c-axis orientation are shown on
stereonets in Figure 6.7a-c. The resolved stresses for basal slip are highest for c-axes in the
σ1 − σ3 plane, at 45◦ to σ1 (or σ3 ). The resolved stresses for both prism and rhomb slip are
highest for c-axes parallel to σ2 . These results have been used to explore the effects of having a
strong CPO on further development of that CPO. Figure 6.7e shows regions where the Schmidt
factors for the basal and prism slip systems exceed 0.25. Figure 6.7f shows regions where the
Schmidt factor for the basal slip system exceeds 0.25 and the Schmidt factor for the prism slip
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Table 6.2: Orientations of slip systems in model quartz crystal in Miller space and R3
Slip plane

Miller-Bravais index

Unit vector normal to slip plane

basal
prism (m)

(0001)
(011̄0)
(1√
1̄00)
(- 3,1,0)
(01̄11)
(101̄1)
(1̄101)
(101̄1)
(1̄011)
(101̄1)

(0,0,1)
(-1010)
(0,-1,0)
√
( 3,1,0)
(0,1,tan(38))
√
( √3,-1,2tan(38))
(- 3,-1,2tan(38))
(0,-1,tan(38))
√
(-√ 3,1,2tan(38))
( 3,1,2tan(38))

+rhomb (r)

-rhomb (z)

system exceeds 0.375. These two figures simulate decreasing activity of the prism slip relative
to the basal slip, as would be expected with a decrease in temperature, from amphibolite to
greenschist facies conditions (Hobbs, 1985; Takeshita, 1996). Rhomb slip would be favoured
for c-axes in a similar orientation to those for which prism slip is favoured; rhomb slip has not
been included in the analysis because rhomb slip CRSS values are generally higher than those
for prism slip (Hobbs, 1985). In reality rhomb slip is probably needed to satisfy the von Mises
criterion (Lister et al., 1978).
It is immediately apparent that for crystal orientations where the c-axis is located close to
the Y -axis of the kinematic frame, slip is activated on prism<a> systems rather than basal<a>
systems. If prism slip dominates in the amphibolite-facies (Figure 6.7e), then one would expect
Y -axis maxima to develop during deformation at these conditions; in the high strains experienced by the ultramylonites and mylonites, strong Y -axis maxima are developed, whereas
in the protomylonites (that do not experience as much strain), CPOs are less well developed.
When these rocks are uplifted further into a lower temperature regime (Figure 6.7f), the slip
that can occur depends upon the orientations available. In the protomylonites with a weak
CPO and a wide choice of orientations, basal<a> slip can operate in addition to ±rhomb<a>
and prism<a> slip, creating crossed-girdle fabrics. In the ultramylonites and mylonites, with
strong Y -axis maxima CPOs, slip continues to occur dominantly on prism<a> and rhomb<a>
planes, strengthening the pre-existing Y -axis maximum fabric or forming a single girdle with
the ±rhomb positions populated. The restriction to prism and rhomb slip in rocks with strong
Y -maxima CPOs, means that these rocks may be hardened compared to rocks with different
CPOs at the same T and strain-rate conditions. Whether this has any practical consequences in
the Alpine Fault, where rocks are moving through temperature space and there are significant
across strike variations in strain-rate, has yet to be considered.
It should be noted that the above stress model is highly simplified in that the stress orientations are constant and all grain orientations are treated a ‘single crystals’. A better simulation
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of the stress conditions in crystals during deformation is obtained from the deformation of individual crystals in an aggregate required to attain a given strain increment. This is dealt with
in the Bishop-Taylor-Hill analysis, which was first performed for quartz by Lister (1974). Fabric development in a deforming aggregate was subsequently expanded on by Jessell and Lister
(1990) and Piazolo (2000), who used different approaches to integrate grain growth by grain
boundary migration and grain formation by subgrain rotation. This type of full fabric development modelling should be applied in future to the problems of fabric development in the Alpine
Fault mylonites, with the addition of grain boundary sliding as a deformation mechanism.

6.6.9

Asymmetry of c-axis maxima

Many c-axis patterns are not symmetrical about the X-Y plane. The rhomb positions can be
much more strongly populated on one or the other side of this plane. The formation of these
asymmetrically distributed maxima could be explained by oriented syndeformational crystal
growth (Shelley, 1971) or an initially non-homogeneous pattern of crystal orientations (Price,
1985). The first explanation seems unlikely since the single maxima are generally restricted to
the protomylonite zone, where large proportions of the analysed grains are remnant from the
Alpine schist and have mostly undergone flattening rather than growth per se – in fact this explanation is usually invoked for rocks where most of the deformation occurred by solution transfer
processes (e.g. Stallard and Shelley, 1995) but this deformation mechanism is not generally observed in the mylonites. The second explanation seems more reasonable, i.e. the orientations
are somehow inherited from the Alpine Schists. Unfortunately there is a very limited dataset
for quartz orientations in the Alpine Schists. In addition to the four samples from the present
study (GC30-GC32 and FJ1), two available examples come from Wightman (2005), and Shelley
(1977). The samples from this study show weak small circles about kinematic Z and a Type I
crossed-girdle, while the other examples show very weak Type I crossed-girdle fabrics (Lister,
1977) with concentrations of c-axes in the rhomb regions as defined in Figure 6.5. I envisage
a process whereby one of these c-axis maxima was in a stable position during Dm while deformation proceeded by slip on rhomb planes parallel to <a>. With a concentration of crystals
orientated according to the pre-existing c-axis maximum, one rhomb plane in particular appears
to have accommodated much of the slip on this system, whereas the other rhomb planes were
unfavourably orientated with respect to the strain axes to accommodate deformation, hence
there is no corresponding peak symmetrically opposite on the CPO figure (in fact this region
may lack any c-axes, for example patterns GC18 and GC29).
The shear strains of 12-22 calculated for the protomylonite zone by Norris and Cooper
(2003) are likely to be inhomogeneously distributed within the rock. Since the shear bands
will accommodate higher rotational strains while the lozenges between bands will accommodate
lower strains (as was observed by Kirschner and Teyssier, 1991), it is likely that pre-existing
fabrics would be preserved in the lozenges and residual grains. This suggests that analysis of
only the lozenge and residual grain CPO data should show even more obvious c-axis peaks.
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The only feasible way of separating the residual grains in lozenges from the newly recrystallised
grains is by grain size. Grains larger and smaller than 100µm were plotted on separate CPO
diagrams for a number of samples; however,the basic CPO patterns observed in these plots did
not vary significantly from the combined datasets. It is possible that the grains recording the
residual fabric are much larger than 100µm, but the number of these larger grains measured
from any one sample is not large enough to produce a meaningful CPO figure.
Alternatively, it is possible that the foliation used to define the reference frame for the
protomylonites samples is not the actual mylonitic foliation. The schist foliation (S3−4 ) is
progressively transposed into the mylonitic foliation (Sm ) by shearing along C’-planes. If this
process has not gone to completion in the protomylonites zone, the true shear zone boundary
would lie at a steeper or shallower angle than the measured foliation. A consistent variation of
foliation dip is not, however, observed along the cross section line in Gaunt Creek. There is also
no coherent decrease in the angle between the c-axis maxima and the pole to the foliation with
decreasing distance from the fault, as could be expected if transposition of S3−4 to Sm occurred
progressively with increasing strain.

6.7

Comparison to full texture analysis

Until the late 1990’s, most quartz textures (CPOs) were defined by optical methods, using a
universal stage to measure the c-axis orientation of individual quartz grains. Using EBSD,
the full crystallographic orientation of all points at the step-spacing is found. There may be a
number of points measured from within a single grain. In order to meaningfully compare the
EBSD data with that obtained optically, Channel5 software was used to automatically detect
grains and only one point per grain was plotted on fabric diagrams. Alternative methods to
obtain texture analyses do exist:
1. Computer-integrated polarisation microscopy (CIP) (Panozzo Heilbronner and Pauli, 1993;
Heilbronner and Tullis, 2006) is accomplished by image analysis of a stack of photomicrographs taken at various positions of the polariser;
2. X-ray texture goniometry measures the spatial distribution of specific crystal lattices, by
their diffraction of X-rays (Siddans, 1976).
The CIP method in particular has been increasingly commonly used in recently published experimental work on quartzite textures (e.g. Heilbronner and Tullis, 2002, 2006) and it is important
to consider how the CPOs derived from these analyses might differ from those found using EBSD
in the present study.
The orientation data obtained by the goniometer and CIP methods are not linked to individual grains in the same way as in an EBSD analysis. In CIP, the orientation is determined for
each pixel of the analysed image. In x-ray goniometry orientation information is obtained from
the entire area of the sample (Law et al., 1990). In both cases the resultant pole figures are
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area-weighted (i.e. c-axis orientations from a larger area of the sample contribute more to the
density contouring of the pole figure). The minimum grain size that can be detected using CIP
depends on the resolution of the camera with which photomicrographs are taken but Heilbronner
and Tullis (2006) suggest data are obtained down to a minimum grain size of 4µm. The CPO
will be representative of all grains of this size or larger.
In the present EBSD analyses, the minimum step size is 15-20µm but the beam size is many
times smaller than this (& 1nm Prior et al., 1999). Hence a 15-20µm pixel in the resultant
data could have been derived from a very small grain. Despite the apparent accuracy of the
method, in order to minimise the amount of incorrectly indexed grains in these analyses a grainsize filter was applied. Individually indexed pixels lacking a neighbouring pixel of the same
orientation were not plotted in the CPOs. This means that the CPOs presented here are for
grains & 30−40µm in length along at least one dimension. This seems justified since most quartz
grains in the Alpine Fault mylonites are around this size, but could lead to a biased result if
the crystallographic preferred orientations of very small grains is significantly different to that
of the larger grains. This could occur, for example, if a significant amount of recrystallisation
occurred at high differential stresses, or if grains forming during regime 1 (Hirth et al., 2001)

Figure 6.8: C-axis figures of selected samples from Gaunt Creek, illustrating changes (or lack thereof)
for a variety of data filtering procedures. See text for futher discussion.
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recrystallisation have significantly different c-axis orientations from their parent grains.
To assess the effect of this plotting procedure, some c-axis plots were produced for all grid
points in the samples, from the same areas that the CPOs of 500 grains >30µm (Figure 6.8)
were taken from. The resulting pole figures must contain more erroneous points than those
presented in Figure 6.2 but some comparisons are still possible. In most cases the only effect is
to strengthen the fabric peaks (e.g. Figure 6.8 (i) vs (iii) and (v) vs (vii)). This is not surprising
since the total number of points plotted is greater (c.f. the 1/n law, which suggests that the
strength of a pattern in nature increases for decreasing number of independent measurements;
Heilbronner and Tullis, 2002). The result does suggest that the CPO in these samples is mostly
contained within grains larger than 30µm.
In other cases the most significant change observed is an increase in the strength of the
Y -maximum at the expense of other ‘peaks’ that had previously been visible when more points
per grain are included (Figure 6.8 (ix),(x) vs (xi),(xii) and (xiv) vs (xv),(xvi)). This result
suggests that the largest grains have Y -maximum orientations since the larger grains will contain
more indexed points. Heilbronner and Tullis (2006) suggested that grains that are unfavourably
oriented for deformation might evolve to smaller grain sizes since they will have a higher viscosity
and therefore a higher differential stress will be needed to cause deformation at a constant strain
rate. If this is the case in the Alpine Fault samples, grains in Y -maximum orientations were
more easily deformed than grains in all other orientations. This should only be the case at
amphibolite-facies conditions, as previously discussed. However, this effect is not uniformly
developed and further work would need to be carried out before any firm conclusion about the
relative ‘strength’ of grains in different orientations could be made.

6.8

Implications for fault zone development

The marked asymmetry of quartz fabrics described above, particularly in the higher strain
mylonites, indicates a dominance of simple shear deformation within the fault zone, whereas
the hangingwall schists and outer parts of the protomylonites exhibit more symmetrical quartz
fabrics representing more co-axial strains. The fabrics indicate simple shear becomes more
important towards the present fault trace. Thus the data support the proposal that the mylonites
represent a zone of highly localised intense simple shear within the lower crust. The sense of shear
exhibited by the quartz fabrics is compatible with that determined from other sense of shear
indicators such as rotated porphyroclasts and S-C structures (see Chapter 8 for more detail),
and with the overall sense of shear on the currently active Alpine Fault. The strain estimates
reported by Norris and Cooper (2003), converted into strain rates and integrated across the
mylonite zone, are also compatible with the displacement rates measured on the surface trace
of the fault. Thus the kinematics of the mylonite zone are consistent with the kinematics of
surface faulting and with the overall Alpine Fault. This is a valuable test of the assumption
that viscous deformation within deep portions of fault zones mirrors the surface displacements.
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Most studies of mylonite zones do not have the upper, brittle portion of the fault preserved.
How viscous deformation at depth relates to near surface displacement is difficult to assess in
many cases, as only either the surface fault or the mylonite zone is exposed. In the latter case,
displacement has usually long ceased. The data presented here support the interpretation that
kinematic data from mylonites may be used to infer crustal displacements, at least in some cases
where the mylonites can reasonably be assumed to represent the deep portion of a major crustal
fault zone (Hanmer, 1988; Bérthe et al., 1979). It must be noted, however, that many described
mylonites have relatively low strains and probably do not represent the deep portions of plate
boundary faults (e.g. Bailey et al., 1994; Hanmer et al., 1995; Wenk, 1998; Choukroune and
Gapais, 1983).
The mylonites and ultramylonites have developed strong Y -maxima or single girdle CPO
patterns under amphibolite-facies conditions deep within the crust. The development of these
strong fabrics representing prism<a> and rhomb<a> slip, will lead to geometric softening of
the rocks (Poirier, 1980) due to the majority of crystals being optimally oriented for slip on the
most favoured system. During exhumation, basal<a> slip is likely to become the more favoured
system, but the inherited strong high-temperature fabrics mean that prism<a> slip is likely
to continue in these strongly oriented rocks. The fact that at lower temperature, basal<a>
slip is likely to have a lower critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) than either prism<a> or
rhomb<a> slip may result in a degree of relative hardening of these mylonites compared with
the protomylonites, and a corresponding transfer of strain into the latter. As crossed girdle
fabrics imply the operation of both basal<a> and prism<a> slip, however, clearly stresses were
high enough to activate prism<a> slip in suitably oriented grains. Thus any hardening effect is
likely to be minor.
The transition between quartz fabrics representing a change of favoured slip system has, in
some other studies been interpreted as representing an actual temperature gradient across the
measured sequence during the period of deformation (e.g. Lister and Domsiepen, 1982; Kurz
et al., 2002; Law et al., 2004)). In these examples, the argument for this interpretation is convincing. In the Alpine Fault mylonites, however, this explanation fails, as discussed earlier, and
the favoured hypothesis is that of the control of deformation at lower temperatures by intense
fabrics inherited from high temperature deformation within the highly strained mylonites (Figure 6.9). This hypothesis raises questions over the interpretation of observed fabric transitions
in terms of temperature gradients across deforming zones. As noted above, in many examples
there may be a strong case for such an interpretation, but in other cases, inherited fabrics may
play an important role in developing observed fabric transitions.
The development of a strong CPO under high temperature amphibolite facies conditions,
sufficient to influence deformation at higher levels during exhumation, implies an intense localisation of ductile strain at depths of 25 km or more below the Alpine Fault. Since at current rates
of exhumation (Norris and Cooper, 2001), it would take over 3×106 years for these mylonites to
reach the surface, localisation must have developed at depth below the fault at an early stage of
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development of oblique convergence. This in turn suggests a greater degree of strain localisation
in the underlying mantle lithosphere than has been proposed by some authors (e.g. Molnar et al.,
1999) or a high degree of decoupling of lithosphere and crust (cf. Ellis et al., 2006).

6.9

Conclusions

1. The mylonites along the Alpine Fault show strong CPOs, with a transition from Y -maxima
and asymmetric single girdles within 300 m of the present fault trace, to cross-girdle fabrics
in the protomylonites further from the fault.
2. The strong and consistent asymmetry displayed by nearly all the CPOs indicate a high
ratio of simple shear to pure shear, with a shear sense of dextral-up to the NW. This
is consistent with the mesoscopic shear sense indicators and with the overall slip on the
active fault.
3. The strong Y -maxima or single girdle CPOs developed within 400 m of the fault trace
are ascribed to high viscous shear strains at temperatures under which prism<a> and
rhomb<a> slip systems are dominant, i.e. under amphibolite facies conditions at depth
within the lower crust.
4. The cross-girdle patterns found in the protomylonites are interpreted to represent deformation under lower temperature conditions where basal<a> slip is dominant.
5. In this case the activity of the various slip systems, and hence the CPO pattern, does not
reflect a change in temperatures experienced during the final stages of deformation, as
would be a common interpretation.
6. As illustrated in Figure 6.9, the transition between the two types of CPO patterns is
interpreted to be mostly due to preservation of the high temperature fabric within the
mylonites and ultramylonites due to its intense Y -maximum meaning there are very few
grains suitably oriented for basal<a> slip, so that the first slip system to be activated
during shear would remain the prism<a> system. Further from the fault, where shear
strains under high temperature conditions were lower, weaker fabrics developed under
these conditions were able to be modified at higher levels in the crust into crossed-girdle
patterns.
7. This conclusion, that the observed fabric transition is due to the controlling influence of an
earlier intense fabric on later deformation mechanisms, suggests that such observed fabric
transitions may not represent temperature gradients during a single stage of deformation,
as may be a more conventional interpretation, but rather different degrees of preservation
of high temperature CPOs during later deformation.
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8. A further implication of this conclusion is that intense localisation of shear strain must
have occurred along the fault zone within the lower crust in order for the fabrics to become
sufficiently intense to be preserved. This in turn implies that deep-seated localised shear
was taking place early during the evolution of the current oblique-slip plate boundary
fault.

Figure 6.9: Cartoon illustrating progressive development of CPOs in quartzites during deformation and
exhumation in the Alpine Fault mylonite zone. Numbers in ellipses represent the tota shearl strain experienced during uplift to that level of the mylonite zone. Adjacent CPO figures are representative of
the pattern that could develop with that strain amount and temperature from the starting CPO that
is exhumed from deeper levels. Notice how the amount of strain at high temperatures in the protomylonites is insufficient to form a highly oriented fabric, whereas the ultramylonites exhumed through the
amphibolite-greenschist facies transition already contain a strong Y -maximum pattern that is not easily
destroyed during subsequent low temperature deformation. Strain rate graph is constructed using the
finite strain estimates of Norris and Cooper (2003), evenly distributed over a period of 5 million years. In
this cartoon the starting CPO is shown as random. In reality the Alpine schist has a weak pre-existing
CPO. All areas of orientation space are represented in these weak fabrics and the pre-existing CPOs do
not share the same kinematic axes as the mylonites; so for purposes of general understanding representing
the pre-existing fabric as random is a reasonable simplification.
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Chapter 7

Constraints on Physical Conditions
During Deformation
It is wrong to think that the task of physics is to find out how nature is. Physics
concerns what we can say about nature. – Niels Henrik David Bohr

7.1

Introduction

A full understanding of the rheological behaviour of the Alpine Fault zone cannot be reached
without accurate knowledge of the physical conditions during deformation. Once these conditions are known, rheologies can be estimated, and it will be possible to build dynamic numerical
models of the fault zone, which may be able to be used to predict the future behaviour of the
structure.
The physical conditions that are likely to affect the way that the fault zone behaves include:
• Temperature
• Pressure due to lithostatic load (which can be related to depth)
• Fluid pressures
• Differential and shear stresses supported or exceeded during deformation
Estimates of these physical conditions can be made by a variety of methods. In this chapter
I consider these methods and the implications of physical conditions that they indicate.

7.2

Mineral thermobarometry

It would be useful to constrain the pressure-temperature (P-T) conditions during the deformation
observed in the Alpine Fault zone using mineral thermobarometry. Unfortunately it is clear
from petrographic observations (see Chapter 4) that equilibrium mineral assemblages are rarely
attained within the mylonites, perhaps due to the high strain rates, the different responses
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of the various mineral phases, and because of a shortage of fluids. Despite this basic difficulty,
there have been some previous attempts to constrain P-T conditions during mylonitisation using
detailed mineral thermobarometry.

7.2.1

Thermobarometry based on element exchange between different minerals; discussion of previous work and applicability to the mylonites

Johnston and White (1983); Green (1992); Grapes and Watanabe (1992, 1994); Grapes (1995);
Upton (1995) and Vry et al. (2004) attempted to constrain P-T within the mylonite zone and
the adjacent Alpine Schist using garnet-biotite Fe-Mg exchange geothermometry and garnetbiotite-plagioclase-muscovite geobarometry. As with most geothermometers, temperatures of
equilibration of the garnet-biotite pair can only be applied if the two minerals grew in, or attained
equilibrium during the metamorphic event of interest. The timing of garnet equilibration in the
mylonite zone is questionable. Prior (1988, 1993) believed that all garnets pre-date the mylonitic
deformation and no growth occurred during Dm . Conversely, Upton (1995) found Ca-rich rims
were developed on some garnets only within the mylonite zone. Vry et al. (2004) also described
Ca-enriched, Fe and Mg-depleted garnet rims that overgrew a graphitic mylonitic foliation and
K-feldspar zone schists of Grapes (1995) are also coeval with garnets with Ca-enriched rims.
The geothermometric results obtained by Johnston and White (1983) were shown to be representative of Mesozoic (M2 ) metamorphism only, since they avoided the Ca-rich rims (Upton,
1995). Conversely, Upton (1995) analysed only garnet rims that had high Ca-contents, from
which she was able to obtain estimates of temperatures of biotite-garnet equilibration of between 500 and 675◦ C. This wide spread of temperatures sometimes occurred across a single
sample, illustrating how difficult it is to be sure that crystallisation of the two minerals was
coeval. Upton (1995) concluded that biotite continues to recrystallise after garnet so that these
temperature estimates are of little value. Vry et al. (2004) estimated a temperature of 600±50◦ C
and 11±2 kbar; corresponding to a depth of formation of ∼41 km for formation of syn-mylonitic
Ca-rich garnet rims. Step-leach Sm-Nb ages indicate these garnet rims grew between 12±37 Ma
and ∼8-4 Ma; which coincides with the start of convergent plate motion through the Southern
Alps, and uplift along the Alpine Fault (Sutherland, 1995; Walcott, 1998). This is then the best
constraint available for P-T conditions during the early stages of mylonitisation.
Ca-enrichment of the rims on the garnets dated by Vry et al. (2004) is similar to the chemical
variation that Grapes (1995) found in K-feldspar zone schists, which represent a lower pressure
and temperature (5-6kbar and 495-540◦ C) overprint on the M2 event. Timing of formation
of the K-feldspar zone schists is equivocal. Cooper (1980) invoked prehnite-pumpellyite grade
metagreywacke pebbles found in pre-late Pliocene West Coast basins as evidence that there may
have been some late Mesozoic uplift of the schist, and Grapes (1995) suggested the K-feldspar
zone material equilibrated soon after this uplift. However, the K-feldspar zone metamorphic
overprint must have been imposed on the Alpine Schists after the late Cretaceous (c. 68Ma;
Chamberlain et al., 1995) partial melting event that formed the Alpine pegmatites during which
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the solidus can only have been exceeded at temperatures of 620-640◦ C (Cooper, 1980; Grapes and
Watanabe, 1994). It is possible that the K-feldspar zone assemblages developed more recently
than proposed by Grapes (1995). In other words, Vry et al.’s (2004) Ca-enriched Cenozoic
garnet rims and Grapes’s (1995) K-feldspar zone schists may be coeval. Retrograde assemblages
indicating 6-7kbar and 400-500◦ C reported in whiteschists from Jacobs River by Cooper (1980)
could also be coeval with the K-feldspar zone schists.
Geobarometric estimates from garnet-biotite-plagioclase-muscovite element exchange are
subject to similar uncertainties about the timing of mineral growth. Grapes and Watanabe’s
(1992) estimate of peak Mesozoic metamorphic pressures in Alpine Schist of 9.2 kbar is acceptable since the rocks were probably resident at these conditions for long enough (>107 years) that
metamorphic equilibration occurred (Carlson, 2002, and references therein). Furthermore, this
estimate is similar to the conditions indicated by stable co-existence of the assemblage kyanitetalc-quartz in whiteschists from Jacobs River (Cooper, 1980). There are numerous suggestions
that some 12-14 km of uplift was experienced by the schist in the Late Mesozoic, after the peak
M2 event (Cooper, 1980; Grapes and Watanabe, 1992; Grapes, 1995), and that the schist equilibrated at P-T conditions of 5-7 kbar (19-26 km) and 400-500◦ C (Cooper, 1980; Grapes and
Watanabe, 1994; Grapes, 1995), or even lower (4-6 kbar and 480-540◦ C; Green, 1992) at this
time. These estimates are not derived from mylonitic material so do not constrain the maximum
depth from which the mylonites were derived.
Vry et al. (2004) obtained similar pressure estimates (∼11 kbar) to the peak M2 estimates
of these previous authors from garnet rims that must have equilibrated during late Cenozoic
metamorphism and overgrew a mylonitic foliation. If the maximum pressure estimate of 11 kbar
applies in the initial stages of mylonitisation, previous suggestions that the upper and lower crust
of the Southern Alps are decoupled along a basal décollement at a depth of 20-30km (Norris
et al., 1990; Little et al., 2002b) cannot be correct as material from greater depths would not
then have been incorporated in the mylonite zone. Although magnetotelluric data suggest a
fluid-rich zone at a depth of ∼25km beneath the Southern Alps, this could represent a zone of
dehydration reactions at the greenschist-amphibolite facies transition rather than the location of
the basal décollment. SIGHT program seismic reflection studies do not show the downdip limits
of the Alpine Fault zone but do show that it dips ∼33◦ SE at a depth of 25km and that the
schist/oceanic crust interface beneath the Alps further east dips towards the NW (Kleffmann
et al., 1998). The interpretative section from Kleffmann et al.’s (1998) study indicates the
Alpine Fault zone continues to the base of the ∼35 km thick crustal root beneath the Southern
Alps, in which case material could well have been exhumed from these depths, consistent with
Vry et al.’s (2004) pressure estimate within error (±1-2 kbar). Zircon and apatite fission track
analyses (Tippett and Kamp, 1993) were used to constrain rock uplift over the Southern Alps.
When extrapolated towards the Alpine Fault, these results indicate Cenozoic uplift adjacent to
the fault exceeds 19km. If the rocks have been exhumed from 35 km, then uplift rates must
increase more rapidly towards the fault than assumed by Tippett and Kamp (1993).
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Garnets in the samples examined during this study are mostly rich in inclusions of epidote
or titanite and quartz, along with trains of opaque minerals (probably graphite or illmenite;
Vry et al., 2004). Up to four distinct growth phases can be recognised and correlated between
different samples based on the type and style of inclusions, although only three of these growth
phases are visible in any one garnet. Particularly noticeable are (sometimes spiral) magnetite
trains in garnet cores, that were probably formed during the Mesozoic D3 deformation of Little
et al. (2002a). Some of these garnets also have inclusion-free rims (see discussion in §4.4.3) which
may have formed during Cenozoic metamorphism, possibly within the mylonite zone. However,
it is difficult to correlate these growth zones directly to Upton (1995) and Vry et al. (2004)’s
observations. The Ca-rich rims described by Upton (1995) probably only comprise part of these
new growths. Some additional rims with graphite-rich inclusion trails have been observed in
protomylonites examined during this study. However, the only graphitic foliation that has been
observed in the mylonites is remnant from the Alpine Schist; the graphite is mostly scattered
along cleavage planes in large muscovite grains but is also locally present in the matrix of the
protomylonites outside late-stage shear bands, where it is interspersed with feldspar. The regions
of the protomylonites that contain graphite are mostly microlithons that show little evidence of
pervasive deformation during Dm (see detailed microstructural descriptions in Chapter 5).
Clearly there is still a lack of understanding of the timing and P-T conditions of deformation
in the mylonite zone. It is not clear that mineral equilibrium will be attained by garnet during
mylonitisation, so the P-T history of the mylonites cannot be adequately resolved by further
study of these same exchange reactions and further progress will only be made if alternative
methods can be found.

7.2.2

Single-mineral geothermometery

In this section I consider the possibility of obtaining temperature estimates from element concentrations in single minerals that equilibrated during mylonitic deformation. This removes the
difficulty of confirming co-crystallisation or equilibration of two different minerals, although it
is still necessary that there is a ready supply of the element of interest so that it can reach
equilibrium concentrations in the single mineral. Two specific geothermometers that have only
recently been described, and are likely to be of use, are titanium in quartz (TitaniQ; Wark and
Watson, 2006) and titanium in biotite (Ti-in-bt; Henry et al., 2005) Application of both these
geothermometers was attempted during this study. Unfortunately, more advanced equipment
is needed to obtain useful results from the TitaniQ geothermometer. I hope that the following
short discussion of that geothermometer will serve as a starting point for further study.
Oxygen isotope partitioning between magnetite and quartz was also considered as a geothermometer, since it was successfully employed by Cooper (1970) in determining metamorphic
conditions from metachert layers in the Alpine Schist in the Haast River. Unfortunately, despite
detailed microprobe analysis, magnetite could not be found in metacherts in the mylonites. The
most common non-silicates are ilmenite (with minor Mn), which can be difficult to distinguish
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optically from magnetite (Shelley, 1985), and rutile, along with chalcopyrite and pyrite.

7.2.3

Titanium in quartz

Titanium readily substitutes for silicon in quartz. The substitution, in a rock buffered by the
presence of a Ti-rich phase such as rutile, was recently calculated as a function of temperature
in the range 600-1000◦ C (Wark and Watson, 2006). Metachert mylonites contain abundant
rutile with variably recrystallised quartz. Dr. M. Palin attempted to analyse the abundance
of titanium in a few of these samples using secondary ion mass spectometry (SIMS) at the
Australian National University (ANU) but the grain size of the recrystallised quartz proved too
small for the available equipment, as the grains were plucked from the polished section by the
ion beam. New advances in laser technology at ANU should soon make analyses such as these
possible and this method should be employed, especially since it has potential to accurately
constrain the temperature of formation of various quartz microstructures, and hence accurately
calibrate the regime 1/2/3 classification of Hirth and Tullis (1992).

7.2.4

Titanium in biotite

The concentration of titanium in biotite that equilibrated at 4-6 kbar in ilmenite or rutilebearing, graphitic, peraluminous metapelites has been calibrated to temperatures of formation
of biotites in a variety of natural samples by Henry et al. (2005). The concentrations of Ti can
therefore be used as a geothermometer which can be expected to yield temperatures in the range
480-800◦ C. The geothermometric relationship is:

T =

ln(Ti) − a − c(X Mt )3
b

0.333
(7.1)

where T is temperature in ◦ C, Ti is number of titanium atoms per formula unit (apfu) normalised
on the basis of 22 O atoms, X Mt = Mg/(Mg+Fe), a = −2.3594, b = 4.6482 and c = −1.7283.
The Alpine Schist and Alpine Fault mylonites are mineralogically dissimilar to the samples
used in calibration of the geothermometer. The latter are technically peraluminous since, in
cation proportions, Al>(Na+K+2Ca) (Hall, 1996, based on quartzofeldspathic schist and mylonite bulk chemistry discussed in §4.5.2). The mylonites and schists do not contain abundant
aluminous minerals such as chlorite, staurolite or sillimanite like the samples for which the
geothermometer was calibrated, but do contain abundant muscovite. Furthermore, graphite
is probably in dis-equilibrium during mylonitisation since it is only present as inclusion trails
in porphyroclasts or microlithons of material displaying an Alpine Schist fabric, and not in
mylonitic overgrowths on these minerals.
Henry et al. (2005) discuss the application of the Ti-in-biotite geothermometer for different bulk compositions. They apply the same geothermometric relationship of equation 7.1 to
datasets from samples that either (a) do not contain a Ti-saturating phase such as ilmenite or rutile; (b) do not contain graphite or (c) are not peraluminous and do not contain a Ti-saturating
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mineral. In the absence of graphite, the geothermometer behaves somewhat erratically, providing temperature estimates differing from those obtained by other methods by up to 50◦ C
(Henry et al., 2005). Hence an error of ±50◦ C must be assumed for the syn-mylonitic biotite
data presented here. Low-Al biotite incorporates significantly higher Ti-concentrations since
some octahedral sites that would have been filled by Al are free to contain Ti atoms. This
means that geothermometric estimates from Ti-in-biotite in low-Al biotites will probably be
over-estimates although it is unclear by how much.
In addition, the geothermometer has, at present, only been calibrated for application in
the pressure range 4-6 kbar, corresponding to depths of 15-23 km. In the Alpine Fault zone,
temperatures of 400-525◦ C (according to the geothermal gradient proposed in §2.6.2; it will
be observed later in this chapter that 480-555◦ C is a better estimate) are likely to have been
experienced at these depths. Application of the geothermometer outside this pressure range is
subject to unquantifiable errors.
Given these sources of error, it is difficult to make precise estimates of the temperature of
equilibration of biotites in the Alpine Fault mylonites. The concentration of Ti can, however,
be used as a comparative tool to estimate the relative difference in temperature of equilibration
of biotites in different microtextural situations in the mylonites.
Analytical details
Quantitative EDS measurements of biotite and feldspar compositions in Alpine Fault mylonites
were obtained using the University of Otago Geology Department JEOL JXA-8600 Superprobe.
Further details of analysis methods are given in §4.2 and oxide proportions from these analyses
are included in Appendix F. Mineral compositions were obtained from five samples of quartzofeldspathic mylonite. Four of these (OU77833, OU77845, OU77879, OU77895) are from the
Gaunt Creek section. The remaining sample (OU77997) is from Hare Mare Creek. The analysed
biotites occur in a variety of microtextural situations that are summarised, along with sample
location information, in Table 7.1. Analysis spot locations are illustrated in Figures 7.2, 7.3, 7.6
to 7.11 and in Appendix F (Figures F.2 and F.3). The locations of each BSE image are indicated
on scanned thin sections in Appendix F (Figure F.1).
During EDS analysis, oxide totals for an anhydrous mineral such as feldspar in close proximity
to the biotites of interest were periodically checked to ensure that they were 100±1wt%. If this
was not the case, adjustments were made to the EDS calibrations. Feldspar analysis results are
presented here with biotite results and discussed further in §7.2.6. In order to attain a high level
of accuracy in titanium concentrations, count times of 400s were used for most biotite analyses,
although this was dropped to 200s in samples where it was difficult to find biotite crystals that
were suitable for analysis. These count times yielded ±2σ errors in the range 0.02-0.06wt%.
Measured TiO2 concentrations range from 0.28wt% to 3.68wt%, giving 2σ errors ranging up
to 3.6% of this oxide total, but mostly < 2%. Stochiometric calculations indicate that biotites
should contain around 4-5wt% H2 O (Deer et al., 1992), which cannot be measured using the
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Table 7.1: Details of samples from which biotite compositions were obtained by electron microprobe
EDS analysis

Sample
number

Lithology

Distance
from
Alpine
Fault (m)

Microtextural situation

OU77833

Ultramylonite
/mylonite
transition
Ultramylonite
/mylonite
transition

96

OU77895

Mylonite/
protomylonite
transition

327

OU77879

Protomylonite

896

OU77997

Protomylonite

563

Occasional large porphyroclastic biotite; many small biotites scattered throughout quartzofeldspathic matrix.
Within 2 cm of 1 mm thick pseudotachylyte vein
Occasional large porphyroclastic biotite; many small biotites scattered throughout quartzofeldspathic matrix.
Weak S-C’ fabric. Within 2 cm of 3 mm thick pseudotachylyte vein.
S-C’ fabric with microlithons in which original Alpine
Schist fabric of interlayered quartz-feldspar and micaceous
layers is preseved. X-Z section. Large porphyroclastic biotites, 400-600µm long, underwent considerable grain-size
reduction to crystals <50µm long into narrow (∼50µm
wide) shear bands
S-C’ fabric with microlithons in which original Alpine
Schist fabric of interlayered quartz-feldspar and micaceous
layers is preseved. Section cut sub-parallel to macroscopic shear bands and intersects microscopic shear bands
obliquely. Large porphyroclastic biotites <2000µm long
are rotated into shear bands where they undergo grain
size reduction by recrystallisation (?) and dispersal between quartz and feldspar that are also finer grained than
in the microlithons. Biotites in shear bands are green
rather than red-brown.
S-C’ fabric with microlithons in which original Alpine
Schist fabric of interlayered quartz-feldspar and micaceous
layers is preseved. X-Z section. Porphyroclastic biotites
<1000µm long underwent grain-size reduction to crystals
∼ 150µm long into moderately wide (150µm) shear bands

OU77845

95
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electron microprobe, so oxide totals for the analyses should be in the range 95.5±2wt%. Analyses
with totals outside this range were discarded. Furthermore, SiO2 should be around 35.5wt%
otherwise it is likely that the microprobe beam overlapped onto adjacent silicates. Since these
analyses would probably yield erroneous geothermometric results, analyses with SiO2 outside
the range 35.5 ± 1.5wt% were also discarded.
It proved difficult to obtain such good analyses of the composition of small biotites, particularly those in OU77833 and OU77845, since the size of the microprobe beam is similar to the
size of the biotite crystals and the electron beam diffuses into the sample to a depth of 1-5µm
beneath the sample surface (Potts et al., 1995). As a result, many analyses had silica > 37wt%
indicating parts of other minerals were sampled. A smaller microprobe beam diameter appeared
to penetrate even further through the biotites and sampled even more of the other minerals,
probably from beneath the thin biotite crystals. It was in these samples that 200s count times
were most commonly employed since over half of the analyses were discarded due to high SiO2 ,
and many more grains had to be analysed to obtain a useful dataset. Also, many of the analyses
from these samples are derived from the larger crystals present.
Microtextural relationships and sampling philosophy
Large biotite crystals similar to those that were most successfully analysed in the mylonites/
ultramylonites, also occur in the protomylonites where they contain graphitic inclusion trails.
Holcombe and Little (2001) and Little et al. (2002a) suggested the inclusion trails formed during
Mesozoic D2 deformation and metamorphism in the Alpine Schist and were crenulated and overgrown by biotite during Cenozoic D3 . It is unlikely that the Ti-concentrations in these biotites
have equilibrated to mylonitic conditions. They should therefore be indicative of temperatures
attained in the schist immediately prior to incorporation in the mylonite zone; 490-540◦ C at 5.46.6kbar (Grapes, 1995) or 400-500◦ C at 6-7kbar (Cooper, 1980). The graphitic inclusion trails
are never observed in the smaller biotites that, interspersed with dynamically recrystallised
quartz and feldspar, form most of the area of the ultramylonite samples. This suggests that the
smaller biotites have recrystallised during Dm and that Ti-in-biotite geothermometry of them
may show temperatures experienced during mylonitisation. Using grain size as a proxy for the
location under which the biotites recrystallised allows assessment of the change in temperature
during deformation from the schist to the mylonite zone. To illustrate any changes, temperatures estimated from the Ti-in-biotite thermometer (Henry et al., 2005) are plotted against
grain size in the mylonites/ultramylonites in Figure 7.4.
In the protomylonite and mylonite transition zone samples (OU77879, OU77895 and OU77997),
large porphyroclastic biotite grains are progressively incorporated into shear bands of varying
thicknesses. Grain size reduction and dispersal amongst quartz and feldspar is sometimes accompanied by variation in the colour of the biotites from red-brown pleochroic to green. In Chapter 4
it was suggested that this colour change could occur because of a decrease in the concentration
of Ti, which would indicate that deformation in the localised shear bands occurred under lower
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temperatures than were experienced prior to incorporation in the mylonite zone. Alternatively,
green biotites can form if Fe3+ concentrations are high (Shelley, 1985). The most marked biotite
colour change is observed in OU77845. If the colour change is associated with variation in the
amount of total iron (FeT ), there should be some variation in the concentration of this element
in different coloured biotites. However, when iron concentrations (assuming all iron is Fe2+ )
from all analyses from this sample are plotted against Ti (Figure 7.1), it is apparent that the
most significant variation as a percentage of total concentrations is observed in Ti, rather than
Fe2+ , which suggests the change in colour is a function of Ti-concentration. It is still possible
that Fe2+ is selectively replaced by Fe3+ in the green biotites; however, it is difficult to quantify
this effect.
The presence or absence of graphite is an indicator of oxygen fugacity (f O2 ) which affects the
oxidation state of iron. According to Spear (1993), graphite will only co-exist with silicates, such
as biotite, that have high Fe/(Fe+Mg) at low f O2 , in which case iron will be present as Fe2+ .
Fe/(Fe+Mg) in the analysed biotites is in the range 0.5-0.6; ie. only moderately high. Graphite
co-exists with biotite in the Alpine Schists (Cooper, 1970) but is absent in pervasively deformed
mylonites such as OU779833 and OU77845, and in syn-mylonitic minerals in protomylonites such
as OU77879,OU77895 and OU77997. Very strongly oxidising conditions (log(f O2 ) < −18), would
be indicated by the presence of hematite (Spear, 1993), but hematite is not observed in these
mylonites. Together, these two observations indicate moderately oxidising conditions prevailed
during mylonitisation, so at least some of the iron should be present as Fe3+ . A change in iron
oxidation state therefore cannot be discounted as the source of colour variation in biotite.
Assuming that the oxidation state of iron does not change significantly during deformation
and metamorphic equilibration, temperature estimates from Ti-in-biotite thermometry (Henry

Figure 7.1: Fe2+ vs Ti in OU77845
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et al., 2005) will at least indicate relative changes in temperature. In order to assess whether any
systematic variation is observed across the late, localised shear band structures that sometimes
contain green biotite, temperature estimates from the geothermometer are plotted against distance perpendicular to shear band structures where possible (e.g. Figures 7.6 to 7.9, and 7.11).
Where no distinct shear band was recognised, variation in biotite composition was plotted against
distance across the analysed area perpendicular to foliation (Figure 7.10), and against grain size
as for the mylonite/ultramylonite samples (Figure 7.12).
Effect of oxidation state on temperature estimates
The oxidation state of iron also affects the temperature estimates obtained from the Ti-in-biotite
geothermometer. A maximum temperature estimate is obtained if all iron is assumed to be Fe2+
and a minimum estimate if it is assumed to be Fe3+ . Since the absence of graphite and hematite
indicate moderately oxidising conditions, iron is likely to be present in both oxidised and reduced
states, and the true temperature of equilibration of the biotites must be somewhere between these
two estimates. For this reason, both minimum and maximum temperature estimates obtained
by varying the oxidation state of iron are presented here.
It could also be possible for Ti to be in its reduced state and therefore present as Ti3+
rather than Ti4+ . However, when all Ti is assumed to be Ti3+ , temperature estimates greater
than 900◦ C are obtained from the Ti-in-biotite geothermometer. These values are completely
unreasonable for the Alpine Fault mylonites as then partial melting would be observed. It is
therefore assumed that all Ti is present as Ti4+ , in accord with the assumptions of Henry et al.
(2005).
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(a)

Figure 7.2: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions
in Area 3 of OU77833. Spot sizes are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable
biotite analyses are illustrated in dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. Refer to the text
for more detail. (b) Histogram of estimated temperatures of equilibrations of Ti-in-biotite from the
geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005). Both minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are
plotted. (c) Histogram of average % anorthite in feldspars from the same sample.
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(a)

Figure 7.3: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions
in Area 4 of OU77845. Spot sizes are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable
biotite analyses are illustrated in dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. Refer to the text
for more detail. (b) Histogram of estimated temperatures of equilibrations of Ti-in-biotite from the
geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005). Both minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are
plotted. (c) Histogram of average % anorthite in feldspars from the same sample.
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Figure 7.4: Plot of temperature estimates from Ti-in-biotite geothermometry against length of long axis
of biotite grains in (a) OU77833; (b) OU77845 and (c) combined data from these two samples. Maximum
temperature estimates are plotted as circles whereas minimum estimates from the same analyses are
plotted as stars.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.5: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in
Area 2 of OU77895. The center of a finer-grained shear band is shown by the red dashed line. Spot sizes
are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable biotite analyses are illustrated in
dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of equilibrations of
Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band. Both minimum and
maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (c) Plot of % anorthite in feldspars against distance
from the center of the shear band.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.6: Biotite and feldspar compositions in Area 1 of OU77895. (a) Plot of estimated temperatures
of equilibrations of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) into the shear band.
Both minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (b) Plot of % anorthite in
feldspars against distance from the center of the shear band. Locations of EDS spot analyses are shown
in Appendix F.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7: Biotite and feldspar compositions in Area 3 of OU77895. (a) Plot of estimated temperatures
of equilibrations of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band.
Both minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (b) Plot of % anorthite in
feldspars against distance from the center of the shear band. Locations of EDS spot analyses are shown
in Appendix F.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.8: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in
Area 2 of OU77879. The boundaries and center of a finer-grained shear band are shown by the red dashed
lines. Spot sizes are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable biotite analyses
are illustrated in dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of
equilibrations of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band. Both
minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (c) Plot of % anorthite in feldspars
against distance from the center of the shear band.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.9: Biotite and feldspar compositions in Area 3 of OU77879. (a) Plot of estimated temperatures
of equilibrations of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band.
Both minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (b) Plot of % anorthite in
feldspars against distance from the center of the shear band. Locations of EDS spot analyses are shown
in Appendix F.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10: Biotite and feldspar compositions in Area 1 of OU77997. (a) Plot of estimated temperatures
of equilibrations of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band.
Both minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (b) Plot of % anorthite in
feldspars against distance from the center of the shear band. Locations of EDS spot analyses are shown
in Appendix F.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.11: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in
Area 2 of OU77997. The boundaries and center of a finer-grained shear band are shown by the red dashed
lines. Spot sizes are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable biotite analyses
are illustrated in dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of
equilibrations of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band. Both
minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (c) Plot of % anorthite in feldspars
against distance from the center of the shear band.
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Figure 7.12: Plot of temperature estimates from Ti-in-biotite geothermometry against length of long
axis of biotite grains in OU77997.

Results
Temperature estimates from the Ti-in-biotite geothermometer for various porphyroclastic biotites and syn-mylonitic biotites are summarised in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2: Summary of temperature estimates for biotites in a variety of microstructural situations from
Ti-in-biotite thermometry

Sample Number

T (◦ C)

Microtexture of biotite

Tmin (◦ C)*

• porphyroclasts (> 300µm)
660-700
610-650
• recrystallised syn-Dm (< 110µm)
590-650
540-600
OU77845
• porphyroclasts (> 300µm)
680-695
630-645
• recrystallised syn-Dm (< 110µm)
650-670
600-620
OU77895
• >150µm from shear band center
580-650
530-600
• <150µm from shear band center
425-625
375-575
OU77879
• &150µm from shear band center
600-650
550-600
• .150µm from shear band center
225-600
175-550
OU77997
• porphyroclasts (> 400µm)
650-680
600-630
• >125µm from shear band center
600-680
600-630
• recrystallised syn-Dm (< 220µm)
600-660
550-610
• <125µm from shear band center
460-600
410-550
*Tmin are lowest possible temperature estimates to reflect unknown oxidation state of iron and mismatch
of temperatures estimated by this geothermometer to those from garnet-biotite in the Alpine Schist
OU77833
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Discussion
The temperatures of equilibration of the prophyroclastic Alpine Schist biotites indicated by the
Ti-in-biotite geothermometer are similar to and higher than the peak M2 metamorphic temperatures that have previously been estimated for the schist by garnet-biotite geothermometry
(Cooper, 1980; Grapes, 1995; Vry et al., 2004), but exceed the estimates of temperatures immediately prior to mylonitisation of Cooper (1980) and Grapes (1995).
The error of ±50◦ C because of the absence of graphite easily accounts for the fact that
the Ti-in-biotite estimates are at the high end of the M2 range. However, this correction is
probably not relevant to porphyroclastic biotites from the Alpine Schist since they crystallised in
equilibrium with graphite. Furthermore, provision of both minimum and maximum temperature
estimates by varying the oxidation state of iron should account for all possible oxidation states
that are indicated by the presence or absence of graphite. There must be some other source of
error, probably resulting from a different aluminium saturation of these samples compared to
the peraluminous metapelites on which the geothermometer was calibrated. Some of the lowest
temperature estimates are also anomalously low. Mortimer (2000) found that chlorite is replaced
by biotite in the compositionally similar quartzofeldspathic Otago Schists at around 400◦ C.
Grapes (1995) suggest the first appearance of biotite in the Alpine Schist during progressive
metmorphism is at 330◦ C, but this is a very low estimate for metapelitic rocks (Bucher and
Frey, 1994) and a minimum of 350-400◦ C is considered more appropriate. Hence partially
chloritised biotites probably equilibrated between 350 and 400◦ C. Temperature estimates below
∼ 400◦ C are therefore likely to be erroneous since they were not obtained from biotite sensu
stricto.
To assess the ability of the Ti-in-biotite geothermometer to estimate temperatures in the
Alpine Schists, I have also used it to calculate temperatures from biotite compositional data
presented by Grapes and Watanabe (1994). Temperatures of equilibration of these samples above
the garnet-in isograd were also estimated by Grapes (1995) using garnet-biotite geothermometry
so these two methods can be compared and adjustments made to the Ti-in-biotite temperature
estimates in the mylonites if necessary. The temperature estimates from the two methods are
compared graphically in Figure 7.13
It is apparent from this comparison that the Ti-in-biotite thermometer provides higher
temperature estimates than garnet-biotite geothermometry in the schist. The degree of overestimation above the garnet-in isograd ranges from 50-150◦ C, averaging ∼50◦ C. Alpine Fault
mylonite samples are likely to have initial compositions that are similar to the K-feldspar or
oligoclase zone schists. Unfortunately, the degree of mismatch is quite variable in these zones
and it is not possible to correct for this. If the garnet-biotite geothermometer is correct, the
Ti-in-biotite thermometer overestimates temperatures by ∼50◦ C, which is similar to the possible error due to the absence of graphite. Lower bounds to the temperature estimates based on
this assumption are indicated in column 4 of Table 7.2, and are denoted Tmin in the following
paragraphs. When this correction is applied, the Tmin mostly fall in the range between the max274

Figure 7.13: Comparison of temperature estimates from Ti-in-biotite (solid line) and garnet-biotite
(dashed line) geothermometers in the Alpine Schist using data of Grapes and Watanabe (1994) and
Grapes (1995). T-estimates made by Grapes and Watanabe (1994) and Grapes (1995) below the garnet-in
isograd use experimental results for likely exchange reactions (see Grapes (1995) for more detail). Notice
that temperatures estimated by the Ti-in-biotite thermometer are closer to a more reasonable estimate
for the biotite-in reaction of ∼400◦ C. Metamorphic zone boundaries in the Alpine Schist indicated by
vertical grey lines are from Grapes (1995).

imum temperature estimated in the Alpine Schist by Vry et al. (2004), and the temperature at
which biotite converts to chlorite. Erratic behaviour of the geothermometer above the albite-out
isograd probably relates to variations in oxidation state related to variations in fluid content of
the rock mass at these conditions.
Some variations in geothermometric estimates are specific to the mylonite zones from which
they are derived, as follows:

OU77833 and OU77845
Temperature estimates in the two ultramylonite/mylonite samples display similar behaviour.
Estimates from porphyroclastic biotites are consistently higher than from small, recrystallised
biotites, although there is slight overlap of the two groups of results, particularly within their
error ranges. Porphyroclastic biotites have Ti-contents indicating equilibration above the maximum temperatures attained by the Alpine Schists prior to incorporation in the mylonite zone
(T= 660 to 700◦ C). Mylonitic biotite temperatures are only slightly lower than those obtained
from the schist biotites (T= 590-670◦ C). Since graphite is absent in the mylonitic biotites, temperatures could vary by ±50◦ C and hence could be as low as Tmin = 540◦ C. This indicates
there was little pervasive recrystallisation of biotite at temperatures below epidote-amphibolite
facies conditions. These estimates are similar to those of Upton (1995) from garnet-biotite
geothermometry in the mylonite zone and show a similar data spread which is here correlated
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to thin section scale changes in microstructural setting. This supports Upton’s (1995) geothermometric estimates. Possible explanations for metamorphic equilibration ceasing at these high
temperatures are discussed in §7.2.7.

OU77895, OU77879 and OU77997
All mylonite/protomylonite transition zone and protomylonite samples display similar changes
in Ti-in-biotite thermometric results. Temperature estimates from large, porphyroclastic biotites
found &150µm from shear bands are consistently high and again similar to peak M2 metamorphic
temperatures in the Alpine Schist (lower limit temperatures range from T = 590-680◦ C (Tmin =
540-630◦ C)). Temperature estimates from biotites within shear bands and smaller syn-mylonitic
grains are much more variable and can be significantly lower. The lowest temperature estimate,
of T = 225◦ C (Tmin = 175◦ C), was obtained from green biotites in OU77879. As previously noted,
biotite is probably replaced by chlorite in the schists below ∼400◦ C. Hence estimates lower than
this value are probably erroneous. Examination of the analyses that give these temperature
estimates in detail (refer to Appendix F) shows that they generally have K2 O<9wt% and oxide
totals <92%, leaving 8wt% volatiles, probably H2 O. These changes in composition are probably
related to partial chloritisation of the biotites (Deer et al., 1992), or interleaving of biotite and
chlorite on a submicroscopic scale (Craw et al., 1982), in which case the geothermometric results
are unlikely to be accurate. The lowest temperature estimated from a non-chloritised biotite is
T = 507◦ C (Tmin =457◦ C; OU77989, area 2, biotite D1).
The variation in temperature estimates across the boundaries of shear band structures is only
systematic in a few cases; area 2 of OU77997 shows a gradual reduction in temperature from
T = 675 to 450◦ C (Tmin = 625 to 400◦ C) towards the center of the shear band; however, all
temperature estimates below T = 620◦ C (Tmin = 570◦ C) are in partially chloritised biotites. In
area 2 of OU77879, there is a marked gradual reduction in temperature towards the center of the
shear band, from T = 550 to 225◦ C (Tmin = 500 to 175◦ C), but the lowest temperature estimate
in non-chloritised biotite is T=507◦ C (Tmin = 457◦ C) as previously noted. In Area 3 of OU77895,
there is a decrease in temperature from T = 625 to 500◦ C (Tmin = 575 to 450 ◦ C) within 150µ
of the shear band center but erratic behaviour up to 250µm from the shear band center. In
all other cases, both low and high temperature estimates were obtained from within the shear
bands. This suggests that only some of the biotites in these shear bands have equilibrated to low
temperature conditions, probably during mylonitisation, while other shear bands retain some
biotites that originally equilibrated in the Alpine Schist and have not recrystallised during the
latter stages of mylonitisation.
Overall, the lowest Ti-in-biotite thermometric estimates are obtained from these shear band
structures in protomylonites. Partial chloritisation of biotite is also only observed in these
samples. This indicates that low-temperature crystal-plasticity and metamorphic equilibration
in the mylonite zone is limited to discrete structures active only within the protomylonites.
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7.2.5

Petrographic thermobarometers

Major compositional changes in mineralogy/stable mineral assemblages occur at particular temperatures and pressures and these are commonly used to bracket P-T conditions in metamorphic
terranes (Spear, 1993). Broad estimates of temperatures and pressures were made in Chapter 4.
These estimates are summarised in Figure 7.18. More precise estimates can be made using
quantitative compositional data, as is discussed in the following section.

7.2.6

Feldspar thermobarometry

One of the most diagnostic compositional changes that has been observed previously in the
Alpine Schists is that of the plagioclase feldspars. As discussed in Chapter 4, Ca2+ becomes
progressively less stable in feldspar with decreasing temperature and is replaced by the smaller
Na+ cation. Grapes (1995) presented comprehensive analyses of feldspar compositions during
prograde and retrograde metamorphism in the Alpine Schist. He was able to constrain the
pressure and temperature below which peristerites should be observed in the schist using garnetbiotite thermometry and GASP barometry (Figure 7.14).
Quantitative feldspar compositions from this study
As previously noted, quantitative feldspar compositional data were collected during this study
using the University of Otago Geology Department JEOL JXA-8600 Superprobe. The samples are the same as those from which biotite data was obtained, OU77833, OU77845, OU77879,
OU77895 and OU77997. Analysis locations and some results were presented with biotite analysis

results in Figures 7.2, 7.3, 7.6 to 7.10 and 7.11 and in Appendix F (Figures F.2 and F.3). The
locations of each BSE image are indicated on scanned thin sections in Appendix F (Figure F.1).
Unlike Ti-in-biotite concentrations, the compositions of feldspars in any one sample of mylonite do not change in a logical way with distance across samples containing shear bands
(Figures 7.2, 7.3, 7.6 to 7.10 and 7.11c). Although there are minor changes in the composition
of the feldspars in any one sample, these are usually small. All analysed plagioclase feldspars
had compositions ranging from An11 to An30 ; ie., they are oligoclase. Histograms of % anorthite
in all samples are also presented here as Figure 7.15 so that average compositions can easily be
determined for each sample and to illustrate the spread of the compositions.
The average anothite contents of the feldspars in each sample are indicated on Figure 7.16.
The grey regions in these diagrams, like the cross-hatched regions in Figure 7.14, represent a
solid solution gap (the ‘peristerite gap’) and contain feldspar compositions that are not known
to occur in the Alpine Schists.
Discussion
Peristerites were recognised by Grapes (1995) and Norris and Cooper (2007) in the southern
part of the Alpine Fault zone and in the adjacent Alpine Schists, but have not been recognised
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Figure 7.14: Compositional variations in Alpine Schist feldspars from Grapes (1995). In each paired
diagram prograde compositions are indicated by the left-hand diagram and retrograde by the righthand diagram. Compositions are plotted as a function of temperature in (A) and pressure in (B).
Temperatures were estimated using a garnet-biotite thermometer and pressures were estimated using
garnet-biotite-plagioclase-muscovite barometry. Cross-hatched regions are ‘peristerite gaps’ (ie. these
feldspar compositions do not occur in the schist but compositions to left and right of the regions co-exist
at greenschist facies conditions) and horizontal lines represent feldspar compositions measured by Grapes
(1995). A and G adjacent to the vertical axes are lower boundaries of amphibolite and greenschist facies
respectively. The leftward sloping dashed lines delineate the minimum anorthite content that has been
measured in schists at corresponding temperatures and pressures in the amphibolite facies. Feldspars
with lower %An do not occur in schist that equilibrated at these conditions.

as far north as most of the present study area. The absence of albite in the study area suggests
it is unlikely that feldspars in these samples equilibrated at temperatures or pressures above
the top of the peristerite solvus. However, it is possible that I failed to sample the co-existing
albite, in which case temperatures and pressures could have been lower. The average feldspar
compositions from this study are plotted on modified versions of Grapes’s (1995) composition
versus T and P diagrams in Figure 7.16. Two possible compositions were plotted for OU77833
because the histogram of compositions shows a bimodal pattern, rather than approximating a
bell-curve distribution as for the other samples.
The upper limit to the T and P that these plagioclases could have equilibrated at is defined
by a dashed line delimiting the maximum temperature or pressure at minimum %An measured
in Alpine Schist samples by Grapes (1995). The lower limit is defined by the top of the peristerite
solvus. The feldspars could have equilibrated at any T and P in this range. These P-T estimates
are listed in Table 7.3
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(a)Ultramylonite/mylonite

(b) Ultramylonite/mylonite

(c) Mylonite/protomylonite

(d) Protomylonite

.

Sample number

Median % An

OU77833

15.25 & 18.25

OU77845

18.25

OU77895

23.75

OU77879

17.5

OU77997

17.5

(e) Protomylonite

Figure 7.15: Histograms of feldspar compositions from EDS spot analyses of (a) OU77833, (b) OU77845,
(c) OU77895, (d) OU77879 and (e) OU77997. Median anothite contents are indicated in the Table.
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Figure 7.16: Feldspar compositions from this study plotted on compositions versus T and P diagrams
of Grapes (1995). The light grey areas are Grapes’s (1995) prograde peristerite gaps; the darker grey
areas are Grapes’s (1995) retrograde peristerite gaps. Average feldspar compositions are plotted as red
vertical lines. These lines span the range of T and P between the dashed line delimiting the maximum
temperatures at minimum % An measured by Grapes (1995) and the top of the retrograde peristerite
solvus. See text for more detail.
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Table 7.3: Thermobarometic estimates from feldspar compositions in mylonites from this study
Sample number

Mylonite type

Temperature (◦ C)
Min
Max

Pressure (kbar)
Min
Max

OU77833

Ultramylonite
/mylonite
transition
Ultramylonite
/mylonite
transition
Mylonite/
protomylonite
transition
Protomylonite
Protomylonite

500

514 or 555

7.0

7.6 or 8.5

500

555

7.0

8.5

-

633

-

10.1

500
500

545
545

7.0
7.0

8.3
8.3

OU77845

OU77895

OU77879
OU77997

Errors in T estimates will be similar to those expected from garnet-biotite
geothermometry, ie. ±50◦ C. Errors in P estimates will be similar to those
expected from gt-bt-plag-mv geobarometry, ie. ±1 − 2 kbar (an average of 1.5
kbar is assumed here); Vry et al. (2004)

Most of the preferred temperature estimates are around 500-550±50◦ C. OU77879 is an exception with a composition indicating equilibration at 633±50◦ C, but the spread of compositions
in this sample was also particularly large (see Figure 7.15c). Preferred pressure estimates are
around 7.0-8.5±1.5 kbar (700-850 MPa), corresponding to burial depths of ∼26-33km. These
estimates are in the range between the peak pressures and temperatures that were estimated by
Grapes (1995) and Cooper (1980) for the Alpine Schists prior to incorporation in the mylonite
zone and the peak P-T estimates of Vry et al. (2004) and most estimates of peak M2 conditions
in the Alpine Schist.
It is not clear whether these feldspars equilibrated during the mylonitic deformation or retain
compositions inherited from the parent schist. The compositions are similar to those found in the
schist, and none of these feldspars are visibly zoned. The temperature estimates indicate that
the feldspars ceased to equilibrate at lower amphibolite to epidote-amphibolite facies conditions.
Unlike the biotite geothermometric results, there is little evidence of a difference in equilibration
temperatures between the ultramylonite, mylonite, and protomylonite zones.

7.2.7

Discussion of mineral thermobarometric estimates

New geothermometric estimates for the Alpine Fault mylonites were obtained from titanium
concentrations in biotite and thermobarometric estimates were obtained from feldspar chemistry.
The results indicate that significant element exchange reactions ceased at temperatures of around
500±50◦ C and 500-550±50◦ C in biotite and feldspar, respectively. The lowest temperature
estimates from biotites are only obtained from thermobarometry of protomylonite zone samples.
In the ultramylonite and mylonite zones, chemical equilibration of biotite ceased at temperatures
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of around 600±50◦ C. Feldspars mostly equilibrated at pressures of approximately 7.0-8.5±1.5
kbar equivalent to depths of 26-32±6 km. The P-T estimates from the feldspars are similar
to the peak M2 conditions estimated in the parent Alpine Schist (Cooper, 1980; Grapes and
Watanabe, 1992, 1994; Grapes, 1995; Vry et al., 2004).
Metamorphic exchange reactions can occur much more rapidly during deformation (Yund
and Tullis, 1991), since (1) grain size reduction due to dynamic recrystallisation will decrease distances for volume diffusion; (2) dissolution and re-precipitation during pressure solution results
in bulk material transfer and (3) diffusion rates are significantly enhanced along high-angle grain
boundaries that move through strained grains during dynamic recrystallisation. Also, stress gradients produced during deformation can increase the chemical potential of solids (Wintsch, 1985).
This leads to the expectation that chemical equilibration will continue as long as crystal-plastic
deformation occurs. Hence, if the mylonites were continuously and progressively deformed at all
temperatures and pressures down to the brittle-viscous transition, temperature estimates should
range down to the lowest temperature at which dynamic recrystallisation is recognised in that
mineral.
Previous studies have shown that biotite will deform by crystal-plastic mechanisms down to
temperatures around 250◦ C (Stesky et al., 1974; Stesky, 1978), but low temperature plasticity is
confined to slip on basal planes rather than GBM recrystallisation which is confined to medium
to high grades (Passchier and Trouw, 2006), so the influence of deformation on chemical change
at low temperatures is difficult to assess. Conversely, Etheridge and Hobbs (1974) suggested
that chemical changes can promote dynamic recrystallisation of micas.
Isochemical crystal-plastic deformation of feldspar is confined to amphibolite facies conditions
(Pryer, 1993; Passchier and Trouw, 2006) but further deformation accompanied by chemical
change should continue to much lower temperatures (Stunitz and Fitz Gerald, 1993; Fitz Gerald
and Stunitz, 1993). In the Alpine Fault mylonites this should result in formation of peristerites
(albite+oligoclase). There must be some reason why these minerals stopped exchanging elements
and undergoing metamorphic equilibration at such high temperatures.
Two important rate-limiting processes in metamorphism are the rate of nucleation of new
minerals (Rubie, 1996) and the rate of solid-state diffusion of elements (Carlson, 2002). Nucleation requires overstepping or understepping of some equilibrium condition of T and P where
a new mineral phase should be stable. Failure to exceed this equilibrium condition commonly
causes preservation of disequilibrium assemblages. In the case of the Alpine Fault mylonites,
failure to nucleate new titanium-containing phases may have limited the removal of Ti from the
structure of biotites, resulting in anomalously high estimates of temperature during retrogressive
metamorphism in the mylonites and ultramylonites. However, no titanium mineral is observed
in close proximity to biotites in protomylonite samples that give lower temperaure estimates, so
this is probably not the main reason that high temperatures are recorded by the ultramylonite
and mylonite biotites.
It is possible to put more precise constraints on the rates of element exchange in certain
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minerals since the boundary conditions of deformation are relatively well known. Exhumation
from temperatures of around 600◦ C to 300◦ C corresponds to uplift through around 20km in
the mylonite zone, depending on which temperature profile is choosen. At an uplift rate of
10mm yr−1 (Bull and Cooper, 1986; Norris and Cooper, 2001), this would have taken 2 million
years. Carlson (2002) estimated rates of element exchange of Al3+ during metamorphism. This
element is slow-moving and considered to be rate-limiting in metamorphic reactions (Yund and
Tullis, 1991). By combining his estimates with other published data, Carlson (2002) was able
to estimate characteristic diffusion distances for Al in fluid saturated and fluid undersaturated
systems with time (Figure 7.17).

Figure 7.17: Diffusion distances of Al in rocks as a function of time and temperature during metamorphism; Figure 17 of Carlson (2002).

From these diagrams, it is apparent that, in relatively dry rocks such as the Alpine Fault
mylonites at a temperature of 500◦ C, over 2 million years, Al cations will only diffuse over distances of <50µm. This is smaller than the size of feldspars and biotites in the protomylonites,
but similar to their size in ultramylonites/mylonites. Both the studied exchange reactions include transfer of Al but Al-exchange is most important in the plagioclase feldspars, because it
substitutes with Na for Ca and Si to maintain charge balance, according to the reaction:
Anorthite (CaAl2 Si2 O8 ) + Na+ + Si2+ = Albite (NaAlSi3 O8 ) + Ca2+ +Al3+
Hence, retrogressive reaction of plagioclase to albite could be inhibited by the slow diffusion of
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Al relative to the time-scale of the metamorphism. However, in this case, reaction should occur
over length scales of ∼50µm, and rims of Ca-depleted feldspar or peristerite of this size could be
expected. The Ca-enriched rims that were observed in feldspars during element mapping (§4.4.1)
were around 50µm wide, but the change in composition is not consistent with retrogressive
metamorphic reaction. Also, where retrograde peristerites are observed in the Alpine Schist, the
regions of mixed albite and oligoclase are around 50µm across (Grapes, 1995), despite the fact
that the timescale for this metamorphic event was probably much longer, of the order of 107
years. Despite these apparent consistencies in the scale of element mobility during metamorphic
reaction, Ca-depleted rims or peristerites are not observed in the studied mylonites, which
indicates that slow element diffusion is not the sole process limiting metamorphic equilibration
in these plagioclases at lower temperatures. It is therefore more likely that mineral equilibration
was limited, perhaps along with bulk deformation of the mineral aggregates below amphibolite
facies conditions.
The length scale of element diffusion is similar to the size of syn-mylonitic biotites in the (ultra)mylonites so slow element diffusion cannot easily be invoked to explain the high temperature
estimates from these grains. Due to their proximity to pseudotachylyte veins, we must consider
the possibility that Ti concentrations in these biotites were reset due to heating adjacent to
these veins as they formed and cooled. However, as illustrated in Appendix K, pseudotachylyte
veins of this thickness would cool to temperatures of around 300◦ C in less than a few minutes.
Elements cannot diffuse into or out of minerals on this timescale so this explanation is unlikely.
It is also possible that metamorphic equilibration ceased in the biotites at high temperatures
but continued in other minerals in the rock aggregate. Biotite is thought to behave plastically to
temperatures as little as 250◦ C (Stesky et al., 1974; Stesky, 1978) and biotites are interspersed
with quartz, which behaves brittlely below ∼ 320◦ C (Stockhert et al., 1999), in these mylonites.
This means that biotite should be the last mineral deforming by crystal-plastic mechanisms
during exhumation to lower temperatures and could be expected to equilibrate chemically at
low temperatures so this behaviour is incompatible with the high temperature estimates for
these grains. However, crystal-plastic deformation of biotite at these low temperatures occurs
mostly by sliding on basal planes (Kronenberg et al., 1990; Mariani et al., 2006), so chemical
equilibration might not have been as extensive as it would if pervasive GBM recrystallisation
had occurred.
It is also possible that the temperature at which the biotites stopped equilibrating metamorphically (minimum estimate within error of ∼450◦ C) is the lowest temperature at which
pervasive crystal-plastic deformation occurred in the ultramylonite and mylonite zones. This
could happen if strain rates above those indicated by steady-state analyses of fault offset (Norris
and Cooper, 2003) were experienced in the fault zone. Transiently high strain rates in response to cyclic failure of the brittle part of the fault zone (Ellis and Stockhert, 2004a) could
cause subsequent deformation to occur solely by brittle processes, or could limit deformation
by crystal-plasticity to short, sharp bursts during which there was insufficient time for mineral
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compositions to equilibrate. Another possibility is that there was a change in the dominant
deformation mechanism below the temperature of metamorphic equilibration. If deformation at
shallower levels occurred mostly by a grain size sensitive creep mechanism, where sliding along
weak mica basal planes was coupled with limited dislocation creep of quartz, as proposed in
Chapter 5, metamorphic equilibration of biotites and feldspars would not be expected to occur.
In the protomylonites, material with a larger grain size in schist microlithons retains high
Ti-concentrations while finer-grained material in shear bands has equilibrated to lower temperatures. The schist microlithons show little evidence for syn-mylonitic deformation so the
differential equilibration probably results from a combination of faster element diffusion in the
shear bands due to higher strain rates, and the occurrence of a grain size that is similar to the
expected length scale of element diffusion.

7.2.8

Summary

Temperature estimates obtained from this new thermobarometric data, along with estimates
from petrological constraints discussed in Chapter 4 and from literature sources, are tabulated
in Figure 7.18. This summary also includes estimates from stable mineral assemblages obtained
in Chapter 4.

Figure 7.18: Summary of estimates of metamorphic temperatures within the Alpine Fault mylonite zone
from previous work and new thermobarometric estimates from this study.
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7.3

Rheothermometry

The style of deformation of various minerals differs with temperature since there is a yield stress
below which dislocation motion is not possible, and the magnitude of this yield stress is dependent on temperature (Poirier, 1985). The temperature at which the dominant deformation
process changes from viscous mechanisms such as crystal-plasticity to brittle failure is particularly useful since it varies over a considerable range of crustal conditions for most common
minerals, and so can act as a geothermometer.
A small number of common crustal minerals have been intensively studied using high-pressure
rock deformation apparatus at a variety of temperatures and strain-rates, and for various applied
loads and deformation geometries. The resulting deformed samples have been used to define
characteristic microstructural ‘facies’ representative of the deformation conditions (e.g. Hirth
and Tullis, 1992; Del’Angello and Tullis, 1995). Since these deformation experiments must be
accomplished in a relatively short period of time, strain rates are generally at least five orders of
magnitude faster than could be expected in nature (Pfiffner and Ramsay, 1982). Extrapolation
to natural conditions is most robust if independent constraints can be applied to temperatures
and strain rates (e.g. Dunlap et al., 1997). This has only been accomplished for quartz, and then
the microstructures of only two geologic datasets have been used for independent calibrations of
the temperature and strain-rate dependence of the microstructures (Dunlap et al., 1997; Stipp
et al., 2002a).
Passchier and Trouw (1996, 2006) collated descriptions of the variation in deformation mechanisms with temperature of some common rock-forming minerals, and described the microstructures produced by these mechanisms. These descriptions and more detailed observations from
other published works were used to characterise the typical deformation mechanisms and the
microstructural expression of these mechanisms for the volumetrically significant minerals in the
Alpine Fault mylonites.
These estimates should be treated with some caution, since it is unlikely that strain rates
remain constant during deformation within the mylonite zone and crystal-plastic deformation
mechanisms vary with strain rate as well as temperature (e.g. Stipp et al., 2002a). The brittle
part of the Alpine Fault zone undergoes episodic rupture which will cause strain rates in the
viscous regime to transiently increase and then decay (Ellis and Stockhert, 2004a). Furthermore,
deformation is inhomogeneous, particularly in the protomylonite zone where occasional outcropscale pods of material with a remnant Alpine Schist structure are found (e.g. Figure 3.18) (Prior,
1988), and strain is focussed into C’ shear bands at lower temperatures (see Chapter 8). This
variation needs to be taken into account in correlating microstructural style to temperature
during deformation.
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Figure 7.19: Temperature and strain-rate conditions for the various deformation facies in quartz. Figure
8(b) of Stipp et al. (2002a). BLG = grain-boundary bulging recrystallisation (regime 1 of Hirth and
Tullis, 1992); SGR = subgrain rotation recrystallisation (regime 2 of Hirth and Tullis, 1992); GBM =
grain boundary migration recrystallisation, (regime 3 of Hirth and Tullis, 1992).

7.3.1

Quartz rheothermometry

Quartz is the most volumetrically dominant mineral in the Alpine Fault mylonites. It has also
been widely studied and the typical deformation facies are well-defined compared to other common crustal minerals. Deformation is relatively isochemical except for some substitution of
trace elements such as Ti for Si (Wark and Watson, 2006). The typical deformation mechanisms expected to be active at various temperatures, and characteristic microstructures of these
mechanisms are summarised in Appendix I; Table I.1.
The three microstructural ‘facies’ for crystal-plastic deformation recognised by Hirth and
Tullis (1992) (see §2.4.5) were found to form at specific temperature and strain rate conditions.
These correlations to temperature at different strain rates are better defined than those in
Table I.1 so they are widely employed within this thesis to estimate deformation temperatures at
fixed strain rates. The regimes have been calibrated to temperature and strain-rate conditions
using both experimental and natural samples (Figure 7.3.1). Typical strain rates within the
Alpine Fault zone are 10−12 s−1 in the mylonite and ultramylonite zones and 10−13 s−1 in
the protomylonite zone (Norris and Cooper, 2003). The temperatures at which the transitions
between the various quartzite microstructural regimes occur for these strain rates are summarised
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Table 7.4: Temperatures for the transitions between different quartzite microstructural regimes of Hirth
and Tullis (1992) for typical strain rates estimated for the Alpine Fault mylonites
Strain rate

Quartzite microstructural
regime transition

10−12 s−1
10−13 s−1

regime
regime
regime
regime

Temperature

1-2
2-3
1-2
2-3

∼400◦ C
∼500◦ C
∼370◦ C
∼450◦ C

in Table 7.4.
Temperature estimates from rheology of quartz in the Alpine Fault mylonites
Quartz microstructures were used to determine active deformation mechanisms in the various
lithologies within the Alpine Fault mylonite zone in Chapter 5. Estimates of the temperatures of
deformation in the various types of mylonite, found by correlation to the microstructural regimes
of Hirth and Tullis (1992), for typical strain rates in the Alpine Fault mylonites/ultramylonites
or protomylonites, are presented diagramatically in Figure 7.23.

7.3.2

Feldspar rheothermometry

Plagioclase and K-feldspar deform in similar manners so cannot be differentiated on the basis of
their deformation microstructures (Passchier and Trouw, 2006). Unlike quartz, the deformation
behaviour of feldspars is intimately linked to changes in chemical composition with temperature
(Stunitz and Fitz Gerald, 1993; Fitz Gerald and Stunitz, 1993; Pryer, 1993; Stunitz and Tullis,
2001). Since recrystallisation can be driven by chemical potential gradients in the absence of
strain rate and stress gradients, it is more difficult to use feldspar deformation characteristics as a
sensitive geothermometer. However, the changes in deformation characteristics still give a broad
estimate of the temperature of deformation. Correlations between temperatures, deformation
mechanisms and microstructures at typical crustal strain rates are summarised in Appendix I;
Table I.2 (Passchier and Trouw, 1996).
Temperature estimates from rheology of feldspars in the Alpine Fault mylonites
Feldspars are not expected to display much isochemical crystal-plasticity under the P-T conditions likely to be realised in the Alpine Fault mylonites (.650◦ C and 35 MPa; Cooper, 1980;
Grapes and Watanabe, 1992; Vry et al., 2004; Stunitz and Fitz Gerald, 1993; Fitz Gerald and
Stunitz, 1993; Pryer, 1993), but some crystal-plastic behaviour is observed, along with limited
recrystallisation and neomineralisation.
Because of the association between plagioclase deformation and chemical changes discussed
above, an understanding of changes in chemical composition is needed to accurately assess the
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deformation temperatures from the deformation behaviour of feldspars in the mylonites. Distinct
core-rim zoning was not observed in plagioclase feldspars during quantitative microprobe analysis, but some increases in Ca-contents in plagioclase rims were indicated by lighter grey-shades
in EDS images (e.g. Figure 4.1b, Figure 4.15), and by element mapping (Figure 4.4). This
zoning pattern is consistent with equilibration of the rims at higher temperatures than those
experienced during core formation. This means that it is not likely that chemical potentials
associated with retrograde changes in plagioclase composition caused crystal-plastic deformation to occur at lower temperatures than this deformation would be expected to occur at under
isochemical conditions, such as might be realised in laboratory deformation experiments (e.g.
Tullis and Yund, 1991; Del’Angello and Tullis, 1995; Stunitz et al., 2003).
Estimates of the temperatures of deformation in the various types of mylonite, found by
correlation of observed feldspar microstructures to Table I.2, are presented diagrammatically in
Figure 7.23

7.3.3

Mica rheothermometry

Passchier and Trouw (2006) only differentiated brittle and ductile deformation mechanisms in
biotite, and suggested that the transition between these two behaviours occurs at ∼250◦ C as
per Stesky et al. (1974) and Stesky (1978). Characteristic microstructures are presented in
Appendix I. Ductile deformation is not limited to dynamic recrystallisation but includes slip
on basal planes and bending of the crystal lattice, presumably by organisation of dislocations
into numerous subparallel ‘subgrain’ walls. True subgrain rotation recrystallisation of biotite
is not often reported; Bell (1998) presented a rare example. Most recrystallisation occurs by
kink-band boundary migration, but nucleation of small (1-10µm) grains, possibly around small
kinks, has also been observed (e.g. Etheridge and Hobbs, 1974; Bell, 1978). There are few
published estimates of a lowest temperature bound for this sort of migration recrystallisation of
biotite, but I am not aware of any cases where this process is proposed to have occurred below
the biotite-in isograd. Since there is presently only a limited understanding of the temperatures
at which deformation of micas occurs, their rheological behaviour does not provide particularly
accurate estimates of deformation conditions.
Temperatures estimates from rheology of micas in the Alpine Fault mylonites
The broad constraints that can be put on deformation temperatures from the observed microstructures of micas are included in Figure 7.23

7.3.4

Amphibole rheothermometry

Amphibole is known to be one of the strongest mineral phases in crustal rocks. Berger and
Stunitz (1996) examined deformation during cooling of tonalites in the Central European Alps,
where they observed a transition from magmatic to solid state deformation textures. The tonalite
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solidified at a temperature of c. 650◦ C and pressure of ∼7 kbar (70 MPa) and was progressively
deformed down to lower epidote-amphibolite facies conditions on cooling. By a combination
of chemical analysis, transmission electron microscope (TEM) and microstructural observation
they were able to determine that amphibole did not deform by crystal-plastic mechanisms at
any of these conditions; instead the solid-state deformation was accommodated by diffusive mass
transfer to other mineral phases. This conclusion is in accord with observations at lower metamorphic conditions (e.g. Babie and La Tour, 1994; Imon et al., 2002, 2004; Lafrance and Vernon,
1993; Nyman et al., 1992, who all found cases of deformation of amphibole accommodated by
cataclasis and solution-precipitation mechanisms). There is only one well established example of
apparent crystal-plastic deformation of amphibole: Skrotzki (1990) observed a variation in dislocation density between remnant and mantling recrystallised grains, but this was accompanied
by a change in composition indicating that apparent crystal-plastic recrystallisation processes
are also driven by chemical potential energy. Berger and Stunitz (1996) also suggest that crystalplastic deformation of amphibole at amphibolite and granulite facies conditions is more likely
in the absence of a fluid, or if amphibole forms the load-bearing framework of a rock.
Temperatures estimates from rheology of amphiboles in the Alpine Fault mylonites
Isochemical dynamic recrystallisation has not been observed in amphiboles at the P-T conditions
that might have been realised during mylonitic deformation in the Alpine Fault zone (T. 650◦ C
and ∼ 35 MPa; Cooper, 1980; Grapes and Watanabe, 1992; Vry et al., 2004). Most amphiboles
in the mylonites deform solely by brittle processes, and broad correlations to temperatures
during deformation based on this observation are indicated in Figure 7.23. Other minerals,
such as chlorite and epidote, are sometimes formed from amphiboles by retrogressive reactions,
particularly in shear bands. It is outside the scope of this study to obtain sufficient information
to quantitatively assess the effects of chemical potential energy on deformation during these
reactions. Better temperature estimates were obtained by correlation to the stability fields of
these minerals in specific microstructural situations, as discussed in §4.4.2. These estimates were
summarised in Figure 7.18.
It may also be possible to estimate confining pressures at the time of failure by combining
observations of fractured metabasite layers with deformation microstructures of adjacent quartzofeldspathic material. This will only be possible if a P-T curve for the fault zone materials is
already well-defined. The analysis is presented in Chapter 9 as it is more relevant there.

7.3.5

Calcite rheothermometry

At very low grade conditions, calcite deforms by fracturing and cataclastic flow. Pressure solution commonly occurs, leading to formation of stylolites (Passchier and Trouw, 2006). Larger
grain fragments are heavily twinned. ‘BLG recrystallisation’ (presumably BLG nucleation and
slow GBM recrystallisation; Passchier and Trouw, 2006) and grain-boundary sliding occurs in
the fine-grained matrix material. Recrystallisation by ‘BLG’ and SGR occurs at temperatures
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Figure 7.20: Graph illustrating the calibration of deformation temperature to width and intensity of
calcite e-twins. Figure 3 of Ferrill et al. (2004)

above 250◦ C (Ferrill et al., 2004). e-plane deformation twins form at relatively low critical
resolved shear stress (2-12 MPa) (Passchier and Trouw, 2006).
Ferrill et al. (2004) describe a calcite e-twin geothermometer that is calibrated to a range of
natural samples and can be used to determine deformation temperatures below 250◦ C. With increasing temperature the ratio of intensity to width of e-twins decreases. Accurate measurements
of these two parameters are correlated to deformation temperature via a graphical representation (Figure 7.20). At the highest end of the temperature range over which the geothermometer
is applicable, twins begin to recrystallise by ‘BLG’ along their boundaries. The geothermometer
√
is calibrated for relatively low-strain samples ( J2 % < 15)1 . I suspect that continued deformation at high temperatures could lead to significantly more recrystallisation so that highly
recrystallised calcite masses may form at the higher calibrated temperatures.
Temperature estimates from rheology of calcite in the Alpine Fault mylonites
Since calcite readily recrystallises during deformation at the conditions at which crystal-plastic
mechanisms may be active in the other common crustal minerals, it is only possible to obtain
broad constraints on the deformation temperatures from observations of calcite microstructures.
Furthermore, matrix calcite is only common in metabasic lithologies and Western Province
granitoid-derived material, so calcite rheology cannot be used to estimate temperatures during
bulk deformation of most of the mylonites. Limits on temperatures during deformation of the
1

√

J2 % is the second invariant of strain, J2 = −(e2 e3 + e3 e1 + e1 e2 ) where e1 , e2 and e3 are expressed as %
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metabasites from calcite rheology are indicated on Figure 7.23.
As noted in §5.5, most calcite in the ‘normal’ metabasic mylonites is extensively recrystallised,
indicating it was deformed at temperatures above ∼250◦ C. To compare this observation with the
Ferrill et al. (2004) geothermometer, measurements of twin width and intensity were taken from
OU78105, a metabasic mylonite from Hare Mare Creek (Figure 7.21a). Measurements were taken

from ∼50 calcite grains in 100 x magnification photomicrographs in XPL using the measurement
philosophy indicated in §2.1 of Ferrill et al. (2004). For precise temperature estimates to be made
from the Ferrill et al. (2004) calibration, twin widths should be measured in three dimensions,
using a universal stage to rotate the calcite grains. The measurements described here were
made in normal 30µm thick thin sections so the correlations to the geothermometer are only
very approximate. It is noted that measurements made in only one section will tend to be
over-estimates of the true twin width. The average twin width in this sample is ∼13µm, at a
spacing of 15 twins mm−1 , giving a temperature estimate in excess of 200◦ C (Figure 7.22).

Figure 7.21: Photomicrographs of different styles of e-twins observed in calcite. (a) OU78105. Metabasic
mylonite. Hare Mare Creek. Foliation 025/33SE. Notice there are portions of two photomicrographs here.
e-twins are often thick, widely spaced, and cross-hatched (tabular; Ferrill et al., 2004). (b) OU77710.
Cataclasite derived from Western Province granitoid. A rare large grain in the calcite cement has one
set of closely-spaced, narrow e-twins. Most matrix calcite is finer-grained but has similar twins.

Much of the calcite found in the Alpine Fault mylonites is present in later veins and as
cements in cataclasites. In these cases, the deformation behaviour of calcite can be used to
assess whether there has been any deformation after formation of these cements. Temperature
estimates from the deformation behaviour of calcite cements in cataclasites, made by correlation
to Figure 7.20, are summarised in Figure 7.23. A slightly more precise estimate was made using
the e-twin geothermometer of Ferrill et al. (2004), from OU77710, a Western Province granitoidderived cataclasite from Harold Creek. As illustrated in Figure 7.21b, twins in calcite in this
sample are very narrow and closely-spaced so accurate measurement was very difficult. Most
grains are also very small so refraction effects from grain boundaries obscure most of the twin
boundaries. Good measurements were only possible from around 10 grains. The average twin
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Figure 7.22: Correlation of e-twin width and intensity in calcite from OU77710 and OU78105 to temperature during deformation using Figure 3 of Ferrill et al. (2004). Estimates of twin width and intensity
are very approximate and it is likely that more accurate data would lie in the directions indicated by the
red dashed arrows.

width in this sample is ∼2.5µm, at a spacing of ∼100 twins mm−1 , giving a temperature estimate
of around 170◦ C (Figure 7.22), consistent with the interpretation that dynamic recrystallisation
has occurred.
Further estimates of deformation temperatures from the rheology of calcite are discussed
in other parts of this thesis, where they are applied to specific situations, such as to constrain
formation temperatures of veins containing fluid inclusions (§7.4.6) or in analysis of physical
conditions during the formation of pseudotachylytes (Chapter 9).

7.3.6

Summary of temperature estimates from rheothermometry

Temperature estimates for mineral deformation using rheothermometry are summarised in Figure 7.23. The estimates cover a wide range of temperatures, sometimes reflecting the fact that
certain minerals do not show much change in deformation behaviour in the temperature ranges
of interest (e.g. amphibole, calcite). From these estimates it is possible to define a temperature
range at which most of the minerals in any of the mylonites were simultaneously undergoing
deformation; in other words an estimate of the temperature at which pervasive macroscopicscale deformation occurred. Any such estimates will always be minimum values in this situation
since microstructures formed during high-temperature deformation will be overprinted by lower
temperature deformation during exhumation.
Estimates of temperatures at which pervasive macroscopic deformation occurred in the vari293

Figure 7.23: Deformation temperature estimates in the Alpine Fault mylonite zone from rheothermobarometry. Grey areas are the preferred estimates of the lowest temperatures at which the mylonites
underwent deformation that pervasively affected all minerals.
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ous fault rocks are indicated by grey boxes in Figure 7.23. It is apparent that these temperature
estimates vary across the fault zone. Within the ‘normal’ mylonites, pervasive macroscopic deformation apparently ceased at higher temperatures in the higher-strain mylonites and ultramylonites (∼500◦ C as opposed to ∼450◦ C in the protomylonites); this estimate is, however, highly
dependent on the correlation of quartzite microstructural regime to strain rates and would be incorrect if strain rates are variable due to transient earthquake loading. A more significant result
is that pervasive macroscopic deformation in the retrograde ultramylonites adjacent to the fault
core occurred at lower temperatures (∼450◦ C) than adjacent ‘normal’ ultramylonites if deformation occurred at comparable strain rates. A larger temperature difference would be indicated
if strain rates were faster in the retrograde ultramylonites. Futhermore, pervasive macroscopic
deformation in Western Province granitoid-derived mylonites derived from the footwall block
continued to temperatures at least as low as 250◦ C, as did deformation in the cataclastic fault
core.

7.4
7.4.1

Fluid inclusion analyses
Theoretical framework of fluid inclusion analysis

During precipitation of a vein from fluid, small pockets of the fluid can be preserved in growth
defects within individual crystals and in spaces between crystals. The fluid pockets are trapped in
a state that is stable at the pressure and temperature at which the vein-fill material precipitated.
Depending on the specific composition of the fluid, and the P-T conditions, the inclusion may
have trapped a liquid, gas, supercritical fluid or mixture of these phases. Exhumation of the
host rock usually involves cooling and a reduction in pressure, resulting in phase changes and
precipitation of dissolved species, so that the appearance of an inclusion at room temperature
is different from that at higher pressures and temperatures. Because the inclusions have a fixed
size, the space that the included material can occupy is restricted and the internal pressure
cannot fall to atmospheric, limiting the possible amount of exsolution. It is most usual for the
trapped material to exsolve a small gas bubble within a liquid and for volatile phases in aqueous
solutions (e.g. CO2 ) to exsolve. Primary fluid inclusions that formed during crystal growth and
are unmodified by later deformation can be used to determine the temperature, and possibly
the pressure conditions at the time of trapping (Roedder and Bodnar, 1980). These inclusions
are characteristically found within grains rather than along grain boundaries, are isolated from
other inclusions and can have negative crystal forms.
Subsequent crystal-plastic deformation tends to destroy the inclusions, or modify their shape
and size so that the pressure conditions are no longer representative of the conditions at the
time of trapping. Crystal-plastic deformation may also cause changes in the composition of
the trapped fluid. For example, Craw and Norris (1993) observed that inclusions along grain
boundaries in dynamically recrystallised veins in the Alpine Schists have higher CO2 concentrations (X CO2 ) than co-existing inclusions in grain interiors and attributed this to wicking-out
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of aqueous fluids along grain boundaries during deformation. These ‘pseudo-primary’ inclusions
do not provide useful information about formation conditions since the amount of modification
of shape, size and composition of the trapped fluid can be variable on a local scale and it is very
difficult to estimate the amount and effects of deformation.
Secondary inclusions form when fluids infiltrate along microfractures and are isolated by
later annealing of the crystal lattice. These inclusions, which typically occur as planar arrays
within and crossing grain boundaries may provide information about the fluid temperature, and
possibly pressure after healing of the microfractures.
Microthermometric analysis of fluid inclusions for thermobarometry is based on the principle
that phase changes and exsolution of dissolved volatiles will occur in the trapped material at
certain experimentally determined P-T conditions (Roedder and Bodnar, 1980; Sterner and
Bodnar, 1991). Inclusions can be heated and cooled on a specially designed microscope stage
and the temperatures at which the exsolved gas recombines with the fluid, or the exsolved
volatiles go back into solution, recorded. This so-called ‘homogenisation temperature’, Th , is
specific to a fluid of a particular density, which means that if independent constraints on either
pressure or temperature at the time of trapping are available, the other of these parameters can
be found from phase relation diagrams. Alternatively, trapped fluids might have been present
in the environment of formation of the veins as immiscible phases (compositionally, or in terms
of physical state). In this latter case, Th = Tt , the trapping temperature, and the fluid pressure
at the time of trapping can be read from the position of the boiling or immiscibility curve on a
phase diagram (Roedder and Bodnar, 1980).

7.4.2

Fluid inclusions in Alpine Fault mylonites

There are many quartz and carbonate veins in the Alpine Fault mylonites that were formed at
various crustal levels. General microstructural characteristics of these veins were described in
§5.6. Further detailed microstructural analyses of samples chosen for thermometric analysis of
fluid inclusions are presented here. The four main types of veins that are recognised are:
• Foliation-parallel veins. They may either have formed during foliation-parallel failure at
oblique angles to σ3 because of the host rock anisotropy (refer to § 2.6.1), or have formed at
higher angles to the foliation and been rotated into parallelism with it during subsequent
deformation.
• Veins that cross-cut the foliation and are further ductilely deformed. The later deformation
of the veins can be visible as macroscopic folds (e.g. Figure 3.11).
• Veins in the necks of boudinage structures.
• Veins that cross-cut the foliation and are not further ductilely deformed.
Fluid inclusions were used by Holm et al. (1989) in the hanging-wall quartzofeldspathic
Alpine Schist in the Waiho Valley to constrain the P-T path experienced by those rocks during
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uplift. Holm et al. (1989) were only able to find measurable primary fluid inclusions in shallowerlevel late veins in foliation boudinage structures and veins that cross-cut the schist foliation.
Fluid inclusions in deeper level veins were destroyed during crystal-plastic deformation. A
similar situation occurs in the mylonite zone. The degree of crystal-plastic deformation and
nature of fluid inclusions is discussed for each vein type in the following subsections.
Fluid inclusions can have a wide variety of compositions (Roedder, 1984). However, the only
inclusion types that have previously been recognised to have formed during Cenozoic hydrothermal activity in the Alpine Schist within a few kilometres of the Alpine Fault contain CO2 and
aqueous phases (Craw, 1988; Holm et al., 1989; Jenkin et al., 1994; Craw, 1997; Wightman et al.,
2006). Veins in the Alpine Fault mylonites are dominantly composed of quartz and carbonate
(calcite or ankerite; Campbell, 2002), which further indicates that the fluids in the fault zone
are mostly CO2 and aqueous phases with dissolved silica. It is then reasonable to expect that
fluid inclusions in veins from the fault zone have similar compositions to those in the schist, and
it is not necessary to attempt to analyse the chemistry of the inclusions, especially since this
process has a low success rate (Craw, 1988).

7.4.3

Foliation parallel veins

Foliation-parallel quartz veins (e.g. OU77912, OU77915, OU77916, OU77921, OU77881) were deformed under regime 2/3 boundary to 3 quartzite conditions of Hirth and Tullis (1992), to
sufficient strains that the original grains are almost entirely replaced by subgrains. The regime
2/3 boundary occurs at temperatures of around 450-500◦ C, depending on the strain rate; ie.
at depths of 21-26 km according to the geothermal gradient proposed in Figure 2.7. A strong
Y -maximum CPO is formed in these samples (Figure J.1). As shown in Chapters 6 and 8,
strains >10 are sufficient to form a strong CPO. This is 5-10% of the total strain realised in the
mylonite zone (Norris and Cooper, 2003, this study). Simple shear strains of the order of 100
accumulated during uplift from the base of the Alpine Fault zone, at depths of c. 35 km (Kleffmann et al., 1998). Assuming that the strains ceased to accumulate above the brittle-viscous
transition, which might occur at a depth of c. 13-15 km in the Alpine Fault mylonite zone (see
Figure 2.8), a simple shear strain of 1 corresponds to uplift through approximately 0.2 km. A
strong CPO could therefore develop during uplift through approximately 2 km, meaning that
these veins were formed at depths greater than ∼ 23-28 km.
The inclusions in healed microfractures are usually <10µm in diameter and are almost always
two-phase and colourless, indicating they probably contain an aqueous phase (H2 O + dissolved
salts). Homogenisation of some of the larger inclusions was observed at temperatures around
175◦ C (OU77947) but most inclusions were too small for accurate observations to be made.
Furthermore, these microcracks could have formed at any depth below the ∼325◦ C isotherm
where crystal-plastic deformation and hence ‘healing’ of quartz ceases, so it is very difficult to
meaningfully interpret such results. Collection of further data was not considered to be beneficial
to understanding the mechanics of the fault zone. The presence of strings of inclusions containing
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only aqueous fluids does indicate that solely aqueous fluids passed through the fault zone at some
time, but this is to be expected from the composition of surficial warm springs adjacent to the
fault, which are mostly water with Na+ as the dominant dissolved species (Barnes et al., 1978).

7.4.4

Ductilely deformed veins that cross-cut the foliation

These veins are common only in certain sections of the fault zone. The examples in Figure 3.11
are all from Little Man River, where they are hosted in compact, heavily retrogressed quartzofeldspathic schist-derived mylonites. Veins of this type are also observed in Gaunt Creek,
within 300 m of the fault, and in Harold Creek, where they are hosted in granitoid-derived mylonites. In all cases there has been some crystal-plastic deformation of the veins. The Little Man
River (OU78149) samples have regime 2 to 3 quartzite microstructures of Hirth and Tullis (1992)
and strong Y -maximum CPOs (Figure J.1), indicating deformation occurred above ∼500◦ C,
corresponding to depths of around 26 km (Figure 2.7). Adding the time needed to aquire a
strong CPO, these veins formed at around 28 km depth. In contrast, in Gaunt Creek (OU77925,
OU77926) the veins have only recrystallised under regime 1/2 conditions, and a strong CPO is

not developed (Figure J.1). This indicates deformation occurred at temperatures of ∼400◦ C,
corresponding to depths of around 17 km. Fluid inclusions in the deformed veins are not large
enough to observe phase homogenisation on a heating stage.
Ductilely deformed veins from Harold Creek are variably recrystallised, have commonly developed microstructures of regime 1 of Hirth and Tullis (1992) and contain no CPO (Figure J.1).
This indicates deformation occurred at temperatures ≤400◦ C, corresponding to depths .17 km.
However, these veins would have resided in the footwall block where the geothermal gradient
is lower so may have formed at greater depths. In OU77717 the cores of quartz veins contain
numerous 2-phase inclusions <10µm in diameter. The bubbles move slightly at room temperature (ca. 19.5◦ C). The inclusions are only occasionally arranged in planar arrays which do
not cross grain boundaries, but are mostly scattered throughout the un-recrystallised cores of
grains. There are no negative crystal forms. The inclusions pre-date significant crystal-plastic
deformation. Calcite with bent, tapered, narrow and closely spaced cross-hatched twins is also
present in the veins. Calcite also occurs along recrystallised quartz grain boundaries adjacent
to these calcites. An older phase of veining in this sample was recrystallised to a regime 1/2
boundary quartzite microstructure and contains chlorite in addition to quartz. Other veins (e.g.
OU77779) contain pieces of wall rock and fragments of stilpnomelane. In the more recrystallised

samples (e.g. OU77735) all fluid inclusions are very small (<5µm). Most of these inclusions are
concentrated on grain boundaries and they should be considered pseudo-secondary.

7.4.5

Veins that cross-cut the foliation and are not further deformed

Very few of these veins were sampled since they could have formed at any depth above the transition from crystal-plastic to brittle deformation and therefore do not provide an estimate of P-T
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conditions at a fixed structural level. However, one extensional shear vein (OU77917,OU77918)
cross-cuts and offsets a pseudotachylyte-bearing fault in the Gaunt Creek mylonite zone. The
vein is partially recrystallised under regime 1/2 boundary conditions of Hirth and Tullis (1992)
Grain boundaries are finely sutured and many small grains of similar size occur. Larger grains
have undulose extinction or deformation bands grading into subgrains. The regime 1/2 boundary
occurs at a temperature of 400◦ C in the mylonite/ultramylonite zone (Table 7.4), which occurs
at a depth of 17 km according to the geothermal gradient proposed in Figure 2.7. The cores
of older, remnant grains are preserved. These have a ‘cloudy’ brownish appearance due to the
presence of numerous very fine fluid inclusions. These are too small to resolve the composition
optically. The quartz is cross-cut by later healed microfractures containing <5µm secondary
fluid inclusions. These are mostly two-phase but no other clues to composition can be resolved
optically. All inclusions in these samples are too small for microthermometric studies.

7.4.6

Veins in the necks of boudinage structures

Sample setting
Mixed quartz-carbonate veins are found in the necks of boudinage structures of metabasic layers
in the mylonites. These structures were described in §3.5.1. Two particularly inclusion-rich
samples from boudin-neck veins were chosen for thermometric study of fluid inclusions. OU77941
is a mixed quartz-carbonate vein from the proximal protomylonite zone, ∼480 m from the Alpine
Fault in Gaunt Creek; OU77955 is a pure quartz vein from the mylonite/ultramylonite zone
border, ∼150 m from the Alpine Fault in Gaunt Creek. The structural setting of the samples is
illustrated in Figure 7.24.

Figure 7.24: Structural setting of veins in boudin necks from which fluid inclusion data were obtained.
(a) Photograph of outcrop of OU77955; Compass mirror points N; sketched in (b). The quartz-carbonate
veins in the cross-cutting zone are relatively discontinuous. (c) OU77941
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Microstructural observations
The vein-fill materials contain limited evidence of crystal-plastic deformation. OU77955 has large
(<2.5mm) quartz grains displaying sweeping undulose extinction. Grain boundaries are finely
sutured and infrequently decorated by small (<25µm) grains that are inferred to have formed
by BLG nucleation and slow GBM recrystallisation (Figure 7.25c). These microstructures are
characteristic of regime 1 of Hirth and Tullis (1992). OU77941 is microstructurally similar but
the undulose extinction can sometimes be resolved into deformation bands, particularly near
the boundaries of grains. In this sample, recrystallised grains with diameters 30-200µm, some
of which have a polygonal/foam texture, are much more common along the boundaries between
grains than in OU77955, comprising approximately 30-40% by area (Figure 7.25a,b). In both
samples, calcite is found along grain boundaries and in OU77941, coarse-grained calcite masses
are inter-digitated with quartz.
The calcite along grain boundaries presumably precipitated from a grain-boundary fluid
during dynamic recrystallisation. The calcite is partially dynamically recrystallised so the veinfill must have been deposited at temperatures above ∼ 250◦ C (Ferrill et al., 2004). The observed quartzite regime 1 microstructures of Hirth and Tullis (1992) form at temperatures below
∼400◦ C and 370◦ C for a strain rates of 10−12 s−1 and 10−13 s−1 respectively (Fig. 8(b) of Stipp
et al., 2002a); Table 7.4. Hence vein deposition is bracketed to have occurred in the range 250
to 400◦ C. Since the foliation in the quartzofeldspathic material is smoothly deflected around
the deformed metabasite (Figure 3.20), the boudinage structures must have formed when the
metabasic layers underwent brittle shear failure but the surrounding quartzofeldspathic assemblage deformed by a macroscopically ductile mechanism such as dislocation or grain-size sensitive creep. Quartz only deforms by ‘ductile’ crystal-plasticity above temperatures of 300-350◦ C
(Stockhert et al., 1999).
Some small ‘pods’ of quartz are surrounded by metabasite in the plane of thin section observation in OU77955. In these pods, the remnant quartz grain size is larger than in the rest of
the sample, undulose extinction is less marked, and abundant primary fluid inclusions are preserved. The pods may have been shielded from deformation, perhaps because they are of small
size and the surrounding metabasic assemblage cannot deform by crystal-plastic mechanisms at
low temperatures. It is also possible that the pods were formed at a later stage than the main
vein-filling mass during uplift. However, the inclusions have similar compositions and Th in vein
quartz both inside and outside the pods so this explanation is not favoured.
Most inclusion-bearing quartz is littered with small (<20µm) inclusions, that make up ca. 510 vol% of the crystals (Figure 7.26a). The inclusions may have negative crystal forms or teardrop shapes. The homogenisation temperatures and phase ratios of the two shapes are similar
enough that there has probably been little shape modification by subsequent crystal-plastic
deformation or growth into the inclusions. These inclusions can be either two or three-phase at
room temperature.
In the three-phase inclusions (Figure 7.26c), the central bubbles vibrate rapidly at room
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Figure 7.25: Quartz microstructures of samples from which fluid inclusions were analysed. (a) Overview
of typical microstructure of OU77941. The larger quartz crystals are primary but display some undulose
extinction indicating limited crystal-plastic strain and recovery. Numerous primary fluid inclusions were
found in these crystals. The grain boundaries are decorated by smaller, dynamically recrystallised grains
that may also have calcite along the grain boundaries. Primary calcite is present in the upper right of the
photomicrograph. The microstructure is enlarged in (b) so that the sutured grain boundaries are clearly
visible. (c) OU77955 is a thinner than usual section (which usually makes grain boundary structure
easier to observe). The undulose extinction and sutured boundaries are also visible but there are far
fewer recrystallised grains

temperature, indicating the gas and liquid are close to their homogenisation temperature. This
observation is characteristic of CO2 inclusions (Roedder, 1984). I infer that the three-phase
inclusions contain mixed CO2 -H2 O.
The two-phase inclusions could contain solely aqueous fluids or similar mixtures of CO2 and
H2 O, in which most of the CO2 is in its vapour phase at room temperature. Since they occur in
similar microstructural settings in the same vein-filling material as the three-phase inclusions,
the latter explanation is most likely. The small size of many inclusions could make it impossible
to observe a phase that only forms a small part of the total volume (e.g. Figure 7.26f). In a small
number of these two-phase inclusions, the central bubble appears to vibrate at room temperature
without moving around the inclusion proper; this sort of behaviour could be expected if the
central bubble is mostly COg2 with a thin rim of COL2 that is mostly obscured by the thick
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Figure 7.26: Fluid inclusions in quartz in foliation boudinage structures from Gaunt Creek. All images
are taken at room temperature (∼20◦ C). (a) and (b) Sketches of groups of small inclusions with variable
proportions of phases in OU77955. COL2 = CO2 liquid; COg2 = CO2 gas. (c) Sketches of large mixed
CO2 -H2 O inclusions in OU77941. (d) Large, isolated three phase (H2 OL , COL2 and COg2 ) inclusion.
OU77941. Gaunt Creek. (e) Quartz crystal littered with small inclusions. OU77951. (f) Planar arrays of
fluid inclusions decorating healed microcracks. OU77955. (g) Similar large three-phase inclusions to in
(d). Also OU77941. There is only a small amount of COL2 , in a thin rim around the central gas bubble.
The smaller adjacent inclusion may also contain similar proportions of phases but at the smaller size the
COL2 is not visible. This could also be the case for many of the small inclusions, such as those in (a).
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meniscus with the aqueous phase. In this case, the term ‘two’-phase is misleading, but I will
retain it to distinguish them from the clearly three-phase inclusions.
Sometimes, large (>30 µm) inclusions are present (e.g. OU77941). Some of these inclusions
have negative crystal forms, while others have variable shapes suggesting they were trapped
between crystals in particularly vuggy veins (Figure 7.26c,d,g). These inclusions are both ‘two’
and three-phase. A mixed CO2 -H2 O composition is also inferred.

Methods
Samples of quartz from the boudin neck veins were prepared for fluid inclusion analyses as doubly
polished ∼1mm-thick slices, mounted on glass slides with Superglue. After initial petrographic
observations had been made, the wafers were removed from the slides by soaking in ethanol
for a day or so. Since quartz in these samples has undergone partial dynamic recrystallisation
as previously noted, careful petrographic observations were first made on the mounted wafers
to identify inclusions for microthermometric studies that were located within large, relatively
undeformed grains rather than along grain boundaries or within regions of smaller, recrystallised
grains (Figure 7.27).
Thermometric measurements were performed on a modified USGS heating stage calibrated
with CO2 and H2 O. Heating rates were initially fast but were slowed over the homogenisation
temperature range; near room temperature the slowed rates were approximately 1◦ C min−1 , and
at high temperatures approximately 5◦ C min−1 . Repeated cycling of heating, homogenisation
and cooling allowed accurate and reproduceable determinations of Th with an accuracy of . 1◦ C
in most cases.

Figure 7.27: Photomicrographs of OU77941, showing larger remnant quartz crystals hosting primary
fluid inclusions (white arrows) surrounded by smaller recrystallised grains (black arrows). The wafers are
∼1mm thick therefore the interference colours are higher order than in normal petrographic thin sections.
Both XPL.
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Results
The internal bubbles in most three-phase inclusions are composed of COg2 . These bubbles
mostly shrank on heating and began to vibrate before homogenising into the surrounding COL2
at temperatures in the range 25-30◦ C. Occasionally, the meniscus between the gas and liquid
CO2 faded with little change in relative volume (‘critical behaviour’; Roedder, 1984; O’Reilly
and Parnell, 1999.
Most of the ‘two’-phase inclusions are H2 O-rich. On heating the internal bubble shrank then
the two phases homogenised to a supercritical fluid at temperatures in the range 270-350◦ C. A
few CO2 -rich ‘two’-phase inclusions were observed; one homogenised by expansion of the internal bubble to a supercritical gas at a similar temperature to the H2 O-rich inclusions; the others
decrepitated at higher temperatures. Most large three-phase inclusions decrepitated at temperatures above the Th of co-existing ‘two’-phase inclusions. The CO2 and H2 O components in
smaller three-phase inclusions and some ‘two’-phase inclusions also homogenised or decrepitated
at temperatures above this minimum Th .
A few inclusions also showed evidence of ‘critical phenomenon’ (Roedder, 1984; O’Reilly
and Parnell, 1999) at high temperatures, where the internal bubble initially shrank somewhat
on heating and then the meniscus faded without the bubble either shrinking completely or
expanding to fill the entire inclusion. This behaviour usually occurred at a temperature within
the range of measured Th for the H2 O-rich ‘two’-phase inclusions and persisted even though
heating rates were lowered below 1◦ C min−1 .
The measured Th are summarised in Table 7.5 and Figure 7.28. It was found that many
inclusions decrepitated when the samples were heated above 350◦ C. In an attempt to preserve
the inclusions with lower Th in these samples, the samples were not taken to high enough
temperatures to homogenise all inclusions. The small size of the inclusions made relocation
of these inclusions with higher Th very time-consuming and it was considered unnecessary to

Figure 7.28: (a) Th for COg2 -COL2 in fluid inclusions in OU77955 and OU77941. (b) Th for CO2 -H2 O in
fluid inclusions in OU77955 and OU77941.
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measure these high Th . If these measurements had been made, the histogram distributions
in Figure 7.28b could be expected to have a distribution that is more skewed towards higher
temperatures.

Table 7.5: Summary of fluid inclusion homogenisation temperatures for OU77955 and OU77941
Sample Number
COg2
OU77955
OU77941

Th
and COL2

(◦ C)
CO2 and H2 O

mol% CO2

270-370
327.5±10

0-30; mean≈12.5
0-50; mean≈7

28.5±2.5
27.5±2.5

Estimates of the proportion of CO2 to H2 O in inclusions
The molar proportion of CO2 is related to the relative volume proportions of CO2 and H2 O
in inclusions at a given temperature and pressure, and the densities of these fluids. Diamond
(2001) suggested that mol% CO2 can be estimated from the Th of COL−g
and COL2 -H2 OL . I have
2
found that his calibration cannot be meaningfully applied to the results from this study since it
indicates that inclusions in which these two Th are respectively 28◦ C and 327.5◦ C (the median
values in the present samples), cannot physically occur. Diamond’s (2001) calibration is based
on experimental data presented by Sterner and Bodnar (1991), which does not extend to CO2 H2 O homogenisation temperatures as high as those found in the present study. Furthermore,
the misfit between the phase equilibrium calibration of Sterner and Bodnar (1991) and the more
recent calibration of Blencoe (2004) that is used in this study is largest at high temperatures.
It is possible that re-calculation of Diamond’s (2001) curves to fit Blencoe’s (2004) calibration
could give more reasonable results but this was not attempted during the present study.
As a result, only a very broad estimate of mol% CO2 can be made from Diamond’s calibration. Both COL−g
and H2 O-CO2 inclusions show evidence of ‘critical phenomenon’ at ho2
mogenisation, indicating they have compositions close to the critical density. This defines a
unique region on the plot of molar fraction vs molar volume CO2 (Figure 7 of Diamond, 2001)
that indicates that the molar proportion of CO2 in these inclusions must be close to 30%. It
is unlikely that this molar proportion is exactly the same in all inclusions since there is some
variation in Th of COL−g
and of CO2 -H2 O, and in the relative volumes of CO2 and H2 O at a
2
given temperature. Furthermore, not all inclusions display ‘critical’ behaviour.
Assuming that the fluids in different inclusions had similar densities when trapped, an indication of the variation in proportions of CO2 -H2 O is given by the relative volumes of these two
phases. It is difficult to precisely estimate these relative volumes, since the three-dimensional
shape of inclusions is usually unknown. It is possible to make reasonably accurate estimates
of relative volumes using a rotating spindle microscope stage described by Anderson and Bodnar (2003), following the method outlined by Bakker and Diamond (2006) but this equipment
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Figure 7.29: Estimated volume percentages of CO2 in fluid inclusions in OU77955 and OU77941. Estimates were made at room temperature (∼20◦ C) by comparison to diagrams given by Roedder (1984)
showing the appearance of various volume percentages of phases in ideal spherical fluid inclusions.

was not available during the present study. Instead, visual estimates of the volume percent of
the phases were made by observation in the section plane at room temperature (∼20◦ C) and
comparison to Figure 4-10 of Roedder (1984). This method can easily over- or under-estimate
relative volumes if the inclusions are inequant but with two-dimensional observations it is impossible to correct for this possibility. However, the variation in estimated volume proportions,
as illustrated in Figure 7.29, is too great to result only from errors inherent in the method and
probably relates to variations in mol% CO2 .
Interpretation
In both samples, the central bubbles in three-phase inclusions homogenise to liquid at Th ≈ 28◦ C
(Figure 7.28a), which is consistent with known phase relationships of CO2 fluids (Roedder, 1984).
By comparison with Figure 5.10 of Bodnar et al. (2003) it is found that this Th indicates that
the density of the CO2 part of the inclusion is between 0.5 and 0.71 g cm−3 . Some of the CO2
molecules within the inclusions will also be dissolved in the co-existing aqueous phase.
The Th for CO2 -H2 O in OU77955 (ultramylonite/mylonite) have an approximately normal
distribution about a mean of 327.5◦ C. The corresponding results from OU77941 (protomylonite)
are more scattered. A small number of inclusions in this sample homogenised at Th < 300◦ C. It
is possible the inclusions in this sample were more modified by crystal-plastic deformation (i.e.
are pseudo-secondary) than in OU77955, and their Th may be no longer representative of the
trapping conditions. Most inclusions in this sample were very small (<10µm) so it was difficult
to make accurate observations and this may have contributed to the wide spread of the data.
In general, the Th values are consistent with those obtained from OU77955.
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The observed variable proportions of CO2 to H2 O and liquid to gas in the inclusions (Figure 7.29) and the inclusion behaviour on heating are consistent with trapping of the inclusions
from immiscible fluids (Roedder, 1984; Holm et al., 1989; Craw, 1997). The fluid pressure and
temperature conditions at the time of trapping are therefore constrained to lie in the two-phase
immiscibility field of a CO2 -H2 O phase diagram (Figure 7.30). Inclusions that trap the minimum
or maximum possible proportion of CO2 to H2 O for the fluid pressure conditions prevailing at
the time of trapping will homogenise at the temperature at which they were trapped. Inclusions
trapping intermediate proportions of the two fluids will homogenise at higher temperatures or
decrepitate on heating, as was observed for many three-phase inclusions. The occurence of ‘critical phenomenon’ in some inclusions indicates they were trapped close to the top of the solvus,
near the critical point.
Variable phase proportions and behaviours indicate that crystallisation of material in the
veins and trapping of inclusions occurred over the whole range of Th measured during this study.
In this case, only a broad estimate of fluid pressure at time of trapping can be obtained from
CO2 -H2 O phase equilibria (Figure 7.30). Blencoe (2004) recently presented a new calibration of
phase equilibria relationships for the system CO2 -H2 O, based on a combination of experimental
data of Takenouchi and Kennedy (1964) and new experimental results. Note that, at lower
temperatures and higher pressures this calibration is consistent with that presented by Sterner
and Bodnar (1991) but not with previous equilibria diagrams given by Roedder and Bodnar
(1980) and again by Bodnar et al. (2003). Blencoe’s (2004) calibration is preferred for this
study because it takes account of experimental data at similar temperatures to the observed Th
values.
It is usual to take account of the salinity of the aqueous part of the included material since
the presence of dissolved salts can reduce the critical solubility of CO2 at a given pressure
and temperature (Roedder, 1984). The fluid inclusion compositions are very similar to those
reported by Craw (1988); Holm et al. (1989); Craw (1997) and Jenkin et al. (1994) from comparable structural situations in the Alpine Schist in the hanging-wall of the Alpine Fault zone. The
inclusions observed in the present study probably formed from fluids within the same hydrothermal system and therefore could be expected to have similar salinities so it was not considered
necessary to measure salinities independently in this study. Craw (1997) found consistently low
salinities of the aqueous part of the inclusions using measurements of ice-melting temperatures,
with dissolved solids <2 wt%. Concentrations such as these will not have a significant effect on
P-T determinations within the error limits of the data. If the salinities are higher, the pressure
estimates presented here will be too low.
The data from OU77941 and OU77955 are plotted on the CO2 -H2 O phase equilibrium diagram
in Figure 7.30. The estimate of 30 mol% CO2 from Diamond’s (2001) work lies on the one-two
phase boundary on the CO2 -H2 O phase diagram for a trapping temperature of 325◦ C but below
the critical point. This illustrates the inconsistency of the calibration employed by Diamond
(2001) and that of Blencoe (2004) since in Diamond’s (2001) work, this estimate comes from
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Figure 7.30: Positions of fluid inclusions in OU77941 and OU77955 on a CO2 -H2 O phase equilibrium
diagram. The positions of the phase boundaries are constrained using the calibration of Blencoe (2004).
The red dot represents the average Th and mol % CO2 ; the pale red box is the entire range of values.
Note that the spread of data across various vol% CO2 is imprecisely defined as discussed in the text.

mixed CO2 -H2 O fluids at their critical density. The variable vol% of CO2 observed in inclusions
is probably indicative of variation in mol% CO2 . A broad estimate of possible values is 10-40%
CO2 although this is poorly constrained. This range of values is indicated by the red box on
Figure 7.30. The average trapping pressure indicated by this range of data is ∼40 MPa.
It is necessary to understand the relationship of fluid pressures and temperatures to rock
pressures and temperatures in order to make any interpretation about the P-T profile of the
Alpine Fault zone from these results. As discussed by Roedder and Bodnar (1980); Jenkin et al.
(1994) and Craw (1997), fluid circulating in fracture systems in the crust can be at lithostatic
pressure if it is in isolated parts of an impermeable rock mass, hydrostatic pressure if the fracture network it fills is open to the surface, or any value between these two. Jenkin et al. (1994)
argued that fissure vein-fill material in the Alpine Schist was deposited from fluids at hydrostatic
pressures, but that veins from foliation boudinage structures and deeper-level deformed veins
originated below the brittle-viscous transition and were deposited from fluids at lithostatic pressures. The structural situation of the veins analysed during the present work is similar to the
latter case. Clearly the veins were deposited at depths at which viscous deformation processes
were active since the vein-fill quartz and calcite underwent dynamic recrystallisation. Assuming
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that the fluid pressure is equal to the lithostatic load, using P=ρgh with ρ = 2700kgm3 , this
would indicate vein deposition at depths of ∼1.5 km. The fluid temperature should be similar
to the temperature of the surrounding rock in a closed system, so this interpretation gives a
geothermal gradient of some 213◦ C km−1 in the near surface. This gradient is unrealistically
high when compared to other active tectonic regions and should be associated with much higher
surface heat flow than has been recognised around the Alpine Fault (Allis and Shi, 1995). Since
this P-T regime is physically implausible, we must conclude that the fluid pressures were not
lithostatic during vein precipitation.
During large earthquake ruptures on the Alpine Fault, the material at the base of the seismogenic zone is likely to experience transiently high strain rates and high stresses (Ellis et al.,
2004). It is likely that the observed foliation boudinage structures formed during these episodes
since, with an increase in strain-rate, the differential stress for viscous failure in a viscoelastic
material might temporarily exceed that for brittle failure (Turcotte and Schubert, 2001). Fluid
pressures would also transiently increase due to the increased loading, reducing effective stresses
and promoting hydraulic fracturing. Sibson et al. (1988) discussed rapid evolution of fluid pressure regimes during the earthquake cycle. They suggested that steeply-dipping reverse faults
such as the Alpine Fault, that rupture through the entire seismogenic zone, can provide a fluid
pathway to the surface through a zone of fractured rock so that fluid pressures can drop to hydrostatic after failure. Precipitation of vein-fill material could easily occur when fluid pressures
drop since the solubility of dissolved species decreases with a reduction in pressure (e.g. Fournier
and Rowe, 1977). This suggests that the fluid pressure regime within the foliation boudinage
structures at the time of vein deposition had dropped below lithostatic and may have been close
to hydrostatic. Similar cycling of fluid pressures was proposed by Wightman et al. (2006) for
veins formed at sub-seismic strain rates (10−9 s−1 -10−11 s−1 ) in the adjacent Alpine Schist.
The average density of the mixed CO2 -H2 O fluid trapped in the analysed inclusions can
be estimated from the average homogenisation temperature and mol%CO2 using Figure 1 of
Schwartz (1989), to be ∼300 kg m−3 . It is considered unlikely that all fluids within the fault
zone have compositions so rich in CO2 as those that were present at the time of precipitation of these vein-fill materials. Meteoric water is thought to penetrate into the Alpine Fault
zone to just below the brittle-viscous transition (Upton et al., 1995). This is likely to be pure
H2 O, with a density of 1000 kg m−3 . The CO3 component is probably derived from devolitisation of carbonate-rich rocks at greater depths, such as during retrograde reactions around the
amphibolite-greenschist facies transition. The two fluid compositions probably mix at around
the depth of formation of the intra-folial boudinage structures (ie. within the brittle-viscous
transition). Hence the overlying fluid is likely to have density closer to water than to CO2 . For
the purposes of subsequent analyses I will assume a density of 900 kg m−3 in accord with Jenkin
et al. (1994), but note that this value is very poorly constrained.
Assuming a fluid density of 900 kg m−3 , in a hydrostatic fluid pressure regime, the veins
formed at a depth of ∼4.5 km. The fluid temperatures are probably representative of rock tem309

peratures since crystal-plastic deformation of quartz (occurring at ≥ 300-350◦ C) post-dates vein
deposition. In this interpretation, the geothermal gradient in the near-surface was ∼70◦ C km−1 .
This result is consistent with previous proposals by Upton (1995) and Koons (1987) and shows
that the high thermal gradient that has already been recognised in the hanging-wall of the fault
is also present in the fault zone itself.

Strength of the crust for this new temperature profile.
In §2.6 I presented a possible profile of change in crustal strength with depth through the Alpine
Fault zone, assuming brittle failure in the upper crust and plastic flow at constant strain rate
according to a quartz dislocation creep flow law in the lower crust. The geothermal gradient
chosen for this plot gave a transition between these two failure modes at approximately 10-12 km
depth, corresponding to the base of the active seismogenic zone along the fault (Leitner et al.,
2001). These fluid inclusion results suggest that this geothermal gradient should be adjusted

Figure 7.31: Proposed thermal gradients along an uplift path downdip of the Alpine Fault zone. The
profile from Chapter 2 was proposed based on a transition from crustal strength controlled by dislocation
creep of quartz to brittle failure on an optimally oriented strike-slip fault at the base of the measured
seismogenic zone. The new profile is constrained by the pressure-depth estimates from fluid inclusions
analysed during this study and petrological constraints on the maximum temperature attained by the
mylonite protoliths before uplift and exhumation on the Alpine Fault ramp (Cooper, 1980; Grapes and
Watanabe, 1992; Grapes, 1995; Vry et al., 2004). Due to rapid exhumation, the temperature-depth
distribution experienced by the presently exposed rocks may approximate the true geothermal gradient.
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Figure 7.32: Crustal strength profile for the geothermal gradient indicated by the fluid inclusion results.
The approximate depth of formation of the intra-folial boudinage structures is indicated by the grey box.
Depth estimates for the formation of other veins are indicated by hatching. The only brittle strength
envelopes indicated here are those for shear failure along the existing foliation. Note that, since it is
assumed that the average fluid density in the Alpine Fault zone is 900 kg m−3 , a hydrostatic fluid
pressure regime now gives λ = 0.33. Higher or lower differential stresses may be supported by the main
plane of the Alpine Fault depending on the chosen friction coefficient and fluid pressure conditions.

so that a temperature of 325◦ C is attained at a depth of 4.5 km (Figure 7.31) (assuming the
temperature-depth distribution in the exhumed material approximates the geothermal gradient
as previously noted).
The crustal strength profile plot must be adjusted for this new geothermal gradient, since the
dislocation creep strength is very temperature-dependent. In the resulting profile (Figure 7.32),
the transition from dislocation creep to brittle failure occurs at a depth of ∼4-6 km for failure at
hydrostatic fluid pressure conditions, or deeper for lithostatic fluid pressure conditions. The average strain rate in the mylonite and ultramylonite zone was ∼10−12 (Norris and Cooper, 2003).
At this strain rate the transition between viscous and brittle failure mechanisms occurs at the
same depth as the foliation boudinage structures are inferred to have formed at. Hence very
small fluctuations in fluid pressures or strain rates in this depth range could have led to fluctuation between brittle and viscous deformation mechanisms, consistent with the microstructural
observations.
However, the crustal strength plot using this new thermal gradient is problematic because
the depth to the transition from brittle failure to flow by dislocation creep for hydrostatic fluid
pressure conditions is less than half the depth to the measured base of the seismogenic region of
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the Alpine Fault zone (Leitner et al., 2001). This means either that the strength of the crust for
brittle failure is over-estimated by the choosen failure mode, or that earthquakes with epicenters
near the base of the seismogenic zone do not initiate in material that usually deforms by brittle
mechanisms. Instead, these failures could be triggered by local rise of fluid pressures to nearlithostatic values. Alternatively, it is possible that the quartzite flow law underestimates the
strength of the crust and that a feldspar-dominant or composite flow law is more appropriate.
Adoption of this new temperature profile also means that the depth estimates for formation
of some of the foliation-parallel and deformed quartz veins presented previously in this section,
should be revised. Using this new temperature profile, the foliation parallel veins and the
strongly deformed veins from Little Man River, with regime 2/3 boundary to lower regime 3
microstructures of Hirth and Tullis (1992) formed at ∼18-24 km depth. The ductilely deformed
veins from Gaunt Creek with regime 1/2 boundary quartzite microstructures formed at ∼8 km
depth and the ductilely deformed veins in the footwall granitoid mylonites in Harold Creek
formed at .8 km depth. These depth estimates are indicated in Figure 7.32. It was noted in
§2.6.4 that the limiting conditions for tensile fracturing indicate foliation-oblique veins should
not form for ∆σ >36 MPa, and foliation-parallel veins should not form for ∆σ >56 MPa. The
deeper, strongly deformed veins seem to conform to this model for the expected Alpine Fault
zone strain rates of 10−12 s−1 and 10−13 s−1 . This supports the concept that the strength of
the fault rocks at amphibolite facies conditions is controlled by a dislocation creep flow law for
quartz according to the new geothermal gradient derived from data in this study. However, it
appears that differential stresses in the shallow crust should be too great for hydrofracturing
to occur. This suggests the chosen flow law is not representative of crustal strength at shallow
depths. This concept will be treated further in Chapter 10.

7.5

Estimates of conditions during deformation from recrystallised grain size paleopiezometry of quartz

7.5.1

Theoretical background of palaeopiezometry in quartz

Theoretical analyses (e.g. Twiss, 1977) and experimental data (e.g. Ter Heege et al., 2005;
Post and Tullis, 1999) indicate that, during dislocation creep at steady differential stress (∆σ),
monophase materials will develop a constant recrystallised grain size (D) according to the
relation:
D = A · ∆σ n

(7.2)

The constants A and n in this equation have been determined experimentally (e.g. Mercier
et al., 1977; Christie and Ord, 1980; Koch, 1983; Stipp and Tullis, 2003). Of these calibrations,
only the most recent (Stipp and Tullis, 2003) has good enough experimental control that it
can be applied meaningfully to natural conditions. In this calibration, A = 103.56±0.27 and
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n = −1.26±0.13. The result is applicable to quartz displaying regime 2 and 3 microstructures of
Hirth and Tullis (1992) but may not be relevant during development of regime 1 microstructures.
D could reach a stable value because more subgrain walls form as stress increases, effectively
reducing the size of grains bounded by these walls (White, 1976). Other paleopiezometric
relationships to estimate ∆σ magnitudes rely on dislocation density or subgrain size, but these
are more difficult to apply to natural samples and so the recrystallised grain size paleopiezometer
is most commonly used. This relationship has been applied in many natural situations to
estimate ∆σ magnitudes during deformation (e.g. Knipe, 1990; Hacker et al., 1992; Fitz Gerald
and Stunitz, 1993; Dunlap et al., 1997)
A critical feature of the palaeopiezometric relationship is that it must be independent of
temperature (provided similar recrystallisation mechanisms/microstructures are recognised at
those temperatures) and total strain (above that needed to achieve a steady-state microstructure;
Michibayashi, 1993; Stipp and Tullis, 2003). Stipp and Tullis (2003) concluded that this is the
case from their experimental results. The relationship was also recently shown to be independent
of variations in water content by Stipp et al. (2006).
Unfortunately, this classical paleopiezometric relationship leads to a paradox since, if the
only control on D is the magnitude of the differential stress, it should not be possible for
deformation to localise in non-dilating materials of small recrystallised grain size, as is observed
in many natural examples. Most shear zones are finer-grained in their centers. The standard
paleopiezometric relationship indicates that stress magnitudes must have been larger in these
fine-grained zones. However, higher stresses should only be maintained in more competent or
work-hardened viscous materials, and deformation will not localise into these zones.
Other authors (e.g. Austin and Evans, 2007) disagree with the idea that D is solely dependent on ∆σ in this way. Recently, De Bresser et al. (2002) found that stresses inferred from
palaeopiezometry and flow law relationships are consistently mismatched. Although these authors attributed this discrepancy to errors in the experimentally determined flow laws, Austin
and Evans (2007) were able to match their, and many other natural datasets, using a relationship that relates D to the rate of mechanical work. Their ‘paleowattmeter’ determines a stable
grain size due to the balance between normal grain growth and dynamic grain size reduction.
The paleowattmeter predicts that the smaller grain sizes observed in the shear zone centers are
the result of higher strain rates at similar stress magnitudes, removing the apparent paradox of
strain localisation at higher stresses indicated by previous paleopiezometric relationsips.
The paleowattmeter relationship is:
“


D=

“

−Qg
RT
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p−1 cγ 
Kg · e
λσ ėdisl

1
1+p

”

(7.3)

or alternatively, if the rock deforms by power-law creep (Austin and Evans, 2007), (which is indicated as the dominant deformation mechanism in the Alpine Fault zone by the microstructural
analysis above), the relationship is:
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In these equations, p and n are the exponents of the grain growth and dislocation creep flow
laws respectively, Qg and Qdisl are activation energies for grain growth and dislocation creep
respectively, ė0 is strain rate, ėdisl is strain rate for dislocation creep (not well differentiated by
Austin and Evans, 2007), c is a geometric constant, γ is the average grain boundary energy and
λ is the fraction of the work responsible for increases in internal energy due to grain boundary
energy. These parameters can be assigned values Qg = 215 kJ mol−1 , p = 3.2 (Wightman
et al., 2006), Qdisl = 135 kJ mol−1 , n = 4 (Hirth et al., 2001) and Kg = 1.3 × 108 (Austin
and Evans, 2007). However, it is unclear from Austin and Evans’ (2007) discussion what values
should be chosen for λ, γ and c. I attempted to estimate these values to fit results reported
by Austin and Evans (2007, their Figure 3b;), and obtained a reasonable fit for cγ/λ = 0.015.
This scaling factor may depend on the choice of stress exponent for dislocation creep, as the
preferred exponent in this work is different from that employed by Austin and Evans (2007),
but this scaling has no adverse effect on the fit to their results with varying temperature, ∆σ or
D, so is considered to be a valid estimate.
The presence of second phases has been observed to affect the stable grain size by pinning
grain boundaries so that they cannot easily migrate through the material (e.g. Krabbendam
et al., 2003). Hence it is unlikely that multiphase aggregates could be used to accurately estimate
∆σ at the present time.

7.5.2

Previous estimates of recrystallised grain sizes in the Alpine Fault mylonites

Prior (1988) measured recrystallised grain sizes in the Alpine Fault mylonites using a variety of
methods. He compared grain size distributions obtained from manual digitisation of orientation
contrast (OC) images of etched and unetched polished sections, from counting the number of
grains in a certain area on enlarged photomicrographs (point-density method), and from the linear intercept method (Smith and Guttman, 1953); as employed in the Alpine Fault mylonites by
Green (1982). Prior (1988) included a comprehensive discussion of the difficulties of determining the true recrystallised grain size in photomicrographs. This is mostly because it is difficult
to observe grains smaller than the thickness of the thin section, and because it is difficult to
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differentiate subgrains from true recrstallised grains, since subgrains may look like true grains
at certain rotations of the microscope stage.
Prior (1988) concluded that the different methods presented quite different results, but that
the best estimate of the true recrystallised grain size in the mylonites was obtained from manually
digitised unetched orientation contrast images. He analysed three samples, collected at distances
of 670-750 m to the SE of the Alpine Fault, using this method. Prior (1988) also applied a
stereological correction to these data, to account for the fact that they are viewed in a twodimensional section, and the maximum dimension of any grain might lie outside the section
plane. The correction he used, attributed to Exner (1972) is:
d=

4D̄
π

(7.8)

where d = mean recrystallised grainsize and D̄ = mean grain diameter measured in a twodimensional section. Prior (1988) concluded that the best estimate of the average recrystallised
grain size, d, in these samples is between 20 and 35 µm. However, a stereological correction
was not used by either Stipp and Tullis (2003) or Austin and Evans (2007) so it is best to use
the average grain size measured in a two-dimensional section for estimates of ∆σ using these
relationships. The grainsize range Prior (1988) estimated would have been approximately 16 to
27 µm before the stereological correction was applied.
Green (1982) also estimated grain sizes in Alpine Fault mylonites from the Waitaha River. In
this area, the Alpine Fault is bounded to the west by the Fraser Complex and there is a complex
intercalation of slivers of Alpine Schist-derived and Fraser Complex mylonites and gneisses.
It is therefore difficult to be certain that Green’s (1982) results are entirely applicable to the
bulk of the Alpine Fault zone. However, it is worth considering the relationship of his results
to those collected during this study. Using the linear intercept method on photomicrographs,
Green (1982) esitmated average ‘relict’, ‘new’ and ‘sub’-grain sizes across a transect towards the
Alpine fault, starting 2.5km to the SE. His results are summarised in Table 7.6

Table 7.6: Summary of grain size estimates made by Green (1982) in the Alpine Fault mylonites
Distance from
Alpine Fault (m)

Average grain size (µm)
Relict
New Subgrains

2500
1500
1000
500
0

200-700
-

40
35
20
20-45

60
30
20
10-15
10-30

Assuming that the mylonite zone in this area is approximately 1 km wide, average ‘new’
grain sizes in the mylonites are in the range 10-45µm and subgrains are in the range 10-30µm.
These data also indicate that grain sizes decrease towards the fault within the mylonite zone.
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7.5.3

Methods

A variety of methods have been proposed to accurately determine recrystallised grain sizes in
quartz. Grain size detection for quartz can be performed on greyscale photomicrographs or OC
images. It has often been suggested that etching of the sample surface with hydrofluoric acid
(HF) will outline both grain and subgrain boundaries, so that the latter in particular can be
more easily detected. However, Prior (1988) found that etching also affected other surfaces in
the specimen, such as microcracks, and so considered this method to be particularly unreliable.
For this reason HF etching was not attempted during this study.
New recrystallised grain size data were obtained by a variety of methods. Grain sizes
were analysed from manually traced XPL photomicrographs as described in §5.9, and from
a second set of photomicrographs of two samples of quartzofeldspathic material from the mylonite/ultramylonite boundary in Gaunt Creek. Grain size data were also obtained from EBSD
maps and scans, and were estimated visually from thin sections. These analyses are discussed
below.

7.5.4

Grain size analysis using manual tracings of photomicrographs

Manual tracing of grain outlines was undertaken in two sets of samples. Grains were outlined on
mylar overlays of 100x magnification photomicrographs taken in XPL. Grains were detected from
the outline images using image analysis tools in the program AxioVision by Carl Zeiss. Only
grains that entirely lie within the image were analysed. The program detected some objects
below 5µm in diameter, but these were not measured as they are not visible as individual
grains on the traced images and are considered to be processing artefacts. To check that the
image analysis tools had correctly detected all other grains rather than artefacts, I manually
counted the number of grains that had been outlined in three thin sections. In all cases this
gave a comparable number of grains to those detected by the image analysis software. Each
photomicrograph contains between 350 and 550 grains. It was therefore not considered necessary
to apply any further filtering to the grainsize data derived by image analysis. The pen outlines
used in these tracings are ∼5µm wide. The image analysis program detects the size of the white
area inside the traced line, so average grain radii were increased by 5µm to account for the
portion of the grain covered by the line.
The image analysis software fits an ellipse of equal area and moment to each grain. The
average two-dimensional grain size, D̄, was taken as the diameter of a circle of equal area as the
geometric mean of the fitted ellipses, using the relationship:
r
D̄ = 2

¯ maj + 5 el
¯ min + 5
el
·
2
2

(7.9)

where elmaj and and elmin are the lengths of the major and minor axes of the ellipse, respectively.
The correction factor of 5µm accounts for the thickness of the grain outlines.
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These analyses consider all grains within the quartz aggregates. They do not differentiate
between large quartz grains that could be remnants from the Alpine Schist protolith, and smaller
grains that recrystallised syn-mylonitically. Paleopiezometric and paleowattmetric relationships
should only be applied to recrystallised grain size distributions, so it would be unwise to infer
∆σ magnitudes from average grain sizes in the protomylonites. However, as can be seen in
Figure 5.40a and Figure 5.39a,b,c,d, there are usually only a few remnant grains in any 100x
photomicrograph. In many cases these grain areas were not measured because the whole grain
does not lie within the image area. Therefore the few large grains that were measured are unlikely
to have a significant influence on the resulting geometric mean grain size, and this mean can be
considered to be representative of the recrystallised grain size. In mylonite and ultramylonite
samples, most grains have recrystallised syn-mylonitically and the grain size distributions are
therefore representative of mylonitic conditions.

Recrystallised grain sizes in metacherts
Quartz grain shapes and sizes were determined in four metacherts (OU77913, OU77923, OU77891,
OU77900) and one foliation-parallel quartz layer (OU77915) from a transect across the mylonite

zone in Gaunt Creek. Grain outlines were manually traced from single 100x magnification XPL
photomicrographs from three orthogonal thin sections for each sample. The grain size results
are illustrated in Figure 7.33.

Discussion
The four metacherts (OU77913,OU77923,OU77891 and OU77900), contain small amounts (<5
modal%) of mica and garnet in addition to quartz. As discussed in §5.4.2, these second phases
can pin grain boundaries and prevent them from migrating freely during GBM recrystallisation,
reducing grain growth rates. Whether or not this has a significant influence on the resulting
distribution of D depends on whether grain growth or grain size reduction is the dominant factor
influencing grain size. Assuming that a stable grain size is reached when these two processes
are in equilibrium, the presence of these other phases will result in underestimates of the recrystallised grain size. The pure quartz layer OU77915 is from the same structural position in the
mylonites as the metachert OU77913, and was found to have a slightly larger recrystallised grain
size, which supports this interpretation. Hence these grain size estimates are minima.
There is some indication of an increase in recrystallised grain size towards the Alpine Fault;
however, the error bars for all points overlap, so a much larger dataset is needed to be certain
that this trend is real. Average grain sizes are in the range D = 28-36 µm. These average
grain sizes are larger than those determined by Prior (1988) (but once again they are the same
within error), which could reflect the fact that it is sometimes difficult to differentiate subgrains
and recrystallised grains in photomicrographs, as previously discussed. The grain sizes are
comparable to those estimated by Green (1982).
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Figure 7.33: Plot of average quartz grain sizes in quartz-rich lithologies against distance from the Alpine
Fault, perpendicular to the mean mylonitic foliation. Analyses are from OU77913, OU77915, OU77923,
OU77891 and OU77900. In each case, circles represent data from individual thin sections; the line joins
average grain sizes from each sample.

Recrystallised grain sizes in quartzofeldspathic mylonites with variable mineralogy
As noted in §3.5.1 and §4.4.1, some foliation-parallel layers from within the mylonites have developed a more pervasive greenschist facies retrograde mineral assemblage of altered plagioclase
+ chlorite after biotite. In order to assess whether this change in bulk mineralogy is associated
with a change in deformation conditions, quartz grain size data were obtained from two adjacent
layers in the mylonites containing retrogressed (OU77862) and unretrogressed (OU77860) assemblages. These samples are from the detailed measured section in mylonites at Gaunt Greek
illustrated in Figure 3.17.
Mean grainsizes in these two samples were analysed by manually outlining quartz crystals
in three 100x magnification photomicrographs per sample. Quartz in these quartzofeldspathic
mylonites is interspersed with plagioclase that was distinguished by the presence of alteration
assemblages such as clay minerals and sericite. Only positively identified quartz grains were
outlined. In OU77860 these grains mostly occurred in pure quartz bands 100-250µm thick. In
OU77862 the grains occurred in pure quartz bands 50-100µm thick and interspersed with other

phases in the matrix. In this case, no grain size filtering was undertaken within the AxioVision
program. There are approximately 300 grains visible in each traced image, but the image analysis
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software detected up to 900 grains per sample. This suggests than many of the smallest grains
are processing artefacts and should not be included in grain size distribution analyses. In each
dataset there are around 300 grains with elmaj >15µm and only these grains were included in
the calculation of D. Since this filtering is different from that applied to the previous dataset,
the results are not directly comparable. However, the main point of this analysis is to compare
the two samples OU77860 and OU77862 and this is still a valid comparison from the datasets.
The mean quartz grainsize in the unretrogressed sample OU77860 is D = 20.7±12.8µm,
slightly larger than the mean grainsize in the retrogressed sample OU77862 of D = 18.2±11.1µm.
However, these two grain size measurements are indistinguishable within error (one standard
deviation of the mean).
Discussion
Stunitz and Tullis (2001); Holyoke and Tullis (2006b) and Holyoke and Tullis (2006a), suggested
that formation of fine-grained minerals such as sericite and epidote after feldspar as a result of
retrograde reactions could be a mechanism of strain weakening in shear zones. This weakening
occurs due to a change in the dominant deformation mechanism from pure dislocation creep to
a mixture of dislocation creep and GSS flow in the resulting fine-grained aggregates.
A combined GSS and dislocation creep deformation mechanism has been proposed to occur
in late shear bands in the mylonites, based on microstructural observations undertaken during this study. It is also possible that this mechanism occurred pervasively throughout the
more retrogressed foliation-parallel layers within the mylonites. In this combined deformation
mechanism, grain-boundary sliding along weak mica (001)-planes would have been coupled with
dislocation creep in the interspersed quartz.
If this combined deformation mechanism was active in the retrogressed layers, they may have
deformed to higher strains than the adjacent unretrogressed layers, either because deformation
continued for longer or because strain rates were higher. If deformation continued for longer,
it is possible that the retrogressed layers continued to deform at lower temperatures than the
unretrogressed layers. If deformation occurred by dislocation creep, as illustrated in Figure 2.8,
higher differential stresses are expected at lower temperatures in the absence of a change in
strain rate. Similarly, at a fixed temperatures, higher differential stresses are required to support deformation at higher strain rates unless the material is markedly weaker. Therefore the
retrogressed layers should have deformed at a higher differential stress in either case.
Two other factors may have influenced the quartz grain sizes observed in these mylonites. If
deformation in the retrogressed layers did continue to lower temperatures than in the unretrogressed layers, then it is possible that the unretrogressed layers underwent static grain growth
after deformation ceased within them. However, there is little indication of static grain growth,
such as the presence of straight or gently curved grain boundaries and 120◦ grain triple junctions, or absence of undulose extinction. Alternatively, if some GSS creep occurred within the
retrogressed mylonites, the quartz grains would be more mixed with other phases. This means
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that more quartz grain boundaries would have been ‘pinned’, and GBM rates would have been
slower, which would result in a smaller average quartz grain size. It is likely that both these
processes contributed to the smaller quartz grain size observed in the retrogressed layers.

7.5.5

Quartz grain size estimates from EBSD data

Using EBSD methods it is possible to collect crystallographic orientation data that is related to
position within a sample. The resulting dataset contains all the information that is needed to
make accurate grain size estimates. TANGO EBSD map software by HKL Technology includes
a function to automatically detect grains and undertake size analyses from EBSD maps. The
software fits an ellipse to each detected grain and calculates the diameter of a circle of equivalent
area to the ellipse. An example of a set of ellipses fitted to a low resolution EBSD map is
illustrated in Figure 7.34.

Figure 7.34: Illustration of ellipses fitted to EBSD data by TANGO software of HKL Technology.
OU77909. Quartz-rich layer in mylonite, Gaunt Creek. A series of low-resolution scans at a step size
of 20µm were stitched together to make this map. The spatial distribution of the scans in the stitched
image is not the same as in reality. (a) Euler map overlaid on band contrast image. (b) Grains detected
by TANGO are assigned random colours to aid visibility. The ellipses that were fitted to the grains by
the software are outlined in black.

EBSD data were obtained at two different spatial resolutions. Low resolution scans were
undertaken at a step size of 15-20µm in order to characterise the distributions of crystallographic
axes of quartz in these samples. Higher resolution mapping was undertaken at step sizes of 13µm in order to characterise the microstructures of quartz in the mylonites. Clearly, scan data
collected every 15-20µm cannot detect grains smaller than this size so may give a very different
grain size distribution to that indicated by map data. These two datasets are therefore presented
separately in the following sections.
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In order to minimise errors resulting from incorrect indexing of the electron diffraction patterns collected during EBSD analysis, a minimum grain size of three pixels is usually imposed
(Prior et al., 1999). Application of this measurement condition is discussed for scan and map
data in the following sections. The TANGO program was also set to detect only crystallographic
misorientations greater than 10◦ as grain boundaries, so the resulting grain size distributions
do not incude any influence from subgrain sizes, and to ignore misorentations of 60◦ as these
are probably Dauphiné-twin boundaries rather than grain boundaries. Since some grains are
probably misoriented by 60◦ from neighbouring grains, this means that some grains bounded by
high-angle boundaries will also not have been correctly detected.
Grain size estimates using this method do not differentiate remnant and recrystallised grains.
The areas over which grain sizes were measured are larger than those considered in manually
traced photomicrographs so a number of large grains could have been fully contained in the
measured area. It is therefore it is likely that data from the protomylonites over-estimate grain
sizes.

EBSD scans
EBSD scan data were collected from a variety of samples that span the entire mylonite zones
outcropping in Gaunt and Hare Mare Creeks. The following discussion of grain sizes is restricted
to Gaunt Creek since this is the most complete, continuous section through the mylonites, and
because the entire mylonite sequence may not be preserved at Hare Mare Creek due to recent
back-stepping of the active thrust (Norris and Cooper, 1995, 1997). Sample details were given
in Chapter 6 and Table 6.1.
The analysis step size of 15-20µm is only slightly smaller than the mean recrystallised grain
sizes determined by Prior (1988) and by manual tracing methods discussed in §7.5.4. However,
these data were overprocessed to remove possibly misindexed grains and it is considered unlikely
that the processed images contain many incorrectly indexed datapoints. Since it is likely that
measurement only of grains larger than three pixels (i.e. 60µm) would give a particularly
erroneous dataset due to exclusion of grains similar to this previously determined mean grainsize,
no minimum grain size condition was imposed in this case. Regardless, grains smaller than 20µm
could not be detected by this method so the grain size data cannot be meaningfully used to infer
magnitudes of ∆σ during deformation. However, they do provide a comprehensive dataset that
shows how D varies across the mylonite zone.
Since the presence of second phases can affect grain size by pinning grain boundaries, the
data were split according to lithology (pure quartz, metachert or quartz-rich layer in quartzofeldspathic mylonite). D for these three groups are plotted against distance from the Alpine
Fault, perpendicular to the mylonitic foliation, in Figure 7.35.
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EBSD maps
EBSD map data were also collected from selected samples within the Gaunt Creek section.
Sample details were given in Chapter 6 and Table 6.1. The maximum analysis step size during
data collection in any of these maps was 3µm. Since it is possible that grains represented by
only one pixel are misindexed, and less processing was applied to this data than to the scan
data, all grains smaller than 9µm were removed from the resulting grain size datasets.
D estimates from these analyses are plotted against distance from the Alpine Fault, perpendicular to the mylonitic foliation, in Figure 7.36.
Discussion of grain size estimates from EBSD data
Estimates of D from EBSD scan and map data differ considerably. In the scans, D values range
from ∼40-115µm, while in maps, D values range from 25-65µm. This variation must reflect the
absence of grains smaller than 20µm diameter in the scan data. There is no systematic difference
in estimates of D in the three lithological groups, perhaps indicating that the presence of minor
phases does not significantly influence the grain size distributions.
In the scan data, there is an apparent increase in average D within the protomylonite zone
(900-300 m from the Alpine Fault, perpendicular to foliation) by approximately 20µm. This
trend is then inverted in the mylonites and ultramylonites, within which there is a decrease in
the average D by 20-30µm. This trend is not reflected in the map data, which show a gradual
reduction of <20µm in D only within quartzofeldspathic mylonites towards the Alpine Fault,
and it is therefore postulated that the trends observed in the scan data are artefacts resulting
from the minimum measurement condition.
The reduction in D in the map data may result from inclusion of some remnant schist
grains in the protomylonites, hence only the smaller D values obtained from the mylonites
and ultramylonites, of approximately 25-45µm, are considered to be good estimates of true
recrystallised grain sizes.

7.5.6

Visual estimates of grain size

There are always uncertainties involved in automated analyses such as those discussed in the
preceeding sections. It is difficult to be sure whether all the objects that are detected are true
grains rather than processing artefacts, and therefore it is difficult to be certain that any filtering that is applied is correct. In order to assess whether the grain size estimates obtained
from these automated methods are reasonable, I also made visual estimates of grain sizes in mylonite samples that had been analysed using EBSD. These estimates were made by petrographic
examination of thin sections at 100x magnification in XPL.
It was immediately apparent that there are a number of different grain size populations
in each sample. Subgrains, and grains that occur in equigranular aggregates that appear to
have nucleated by a SGR process are distinct from (usually smaller) grains with high-angle
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Figure 7.35: Plot of average quartz grain sizes in samples scanned using EBSD against distance from the
Alpine Fault in Gaunt Creek, perpendicular to the mean mylonitic foliation. See Chapter 6 and Table 6.1
for sample details. Red = quartz-rich layers in quartzofeldspathic lithologies, purple = metacherts, blue
= foliation-parallel pure quartz layers.

Figure 7.36: Plot of average quartz grain sizes in samples mapped using EBSD against distance from
the Alpine Fault, perpendicular to the mean mylonitic foliation. See Chapter 6 and Table 6.1 for sample
details. Red = quartz-rich layers in quartzofeldspathic lithologies, purple = metacherts.
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boundaries that are found near interlobate grain boundaries. These latter grains probably
nucleated by a BLG mechanism and grew by strain-induced GBM. Grain size estimates for
these two populations were made separately in each sample. Estimates were made by identifying
grains that were characteristic for that section, then measuring the length of the long axis of
the grain against a graduated scale within the ocular lens. Since quartz grain axial ratios in
the mylonites are mostly around 1:2, these estimates will be larger than the D values reported
from automated analyses by a factor of approximately 1.4. The estimated values were therefore
decreased by this factor. Grain sizes are reported as a range that should include most grains
visible in each section.
The visually estimated grain size ranges are plotted against distance from the Alpine Fault,
perpendicular to the mylonitic foliation, in Figure 7.37.

Figure 7.37: Plot of visual estimates of quartz grain sizes in EBSD samples against distance from the
Alpine Fault, perpendicular to the mean mylonitic foliation. Data are given as ranges. Blue = average
size of subgrains and grains in equigranular aggregates that appear to have nucleated by SGR. Red =
average size of grains with high-angle boundaries that occur near interlobate high-angle boundaries and
appear to have nucleated by BLG mechanisms.

Discussion of grain sizes estimated by visual methods
The grain sizes estimated visually mostly range up to ∼125µm in length. Grains that are
inferred to have nucleated by BLG mechanisms are consistently smaller than those inferred to
have nucleated by progressive SGR and subgrains. This may indicate that growth of these
grains mostly occurred by slow, rather than rapid GBM (Urai et al., 1986); contrary to what
was indicated previously by microstructural analysis. There is an apparent increase in the size
of grains that have nucleated by SGR and subgrains towards the Alpine fault, but there are also
many samples in the proximal mylonite zone in which smaller grain sizes were estimated.
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The bulk of grains inferred to have nucleated by progressive SGR and subgrains have D
in the range 35-90µm. Grains inferred to have nucleated by BLG mechanisms mostly have D
in the range 15-50µm. These values are slightly larger than the D estimated by automated
methods, which are usually in the range 20-50µm. It is likely that the influence of smaller
grains was underestimated visually; but it is also likely that the automated methods detected
some small processing artefacts so that those estimates are erroneously low. The results of this
visual comparison suggest that the grain size data obtained using automated methods should
be considered to be minimum estimates.

7.5.7

Summary of grain size data

Average D values estimated by the various methods described in this section are summarised
in Table 7.7. There is some variation in results from different methods, but values are broadly
consistent with those previously estimated by Prior (1988) and Green (1982). It is inferred from
these results that the best estimate of the minimum recrystallised grain size in the mylonites is
D = 25µm and that D often varies up to ∼50µm. It was not possible to define a consistent trend
in variation of grain size across the mylonite zone, so it is likely that no significant variation in
recrystallised grain size occurs in the bulk of the mylonites.
Table 7.7: Summary of quartz recrystallised grain size (D) estimates in the Alpine Fault mylonites made
during this study
Method

D (µm)

• Manual tracing of photomicrographs of three

28-36

orthogonal thin sections of metacherts and
foliation-parallel pure quartz layer
• Manual tracing of photomicrographs of X-Z

∼18-21

sections in retrogressed and unretrogressed
quartzofeldspathic mylonites
• EBSD scans at 15-20µm step size of

40-150

foliation-perpendicular sections of quartz-rich
lithologies
• EBSD maps at 1-3µm step size of foliation

25-65 (mostly 30-50)

perpendicular sections of quartz-rich lithologies
• Visual estimates of grains nucleated by SGR from

0-130 (mostly 35-90)

foliation-perpendicular sections of quartz-rich
lithologies
• Visual estimates of grains nucleated by BLG from

0-90 (mostly 15-50)

foliation-perpendicular sections of quartz-rich
lithologies

Since there is no variation in D across the mylonite zone, but a change in strain rate is indi325

cated by the total strain analyses of Norris and Cooper (2003), it is possible that the Austin and
Evans (2007) paleowattmeter is not applicable in the mylonite zone, and grain size does evolve
to a stable value purely as a result of differential stress, as indicated by Stipp and Tullis (2003,
and references therein). Alternatively, it is possible that significant strain was accommodated
by mechanisms that do not affect grain size, such as grain-boundary sliding.

Finer-grained quartz in retrograde mylonites
It is noted here that grain size analyses were not performed on quartz within retrograde schistderived metabasic ultramylonites that were discussed in §5.5, or on quartz in Western Province
granitoid-derived mylonites that were discussed in §5.8. Quartz grain sizes in these two groups of
mylonites are significantly smaller than those observed in the bulk of the Alpine Fault mylonites.
From microstructural observations, it is estimated that the mean recrystallised grain size, D̄, in
these mylonites is ∼10-15µm. According to the Stipp and Tullis (2003) paleopiezometer, this
recrystallised grain size should develop at ∆σ = 78-108 MPa.

7.5.8

Interpretation of grain-size data

Estimates of mean recrystallised grain sizes (D) of quartz in the mylonites from a variety of
different analysis methods (Table 7.7) are broadly consistent with recrystallised grain sizes reported by previous workers (Prior, 1988; Green, 1982). The minimum recrystallised grainsize
that can be estimated in the bulk of the mylonites is D ≈ 25µm, but D often ranges up to
50µm. Using a classical paleopiezometric relationship of Stipp and Tullis (2003), this minimum
recrystallised grain size developed at a differential stress of 52 MPa, and this can be considered
a maximum estimate of possible differential stresses supported by dislocation creep of quartz in
most of the fault zone. The Austin and Evans (2007) paleowattmeter cannot be applied independently of estimates of the temperature during deformation. Paleostress magnitudes from the
paleowattmeter relationship are therefore discussed further after the temperature relationships
are considered.
The temperature experienced during deformation can be estimated by correlating the grain
size data to the variation in differential stresses for steady-state dislocation creep using a flow law
for quartz. This sort of correlation was applied in a deformation mechanism map by Austin and
Evans (2007); reproduced here as Figure 7.38. The flow law, in particular the stress exponent,
n, chosen by Austin and Evans (2007) in producing this diagram is different to the preferred
value within this thesis, so this diagram has been re-drawn in Figures 7.39 and 7.40 using the
flow law parameters indicated in §2.4.4 and the geothermal gradient indicated in Figure 7.31.
It is apparent from these diagrams that there is a unique temperature (T) and differential
stress (∆σ) at which a stable grain size will develop if deformation solely occurs by dislocation
creep of quartz, if we assume a certain fixed strain rate. For D = 25µm, using the paleowattmeter
of Austin and Evans (2007), a temperature of T = 540◦ C is indicated at a strain rate of 10−12
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Figure 7.38: Deformation mechanism map for quartz, indicating possible relationships between grain
size and differential stress in dislocation creep. Figure 3B of Austin and Evans (2007)

s−1 giving ∆σ ≈ 22 MPa, and T = 465◦ C at a strain rate of 10−13 s−1 giving ∆σ ≈ 27 MPa.
Using the paleopiezometer of Stipp and Tullis (2003), this temperature is reduced to around
465◦ C at at a strain rate of 10−12 s−1 and 410◦ C at at a strain rate of 10−13 s−1 , at ∆σ = 52
MPa in both cases as previously noted. These temperatures are much higher than the lower
temperature at which quartz is expected to deform by crystal-plastic mechanisms (300-350◦ C;
Stockhert et al., 1999).
The geothermal gradient illustrated in Figure 7.31 can be used to relate these deformation
temperatures to depth in the fault zone. This correlation indicates that the maximum depth at
which this stable grain size should develop by pure dislocation creep of quartz is 13.5 km if the
paleowattmeter correctly predicts the relationship between ∆σ and D, or 8 km if the Stipp and
Tullis (2003) paleopiezometer correctly predicts this relationship. The later depth is similar to
the base of the zone in which small-scale seismic events have been recorded along the Alpine
Fault (Eberhart-Phillips, 1995; Leitner et al., 2001).
These estimates of deformation conditions are summarised in Table 7.8.

Discussion
These results indicate that dislocation creep became an insignificant deformation mechanism
within the mylonites at shallow depths, where it may have been replaced by combined grainboundary sliding and limited dislocation creep and then by GSS creep mechanisms localised to
C’-shear bands as proposed in Chapter 5. It is also possible that there was significant static
grain growth after crystal-plastic deformation ceased, but this is not indicated by microstructural
observations. However, subsequent recrystallisation could be limited in the absence of significant
fluid along grain boundary regions, as was observed by Mancktelow and Pennacchioni (2004) in
mylonites from Mont Mary, western European Alps.
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Figure 7.39: Deformation mechanism map for quartz, showing how estimates of ∆σ from recrystallised
grainsize are correlated to estimates of ∆σ from a dislocation creep flow law. This map was created using
the flow law of Hirth et al. (2001) and parameters presented in §2.4.4. Red lines indicate deformation at
a strain rate of 10−12 s−1 ; purple lines at a strain rate of 10−13 s−1 . Red and purple sloping lines are the
relationship between ∆σ indicated by the paleowattmeter of Austin and Evans (2007). Horizontal lines
show ∆σ at various temperatures within the Alpine Fault zone, using the flow law of Hirth et al. (2001).
Line styles relate to temperature; 400◦ C = solid lines, 500◦ C = dashed lines and 600◦ C = dotted lines.
Solid black sloping lines are found from the intersection points of the curves relating ∆σ to D from the
paleowattmeter of Austin and Evans (2007) and the curves relating ∆σ to temperature from the flow law
of Hirth et al. (2001). Intersection points are indicated by dots. The diffusion creep field is as indicated
in Figure 3B of Austin and Evans (2007).
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Figure 7.40: Deformation mechanism map for quartz, indicating possible relationships between grain
size and differential stress. This map was created using the flow law of Hirth et al. (2001) and parameters
presented in §2.4.4. Orange lines indicate deformation at a strain rate of 10−11 s−1 ; red lines at a
strain rate of 10−12 s−1 ; purple lines at a strain rate of 10−13 s−1 . Horizontal lines show ∆σ at various
temperatures within the Alpine Fault zone, using the flow law of Hirth et al. (2001). Line styles relate to
temperature; 400◦ C = solid lines, 500◦ C = dashed lines and 600◦ C = dotted lines. Black dashed sloping
line is the paleopiezometric relationship between ∆σ and D of Stipp and Tullis (2003). Solid black sloping
lines are the relationship between ∆σ, D and strain rate from intersections of the ∆σ-D curves of the
paleowattmeter of Austin and Evans (2007) and ∆σ-T curves from the flow law of Hirth et al. (2001), as
shown in Figure 7.39. The diffusion creep field is as indicated in Figure 3B of Austin and Evans (2007).
Vertical and horizontal black dotted lines indicate D-∆σ correlations for the minimum recrystallised grain
sizes in the ‘normal’ Alpine Fault mylonites; a larger range of possible values is indicated by the grey
regions. Vertical and horizontal dashed lines indicate similar correlations for the retrograde metabasites.
The maximum ∆σ indicated by these correlations is 52 MPa in ‘normal’ mylonites and 108 MPa in
retrograde ultramylonites.
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Using either the paleopiezometer or the paleowattmeter, this correlation of recrystallised
grain size to flow strength of quartz in dislocation creep suggests that the minimum temperature
at which quartz deformed by dislocation creep was less in the protomylonites, where strain
rates were ∼ 10−13 s−1 , than in the mylonites and ultramylonites, where strain rates were
∼ 10−12 s−1 (Norris and Cooper, 2003). Of course, these strain rate estimates were made by
assuming that all the observed deformation was uniformly distributed over the life-time of the
mylonite zone. If strain accumulated heterogeneously, so that strain rates were variable, this
inference is not valid. The temperature difference (∆T) indicated by the paleopiezometer is 55◦ C,
whereas the paleowattmeter indicates ∆T = 75◦ C. This leads to the conclusion that deformation
solely accommodated by dislocation creep of quartz continued to lower temperatures, and hence
shallower depths in the more distal parts of the fault zone. The concept that viscous deformation
continued to lower temperatures in the more distal fault zone accords with the results from
mineral thermobarometry and rheothermometry described elsewhere in this chapter.
Finer-grained quartz in retrograde mylonites
Recrystallised grain sizes in retrograde schist-derived metabasites and Western Province granitoidderived mylonites are significantly smaller than those in the bulk of the mylonites, as discussed
in §7.5.7. The minimum mean grain size, D = 10µm results from ∆σ = 108 MPa using the
Stipp and Tullis (2003) paleopiezometer, and should have formed at T= 395◦ C at a strain rate
of 10−12 s−1 . Using the Austin and Evans (2007) paleowattmeter, this recrystallised grain size
indicates ∆σ ≈ 40 MPa at 480◦ C for a strain rate of 10−12 s−1 . It is considered unlikely that
strain rates were slower than 10−12 s−1 in these rocks due to their position near the core of the
fault zone. It is possible that strain rates were higher. At 10−11 s−1 , the Austin and Evans
(2007) paleowattmeter predicts ≈ 33 MPa for T ≈ 56s0◦ C.
These estimates of deformation conditions are also summarised in Table 7.8
Since a greenschist facies mineral assemblage is pervasively developed in these ultramylonites,
deformation must have continued to temperatures below 520◦ C (Apted and Liou, 1983). The
paleowattmeter only just predicts that quartz should deform by dislocation creep during exhumation to greenschist facies conditions, and then only if the strain rate is ≤10−12 s−1 . This
result could indicate that grain size does evolve to a stable value purely as a result of differential
stress, as indicated by Stipp and Tullis (2003, and references therein). This result also indicates
that these retrograde ultramylonites experienced higher differential stresses during deformation
than the bulk of the schist-derived Alpine Fault mylonites. These high stresses may have been
imposed down-dip of the brittle structure during and for a short time after earthquake rupture
(see § 9.10 for further discussion).
The lower temperature limits estimated for the retrograde ultramylonites by either the paleopiezometer or the paleowattmeter are similar to the lower temperature limits estimated for the
protomylonites by the same D-∆σ relationship. This may indicate that the ‘normal’ mylonites
and ultramylonites were stranded between two slices of material that were still undergoing de330

Table 7.8: Summary of deformation conditions estimated from recrystallised grain size data in the Alpine
Fault mylonites
D (µm)

∆σ (MPa)

T (◦ C)

Depth (km)

>25

<52

>465

>13.5

>25

<52

>410

>8

>10

<108

>395

>6.5

>25

<22

>540

>21.5
>13.5

Paleopiezometer (Stipp and Tullis, 2003)
Mylonites and ultramylonites; γ̇ = 10−12 s−1
−13

Protomylonites; γ̇ = 10

s

−1
−12

Retrograde ultramylonites; γ̇ = 10

s

−1

Paleowattmeter (Austin and Evans, 2007)
Mylonites and ultramylonites; γ̇ = 10−12 s−1
−13

Protomylonites; γ̇ = 10

s

−1

>25

<27

>465

−1

>10

<40

>480

>15

Retrograde ultramylonites; γ̇ = 10−11 s−1

>10

<33

>560

>23.5

−12

Retrograde ultramylonites; γ̇ = 10

s

Errors for stress estimates from the Stipp and Tullis (2003) piezometer are ±76
25 MPa. It is
assumed that errors in the paleowattmeter are of a similar magnitude

formation in the shallower portions of the fault zone, as illustrated in Figure 7.41. However,
deformation at shallower levels could have continued by another mechanism, such as combined
sliding on weak mica basal planes with limited dislocation creep, and GSS creep in C’-shear
bands.

Figure 7.41: Cartoon illustrating possible variation in the upper cut-off depth of deformation by pure
dislocation creep of quartz in the Alpine Fault mylonites indicated by quartz grainsize data. This is the
depth difference indicated by the 55◦ C temperature difference from correlation of the Stipp and Tullis
(2003) paleopiezometer results to the Hirth et al. (2001) dislocation creep flow law. If the correlation
suggested by the Austin and Evans (2007) paleowattmeter is accepted instead, the difference in cutoff
depth between ultramylonites and protomylonites increases. Notice that deformation at shallower levels
is also expected in ultramylonites in the very core of the fault. Horizontal and vertical scales are the
same.
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It is also worth asking why deformation continues to shallower levels in the retrograde ultramylonites when they deform at comparable strain rates to adjacent ‘normal’ mylonites and
ultramylonites. The retrograde ultramylonites do contain a more hydrated mineral assemblage,
which could indicate that fluids were more readily available in this portion of the fault zone,
and this could have lead to an increase in strain rate by reaction weakening (Stunitz and Tullis,
2001; Holyoke and Tullis, 2006b,a). The question is, did increased fluid availability promote
deformation or vice versa? In the latter case some other mechanism must have been responsible
for localisation of deformation in this material at shallower levels, so that the deforming rocks
then acted as a fluid ‘sink’ (e.g. Upton, 1995). This question is addressed further in Chapter 9.

7.6

Summary and Conclusions

The main findings of this investigation of physical conditions during deformation are:
• Ti-in-biotite geothermometry indicates that porphyroclastic biotite grains in ‘normal’
Alpine Schist-derived mylonites and protomylonites did not equilibrate to mylonitic conditions. Recrystallised biotite in the mylonites and ultramylonites equilibrated at temperatures only ∼50◦ C lower than those experienced during peak M2 conditions in the
parent Alpine Schist. Biotite that is included in C’-shear bands in the protomylonites
equilibrated to much lower temperatures and was sometimes chloritised, showing these
structures accommodated significant strain down to epidote-amphibolite to greenschist
facies conditions.
• Feldspar compositions in the ‘normal’ Alpine Schist-derived mylonites are little modified
from the compostions they would have attained during peak M2 conditions at the base
of the Alpine Schist metamorphic pile, indicating they did not substantially re-equilibrate
during Dm .
• Mineral rheothermometry indicates that there was little macroscopically pervasive deformation of the ‘normal’ mylonites and ultramylonites below amphibolite facies conditions.
Furthermore it suggests that macroscopically pervasive deformation ceased at higher temperatures in the higher strain ‘normal’ Alpine Schist-derived mylonites and ultramylonites
than in the protomylonites. In retrograde ultramylonites near the core of the Alpine
Fault zone, macroscopically pervasive deformation continued to slightly lower temperatures (∼450◦ C). Both the mixed ultramylonites and cataclasites adjacent to the fault core
and Western Province granitoid-derived mylonites were pervasively deformed to much
lower temperatures (∼350◦ C).
• Fluid inclusion analyses suggest late quartz veins in foliation boudinage structures in
both mylonites and protomylonites were formed from fluids at temperatures of around
325±15◦ C under hydrostatic pressures of ∼40 MPa, corresponding to a depth of ∼4.5
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km. This means that the high geothermal gradient of ∼70◦ C km

−1

that is indicated

in the hanging-wall of the fault (Craw, 1997) is also present in the fault zone itself and
there cannot have been any significant dragging-down of isotherms into the fault zone due
to the presence of the adjacent cold footwall block. These shallow-level quartz veins are
dynamically recrystallised.
• Recrystallised quartz grain sizes in ‘normal’ Alpine Schist-derived mylonites are & 25µm,
indicating maximum differential stresses of 52 MPa were supported by dislocation creep
of quartz within them. Using a dislocation creep flow law, this maximum differential
stress occurs at temperatures above 410-465◦ C, which is a lower temperature boundary for
dislocation creep of quartz in the fault zone. Since there is little variation in recrystallised
grain size across the fault zone, dislocation creep of quartz probably continued to shallower
crustal levels in the more distal material that deformed under a slower bulk strain rate.
Smaller recrystallised grain sizes in the retrograde ultramylonites adjacent to the fault
core, and in the Western Province granitoid-derived mylonites indicate differential stresses
. 110 MPa in this material.
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Chapter 8

Kinematics and Strain Analyses
8.1

Introduction

There is some discussion about what portion of the finite strain is recorded by fabric elements
in fault zones. Various structures might record different increments of the total finite strain,
or different ratios of the simple and pure shear strain components of the deformation. In this
chapter, I examine kinematic indicators and strain history within the mylonites in light of the
current fault motion. A question I try to address is how the study of ancient mylonite zones
may be used to infer the kinematics of crustal scale fault zones using the Alpine Fault mylonites
as a natural laboratory.

8.1.1

Definitions

A certain amount of confusion is possible since similar terminology is used in the the structural
geology literature for both fabric and finite strain axes. In many cases, finite strain axes are
denoted X − Y − Z, after Flinn (1962) and Ramsay (1967). However, X − Y − Z nomenclature
is also used to denote fabric axes, where X is parallel to the lineation, and the foliation is the
Y − Z plane (e.g. Passchier and Trouw, 1996). In keeping with the use of this nomenclature in
Chapter 5, I use X − Y − Z to denote fabric axes, and e1 -e2 -e3 to denote finite strain axes. I
also note that the orientations of X-axes derived from CPO patterns are not always parallel to
lineations in the same samples. The orientation of X from the CPO patterns is given precedence.
S1 -S2 -S3 nomenclature is also used for finite strain axes predicted in numerical models.

8.2

Previous work on Alpine Fault mylonite kinematics

As previously noted, viscous strain has been estimated within the fault zone using a deformed
set of pegmatite veins that were attenuated by the mylonitic deformation. For a modelled pure
shear stretch up-dip of the fault of 1-3, simple shear strains in the protomylonites range from 12
to 22; in the mylonites from 120 to 200 and in the ultramylonites from 180 to 300 (Norris and
Cooper, 2003). The method of strain determination used does not allow distinction of pure and
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simple shear components. Increasing one merely decreases the other. Norris and Cooper (2003)
calculated simple shear strains for pure shear stretches of 1, 2 and 3 based on the assumption
that, for a narrow 1 km wide shear zone that extends laterally for over 300 km, it was likely
that any pure shear stretch would be similar to that in the hanging wall. Measured stretches in
hanging wall schists are of the order of approximately 2 (Holm et al., 1989; Holcombe and Little,
2001; Little et al., 2002b), which is consistent with a doubling in thickness of the crust within
the Southern Alps (Van Avendonk et al., 2004). If pure shear stretching within the km wide
mylonite zone were significantly in excess of this, extrusion of the mylonites should be occurring,
resulting in excessive dip-slip rates along the fault and a reversal in shear sense across the zone.
Previous workers have observed that the mylonites exhumed in the hanging wall of the
Alpine Fault have one characteristic feature that is atypical of mylonite zones. Despite the
very large aspect ratio of the mylonite zone (>400 km long and 1 km wide) and the very high
lateral displacements that have occurred along the Alpine Fault during the Cenozoic (Walcott,
1998), implying that simple shear dominates the deformation regime, the mylonites do not
commonly contain strongly developed stretching lineations. This observation is contradictory
to both theoretical predictions for simple-shear dominant deformation (e.g. Jiang et al., 2001)
and observations from polyphase rocks in other fault zones (e.g. Piazolo and Passchier, 2002).
Furthermore, where lineations are present, their average trend is more oblique to the fault than
the c. 071◦ -trending plate motion vector (Sibson et al., 1979; Norris and Cooper, 1997; Jiang
et al., 2001; Little et al., 2002b; Koons et al., 2003; DeMets et al., 1994). In the numerous models
of deformation in transpressional shear zones (e.g. Sanderson and Marchini, 1984; Fossen and
Tikoff, 1993; Robin and Cruden, 1994; Lin et al., 1998, and many others), at high strains with
high ratios of simple:pure shear, the principal axes of the finite strain ellipsoid, and therefore
also the linear and planar fabric elements of the shear zone, are dominantly sub-parallel to the
slip vector and the boundaries of the zone respectively.
A variety of mechanisms have been suggested to explain the absence or anomalous trend
of the ductile lineations in the Alpine Fault mylonite zone. Walcott (1998) proposed that the
clockwise deviation of the lineations from the plate motion vector occurs due to extrusion of a
slab of schist in the hanging wall adjacent to the mylonite zone. This would result in an increase
in the up-dip component of simple shear strain in the mylonite zone over that predicted by the
boundary constraints imposed by plate motions, in which case all kinematic indicators should be
consistent with a convergence direction that is more oblique to the fault than the plate motion
vector. Little et al. (2002b) suggested that there is a significant component of transpressive
strain in the mylonite zone (i.e. it is a ‘thinning zone’ and and the strain ellipsoid is oblate),
especially within a few hundred meters of the fault itself. In this case, kinematic indicators of
flattening strain should dominate those indicative of simple shear. Jiang et al. (2001) proposed
that the deformation has triclinic symmetry due to the obliquity of the plate motion vector to
the fault zone and showed mathematically that, in such a geometry, lineations are expected to
form oblique to the shear direction.
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Koons et al. (2003) proposed that the contractional and orogen-parallel (strike-slip) components of deformation are accommodated on separate structures at depth, but that thermal weakening along the contractional structure causes all strain to be focussed on it at shallower depths.
In this model, progressive exhumation from the lower crust would occur entirely by up-dip shear
on the moderately dipping contractional structure, hence the kinematic indicators at the surface
would also show a greater component of orogen-perpendicular deformation than expected. This
would be dependent on the deep-seated fabrics not being entirely overprinted at higher levels.
Irrespective of whether such a partitioning of strike-parallel and strike-perpendicular shear is still
present at depth, the model of Koons et al. (2003) provides a mechanism for the development of
the current moderately dipping fault zone which accommodates high rates of oblique-slip, with
no surface partitioning of the two components.
To summarise, the basic differences in the finite strain histories of the mylonites between
the various models so far proposed are that Walcott (1998), Jiang et al. (2001) and Little et al.
(2002b) all require a component of pure shear and extrusion of the mylonites, whereas Koons
et al. (2003) and also Walcott (1998) suggest an increased proportion of up-dip simple shear at
some stage in the mylonite evolution.
There are a variety of different kinematic indicators in the mylonites that potentially record
different increments of strain and were formed at different crustal levels. The above models may
be able to be differentiated by examining and comparing the orientation distributions of these
kinematic indicators.
The bulk of the data reported is from field studies in the central part of the Alpine Fault
where dip-slip and exhumation rates are highest (Norris and Cooper, 2001). In particular, detailed sections up Gaunt Creek and Hare Mare Creek contribute a large proportion of the data.
Further data that were collected by Prof. R.J. Norris and Prof. A.F. Cooper and compiled by
M. Walrond were also included in this study. These contributions are acknowledged where necessary. These field data have been coupled with laboratory studies of meso- and microstructures
and crystallographic preferred orientations (Chapter 6) in oriented samples collected at regular
intervals across the fault zone to provide an overall picture of the kinematic framework of the
mylonite zone.

8.3

Asymmetric fabric elements

Sense of shear can be inferred from a variety of ductile kinematic indicators across the entire
width of the Alpine Fault zone (Figure 8.1). These data were collected by Prior (1988); the figure
is a reproduction of his Figure 3.36. His descriptions were supplemented by new observations
during the present study. In preparing these equal area net plots, the data were rotated about
the foliation strike to horizontal. The arrows indicate the movement direction of the base of the
sample. These kinematic indicators fall into two main groups; asymmetrically shaped objects,
and S-C fabrics.
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Figure 8.1: Equal area lower hemisphere plots of kinematic indicators rotated onto the horizontal plane
about the strike of their foliation, from Prior (1988). The thin section planes in which the observations
were made are indicated by great circles. (a) Mica fish. (b) S-C’, or extensional shear band fabrics. (c)
S-C fabrics. (d) Other asymmetric shear structures. Large white arrows with tapered tails are domino
garnets; small white arrows are asymmetric microfolds; arrows with double-barbed tails are hornblende
fish.

8.3.1

Asymmetrically shaped objects

Shear sense in thin section is frequently indicated by mica fish which formed by slip along
basal planes in relict schist micas, sub-parallel to the mylonitic foliation (Sm ). Other minerals
(feldspar, hornblende) also deform into fish-like shapes or develop tails as sigma-porphyroclasts
and are included in this group (Figure 8.1a). The dominant shear sense indicated is dextral
and top-to-the-W, synthetic to the general sense of displacement on the Alpine Fault. Mica fish
are also sometimes visible macroscopically in deformed pegmatite layers and show a dominantly
dextral, top-to-the-W sense of shear.
Other asymmetric structures visible in the mylonites, such as domino structures formed by
the rotation of blocks of garnet or feldspar between microfractures (Prior, 1993), also indicate a
top-to-the-W shear sense (Figure 8.1d).
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Figure 8.2: Cross sections of Gaunt and Hare Mare Creeks with fabric intensity graphs.
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8.3.2

S-C/C’ fabrics

S-C’ and extensional shear band fabrics
The mylonites commonly develop an S-C’ fabric in the sense of Bérthe et al. (1979); also known as
an extensional crenulation cleavage, ecc, (Blenkinsop and Treloar, 1995, and references therein).
The S-C’ fabric is visible macroscopically in many of the quartzofeldspathic and metabasic
lithologies within the mylonite zone and microscopically in almost all samples to some extent
(see Chapter 5). Most C’-type shear bands over the fault zone as a whole indicate a top-to-theW sense of shear (i.e. reverse slip on the Alpine Fault), although rare examples of the opposing
sense are present (Figure 8.1b).
The orientation and intensity of this fabric at the macroscopic scale was mapped in detail
in Gaunt and Hare Mare Creeks. S-C’ fabric intensity can be related to the spacing and width
of the C’-shear bands. These measurements, which are displayed graphically in Figure 8.2, all
show a weak tendency to increase with distance from the Alpine Fault in both sections.
Orientations of S and C’-planes are shown in Figure 8.3. Most C’-planes strike E-W. Their
dips range from shallow to steep and there are two main groups of planes symmetrically disposed
about a mean dip of 36◦ to the south. The average S-surface orientation throughout the same
sections is 046/43SE. The lines of intersection of S and C’-planes have a best fit value of 40/180.
The angle between the mean S and C’-planes (θSC ) is 26◦ .
S-C fabrics
Type II S-C fabrics of (Lister and Snoke, 1984), are sometimes present, especially in metacherts
in the ultramylonites. In these fabrics the foliation (S) is defined by an alignment of the long
axes of quartz crystals, and the shear bands (C) comprise alignments of mica tails and define
the macroscopic foliation in the rock. The shear sense indicated by these fabrics is mostly
top-to-the-W but may rarely be the opposite (Figure 8.1c).
Thirteen C-plane orientations were measured in samples from which crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) data was obtained (see Section 8.4.1). These planes are the macroscopic
foliation in these quartz-rich samples and have a mean orientation of 053/48SE (Figure 8.3d).

8.3.3

Shear plane determinations from multiple sections

The orientation of the plane containing the shear direction in a mylonite that lacks a visible
lineation can be constrained by examining a number of faces cut perpendicular to the foliation
and at varying angles to one another (Figure 8.4). An apparent shear sense is found from the
shape of mica fish or other asymmetric structures such as shear bands in all the sections. The
asymmetry of these structures will be most obvious in the section approximately perpendicular
to the vorticity vector (the vorticity normal section; VNS; Goodwin and Williams, 1996; Czeck
and Huddleston, 2003). If all sections are viewed from a common direction (e.g. with the
intersection line of the sections lying to the left of the sections; Ghosh et al., 2003), an apparent
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reversal of shear sense will occur as the plane perpendicular to the VNS is passed. The vorticity
vector in a transpressive triclinic shear zone such as that described by Lin et al. (1998) (which is
a good approximation to the Alpine Fault zone) is always normal to the simple shear direction
(Czeck and Huddleston, 2003) which must therefore lie in the VNS. For high strain zones, where
the foliation and shear zone boundary are parallel, the intersection of the VNS and the foliation
is the shear direction.
This method was applied to nine mylonite samples (four from Hare Mare Creek and nearby
Stoney Creek and five from Gaunt Creek) where there was no visible lineation. The shear
direction must lie within the segment of the foliation plane orthogonal to the segment over
which the shear sense is observed to change in thin section. These segments are shaded grey
in Figure 8.5. I chose shear directions at the centre of these areas but they could be anywhere

Figure 8.3: Summary of all S-C’/C data. (a) Poles to S and C’ planes. (b) S-C’ intersection lines;
Kamb contour interval = 2.0, counting circle area = 0.103. (c) θSC (i.e. angles between S and C’ planes)
against distance from the Alpine Fault in the Gaunt Creek section. (d) Contoured plot of poles to C
planes observed in samples from which quartz CPO data were obtained. N=13, Kamb contour interval
= 2.0, counting circle area = 0.409.
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within the grey zones. The mean projected shear direction is 30/076, with top to the SW.

8.3.4

Interpretation of the relationship of these structures to fault zone kinematics

In general, these shear sense indicators have a synthetic sense to displacement on the Alpine
Fault. This suggests that deformation resulting in the formation of asymmetric fabric elements
is dominantly simple shear, as both synthetic and antithetic shear senses would be expected if
there is any significant component of pure shear. Rare anomalous shear senses in S-C fabrics
may represent parts of the rock mass that have accommodated strain differently to the bulk of
the mylonite zone. Alternatively, these results may indicate this type of fabric is not a good
shear sense indicator in the mylonite zone probably because the mica fish tails do not necessarily
form by flow partitioning along shear bands (ten Grotenhuis et al., 2003; Passchier and Trouw,
2006).
C’-shear bands form perpendicular to the VNS so, for a foliation parallel to the shear zone
boundary and a shear direction that lies within the foliation plane, the S-C’ intersection line is
perpendicular to the simple shear direction in the foliation plane. The observed orientations of
S-C’ fabrics in the mylonite zone are therefore consistent with a simple shear direction that is

Figure 8.4: Schematic diagram illustrating the relationship of shear sense observed in differenty oriented
sections of a rock to the fabric elements and shear direction.

Figure 8.5: Shear planes determined from differently oriented sections as shown in Figure 8.4 for samples
from (a) Gaunt Creek and (b) Hare Mare and Stoney Creeks.
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parallel to the present-day plate motion vector. Shear directions within the mylonites determined
from multiple sections are also remarkably consistent and are generally parallel to or slightly to
the E of the plate motion vector. A similar result was obtained by Little et al. (2002b) from
analysis of S-C’ fabrics in Tartare Stream, near Franz Joseph.
Further discussion of S-C’ fabrics within the fault zone is warranted as there have been a
number of studies of their relation to the strain and kinematic regime (e.g. Platt and Vissers,
1980; Lister and Snoke, 1984; Simpson and De Paor, 1993; Blenkinsop and Treloar, 1995). It is
difficult to directly relate the orientation of a single S-C’ fabric to a finite strain ellipsoid since,
as shown by Lister and Snoke (1984), the finite strain ellipsoid undergoes progressive rotation
during simple shear, which can cause rotation of shear bands into coincidence with the foliation
plane. However, it is reasonable to assume that an average S-C’ fabric orientation over cross
sections of the fault zone, such as those presented here, records an average strain during the
later increments of deformation. The most recently formed shear bands will be most obvious in
outcrop since they form at the highest angles to the foliation and they will offset any previous
shear bands.
Because of the high strains experienced within the mylonite zone, it is likely that the foliation
is approximately coincident with the e1 -e2 plane of the finite strain ellipsoid, as was observed by
Dell’Angello and Tullis (1989) in experimentally deformed quartzites, and assumed by Burg and
Wilson (1987), Ghisetti (1987) and Jiang et al. (2001). Sibson et al. (1979) observed that the
mean foliation in the mylonite zone strikes around 6◦ more northerly than the mean strike of the
fault zone (055◦ ). The mean S-plane strike measured in samples from the present study is 046◦
which supports this observation. The mean S-plane measured here, however, may not be the
same foliation measured by Sibson et al. (1979), since the foliation surface measured in outcrop
is likely to be the S-plane offset on microscopic C’-shear planes. On the basis of Sibson et al.’s
(1979) observations, Jiang et al. (2001) inferred that the mean foliation dip should therefore
also be slightly less than the dip of the fault zone as a whole. Because the dip of the fault zone
(40-50◦ proposed by Norris and Cooper (2007) cannot be measured with the same accuracy as
the strike, I can only say that mean S-surface dip (43◦ ) measured in the present study is within
the range of estimates.
Overall these results indicate that the e1 -e2 plane of the finite strain ellipsoid within the
fault zone is only slightly oblique to the shear zone boundary, mostly in the vertical plane.
The foliation orientation is reasonably consistent across the fault zone and does not normally
show inhomogenities (e.g. boudinage, folding) as would be expected if it were in an unstable
orientation within the flow regime. This indicates the foliation is probably parallel to one of the
stable eigenvectors (or flow apophyses) of the rotational component of deformation (Simpson
and De Paor, 1993; Passchier, 1998).
Simpson and De Paor (1993) suggested that C’-planes initially form parallel to the plane
of maximum instantaneous shear strain rate, which bisects the angle between the two flow
eigenvectors, and that this angle is larger for greater pure:simple shear strain ratios. With
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Figure 8.6: Geometry of S-C’ fabrics measured in this study and their relationship to fault zone orientation and plate motion vector.

increasing strain, the C’-planes and the foliation should rotate into parallelism with the she
s.z.b., which is the stable flow eigenvector. Hence the angle between S and C’ planes should
decrease with progressive shearing. The observation that the mean value of θSC decreases with
distance from the fault in the Gaunt Creek section (Figure 8.3c) is consistent either with an
increase in the pure:simple shear strain ratio towards the fault, or with lower total strains having
been experienced after shear band formation in the more proximal parts of the mylonite zone.
However, the variation in θSC across the mylonite zone is very small. Furthermore, although
there is a trend for the mean value to decrease, overall the data are very scattered. It is likely
that both the pure:simple shear strain ratios, and the amount of strain experienced subsequent
to shear band formation, vary in an inhomogeneous way throughout the fault zone.
For a shear zone with monoclinic symmetry, the intersection of S and C’-type planes will also
be parallel to the maximum stretch (e1 ) or intermediate (e2 ) axis of the finite strain ellipsoid
(Passchier, 1998). The lineation in these cases should form either perpendicular or parallel to
the S-C’ intersection line within the foliation plane. If the mean S-C’ intersection line in the
Alpine Fault mylonites (35/180) is parallel to the vorticity vector, then the intersection of the
VNS with the mean foliation is 20/071 (Figure 8.6). Since the lineations are clearly not parallel
to this direction, the Alpine Fault zone does not display a monoclinic symmetry, as previously
noted by Jiang et al. (2001).
In S-C fabrics, the shear plane is parallel to the shear zone boundary (s.z.b.) and defines the
dominant macroscopic foliation, while the S-surfaces, defined in thin section by the long axes of
quartz grains, are oblique to the s.z.b. Quartz grain shapes in pure quartz layers in the mylonite
and ultramylonite zone have a long axis oblique to the mean foliation (§5.9), defining a local
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S-plane. The mean macroscopic foliation is not parallel to this S-plane or to the C-plane. The
mean orientation of the measured C-planes is, however, very similar to the mean orientation of
the Alpine Fault estimated by Norris and Cooper (2007), supporting the interpretation that the
C-plane is parallel to the shear zone boundary. Non-coincidence of the quartz S-plane and the
macroscopic foliation indicates that the axes of the incremental strain ellipsoid (ie. the quartz
S-plane) formed at an oblique angle to the axes of the finite strain ellipsoid. In other words, the
deformation was non-coaxial.

8.3.5

Depth of formation of these structures within the fault zone

Holyoke and Tullis (2006b) noted that C’ (oblique to the s.z.b.), rather than C (parallel to
the s.z.b.) develop when strain is inhomogeneously distributed into weaker mineral phases in
a sample. The relative strength contrast of common minerals in the Alpine Fault mylonites
(micas, quartz and feldspar) decreases with increasing temperature during viscous deformation.
One could therefore expect that the occurrence of C’ shear bands indicates that deformation
occurred at relatively low temperatures. Alternatively, as suggested in Chapter 5, §5.4.1, it
is possible that the shear bands nucleated at relatively high temperatures due to cataclasis of
feldspar. However, the observation that retrogressive greenschist facies mineral assemblages
(quartz+plagioclase+chlorite after biotite) and Ti-deficient biotite are preferentially developed
along C’ shear bands supports the interpretation that these structures are at least partially
representative of deformation in the shallower parts of the viscous regime. The increase in localisation of deformation into shear bands in the protomylonites could also be related to decreasing
temperatures during deformation. The high strength contrast between the constituent minerals
at lower temperatures means that, once a through-going band of weak minerals (micas or finegrained aggregates) forms, it is much easier for deformation to continue on this structure than
in the surrounding rock. This would also favour continuation of deformation on individual shear
bands for longer periods so that longer and more continuous shear bands would form. It is concluded that that the kinematics of the S-C’ fabrics are related to lower temperature deformation
at relatively shallow depths, i.e. during the later stages of exhumation of the mylonite zone.
The S-C intersection is perpendicular to the projection of the plate motion vector on the fault
plane which indicates, in agreement with the findings of Little et al. (2002b), that the simple
shear direction in the shear zone and the plate motion vector are parallel. Hence the simple
shear direction can be constrained for use in modelling of fabric formation later in this chapter.
In the Alpine Fault mylonites, an S-C fabric is only observed in quartz-rich lithologies that
were deformed during moderately high temperature (or slow strain rate) deformation (Regime
3 of Hirth and Tullis, 1992), where climb was easy and grain boundary migration recrystallisation allowed grains to elongate parallel to the maximum principal axes of some incremental
strain ellipsoid. Regime 3 quartzite conditions would be realised in the Alpine Fault zone at
temperatures above ∼500◦ C based on the correlations between quartzite regimes, strain rates,
and temperatures presented by Stipp et al. (2002a; see Table 7.4). The portion of the strain
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recorded in each fabric is dependent on recrystallisation rates. C-plane orientations in these
mylonites are effectively parallel to the inferred mean orientation of the Alpine Fault zone (the
s.z.b.). Assuming there has been minimal rotation of these planes since their formation, this
means that kinematics at deeper levels are at least consistent with a C-type shear plane parallel
to the shear zone boundary.

8.4
8.4.1

Quartz CPO fabrics
Data

Crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) data were collected using electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) techniques from quartz-rich bands in mylonite samples from both the Gaunt
and Hare Mare Creek sections (see Chapter 6 for full details of samples and analyses). The degree
of development of a lineation in the analysed samples is variable (Table 8.1). The orientations of
crystallographic axes are commonly displayed in a ‘kinematic’ reference frame where the foliation
is the X-Z plane and the lineation is parallel to X. Because the lineation direction is not clear
in many of the analysed samples, a ‘pseudo-kinematic’ frame was found by rotating the c-axis
orientation data about the pole to Sm until the resulting pole figure resembled one of the types
commonly observed in quartzites, as described in Chapter 6.
The resulting intersection of the foliation plane and the primitive of the stereographic projection is the X -axis of the ‘pseudo-kinematic’ reference frame within that mylonite sample; the
plane of the stereographic projection is the mirror plane of the CPO fabric. Note that this is a
specific definition of the X -axis as used in this thesis. The resulting X -directions are shown in
Figure 8.7. The mean orientation is ∼33/096.
Three different CPO pattern types are observed within the mylonite zone (Figure 8.7). These
are 1) Y -axis maxima; 2) single girdles; and 3) crossed girdles. In general, the Y -axis maxima
and single girdles occur close to the Alpine Fault, and the crossed girdles are found at distances
greater than approximately 300 m from it (when measured perpendicular to the mean foliation).
There is a small change in the mean trend of the X -direction associated with the change in
fabric type (Figure 8.7). The X -directions associated with the crossed girdle fabrics have a mean
trend of 38/100, slightly more southerly trending than those associated with the other fabrics
(mean vector of 25/090 if data from anomalous shallow dipping foliation planes, probably due
to near-surface rotation, are disregarded). Note that the sample size is rather low so that this
observed change is statistically questionable.

8.4.2

Interpretation of the relationship of these structures to fault zone kinematics

The CPO fabric pattern types observed are known to form during non-coaxial deformation
(see Chapter 6). This indicates that the fault zone as a whole did not experience a pure
shear-dominated strain. In this case, theories that propose that the clockwise deviation of
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Figure 8.7: Summary of CPO fabric and brittle lineation data from Gaunt Creek. Map shows both
projected CPO shear directions (green arrows) and brittle wear lineations (blue arrows). (b) Summary
of all lineation data from Hare Mare Creek. Map shows: mica streak lineations (purple arrows); quartz
rod lineations (yellow arrows); projected CPO shear directions (green arrows); feldspar ‘string-bead’
lineations (turquoise arrows). Representative CPO fabric patterns are shown at selected locations. All
stereonet plots are equal area lower hemisphere.
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Table 8.1: Details of samples from which CPOs were measured
Sample Number

Distance from
Alpine Fault
(m)1

GAUNT CREEK
OU77921
83
(GC1)
OU77911
(GC2)

118

OU77860
(GC3)
OU77908
(GC4)
OU77909
(GC5)
OU77919
(GC6)
OU77913
(GC7)

128
131
131
133
137

OU77915
(GC8)

137

OU77916
(GC9)

137

OU77923
(GC10)
OU77912
(CG11)

149

OU77925
(CG12)

209

OU77897
(GC13)
OU77883
(GC14)
OU77887
(CG15)

246

OU77888
(CG16)
OU77891
(GC17)
OU77896
(GC18)
OU77928
(GC19)
OU77889
(GC21)
OU77892
(GC20)
OU77899
(GC22)
OU77900
(GC23)
OU77882
(GC24)
OU77932
(GC25)
OU77880
(GC26)
OU77879
(GC27)
OU77877
(GC28)
OU77875
(GC29)

330

159

262

Lithology

Lineation Type

Lineation
strength2

Lineation orientation

X -direction

Foliation parallel quartz
vein in quartzofeldspathic
ultramylonite
Quartz layer in
quartzofeldspathic
ultramylonite
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite

no lineation

–

–

26/088

two lineations; mica
streak

weak

00/053
54/097

18/061

no lineation

–

–

18/092

mica streak

weak

04/107

07/087

mica streak and
brittle wear
no lineation

weak

16/103

19/081

–

–

10/091

brittle wear

moderate

27/065

27/065

mica streak

weak

10/221

06/222

mica streak

very weak

45/142

22/086

no lineation

–

–

06/246

no lineation

–

–

26/096

mica streak

weak

54/105

40/100

mica streak

strong

12/099

15/082

no lineation

–

–

35/104

mica streak

weak

27/077

36/088

Metachert layer in
amphibolite ultramylonite
Quartz layer in amphibolite
and metachert mylonite
Metachert layer in
amphibolite ultramylonite
Metachert layer in
quartzofeldspathic
ultramylonite
Foliation parallel quartz
vein in amphibolite
ultramylonite
Foliation parallel quartz
vein in amphibolite
ultramylonite
Metachert in amphibolite
ultramylonite
Foliation parallel quartz
vein in amphibolite augen
mylonite
Quartz layer in
quartzofeldspathic
ultramylonite
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite
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Quartz layer in amphibolite
mylonite
Metachert layer with
spessartine layer in
amphibolite mylonite
Slightly cherty
quartzofeldspathic mylonite
Metachert mylonite

348

Quartzofeldspathic mylonite
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Quartzofeldspathic and
metachert mylonite
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite

293

356
360

mica streak

very weak

12/062

48/104

mica streak

weak

29/057

30/102

quartz rod and mica
streak
mica streak

moderate

34/196

40/120

weak

06/240

42/103

no lineation

–

–

39/098

mica streak

weak

56/147

54/112

no lineation

–

–

28/096

461

Quartzofeldspathic
protomylonite
Quartzofeldspathic
protomylonite
Metachert protomylonite

mica streak

45/143

38/103

541

Metachert protomylonite

mica streak

moderately
strong
weak

61/195

52/082

541

Metachert protomylonite

mica streak

weak

38/210

52/081

659

Quartzofeldspathic
protomylonite
Quartzofeldspathic
protomylonite
Quartzofeldspathic
protomylonite
Quartzofeldspathic
protomylonite

quartz rod

strong

32/105

04/074

no lineation

–

36/100

mica streak

weak

46/121

38/105

no lineation

–

–

50/122

387

740
822
869

348

Sample Number

Distance from
Alpine Fault
(m)1

HARE MARE CREEK
OU78104
124
(HM1)
OU77991
192
(HM2)
OU77990
200
(HM3+4)
OU77993
228
(HM5)
OU77994
228
(HM6)
OU77996
292
(HM7)
OU78103
539
(HM8)
OU7800
639
(HM9)
LITTLE MAN RIVER
OU78149
unknown
(LMR1)
HAROLD CREEK
OU77766
–
(HC1)
OU77773
–

Lithology

Lineation Type

Lineation
strength2

Lineation orientation

X -direction

Metachert mylonite

no lineation

–

–

30/090

Metachert mylonite

quartz rod

strong

26/110

21/101

Quartzofeldspathic
mylonites
Metachert mylonite

no lineation

–

–

36/086

mica streak

strong

33/100

46/090

fold axis

–

06/159

30/118

Metachert mylonite
containing sheath fold
Quartzofeldspathic mylonite

feldspar ’string-bead’

strong

30/104

32/101

Dense quartzofeldspathic
mylonite
Quartzofeldspathic
protomylonite (containing
rotated lineations)

feldspar and mica

strong

24/094

08/091

quartz rod and mica
streaks

strong

many
-look
them
up
17/096?

27/101

Deformed quartz vein in
quartzofeldspathic mylonite

feldspar

strong

31/093

22/066

Deformed quartz vein in
mineral stripes and
granitoid-derived mylonite
striation
Deformed quartz vein in
no lineation
granitoid-derived mylonite
1
Distances are measured perpendicular to the mean foliation.
2
Lineation strength is a visual estimate rather than a precise numerical value.

very weak

09/138

??00/124

–

–

42/212

the stretching lineations from the plate motion vector and general absence of lineations are due
to a significant proportion of pure shear strain in the fault zone (e.g. Jiang et al., 2001; Little
et al., 2002b) are unlikely to be correct.
It is unlikely that any quartz CPO records a finite strain much greater than 10, since strong
CPOs have been shown to form in simple shear of this magnitude (Heilbronner and Tullis, 2006).
Prior et al. (1990) found that 20 µm diameter quartz subgrains in the Alpine Fault mylonites
would recrystallise in 5400 years, during which time a simple shear strain of only around 2
would accumulate in the mylonites. Hence a single quartz grain could be ‘recycled’ a hundred
times during the mylonitic deformation to total strains of around 200 as suggested by Norris and
Cooper (2003). The recycling to which Prior et al. (1990) refer includes both subgrain rotation
and grain boundary migration recrystallisation. The former will only lead to small changes in
the orientation of the crystallographic axis (<10◦ ) per recrystallisation episode and a number
of such episodes will be needed to form a strong CPO, so the estimate of a strain of 10 from
experimental data is probably better for the samples analysed in this study. Regardless, the
amount of strain recorded by these fabrics is small in the context of the total deformation within
the mylonites and ultramylonites, although not within the protomylonites.
Schmid and Casey (1986) proposed that c-axis preferred orientations result from progressive
rotation of quartz crystals due to slip on lattice planes so that the easiest slip systems align
with the ‘bulk shear direction’. If crystallographic slip does indeed occur parallel to the bulk
shear direction, the orientation of the X-Z plane should be parallel to the VNS during the
deformation. In this case, for high simple shear strains where the shear plane and s.z.b. are
parallel, the X -direction would be parallel to the simple shear direction. However, Etchecophar
(1977) showed that the X -direction is closer to the e1 axis of the strain ellipsoid for the increment
of deformation recorded in the quartz fabric, using single slip direction, two-dimensional simple
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shear models. Comparison with experimental and numerical simulations (e.g. Lister, 1977;
Brunnel, 1980; Schmid and Casey, 1986) shows that CPO fabrics are usually symmetric in the
Y-Z -plane if the shear plane is plotted as the X-Y -plane. The CPOs from the present study
are all asymmetric and therefore the shear direction cannot be parallel to the X -direction. It
is concluded that the X -direction from the CPO data must approximate the orientation of the
maximum stretch (e1 ) for a total strain of ∼10.
The mean orientation of the X -direction from this dataset is 20-30◦ to the SE of the presentday plate motion vector. In many of the quartz-rich mylonite and ultramylonite samples, the
X-Y plane is a C-type shear plane as well as the macroscopic foliation. These planes are parallel
to the s.z.b. as previously discussed, so the X -direction from this CPO data also lies on the
shear zone boundary. In the protomylonite zone, most CPO data were derived from quartzrich bands in quartzofeldspathic samples. In these cases, the X -direction from the CPO data
lies on the macroscopic foliation (S-plane) that is slightly oblique to the shear zone boundary.
The resulting trend of the X direction will be slightly to the south of its projection on to the
s.z.b.. The variations in mean orientation between the samples displaying crossed-girdle fabrics
(∼100◦ -trend), and those with Y -maximum and single girdle fabrics (∼090◦ -trend) probably
relate to this effect, rather than indicating a different overall orientation of X in the shear zone.
There is no statistically valid difference in the orientation of the X -direction in lineated
and non-lineated samples (Table 8.1); hence differences in syn-mylonitic lineation development
cannot reasonably be linked to quartz deformation mechanisms or kinematics.

8.4.3

Depth of formation of these structures within the fault zone

As discussed in Chapter 6, the change in CPO fabric type observed in the mylonites is usually
interpreted solely as a result of variation in temperature experienced during deformation (e.g.
Lister and Domsiepen, 1982; Kurz et al., 2002; Law et al., 2004). The crossed girdle fabrics form
due to combined basal<a> and prism<a> slip at lower temperatures while the single girdles
and Y -axis maxima result from rhomb<a> and prism<a> slip at moderate temperatures. In
the case of the Alpine Fault mylonites, applying this temperature correlation to the observed
transition in fabric types gives the inverse of the probable horizontal temperature gradient across
the fault zone, since some depression of isotherms immediately adjacent to the cold foot-wall
block is expected. Instead, preservation of this fabric transition is suggested to result from the
combination of two processes:
1. The formation of a strong crystallographic preferred orientation (i.e. a highly oriented
fabric) at high temperatures only in the high strain mylonites and ultramylonites prevents
low-temperature deformation by slip on the typically favoured basal<a> system in these
rocks, instead activating the ‘harder’ prism<a> and rhomb<a> slip systems. Lower strain
at high temperatures in the protomylonites does not produce a highly oriented fabric
so that it is easy for later deformation to occur by slip on the easy basal<a> system.
A consequence of this inheritance effect may be a partitioning of deformation at lower
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temperatures out of the pure quartz bands with strong less-favoured CPOs, from which
many of the CPOs were measured.
2. There is a change in deformation mechanisms during progressive exhumation of the mylonite zone. The microstructures of pure quartz layers in the mylonites and ultramylonites
are inconsistent with significant strain accumulation in the low temperature deformation
regime that the mylonites must have passed through during uplift. At greenschist facies
conditions (<400◦ C), deformation was mostly accommodated by grain-size sensitive creep
and grain boundary sliding on discrete C’-shear bands that are lubricated by the presence
of abundant micas, coupled with a small amount of dislocation creep of quartz (possibly
less than that needed to form a strong CPO).
The crossed girdle fabrics developed during deformation at shallower crustal levels than the
original Y -maxima and single girdles, although the latter may have been modified during later
deformation. As discussed earlier, the shear directions from the two fabrics are statistically
indistinguishable. Hence similar X -directions were formed at various crustal levels, over the
temperature ranges where both prism<a> and basal<a> slip are favoured. The upper temperature limit at which prism<a> slip is favoured is approximately 600-650◦ C (Passchier and
Trouw, 2006, Chapter 6). Basal<a> slip becomes more favourable below ∼500◦ C. Quartz ceases
to deform plastically below ∼300-350◦ C (Stockhert et al., 1999), although significant crystallographic fabric formation probably ceases when subgrain rotation recrystallisation becomes
difficult (i.e. below the quartzite regime 1/2 transition of Hirth et al., 2001), since strain-driven
bulging recrystallisation will not lead to formation of a coherent crystallographic fabric. Correlation to Figure 8b of Stipp et al. (2002a; Table 7.4) suggests this transition would occur at c.
400◦ C in the Alpine Fault mylonites. It is concluded that the an X -direction trending towards
c. 090◦ and lying in the s.z.b. forms during finite strains of ∼10 or more in the temperature
range 400-600◦ C. Since X-directions are similar in samples that have accumulated variable total
strains, an X-direction is likely stable through higher simple shear strains.

8.5
8.5.1

Lineations
Observations

Macroscopic linear fabric elements
Lineations are present in a number of forms within the Alpine Fault mylonites. The lineation
classification of Piazolo and Passchier (2002) is adopted here. Most ‘ductile’ lineations within
the mylonite zone are object lineations formed by parallel arrangement of distinct elongate parts
of the rock with a measurable volume. By far the most obvious object lineations are quartz rods
found mainly in the protomylonite zone. These rods consist of aggregates of quartz crystals and
are generally 1-2 cm in width, spaced at greater than this distance, and may be continuous for
up to 30 cm (often this is also the maximum size of an exposed foliation plane). ‘String-bead’
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Figure 8.8: Examples of typical Alpine Fault lineations. (a) Quartz rod lineation. The variation in
lineation trend in this case is a result of folding during D3 of the Alpine metamorphism (Little et al., 2002b)
(b) Mica streak lineation in oriented sample OU77909 from Gaunt Creek. Lineation approximately

parallels arrow sloping down to right. (c) Composite feldspar and quartz rod lineation. (d)
Feldspar ‘string-bead’ lineation.

feldspar aggregate lineations within the foliation plane are present in certain zones in both the
mylonites and protomylonites. These are around 2 mm in width, occur 1-2 mm apart and are
continuous over the entire exposed foliation surface (Figure 8.8). A weaker lineation may be
present in the quartzofeldspathic mylonites and protomylonites, comprising streaks of mica or
amphibole ranging in width from a few mm to a few cm; the thinner streaks are generally single
grains while the thicker ones are aggregates of grains. The streaks are commonly discontinuous
along their length; the longest stripes observed are <5 cm while the shortest are of similar
dimension to their width, but are aligned in trails along the lineation direction. A weak lineation
is also developed in footwall-derived granitoid mylonites due to extensional strain of individual
feldspar porphyroclasts in the pressure-solution field.
Brittle wear lineations are found both on mylonite foliation planes as fine striations, indicating minor foliation-parallel slip during brittle deformation, and as striations and elongate
trails of different components of fault gouges on minor fault planes that disrupt the mylonite
sequence. They are also prominent on the basal fault gouge along the surface trace of the fault.
The striations are trace lineations (Piazolo and Passchier, 2002). Little et al. (2002b) also described another trace lineation formed by the intersection of S and C/C’-planes; however I have
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rarely observed this in the field. Its theoretical orientation is defined in this study by calculating
the intersection line of the S and C’ planes, and as the relationship of such an intersection to
the kinematic regime is significantly different to that of the object lineations described above,
it was treated further only in discussion of the S-C’ fabrics in the mylonites.
These lineation types and the typical host mylonites are summarised in Table 8.2. Some
of the lineations are inhomogeneously distributed across the fault zone. The biggest spatial
variation observed in the distribution of lineations is found by comparing quartz rod and mica
streak lineations, especially in the Gaunt Creek section (Figure 8.9). There, quartz rod lineations become more common with increasing distance from the Alpine Fault, while mica streak
lineations become less common. The general trend of the quartz rod lineations, in particular,
swings towards the south in the distal protomylonite zone.
Table 8.2: Summary of lineation types observed in the Alpine Fault mylonites
Lineation type

Quartz rods

Feldspar
‘string-bead’
lineations
Mica and
hornblende
streaks
Elongate
feldspar augen
lineation

Brittle wear

Typical dimensions
Length
Width
Spacing
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
10 to 300
1 to 40
5 to 30

<300

2

1 to 2

3 to 30

1 to 25

10 to 12

1 to 5

1 to 3

–

10 to
1000

<1 to 5

<5

Host lithologies

Example locations

Quartzofeldspathic
protomylonites and
schists
Compact
quartzofeldspathic
mylonite
Quartzofeldspathic and
metachert protomylonites
and mylonites
Granitoid-derived
mylonites, probably
slivers of footwall
material included in the
fault zone;
porphyroclastic
amphibolite mylonites
All mylonites

Upper Hare Mare and
Gaunt creeks (&300 m
from fault); Waiho valley
Hare Mare Creek (300m
to 500m from the Alpine
Fault); Little Man River
Gaunt Creek; Hare Mare
Creek
Harold Creek; Douglas
Creek; Gaunt Creek
(.200m from Alpine
Fault)

All studied sections;
observed both on fault
surfaces and foliation
planes; the later indicate
foliation parallel slip in
the brittle regime
(parallel to ductile S1 ?)

Lineation data from these and other sections studied in less detail are summarised in Figure 8.10. All lineations lie approximately within the mean foliation (the best fit plane to the
lineations is 065/45SE), but all possible orientations within this plane are present. Most mica
lineations trend towards the E to SE; their median is 38/105. However, many mica lineations
display a ‘chocolate-block’ pattern on foliation surfaces; this introduces ambiguity in identifying
the main mylonitic lineation where this is only weakly developed, thus giving a skewed dataset.
The widest variation in orientation occurs for the quartz rodding lineations, which display all
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Figure 8.9: Summary of the orientation distributions of mica (a) vs. quartz rod (b) lineations in the
Gaunt Creek section. Stereonets are equal area, lower hemisphere.
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Figure 8.10: Equal area lower hemisphere projections of lineation data for the entire central Alpine Fault
zone from this study. Kamb contour interval = 2.0. (a) All object lineations; n=242; median=35/105.
(b) Quartz rod lineations; n=47; mean=43/134. (c) Mica streak lineations; n=109; median=38/105. (d)
Feldspar ‘string-bead’ lineations (black filled circles); n=9; mean=26/104 and elongate augen lineations
(open circles); n=15; mean=52/126. (e) Brittle wear lineations; n=195; median=23/090.

trends between that of the ‘Alpine Schist lineation’ (Holm et al., 1989; Little et al., 2002a, trending towards the SW in the adjacent Alpine Schist) and that typically observed in the mylonite
zone (mean trend of approximately 105◦ from data of this study). A median of 43/134 is not
entirely representative of the range of orientations but does indicate that much of the data has
a more southerly trend than for the other lineation types. The elongate feldspar porphyroclast
lineations in the granitoid and metabasic augen mylonites also display considerable variation in
orientation; however these orientations can mostly be grouped into two clusters (one trending
around 080◦ , the other around 150◦ ). The latter group of orientations may be an inherited fabric
from earlier Cretaceous deformation (Rattenbury, 1987b). The median vector for all the elon355

gate augen lineations is 52/126, although the dataset is small and this value may be statistically
meaningless. The small number of feldspar ‘string-bead’ lineations have a median of 26/103.
Brittle wear lineations on all minor faults and foliation planes are highly variable (Figure 8.10e)
with a median of 23◦ /090◦ . The high variability is probably a result of interaction between
blocks at shallow depth during major slip events. Brittle wear lineations on major faults parallel to the basal thrust of the Alpine Fault and on foliation surfaces in Gaunt Creek have a mean
of 20◦ /075◦ and are less scattered (inset labelled ‘brittle wear lineations’ in Figure 8.7a). These
are more likely to reflect the overall shear direction during frictional sliding on the Alpine Fault.
There is considerable small-scale variation in the orientation of quartz rod lineations in the
distal protomylonite zone. At 2293956E 5761788N (Gaunt Creek; Figure 8.11a), and 2274246E
5747692N (Hare Mare Creek; Figure 8.11b), exposed foliation planes contain quartz rods that
are bent/gently curved, with trends ranging from 137◦ to 168◦ and 073◦ to 202◦ respectively.
In the Gaunt Creek example, one quartz rod is clearly transitional along its length to a tight
fold hinge within a quartz-rich band. This fold hinge (32/137) is also slightly curved in the
foliation plane. In a hand sample (OU78102) from 2274249E 5747692N (Hare Mare Creek), an
isoclinal fold occurs in a quartz band within the schist-derived protomylonite. The hinge of
this fold is dragged into a 2.5 mm wide mylonitic C’-shear band. The orientation of the fold
hinge correspondingly changes from 27/135 to 25/100. At 2293857E 5761791N (Gaunt Creek),
a quartz rodding lineation of 55/140 occurs in bands 7 cm wide within the foliation plane. This
lineation bends to 28/200 for 30 cm before returning to the 55/140 orientation (Figure 8.11c).
There are also a number of cases where two different type of lineation, with different trends,
are developed on a single foliation plane. For example, at 2293115E 5761843N (Gaunt Creek),
a foliation plane contains a quartz rodding lineation of 34/210 and a weak mica lineation of
47/127 (Figure 8.11b); similarly around 2293734E 5761861N (Gaunt Creek), adjacent foliation
planes contain both mica and quartz rod lineations. These and other examples are summarised
in Table 8.3.
Microscopic linear fabric elements
The development of linear fabrics at the grain scale may differ from that observed mesoscopically.
To address this possibility, foliation-parallel thin sections were prepared from four metacherts
(two mylonites, two protomylonites), one foliation parallel vein from the ultramylonite zone
and six quartzofeldspathic mylonites (two from each of the ultramylonite, mylonite and protomylonite zones). One section was also cut parallel to the C’-shear band orientation in a
quartzofeldspathic protomylonite.
In the metacherts, as shown in §5.9, quartz grains do not generally show a strong shapepreferred orientation. Conversely, micas are slightly elongated, with axial ratios <1:4. Larger
quartz grains develop subgrains, with boundaries perpendicular to the direction of elongation
of the micas. The direction of mica elongation is very similar to the CPO X -direction (Section 8.4.1). In the two protomylonites, garnets occur in elongate groups, dispersed amongst
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Figure 8.11: (a) Quartz rod lineation from Gaunt Creek that is clearly continuous into a fold hinge
(labelled). The fold hinge trends towards 182◦ . The lineations are bent clockwise to a more easterly
trend at top right of the photograph and then more sharply anticlockwise to a trend of 096◦ above and
to the left of the photograph. Lineation trends are indicated by arrows. (b) Foliation plane from upper
Hare Mare Creek showing change in trend of lineations from dominant 200◦ -trend to 073◦ -trend in short
segments, probably due to inclusion in discrete C’-type shear zones.

other phases. These elongate groups are not always parallel to the direction of mica elongation
or clearly related to the CPO kinematics, but trend further to the S in the foliation plane. In
some samples, the garnet groups are visible as the mesoscopic lineation.
In both the foliation-parallel and shear band-parallel sections, quartzofeldspathic protomylonites display a mineralogical banding of quartz and feldspar vs micas and disseminated finegrained opaques. In the foliation plane, this banding is deformed into isoclinal or asymmetric
microfolds with axial traces parallel to the main trend of the banding. In one case, pure quartz
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bands were observed to consist of elongate remnant quartz grains parallel to the band boundaries , but polyphase quartz-feldspar aggregates with no distinct shape preferred orientations are
more common. Quartz grains show evidence for crystal-plastic deformation under regime 2/3
boundary conditions of Hirth and Tullis (1992). In the shear band-parallel section, the banding
trends towards ∼ 130 − 140◦ . Most of the samples are relatively coarse-grained; quartz grains
are ∼250 µm across and micas are less than a few mm long. In the foliation-parallel sections,
in isolated patches and <100 µm wide bands, the grain size is reduced to around 50-100 µm
in all phases. These fine-grained regions have less disseminated opaques but do contain some
chlorite, which has in places pseudomorphed biotite. Biotite and chlorite grains within these regions are usually slightly elongated (axial ratios <1:3) towards ∼080-090◦ . Similar fine-grained
regions are observed in the shear-band-parallel section, but there the coarser-grained mineralogical banding is deflected by clockwise rotation in the foliation plane towards a trend of ∼066◦ ,
and for a very short segment in the center of the rotated area, towards ∼090◦ . These are also
the trends of the long axis of small biotite crystals. Some of these biotites obviously originated
as larger crystals and both cleavage and grain-boundaries have been bent into the shear band.
It is therefore difficult to say if all the biotites are newly crystallised within the bands, although
the observed bending of grains suggests they are not. Patches of chlorite are only developed in
the fine-grained band, with their basal plane parallel to the shear plane. Phase boundaries are
much more common than grain boundaries within these fine-grained regions.
The quartzofeldspathic mylonites and ultramylonites have a very similar appearance to the
grain aggregates in the shear bands in the protomylonites, comprising fine-grained (50-100 µm)
aggregates of quartz, biotite and sericitised plagioclase with scattered, very-fine grained opaques.
Boundaries between different phases are very common, whereas grain boundaries between the
same mineral are less so. Biotites are elongated up to axial ratios of 1:3, and mostly have (001)
parallel to the foliation. The elongation directions trend either towards ∼070-085◦ , or towards
∼110◦ . There is some chlorite present, although not as much as was observed in the shear bands
in the protomylonites, and it mostly pseudomorphs biotite rather than forming discrete patches.
Some remnants of a pre-existing mineralogical banding are visible between fine-grained patches
in the mylonite samples. The patches of fine-grained material are less linear and continuous
than in the protomylonites.

8.5.2

Development of mylonitic lineations

The fine-grained patches and bands with well-mixed phases observed in all these mylonites are
probably the C’-shear bands. These are also observed in the shear band-parallel section, suggesting that the microscopic and macroscopic shear bands are not always parallel. Deformation
within the bands causes phase dispersion, but remnants of a mineralogical segregation inherited
from the Alpine Schist are preserved outside the bands.
The presence and strength of a lineation in a deformed rock is dependent on a variety of factors other than the strain conditions within the rock. Other influences include the mineralogical
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composition (lineation development is favoured in polyphase rocks) and the variation in grain
size (lineation development is also favoured in rocks with bimodal grain size distributions; Piazolo and Passchier, 2002). I propose that the weak development of macroscopic lineations within
the mylonite zone, particularly within the higher strain samples, can be directly related to these
two factors. Although most of the mylonites are polyphase, the grain size and phase distribution
in the mylonites and ultramylonites is surprisingly uniform. A bimodal grain size distribution,
strongly developed mineralogical banding, and remnant large grains of typical lineation-forming
minerals, such as biotite and amphibole, are only observed in the protomylonites. Grain sizes
and phase distributions in the higher strain rocks are too homogeneous to show a strong lineation at the macroscopic scale. The observation that some of the grain elongations are only
observed microscopically supports this interpretation.

8.5.3

Interpretation of the relationship of these structures to fault zone kinematics

The structural data described above clearly indicate that the quartz rod lineations formed as
tight to isoclinal fold hinges in the Alpine Schist. They are probably D3 fold hinges as described
by Little et al. (2002a) from the Franz Joseph Glacier and Waiho River area. During mylonitic
deformation at relatively low strain rates within the distal parts of the Alpine Fault zone, strain is
accommodated within discretely spaced C’-shear zones. When the pre-existing quartz rods/fold
hinges are included in these shear zones, they are progressively re-orientated by top-to-the W
shearing. The curved lineations represent quartz rods that have only partially been included in
a C’-shear zone. This confirms the suggestion of Sibson et al. (1979) that pre-existing lineations
are progressively rotated into the Alpine Fault zone.
These quartz rod lineations inherited from the Alpine Schist are preserved in the protomylonite zone through a mean bulk shear strain of 10-20 (Norris and Cooper, 2003). The
microscopic observations show that linear arrays of some minerals (e.g. garnets in metacherts)
can also be preserved in higher strain samples even though their orientations are not related
to the most recent deformation. Similarly, the grains forming a mineralogical banding (such as
a quartz rod) can undergo crystal-plastic deformation during Dm without the group of grains
becoming dispersed throughout the rock mass until simple shear strains greater than 100 are
realised, as in the mylonites and ultramylonites.
Lineations can rotate either clockwise or anticlockwise during deformation as illustrated in
Figure 8.12. The sense of rotation depends on their orientation with respect to the projection of
the lineation on the shear zone boundary; lineations plunging more steeply than their projection
on the shear zone boundary will rotate anticlockwise, whereas those with shallower plunges will
rotate clockwise. With increasing strain the lineations will be rotated towards the long axis of
the finite strain ellipsoid (e1 ). Observations of the rotation of lineations can be used to constrain
the position of the long axis of the strain ellipsoid since all lineations should converge towards
this direction but not rotate past it (Ramsay, 1976).
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Figure 8.12: Illustration of the convention used to assign a ‘sense of rotation’ to rotated lineations
and the relationship of the sense of rotation to the orientation of the largest principal axes of the strain
ellipsoid, e1 and e2 . The illustration is of the surface of a foliation plane, facing down towards the NW.

Table 8.3: Rotated lineation observations
Sample and location details

Gaunt Ck waterfall (N bank)2293956E 5761788N
Gaunt Ck 2293857E 5761791N
Gaunt Ck (above fig) 2293851E 5761767N
Gaunt Ck 2293706E 5761849N
Gaunt Ck 2293706E 5761846
SX 05.27.1.16, H.M. Ck 2274249E 5747692N
Hare Mare Ck (above fig) 2274246E 5747692N
Hare Mare Ck N-S striking foliation, rot gt gorge
Hare Mare Ck 2274249E 5747692N
Thin section
”
1

Lineation in
microlithons
trend
pitch1
168
107
200
146
182
114
210
136
165
102
135
103
202
154
123
126
2300
050
180
125?
180
125?

Lineation in
shear bands
trend
pitch1
137
80
140
96
096
44
175
105
055
0
100
72
073
44
093
97
100
50

rotation
anti-clockwise
anti-clockwise
anti-clockwise
anti-clockwise
clockwise
anti-clockwise
anti-clockwise
unknown
clockwise

066
090

clockwise
clockwise

10
30

sense of

Lineation pitches are measured in the foliation in which they occur and are always measured from the NE end of the strike line.

The observed rotations of lineations are summarised in Table 8.3 and Figure 8.13. Most
rotated lineations originate near a trend of 180◦ . They are then rotated both clockwise and
anticlockwise from this orientation, in both cases towards a trend of approximately 090◦ . Some
anticlockwise-rotated lineations underwent smaller rotations within this field. The maximum
rotation towards an 090◦ -trend is consistent between a number of samples, indicating that this
is the best mean orientation of the finite strain ellipsoid long axis (e1 ) in the shear bands in
these samples.
The presence of mica streak lineations on foliation planes that also contain quartz rod lineations that have not yet been rotated into the same orientation (Figure 8.14) suggests either
that the mica streak lineations form at least partly during Dm , or that they are rotated more
rapidly than co-existing quartz rod lineations during deformation. On a mesoscopic scale mica
lineations are formed by aggregates of grains. Since lineations of this type are not found in the
adjacent Alpine Schist, it is possible that these aggregates form by dynamic recrystallisation
from an original larger grain as proposed by Piazolo and Passchier (2002), with their elonga360

Figure 8.13: Lower hemisphere equal area plot summarising observations of rotations of lineations from
microlithons (ie. the parts of the rock between shear bands that retain the foliation inherited from the
parent schist) into syn-mylonitic shear bands. The observations were made in the foliation plane. Small
circles represent the orientation of lineations in microlithons; the observed rotation direction is tracked
along the foliation by the dashed lines; arrow heads represent the orientations of the same lineations
rotated into shear bands. Stars are the elongate axes of individual micas in thin section.

Figure 8.14: Foliation plane containing both a remnant Alpine Schist quartz rod lineation, rotated during
Dm , and a very weakly developed biotite lineation (approximately down-dip of the foliation, parallel to
the hammer handle).

tion direction parallel to the e1 axis of the strain ellipsoid. Where present these lineations are
found across most of the foliation surface, although they are discontinuous. It is likely that
they record the orientation of the long axis of the strain ellipsoid in the regions between shear
bands, or in material where there is little partitioning of the simple and pure shear components
of deformation.
The mean mica lineation trend from mesoscopic observations is 38/105. This is further to
the south than the e1 direction determined from the rotated quartz rods. From the discussion
above, however, it seems likely that many of the mesoscopic mica streaks are, like the quartz
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rods, rotated from earlier orientations. Individual micas in thin section on the other hand
generally trend towards 075-090◦ , suggesting a mean e1 direction that is less southerly-trending
than is derived from the macroscopic lineation data.
The relationship of the elongation direction of single crystals to the strain state on a microscopic scale is complex. The formation of a shape preferred orientation (SPO) of a mineral
grain during deformation can occur either by bulk rotation in the surrounding matrix or by
intracrystalline deformation. The relative contribution of these two processes is controlled by
factors such as the relative viscosity of the grain and its surrounding material, the rate of grainboundary slip, the rate of grain boundary migration and intracrystalline slip, and the vorticity
of the flow (Piazolo and Passchier, 2002). The microstructural observations from the present
study of biotite grains kinked into shear bands suggest that, in at least some cases, the SPO
occurs solely by bulk rotation. Recrystallisation rates of micas are not quantified but are likely
to be at least similar in magnitude to the rates of recrystallisation of quartz. Comparison with
the results of Prior et al. (1990) suggests that, as a conservative estimate, a finite strain of
perhaps 10 would be sufficient to form a new crystal. In this case it is entirely possible that
new biotite crystals have grown with their elongate axis parallel to the orientation of the finite
strain ellipsoid for a small increment of the total deformation (Vernon, 1987). Most individual
micas with a strong preferred orientation occur in C’ shear bands, so they probably form during
simple-shear dominated deformation with a simple shear direction approximately parallel to the
present-day plate motion vector. The micas have trends of their elongate axis towards 070-085◦
and 105-110◦ .
Finally, brittle wear striations at Gaunt Creek (Norris and Cooper, 1995) have a median
orientation of 20/075, which presumably records the last increment of shear.

8.5.4

Depth of formation of these structures within the fault zone

The quartz rod lineations are inherited from the Alpine Schist and must record the entire strain
history of their host mylonites, hence they may have been actively deformed at all crustal levels.
However, their deformation within the protomylonites is clearly partitioned inhomogeneously
into shear bands which it was already concluded are active mostly at temperatures lower than
the peak metamorphic temperature. The feldspar lineations similarly represent a mineralogical
contrast inherited from the Schist that has been disaggregated during Dm . The feldspars that are
strung out in the foliation plane are surrounded by aggregates of quartz grains and do not show
evidence of microfracturing and solution transfer during deformation. Therefore they probably
formed at temperatures above ca. 300-350◦ , where quartz deforms plastically (Stockhert et al.,
1999). This temperature approximately coincides with the brittle-viscous transition in the Alpine
Fault zone (see Chapter 7), so these lineations might also reflect the entire deformation. Mica
streak lineations form by rotation of remnant crystals and possibly by recrystallisation to mica
aggregates. Crystal-plastic deformation of micas is active above temperatures of ca. 250◦ C
(Stesky et al., 1974; Stesky, 1978). Therefore, the formation of elongate mica lineations should
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have continued up until the mylonites were exhumed through the brittle-viscous transition.
The pseudomorphing of elongated biotites by chlorite in mylonitic shear bands shows that this
deformation continued down to greenschist facies conditions (i.e. below 400◦ C). There are few
studies on the recrystallisation rates of micas so it is difficult to estimate the total magnitude
of the strain recorded by these fabrics. However, remnant biotite crystals that were rotated
into shear bands must, once again, record the entire strain experienced by that volume of rock.
The brittle wear striations represent shear at levels above the brittle-plastic transition, around
350◦ C.
It is concluded that, while most of the lineations were rotated into their present orientations
during deformation over the entire range of temperature conditions realised during plastic deformation in the fault zone, some may have formed mostly as a result of recrystallisation parallel to
e1 , and may have been recycled a number of times during deformation. The various lineations
and other kinematic indicators therefore are not all developed at the same time, but represent
different stages in the development of the mylonites. Nevertheless, the directions of e1 estimated
from the various ductile structures are consistent around a trend of 090◦ .
In the next section I will attempt to use strain models to predict the possible orientations of
the various lineations assuming these are related to the orientations of the strain ellipsoid during
deformation. Comparison with the observations may allow estimates to be made of the relative
contributions of rigid body rotation versus intracrystalline deformation and recrystallisation,
and the portion of the total strain that is actually recorded in these fabrics.

8.6

Strain modelling

The issue of how the observed orientations of the X -directions determined from CPO studies,
and the lineations, may relate to the type and amount of accumulated strain is addressed using
standard models of fabric development in shear zones. A variety of simultaneous simple and
pure shear models have been proposed to explain cases where the simple shear component is not
parallel to the strike of the shear zone (Lin et al., 1998; Jiang and Williams, 1998; Jones and
Holdsworth, 1998) or the shear zone boundaries are not free-slipping (Robin and Cruden, 1994;
Dutton, 1997). These models predict the formation of oblique lineations and may be applied to
further understand the evolution of fabrics in the Alpine Fault mylonites.
An inherent assumption of these models is that steady-state flow occurs within the shear
zone. Although this may not be the case in the Alpine Fault zone (see Chapter 9, §9.10), it is
adopted here so that simplified estimates of total strains can be made. It is also possible that the
mylonites did not experience a simple strain history in which the pure and simple shear strains
were accumulated progressively over the course of mylonitisation, as is modelled in this section.
For example, the main mylonitic structures in the protomylonites are the C’-shear bands. It
has been demonstrated in this chapter that these shear bands were formed at shallow crustal
levels, so the protomylonite history probably includes an early stage of dominantly pure shear
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Figure 8.15: Reference frame for strain models.

deformation. This could be modelled as an early pure shear strain followd by a simple shear
strain. However, in this sort of composite deformation history, lineations could be expected
to first form down-dip of the foliation (Tikoff and Fossen, 1993) during the pure shear stage.
The shape of this linear fabric would not be representative of the shape of the finite strain
ellipsoid. Subsequent simple shear would only result in rotation of these features, and it would
not be possible to quantify how much pure shear strain was needed to rotate the lineations into
their present positions since these positions are highly variable, and the amount of rotation is
dependent on the orientation of the original lineations with respect to the shear plane. On the
other hand, the simultaneous pure and simple shear formulation chosen here allows both pure
and simple shear strains to be quantified.

8.6.1

Formation of lineations parallel to e1

The simultaneous pure and simple shear formulations of Lin et al. (1998) are most applicable
to the Alpine Fault zone. These authors consider a parallel-sided fault zone with free-slipping
boundaries. The co-ordinate system is right-handed with the x-axis parallel to the fault zone
(00/055), the y-axis perpendicular to it (00/145), and the z-axis downdip of the fault. The
model is formulated for a vertical zone that can only extend in the vertical direction. This can
be modified to match the Alpine Fault zone by rotating the co-ordinate system about the x-axis
until the z-axis plunges 45◦ to the SE. Because of the high erosion rates at the surface and
the steep dip of topography towards the NW, the assumption of a free upper boundary in the
x-y plane is still approximately correct. Lin et al. (1998) decompose a boundary displacement
vector into a boundary-parallel component that pitches at an angle, φ, from horizontal in the
fault plane, and a boundary-perpendicular component applied parallel to the pole to the fault
zone. The first component leads to a simple shear strain, γ in the direction of the trace of
the boundary motion vector on the fault plane, and the second to a pure shear extension, ,
perpendicular to the fault plane. Note that  is the natural strain, equivalent to the sum of
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incremental extensions of the zone with time (Ramsay and Huber, 1983). The geometry of the
model and co-ordinate frame is illustrated in Figure 8.15
Lin et al.’s (1998) equations are formulated in terms of instantaneous strain rates, (i.e. ˙ and
γ̇) but since the total finite strains are of interest here rather than the incremental evolution of
strain with time, these equations can be modified accordingly. The model of Norris and Cooper
(2003) for thickness changes in pegmatite veins, and the strain estimates in the hanging-wall
schist (e.g. Holcombe and Little, 2001; Holm et al., 1989), are formulated in terms of stretches,
where S = (1+e) and e = ∆l/lo = (lf -lo )/lo ; lo and lf being the initial and final lengths,
respectively. So that the present models are comparable to those results, I replace strain rate
terms in Lin et al. (1998)’s equations using the relationships t=ln(α)
˙
and γ=γ̇t (Tikoff and
Fossen, 1993). α is used to represent the stretch up-dip of the fault zone rather than S, which
is reserved for the total deformation resulting from both pure and simple shear. α=k3 of Tikoff
and Fossen (1993) and Fossen and Tikoff (1993).
The finite strain is derived from Lin et al. (1998)’s deformation tensor for transpression


0



˙
e(−t)

0

˙
− γ̇˙ sinφsinh(t)

˙
e(t)







˙
1 − γ̇˙ cosφ 1 − e(−t)


Fps = 
 0
0

(8.1)

The sign of the components γxy and γzy is the opposite to that of Lin et al. (1998) since the
Alpine Fault zone undergoes dextral reverse rather than sinistral reverse motion as in their
model, and the co-ordinate system is different. This can be formulated time-independently in
terms of total stretches, α, and simple shear strains, γ as


1

γ
cosφ 1 − α−1
− ln(α)



0





Dps = 
α−1
0 

 0

γ
−1
α
0 − 2ln(α) sinφ α − α

(8.2)

The orientations of the finite strain axes are the eigenvectors of the left Cauchy-Green tensor
Dps ·DTps (Truesdell and Toupin, 1960). The associated eigenvalues are the squares of the three
principal stretches, S1 , S2 and S3 . Many authors, (e.g. Tikoff and Green, 1997; Czeck and
Huddleston, 2003) argue that a lineation in a rock with initally random fabric might form
parallel to the longest axis of the finite strain ellipsoid and this correlation is adopted here. In
further discussions the term ‘stretching lineation’ is sometimes used interchangeably with this
S1 axis.
The relative contribution of pure and simple shear to a deformation is commonly characterised by the kinematic vorticity number, Wk , of Truesdell and Toupin (1960). For the Lin
et al. (1998) model
"
 2 #− 21
γ̇
γ̇
4+
Wk =
˙
˙
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(8.3)

The time-independent version is
"
2 #− 12

γ
γ
Wk =
4+
ln(α)
ln(α)

(8.4)

Most variations in fabric within the Alpine Fault zone will occur because of an increase in
the amount of simple shear across the zone. The amount of flattening (pure shear) is probably
similar across the zone, otherwise there should be evidence of reversals in shear sense due to
strong gradients in fault-zone parallel extrusion which is not observed.
Jiang et al. (2001) applied this strain model in a general way to Sibson et al.’s (1979)
lineation data from the Alpine Fault zone. They assumed that the direction of the simple shear
component of strain is parallel to the plate motion vector. From standard relationships between
the Euler poles for plate motion of DeMets et al. (1994) and plate motion vectors (Cox and
Hart, 1986), this vector is ∼00/071◦ in the central section of the fault. However, it is possible
that the orientation of the simple shear direction in the Alpine Fault zone is modified from the
convergence vector because some deformation is accommodated in the Alpine Schist belt that
forms the hanging-wall of the fault. The convergence rate of 37 mm yr−1 can be decomposed into
fault parallel and perpendicular components of 35.6 mm yr−1 and 10.2 mm yr−1 respectively.
The deformation component accommodated in the schist could be estimated as follows:
1. A pre-existing Mesozoic fabric was strengthened by transpressive deformation in the schists,
resulting in a pure shear of ∼1.5-2 across the ∼18 km wide schist belt (Holm et al., 1989;
Holcombe and Little, 2001; Little et al., 2002b). It is simplest to assume this is a horizontal
shortening and vertical extension, and has accumulated in the 11 million year period since
the plate motions became partially convergent (Cande and Stock, 2004). This is equivalent
to a convergence of 0.8-1.1 mm yr−1 . The amount of displacement accommodated by pure
shear within the fault zone does not significantly change the magnitude of this convergence
because the fault zone is very narrow compared to the adjacent schist belt (well within
error of measurements of the width of the schist belt).
2. The strike-slip rate on the Alpine Fault from measured Quaternary offsets is ∼23 mm yr−1
(Sutherland et al., 2006). Presumably the difference of ∼13 mm yr−1 between this and
the plate motion vector is accommodated by strike-slip motion in the schist belt (or on
faults further to the east).
By removing these two components of deformation in the Alpine Schist, the trend, θ of the fault
motion vector is given by
θ = 55◦ + tan−1

v⊥ − v⊥S
vk − vkS

(8.5)

Where vk , v⊥ and vkS , v⊥S are the fault parallel and perpendicular components of the velocity
due to plate motion and the velocity reduction due to shortening in the schist belt respectively.
For vkS = 13 mm yr−1 and v⊥S = 1 mm yr−1 , the fault motion vector trends ∼077◦ . This
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Figure 8.16: Illustration of correction to the fault parallel and perpendicular components of the plate
motion vector in the central Alpine Fault zone for deformation in the adjacent Alpine Schist belt. The
result is a fault motion vector.

is close to the orientation of the plate motion vector and to the median value of brittle wear
striations (Figure 8.16).
Little (2004) carried out numerical models of transpressive deformation in the Alpine Schist
in order to calculate the expected orientations of schist fabric elements. The model results
allowed Little (2004) to determine the component of plate motion ‘absorbed’ by deformation
within the schist, and calculate resultant dip and strike-slip rates resolved on the Alpine Fault.
In his preferred model, the Alpine Fault accommodates 24mm yr−1 strike-slip and 11 mm yr−1
dip-slip motion. This gives a fault motion vector pitching 24.6◦ NE in the fault plane. This fault
motion vector orientation is identical to the projection of the plate motion vector on the fault
plane and very similar to the fault motion vector found by the analysis just presented here.
Given the earlier observations that the kinematics of S-C’ fabrics, formed at shallow crustal
levels, are consistent with a simple shear direction approximately parallel to the present-day plate
motion vector, and the similarity of the results of the above analysis to the fault motion vector
calculated by Little (2004), it seems appropriate to assume that the simple shear direction in the
fault plane is parallel to the projection of the plate motion vector on the shear zone boundary.
This gives an obliquity angle (pitch), φ, of ∼ 24◦ in the mean 055/45SE fault plane.
Solutions for the finite strain ellipsoid were obtained from equation 8.2 to find the predicted
orientation of S1 for various combinations of γ and α (Figure 8.17). Lineations oblique to the
shear direction will form for a limited range of combinations of α and γ. With increasing pure
shear strain, the lineations converge towards the down-dip direction of the fault (a trend of 145◦ ),
in accord with the predictions of Fossen and Tikoff’s (1993) simultaneous pure and simple shear
transpression model. Lineations significantly oblique to the shear direction will form for α .100.
The angle between the trend of the lineation and the fault motion vector increases for increasing
pure shear for fixed simple shear, or for decreasing simple shear for fixed pure shear. However,
for a fixed pure shear strain, the lineation orientation is insensitive to increases in simple shear
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Figure 8.17: Trend of S1 (equivalent to the stretching lineation) in the Alpine Fault zone for various
pure and simple shear strains. The region bounded by the grey box in (a) is enlarged in (b). (c) to (e)
are graphs of thickness distributions of pegmatite veins using the model of Norris and Cooper (2003) for
strains that produce S1 orientations consistent with the field observations of this study. (c) Ultramylonite
zone, Waikukupa River and Hare Mare Creek; (d) Mylonite zone, Havelock Creek and Mahitahi River;
(e) Protomylonite zone, Doughboy Creek.

strain above γ ≈ 30, so simple shear strain magnitudes above this cannot be differentiated by
this model unless some other constraint is available.
As previously noted, Norris and Cooper (2003) estimated total strains for the Alpine Fault
zone using the thickness distribution of a suite of pegmatite veins that are progressively incorporated into the fault zone from the hanging-wall schist. They found that the thickness
distributions could be matched for pure shear strains ranging from 1 to 3, corresponding to
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estimated coeval strains in the hangingwall schists, and simple shear strains correspondingly
ranging from 12 to 300 across the fault zone (protomylonite, mylonite and ultramylonite zones).
They were, however, unable to determine the relative magnitudes of the two strain components
from the thickness distributions alone, as the latter could be equally well fit by larger pure
shear strains and lower simple shear strains. Norris and Cooper’s (2003) models can be used to
constrain the estimates of strain in this present model.
As discussed above, lineations such as individual mica grains are consistent with the maximum stretching directions given by the CPO X -directions and the rotation of the quartz rods,
i.e. 090◦ . I consider this to be the best estimate of the mean mylonitic finite stretching direction
(e1 ) for the reasons discussed earlier. The strain model is now used to calculate strain parameters for this orientation of e1 . The mean CPO X -direction trends towards c. 090◦ and probably
formed during a total strain of less than 10 (see above). If X is parallel to the e1 axis, an e1 -axis
with this trend forms for α <3 for γ = 10. The total pure and simple shear strains over the
entire deformation in the fault zone would be much higher. Alternatively, it is possible that the
CPO records a much higher proportion of the finite strain in the fault zone, in which case the
maximum pure shear strain is α = 3.5. As discussed earlier, the data are most consistent with
a mean maximum stretch direction for mylonitic deformation of 090◦ , and from the calculations
above, this may be attained by a combination of a pure shear flattening of α = 3.5 and a high
simple shear strain. This result is reasonably consistent with the strain estimates of Norris and
Cooper (2003).
If I attempt to match the median orientation of mesoscopic mica and feldspar object lineations, of ∼35/105◦ (Figure 8.18) to the orientation of e1 predicted at the end of the entire
deformation, I obtain a value of pure shear strain of α=6.5 for high values of simple shear (Figure 8.17). This value of pure shear is more than double that suggested by Norris and Cooper
(2003) on the basis of matching the pure shear component in the mylonites to that in the hanging
wall schists. A doubling of α means that twice the amount of material must have been extruded
out of the fault zone in a vertical direction compared with the hanging wall. This would lead
to a much increased dip-slip rate and a reversal in shear sense across the mylonite zone, neither
of which is observed. It is concluded that it is unlikely that the object lineations accurately
reflect the orientation of the maximum finite stretch, and that the individual mica orientations,
the CPO fabrics and the rotation of the quartz rods are more reliable indicators as concluded
earlier.
Since it is impossible to constrain simple shear strains  30 with this model, Norris and
Cooper’s (2003) Visual Basic for Excel program for calculating the thickness distributions of the
pegmatite vein array after applying various combinations of pure and simple shear was used to
find values of γ that match the observed thickness distributions for α = 3.5 in the mylonite and
ultramylonite zones. The resulting thickness distributions are compared graphically to Norris
and Cooper’s (2003) log-normal thickness distributions generated from field data (Figure 8.17ce).
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Figure 8.18: Equal area lower hemisphere stereonet plot of mica and feldspar object lineations in the
Alpine Fault mylonites (all studied sections). N=64. Median = 35/105. Kamb contour interval = 2.0,
counting circle area = 0.071

For the mylonites and ultramylonites, a simple shear strain >30 is assumed, so that the pure
shear is fixed at 3.5. For the protomylonites on the other hand, the simple shear is less than 30, so
that there are various possible combinations of pure and simple shear that will give the observed
‘lineation’ orientation. Using the strain model of equation 8.2 (Figure 8.17) increasing pure
shear requires a corresponding exponential increase in simple shear strain. Norris and Cooper’s
(2003) thickness distribution for the protomylonites can also only be fit for certain combinations
of pure and simple shear strain, but in this case, the values are inversely proportional to each
other. Hence there is a unique pure:simple shear strain ratio that will fit both the strain model
and the pegmatite data. The best fit is α = 3.15 and γ = 11.7. (Table 8.4).
Table 8.4: Results of strain models for Alpine Fault fabric development
Type of mylonite
ultramylonite
mylonite
protomylonite

α
3.5
3.5
3.15

γ
150
110
11.7

S1 (lineation orientation)
29.9/090.4
29.9/090.5
32.0/090.0

Wk
0.9999
0.9997
0.9816

Predicted rotations from the strain model
The strain model presented above can also be employed to understand the observed rotations
of quartz rod lineations and mineral grains within C’-shear bands. The transformation of a line
in space, l , due to the strain described by a deformation tensor, D, is given by l 0 = Dl (Fossen
and Tikoff, 1993). Using the deformation tensor in equation 8.2, we have
h
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(8.6)

This equation was used to calculate predicted rotation paths of pre-existing Alpine Schist lineations within the Alpine Fault mylonite zone. The line orientation at the end of each time
period is calculated directly from the original line orientation using the total internal strain
accumulated to this point, rather than by adding strain increments.
Rotations were only analysed for certain starting orientations of lineations, corresponding to
the lineations in the adjacent Alpine Schist. Holm et al. (1989) and Little et al. (2002b) measured
quartz rod lineations in the Waiho (Franz Joseph) valley, which is located approximately 3 km
to the SE of the Alpine Fault zone and halfway between Gaunt and Hare Mare Creeks. They
found that most lineations and fold hingelines there are uniformly oriented about a mean of
35/210. I chose to examine lineations ranging between 10/210 and 40/210 in 5◦ increments of
plunge, plus a lineation at 23/210 which lies on the shear zone boundary/shear plane for this
trend. Pure and simple shear components of strain were increased with time.
The velocity of the boundary of the Alpine Fault zone should be constant over the duration
of the deformation since it is mostly controlled by the rate of relative plate motion . For a
narrowing shear zone, this will result in an increase in both simple (γ̇) and pure shear ()
˙ strain
rates with time since these are normalised to the width of the zone at any strain increment.
Alternatively, it is possible that the shear zone remains at a fixed width with progressive strain.
In this case additional material must be incorporated into the shear zone from the hanging-wall
over time, proportional to the amount of flattening across the zone. The Alpine Fault zone is only
a narrow region of localised simple shear strain on the margin of the ∼18 km wide Alpine Schist
belt, which is also undergoing deformation and accumulating pure shear strain. This means that
material that is incorporated into the Alpine Fault zone will have already accumulated some
amount of pure shear strain (e.g. Little et al., 2002b). This material will then accumulate only
part of the simple shear strain that is experienced by the fault zone as a whole. Hence if the
Alpine Fault zone broadens in material space with time, the distal protomylonites should show
evidence of a strain history that was dominated by pure shear at first, but has an increasing
component of simple shear strain with time that is less than the average simple shear strain
in the protomylonites assuming the full time period of fault movement. Based on the strain
analysis above, this should result in more southerly-trending lineations.
Lineation trends in the protomylonite zones in both Hare Mare and Gaunt creeks do appear
to progressively swing around towards the south with increasing distance from the fault (Figure 8.7). It was previously noted that this change in trend could be because inherited lineations
from the Alpine Schist that were only partially rotated during Dm were measured. The change
in trend may also be related to widening of the fault zone through material space with time.
Numerical solutions were obtained for various values of strain up to and including those
predicted by Norris and Cooper (2003) and the lineation analysis above (Figure 8.19). The
most significant result of this analysis is that lineations that originally lay on or close to the
shear zone boundary are not rotated very far, even though the total shear strains are high
(γtot < 100). This is not surprising since, for ideal simple shear, the projection of the strain
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Figure 8.19: Rotation paths for Alpine schist quartz rod lineations during deformation in the Alpine
Fault zone. Starting lineation orientations are 10/210 to 40/210 in 5◦ increments of plunge and 23/210
(which lies in the s.z.b.). γ increases linearly up to 100 in increments of 5. α increases exponentially to
final values, αtot of (a) 1, (b) 3.5 and (c) 6.5 in increments of ln(α)/20.

ellipse on the shear plane is a circle (Ramsay, 1980). It is only by including a component of pure
shear strain that the strain ellipsoid is rotated so that some deformation is realised within the
shear plane. Hence the amount of rotation of lines in the shear plane increases for increasing
αtot . Conversely, for lines that are not in the shear plane, the rotation for any increment of finite
strain is lower for an increased component of pure shear strain and the end orientation trends
further to the south.
The mean orientation of lineations in the Alpine Schist is at the intersection line of the schist
and mylonite foliations, so these lineations lie very close to the shear plane of the Alpine Fault.
As a result, many lineations that are incorporated into the fault zone may not have rotated far
from their original orientations even though the material in which they reside has experienced
high finite strains.
Since the shear bands are high-strain features, rotation of lineations within them will be more
marked than outside, but if there is any strain accommodated in the ‘microlithons’ between the
shear bands, the lineations there will also be rotated during the deformation. I did not observe
any lineations in microlithons trending further to the SW than ∼210◦ , which suggests that
rotations from this trend were accomplished dominantly by pure shear strain, during which
lineations that plunge both more steeply and more shallowly than the shear plane converge
towards the down-dip orientation of the shear plane (Figure 8.20). This suggests that simple
shear strain is almost entirely partitioned into the shear bands during deformation. Rotation
from a trend of 210◦ to the trend of 180◦ that is the mean trend of quartz rods in microlithons
within the protomylonite zone (Figure 8.7) is accomplished for pure shear strains (α) of ca. 3.5.
Notice also from Figure 8.20, that during pure shear the lineations will tend to be rotated
into parallelism with the foliation. This means that if the shear zone does widen in material
space with time, lineations that initially only experience a pure shear strain will be closer to
parallel with the foliation, so that the rotation due to subsequent simple shear strain will be
further reduced.
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Figure 8.20: Rotation paths for Alpine schist quartz rod lineations during ideal pure shear deformation
in the Alpine Fault zone. Starting orientations are 10/210 to 400/210 in 5◦ increments of plunge and
23/210 (which lies in the s.z.b.). For the black crosses and red lines α increases exponentially to a final
value, αtot of 2 in increments of ln(α)/20; for the grey lines, αtot = 3.5.

If the shear bands are the only part of the rock mass accommodating simple shear strain
but the total strain is the same as previously estimated for the whole rock, the shear bands
must accommodate a total simple shear strain of γsb = γT wT /wsb where wsb , γsb and wT , γT
are the widths and shear strains in the shear band and the total unit of rock respectively. This
suggests that, for example, a doubling of the total strain in the shear bands could occur if they
comprise half of the total width of the rock. An estimate of the thicknesses of shear bands as
a proportion of the total thickness was obtained from the field data on ‘intensity’ of S-C fabric
development. In each recorded example, the thickness of shear bands was divided by the shear
band spacing (spacings were measured between the centres of adjacent shear bands). Averaging
these results gives a mean thickness of 19.6% and 21.0% of the total rock for shear bands in
the Gaunt and Hare Mare Creek sections respectively. This is likely to be a maximum estimate
since the thickness of very narrow shear bands (1 mm) was not easily measured in the field.
For example, in a section perpendicular to the S-C’ intersection line in sample OU77997, the
shear bands only comprise 5% of the total width of the sample. This means that the shear bands
will accumulate strains between 5 and 20 times those observed in the entire rock, provided they
carry all the deformation. This would correspond to total simple shear strains of 50 to 200 for
shear bands in the protomylonite zone.
Since a number of the lineations in shear bands are only rotated part of the way towards the
long axis of the finite strain ellipsoid despite these very high strains, they must have originally
been very close to parallel to the shear plane. Alternatively, it is possible that individual shear
bands were not active for the whole deformation. Instead, individual bands accumulated some
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strain, then became inactive, with deformation switching to an adjacent band.

8.6.2

Discussion

Lineations within the mylonite zone are highly variable and form a broad girdle within the
foliation with a mean highly oblique to the estimated shear direction. Features representing late
increments of shear (brittle wear striations and shear bands) provide a shear direction close to
the interplate vector. Object lineations such as quartz rods, feldspar strings and mica streaks
are probably inherited from the schist protolith and have undergone variable rotation. The
best estimate of the finite stretching direction during mylonitization is provided by individual
mica flake lineations, CPO X -axes and end points of rotated linear features. This stretching
direction trends 090◦ and is still significantly oblique to the estimated shear direction. Modeling
of transpressive strain can obtain this obliquity with a pure shear component of ≤3.5.
The required ratio of pure to simple shear still results in a kinematic vorticity number close
to 1. It will be lower in the protomylonites than in the mylonites and ultramylonites due to the
increase in simple shear strain with increasing proximity to the fault across the whole mylonite
zone. This is consistent with the CPO patterns reported in Chapter 6. A consequence of a pure
shear component higher than that in the hanging wall rocks is that there must be some extrusion
of mylonites at the surface. There is no other evidence for extrusion of mylonites and too high
a value of pure shear would lead to very high dip-slip rates at the surface, much higher than
observed. Thus the calculated pure shear component probably represents a maximum value for
the mylonites.
The very large aspect ratio of the mylonite zone means that, compared to simple shear,
pure shear is very inefficient at accommodating displacements of the margins. Therefore one
might anticipate that pure shear strain will be spread over a wide zone whereas simple shear
will be localized within the mylonites. The approximate doubling in thickness of the crust
beneath the Southern Alps (Scherwath et al., 2003) attests to this. Overall, this anticipated
strain distribution is consistent with the observation that the mylonites are essentially a simple
shear zone.
The bulk of observed lineations within the mylonites are object lineations (quartz rods,
feldspar strings and mica streaks) and are inherited from the hanging wall schists. They are
far more abundant and better preserved within the protomylonites, where they have undergone
progressive rotation from an original SW plunging orientation. Calculated rotations for the
modeled strains are low and variable even for high values of shear strain, due to the closeness
of their original orientation to the mylonitic foliation. This shows that, even in very high strain
mylonites, inherited linear features may still be preserved and make kinematic interpretations
hazardous.
If the calculated pure shear value of 3.5 for the mylonites is adopted, the simple shear strains
required to match the strained pegmatite data of Norris and Cooper (2003) are lower than those
authors calculated. Nevertheless they are still >100 for the mylonites and ultramylonites and
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still provide displacements across the zone commensurate with surface offsets.
An important question is whether the pure shear and simple shear components were accumulated in the same proportion throughout the history of mylonite development, as assumed in
the strain model, or whether one dominated the other at different stages of evolution. The calculated pure shear component is based on an e1 direction of 090◦ , which is also provided by the
calculated X axes of the CPO patterns. If the latter represent total strains of around 10 (before
being reset), then this would suggest that pure shear continued to be accumulated throughout
the mylonite zone evolution. On the other hand, if hanging wall schist were progressively incorporated into the mylonites during exhumation, as perhaps suggested by the development of
late shear bands in the distal protomylonites, then these would already have accumulated considerable pure shear deformation during thickening of the hanging wall, whereas the shear band
deformation is dominantly simple shear. The possible dominance of pure shear deformation in
the microlithons between the shear bands in the distal protomylonites, as described above, would
support this possibility. Thus strain may have been accumulated variably in both space or time
across the mylonite zone. The precise strain-time paths of individual rocks will be difficult to
identify but provide a goal for future research.

8.7

Conclusions

The various kinematic indicators within the Alpine Fault mylonite zone are formed by markedly
different deformation processes and mechanisms and therefore do not record the same part of
the strain history of the fault zone.
The orientations of macroscopic lineations are not coincident with symmetry or shear planes
determined from the orientations of other kinematic indicators in the Alpine Fault mylonites.
Detailed observations have revealed that the macroscopic lineations are formed by a variety
of processes, including partial and inhomogeneous rotation of pre-existing lineations from the
Alpine Schist protolith. Hence the mean macroscopic orientations are not indicative of the
maximum stretching direction within the fault zone and the term ‘stretching lineation’ should
not be applied. There was incomplete removal of a strong pre-existing fabric heterogeneity in
the rocks, particularly in the distal parts of the fault zone, where the finite simple shear strains
are less than approximately 20.
Macroscopic linear fabric elements are formed by rotation and recrystallisation of micas
during Dm . These trend approximately towards the E, record most of the strain history and
form parallel to the long axis of the finite strain ellipsoid. These e1 orientations are consistent
with a total pure shear strain of c. 3.5. This pure shear strain is larger than was accumulated
in the adjacent Alpine Schist during Cenozoic deformation (Little et al., 2002b) and should
result in extrusion of the mylonites at the surface, which is not observed. Hence the calculated
pure shear value is considered a maximum. The minimum kinematic vorticity number for a
combination of pure and simple shear that will form the observed oblique lineations is ∼0.96.
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This value would commonly be considered to represent simple shear-dominant deformation.
Quartz CPO fabrics were formed at intermediate depths and should only record low total
strains, but show a similar orientation of the principal strain axis to the microscopic lineation
data which may indicate a quartz deformation fabric is more long-lived than experimental results
suggest.
Asymmetric fabric elements (especially S-C’ fabrics) formed at the latest stage of deformation
and show that at this stage the simple shear direction was approximately parallel to the plate
motion vector.
In general, these results indicate that kinematic analysis of ancient fault zones must be
carefully carried out to avoid misinterpretation of movement histories. It is important to record
kinematic information from as many different sources as possible and to carefully assess possible
fabric inheritance and general fault zone history. There is far too little experimental or modelling
work on fabric inheritance with which to compare these results and this should be a focus for
future studies.
Lineations resulting from mineralogical segregation are long-lived during deformation. Although new fabrics may form during deformation, they may not become more visible macroscopically than remnant fabrics until strains similar to those within the Alpine Fault ultramylonites
(> 100) are attained. Since these are among the highest measured finite strains in the world
to date, structural investigators in terranes with polyphase deformation history need to be very
careful that the fabrics they are recording are a result of the most recent deformation.
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Chapter 9

The Geological Record of
Earthquakes in the Alpine Fault
Zone
‘I will set it down here as a maxim that the operations of the human intellect
are much accelerated by an earthquake. Usually I do not think rapidly - but I did on
this occasion. I thought rapidly, vividly, and distinctly.’ - Mark Twain. ‘The Great
Earthquake in San Francisco’. New York Weekly Review, 25 November 1865.

9.1

Introduction

When the yield stress for Mohr-Coulomb failure of intact rock or reactivation of an existing fault
is exceeded, displacement of the bounding blocks occurs. The friction coefficient between the
two surfaces is known to change during shearing. If µk < µs , there is a dynamic instability so
that the sliding blocks rapidly accelerate (Brace and Byerlee, 1966) and slip occurs at rates of
the order of 0.1-2 m s−1 (Brune, 1976). This results in radiation of energy as earthquake waves,
and a drop in the total shear stress resolved on the fault surface, known as the static stress
drop, ∆τ .
In stick-slip experiments, the stress drop for each slip increment is only a small fraction of
the average shear stress (τ̄ ) resolved on a fault surface. A similar result has been found from
mining-induced earthquakes (e.g. McGarr, 1994); however, there is still active debate about
whether this relationship holds for larger earthquakes (e.g. Abercrombie, 1995; Ide and Beroza,
2001).
During an earthquake, slip occurs at any point on the fault for a duration (rise time) of
only a few seconds. This slip may terminate when the stress on the fault is relieved, or when
material heterogeneities interfere with movement of the bounding blocks. An earthquake rupture is usually assumed to propagate outwards from a source (the focus of the earthquake) at
approximately the shear wave velocity in rock; ∼3km s−1 (Di Toro et al., 2005), and the slipping
patch immediately follows the rupture front (Figure 9.1).
The size of an earthquake can be described by the seismic moment, Mo , which is defined
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Figure 9.1: Illustration of how slip occurs during an earthquake rupture. Physical parameters relating
to the rupture dimensions are shown. The slip increment at any point on the fault surface (e.g. point
A) is u. As the rupture propagates outwards from the earthquake focus with time, the only patch that
is actively undergoing slip is the grey region immediately behind the propagating rupture front. The
rupture has area, A ≈ W×L

using the size of the rupture area, A, the average slip increment, ū, and the shear modulus, G,
as

Mo = GūA

(9.1)

Moment magnitudes, Mw , can be estimated from the seismic moment (Hanks and Kanamori,
1979) by

Mw =

9.1.1

2
(log10 Mo − 9.1)
3

(9.2)

Pseudotachylytes

During slip on a fault, heat is generated on the sliding surfaces according to

Q = τ̄f ū

(9.3)

where Q is the heat energy per unit area of the fault, τ̄f is the average shear stress resisting
fault slip, and ū is the average slip increment. The heat energy that is generated cannot diffuse
away from the fault surface on the timescale of an earthquake slip event (Sibson, 2003), so may
cause melting on the slip surface. This ‘friction melt’ subsequently solidifies into a dark, flinty
material known as a pseudotachylyte (Shand, 1916; Jeffreys, 1942).
Pseudotachylytes have been found in many active and ancient fault zones (e.g. Sibson, 1975;
Swanson, 1998; Boullier et al., 2001, and many others. See Sibson and Toy, 2006, for a comprehensive review of known occurrences), including the Alpine Fault zone (Wallace, 1976; Sibson
et al., 1979; Seward and Sibson, 1985; Bossiere, 1991; Warr, 2003). A study of Alpine Fault
pseudotachylytes was included in this research project for two reasons
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1. They are unequivocal ‘seismic fossils’ (Cowan, 1999), so may provide information about
the relationship of the seismic and aseismic parts of the fault zone, and about what controls
seismic vs aseismic brittle failure in the fault rocks.
2. They can potentially provide a wealth of information about the stress levels and energy
budget during earthquake faulting.
The field settings of pseudotachylytes found in the Alpine Fault zone rocks during this study
were presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter, following a brief discussion of how pseudotachylytes
can further our understanding of earthquake processes, I present more detailed descriptions of
the pseudotachylytes. This is followed by a discussion of the seismological information that can
be derived from the Alpine Fault pseudotachylytes and implications for the general rheology of
the Alpine Fault zone.

9.1.2

How can pseudotachylytes provide information about the mechanics of
earthquake faulting?

By studying exhumed pseudotachylytes it is possible to address two important questions that
have been debated for many years.
Why are pseudotachylytes rare?
McKenzie and Brune (1972) showed that the heat energy released during seismic faulting is
sufficient that pseudotachylytes should form during most rupture events provided slip is localised
to a zone less than a few cm thick. However, although pseudotachylytes have been recognised
in many exhumed fault zones, they are conspicuously absent or rarer than could be expected
in others (Sibson and Toy, 2006). To take a relevent example, Sibson and Toy (2006) showed
that the Alpine Fault zone would be expected to contain a total thickness of pseudotachylyte of
over 1 km if friction melting occurred during rupturing on a new fault surface in all earthquakes
over the last 5 million years. There is no evidence from previous studies (e.g. Sibson et al.,
1979; Prior, 1988; Cooper and Norris, 1994) that this is the case. However, it is likely that only
one main rupture surface is reactivated during large earthquakes, so that any pseudotachylyte
formed is destroyed in subsequent events. In this case, the total thickness of pseudotachylyte
that should be preserved may be much less.
The observed scarcity of pseudotachylyte then led Sibson and Toy (2006) to pose the question
‘Is pseudotachylyte rarely generated, or rarely preserved in recognisable form?’. Processes that
might inhibit frictional melting during earthquake slip include distribution of frictional heat
by distributed shearing through thick cataclasite zones (e.g. Rice, 2006), or resolution of a
relatively low shear stress on the fault surface. In the latter case, an initially high shear stress
might be dynamically reduced through processes such as acoustic fluidisation (Melosh, 1996),
interface separation (Brune et al., 1993; Ben Zion, 2001), hydrodynamic lubrication (Brodsky
and Kanamori, 2001), or thermal pressurisation (Sibson, 1973). The last mechanism is worthy
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Figure 9.2: Schematic diagram illustrating the energy budget during seismic faulting, and important
stress parameters mentioned in the text

of further discussion, as its significance in a variety of pseudotachylyte-generating settings can
be assessed in the Alpine Fault zone, where, as shown in Chapter 3, pseudotachylytes are
hosted both in relatively anhydrous ‘normal’ quartzofeldspathic mylonites, but also in hydrated
cataclasites near the core of the fault.
Free fluids may be present in pore spaces in a rock or along a existing fractures. During
seismic faulting, frictional heating causes expansion of these fluids or an increase in fluid pressure
if expansion cannot occur, which could lead to reduction of normal stress on the fault surface and
even to ‘runaway slip’, where faulting continues without significant frictional resistance (Sibson,
1973, 1990). Sibson (1973) also recognised that thermal pressurisation will not occur if the fault
dilates a critical amount since the excess fluid pressure due to heating will be reduced when the
fluid fills a larger space. The same effect occurs if the permeability of material surrounding the
slip surface is higher than ∼k≥ 10−17 m2 (e.g. Lachenbruch, 1980; Mase and Smith, 1987); but
such relatively high permeability material might also undergo distributed deformation during
seismic slip, reducing the amount of shear heating at any one locality.
How do pseudotachylytes relate to the earthquake energy budget?
Earthquake faulting is often considered as an energy balance problem (e.g. Scholz, 1990). The
total potential energy change during a slip event (ET ) is partitioned into radiated energy (ER ),
energy consumed in overcoming fault friction (EF ), and energy consumed in propagating the
rupture area (EG ), which is also known as fracture or rupture energy (Kanamori and Rivera,
2006) (Figure 9.2). EF = ūAτ2 is converted to heat energy, Q, during slip. It has recently
become clear that part of EG will also be converted to heat energy since frictional processes may
operate within the process zone at the tip of the propagating rupture (Cocco et al., 2006).
The radiated energy, ER , during an earthquake event can be estimated from the energy flux
in the far field (provided near-source attenuation is properly accounted for) and is related to
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the total potential energy change during the earthquake by a parameter known as the seismic
efficiency, η according to
ER
ET
from which it is possible to define apparent stress, τa , as
η=

(9.4)

GER
(9.5)
M0
As noted previously, McGarr (1994) hypothesised that τa ≤ 0.06 τ̄ , based on estimates of
τa = ητ̄ =

ET obtained from mining-induced earthquakes, and comparisons to laboratory stick-slip friction
experiments. If this is true, then the apparent stress, and therefore the stress drop, ∆τ , during
an earthquake is only a small proportion of the average shear stress, τ̄ , during the event. It is
possible to measure ER and M0 for most earthquakes, but not ET , so τa is easily found, but τ̄
is not. This ‘apparent stress paradox’ is one of the reasons that there is still debate about the
magnitude of the total stress resolved on a fault (ie. the strength of a fault). Globally, apparent
stresses average around 0.5 MPa (Choy and Boatwright, 1995).
It would be possible to find τ̄ if ET were known, so if the components ER , EG and EF could
be estimated, the apparent stress paradox just outlined can be solved and the true magnitude
of shear stress resolved on a fault could be found. In special cases, the contributions of these
various terms to the total energy balance can be estimated from observations of exhumed faults
(e.g. Di Toro et al., 2005).
The EF term and some part of EG will be converted to heat energy during faulting. The
contributions of fracture formation to the EG term (ie, the portion of EG not converted to
heat) can be calculated from observations of the amount of cataclasite produced within a fault
(e.g. Chester et al., 2005). If pseudotachylytes are the only product of frictional heating in an
earthquake event, assuming adiabatic conditions, the amount of heat energy, Q, can also be
found from the volume of melted rock. Di Toro et al. (2005) showed that the thickness of a melt
layer, tm , formed during seismic slip can be approximated by
tm =

τ̄f ū
ρr [cp ∆T + ∆hf us (1 − φc )]

(9.6)

where cp is the specific heat, ∆T is the temperature increase during melting, ∆hf us is the latent
heat of fusion of the rock and φc is the relative proportion of unmelted porphyroclasts. I take,
ρ = 2750 kg m−3 , cp = 1200 J kg−1 ◦ C−1 , ∆hf us = 5 × 105 J kg−1 after Sibson and Toy (2006),
and φc = 0.3. I note that most estimates of ∆hf us for rocks of similar composition to the Alpine
Fault mylonites are in the range 3.2 to 4.0 × 105 J kg−1 (Turcotte and Schubert, 2001; O’Hara,
2001), but that I follow Sibson and Toy (2006) in using a larger value to account for the fact
that most pseudotachylytes were probably superheated above the value indicated by the total
amount of melt, since heat would have diffused from the fault plane before a true equilibrium
melt was achieved (Di Toro and Pennacchioni, 2004).
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One of the unfortunate difficulties encountered in forensic examination of exhumed faults
is that the entire rupture area is generally not exposed. However, equation 9.6 describes the
heat energy per unit area of a fault, so it is possible to estimate the thickness of melt expected
at any point on a fault surface without knowing the fault dimensions. It is also necessary to
know the amount of slip, ū on a fault to accurately apply this equation to calculate the average
shear stress resolved on the fault. It can be very difficult to find ū when faults are hosted in
homogeneous rock masses, or when slip occurs parallel to foliation, as is the case in the Alpine
Fault mylonites.
Sibson and Toy (2006) calculated expected melt layer thicknesses for typical seismic slip
increments of 1 m in a variety of active tectonic settings, on the assumption of dry conditions,
and these can be used to make broad estimates of the relationships between pseudotachylyte
vein thicknesses and stress levels on faults. The estimates for Andersonian strike-slip and thrust
regimes are reproduced here (Table 9.1). I have used the same relationship to calculate melt
thickness for ū = 10 m, similar to the coseismic slip increments estimated for the Alpine Fault
from paleoseismic studies (e.g. Berryman et al., 1998).
Table 9.1: Expected melt layer (pseudotachylyte) thicknesses (tm ) and average shear stress (τ̄ ) on faults
in active tectonic settings. See Sibson and Toy (2006) for assumptions made in calculating these values.
Depth

Strike-slip fault
tm
ū = 1m ū = 10m
5.8 MPa 1.3 mm
13 mm
29 MPa 6.3 mm
63 mm
58 MPa 14 mm 140 mm
87 MPa 24 mm 240 mm
τ̄

1 km
5 km
10 km
15 km

9.1.3

Thrust fault
tm
ū = 1m ū = 10m
11.8 MPa 2.6 mm
26 mm
59 MPa
13 mm 130 mm
118 MPa 29 mm 290 mm
177 MPa 48 mm 480 mm
τ̄

Proof of melt origin

It is all too easy to assume that all black flinty or aphanitic rocks observed in the field are
pseudotachylytes; however, some may also be ultracataclasites or ultramylonites (Maddock,
1992; Magloughlin and Spray, 1992), which may have formed at sub-seismic slip rates (Cowan,
1999). Even in thin section, it can be difficult to differentiate these materials. One of the
major issues faced in any study of pseudotachylytes is therefore proving that they are indeed
the product of frictional melting.
The most unequivocal evidence that frictional melting has occurred on a fault plane is the
presence of glass, which could be expected to form from a rapidly quenched melt. Unfortunately,
glass has a low preservation potential since it rapidly becomes hydrated (Stevenson et al., 1998),
or devitrified. Devitrification, which is the process of formation of crystals from a glassy rock
at sub-solidus temperatures, usually results in conversion of the glass to fine-grained granular
crystalline aggregates (Gifkins et al., 2005). If the melt is cooled more slowly while resident at
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high temperatures, microlites (which are generally defined as microscopic crystals that polarise
light and have determinable optical properties; Battey and Pring, 1997) may form. Radial
arrays of small acicular microlites, often of feldspar, known as spherulites, have commonly been
observed in pseudotachylytes (e.g. Caggianelli et al., 2005; Allen, 1979; Davidson et al., 2003).
The process of melting in pseudotachylytes has been examined in friction melts produced
experimentally in a ring-shear apparatus (e.g. Spray, 2003). In Spray’s (2003) experiments,
micas began to break down and melt at temperatures (induced by frictional heating) of ∼750◦ C;
orthoclase and plagioclase broke down and melted at ∼1100-1400◦ C. Quartz was not melted
to any significant degree and remained as clasts in the friction melt. This melt sequence is
different from that expected during equilibrium melting, as observed in igneous environments,
where micas, quartz and feldspars should all be consumed at relatively low temperature provided
sufficient water is released during melting of the hydrous phases (micas). At higher temperatures,
all quartz and micas should be consumed rapidly but feldspars may be restitic (Whitney, 1988).
The difference is probably related to the fact that pseudotachylytes are formed by dynamic
processes. Spray (2003) proposed that more energy is dispersed by comminution (ie. milling and
mechanical breakdown of minerals) in mechanically weaker phases so that they break down and
melt first. A similar melt sequence was inferred by Warr (2003) since the atomic proportions they
measured in pseudotachylyte glasses were depleted in quartz relative to their parent lithologies.
Since these melting relationships have also been observed in many other pseudotachylytes (e.g.
Macaudiere and Brown, 1998; McNulty, 1995; Fabbri et al., 2000; Barker, 2003, and many
others), the presence of angular quartz and rounded feldspar clasts, but absence of mica clasts
and even embayment of micas in the wall rocks (e.g. Shaw et al., 2001), is taken as a good
indicator of a melt origin (Passchier and Trouw, 1996).
Other evidence that indicates a melt origin includes the presence of quenched vein margins
(e.g. Muller et al., 2002; Shimada et al., 2001; Di Toro and Pennacchioni, 2003), vesicles and
amygdules (e.g. Lin, 1994; Obata and Karato, 1995; Boullier et al., 2001; Craddock and Magloughlin, 2005), flow textures (e.g. Passchier, 1982; Braathen et al., 2004) embayed clasts (e.g.
Camacho et al., 1995; White, 2001; Ikesawa et al., 2003; Cosca et al., 2005), presence of newly
crystallized minerals that are not stable in the host rock (e.g. Shaw et al., 2001; Ikesawa et al.,
2003), or a texture that could have resulted from melting and is very different from textures in
the host rock (broadly after Magloughlin and Spray, 1992).
Pseudotachylytes are often found to develop fault veins, along slip surfaces, and injection
veins that project off these surfaces at high angles (Sibson, 1975). Fault veins are usually
relatively planar and have high aspect ratios (&1:100), whereas injection veins have more erratic
orientations and small aspect ratios (.1:20). In the past, injection veins were considered to be
diagnostic of pseudotachylyte (Magloughlin and Spray, 1992) because their erratic orientations
suggest the stress regime changed rapidly during dynamic rupture processes. More recently, it
has been shown that injection veins can also form during cataclastic deformation in the absence
of melting (e.g. Lin, 1996), although some mechanism of fluidisation of the gouge material is still
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required. Because of this uncertainty in origin, injection veins alone are not considered sufficient
evidence that the material on a fault plane has been through a melt episode.
It would be very time-consuming to analyse every pseudotachylyte sample in detail to determine evidence of a melt origin. Fortunately, many of the pseudotachylytes found in the Alpine
Fault zone can be grouped according to host rock type and habit, and it is considered sufficient
to prove a melt origin for only a few samples from each group.

9.2

Types of pseudotachylytes in the Alpine Fault zone

Pseudotachylytes have been found in almost all creek sections examined during this study, but
are more abundant in certain host rock types. The characteristic types of pseudotachylytes and
associated cataclasites found in each of these host rock types are described here.

9.2.1

Alpine Schist-derived mylonite host

Pseudotachylytes were found in Alpine Schist-derived mylonites in Harold Creek, Little Man
River, Gaunt Creek, Stoney Creek, Hare Mare Creek, Blacks Creek and Mosquito Creek. Sections of mylonite containing numerous pseudotachylyte veins were logged in Little Man River,
Gaunt Creek and Hare Mare Creek. The host rocks in the Gaunt Creek sections were described
in Chapter 3, §3.5.1.
There are two main relationships between the orientation of the mylonitic foliation and the
orientation of pseudotachylyte fault-veins in the schist-derived mylonites. Fault veins may either
be parallel to the foliation, or cross-cut it at small angles. Pseudotachylytes in these two groups
are described separately in the following. No fault veins were observed at high angles to the
mylonitic foliation.
Foliation-parallel veins
Many thin (less than a few mm) and occasional thicker (<1 cm) pseudotachylyte veins lie parallel
to the mylonitic foliation. These veins can usually be traced across the entire outcrop, up to a
maximum length of approximately 10 m (e.g. Figure 9.3). Thicker veins commonly form lenses
up to 20 cm long that taper into mm-thick veins or fault surfaces (Figure 9.4). Vein thicknesses
may also vary more abruptly due to the presence of small apophyses (Figure 9.5a,b).
Injection veins are not commonly observed in outcrop, but may be detected by detailed
examination of hand specimens and thin sections (Figure 9.5c,e). A common injection vein
structure is a wedge of pseudotachylyte bounded on one side by a microfault at an acute angle
to the main fault vein (Figure 9.5a,d,f). A small thrust fault with a similar relative orientation
to these wedge-bounding faults, that offsets fault veins in Little Man River also contains pseudotachylyte, indicating these structures commonly form at the same time as the main fault veins.
Injection veins that are not obviously associated with such microfaults occur at high angles to
the main fault vein, and rapidly taper away within 1-2 times the width of the fault vein (e.g.
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subparallel to the mylonitic foliation. The diagram is of a sub-vertical face. The locations of veins were positioned on photographs in the field, and these were
stitched together to form the final diagram. Foliation-parallel cataclasite zones, cross-cutting faults and veins are also indicated. Scans of thin sections cut
from selected pseudotachylyte layers are shown at the base of the diagram. The sections were not oriented in the field because the samples were too friable.
Letters refer to locations on the map that are mentioned in the text.

Figure 9.3: Mylonite section in lower Gaunt Creek, around 2293100E 5762200N, illustrating numerous thin mixed pseudotachylyte and ultracataclasite veins

Figure 9.4: Foliation-parallel pseudotachylytes in compact schist-derived mylonite, Little Man River.
(a) Three mm-thick pseudotachylyte veins occur within 10 cm of one another. One of these veins thickens
into a lens 1 cm thick to bottom left of the photograph. The other veins also thicken into lenses beyond
the limits of the photograph. A similar thickness of protocataclasite occurs below the fault vein. An
asymmetrically-folded quartz vein in the host mylonite is indicated by the yellow arrow. Field observations that similar folded veins are cross-cut by planar pseudotachylyte fault veins show this deformation
predated the friction melt event. (c) OU78143. Foliation 036/26SE, Hand sample of the pseudotachylyte
in (a). Photograph and tracing of photograph. The thickest pseudotachylyte is developed along the
lower slip surface. This vein thickens into an aphophysis that almost meets the adjacent slip surface. A
curved fault in the region between the two main shear surfaces is outlined in red. At A, the mylonite
is only partially assimilated by the pseudotachylyte. This material is shown in the photomicrograph in
(b), which corresponds to the white box on the hand sample photograph. A layer of protocataclasite
approximately 2 mm thick is found beneath the upper slip surface.

Figure 9.5a,b,c,e).
Multiple parallel slip surfaces are often found within a few centimeters of rock (Figure 9.4).
Where these slip surfaces are particularly closely spaced (less than a few cm), the foliation in
the mylonite between the slip surfaces is usually disrupted from its normal planar orientation
by slip on networks of smaller faults. The degree of disruption varies. For example, in OU77829,
small pieces of mylonite were rotated through 90◦ in the area between veins (see the base of the
scanned thin section in Figure 9.5d), but in OU78143 the intervening foliation was only slightly
deflected by slip on a single, curved microfault that soles out into a fault vein.
Field observations suggest that 1 mm thick fault veins in Hare Mare Creek and Little Man
River bifurcate into two parallel slip surfaces, spaced up to 1 cm apart. However, in thin section,
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Figure 9.5: Photomicrographs and scanned thin sections illustrating typical relationships in foliationparallel pseudotachylytes in schist-derived mylonites. (a) OU77856. Gaunt Creek. Foliation 062/57SE.
PPL. A fault-hosted vein running horizontally across the image thickens into two apophyses. (b)
OU77833. Gaunt Creek. See Figure 9.3 for location. Sample not oriented. PPL. Horizontal fault
vein with flow apophyses and stubby injection structures projecting down into the host mylonite. (c)
Scan of thin section in (e). (d) Scan of thin section in (b). (e) OU77837. Gaunt Creek. See Figure 9.3
for location. PPL. Stubby injection veins project downward from the black pseudotachylyte vein. The
pseudotachylyte contains rounded clasts of host mylonite and rare calcite (circled). (f) OU77829. Gaunt
Creek. See Figure 9.3 for location. PPL. Injection of pseudotachylyte from a fault vein (subhorizontal at
top of image) into a fault-bounded wedge. The bounding microfault is arrowed.
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the Hare Mare Creek example (OU78118) is revealed as two different, overlapping generations of
pseudotachylyte (Figure 9.6a). The Little Man River example was not thin sectioned.
Shear surfaces that appear parallel in one orientation of view may converge in orthogonal
sections. For example, in pseudotachylytes from Little Man River, adjacent slip surfaces converge in a section viewed perpendicular to the mylonitic lineation, but appear parallel along the
lineation (compare Figures 9.4 and 9.8, which are orthogonal sections from the same pseudotachylyte vein). The disrupted mylonite between the fault veins may also be partially replaced
by pseudotachylyte. The thickest pseudotachylytes (< 1.5 cm) are observed in these regions of
fractured rock between closely-spaced parallel fault veins.
Where parallel fault veins are more widely spaced (greater than a few cm), they are not
usually linked by through-going fractures. However, fractures that originate from the fault veins
taper out into syn-mylonitic C’-shear bands in these intervening regions. In a set of widelyspaced, parallel veins at Little Man River, there are some thicker lenses of pseudotachylyte
but these never occur in the same place (ie. same distance along the veins) in adjacent veins
(Figure 9.4a).
These foliation-parallel pseudotachylytes are often associated with ultracataclasite. It can
be impossible to distinguish the two materials in the field as both form thin layers of black,
aphanitic material parallel to the mylonitic foliation (Figure 9.7). In thin section, the true
pseudotachylytes are composed of sub-rounded quartz and rounded feldspar clasts, and lithic
fragments in an opaque or brown cryptocrystalline matrix. Muscovite clasts are only observed
within the cataclasites (Figure 9.7) where they are also set in a dirty brown matrix that may
contain anastomosing networks of very fine shear surfaces. Since it is difficult to determine the
true nature of the material in outcrop, aphanitic black veins were mapped as pseudotachylyteultracataclasite veins (e.g. Figure 9.3).
In thin section, patches of pseudotachylyte may be observed in thick ultracataclasites (Figure 9.32), and it is common to see a gradation from pseudotachylyte to ultracataclasite perpendicular to the foliation (Figures 9.5c and 9.6b). Pseudotachylyte veins at Gaunt Creek,
Hare Mare Creek and at Stoney Creek are also interspersed with foliation-parallel cataclasite
layers (e.g. Figure 9.3). Pseudotachylytes in Little Man River may also have layers of protocataclasite parallel to the thickest melt lenses, but foliation-parallel cataclasite layers without
pseudotachylyte are not common at this location.
The veins may be cross-cut by conjugate faults with cm-scale offsets (e.g. Location A,
Figure 9.3). In one case, in the measured section in Gaunt Creek (Location B, Figure 9.3), a
pseudotachylyte-ultracataclasite vein is offset approximately 80 cm along an extensional shear
quartz vein with similar orientation to the conjugate fault sets.
Only half of these pseudotachylyte samples were oriented as it is very difficult to sample
the incohesive material it is hosted in. In a few of the oriented samples shear senses were
indicated by drag of flow banding. These shear senses are all top-to-the NW, consistent with
the general kinematics of the Alpine Fault zone. Similar shear senses are indicated by some
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Figure 9.6: Foliation-parallel fault veins from Hare Mare Creek. (a) OU78118. Foliation 030/48SE. PPL.
Two pseudotachylyte veins partially overlap, indicating they formed in separate events. (b) OU78120.
Foliation ∼030/48SE. XPL. The lower half of this pseudotachylyte vein is now composed of a felted mass
of sericite with a common extinction angle. The upper half of the vein is more clast-rich and does not
have a sericite matrix.

Figure 9.7: (a) A black aphanitic layer parallel to the foliation in Gaunt Creek mylonites. In the field, it
is difficult to tell if such layers are ultracataclasite or pseudotachylyte. This layer is a mixture of the two
materials (see scan of thin section of OU77834 in Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.32a). (b) PPL and (c) XPL.
OU78120. Hare Mare Creek. Foliation ∼030/48SE. Ultracataclasite ‘veins’ contain mica clasts that are
not visible in true pseudotachylytes. In PPL, an anastomosing network of shear surfaces is visible within
this ultracataclastic material.
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Figure 9.8: Curved faults originating from pseudotachylyte fault veins. These photographs are taken approximately parallel to the mylonitic lineation (which may approximate the slip direction) (a) OU76006
Stoney Creek. Foliation 075/55SE. The main pseudotachylyte fault vein runs sub-horizontally across
the image between the red arrows. Injection veins penetrate into the overlying mylonite. A subsidiary
splay fault cuts the mylonitic foliation obliquely between the yellow arrows. (b) OU78143. Foliation
∼ 036/26SE. Viewed at right angles to the photograph in Figure 9.5a. Photograph and tracing of photograph. A curved splay-fault originating from the main vein bounds a piece of mylonite with disrupted
foliation. The foliation above the pseudotachylyte converges towards the vein.

anastomosing networks of shear surfaces in ultracataclasites. Rare striated pseudotachylyte
surfaces were observed, but only one of these was located in situ, just to the west of the logged
section at Gaunt Creek illustrated in Figure 9.3. The slip vector indicated by these striations
trends 24/204◦ on a foliation surface of 046/50SE. A movement sense could not be determined.
The nature of deformation in the surrounding mylonite is variable. In the measured section
at Gaunt Creek (Figure 9.3), mm-spaced subparallel shear surfaces that are not decorated by
pseudotachylyte were sometimes observed in the mylonite adjacent to pseudotachylyte veins.
Lithic clasts in these pseudotachylytes may contain planar arrays of fluid inclusions (planar
deformation features; PDFs; Blenkinsop, 2000). PDFs were also observed in quartz grains in
the host mylonite, where their distribution does not vary significantly with distance from the
pseudotachylyte veins.
Variation in the mylonite sequence surrounding pseudotachylyte layers was illustrated and
described in a detailed log through approximately 1.6 m of mylonites at the N end of the
measured section in Gaunt Creek (Figure 3.16). Quartz grain sizes were measured in two samples
from this section. The data, which were presented in §7.5, indicate there is a slight reduction in
mean quartz grain size from ∼33.5µm to ∼28µm between a biotite-rich layer and a layer with
a retrograde greenschist facies mineralogy. The pseudotachylyte veins identified in this section
generally occur along the boundaries between layers with variable mineralogy or fabric, and are
most common in the finer-grained material that does not have a distinct mineralogical banding.
Orientations of foliation-parallel pseudotachylyte veins identified in outcrop, along with the
foliations in the host mylonites, are indicated in Figure 9.28a. Unsurprisingly, the veins mostly
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strike NE-SW, dip to the SE, and have similar orientations to the average mylonitic foliation.
Injection veins appear to be more shallowly-dipping than the fault veins. However, this is
unlikely to be a representative sample since most injection veins were not visible in outcrop.
Thin section observations suggest that many of the smaller injection veins are orthogonal to the
fault veins.
A sequence of structural events can be defined based on correlations of observations from
10 thin sections of pseudotachylyte veins in the measured section at Gaunt Creek illustrated in
Figure 9.3, and field observations:
1. Mylonitic deformation
2. Carbonate ± quartz veining and locally more disseminated mineralisation.
3. Formation of mixed cataclasite and pseudotachylyte veins subparallel to the mylonitic
foliation. There may be a gradation across a mixed vein from cataclasite on one margin
to pseudotachylyte on the other (e.g. Figure 9.5e), or pseudotachylyte may only be locally
developed within cataclasites (Figure 9.32).
4. Brittle shearing on anastomosing shear surfaces within the pseudotachylyte-cataclasites
and on discrete microfaults subparallel to the pseudotachylytes in the adjacent rock. This
event is not observed in all pseudotachylytes.
5. Secondary pseudotachylyte formation. These later pseudotachylytes are mostly parallel to
pre-existing veins but do not overprint them. Clasts in the pseudotachylytes are generally
smaller and less numerous than in the earlier mixed cataclasite/pseudotachylytes. These
veins may contain flow banding and form stubby injection veins with diffuse boundaries
to the adjacent mylonite (e.g. Figure 9.5b).
6. Carbonate veining and mineralisation ± faulting at a high angle to the mylonitic foliation.
It is noted that this exact sequence of carbonate veining and cataclasis is not strictly followed in
all pseudotachylytes, so that cataclasis sometimes also postdates the last episode of carbonate
mineralisation.
Foliation-oblique pseudotachylyte veins
In numerous examples, the mylonitic foliation converges towards one side of the pseudotachylyte
vein, which is parallel to the foliation on the other side (Figure 9.10). This orientation relationship is particularly common around pseudotachylyte veins found at the boundary between
metabasic and quartzofeldspathic mylonitic lithologies. In the example illustrated in Figures 9.9c
and 9.10a, the pseudotachylyte fault vein is thickest where the adjacent metabasite foliation is
most oblique. In Figure 9.10b, the foliation in the metabasite is uniformly oblique, and the
pseudotachylyte layer along the upper boundary of this material also has a uniform thickness.
These foliation-oblique pseudotachylytes veins are often up to 1 cm thick.
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Figure 9.9: Field sketches illustrating relationships between pseudotachylyte veins (filled black areas),
and foliations in the host quartzofeldspathic (stippled) and metabasic (white) mylonites. All sketches are
oriented to give a view towards the south.

Figure 9.10: Photographs illustrating the convergence of foliation that is often observed in mylonites
adjacent to pseudotachylytes. (a) Gaunt Creek. Pseudotachylyte fault vein at the contact between
quartzofeldspathic and metabasic mylonites. The foliation in the metabasite converges towards the vein
towards the bottom of the photograph. The pseudotachylyte vein is thickest adjacent to this convergence
of foliation and tapers towards the top of the photograph as the foliations in the metabasic and quartzofeldspathic mylonites become parallel. (b) A thin metabasic layer in dominantly quartzofeldspathic
compact schist-derived mylonite from Little Man River. A pseudotachylyte layer with a thickness of only
a few mm runs along the top boundary of the metabasite layer, where the foliation converges towards
the pseudotachylyte-hosting surface and the foliation in the overlying mylonite.
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Elongate injection veins that project along the oblique foliation are relatively common (Figure 9.9a,b,e,f). For example, in Gaunt Creek, an injection vein at an angle of 21◦ to the generating surface tapers away from 1 cm thick adjacent to the generating surface over a distance of
30 cm (Figure 9.9c).
Microscopic observations show that these pseudotachylyte veins are composed of relatively
small proportions of resorbed quartz and feldspar clasts in a dirty, medium brown, cryptocrystalline or microspherulitic matrix (Figure 9.30b). Fault-bounded and stubby injection veins,
similar to those in the foliation-parallel pseudotachylytes, can also be differentiated at this scale
of observation.
Foliations in solely quartzofeldspathic mylonite hosts were also observed to converge towards
pseudotachylyte veins. In some cases this occurs because a relatively planar pseudotachylyte
vein cuts across a non-planar foliation (Figure 9.11). In other cases, the fault veins jog across the
foliation in short sections before continuing parallel to a new foliation surface (see for example,
location C in Figure 9.3).

Figure 9.11: OU76006. Blacks Creek. In this hand specimen of a quartzofeldspathic protomylonite, the
main pseudotachylyte vein at centre of the image cuts across the foliation (indicated by yellow dashed
lines) at a small angle. Stubby injection veins (indicated by red arrows) trend off the main vein at high
angles and abruptly terminate a few mm into the host mylonite. Note that the specimen is cut almost
parallel to the long axis of these injection veins. Subsidiary curved fault planes occur at higher angles to
the main vein. These subsidiary faults contain black, aphanitic material that is thickest in small dilational
jogs.

Orientations of these pseudotachylyte veins and host rock foliations observed in outcrop are
indicated in Figure 9.28b. Most of the foliation-oblique veins have similar orientations to the
average mylonitic foliation and orientation of the main Alpine Fault plane, which strikes ∼055◦
and dips 45◦ to the SE (Norris and Cooper, 2007). The oblique foliations tend to be more
northerly striking than the average foliation in the mylonite zone.
The sequence of structural events in these host rocks is similar to that in the foliation-parallel
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pseudotachylytes, but the intimate association with ultracataclasite is less common.

9.2.2

Cataclastic or cataclased ultramylonite host

Pseudotachylytes are also hosted in the cataclasites and cataclased ultramylonites within ∼100 m
of the main Alpine Fault plane. Descriptions of these host rock types are mostly based on the
outcrops immediately overlying the main Alpine Fault plane at Gaunt Creek. The typical host
rock sequence was described in the log of the measured section immediately above the Alpine
Fault presented in §3.5.1. Pseudotachylytes are hosted both within mint green cataclasites, and
in olive green and black cataclased ultramylonites.

Pseudotachylyte veins hosted in olive green and black cataclased ultramylonite
Within the cataclased ultramylonite described in §5.7, pseudotachylytes decorate most of the
bounding surfaces between the black and olive green material, and are sometimes also found
subparallel to the foliation/cleavage in the black material. These pseudotachylytes have a distinctive blue tinge in outcrop and hand specimen.
Thicknesses of the fault veins range from 1 to 10 mm. Larger quantities of pseudotachylyte
are found in injection veins that may be up to 1 cm wide and 10 cm long (Figures 9.13 and 9.14).
The veins are rarely planar and parallel-sided, but do have sharp margins with the host material.
Fault veins are commonly bounded by subparallel layers of cataclasite on only one side (e.g.
Figure 9.18c). Isolated patches of pseudotachylyte were also found within cataclasite in these
ultramylonites (Figure 9.17d).
The veins are commonly offset by later faults which may contain weakly to un-cemented fault
gouge and protocataclasite with relatively large clasts in which the mylonitic cleavage/foliation
is still visible (e.g. Figures 9.13, 9.16), but later pervasive cataclastic deformation is usually
not visible in outcrop. Even at hand sample scale, the pseudotachylyte veins are only offset by
discrete microfaults (e.g. Figure 9.14), rather than pervasively deformed. Pseudotachylyte may
also decorate these high-angle microfaults (Figure 9.15).
In thin sections of the most cataclastically deformed ultramylonites, many more pseudotachytes are visible. Typical microtextures are illustrated in thin section maps presented in
Appendix G. Pseudotachylytes in this material are typically pale to medium yellow-brown in
plane polarised light in thin section. They may contain rounded clasts of quartz and feldspar but
generally no micas. The brown colour comes from the matrix, which can be modally dominant.
This matrix is sometimes composed of very fine (<5µm), round microlites (e.g. Figure 9.29), microspherulites or brown, cryptocrystalline and dominantly isotropic material. In other cases the
matrix is composed of numerous fine, elongate sericite crystals, that give a preferred extinction
angle in thin section so that the pseudotachylyte resembles phyllonite. Bands of opaques define
a layering parallel to the vein margins. There may be a gradational increase in the clast:matrix
ratio across distances of a mm or so perpendicular to the layering.
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Figure 9.12: Pseudotachylyte in cataclased ultramylonite. A lens of blueish material with a cataclastic
texture (possibly clast-rich pseudotachylyte) is rimmed by aphanitic blue material (probably pseudotachylyte; outlined in yellow).

Figure 9.13: Photograph and tracing of photograph. A pseudotachylyte fault vein with a thickness of
<1.5 cm runs along the western boundary of a sliver of olive green ultramylonite. Three large injection
veins project down into the olive green ultramylonite. In the tracing, the pseudotachylyte is shown in
blue and later cataclasite is cross-hatched. A larger schematic illustration of the outcrop setting is shown
in the inset. The pseudotachylyte vein and sliver of olive green ultramylonite are offset by later ∼NW-SE
trending faults containing weakly cemented cataclasites, which are indicated in red.
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Figure 9.14: OU77869. A particularly large pseudotachylyte injection vein hosted in black protocataclasite derived from ultramylonite with a disjunctive cleavage. (a) Scan of hand specimen. (b) Scan of
thin section, clearly illustrating the disjunctive cleavage in the host mylonite. (c) Photomicrograph of
pseudotachylyte in the centre of the fault vein, illustrating numerous round chloritised microlites. (d)
Photomicrograph of boundary of pseudotachylyte with host rock, illustrating a possible cooling rim with
a thickness of <2 mm that is now altered to Fe-oxides.
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Figure 9.15: Pseudotachylyte injection/reservoir structure at the terminus of two conjgugate faults in
Gaunt Creek olive green cataclased ultramylonite. (a) photograph and (b) field sketch. The generating
fault surfaces cross-cut the foliation at a high angle.

Figure 9.16: Photograph of outcrop of olive green, and black cataclased ultramylonite in Gaunt Creek.
Pseudotachylyte was found along the boundary between the two types of cataclasite, which cuts across
the foliation in the ultramylonite (indicated in cyan) at a slightly oblique angle. The pseudotachylyte
fault vein location is indicated by the dark blue line. The line is thicker than the actual pseudotachylyte.
Later low-angle, top-to-the W faults cut across the pseudotachylyte (thin red lines). The thickest fault
surface contains uncemented cataclasite and gouge (red). The equal area plot illustrates the orientations
of the pseudotachylyte vein (blue dashed line) and the faults (red lines).
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Smaller, elongate layers of similar material with very diffuse boundaries are found scattered
through the host ultramylonite, where they cross-cut the foliation at relatively small (<30◦ )
angles (Figure 9.17c). Larger patches composed entirely of this brownish pseudotachylyte may
be locally disrupted by later networks of anastomosing microfaults (Figure 9.17b).
By combining field and thin section observations, the following sequence of structural events
can be defined in these pseudotachylyte host rocks
1. Extensive mylonitisation under greenschist facies conditions, combined with pressure solution, resulting in formation of a disjunctive cleavage.
2. Pseudotachylytes were formed along contact surfaces as green and black ultramylonites
were sheared together. Pseudotachylytes were also formed on microfaults parallel and

Figure 9.17: Pseudotachylytes in cataclased ultramylonites. All Gaunt Creek, PPL. (a) OU77824. A
relatively undisrupted piece of layered pseudotachylyte with numerous rounded quartz clasts. The pseudotachylyte is brittlely sheared to the left of the images (b) OU77824. A large region of pseudotachylyte
that is deformed by a later network of microfaults. (c) OU77872. Thin layers of yellow-brown material
(arrowed), cross-cut the mylonitic foliation at low angles. (d) OU77839. Pseudotachylyte (yellow-brown)
and cataclasite. The elongated body of slightly finer-grained cataclasite originating from the bottom right
of the photomicrograph has pseudotachylyte along its margins only. An isolated bleb of pseudotachylyte
in the cataclasite is arrowed. It is possible that isolated bleb is linked to an injection vein in the third
dimension.
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subparallel to the mylonitic foliation/cleavage. This event was probably synchronous or
alternated with formation of non-pseudotachylyte bearing microfaults such as those illustrated in Figure 9.14a,b.
3. Localised cataclasis and formation of microfaults at high angles to the mylonitic foliation/cleavage, sometimes associated with further pseudotachylyte formation (e.g. Figure 9.15).
Pseudotachylyte veins hosted in mint green cataclasite
Pseudotachylytes within the mint green cataclasite immediately overlying the Alpine Fault plane
are also characteristically blue-tinged. However, they are very difficult to differentiate from the
surrounding cataclasite and structural relationships are usually not clear. The material is also
very incohesive so it is difficult to obtain samples.
Where veins can be differentiated in the field, they often have very irregular boundary
orientations. A probable injection vein observed in the cataclasites is shown in Figure 9.18a.
There is no associated fault vein. The injection vein is not highly disrupted, which indicates it
postdated formation of the cataclastic texture in the host rock.
Conversely, a large body of pseudotachylyte in mint cataclasite, illustrated in Figure 9.19,
is disrupted by a few later microfaults. The pseudotachylyte in this sample contains numerous
flattened vesicles that are now filled with calcite and quartz, and is cross-cut by microfractures
filled with quartz or calcite (Figure 9.35). Fine calcite is also disseminated through the matrix of
the pseudotachylyte, which is yellow-brown colour without optically resolvable crystals. Aside

Figure 9.18: Pseudotachylytes in mint green cataclasites, Gaunt Creek. (a) Pseudotachylyte vein (outlined in cyan; labelled pst) with erratic habit and small aspect ratio, which is probably an injection vein.
There is no associated fault vein but a possible generating slip surface is indicated. (b) Subhorizontal
0.5-1 cm thick pseudotachylyte vein (outlined in cyan; labelled pst). The pseudotachylyte contains numerous rounded clasts <0.5mm in diameter and local larger fragments of cataclasite (indicated by red
arrow). The vein is overlain by a layer of weakly banded, cemented cataclasite (labelled p-cl ) containing
rounded clasts <1 mm in diameter and then by more structureless cataclasite. The association with a
parallel layer of cataclasite indicates this may be a fault vein.
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Figure 9.19:

(a) Scan of thin section of OU77868. Pseudotachylyte is the khaki material. No clear
fault veins can be identified. The pseudotachylyte is offset by a few later microfaults. (b) Photomicrograph of pseudotachylyte in OU77868 illustrating flattened, carbonate amygdules. (c) OU77879. PPL.
Cataclasite host rock composed of altered feldspars, chlorite and quartz. The brown patch at centre is
also pseudotachylyte that appears to have been sheared in a ductile manner, perhaps while still molten.
(d) PPL and (e) XPL. OU77879. Pseudotachylyte veins, composed of clasts of quartz and feldspar in a
matrix of felted sericite cross-cut a cataclastic host.
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from the patches of fine calcite, the matrix is isotropic.
Other pseudotachylytes within this host rock are not vesicular, and may contain clasts. In
OU77867 (Figure 9.19c), the clasts are angular quartz and rounded, altered feldspars, similar to

those observed in the host cataclasite (Figure 9.19d). The matrix is dirty brown, cryptocrystalline, and only isotropic in parts. Felted masses of sericite were also observed. Smaller patches
of pseudotachylyte may also be dispersed amongst the cataclasite matrix.
The orientations of fault and injection veins in these mint cataclasites, and in the adjacent
olive green and black cataclased ultramylonites, are indicated in Figure 9.28c. The fault veins
are mostly NE-SW striking and SE-dipping, but the dip magnitudes vary and opposing dips
are also observed. The fault veins generally strike more northerly than the average foliation in
the mylonite zone, and the strike of the Alpine Fault (∼ 055◦ ; Norris and Cooper, 2007), but
are subparallel to the average foliation in the host cataclasites and cataclased ultramylonites.
Injection veins often dip to the NW, orthogonal to the fault veins.
A sequence of structural events can be defined in these pseudotachylyte host rocks by combining field and thin section observations.
1. Mylonitisation of the host rock under greenschist-facies conditions.
2. Pervasive cataclasis of the host rock in the presence of silica-rich fluids (see §5.7).
3. Formation of voluminous pseudotachylytes which may contain vesicles.
4. Some further cataclasis, mostly on discrete faults and microfaults.

9.2.3

Western Province granitoid-derived mylonite host

Pseudotachylytes in the Harold Creek section are typically hosted in granitoid-derived mylonite,
which is differentiated from other possible host rocks by the presence of abundant allanite (§4.5).
This host rock also contains metabasic layers (Figure 9.20) that are very similar to Alpine Schistderived metabasic mylonites found in creeks further to the south, and in some outcrops in Harold
Creek itself. These metabasic layers may once have been dykes in the granitoids from which
the augen mylonites are derived. It is likely that the protolith was similar to the Doctor Creek
Gneiss described in Table 4.2.
Pseudotachylytes hosted in granitoid-derived mylonites are relatively rare in outcrop but very
common in stream boulders, and these float samples were therefore used in part to characterise
this group of pseudotachylytes. Schist-derived metabasites also occur in Harold Creek, and it
is possible that some of the stream boulders of metabasite came from these outcrops. However,
since there are no obvious distinguishing characteristics, all metabasite-hosted pseudotachylytes
from this location are described together here.
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Figure 9.20: Pseudotachylyte hosted in granitoid-derived mylonite with layers of metabasite. Harold
Creek. (a) Scan of thin section. (b) Photomicrograph in PPL, showing flow banding and partially
resorbed clasts of host mylonite at centre.

Pseudotachylyte veins hosted in augen mylonites
Both fault and injection veins have been found in these host rocks. Fault veins ranging from
<1 mm to 1 cm thick may be parallel to, or cross cut the foliation. It is not uncommon to
see a network of fault veins bounding fragments of mylonite (e.g. Figure 9.21). In other cases,
parallel fault veins bound a region of faulted rock that may contain injection veins ranging up
to 2.5 cm thick and 30 cm long (Figure 9.22). These injection veins sometimes cross-cut earlier
fault veins (Figure 9.21), showing that there were multiple pseudotachylyte-generating faulting
events.
Parallel-sided, foliation-parallel, probable fault veins observed in float may contain different
coloured bands parallel to the vein margin. One fault vein in float was observed to overprint
a zone of cataclasite and a coeval microfault at around 30◦ to the vein margin; some of the
cataclasite was preserved along the vein margin. Clasts in these pseudotachylytes are dominantly
feldspar and quartz. The larger clasts may have interlobate boundaries with the pseudotachylyte
(Figure 9.30). The matrix is commonly brown to black and cryptocrystalline. Microspherulites
with Fe-oxide stained rims occur in the centres of the thickest veins. The pseudotachylytes are
often replaced by chlorite or cross-cut by chlorite veins, and may be cataclastically deformed.
The most well-exposed in situ outcrop of these pseudotachylytes contains two sets of paired
fault veins spaced approximately 60 cm apart that are mostly parallel to the foliation. The
veins can be traced across the entire outcrop, which is approximately 6 m long, and are then
lost under slope debris and vegetation. The veins are offset once on a small-displacement reverse fault, and step down across the foliation in an en échelon manner adjacent to this fault.
Pseudotachylyte has been injected into a reservoir structure between the paired fault veins (Fig402

Figure 9.21: Voluminous pseudotachylyte in granitoid-derived augen mylonite boulder from Harold
Creek. This sample is displayed in the foyer of the Geology Department, University of Otago. Injection
veins up to 2.5 cm wide and 30 cm long project nearly orthogonally off a fault vein and cross-cut the
mylonite foliation and an earlier fault vein.

ure 9.22c). Rounded calcite clasts are also locally present (Figure 9.22c), and the lithic clasts
frequently contain disseminated calcite. The matrix is relatively opaque to transmitted light,
so its composition could not be determined. In places, it is replaced by chlorite. The hosting
granitoid-derived mylonite is cross-cut by numerous quartz veins but these were not observed
to interact with the pseudotachylyte.
In ultramylonites of this rock type, pseudotachylyte veins only a few hundered µm thick were
found in networks of microfaults cross-cutting the mylonitic foliation. These small veins have
injection structures at high angles into the surrounding mylonite (Figure 9.23). The injection
veins have aspect ratios up to 1:2, and are not visibly associated with microfaults originating
from the main fault veins.
Orientations of these pseudotachylyte veins measured in outcrop are indicated in Figure 9.28.
Most of the fault veins strike NE-SW and dip to the SE. They mostly strike more to the east
than the average strike of the Alpine Fault (055◦ ; Norris and Cooper, 2007), but are similar
in orientation to the local average mylonitic foliation. Too few of these pseudotachylytes were
observed in outcrop to determine a consistent shear sense during deformation.
A sequence of structural events indicated by field and thin section observations is
1. Mylonitisation under greenschist-facies conditions. Pressure solution also occurred.
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Figure 9.22: OU77702. (a) Sketch of pseudotachylyte layers in outcrop, facing towards the dip azimuth
of the pseudotachylyte layers and the foliation. A layer of cataclastically deformed, cemented granitoid
derived mylonite is indicated in grey. Foliation in the host granitoid-derived mylonite is parallel to
the pseudotachylyte layers. (b) Hand specimen. The sample and thin section are cut perpendicular to
the map in (a). (c) Enlargement of the ‘linking structure’ within the grey dashed circle in (a). (d)
Photomicrograph. XPL at left and PPL at right illustrating a rounded calcite clast with narrow, crosshatched e-twins, and lithic clasts containing calcite in the relatively opaque matrix of this pseudotachylyte.

2. In some cases, cataclasis and carbonate mineralisation
3. Formation of pseudotachylyte veins. Fault veins may be parallel to the foliation. Large
volumes of pseudotachyte are found in reservoir sites and injection structures that cross-cut
the foliation.
4. Additional pseudotachylyte-generating events.
5. Alteration of pseudotachylytes to chlorite and chlorite veining.

Pseudotachylyte veins hosted in retrograde metabasites
Numerous pseudotachylytes were also found within retrograde metabasic mylonites at Harold
Creek, where they form thin (<1cm) fault veins and large injection structures (e.g. Figure 9.24a).
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Figure 9.23: < 100µm thick pseudotachylytes observed in thin sections of granitoid-derived ultramylonites. Injection veins project at high angles into the adjacent mylonite. The pseudotachylyte veins both
occur along boundaries between cataclasites (brown) and host mylonites.

Only a small proportion of the veins were identified in outcrop. The remainder were found in
stream boulders (e.g. Figure 9.24b,c).

Figure 9.24: Pseudotachylytes in metabasic lithologies, Harold Creek. (a) Voluminous pseudotachylytes
in cross-cutting injection structures. In situ. (b) Pseudotachylyte vein cross-cutting amphibolite foliation
in a stream boulder. (c) Photograph of a hand sample of float. All black material in this sample is
pseudotachylyte. The pseudotachylyte at the base of the sample is disrupted by later cataclasis but the
vein near the top of the sample is not.
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Figure 9.25: Pseudotachylytes in metabasic lithologies, Harold Creek. (a) OU77739. A thin fault vein
is composed of cataclasite grading to pseudotachylyte from left to right of the image. Amphiboles in
the wall rock are altered to a brownish colour. (b) OU77804. Layers of material with different matrix
colours, and proportions of sericite are found parallel to the vein margins. The most sericite-rich layer
through the centre of the photomicrograph is transparent in plain polarised light. (c) OU77804. The
pseudotachylyte may be pervasively deformed by later cataclasis and cross-cut by chlorite veins. (d)
OU77811. This opaque matrixed pseudotachylyte is cross-cut by numerous chlorite-filled fractures. Thin
section courtesy of Rick Sibson (his sample HC5b).

The host rock is composed of hornblende, abundant epidote after hornblende, sericitised
plagioclase feldspar, quartz, chlorite and opaques. Shear bands similar to those in metabasic
mylonites (§5.5b) were observed locally but are not common. In foliation-parallel sections,
small elongated chlorites have similar appearance to biotites in quartzofeldspathic schist-derived
protomylonties. The metabasites may also have remnants of a disjunctive cleavage and be
extensively cataclastically deformed.
The pseudotachylytes hosted in these rocks are often banded parallel to the vein margins
(Figure 9.25). Zones of opaque and isotropic material may be found along vein margins. In
other parts, the veins contain subrounded clasts of quartz, feldspar and lithics in a dirty brown
matrix that may be partially isotropic and cryptocrystalline or composed of felted masses of
sericite.
Some of these pseudotachylytes are cataclastically deformed, but other pseudotachylyte
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bands in the same rock may be undeformed, indicating there are multiple generations of pseudotachylyte (Figure 9.24c). Pseudotachylyte may also be coeval with formation of cataclasite,
so that bands of cataclasite grade to pseudotachylyte.
Outcrop relationships cannot be described clearly since only two pseudotachylytes of this
type were observed in outcrop. In both cases, the relationship of the outcropping material to
surrounding mylonites was obscured, but the foliations were not parallel to those in surrounding
mylonites.
An extensive zone of mixed cataclasite and pseudotachylyte observed in schist-derived metabasic mylonites in Mosquito Creek (Figure 9.26a) has characteristics that are similar to both these
granitoid-derived metabasites, and to pseudotachylytes formed on fault surfaces oblique to the
foliation in other Alpine Schist-derived mylonites. A this location, a layer of pseudotachylyte
ranging in thickness from 1-4 mm occurs on the lower margin of a zone of cataclasite up to
10 cm thick that cross-cuts the main foliation at an oblique angle (Figure 9.26a). The overlying
metabasic mylonite is disrupted by up to four more, parallel pseudotachylyte veins that range
from 0.5-6 mm in thickness. One large patch of pseudotachylyte was observed to link two fault
veins spaced 7 cm apart. The region between these veins is disrupted by an anastomosing network of more minor faults which sometimes have pseudotachylyte along them. Injection veins
also penetrate into this central tabular rock body from the main fault veins. The host mylonite
is microstructurally distinct from most ‘normal’ Alpine Fault mylonites. As noted in Chapter 5,
the mineral assemblage in the host is characteristic of the greenschist facies. Foliation-parallel
quartz ribbons are made up of very fine (<15µm) subgrains (Figure 5.24). The pseudotachylytes
are composed of dirty brown, sometimes isotropic, cryptocrystalline material. Paler patches, possibly composed of very fine zeolites and calcite, were also observed (Figure 9.26a). Patches of
the adjacent mylonite are also composed of quartz or feldspar porphyroclasts in a dirty brown,
isotropic matrix. The fabric in this material is smeared out and anastomosing, and intercalated
patches of quartz and chlorite are ductilely folded. Short, stubby injection veins were observed
originating from one of these surfaces (Figure 9.26c). This material is probably remylonitised
pseudotachylyte.
A sequence of structural events in these host rocks is indicated mostly by analyses of float
samples
1. Mylonitisation under greenschist facies conditions
2. Cataclasis.
3. Formation of pseudotachylytes.
4. Further pervasive cataclasis or viscous reworking of the pseudotachylytes.
5. Further pseudotachylyte formation.
6. Formation of chlorite veins.
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Figure 9.26: (a) Outcrop photo of pseudotachylyte zone in Mosquito Creek. Foliation in the metabasic
mylonite overlying the pseudotachylyte vein converges towards the vein. There are additional thinner
slip surfaces in this obliquely foliated material, and occasional larger pods of pseudotachylyte in linking
structures. OU78175. Pseudotachylytes from this location at varying stages of remobilisation. (b) Undeformed pseudotachylyte with two different appearances, depending on the proportion of opaque minerals.
Interfingering along the contact indicates these materials formed coevally. (c) Material with a similar
appearance is intermingled with chlorite and sericitised feldspar clasts and has been smeared out along
the foliation and sheared in a dextral sense (equivalent to top-to-the W). (d) Layers of similar material
are intercalated with quartz ribbons. The pseudotachylyte has been smeared along the foliation and the
quartz ribbons are sometimes folded. Pseudotachylyte injection veins are preserved in a cataclasite layer
(arrowed). The final deformation was faulting on high-angle microfaults. (e) Bands of very opaque-rich
ultramylonite. The relative absence of quartzofeldspathic clasts in this material indicates it may also be
derived from pseudotachylyte.
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9.2.4

Pseudotachylyte veins hosted in mixed-protolith ultramylonites

Granitoid and schist-derived mylonites are juxtaposed in repeated slices within Harold Creek, as
described in Chapter 3. Ultramylonites derived from both host rock types occur within 10 m of a
large fault zone at Location D (Figure 3.7). Close examination of these bounding ultramylonites
reveals that they may contain numerous pseudotachylyte veins with similar habit to those within
the Alpine Schist-derived mylonites elsewhere (Figure 9.27b). In float samples, host rocks with
characteristics of both schist-derived and granitoid ultramylonite are intermingled.
These pseudotachylytes typically have low ratios of rounded quartz and feldspar clasts to
matrix. The matrix is composed of brown, cryptocrystalline material, and may show flow
banding in differing proportions of opaque minerals. Microscopic and macroscopic injection
veins at high angles to the associated fault veins were observed. There are multiple, cross-cutting
generations of pseudotachylyte (Figure 9.27c), some of which have been further cataclastically
deformed. The psedudotachylytes are also commonly cross-cut by later conjugate microfaults
at high angles to the vein margins.

Figure 9.27: (a) Scan of float sample of OU77809, an ultramylonite containing numerous cross-cutting
pseudotachylyte veins <1.2 cm thick. (b) Photograph of foliation-parallel pseudotachylyte vein in schistderived ultramylonite. Harold Creek. (c) OU77809. Photomicrograph of thin section, oriented at 90◦ to
the hand sample in (a). The thick pseudotachylyte vein appears to be composed of multiple generations
of pseudotachylyte. A possible surface separating two different generations lies between the red arrows.
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Figure 9.28: Equal area lower hemisphere projections of poles to pseudotachylyte fault and injection
veins, and to host rock foliations. Great circles represent the average Alpine Fault plane
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9.2.5

Discussion

Comparison of the metamorphic asssemblage and characteristic microstructures of the host
rocks, and of the style of pseudotachylytes, indicates that the partially cataclased ultramylonites
in the Gaunt Creek section are very similar to the Western Province-derived augen mylonites
from Harold Creek. In Chapter 4 it was suggested that some of the retrograde Gaunt Creek
ultramylonites may in fact be derived from a Western Province granitoid protolith. These two
groups of pseudotachylytes were therefore probably formed in similar structural settings within
the fault zone.
In summary, the observations made in the preceeding sections suggest that pseudotachylytes
were formed in two main settings in the Alpine Fault zone.
• Foliation-parallel and sub-parallel fault veins are found in relatively intact mylonites in the
hanging-wall of the fault. These pseudotachylyte veins are usually only a few mm to 1 cm
thick. Large injection structures are relatively rare except where they project off some
foliation-oblique fault veins, along the adjacent foliation. The pseudotachylytes commonly
formed at the same time as foliation-parallel ultracataclasite layers.
• Relatively voluminous pseudotachylytes in injection veins and other structures that were
formed in host rocks that had already been mylonitised and pervasively retrogressed under
greenschist facies or lower P-T conditions. These pseudotachylytes occur in fault gouges,
cataclasites and some granitoid-derived mylonites.
The factors controlling pseudotachylyte formation in these two settings are compared and contrasted in the remainder of this chapter.

9.3

Were the pseudotachylytes formed during seismic slip events?

It is commonly accepted that friction melts in upper crustal rocks must have formed at seismic
slip rates (Rowe et al., 2005), but sufficient proof that pseudotachylytes were once molten is
required to unequivocally link them to seismic events. Evidence of a melt origin for the Alpine
Fault pseudotachylytes is therefore considered in this section. It is also possible that deformation
occurred during seismic events but did not produce friction melts. In these cases, some other dynamic weakening mechanism must have been active. Some suggested mechanisms have included
acoustic fluidisation (Melosh, 1996), hydrodynamic lubrication (Brodsky and Kanamori, 2001),
thermal pressurisation of pore fluids (Sibson, 1973; Lachenbruch, 1980) and flash melting (Rice,
2006), although this later mechanism may also result in dynamic hardening (Fialko, 2006). I
will therefore also consider whether there is any evidence that these processes ocurred during
deformation in the Alpine Fault zone.
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9.3.1

Melting relationships

A number of features that confirm a melt origin were observed in thin sections of pseudotachylytes from the Alpine Fault zone. In many other studies of pseudotachylytes, crystallisation
textures and devitrification effects were not visible under an optical microscope and were only
resolved in SEM images (e.g. Davidson et al., 2003; Muller et al., 2002; Barker, 2005). BSE
images of a representative group of foliation parallel pseudotachylyte-ultracataclasite samples
were obtained using the University of Otago geology department JEOL JXA-8600 superprobe
as described in §4.2, to see whether similar textures could be resolved at these magnifications
(∼40-1000×), which is intermediate between that which can be obtained optically or with an
SEM.
Fault and injection veins with thicknesses greater than ∼1 cm commonly contain feldspar
and quartz clasts. Mica clasts are not usually observed. The quartz and feldspar clasts may have
interlobate shapes or fuzzy margins indicating they were partially resorbed by the surrounding
friction melt (Figures 9.30b,c,d and 9.32c).
Small patches of isotropic material with indistinct boundaries along clast margins in OU78154
may be patches of glass but this cannot be confirmed without TEM analysis. However, most
pseudotachylytes do not contain visible glass or optically resolvable microlites. The pseudotachylyte matrices are usually composed either of dirty brown or yellow-brown, cryptocrystalline,
dominantly isotropic material or of felted masses of sericite. The brown cryptocrystalline matrix material that is observed in many pseudotachylytes is probably derived from palagonite,
an altered form of basaltic-composition (usually volcanic) glass (McPhie et al., 1993). Glass
can be palagonitised within a few years of its formation, and can be converted to smectites,
ferric oxides, zeolites or chlorite under hydrothermal conditions (McPhie et al., 1993). If these
pseudotachylytes are of similar ages to the sample from the Wanganui River of Warr et al.
(2003), which gave an Ar/Ar age of 1.1 Ma, they could easily have been extensively hydrated
and altered since they were formed. This pervasive hydration attests to the abundance of fluids
circulating in the Alpine Fault zone at shallow levels. Warr and Cox (2001) identified secondary
illite-muscovite (probably sericite), chlorite, smectite and vermiculite in the fault gouges, all of
which could be present in the matrix material, although the very fine grain size of this material
now makes identification of these phases by optical methods virtually impossible.
Clots of brown material that are observed around some clasts may be microspherulites (Figure 9.29b; cf. Binns et al., 2005). Acicular feldspar microlites were observed in one pseudotachylyte (OU78154; Figure 9.30e), where they appear to have nucleated along the margins of
a feldspar clast. Biotites in the wall rock of this sample were also preferentially embayed over
adjacent quartzes.
Bands of different coloured material within pseudotachylytes were often observed to be viscously folded and deformed in similar manner to flow textures described by Bossiere (1991);
Boullier et al. (2001); Goodwin et al. (1998), and many others (Figure 9.31). The margins of
thicker pseudotachylyte veins are sometimes a different colour to the vein centres. The matrix
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Figure 9.29: Characteristic textures of material crystallised from a melt and of devitrified glass. (a) The
palest zone in the centre of the photomicrograph contains microspherulites and yellow-brown palagonite.
OU77922. Gaunt Creek. (b) Clots of chlorite and iron oxide around rounded clasts. These may be
alteration minerals after palagonite. (c) OU77865. Cryptocrystalline brown matrix to a pseudotachylyte
in cataclasite at Gaunt Creek. PPL. In XPL (d), it is revealed that the matrix has altered to sericite in
a zone approximately 150µm wide adjacent to the wall rock, showing that penetration of fluids into the
pseudotachylyte matrix was limited to this zone. (e) PPL. and (f) XPL. A patch of clear, isotropic glass
in a typical brown crytptocrystalline chloritised matrix, circled. OU77850. Gaunt Creek.
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Figure 9.30: Textural features indicating a melt origin. (a) Embayed micas. OU77872. Gaunt Creek.
See Figure 9.3 for sample location. (b) Partially resorbed feldspar clast. OU77872. Gaunt Creek. (c)
PPL and (d) XPL. Partially resorbed feldspar clast. Notice multiple growth twins at top of clast in (d).
OU78154. Little Man River. (e) Feldspar microlites and possible glass (black blebs). OU78154. (f)
Embayed feldspar clast in an altered palagonite matrix. OU77806. Float sample, Harold Creek.
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Figure 9.31: Viscous folding and shearing of variably coloured material that is similar to igneous flow
textures. (a) OU77858. Gaunt Creek. (b) OU78178. Mosquito Creek.

in the margin material is composed of more fine-grained material and is usually more opaque
than the matrix in the centres of the veins. Similar features have been interpreted to result
from more rapid cooling near vein margins due to proximity to the wall rock (e.g. Di Toro and
Pennacchioni, 2004). Conversely, Warr et al. (2003) attributed similar colour variations in a
pseudotachylyte from the Wanganui River area to injection of two separate melt pulses. In most
of the present examples, the boundary between the two zones is relatively diffuse so the former
explanation seems more probable.
Vesicles were only observed in one pseudotachylyte (OU77868); however, their presence shows
unequivocally that the hosting pseudotachylyte was once molten, as these features must form
by exsolution or entrainment of volatiles in the melt (Maddock et al., 1987; Dixon and Dixon,
1989).
The various features that suggest a melt origin for each of the groups of pseudotachylytes
described in §9.2 are summarised in Table 9.2.
As noted earlier, pseudotachylytes and ultracataclasites are often complexely intermingled in
both the thinner foliation-parallel pseudotachylytes hosted in Alpine Schist-derived mylonites,
and sometimes in the cataclased ultramylonite host rock. The foliation-parallel veins were
investigated more extensively using BSE imaging. These investigations revealed distinctive textural differences between pseudotachylytes and ultracataclasites, as illustrated in Figure 9.32c,d.
‘Blebs’ of isotropic material containing very fine clasts, hosted within an ultracataclasite vein
in the measured section in Gaunt Creek (Figure 9.3) have typical pseudotachylyte textures, but
the hosting vein does not. Similar patches of fine-grained, nearly isotropic material with few
clasts were observed in the cataclased ultramylonite host rock (Figure 9.32a). These melt ‘blebs’
are apparently isolated from a slip surface, although this may be a result of the two-dimensional
nature of thin section analysis. The boundaries of the melt blebs with the surrounding cataclasites are not sharp, which suggests there has been some assimilation of the bounding material
by the friction melt. This indicates that the blebs formed close to their present positions, rather
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Table 9.2: Features suggesting a melt origin for Alpine Fault pseudotachylytes, and examples of samples in which these features were observed

Feature suggesting a
melt origin

Inferred glass patches
Feldspar microlites
Microspherulites
Felted sericite matrix
Flow textures

• Embayed micas in wall
rock
• Resorbed, rounded or
embayed feldspar clasts

•
•
•
•
•

• Chilled margins
• Quartz and feldspar clasts
only
• Altered palagonite matrix
• Fault and injection vein
relationships

• Brown, cryptocrystalline
–
–
OU77839
OU77878, OU77879
matrix
• Flattened calcite and
–
–
–
OU77868
quartz-filled amygdules
• Isotropic matrix
–
–
–
–
*Note that this group contains pseudotachylytes hosted in metabasic schist-derived mylonites from Mosquito Creek
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Figure 9.32: Mixed cataclasite and pseudotachylyte veins. (a) OU77834. Melt ‘bleb’ in foliation-parallel
layer of cataclasite in upper Gaunt Creek. Smaller, dark patches in the surrounding cataclasite may
also be disggregated pseudotachylyte. (b) OU77834. BSE image of melt ‘bleb’ shown in (a). Notice
that the only clasts are rounded quartz, which appear black in this image. The matrix is composed of
K, Al and Si. (c) OU77833. BSE image of typical clasts in pseudotachylytes. Dark grey quartz clasts
retain a coherent shape, but intermediate grey feldspars are partially ‘resorbed’. (d) OU77834. Typical
microtexture of cataclasite revealed in BSE image. Angular clasts of all mineral phases observed in the
parent lithology. (e) PPL, low and (f) high magnification photomicrographs of OU77839. Melt ‘bleb’ in
cataclasite derived from ultramylonite approximately 20 m above the Alpine Fault plane.
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than being disaggregated remnants of larger pseudotachylyte veins. Networks of small shear
surfaces were observed in some ultracataclasites (Figure 9.7). Also, in the cataclasite-hosted
pseudotachylyte, an injection vein structure of ultracataclasite into cataclasite is rimmed by
pseduotachylyte (Figure 9.17d). It seems that melting occurred by slip on isolated surfaces
within the cataclasites. There was very limited disaggregation of the larger blebs of pseudotachylyte after they formed but the generating surfaces are often no longer preserved.

9.3.2

Melt temperatures

The temperatures attained by the friction melts can be broadly bracketed by the liquidus temperatures of survivor clasts observed in these pseudotachylytes. These estimates should be
treated with some caution since the liquidus temperatures are defined under igneous conditions,
which are not realised in the friction melt environment. In most cases, micas such as biotite,
muscovite and chlorite were observed in the host rock but not in the pseudotachylytes. Biotites
with Fe/(Fe+Mg) ratios of the order of 0.4, as were measured in the Alpine Schist host (§7.2.4),
melt at around 1000◦ C (Best, 2003). Plagioclase feldspars were often partially melted indicating the melt temperature was similar to their liquidus. Plagioclase compositions reported in
§7.2.6 are close to An20 , which has a liquidus temperature of 1375◦ C under anhydrous conditions (Hall, 1996). If there are any volatiles entrained in the melt, as could be expected since
hydrous minerals such as phyllosilicates broke down in the early stages of melting, these liquidus
temperatures will be slightly lower (Di Toro and Pennacchioni, 2004). Best (2003) showed that
the liquidus temperature of An20 under water saturated conditions at 5 kbar (∼18 km depth)
is ∼950◦ C. The true melting temperature of plagioclase clasts in these pseudotachylytes will be
somewhere between these values. Quartz clasts are not usually melted but may have rounded
edges, which suggests the melt temperature was locally close to the quartz liquidus which is
∼1270◦ C for pure quartz (Hall, 1996), or ∼1100◦ C for hydrous conditions (Boullier et al., 2001,
and references therein). On the basis of these clast melting relationships, it seems reasonable
to assume an average melt temperature of 1200◦ C for the Alpine Fault zone pseudotachylytes.
More precise estimates may be made in the future using glass compositions, such as that presented by Norris and Cooper (2007) and models of melting for fixed chemical compositions using
the MELTS software (cf. Di Toro and Pennacchioni, 2004).
Slight variations in clast compositions and abundances may either represent variations in host
rock mineralogy, differences in melt temperatures, or different residence times in the melt. For
example, the pseudotachylyte hosted in OU77868 contains very few clasts. The host rock contains
quartz which would therefore have been incorporated in the melt. Temperatures greater than
the quartz liquidus of 1270◦ C must therefore have been attained for a significant period. Simple
diffusive cooling models (Appendix K) suggest a body of pseudotachylyte with a thickness of 5 cm
would have cooled from 1200◦ C to below the solidus of the friction melt (∼800◦ C) if resident in a
host rock at 300◦ C (which seems reasonable since quartz in the host was cataclastically deformed
prior to pseudotachylyte formation) in ∼2 minutes. This gives a broad estimate of the time
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taken to absorb clasts of, say 50µm diameter, similar to the size of the smallest fragments in the
cataclasite host. Conversely, OU77702 contains calcite clasts, which have a liquidus temperature
of 1310◦ C (Wyllie and Tuttle, 1960), so the melt cannot have been at temperatures much above
this for long enough to absorb the largest calcite fragments resulting from comminution of the
host rock, which range up to ∼ 1000µm in diameter.

9.3.3

Pseudotachylytes within cataclasites

The temperature increases needed to form pseudotachylyte ‘blebs’ hosted within cataclasites
that are removed from contacts with the wall rock may have been realised due to slip between
cataclasite fragments, or on localised slip surfaces within the cataclasites that were disaggregated
after the pseudotachylyte was formed. The melt bleb shown in Figure 9.32 is relatively intact
so it is unlikely that much cataclastic deformation postdated its formation. The surrounding
cataclasite contains smaller dark patches that may be the remains of similar melts that were
formed earlier in the deformation and have been disaggregated during cataclasis. Flash melting
at asperity contacts is expected to occur during slip at seismic rates (Rice, 2006), but the amount
of pseudotachylyte generated during these events should be small since the contacting asperities
rapidly move past one another during the deformation. Hirose and Shimamoto (2005) observed
this process in experimentally generated friction melts in gabbro, where they found that melt
patch thicknesses only reached ∼50µm before the patches coalesced into more through-going
melt layers. However, their samples were much more intact than the cataclasites discussed here.
If slip rates were locally high enough to cause small amounts of melting on short-lived
through-going slip surfaces, the host cataclasites must have formed and/or been deformed at
seismic slip rates. The slip increments on individual surfaces in a cataclasite may be much
smaller than the overall slip on the boundaries of the cataclasite zone.
The slip increment needed to produce a pseudotachylyte can be estimated from its thickness
using equation 9.6. The melt bleb illustrated in Figure 9.32a is around 0.2 mm thick and contains
around 20% clasts. The minimum possible temperature rise during melting is ∼800◦ C, assuming
that the host rock was at lower amphibolite facies conditions (∼400◦ C) prior to deformation,
as is indicated by its bulk mineralogy (see Chapter 4), and the melt temperature was around
1200◦ C as noted in the previous section. This host rock temperature would be realised at a depth
of approximately 8 km according to the new geothermal gradient determined during this study
(Figure 7.31). The static frictional shear resistance at this depth (τ1 ), for failure by slip along
the foliation according to equation 2.35, for C’0 = 18 MPa, µs = 0.75 and λ = 0, is ∼270 MPa.
Sibson and Toy (2006) calculated melt thicknesses by assuming the frictional resistance on the
fault surface drops to zero during slip, so τ̄f = 12 τ1 , and this assumption is also adopted here
(ie. τ̄ = 135MPa for this calculation). Note that this is equivalent to assuming τ̄f = τ̄ , ie. this
analysis ignores the part of EG that is converted to frictional heat. For these conditions, a slip
of only 5 mm is needed under adiabatic conditions to cause melting. Since a melt layer of this
thickness will cool below its solidus temperature in under a second (Appendix K), this slip must
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have occured at close to seismic rates.
It would be good to know what the total slip on the boundary of the cataclasite layer
was during the deformation. A very approximate estimate can be made by assuming that the
amount of slip needed to cause melting was also experienced on other surfaces that are parallel
to the boundary of the cataclasite layer and spaced at the same distance as the average grain
size of the cataclastic material. This will result in an over-estimate of the total slip since the
slip rate on most other planes must have been lower as frictional melting did not occur on them
simultaneously. An average quartz clast size of 50µm was estimated visually from BSE images of
the cataclasite. The cataclasite layer is ∼4 mm thick (Figure 9.3), so there would be 80 parallel
shear surfaces across it. The total slip on the boundary of the cataclasite layer required to cause
melting is therefore up to 0.4 m. This slip estimate is comparable to the size of typical seismic
slip increments (Sibson, 2003), and is at the lower bound of the slip increments measured in
mixed cataclasite-pseudotachylyte layers from the Adamello Batholith by Di Toro et al. (2005).
The presence of these isolated melt blebs therefore indicates that this cataclasite was probably
formed or deformed during a seismic event.
The isolated pseudotachylyte bleb in OU77839 is of comparable size to the one in OU77834,
so may have formed by a similar slip increment. It was probably formed at a shallower depth
since it is hosted in cataclastically deformed quartz. For a host rock temperature of 300◦ C,
corresponding to a depth of 4 km, τ1 ≈ 150 MPa and a slip increment of ∼10 mm is needed to
form a melt layer 200µm thick. This pseudotachylyte bleb is hosted in a much more extensive
cataclasite zone. It is difficult to estimate what proportion of the approximately 50 m thickness of
cataclasites adjacent to the Alpine Fault plane would have been activated synchronously during
seismic slip. Paleosiesmic studies (e.g. Berryman et al., 1998) suggest coseismic displacements
on the Alpine Fault are of the order of ≤10 m. If this displacement is accommodated by slip
on multiple surfaces spaced 50µm apart within the cataclasites (inset in Figure 9.33), the total
thickness of 1µm thick subparallel cataclasite layers undergoing slip at any particular depth in
the fault zone is of the order of 50 mm, ie. <0.1% of the total thickness of the cataclasite zone.
This result attests to the necessity of localisation of slip in narrow zones during deformation
in order to cause frictional melting, and furthermore indicates that only a small proportion of
the cataclasite zone bounding the Alpine Fault is reactivated during a single seismic event. The
thick cataclasite zone must therefore have formed by numerous successive faulting events.
There is an alternative explanation for formation of these melt blebs that has rather profound
implications for the seismological significance of the cataclasite zone. It is possible that the slip
required to form the melt blebs occurred during the initial formation of the fault gouge, in the
process zone around the propagating tip of a fault. This fault must have propagated rapidly so
that slip within the process zone was fast enough to cause frictional melting. However, there
has been very little subsequent deformation of the cataclasites, which suggests that there was
very little total displacement on the boundaries of the cataclasite zone. This fault may therefore
be the end product of formation of a potentially large earthquake rupture that did not undergo
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Figure 9.33: Illustration of how isolated friction melt blebs can form by slip on closely spaced shear
surfaces within the Alpine Fault cataclasite zone. A thin cataclasite layer along one of a network of shear
planes within the mass of cataclasites is enlarged in the inset. Black blebs and layers are pseudotachylyte.
u = coseismic slip increment on a single surface within the cataclasite. In order for melting to occur, slip
must be isolated to only a small proportion of the total thickness of the cataclasite zone.

significant displacement because slip-weakening did not occur to any significant degree, ie. it is
a frozen slip-hardening fault that formed very rapidly.

9.3.4

Thermal contraction veins

Many pseudotachylytes are cross-cut by orthogonal veins. These veins do not often penetrate far
into the host rock, suggesting they are related to the pseudotachylyte. They may be filled with
chlorite or quartz (Figure 9.34) and in some cases predate formation of pressure solution fabrics,
indicating they formed at lower greenschist facies conditions. It is possible these veins formed
to accommodate contraction of the pseudotachylytes during cooling. It is also possible the veins

Figure 9.34: Orthogonal veins in pseudotachylytes that do not penetrate far into the host rock. (a)
OU77811. Harold Creek. Quartz-filled veins. In other parts of the sample these veins are truncated
along pressure solution seams. (b) OU77732. Harold Creek. Chlorite-filled veins. Vein thicknesses in
this sample were measured. Sample courtesy of Rick Sibson (his sample number Hc5b).
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formed during subsequent tectonic deformation of the solidified pseudotachylyte, which would
have had a different rheological response to the surrounding mylonite.
Linear contractions during cooling are given by

lf = li α∆T

(9.7)

where li and lf are the initial and final lengths, α is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and ∆T
is the change in temperature in ◦ K. If a pseudotachylyte cools from a melt temperature of 1200◦ C
to a host rock temperature of 300◦ C, taking a typical thermal expansion coefficient for silicate
glasses of 1×10−5 K−1 (Stuwe, 2002), the final length should be ∼99.1% of the initial length
(0.9% change in length). Changes in length were measured along 15 transects perpendicular to
the veins in OU77732 (Figure 9.34a). The measured changes ranged from 0.6-3.2% of the initial
lengths, averaging 1.5%. These measured length changes are generally larger than should be
observed if the veins formed solely to accommodate linear contraction of a silicate glass.
Alternatively, Hall (1996) suggested that quartz and albite would undergo volumetric contractions of 4.2% and 2.0% on cooling from 800 to 20◦ C (a similar ∆T despite the fact the
absolute temperatures differ). These correspond to linear contractions of ∼1.4% and 0.7% respectively. These values are very similar to the average measured changes in length in OU77732,
indicating that it may be better to consider the cooling pseudotachylyte as a crystalline material
rather than a silicate glass.
Any additional space taken by these veins, over the expected thermal contraction on cooling,
could balance a proportion of the melt material that was injected into the surrounding rock.
Clasts in pseudotachylyte veins might not undergo such large volume changes since they were
not heated above their liquidus temperature. Some adjustment of the estimates of the amount
of contraction should therefore be made in particularly clast-rich pseudotachylytes.
Contraction veins have not previously been reported in the pseudotachylyte literature, but
comparable veins are visible in many published photomicrographs (e.g. Fabbri et al., 2000;
O’Hara and Sharp, 2001). Thermal contraction veins have been reported in mid ocean ridge
basalts (e.g. Dilek, 1998; Nicolas et al., 2003). This phenomenon may be worth investigating
further since it could be used as proof of a melt origin in future, and may provide information
on the thermal expansion properties of the pseudotachylyte materials in general.

9.3.5

Presence of free fluids during melting

As noted in §9.1.2, the common view is that pseudotachylytes should not form if faulting occurred
in the presence of free fluids under undrained conditions. However, a variety of recent studies
have indicated that free fluids may have been present in relatively impermeable host rocks
during formation of pseudotachylytes, so that effective stresses were reduced sufficiently for
shear failure to occur (e.g. Austrheim and Boundy, 1994; Lund and Austrheim, 2003; Austrheim
and Andersen, 2004). Evidence has also been presented that suggests pseudotachylyte melts
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Figure 9.35: OU77868. Gaunt Creek. XPL. Vesicles in this pseudotachylyte that were flattened and
deformed during flow of the still-molten pseudotachylyte now contain calcite (ie. are amygdules). Late
calcite veins also cut across the pseudotachylyte. (a) Amygdules and later veins containing both calcite
and quartz. (b) An amygdule containing a rim of quartz and later calcite.

themselves were more hydrous than their host rocks (e.g. Killick and Roering, 1998; Lin, 1994;
O’Hara and Sharp, 2001; Kohut and Sherlock, 2003; Petrik et al., 2003). The pseudotachylyte
literature also abounds with descriptions of evidence for fluid infiltration into a rock mass either
before or very soon after formation of the friction melts (e.g. Magloughlin, 1992; Di Toro and
Pennacchioni, 2004; Craddock and Magloughlin, 2005; Magloughlin, 2005).
There is evidence that free fluids were present in some of the rocks in which the Alpine
Fault pseudotachylytes formed. Pseudotachylyte in OU77868 contains flattened amygdules that
were probably deformed to this shape by viscous flow of the still molten pseudotachylyte (Figure 9.19b). The amygdules are infilled with calcite and quartz. In some cases, quartz rims
surround calcite within the amygdules, showing that quartz precipitated before calcite and suggesting that the amygdule-fill materials were a later cement into vesicles. The presence of
disseminated calcite in the pseudotachylyte matrix, and cross-cutting veins of both calcite and
quartz, also indicate that fluids easily infiltrated the rock mass after pseudotachylyte formation.
Maddock et al. (1987) suggested that vesicles form by exsolution of volatiles entrained in
a melt. In this case the volume of exsolved vapour would be a function of the excess concentration of volatile elements in the melt at the pressure of melting, so that this pressure could
be determined if the melt composition was known. This relationship has therefore been used
to estimate a depth of formation of vesicular pseudotachylytes (e.g. Barker, 2005). However,
vapour exsolution from a molten rock is a slow process and may not be able to occur in the
time over which a pseudotachylyte is molten. Dixon and Dixon (1989) showed that bubbles
with a diameter of 80µm, smaller than the typical amygdule size in OU77868, would take at
least 200 minutes to form by exsolution from a melt. As shown in Appendix K, a 5 cm thick
pseudotachylyte in a host rock at 300◦ C would cool below a probable solidus temperature of
800◦ C in approximately 2 minutes, which is not long enough for these bubbles to have formed
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by vapour exsolution.
Dixon and Dixon (1989) suggested that it is more likely that volatiles were entrained in the
pseudotachylyte melt after it had formed. Given the rapidity of cooling of the melt, volatiles must
have been entrained very soon after melting. This then suggests that the host rock contained a
free fluid (volatile) phase when faulting and frictional melting occurred.
OU77702 contains calcite clasts and lithic clasts with a calcite cement. Samples from the

measured section at Gaunt Creek (Figure 9.3) also contain calcite veins and cements that both
pre-date and post-date pseudotachylyte formation. However, there is no specific evidence that
free fluids were present in the host rock when the friction melts formed. Di Toro and Pennacchioni (2004) found that pseudotachylyte-bearing faults had formed in pre-existing cataclasite
layers in tonalites of the Adamello Pluton, and suggested that subsequent induration of the
cataclasites significantly changed the material properties of these materials, perhaps so that
they later failed in seismic events. It is likely that similar cementation processes in the Alpine
Fault zone materials resulted in formation of indurated rocks from incohesive cataclasites, so
that deformation was subsequently more localised to a narrow zone and shear heating became
important.
Discussion of frictional melting in the presence of fluids
Lachenbruch (1980) showed that melting should still be possible in the presence of fluids if the
permeability of the material adjacent to a sliding surface is high enough that increased fluid
pressures can be drained on a seismic timescale. From their analyses, for relatively narrow
(< 5cm) fault zones undergoing slip at seismic rates, fluid pressure increases due to frictional
heating can be relieved rapidly enough that frictional melting can still occur if the adjacent
rock has a permeability greater than k∼ 10−13 m2 . For k∼ 10−17 m2 , the rise in fluid pressure
will prevent temperature increases of more than 150◦ C, effectively suppressing the possibility
of frictional melting. Wider slip zones will experience smaller temperature increases due to
frictional heat production, so reduction of shear resistance due to thermal pressurisation will
become important at lower permeabilities. Wibberley and Shimamoto (2003) showed that fluid
pressure increases due to thermal expansion will exceed pressure reductions due to flow of the
fluid away from a slipping zone for wall rock permeabilities ≤ 2.5 × 10−20 m2 .
The host rock of OU77868 is a cemented cataclasite composed of angular fragments of quartz
and feldspar, along with chlorite, sericite and calcite. Optically visible fragments range in size
from 30µm to 350µm. There is also a matrix that is too fine to be resolved by optical methods,
that may contain phyllosilicates, chlorite and clay minerals, although the later probably formed
during alteration at very shallow depths and may postdate the pseudotachylyte-forming event
(Warr and Cox, 2001).
What sort of permeability would this host cataclasite have had during the deformation that
resulted in formation of pseudotachylyte? In situ measurements of permeability of the exhumed
material are unlikely to be representative of the state of the cataclasite at depth because it has
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since been both altered and cemented. The amount of cementation prior to failure at depth
is also unknown. Furthermore, the cataclasite would have been under some confining pressure
when it failed (∼ 100MPa at 4km; ∼200MPa at 8 km), which would decrease the permeability
compared to that observed in surface materials, by compaction. Perhaps a better estimate of
permeability of this material can be obtained by comparison to cases where permeabilities under
confining pressure have been determined experimentally?
Recent experimental data on pure quartz gouges with a fractal dimension of D∼2.5, similar to
that found in natural fault gouges (Sammis and Biegel, 1989), showed that gouges with maximum
particle dimensions of 250µm and 37µm have permeabilities of the order of k∼ 5 × 10−16 m2
when uncemented. With progressive cementation, permeabilities reduce to 5×10−18 m2 and
10−21 m2 respectively (Giger et al., 2007). Permeabilities of materials containing phyllosilicates
are likely to be lower than these ideal laboratory samples. Wibberley and Shimamoto (2003)
measured permeabilities of natural quartz-phyllosilicate gouges from the Median Tectonic Line
in Japan, under various confining pressures. Permeabilities in their samples A1b, Cb and 6a
(all cataclasites that are similar to the cataclasites observed in the Alpine Fault zone), were
∼ 3 × 10−17 m2 to ∼ 5 × 10−19 m2 under respective confining pressures of 100 and 200 MPa.
These results suggest that permeabilities in the Alpine Fault cataclasites will range from
∼ 10−17 to 10−19 m2 at depth, with smaller permeabilities in more cemented material. These
permeabilities are too low for frictional heating to result in melting in the presence of free fluids
according to Lachenbruch’s (1980) model, but are high enough that some reduction of effective
normal stress, and therefore frictional resistance, will occur if slip is confined to a discrete zone
according to Wibberley and Shimamoto (2003). This indicates that, if melting did occur in the
presence of fluids, slip was confined to a very narrow zone, or permeabilities in the fault gouge
at depth were higher than experimental measurements suggest.

9.4

Depths of formation

It would be good to estimate the depths at which these various pseudotachylytes formed, so that
confining pressures and magnitudes of shear stress on the fault surfaces, at least under static
(pre-failure) conditions can be found. Pressures at the time of pseudotachylyte formation in
other fault zones have been estimated by consideration of metamorphic conditions in the host
rocks (e.g. Allen, 1979; Petrik et al., 2003). Pressure estimates have also been made based on the
presence or absence of vesicles (e.g. Barker, 2005; Di Toro and Pennacchioni, 2004), however, as
previously discussed, the assumption of vesicle exsolution from a melt used in these calculations
may be erroneous and so this method has not been applied here. Boullier et al. (2001) estimated
minimum emplacement depths of 15 km for pseudotachylytes in the Noijima Fault zone, Japan,
using fluid inclusions in pseudotachylyte glass, but there is insufficient glass in the Alpine Fault
pseudotachylytes to carry out such analyses.
An estimate of the geothermal gradient in the Alpine Fault zone has been made using fluid
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inclusion and mineral thermobarometric work as discussed in Chapter 7 of this thesis. Therefore, estimates of temperature based on metamorphic assemblages and rheothermometry can be
related to depths of formation of the Alpine Fault pseudotachylytes.
The foliation-parallel, mixed cataclasite and pseudotachylyte veins in the measured section at
Gaunt Creek (Figure 9.3) are hosted in quartzofeldspathic mylonites that preserve a dominantly
amphibolite facies metamorphic assemblage. Ti-in-biotite geothermometry indicates there was
little metamorphic equilibration in most of these rocks at temperatures below ∼500◦ C. However, some layers contain a retrogressive, greenschist-facies assemblage of altered plagioclase
and chlorite that formed due to localised fluid infiltration into the rock mass, possibly related to
strain inhomogeneities. Pseudotachylytes occur along the boundaries between these layers and
the adjacent, biotite-rich layers. The pseudotachylytes are not visibly altered to a chlorite-rich
assemblage, which indicates either that they were not present when this retrogression occurred,
or that they were too impermeable to be affected by the localised fluid influx. It has previously
been noted that biotites become chloritised below ∼ 400◦ C in these materials. Upper bounding
estimates of the host rock temperature during frictional melting are therefore 500-400◦ corresponding to a range of depths between 18 and 8 km. If the pseudotachylytes were formed at
18 km depth, they should be overprinted by subsequent mylonitic deformation, which is not
oberved, therefore the lower depth estimate is preferred.
One of the foliation-parallel mixed cataclasite-pseudotachylyte layers in the hangingwall
schist is cross-cut and offset by a quartz vein. As discussed in §7.4.5, quartz in this vein was
dynamically recrystallised under regime 1/2 boundary conditions of Hirth and Tullis (1992),
which would occur at a temperature of ∼ 400◦ C for a strain rate of 10−12 s−1 (Table 7.4). This
is therefore a lower estimate of the temperature at which these pseudotachylyte-cataclasite veins
were formed, and corresponds to a depth of 8 km.
The matrices of some foliation-parallel pseudotachylytes are composed of felted masses of
sericite (= muscovite-illite). Unfortunately, white micas such as these are stable under a wide
range of metamorphic conditions (Yardley, 1989), so no inferences can be made about the temperature at which they formed. Their presence attests to a relatively peraluminous pseudotachylyte
composition, since biotite or chlorite should form from mafic glasses.
Foliation-oblique pseudotachylyte veins are often associated with metabasic layers. The relative orientations of the metabasic and quartzofeldspathic mylonite foliations bounding the pseudotachylytes can be explained in two ways; either by extensional boudinage of the amphibolites,
from lithological contrast with the host mylonites, or by failure along duplex-faults associated
with relatively shallow (< a few km) thickening of the mylonite sequence (Figure 9.36). These
pseudotachylytes could therefore have formed at similar depths to the quartz ± carbonate veins
that are found in extensional boudinage structures in metabasic layers (∼4.5km; §7.4.6), or at
much shallower depths. It is also possible that the pseudotachylytes formed by the same type
of failure as that which resulted in formation of quartz ± carbonate veins in boudin necks, but
at deeper levels, where extensional vein formation was prevented by relatively high differential
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stresses (cf. Figure 2.10), but it is very difficult to constrain this depth estimate.
Pseudotachylytes in the cataclased ultramylonites near the core of the fault zone also have
chlorite and sericite in their matrices. Both are probably alteration products of devitrification
assemblages. In Chapter 4 it was noted that chlorite, rather than biotite, is stable in these rocks
below temperatures of ∼400◦ C, although this temperature is dependent on the bulk mineralogy
of the host rock (Yardley, 1989). However, the presence of chlorite as an alteration product
of pseudotachylyte suggests these pseudotachylytes were formed at or above the stability range
of chlorite. The host rock has a dominantly greenschist facies mineral assemblage and was
pervasively deformed by combined dislocation creep of quartz and GSS creep in finer matrix
mineral aggregates. The pseudotachylytes mostly postdate formation of this ultramylonitic
fabric since they occur along faults that bound packages of the ultramylonitic material and cut
across the foliation at an oblique angle. Quartz should not behave plastically below 300-350◦ C
(Stockhert et al., 1999), which is therefore an upper temperature limit for formation of the
pseudotachylytes. A temperature of 300◦ C corresponds to a depth of ∼4 km.
The calcite observed in the cataclastic matrix of OU77868, which is cross-cut by the pseudotachylyte, is composed of small crystals with interlobate boundaries, indicating it was dynamically recrystallised. Dynamic recrystallisation of calcite occurs above temperatures of 250◦ C
(Ferrill et al., 2004). Larger single crystals in amygdules contain relatively narrow, cross-hatched
e-twins. Comparison to the calcite twin geothermometer of Ferrill et al. (2004) (Figure 7.20)
suggests the observed twin width (∼2-6µm) and intensity (∼50-150 twins/mm) is characteristic
of temperatures in the range 170-200◦ C (note that it is very difficult to precisely measure twin
widths of this size in normal 30µm thickness sections without a universal stage as noted in

Figure 9.36: Two possible structural settings for formation of pseudotachylytes along faults that crosscut the foliation and juxtapose quartzofeldspathic and metabasic lithologies. It is likely that both types of
failure result in pseudotachylyte formation. Boudinage of a metabasic layer due to lithological contrast, as
shown in (a) produces a similar structure to that illustrated in Figures 9.10a and 9.9c. Duplex structures
(b) have been recognised in many outcrops of the Alpine Fault mylonites (Norris and Cooper, 1997), and
are a more likely explanation for these sort of failures in quartzofeldspathic mylonite sequences.
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Table 9.3: Estimates of depths of formation of pseudotachylytes in the Alpine Fault zone
Thost * (◦ C)
Min
Max

Pseudotachylyte type

Depth of formation (km)
Min
Max

Alpine Schist-derived mylonite host
Foliation-parallel
400
400
8
8
Foliation-oblique
0
325
0
∼4.5
Cataclastic or cataclased ultramylonite host
Olive green and black cataclased ultramylonite host –
300
–
4
Mint green cataclasite host
170
250
2.3
3.5
Western province granitoid-derived mylonite host
Augen mylonite host
250
350
3
5
Retrograde metabasite host**
250
350
3
5
*Temperature of host rock at time of frictional melting
**Note that this group contains pseudotachylytes hosted in metabasic schist-derived mylonites from Mosquito Creek

Chapter 7). This pseudotachylyte must therefore have formed at temperatures between 170◦ C
and 250◦ C, corresponding to depths in the range 2.3-3.5 km.
Pseudotachylytes in granitoid-derived mylonites and retrograde metabasites also cross-cut
a fabric formed under greenschist-facies conditions. They are in turn cross-cut by chlorite
and quartz veins, and the pseudotachylyte is sometimes replaced by chlorite. This suggests
they were also formed at temperatures <300◦ C, corresponding to depths of less than 4 km.
The metabasite-hosted pseudotachylytes in Mosquito Creek appear to have been re-mylonitised,
and are associated with ductilely-deformed quartz indicating they formed at conditions where
deformation by quartz crystal-plasticity was possible (300-350◦ C; Stockhert et al., 1999). Calcite
in clasts in OU77702 is mostly dynamically recrystallised, which would occur above ∼250◦ C
(Ferrill et al., 2004), but large calcite clasts within this pseudotachylyte (e.g. Figure 9.22) have
relatively narrow, cross-hatched e-twins. Narrow, closely-spaced e-twins indicate the calcite
was deformed at lower temperatures, or that strains postdating deposition of the calcite were
very small. These observations indicate that these pseudotachylytes were formed at various
temperatures in the range 250-350◦ C, corresponding to depths of 3-5 km in the fault zone.
These estimates of depth of formation of the pseudotachylytes are compiled in Table 9.3

9.5

Foliation-vein orientation relationships

The different types of pseudotachylytes observed in the fault zone rocks have a variety of angular
relationships to the host rock foliation. It seems likely that these relationships have an influence
on the style and abundance of the pseudotachylytes.
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Figure 9.37: Illustration of changes in the orientations of principal stresses during earthquake faulting,
and their relationship to the orientation of subsidiary faults and injection veins.

Foliation-parallel failures in strongly foliated schist-derived mylonites
The foliation-parallel failures that have occurred in the schist-derived mylonites are usually
associated with relatively small volumes of pseudotachylyte that is mostly distributed along fault
veins rather than in injection structures. The orientations of shear failures in these materials are
strongly controlled by the strong planar anisotropy of the host rock that results from the presence
of aligned phyllosilicates. As illustrated in §2.6.1, shear failure along a foliation plane in the
mylonites is always more favoured than failure in any other orientation. Nevertheless, fractures
with different orientations have sometimes formed at the same time as the pseudotachylytes, such
as the shear fractures at ∼30◦ to the foliation that bound injection wedges of pseudotachylyte,
and rare, stubby injection veins at high angles to the fault surfaces.
The shear fractures that sometimes bound wedges of pseudotachylyte have similar orientations to the C‘-shear bands in the host mylonites. These shear bands usually contain a higher
proportion of micas than the bulk of the rock, that are aligned with their basal planes parallel
to the shear bands. This geometric arrangement imposes a secondary anisotropy on the rock
mass, that is exploited in formation of subsidiary shear fractures. During dynamic rupture,
principal stress orientations in the vicinity of a failure plane change rapidly as the bounding
blocks accelerate (Mandl, 2000). When a fault plane is very weak, such as if it is dynamically
lubricated by a friction melt, continued slip can occur when principal stresses are at very high
angles to the failure surface (Townend, 2006), and stress orientations tend to evolve to this state
by acceleration of the blocks bounding the fault. It is therefore likely that σ1 was at a high
angle to the pseudotachylyte fault veins in the later stages of fault rupture, so that the shear
stress resolved on the shear bands was relatively high, resulting in failure (Figure 9.37).
Injection veins at high angles to the fault vein represent failures by a form of magmatic
fracturing. Extensional fractures should form in the plane containing σ1 , so the high angles
between these veins and the fault vein also show that there was considerable rotation of the
principal stresses during failure, and indicate that the fault veins underwent significant dynamic
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weakening when lubricated by the friction melt. Rice (1992) showed that friction coefficients
of the order of 0.12 are required if slip is to continue for θr > 80◦ when λ = 0 (Figure 9.38);
dynamic friction coefficients in the pseudotachylytes must have been at least this small.
Formation of pseudotachylyte may result in dynamic weakening of the slip surface by reducing the frictional resistance to fault motion. This might suppress further pseudotachylyte
production. Spray (2003) showed that friction melts that contain clasts have a relatively high
viscosity, so some frictional heating should continue to occur while clasts remain in the melt.
Once all clasts are assimilated, the melt viscosity might be sufficiently reduced that frictional
heating becomes insignificant. However, since thin pseudotachylytes can cool below solidus temperatures in <1 s (appendix K), they will solidify rapidly when frictional heating ceases, and
therefore their viscosity should once again increase. This means that, although there will be
some dynamic reduction in friction coefficient that makes it more difficult to estimate the total
slip increment accommodated on these faults from the thickness of friction melt, their thicknesses will still be partially representative of the total slip. It is therefore likely that these thin
friction melts were formed on small-displacement slip surfaces.
Foliation-oblique failures with voluminous injection structures
The most voluminous pseudotachylytes in the Alpine Fault zone are associated with failures
that cross-cut the foliation, particularly when the host rock does not have such a strong planar
anisotropy (e.g. Figures 9.21, 9.24). Large volumes of pseudotachylyte were also observed in
host rocks that had been cataclastically deformed prior to frictional melting, so that there were
many pre-existing planes of weakness in a variety of orientations.
Tensile strengths of common rocks are much higher for orientations that are not parallel to
the foliation (Figure 2.3). Since fracture toughness is proportional to the tensile strength of a
material (Whittaker et al., 1992), larger amounts of energy are needed to propagate a fracture
in a stronger rock (ie. one with a greater tensile strength). Fracture toughness as measured in

Figure 9.38: Variation in friction coefficient or pore fluid factor for reactivation of a non-optimally
oriented fault. Figure 1c of Townend (2006) after Rice (1992).
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laboratory experiments may correspond to the seismological fracture energy, EG , some of which
is converted to heat during formation of a rupture, so a greater volume of pseudotachylyte
should form in a strong host rock. However, there will only be a significant difference in volume
of pseudotachylyte in a strong versus a weak rock if the amount of pseudotachylyte generated
by subsequent frictional sliding is small. This could only occur if τ2 << τ1 , i.e. for earthquakes
in which the stress drop is a large proportion of the static shear stress resolved on the fault
surface.
A more significant influence on pseudotachylyte volume is probably exerted by the possibility
of pseudotachylyte draining away from the fault surface into injection structures that will most
easily form in pre-fractured or relatively un-foliated rock masses as stress orientations vary
during a rupturing event. As noted by Swanson (1992), frictional resistance on the fault surface
can only be maintained if the lubricating melt is progressively removed as slip progresses, so
more friction melt should form if the pseudotachylyte can be drained away.

9.6

Thicknesses of fault veins

It has been suggested that the thickness of a pseudotachylyte fault vein is a function of the
amount of frictional work done on the fault surface (Q) (Kanamori and Heaton, 2000; Sibson,
2003; Sibson and Toy, 2006 and equation 9.6). It would be good if we could estimate the
magnitude of earthquake events directly from the area of the fault plane and the size of the
coseismic slip increment using equations 9.1 and 9.2. However, as previously noted, it is usually
difficult to estimate slip increments on pseudotachylyte-bearing faults in the Alpine Fault zone
rocks. Furthermore, pseudotachylyte fault veins are usually continuous across entire outcrops,
but these outcrops are relatively small compared to typical rupture dimensions (e.g. Sibson,
1989, Table 1). The typical rupture dimensions indicated by Sibson (1989), based on elastic
dislocation theory (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975), are reproduced in part here (Table 9.4)
to illustrate how moment magnitudes relate to rupture dimensions and slip increments during
‘standard’ earthquakes. Expected pseudotachylyte melt layer thicknesses for τ̄ = 100 MPa, ∆T
= 1100◦ C and φc = 0.3 are also indicated.
These estimates are based on the assumption that the volume of rock that is melted is a direct
function of the amount of energy converted to heat at that point on the fault surface. Futhermore, these calculations assume that pseudotachylytes are formed during ‘standard’ earthquake
ruptures, which Sibson and Toy (2006) argued may not be the case, based on their relative
scarcity. The melt layer thicknesses are only calculated for one specific resolved shear stress and
difference between melt and host rock temperature.
Limitations of the assumption that all heat energy produced during faulting is consumed in
production of friction melt are also revealed by examination of the Alpine Fault pseudotachylytes.
Thicknesses of fault veins can vary quite rapidly, from only a few millimeters to over a centimetre
in a distance of some 20 cm (e.g. Figure 9.4a). If pseudotachylyte thickness is solely a function
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Table 9.4: Relationships between moment magnitude, coseismic slip increment, rupture dimensions and
expected melt layer thicknesses for ‘standard’ earthquakes, based on elastic dislocation theory (Kanamori
and Anderson, 1975). Columns 1-3 are reproduced from Table 1 of Sibson (1989). Pseudotachylyte melt
layer thicknesses are calculated from equation 9.6. Note that areas are for a circular rupture; earthquakes
with Mw &7 will generally not have circular ruptures since the maximum width of the rupture is limited
by the depth of the seismogenic crust.
Magnitude (Mw )

Average slip (ū)

Rupture length or width

Melt layer thickness

8

∼4 m

∼100 km

87 mm

7

∼1 m

∼30 km

22 mm

6

∼40 cm

∼10 km

9 mm

5

∼10 cm

∼3 km

2 mm

4

∼4 cm

∼1 km

0.9 mm

3

∼1 cm

∼300 m

0.2 mm

2

∼4 mm

∼100 m

0.09 mm

1

∼1 mm

∼30 m

0.02 mm

of the amount of frictional heating, this observation would indicate that the amount of slip
on the fault varied by an order of magnitude over this distance, which seems unlikely. In this
example, the thicker parts of the veins were found where the pseudotachylyte had a cataclastic
precursor. This could indicate that heat transfer from the sliding surfaces is more efficient in a
rock composed of small fragments, so that the volume of friction melt is more representative of
the true frictional work when there is a cataclastic precursor (cf. Kanamori and Heaton, 2000).
Alternatively, it may be that dynamic shear stress reduction by lubrication with friction melt is
less significant on the more numerous slip surfaces in the cataclastic precursors.
Fault vein thicknesses from field measurements in the Alpine Fault zone are compiled in
Figure 9.39. These thickness estimates are the average of a minimum and maximum thickness
estimate or half the maximum vein thickness as per Sibson and Toy (2006). Fault vein thicknesses
range from <1 mm to 50 mm. When all measurements from the fault rocks are considered,
pseudotachylyte veins with thicknesses around 2 mm are most common. There is no significant
difference in fault vein thicknesses between the foliation-parallel failures in the schist-derived
mylonites (Figure 9.39c) and pseudotachylytes hosted in retrograde and cataclastic host rocks
(Figure 9.39d). This does not reflect the true volume of pseudotachylyte produced within the
retrograde mylonites and cataclasites, since most of this pseudotachylyte is hosted in injection
structures.
The frictional work done on a fault will be underestimated if only the fault vein thickness
is considered when some of the pseudotachylyte has migrated into injection structures. Highly
mobile pseudotachylyte melts may travel some distance along a fault surface before being injected into such reservoirs, so it is not easy to estimate the frictional work from the volume of
pseudotachylyte in injection structures, particularly when exposure is discontinuous as in the
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Figure 9.39: Frequency histograms of thicknesses of pseudotachylyte fault veins from field measurements
made during this study. (a) All measured veins; bin size 1 mm; N = 59. (b) Enlargement of the smaller
thickness fraction in (a); bin size = 0.25 mm. (c) Foliation-parallel and oblique veins in schist-derived
mylonites; bin size = 1 mm; N = 36. (d) Veins in retrograde mylonites, cataclased ultramylonites and
cataclasites; bin size = 1 mm; N = 23. Notice that the vertical and horizontal scales of the graphs differ.

Alpine Fault zone. The best estimates of frictional work will therefore be derived from the
thicknesses of fault veins without associated injection structures.
Injection structures are not particularly common in the foliation-parallel failures in schistderived mylonites. Furthermore, these pseudotachylytes probably had a cataclastic precursor
(§9.3.3), so frictional heat would have been efficiently distributed through the rock and the
volume of molten rock is probably representative of the amount of frictional work. The average
fault vein thickness of 2 mm would therefore have formed for a coseismic slip increment of
∼10 cm which corresponds to an earthquake of Mw ∼5 according to Table 9.4. A smaller slip
increment and ‘standard’ earthquake magnitude is indicated if the average shear stresses on the
faults are larger, as is suggested by the strength curves for failure of intact rock by shear along
the foliation according to equation 2.35.
Since melt has been tapped from the fault planes into reservoir sites in the pseudotachylytes
hosted in retrograde mylonites and cataclasites, but the average fault vein thickness is similar to
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that observed in the foliation-parallel, schist-hosted pseudotachylytes, they probably represent
larger slip increments and possibly larger magnitude earthquakes.

9.7

The influence of host rock mineralogy

Voluminous pseudotachylytes are more common in host rocks with a relatively hydrous, retrograde mineral assemblage. Although there is some control of the volume of pseudotachylyte by
the absence of a strong planar anisotropy and the presence of precursory cataclasites in these
rocks, it is also likely that host rock mineralogy plays a role in this relative abundance.
Fluids must be present in a rock mass for typical greenschist-facies hydration reactions, such
as the formation of chlorite from biotite, to occur. Once these reactions have occurred, the fluids
will no longer be present in pore spaces and able to undergo thermal pressurisation, but will be
locked up in the structure of minerals. The fluids can only be released during melting when they
cause depression of the melting point of most common minerals, so the presence of hydrated
mineral assemblages may aid melting. Melt viscosity also decreases with the addition of water
(e.g. Dingwell et al., 1996) so these hydrated melts would have been rapidly drained from the
slip surface, allowing frictional resistance to be maintained and further melt to be generated.
At higher metamorphic grades, fluids will be released into the rock mass during dehydration
reactions. It is often assumed that these fluids are rapidly removed from the rock mass, so that
it is relatively anhydrous. However, during initial dehydration reactions, fluid pressures may rise
considerably without an easy escape path, and therefore promote failure by reducing effective
stress. In these cases, the fluids will still be present during shear deformation. This may actually
prevent frictional melting in these higher-grade materials since thermal pressurisation may occur.
However, this is unlikely to be a problem during progressive exhumation in the Alpine Fault
zone, since the progressive metamorphic changes are retrogressive hydration reactions.

9.8

Distribution of pseudotachylyte along the length of the fault

Prior to this study, many pseudotachylytes had been collected from the northern and southern
thirds of the Alpine Fault zone, between its intersection with the Hope fault and Gaunt Creek,
and south of the Moeraki River (Wallace, 1976; Sibson et al., 1979; Seward and Sibson, 1985;
Bossiere, 1991; Warr et al., 2003). On the other hand, very few pseudotachylytes had previously
been reported from the central part of the fault zone, particularly between Gaunt Creek and
Fox Glacier.
Stern et al. (2002) proposed that that the central Alpine fault experiences slow earthquakes
due to the presence of abundant fluids in the middle crust. During slow earthquakes, slip
occurs over a period of days to years, so these events do not emit the high-frequency seismic
radiation that causes damaging ground accelerations. Pseudotachylytes should not form during
slow earthquakes since the frictional heat produced is able to diffuse away from the fault over
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the period of the event and therefore large temperature increases will not occur on the fault
plane. Sutherland et al. (2006) showed that it would still be possible for large earthquake
ruptures to propagate rapidly through this region of high fluid pressures, but did not make any
predictions about smaller events in the period between large earthquakes. This means that,
if the pseudotachylytes in the Alpine Fault rocks were formed in small events, they should be
absent in the central part of the fault zone if small displacements there occur mostly during slow
earthquakes.
During field mapping, some pseudotachylytes were found in almost all creek sections examined, including Hare Mare Creek and Stoney Creek, both of which are located in the central
section of the fault zone. The hypothesis that all slip occurred during slow events in the Central
Alpine Fault zone can therefore be refuted with a reasonable degree of certainty, provided these
pseudotachylytes were not formed on large fault ruptures that propagated through this region.
This concept is addressed further in the next section. Note that it is not possible to prove that
no slow slip events occurred from the presence of pseudotachylytes in any part of the fault zone
since they never decorate every possible shear surface.

9.9

Were the pseudotachylytes formed during large Alpine Fault
earthquakes?

There are three possible settings for formation of the Alpine Fault pseudotachylytes:
1. They may have formed on the main rupture plane during large (Mw ∼ 8) earthquakes.
2. They may have formed on subsidiary planes when the stress field was significantly perturbed by a large earthquake rupture (either as foreshocks or aftershocks).
3. They may have formed in the period between large ruptures.
Some clarification of setting 1 is required. Single earthquake events on the Alpine Fault
probably occur during rupture of one main fault plane. Observations of exhumed faults indicate
they are rarely perfectly planar, instead containing numerous steps and jogs (e.g. Grocott, 1981;
Swanson, 1988; Allen, 2005). The recent brittle trace of the Alpine Fault is partitioned in the
near-surface into thrust and strike-slip segments (Norris et al., 1990). We could therefore expect
that a single rupture plane along the Alpine Fault has some topography. As a result, there will
be regions of stress inhomogeneity during rupture propagation. When the recent fault trace
is observed in outcrop (e.g. Cooper and Norris, 1994, and Chapter 3), subsequent ruptures
tend to follow the same plane, which is composed of finely comminuted material. However, the
main rupture plane must sometimes shift location in subsequent events, so that footwall and
hangingwall material are intercalated, as observed at Harold Creek. Furthermore, observations
of scattered pseudotachylyte within cataclasites at Gaunt Creek suggest that faulting sometimes
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occurs on numerous surfaces, although it is not possible to prove that more than one of these
surfaces was active at once from the results of the present study.
The analyses in the preceding section suggest that pseudotachylytes that were formed during
foliation-parallel failure in the hangingwall mylonites had relatively small magnitudes. Comparison with the historical record of seismicity from the NZNSN catalogue (Figure 1.9) shows that
small magnitude events do occur in the period between large earthquakes on the Alpine fault,
so these pseudotachylytes could have formed in setting 3. However, it is also possible that they
were formed by rupture of the hangingwall material to relieve stress heterogeneities during propagation of large ruptures, and therefore they could also have formed in setting 2. There is no
available evidence by which to differentiate these two possibilities.
The pseudotachylytes that formed in the retrograde mylonites and cataclasites are more
voluminous and may be associated with larger magnitude events. Faulting to produce the
vesicular pseudotachylyte OU77868 must have occurred during a period when the permeability
of the fault rocks was dramatically increased, which might have happened when the main fault
ruptured. The slip increment needed to cause flash melting in cataclasites as observed in OU77839
was probably similar to the increments expected in larger earthquakes, although this is critically
dependent on the width of the deforming zone. It is difficult to say whether the network of
shear surfaces was part of a major fault rupture, or operated independently in the immediate
hangingwall material in the period between large earthquakes. It is possible that a large rupture
plane bifurcated as it passed through a particularly ‘rough’ patch of the pre-existing fault, and
it is also possible that the distributed shear surfaces represent the down-dip termination of the
rupture. It is therefore difficult to say which of the above settings these pseudotachylytes were
formed in.

Figure 9.40: Illustration of settings in which pseudotachylytes were formed in the Alpine Fault rocks.
Red stars indicate places that pseudotachylyte has been found. Failure conditions are indicated for the
various settings. Note that it is impossible to convey the difference between failure during dynamic
rupture propagation and the period between large earthquake ruptures in this static diagram.
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The veins with thicknesses >1 cm that are found in mixed provenance ultramylonites in
Harold Creek are more likely candidates for formation in setting 1. The relatively large thicknesses of these pseudotachylytes should be associated with large magnitude events according to
Table 9.4. These mixed provenance ultramylonites occur around a faulted boundary between
typical footwall and hanging-wall material. This fault was probably abandoned at depth, and
slip was later transferred onto a structure that juxtaposes mylonites onto recent gravels, but it
may have been the main plane of the Alpine Fault at some point.
The various possible settings for formation of pseudotachylytes are indicated in Figure 9.40.
Alternation between failure modes may well be related to hydrothermal cementation processes,
as these could be expected to dramatically increase the cohesion of faults and fault gouges in
the interseismic period, so that it was easier to fracture new rock than to re-shear an existing
failure plane.
It is noted that, since it is not possible to tell if many of the pseudotachylytes were formed
as foreshocks and aftershocks to large Alpine Fault ruptures, or during the period between these
ruptures, the presence of pseudotachylytes in the central Alpine Fault zone cannot be used to
test the hypothesis of Stern et al. (2002).

9.10

What is the relationship between the pseudotachylytes and
viscous deformation in the fault zone?

The observations made in previous chapters indicate that mylonitic deformation was relatively
heterogeneous on both microscopic and macroscopic scales. It is possible that this inhomogeneous distribution of viscous strain had an influence on the locations of subsequent brittle
failures that produced pseudotachylyte.
Consider first variation in strain and deformation mechanisms on the scale of the entire fault
zone. Pseudotachylytes are much more common in mylonitic and ultramylonitic host rocks than
in protomylonites, and are even more common in cataclasites and cataclased ultramylonites near
the core of the fault. In §7.5 it was argued that, during uplift of the mylonite zone, deformation to
significant strains by dislocation creep of quartz ceased in the ‘normal’ schist-derived mylonites
when differential stresses were of the order of 52 MPa, whereas deformation by this mechanism
continued in the retrograde ultramylonites and granitoid-derived mylonites to differential stresses
of around 108 MPa. Using the dislocation creep flow law for quartz of equation 2.24 at a
strain rate of 10−12 s−1 , these differential stresses would have been experienced at temperatures
>465◦ C and >395◦ C, respectively corresponding to depths of >13.5 and >6.5 km according to
the geothermal gradient determined during this study (Figure 7.31). This suggests that viscous
deformation to high strains at shallow levels was restricted to a narrow (.100 m thick) mylonite
zone in the core of the fault zone. Pseudotachylytes are most abundant in the retrograde material
that experienced significant strains at the shallowest levels in the viscous regime, which shows
that high strain zones in the brittle and viscous crust are intimately linked.
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However, some pseudotachylytes are also hosted in the ‘normal’ quartzofeldspathic mylonites
and ultramylonites, which were not deformed to significant strains at the shallowest levels.
These are the pseudotachylytes that are estimated to have formed at the greatest depths in the
fault rocks (>8 km). It is possible that they formed to accommodate strain in the ‘stranded’
central section of the fault zone (see Figure 7.41) where deformation was not able to be easily
accommodated by viscous mechanisms.
Relationships between pseudotachylyte locations and variations in the nature of viscous deformation on a small scale are illustrated in the detailed section logged in mylonites in lower
Gaunt Creek (Figure 3.17). Some pseudotachylyte layers in these host rocks are located at the
boundaries between layers of mylonite that preserve a relatively high-grade mineral assemblage
of quartz + oligoclase + biotite ± muscovite, and layers with a retrograde greenschist-facies
assemblage of quartz + altered plagioclase (albite?) + chlorite. The layers with a retrograde
assemblage may have experienced more strain at shallower crustal levels. There is a slight variation in quartz recrystallised grain size between these and adjacent layers that may indicate
deformation in these layers continued to occur at higher differential stresses, which is consistent
with deformation continuing to lower temperatures according to standard paleopiezometric relationships (Stipp and Tullis, 2003), and therefore to shallower crustal levels. Alternatively, the
smaller recrystallised grain size could indicate that strain rates were slightly higher in the retrograde assemblages according to the paleowattmeter relationship (Austin and Evans, 2007). If
these layers were deforming when adjacent layers were not, or if strain rates varied between two
adjacent layers, there would have been a strain mismatch between adjacent layers that should
have been accommodated by slip on the boundary between them. It appears that this slip was
accommodated by brittle failure, resulting in frictional melting.
The thickest pseudotachylytes in this sequence are found within layers where the constituent
phases are relatively well mixed, rather than layers that retain a mineralogical layering that is
partially inherited from the schist protolith. As discussed in Table 2.3 and Chapter 5, deformation accommodated mostly by dislocation creep of quartz is more favoured in monomineralic
layers, whereas polyphase materials with well-mixed phases can deform more easily by a combination of GSS creep (mostly sliding on weak mica basal planes) and dislocation creep (mostly
in quartz). This mechanism was proposed to dominate at the shallower levels of viscous deformation, so it appears that pseudotachylytes are more likely to form in layers that were more
pervasively deformed at shallow levels. Once again, this attests to the strong linkage of deforming
zones in the brittle and shallow viscous parts of the crust.
It is also possible that brittle failures had an effect on the distribution of stresses, and therefore strain rates, for deformation by viscous mechanisms since, as noted in §2.6.5, significant
perturbations of the stress field are expected around the down-dip terminations of brittle ruptures. It may be difficult to recognise the expected variations in viscous strain rates due to
transient earthquake-related loading when there have been numerous ruptures, as could be expected at the downdip termination of the main Alpine Fault plane. However, a microstrucutral
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record might remain down-dip of, or around, smaller brittle rupture planes in the hanging-wall
sequence that only failed in a single event. This may be what is represented by the isolated
layers with greenschist-facies assemblages and smaller recrystallised grain sizes illustrated in
Figure 3.17. It is not possible that higher differential stresses were transmitted perpendicular to
the foliation to the retrograde layers through the adjacent material if all the mylonites had the
same material properties when deformation first started to localise. The only possible source for
an increased load in these layers is by transmission of stress along the foliation. The retrograde
layers may therefore represent higher strain zones formed beneath brittle failures.
The remylonitised pseudotachylytes collected at Mosquito Creek are evidence that earthquake ruptures in the Alpine Fault rocks do sometimes propagate into crust that usually deforms by viscous mechanisms. Quartz recrystallised grain sizes in the material surrounding
the pseudotachylytes at this location are particularly small compared to most ‘normal’ schistderived mylonites from the central Alpine Fault zone. This indicates that they were deformed
to high strains at significantly higher differential stress than were experienced by most of the
fault rocks examined in this study. Higher differential stresses are expected in crystal-plastic
deformation of quartz at colder temperatures and therefore shallower depths. However, similar
small recrystallised grain sizes are observed in other mylonites from this area that are not close
to pseudotachylyte veins (A.F. Cooper, personal communication, 2007). This means that it is
unlikely that the smaller recrystallised grain sizes in the host rock of these pseudotachylytes are
related to accelerated creep rates to relieve transient, earthquake-related loading in the material
immediately surrounding the pseudotachylyte veins. It is possible that pervasive viscous deformation continued to shallower depths (and lower temperatures) in this southern section of the
fault zone.

9.11

Implications for overall behaviour of the Alpine Fault

Warr and Cox (2001) proposed that localised brittle deformation in the Alpine Fault zone
during uplift initially involved strain hardening and frictional melting of an amphibolite facies
protolith under anhydrous conditions, followed by reaction weakening by formation of chlorite
and subsequently clay minerals from the products of frictional melting and related cataclasis.
The results of the present study show that voluminous pseudotachylytes did not form in the
amphibolite-facies material that had undergone the most significant strain hardening at depth.
Instead they are more common in the fault rocks that continued to deform by viscous mechanisms
to relatively shallow depths. Pseudotachylyte formation in these materials was coeval with the
chlorite transformations described by Warr and Cox (2001), rather than occuring in anhydrous
materials that retained an amphibolite facies assemblage during exhumation.
Pseudotachylytes are relatively abundant in the retrograde mylonites and cataclasites. They
are frequently redeformed by cataclastic mechanisms. Remnant clasts in the pseudotachylytes
are generally finer than in the surrounding material and the matrix materials have often been
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altered to masses of felted sericite, chlorite and clay minerals. The process of pseudotachylyte
formation and later alteration is therefore a mechanism of grain-size reduction in the fault rocks.
Furthermore, the phyllosilicates that are produced by later alteration could be expected to have
very low frictional strengths. Altered pseudotachylytes could therefore be expected to deform
more easily both by viscous mechanisms of GSS creep, and by cataclastic flow. GSS creep
mechanisms have been invoked previously to explain the apparent macroscopic superplasticity
exhibited by deformed peudotachylyte (Passchier, 1982; Hobbs et al., 1986 in White, 1996). The
formation of relatively large volumes of pseudotachylyte is therefore responsible for significant
weakening of the rock mass at the shallow levels of deformation, and may significantly contribute
to localisation of brittle deformation.

9.12

Summary and conclusions

Pseudotachylytes occur in a variety of settings in the Alpine Fault zone. Although pseudotachylyte is not present in sufficient volumes to have been generated by shear on a new surface during
every earthquake event, it is reasonably abundant in material that was exhumed adjacent to the
main fault plane and is also sometimes found in the more distal hanging-wall.
Deformation at seismic rates occurred in cataclastic rocks near the core of the fault. Small
amounts of friction melt were produced by flash heating on short-lived, through-going slip surfaces or asperity contacts within these materials but in insufficient quantities to have caused
significant dynamic weakening. This means that most of the energy released during earthquake
events was consumed in fracturing of the rock mass rather than production of heat. There is
evidence that fluids were present in the cataclasites during these events, so the gouges may have
been fluidised (cf. Rowe et al., 2005). Melting is only possible in the presence of these fluids
when permeabilities are much higher than is indicated by measurements of other fault gouges,
and friction melts that formed in these situations were not frequently sampled. It is likely that
frictional melting was suppressed by thermal pressurisation of fluids during most seismic deformation in this cataclastic zone. Cataclastic rocks composed of feldspar fragments supported
in a quartz matrix described in §5.7 are likely products of such deformation. Blebs of melt in
cataclasites were also observed along foliation-parallel shear surfaces in hangingwall mylonites.
Both host rock fabric and host rock mineralogy and composition exert some control on where
pseudotachylytes form in the fault zone. Pseudotachylytes are more voluminous in relatively
unfoliated or cataclastically disrupted materials, presumably because the friction melts can be
rapidly drained away from the fault planes. These host rocks contain hydrated mineral assemblages so initial melts were relatively hydrous, melting temperatures were lower, and voluminous
melts were produced. Furthermore, these hydrous melts were relatively viscous so would have
been easily drained from the slip surfaces, allowing production of friction melt to continue.
Pseudotachylyte-bearing fault orientations are strongly controlled by anisotropy in foliated host
rocks. Melt volumes tend to be larger for failures that cut across the foliation. In part, this may
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reflect the greater fracture energy needed to propagate a rupture through a stronger material,
but is also a function of the ease with which melt can drain away from the fault plane.
Pseudotachylytes are also more common where high-strain deformation by viscous mechanisms continued to relatively shallow levels in the fault rocks, but small, relatively deep (>8 km)
failures also occurred in mylonitic material that was ‘stranded’, so that it experienced relatively
little strain during the last stages of viscous deformation. Pseudotachylytes are frequently related
to inhomogeneous viscous deformation that occurred because of variations in competency of the
host assemblage (e.g. boudinage of amphibolite layers hosted in quartzofeldspathic assemblages
or variations in strain rate between layers with different mineralogy). Pseudotachylyte formation
also contributed to strain-weakening when frictional melt was volumetrically significant.
Foliation-parallel failures that occurred within ‘normal’ hanging-wall mylonites produced
mixed cataclasite and pseudotachylyte or thin pseudotachylyte veins. These represent relatively
small coseismic slip increments so may have formed under conditions where rupture propagation
was not easy. This suggests this depth (>8 km), is below the base of the seismogenic zone.
Conversely, most other pseudotachylytes formed during slip-weakening events that continued to
produce pseudotachylyte for some time, and they probably represent failures in the seismogneic
zone. The seismic-aseismic transition transition in the fault rocks therefore occurs at depths of
5-8 km, which is consistent with models of the fault-locking depth based on GPS data (Beavan
et al., 1999).
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Chapter 10

Synthesis and Conclusions
10.1

Introduction

Data presented in this thesis allow better constraints to be put on the deformation conditions
and mechanisms in the Alpine Fault zone. In this chapter, I summarise the information that has
been gathered and discuss implications for the mechanics of the fault zone. The results of this
research have been used to create a summary model of the Alpine Fault zone, which is presented
as Figure 10.1. Features of this model are discussed in the following sections. I then present the
main conclusions of this research.

10.2

Fault zone geometry

The results of this study are consistent with previous proposals (e.g. Sibson et al., 1979; Norris
and Cooper, 2007) that the Alpine Fault zone, on average, strikes 055◦ , and dips 40-50◦ to the
SE. The main mylonitic foliation lies subparallel to this orientation. Foliation orientations may
be perturbed at shallow depths from near-surface partitioning of deformation onto thrust and
strike-slip structures, and from gravitational collapse of thrust sheets.
Field mapping and protolith studies have revealed that the mylonite zone is not a simple,
parallel-sided zone of high strain at depth. Instead it is composed of an anastomosing network of
high strain zones, and slivers of both hangingwall Alpine Schist and footwall Western Province
material have been incorporated into it. This agrees with previous proposals of Prior (1988),
Wright (1998) and Green (1982). However, the mylonites that have experienced the highest
strains, resulting in pervasive grain size reduction, complete removal of pre-existing fabrics, and
formation of strong crystallographic preferred orientations of quartz, are mostly localised to the
northwestern margin of the exposed mylonite zone. This accords with the findings of Norris and
Cooper (2003). Mylonites derived from a hangingwall, Alpine Schist protolith are much more
common than footwall-derived mylonites.
Geobarometric estimates based on feldspar compositions obtained during this study suggest
that the mylonites were exhumed from depths of >26-33 km. The mylonites must have been
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Figure 10.1: Conceptual model of the Alpine Fault zone, incorporating data gathered during the course of this study. Note that the thermal structure of the
footwall is somewhat speculative, although the gradient at shallow depths is constrained by measurements from oil exploration boreholes (Townend, 2006).
The thermal gradient in the hangingwall is that experienced by the exhumed rocks during uplift; this is assumed to be similar to the present-day geothermal
gradient due to rapid exhumation.
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deformed to considerable strains in the lower crust in order to develop the high-temperature
petrofabrics found during this study. Furthermore, amphibolite-facies temperature estimates
were obtained from apparently syn-mylonitic biotites suggesting they underwent considerable
metamorphic equilibration in the lower crust. Vry et al. (2004) proposed that mylonitic deformation occurred at depths as great as ∼41 km. Considering all these lines of evidence, it
seems most likely that the mylonites were exhumed from the base of the crustal root of the
Southern Alps. Seismic studies have found that the base of the crustal root occurs at depths
of ∼35 km (Kleffmann et al., 1998; Van Avendonk et al., 2004), deeper than ∼25 km, where a
basal décollement has previously been proposed to occur within the crustal root (Koons, 1990).
It is possible that a décollement does occur along the base of the crustal root.

10.3

Deformation mechanisms

10.3.1

‘Normal’ Alpine Schist-derived mylonites

Deformation in the ‘normal’ mylonites, under amphibolite facies conditions, occurred primarily
by dislocation creep of quartz. Quartz was dynamically recrystallised by combined subgrain
rotation and grain boundary migration (GBM) mechanisms. Progressive subgrain rotation appears to have been the dominant process of nucleation of new grains under these conditions.
GBM rates fluctuated between the slow, impurity-hindered and rapid types of Urai et al. (1986),
but were fast enough on average for the removal of high dislocation densities in most recrystallised grains. These observations accord with the conclusions of Prior (1988). Furthermore,
this deformation behaviour of quartz is similar to that observed under comparable conditions in
other natural settings (e.g. Dunlap et al., 1997; Stipp et al., 2002b) and experimental examples
(e.g. Hirth and Tullis, 1992). The recrystallised quartz has a mean grain size of ≥25µm, and
the grains mostly have relatively low aspect ratios, ∼1:2.
During this deformation, quartz aggregates developed strong crystallographic preferred orientations. Y -maximum CPOs were formed in the mylonites and ultramylonites, primarily by
prism<a> slip at amphibolite facies conditions. During subsequent deformation at lower grade
conditions, this strongly oriented fabric was not easily reactivated by slip on the basal<a> system
that is usually favoured at temperatures below 500◦ C. Instead, the prism<a> and rhomb<a>
slip systems accommodated most of the deformation, so that the Y -maximum fabrics were preserved or only slightly modified to asymmetric single girdles. Quartz in the protomylonites did
not experience sufficient deformation at amphibolite-facies conditions to develop a highly oriented fabric, so a combination of basal<a>, rhomb<a> and prism<a> slip systems were able
to be activated under greenschist facies conditions, and asymmetric crossed-girdle fabrics were
formed.
Primary mixed CO2 -H2 O fluid inclusions are hosted in quartz veins in the necks of single-layer
boudins in metabasic layers in the hangingwall mylonites. Microthermometric measurements
indicate these veins were dynamically recrystallised at temperatures of around 325±15◦ C. This
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is close to the lower temperature limit for quartz plasticity previously reported in the literature
(e.g. Stockhert et al., 1999). In order for these veins to have been deformed at these conditions,
the surrounding aggregates must also have experienced deformation, and deformation conditions
would have been favourable to crystal-plasticity of quartz in this surrounding material. Hence
it can be inferred that the ‘normal’ quartzofeldspathic mylonites were still actively deforming
by dislocation creep of quartz at temperatures as low as 325±15◦ C.
Other minerals that occur in polyphase aggregates with quartz in many cases did not undergo pervasive crystal-plastic deformation. Feldspars only display limited evidence of dislocation creep. Biotite may have recrystallised dynamically at higher grades, and was only locally
recrystallised in combination with chemical change (particularly Ti-depletion) at lower temperatures. Grain size reduction in biotite might also have occurred by extensional boudinage
perpendicular to (001), and shearing along basal planes by both frictional and viscous processes,
and by intracrystalline cataclasis. Muscovite shows similar behaviour to biotite although porphyroclastic grains are more common. Hornblende also was not extensively recrystallised during
Dm , but was disaggregated in similar manner to biotite.
During exhumation the amphibolite facies microstructures were only partially overprinted
by C’-shear bands that were active at epidote-amphibolite to greenschist facies conditions. The
minerals within these shear bands are well dispersed and relatively fine grained. It is proposed
that deformation was localised to these structures during the later stages of mylonitisation,
where it was accommodated by a combination of grain-boundary sliding on weak mica basal
(001) planes that became aligned parallel to the shear band margins during deformation, coupled
with some dislocation creep of quartz.

10.3.2

Retrograde and footwall-derived mylonites

Retrograde assemblages are only pervasively developed in mylonites adjacent to the cataclasites
in the fault core, and in the cataclasites themselves. The material that developed these retrograde assemblages also deformed by different mechanisms to those that were dominant in the
‘normal’ schist-derived mylonites during, and after development of the retrograde assemblages.
The retrograde reactions resulted in formation of a variety of fine-grained products, notably
sericite, chlorite and fine-grained quartz. These reaction products are well-mixed. Limited pressure solution may also have played a role in re-distribution of phases. The fine-grained mixture
of phases probably deformed by a combination of grain size sensitive (GSS) creep and some
dislocation creep of quartz.
In retrograde mylonites derived from a schist protolith, there are some quartz layers with
syn-mylonitic microstructures and quartz CPO patterns that are characteristic of amphibolitefacies deformation. This suggests these materials were deformed under similar conditions to
those experienced by the ‘normal’ schist-derived mylonites, before being exhumed to lower grade
conditions where they also experienced a considerable amount of deformation, including both
dislocation creep of quartz and GSS creep.
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Mylonites derived from footwall Western Province granitoid protoliths have similar mineralogy and phase distributions to the retrograde schist-derived mylonites just described. They
also appear to have deformed by a combination of solution-accommodated GSS and dislocation
creep. Quartz was redistributed by this process into veins and porphyroclast cracks and pressure
shadows. There was very little subsequent crystal-plastic deformation of this quartz. There is
no evidence of previous deformation at amphibolite facies conditions in these mylonites.

10.4

Deformation conditions

It is well established that crustal isotherms can be advected in the hangingwall of thrust faults
(e.g. Koons, 1987; Bollinger et al., 2006). However, it is not clear what the shape of this
thermal anomaly will be across a fault zone. Previous numerical models of the Alpine Fault
zone, both those with an imposed sharp fault boundary (e.g. Koons, 1987; Shi et al., 1996) and
those where the development of a high-strain zone comparable to the fault are a function of the
temperature-dependent material properties (e.g. Batt and Braun, 1999), show a relatively broad
thermal anomaly. In this case, there should be no measurable change in the geothermal gradient
across the narrow fault zone, but an increase in the thermal gradient from the fault to a few
kilometers into the hangingwall is indicated (Figure 10.3a). The new P-T data obtained from
the fault rocks during this study allow more precise constraints to be put on the relationship
of the thermal structure of the fault rocks to the surrounding crust, so that the temperature
distributions of previous models can be tested.
By combining fluid inclusion and thermobarometric results described in Chapter 7, upper
and lower bounding constraints can be put on deformation in the mylonite zone. Ti-in-biotite
geothermometric results suggest that pervasive equilibration ceased in some remnant Alpine
Schist biotites throughout the mylonite zone at temperatures as high as 650±50◦ C, although
systematic errors in the Ti-in-biotite geothermometric correlations cannot be discounted. This
provides a constraint on the minimum temperature experienced in the hangingwall prior to
incorporation of material in the fault zone. Feldspars within the mylonites can be used to
constrain P-T; these compositions suggest temperatures of 500-550±50◦ C at pressures of 78.5±1.5 kbar (equivalent to 26-32±6 km depth). While it is not clear that these feldspars
equilibrated syn-mylonitically, this P-T condition must have been met at some time in the fault
rocks or their protolith. Fluid inclusion results, coupled with microstructural observations in
the host quartz, indicate that a temperature of ∼325◦ C was experienced at a depth of ∼4.5
km, giving a near-surface thermal gradient of approximately 75◦ C km−1 . This temperaturedepth distribution experienced by the rocks during exhumation probably approximates the true
geothermal gradient due to rapid uplift. This result is within the error range of the near-surface
geothermal gradient of 60±15◦ C km−1 indicated by heat flow measurements in a single, 220 m
deep borehole in the hangingwall schist 4 km southeast of the Alpine Fault at Franz Joseph (Shi
et al., 1996). These constraints are summarised in Figure 10.2.
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The best P-T profile to fit the data from this study (Figure 10.2a) also fits previously published estimates of the P-T constraints from thermobarometry and fluid inclusion data within
the hangingwall schist (Figure 10.2b). This suggests that there is no specific peak in the crustal
isotherms in the hangingwall as has been indicated in previous studies (ie. Figure 10.3a). Instead, the isotherms are advected to a similar extent within the fault rocks and some distance
into the hangingwall, as illustrated in Figure 10.3b. This may indicate that the cooling effect
due to diffusion of heat into the fault footwall was negligible, perhaps because the fault zone
presents some sort of low thermal-conductivity boundary. This might be the case if convective
cooling occurs as fluids pass preferentially through the fault zone, removing heat to surficial
springs (cf. Schellart et al., 2006). Alternatively, shear heating within the fault rocks could have
negated the effect of heat diffusion towards the cooler footwall block.
As previously noted, the central Alpine Fault mylonites are derived from two different protoliths. The metamorphic assemblages preserved in these protoliths are mostly different. If
there is a rapid drop in isotherm position into the footwall of the fault zone, as illustrated in
Figure 10.3b, it is possible for material in the footwall to have been deformed under greenschist
facies conditions while amphibolite facies conditions were preserved in the adjacent upthrust
material. In this case it is possible to produce a model for juxtaposition of materials that were
apparently deformed under two different sets of metamorphic conditions. (Figure 10.4). The
Western Province-derived mylonites were probably deformed within the footwall part of the fault

Figure 10.2: (a) Illustration of new constraints on the thermal gradient along an uplift path in the
fault rocks and (b) comparison to previous data from the hangingwall schist. Pre-existing published data
derived from the mylonites is also included in (a). Depths are derived from pressures assuming an average
crustal density of 2700 kg m−3 . Since this temperature profile is derived from exhumed material, it is
representative of conditions along an uplift path. However, it is likely to approximate the geothermal
gradient at the present day, particularly at shallow depths, due to rapid uplift. The thermal gradient in
the fault rocks is little different from that in the hangingwall material.
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Figure 10.3: Schematic cross-sections of the Alpine Fault zone, illustrating the shape of crustal isotherms.
In previous numerical models (a), the shallowest isotherms and steepest geothermal gradient were observed some distance into the hangingwall schist. Data from the present study suggest there is little
variation in depths to the isotherms in the hangingwall and the fault rocks, as illustrated in (b), so that
there is no hangingwall temperature peak. In this case the thermal structure in the footwall is somewhat
conjectural since the only constraints are from near-surface temperature measurements (Townend, 1999).
Note that it is possible there is no downwards movement of the footwall block, so the shear sense arrows
only show relative motion across the zone.

Figure 10.4: Model for development of greenschist facies mineral assemblage in hangingwall mylonites.
Progressive stages in development of the fault zone are shown from left to right. Granitoid-derived
mylonite indicated by cross pattern; schist-derived mylonite is grey with no pattern. The fault zone is
indicated by a paler colour. Material with a greenschist facies mineral assemblage is indicated by the
vertical hatching. Displacement vectors are relative to the schist-granitoid-derived mylonite boundary,
not to an external reference frame (in fact the footwall mylonites may not be downthrust in an external
reference frame).
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zone, and were exhumed when they were transferred into the hangingwall as the zone of highest
strain or the brittle structure shifted. At Harold and Gaunt Creeks, the fault rocks closest to
the most recent fault break are composed of a mixture of Western Province-derived and Alpine
Schist-derived mylonites. These materials developed a pervasive greenschist facies overprint on
the ‘normal’ quartzofeldspathic mylonites. It is possible that this material was resident for some
time in the footwall block of the fault, to the northwest of the boundary of the zone underging
rapid exhumation during simple shear, so that the Western Province-derived and schist-derived
mylonites were mixed together, and so that the schist-derived mylonites developed a retrograde
mineral assemblage. The alternative is that pervasive viscous and subsequent brittle deformation
at greenschist facies conditions only occurred in the very central part of the fault zone.
In the ‘normal’ schist-derived mylonites, evidence of pervasive retrogressive alteration under
greenschist facies conditions is only found in C’-shear bands in the protomylonite zone. Tiin-biotite geothermometric results indicate that biotites that were incorporated in these shear
bands were recrystallised and equilibrated metamorphically down to temperatures of 507 ±50◦ C,
below which temperature they became partially chloritised. Conversely, biotites in most ‘normal’ quartzofeldspathic mylonites and ultramylonites did not equilibrate below temperatures
of 590±50◦ C, which is little lower than the peak temperature estimates from porphyroclastic
biotites that are inferred to be remnant from the parent schist. However, localised retrogression
did occur in layers parallel to the mylonitic foliation in the mylonites and ultramylonites, and
around late joints and fractures. These results indicate that pervasive crystal-plastic deformation
ceased in the mylonites and ultramylonites at higher temperatures than in the protomylonites.
A similar inference can be made from observations of the rheological behaviour of the various
minerals that make up the mylonites (Figure 7.23). In §2.6.4, it was suggested that a decrease in
strain rate into the more distal mylonites should result in crystal-plastic deformation continuing
to shallower depths (and therefore lower temperatures) there. The rheothermometric results
just described indicate that this is the case, so it is likely that the more distal material (protomylonite) did undergo deformation at slower strain rates than the mylonites and ultramylonites.

10.5

Strain and strain history

Most of the structures formed during mylonitisation (e.g. shear bands, boudinage structures,
most folded veins, quartz CPO fabrics) are asymmetric, and indicate top-to-the-W sense of
shear. This is consistent with the boundary kinematics of the fault zone, which indicates such
structures can be used to infer a sense of movement. By implication, shear senses in ancient
fault zones are likely to reflect the relative displacement of the boundaries of these zones.
The consistent asymmetry of the structures indicates that deformation predominantly involved simple rather than pure shear strain (Figure 10.5). There is a decrease in the degree of
asymmetry of quartz CPO fabrics, and of foliation boudins (in the sense of Ghosh and Sengupta,
1999) towards the southeastern margin of the mylonite zone. This reflects an increasing ratio of
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pure:simple shear strain. The results of strain modelling described in Chapter 8 indicate that a
similar amount of pure shear strain, measured as a stretch up-dip of the fault of α ≤ 3.5, was
accommodated in all the fault rocks. This means that the dominance of simple shear-related
fabrics and structures in the higher strain mylonites merely reflects the relatively high ratio of
simple:pure shear strain in those rocks (Figure 10.5). Symmetric fabrics, indicating dominantly
pure shear strain, are occasionally found within the mylonites and ultramylonites. For example, at Little Man River, some quartz veins have no sense of asymmtery. These examples are
relatively rare. It is likely they reflect inhomogeneous distribution of the simple shear component of strain, especially during late-stage shearing when the simple shear strain component was
partitioned into shear bands.
Taking into account only the pure shear strain component of deformation, the average 1 km
thickness of mylonites that are exposed at the surface at present would have originated as a
wider zone at the start of the deformation. Assuming that a similar thickness of mylonites
were developed in the footwall rocks (which may or may not be correct), a fault thickness of
approximately 7 km is indicated at depth. This is consistent with the fault width imaged using
seismic methods at a depth of 25 km (Kleffmann et al., 1998).
The footwall of the fault zone is undergoing slow uplift (Townend, 1999; Cooper and Kostro,
2006; Ghisetti and Sibson, 2006); ie. it is not being actively pushed down; however, the hangingwall is being thrust over it. This can be explained if the footwall undergoes similar crustal
shortening in the form of pure shear strain to that within the hanging-wall schists (Figure 10.5b).
Strain accumulated heterogeneously across the mylonite zone. As previously noted, the highest strains were experienced by the ultramylonites, as shown by pervasive grain-size reduction
by dynamic recrystallisation, and reconstitution/transposition of a pre-existing fabric. The orientations of planar and linear fabric elements are fit by the strain model presented in Chapter 8
if simple shear strains of γ = 150 are coupled with pure shear stretches of the order of α = 3.5.

Figure 10.5: Graph and block diagram illustrating how pure and simple shear components of strain vary
across the Alpine Fault zone. α is pure shear stretch, γ is simple shear strain. The block diagram shows
a vertical fault to simplify the illustration.
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It is noted that simple shear strains ≥ 30 could not be differentiated using this model and were
instead found by fitting to the model of Norris and Cooper (2003). In more distal hangingwall
mylonites, the orientations of similar structures can be fit by the strain model (Chapter 8) if
total simultaneous strains were somewhat lower; γ = 11.7 and α = 3.15. Pre-existing fabrics in
these distal mylonites were only partially and inhomogeneously overprinted. Most deformation
was concentrated in discrete C’-shear bands that were active relatively late in the deformation
history (Figure 10.1a). Orientations of pre-existing lineations from the Alpine Schist were only
substantially modified within these shear bands, and then to varying degrees that do not necessarily reflect the magnitude of the total strain. The amount of rotation is very sensitive to the
pre-mylonitic orientation of these features since apparently small rotations during large simple
shear strains were experienced by lineations that initially lay close to the orientation of the
simple shear plane.

10.6

Seismic behaviour of the fault zone materials

Pseudotachylytes are found throughout the fault rocks, but are increasingly common towards
the brittle trace (or traces; e.g. Harold Creek) of the Alpine Fault. Two types of failure are
recognised to have occurred in intact host rocks. Relatively voluminous pseudotachylytes hosted
in isotropic host rocks with retrograde mineral assemblages were formed at depths of around 25 km. Low-volume, foliation-parallel pseudotachylytes and pseudotachylyte-cataclasites hosted
in foliated mylonites that retain an amphibolite-facies mineral assemblage were formed at depths
of >8 km. Correlation of melt layer thickness to coseismic frictional heat production (Di Toro
et al., 2005; Sibson and Toy, 2006) indicates these latter pseudotachylytes were associated with
relatively small (<0.4 m) coseismic slip increments. If typical earthquake slip:rupture area
scaling relationships can be applied to these faults, they represent earthquakes with magnitudes
Mw .5 (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; Sibson, 1989).
The depth range for formation of these pseudotachylytes is below the steady-state brittleviscous transition indicated by the new temperature-depth profile defined in this study (§7.4.6).
Scholz (1998) suggested that the base of the seismogenic zone corresponds to a transition from
velocity-strengthening to velocity-weakening behaviour, and that this transition occurs with
increasing depth at about 300◦ C, ie. the temperature of onset of quartz crystal-plasticity. If
this is the case in the Alpine Fault zone, most of the foliation-parallel pseudotachylytes were
generated under velocity-strengthening conditions. Clearly, some earthquakes did nucleate at
these depths, but the associated seismic slip increments were relatively small. It is possible
that these failures were rapidly arrested under velocity-strengthening conditions. Some seismic
events in the immediate hangingwall of the fault were estimated to have focal depths in the
range 8-12 km (Leitner et al., 2001), deeper than the brittle-viscous transition indicated by this
study of the fault rocks. It is possible that the rheological behaviours of the fault rocks and
the surrounding crust are fundamentally different, so that the base of the seismogenic zone is
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shallower within the fault zone unless large ruptures propagate down-dip of their source region.
Transitory frictional melting also occurred within the cataclastic core of the fault zone.
These pseudotachylytes can contain amygdules, indicating that they formed in the presence
of fluids. Frictional melting in the presence of fluids can only occur if permeabilities in the
cataclastic host are above those previously measured in experimentally generated or exhumed
ancient fault gouges (e.g. Morrow et al., 1984; Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2003). These high
permeabilities may have been transiently developed during large-scale seismic events, when
much of the rock mass was freshly fractured. In order for pseudotachylyte to have formed in
the fault gouges, shearing within them must have been localised to narrow slip zones. This
indicates that the cataclasites were not formed by distributed microfracturing as is observed
during ‘cataclastic flow’ under laboratory conditions (e.g. Tullis and Yund, 1987). Instead they
must have formed progressively by repeated fracturing on numerous through-going fault surfaces.
Cyclical hydrothermal cementation and brittle fracturing could have resulted in formation of the
relatively thick cataclasite zone that is observed today (cf. Faulkner et al., in press).
The abundant pseudotachylytes formed in the cataclasites were devitrified and altered to
sericite and chlorite. The presence of these phyllosilicates may have led to considerable reduction of friction coefficients within the cataclasites derived from pseudotachylyte, promoting
localisation of brittle deformation to this zone. This accords with the proposal of Warr and Cox
(2001).
Quartz microstructures in rocks immediately surrounding the cataclastic core of the Alpine
Fault suggest that the later increments of deformation there occurred by the same mechanisms
as were operative in localised shear bands in the more distal mylonites, ie. a combination of
dislocation creep in quartz and sliding on weak mica basal planes. During this deformation,
relatively small quartz recrystallised grain sizes were formed. This indicates that deformation
occurred under relatively high differential stresses. It is possible these differential stresses were
transitorily imposed when the main Alpine Fault plane ruptured (cf. Ellis et al., 2006).

10.7

Fault strength model

The preliminary model of strength for the fault zone that was proposed in Chapter 2 is revised
to reflect the findings of this study.
The following changes to the initial model are incorporated into this new version
1. The revised thermal gradient for the Alpine Fault zone incorporating the new fluid inclusion
and thermobarometric results reported in Chapter 7 and summarised in Figure 10.2 is
employed. For the purposes of these analyses, it is assumed that the thermal gradient
experienced along an uplift path approximates the present-day geothermal gradient.
2. A deformation mechanism of combined grain-boundary sliding on weak mica basal planes,
with limited dislocation creep of quartz, is incorporated in the strength model for deformation under greenschist facies conditions.
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10.7.1

Composite flow laws

From the microstructural observations made during this study, it is clear that it is inappropriate
to consider that the strength of the Alpine Fault rocks are controlled solely by dislocation creep
of quartz or by brittle-frictional failure. The effect of abundant, relatively weak micas along
shear bands and in polyphase aggregates with quartz and feldspar must be incorporated into
the constitutive equations.
As shown in §2.4.6, the rheology of a polyphase aggregate may be approximated by a variety
of composite flow laws, the most easily applied of which are the Handy et al. (1999) composite
flow law for two-phase aggregates, and the Ji and Xia (2002) generalised mixing law. Application
of these two laws to model the behaviour of the Alpine Fault rocks is discussed in the following
sections.
The bulk of the mylonites are composed of quartz-mica-feldspar aggregates with modal
proportions 0.5:0.35:0.15 from point counting (Chapter 4). A composite behaviour should incorporate dislocation creep of quartz, failure of micas by sliding along basal planes, and frictional
failure of feldspars.
The quartz flow law was explained in Chapter 2 and will not be further elaborated on here.
The abundant micas, found along shear bands in the ‘normal’ mylonites and distributed
throughout the rock in the retrograde materials, probably fail by sliding on basal planes. In
some experimental studies, micas underwent low temperature dislocation creep by sliding on
basal planes. Kronenberg et al. (1990) and Mares and Kronenberg (1993) presented a flow law
for this case. However, micas undergoing this sort of dislocation creep should develop smooth
undulose extinction; this was mostly not observed in the micas in the Alpine Fault mylonites (see
Chapter 5). Also, the flow law for micas is difficult to apply as it predicts negative strengths for
temperatures above ∼ 480◦ C at γ̇ = 10−12 s−1 (this result is strain-rate dependent; the critical
temperature is lower for slower strain rates). Hence, depsite the fact that previous experimental
studies (e.g. Shea and Kronenberg, 1992; Mariani et al., 2006) suggest micas in these materials
should have deformed by a combination of brittle and viscous mechanisms, I chose to analyse
a frictional strength only, assuming sliding occurs between discrete mica crystals. It would be
good to perform an analysis incorporating a low temperature dislocation creep flow law for micas
in the future. Micas have low shear strengths due to relatively low coefficients of friction and
tensile strengths. Mariani et al. (2006) recently measured a static friction coefficient of µs = 0.3
in muscovite at confining pressures of 207 MPa, temperatures in the range 200-700◦ C and a
strain rate of 10−5 s−1 . Kinetic friction coefficients in these experiments ranged up to 0.5. An
intermediate value of µimi = 0.4 is therefore considered to be representative of a range of possible
behaviours. Rocks containing abundant micas easily part along the foliation (Figure 2.3), so
micas probably have a relatively low tensile strength in this orientation; a value of 5 MPa is
assumed for this analysis, so that C0mi = 10 MPa.
There is little evidence of fracturing of feldspars in the majority of the ‘normal’ quartzofeldspathic mylonites. However, grain size reduction of small feldspars within late shear bands may
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have occurred by this mechanism. Feldspars in retrograde mylonites are usually microfractured
along cleavage planes. This analysis therefore considers failure of feldspar by brittle mechanisms.
A standard friction coefficient for failure of intact rock, µif sp = 0.75 and tensile strength similar
to that of granite in Figure 2.3, T0f sp = 10 MPa (giving C0f sp = 20 MPa) are assumed.
It is assumed that brittle failure occurs on mica basal planes and feldspar twin planes in
optimal orientations with respect to an Andersonian thrust stress regime, in accord with Handy
et al. (1999).
Handy et al. (1999) composite flow law
At first examination, it appears that the Handy et al. (1999) ‘IWL’ flow law could be applied
to model combined dislocation creep of quartz and frictional failure of micas by sliding on weak
basal planes. This flow law is designed to model a biphase material in which a volumetrically
dominant weaker phase that occurs in interlinked weak layers undergoes failure by dislocation
creep. It is therefore applicable to polyphase aggregates immediately below the brittle-viscous
transition that would be found using constitutive relationships for pure brittle and pure dislocation creep of the weakest phase. Handy et al. (1999) showed that there is little real change
in strength during such ‘frictional-viscous’ flow from solely viscous failure of the weak phase,
provided fluid pressures are less than lithostatic.
I attempted to apply the Handy et al. (1999) composite flow law to a composite of quartz
and mica, imposing the condition that quartz may deform by frictional mechanisms if its viscous
strength exceeds its brittle strength. The flow law is described by equations 2.28 to 2.31. The
weak phase that should be incorporated into this composite flow law can be either quartz undergoing dislocation creep, if temperatures are high enough, or micas with low friction coefficients
and tensile strengths. Strength from this flow law was calculated using an Excell spreadsheet
with conditional statements to determine which phase had the smallest ‘reference shear strength’
(ie. the shear stress for failure of the material in a monophase aggregate at the bulk strain rate
of the rock), and was therefore the weakest phase.
In order to apply the composite law, it is necessary to calculate the strain rate in each
component phase as a function of the relative reference shear strength, then recalculate the
strength of each component at this new strain rate, before combining the shear strengths of the
two components. This means that materials undergoing viscous deformation will have different
strengths from their reference strengths, but that materials undergoing frictional failure (which
is not strain-rate dependent), will not. Application of this law to two brittle materials following
the guidelines set down by Handy et al. (1999) results in a composite that is weaker than either
component phase, which is physically implausible. It is possible to find a reasonable aggregate
strength for two brittle phases if a term

−1/τc

(where τc is the ratio of reference shear strengths

of the strong and weak phases) is removed from the Handy et al. (1999) equations. However,
removing this term from a frictional-viscous composite results in a composite strength that is
greater than either constituent phase, so this treatment is incorrect. Conversely, if the
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−1/τc

is

left in the frictional part of the composite law when the weakest phase deforms by frictional
mechanisms, the aggregate is weaker than the weakest phase; again physically implausible. It
appears that the Handy et al. (1999) flow law does not correctly model aggregate strengths if
the weakest phase deforms by frictional mechanisms, and is therefore not applicable to the case
of interest here.
Ji and Xia (2002) mixing law
The general mixing law of Ji and Xia (2002) can be applied to any number of phases so is
particularly useful for the three-phase material considered here. The mixing law of equation 2.32
was modified to estimate both differential flow or brittle failure stresses
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. In these equations, the first term on the right-hand side represents

the viscous part of the failure criteria according to a flow law for dislocation creep of quartz,
and the latter two terms represent failure by brittle-frictional mechanisms in micas and feldspars
respectively. The contribution of each phase to the total aggregate behaviour depends on its
volumetric proportion, φ, and a geometric constant, J.
This law was used where the stress for brittle failure of quartz exceeded its flow strength
for dislocation creep. When the stress for brittle failure was lower, the flow stress terms in the
above equations were replaced by the same brittle failure criteria as that used for feldspar. σv0 in
these equations was found for the simple case where σv0 = σ30 , which gives a maximum estimate
of the strength of the material. It is assumed that σ20 = 12 (σ10 + σ30 ).
The geometric constant, J, can be varied according to the way that stress and strain are
distributed through the material. If the amount of strain accommodated in each phase is the
same, J = 1. Alternatively if the stress experienced by each phase is the same, J = −1.
Intermediate J values give intermediate stress-strain distributions. It is difficult to say which
of these parameters should be chosen in the present analyses. If the weakest phase occurs in
interlinked layers, it is impossible for stresses higher than those accommodated within it to be
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supported in the other phases. It is likely that this is the case in these rocks, but to account
for slight variations in stress due to the possibility of contact between stronger phases, I take
J = −0.5. The analysis cannot account for a non-uniform distribution of both stress and strain
through the rock as is observed during localisation of deformation to shear bands, so is only
applicable to material within these shear bands where they are present. In the case of the
retrograde materials the law is applicable to the entire rock.
The resulting strength profiles versus depth are illustrated in Figure 10.6. Curves for both
lithostatic and hydrostatic fluid pressure are shown. For the hydrostatic case, λ = 0.33 since
fluid inclusion data indicate that fluids in the fault zone are a mixture of CO2 and H2 O, which
are assumed to have an average density of ρ = 900kg m−3 (§7.4.6). The results indicate that
this composite frictional-viscous failure mode may support a lower differential stress, and therefore be dominant over pure dislocation creep of quartz in the shallower parts of the ‘viscous’
regime. The composite frictional-viscous mechanism is never favoured over dislocation creep if
hydrostatic fluid pressures prevail. However, it is likely that fluid pressures are lithostatic in the
viscous regime since the rock mass does not usually contain an interlinked network of fractures.
Retrogressive, hydrated mineral assemblages are present within protomylonite shear bands and
retrograde ultramylonitic material, indicating free fluid was available. However, retrogressive
assemblages, particularly chlorite after biotite, are not usually observed in the ‘normal’ schistderived mylonites and ultramylonites, so it is difficult to be certain that the lithostatic fluid
pressure condition was achieved at temperatures below the biotite-in isograd (∼400◦ C) there.
For lithostatic fluid pressure conditions, the composite flow law supports a lower differential
stress or shear stress than a dislocation creep flow law for quartz at a comparable strain rate
at depths .20 km. I note that the empirical flow law derived by Shea and Kronenberg (1992)
for deformation of mica schist also gave a higher flow stress than dislocation creep of quartz in
the lower crust, hence those authors inferred that frictional-viscous flow should only dominate
in the middle crust, according with results of the present analysis.
The maximum differential stress supported by the polyphase material is of the order of
65 MPa. This is only slightly larger than the maximum differential stress estimate derived
from recrystallised grain size palaeopiezometry of quartz in the ‘normal’ mylonites (∼52 MPa;
Chapter 7). The difference probably results in part from the use of an Andersonian thrust regime
to calculate the frictional part of the composite flow law; deformation under strike-slip conditions
would support a lower differential stress (Sibson, 2003), and the stress regime in the Alpine Fault
zone is probably intermediate between Andersonian thrust and strike-slip regimes. Activation
of the composite aggregate in mixed frictional and viscous deformation therefore explains why
smaller recrystallised grain sizes were not attained during deformation at the shallowest levels
of viscous deformation in the mylonites. This limit on maximum differential stress also explains
why extensional (or extensional shear) quartz veins were able to form in the depth range 4.58 km, where analyses of crustal strength based solely on a flow law for dislocation creep of quartz
at a steady state strain rate and brittle failure (§7.4.6) suggested that the limiting condition
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Figure 10.6: Strength profiles for the Alpine Fault rocks, incorporating a composite frictional-viscous
flow law. (a) Differential stress and (b) shear stress versus depth. (c) shows viscous and frictional-viscous
curves only, at a variety of strain rates. Purple and red lines are flow stresses for dislocation creep of
quartz at the indicated strain rates. Black lines are the composite brittle-viscous flow law described in
the text; line style relates to strain rate as for dislocation creep. Brown and grey lines show brittle failure
envelopes. Only the weakest and strongest brittle failure envelopes for the main Alpine Fault plane (ie.
µs = 0.2 in an Andersonian strike-slip stress regime; brown lines, and µs = 0.6 in an Andersonian thrust
regime; grey lines) for hydrostatic fluid pressure conditions are shown in order to simplify the diagram;
see Figure 2.8 for other envelopes.
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for tensile or extensional shear failure, (σ1 − σ3 ) . 5.66T0 (Secor, 1965) would not be met. Of
course, it is also possible that strain rates fluctuated over the seismic cycle in this part of the
crust, so that the limiting condition for extensional failure was met only occasionally.
Since the biotites and feldspars were deforming solely by frictional processes in this combined
mechanism, metamorphic equilibration would not be assisted by migration of grain boundaries
through these materials, which could explain why these minerals in the ‘normal’ schist-derived
mylonites did not equilibrate with the metamorphic conditions, even if fluids were present.
This would particularly be the case in the ultramylonites where this deformation mechanism
dominates for fault zone rocks through much of the upper crust.
The situation in the protomylonites differs. Deformation described by the composite flow
law is not favoured over dislocation creep of quartz at a strain rate of 10−13 s−1 until above a
depth of ∼ 12 km. This strain rate would have been realised in the protomylonites if most of the
rock was deforming. However, macro- and microstructural observations made during this study,
coupled with strain analyses (Chapter 8) have shown that most deformation under greenschist
facies conditions was focussed into the C’-shear bands, which comprise only one tenth of the rock
mass. Strain rates in these shear bands were therefore probably .10−12 s−1 . This could mean
that, in the protomylonites, deformation was accommodated by small amounts of dislocation

Figure 10.7: Illustration of the way that deformation mechanisms might vary during exhumation in
the protomylonite zone. Higher strain rates are expected in shear bands, so these will undergo a switch
in deformation mechanism before the intervening microlithons. Note that this mechanism cannot be
responsible for localisation of strain to the shear bands if these relative strengths are correct, since the
composite is still stronger than quartz undergoing dislocation creep at a slower strain rate.
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creep of quartz through the bulk of rock mass (ie. the microlithons), coupled with composite
deformation at a strain rate of 10−12 s−1 in the localised shear bands at depths between 12
km and 18 km (Figure 10.7). At shallower depths, only the composite behaviour would have
occurred.
Finally, the composite flow law is favoured over dislocation creep of quartz to greater depths
if strain rates are higher. Numerical models of the earthquake cycle (Ellis et al., 2006) indicate that high differential stresses will be transiently imposed at the down-dip termination of
an earthquake rupture on the main Alpine Fault plane. These high differential stresses will
cause deformation to occur at accelerated creep rates. This means that rocks that are within
the region of transiently perturbed stresses will undergo deformation at faster strain rates than
10−12 s−1 , which is indicated by the steady-state distribution of deformation through the fault
rocks. During these high strain rate events, it is more likely that deformation will be accommodated by mixed frictional and viscous mechanisms over a significant part of the fault rocks
in the middle crust. The absence of low temperature biotite chemistries in the mylonites and
ultramylonites indicates the combined frictional-viscous deformation mechanism was dominant
to greater depths in these rocks than in the protomylonites, which indicates that the transient
stress and strain rate effects associated with earthquake ruptures mostly affected the mylonite
and ultramylonite zones. In the interseismic period, strain rates should decay to relatively
low values, so it is likely that deformation occurred under lower differential stresses, and that
dislocation creep of quartz dominated.
It is not as easy to understand the relevance of this mixed flow law to retrograde mylonites adjacent to the cataclastic fault core. Microstructures in these materials indicate varying amounts
of pressure-solution occured within them, and this is not modelled by the composite flow law.
Also, the differential stresses indicated by recrystallised grain size paleopiezometry in this material are inconsistent with the composite flow law unless aseismic strain rates were particularly
high (e.g. 10−10 s

−1 ).

It is possible that these high strain rates were imposed when the brittle

structure ruptured.
Furthermore, if the composite frictional-viscous flow law is applicable, crystal-plastic deformation of minerals other than quartz should not be observed at shallow levels in these materials.
This means that dynamic recrystallisation did not act to speed up the rates of chemical reaction
and metamorphic equilibration, and so cannot have influenced development of the retrograde
mineral assemblages. However, if fluids are very abundant, metamorphic reactions can proceed
rapidly even in the absence of dynamic recrystallisation (Spear, 1993). The greater development
of retrograde assemblages in these mylonites over that in the more distal material is therefore
primarily a function of the presence of abundant fluids, indicating a narrow zone around the core
of the Alpine Fault zone acted as a localised fluid conduit under greenschist facies conditions.
Mancktelow and Pennacchioni (2004) found that the presence of water along grain boundaries in quartz had a significant influence on microstructural evolution, although they observed
smaller recrystallised grain sizes in water-deficient mylonites; the opposite to what is observed
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here. Similarly Passchier (1985) observed that small recrystallised grain sizes and formation of
pseudotachylytes below the normal brittle-viscous transition (that would subsequently be remylonitised) are characteristic of deformation under water-deficient conditions. It is not possible
to assess the significance of quartz water content from the data gathered during this study, but
this is a fertile field for further investigation.

10.8

Conclusion

To conclude, I present the findings of this research in answer to the major research questions
that were put forward in §1.6.
How localised is strain in this major crustal fault zone, and by what mechanisms
did localisation occur?
• The initial mechanism responsible for strain localisation cannot be determined from results
of this study, since the exposed mylonitic fabrics are probably younger than the age of the
fault. Furthermore, any fabric inherited from pre-existing structures in the core of the
fault would have been completely overprinted by the high-strain deformation experienced
there.
• The results of quartz crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) studies indicate that
strain was very localised in the fault rocks at amphibolite facies conditions. Once simple shear strains of the order of 10 had been accommodated in the fault rocks at these
conditions, development of a strong quartz CPO would have led to significant geometrical
weakening and allowed strain to remain localised within the mylonite zone.
• During subsequent deformation, the mylonites were exhumed to conditions where this
geometric softening mechanism was no longer favoured. At this stage it appears that
strain became delocalised in material space, so that mylonitic simple shear strain began
to occur in new material incorporated into the fault zone from the hangingwall, forming
C’ shear bands.
• In the later stages of deformation, strain localisation occurred on a much smaller scale.
High shear strains were accommodated in millimeter to decimeter-spaced shear bands,
where deformation may have been increasingly accommodated by GSS creep mechanisms
coupled with dislocation creep of quartz. The pre-existing fabrics that were only partially
modified during this deformation are similar to those in the adjacent schist and do not
provide information about a previous deformation history that differed from the presentday regime.
• The fault rocks experienced predominantly progressive simple shear strain. However there
was also a component of pure shear strain, which was slightly greater than that experienced
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in the hangingwall Alpine Schist. The fault zone can therefore be envisaged as a zone
of rapidly increasing simple shear strain on the northwestern margin of a crustal block
undergoing bulk shortening.
How does the structural development of this zone relate to the kinematic and
thermobarometric boundary constraints?
• Shear sense indicators in the mylonite zone are consistent with the relative sense of displacement of the zone boundaries.
• The results of kinematic analyses and strain modelling suggest that the linear and planar
fabrics that formed in the higher-strain mylonites (γ ≥ 100) are representative of a stable
orientation of the strain ellipsoid, with object lineations formed parallel to e1 and the
foliation parallel to the e1 − e2 plane. However, the e1 axis is not parallel to the simple
shear direction despite the relatively high ratio of simple:pure shear strain. Strain models
can match the observed orientations for a pure shear component of α ≤3.5 in an obliquely
transpressional shear zone as per Lin et al. (1998).
• In the lower strain mylonites, there is a large inherited fabric component. Strain was
focused into discrete shear-bands, between which there was little modification of the fabrics. This resulted in a bimodal distribution of object lineations. Lineations in the shear
bands were not always rotated into parallelism with the simple shear direction since they
were modified by a dominantly simple shear strain that does not result in rotation of lines
within the shear plane.
• These kinematic results suggest that interpretations of movement history in exhumed
ancient shear zones should not be undertaken without consideration of the components of
pure and simple shear strain (ie. the kinematic vorticity) of the zone, and care needs to
be taken to identify inherited linear features that were incompletely rotated.
• New thermobarometric constraints obtained during this study indicate that the thermal
structure of the fault rocks is very similar to that in the adjacent hangingwall schist. This
is not expected in a fault with a thrust component, where hot material is advected in the
hangingwall and is juxtaposed against cooler footwall material. The thermal structure
may reflect a component of shear heating in the fault zone.
• Fluid inclusion results suggest that a thermal gradient along an uplift path of approximately 75◦ C km−1 occurs in the near-surface in the hangingwall, to depths of at least
5 km. This P-T path probably approximates the true geothermal gradient because uplift
from these shallow depths has been very rapid. This high geothermal gradient results from
advection of crustal isotherms in the hangingwall, possibly coupled with shear heating in
the fault rocks.
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• P-T constraints from Ti-in-biotite geothermometry and feldspar thermobarometry indicate
that these mylonite minerals often retain compositions indicative of equilibration at close to
the peak M2 metamorphic conditions in the Alpine Schist. This means that the mylonites
are mostly exhumed from depths of around 30-35 km, and that any basal décollement in
the system must be at least this deep. This depth is comparable to the base of the crustal
root beneath the Southern Alps, so the mylonite zone extends to the base of the crust.
In order to retain the high temperatures indicated by fluid inclusion results at shallow
depths, the exhumed mylonites must only have cooled by ∼10◦ C km−1 during uplift to
depths of ∼10 km.
• Equilibration of the mineralogy of the fault rocks to lower P-T conditions during exhumation was not pervasive. Epidote-amphibolite and greenschist facies mineral assemblages
were only developed along syn-mylonitic shear bands in ‘normal’ quartzofeldspathic and
metabasic Alpine Schist-derived mylonites, and occasionally more pervasively in centimeter to decimenter-thick layers parallel to the mylonitic foliation (e.g. at Gaunt Creek and
Little Man River).
• Retrogression of the bulk rock only occurred in ultramylonites and cataclasites adjacent
to the fault core, and in material derived from footwall protoliths. It is possible that these
assemblages were developed while these materials were resident in the colder footwall block.
Alternatively, the retrograde assemblages may have preferrentially developed here due to
localised fluid ingress.

How did deformation differ from other natural and experimental examples due to
the very high strains experienced in this zone?
• A strong quartz crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) was developed in the mylonites at amphibolite-facies conditions because of the localised high strains experienced
there. This CPO was retained through subsequent lower temperature deformation despite
the fact that it was no longer favourably oriented in the stress regime.
• The pre-existing fabrics in the fault rock protoliths were extensively reworked during mylonitic deformation due to the very high strains. As a result, the polyphase aggregates
were so well mixed that strong object lineations were not formed in the highest strain
rocks.
• The presence of these well mixed aggregates allowed a transition in deformation mechanism
to occur at shallow depths, probably to a frictional-viscous mechanism with sliding on mica
basal planes and fracturing and frictional sliding of feldspars, coupled with some dislocation
creep of quartz.
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How are the seismic and aseismic parts of the fault zone linked?
• Rheological models of fault strength suggest solely brittle or frictional deformation mechanisms will be replaced by frictional-viscous flow at depths of ∼5-8 km in the fault zone.
If the onset of crystal-plastic behaviour in some constituent minerals corresponds to the
transition from velocity weakening to velocity strengthening behaviour as suggested by
Scholz (1998), this is then the depth of the base of the seismogenic zone within the fault
rocks. Brittle failures below this depth are not expected to generate large earthquakes,
although large earthquake ruptures may propagate down-dip through this transition. This
is slightly shallower than the maximum focal depths estimated for recorded earthquakes in
crust immediately adjacent to the Alpine Fault (e.g. Leitner et al., 2001), perhaps reflecting
different rheological behaviours of the fault zone and adjacent crustal materials.
• Pseudotachylytes, which are an unequivocal record of seismicity, were formed throughout
the fault rock sequence, but are most common adjacent to the recent brittle trace of the
fault. Mixed cataclasite-pseudotachylyte veins in the more distal hanging-wall material
were associated with relatively small coseismic slip increments and do not represent large
magnitude events.
• Pseudotachylytes that were formed during foliation-parallel failures around the base of
the seismogenic zone are localised along the boundaries of layers with rheological contrast,
or within polyphase aggregates that are particularly well-mixed and fine-grained. This
suggests an association of brittle faulting with remnant viscous strain contrasts, or zones
where frictional-viscous flow, and therefore strain accommodated in the latter stages of
aseismic deformation, was most important.
• Relatively large volumes of pseudotachylyte were also formed in the cataclasites that form
the core of the Alpine Fault zone by multiple seismic slip events. In order for frictional
melting to occur on these planes, permeabilities in the gouge material must have been
higher than are indicated by measurements of experimentally formed and exhumed natural
gouges from other fault zones. Furthermore, slip must have been localised to very narrow
zones within the cataclasites. This means that the cataclasites did not form by distributed
cataclastic flow, but are the result of numerous discrete faulting episodes.
• The voluminous pseudotachylytes formed within these cataclasites were rapidly devitrified
to sericite. This indicates that fluids easily passed through the fault rocks. Also, these
masses of phyllosilicates would have contributed to subsequent reduction of shear strength
in the materials, and so promoted localisation of deformation on the brittle structure.
• When the brittle structure fails, transitory increases in strain rate may be imposed on
the underlying viscous crust. These high strain rates could cause deformation to occur by
frictional-viscous flow in the polyphase aggregates that make up the bulk of the fault zone
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to relatively deep crustal levels. In the interseismic period, the strain rates are much lower,
so dislocation creep of quartz is the dominant deformation mechanism at shallow depths.
The overlying structure therefore has a profound influence on the deformation mechanisms
in the lower crust, and may promote strain localisation by this transient loading.
• Partial cataclasis at the downdip limit of the fault could also lead to enhanced permeability,
so that the core of the fault zone acts as a fluid sink. This could explain the localised
development of pervasive greenschist facies mineral assemblages near the fault core.

How strong are the fault zone and the surrounding crust?
• Quartz recrystallised grain size paleopiezometry indicates that the maximum differential
stress supported in the bulk of the mylonites was of the order of 52 MPa. Application
of the recently proposed paleowattmeter relationship of Austin and Evans (2007) suggests
even lower differential stresses during viscous deformation. Recrystallised grain sizes in the
retrograde mylonites near the cataclastic core of the fault are smaller, indicating differential
stresses here were possibly as high as 110 MPa.
• Extensional and extensional shear quartz veins were formed within the mylonites at depths
of 18-24 km and 4.5-8 km. The differential stress supported by the mylonite zone at these
depths therefore cannot have exceeded ∼50 MPa during formation of the veins, although
this value depends on the tensile strength of the mylonitic material. In the depth range
4.5-8 km it is likely that differential stress magnitudes varied over the seismic cycle and so
may have exceeded the ∼50 MPa limit at certain times.
• Localisation of deformation into the mylonites would not have occurred unless the fault
zone was weaker than the surrounding crust. The results of this study have revealed mechanisms that may be responsible for this weakening. Under amphibolite-facies conditions,
geometric weakening occurs. Under greenschist facies conditions, a change in deformation
mechanism, from solely dislocation creep of quartz, to mixed dislocation creep of quartz
and frictional sliding on mica basal planes and feldspar microfractures, may have been
responsible for weakening.
• Strength profiles of the fault rocks incorporating the newly-proposed frictional-viscous
deformation mechanism show that differential stresses within the fault rocks should never
exceed ∼65 MPa if lithostatic fluid pressures prevailed below the base of the seismogenic
zone. Under these conditions, shear stresses should not exceed ∼30 MPa. These are
relatively low strengths compared to those typically proposed for continental crust (e.g.
Kohlstedt et al., 1995; Townend and Zoback, 2000). This means that the fault rocks are
weaker than the surrounding crust. This weakening is a direct function of the high strains
experienced by material below the base of the seismogenic zone, and explains why such a
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large amount of the Pacific-Australian plate boundary displacement is focussed onto this
structure.
• The strength of the brittle part of the fault zone could be expected to increase in the
interseismic period, as a consequence of gradual increase in the static friction coefficient and
cementation of the fault rocks. However, this might be accompanied by an increase in fluid
pressures that may promote failure. Conversely, the strength of the fault rocks at middle
crustal depths may be greater in the seismic period, when the frictional-viscous mechanism
is activated, and should gradually decrease in the interseismic period as transiently imposed
high differential stresses decay and dislocation creep of quartz becomes dominant.

10.9

Directions for future research

• In Chapter 6, it was noted that the quartz CPO patterns in the mylonites differed in the
presence of other mineral phases. Further information about the effects of second phases
on the development of quartz CPO fabrics could be obtained by EBSD studies of other
minerals in polyphase aggregates with quartz.
• Further analyses of quartz CPOs may also provide information about the operation of
a GSS creep mechanism in shear bands in the mylonites. GSS creep causes progressive
weakening of an existing CPO (e.g. Bestmann and Prior, 2003), so I would expect that the
quartz CPOs in the shear bands would be weaker than in the surrounding microlithons,
where it is inferred that most deformation was accommodated by dislocation creep. It
would also be useful to analyse grain shape and grain boundary configurations in the
shear bands from high resolution backscattered electron images. Fliervoet et al. (1997)
found that materials that had undergone GSS creep had most grain boundaries aligned
close to the shear plane, and relatively equant grain shapes. From initial observations this
also seems to be the case in the Alpine Fault mylonites; however, it would be useful to
have quantitative data to support these observations.
• It is possible that the transition from crossed-girdle to Y -maximum quartz CPO pattern was promoted by the very high strains experienced in the mylonites and ultramylonites, rather than by the inherited fabric effect proposed in this thesis. This would mean
that the present theoretical understanding that crystallographic slip is activated when a
temperature-dependent threshold shear stress is exceeded on crystal planes is incorrect.
Further studies in high-strain shear zones, coupled with high strain experimental data,
may shed light on these processes in future. On a local scale, if the strong Y -maximum
CPO observed in the mylonites and ultramylonites is inherited from deformation at amphibolite facies conditions, it should not be observed in lower grade ultramylonites that
have not experienced prior amphibolite facies conditions during mylonitisation, possibly
such as those found at Mosquito Creek. Alternatively, if the Y -maximum CPO is purely
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a result of high strains, it should also occur in these mylonites. CPO patterns should be
obtained from these lower grade mylonites to assess this.
• Additional information about deformation mechanisms in the mylonites could be obtained
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as then sub-microscopic dislocation structures and crystal defects can be observed.
• It has been illustrated during this study that deformation conditions within quartz cannot
easily be inferred from thermobarometry of minerals in polyphase aggregates with them.
The TitaniQ geothermometer offers potential to record deformation temperatures in quartz
itself. New advances in laser probe technology in the future should make this technique
viable for the fine-grained, recrystallised material in the mylonite zone, and this work
should therefore be attempted. Such analyses also have the potential to calibrate the
temperatures at which transitions between Hirth et al. (2001) microstructural regimes
occur in natural examples.
• Grain shape fabric analyses undertaken during this study suggest there is some relationship
between grain shape fabrics and orientations of the finite strain ellipse. A more comprehensive analysis of quartz grain shape fabrics, in conjunction with CPO studies, could
allow the effects of grain growth parallel to the c-axis to be assessed, and might allow
interpretations of the relationship of these fabrics to strain history in the mylonites.
• The strength models presented here can be varied considerably depending on the fluid
pressure conditions in the fault rocks, which are not well known. Also, it has been suggested
that the presence of fluids has a significant influence on microstructural development in
quartz-rich rocks. The amount of fluids present in the mylonites should be investigated
using SEM observations of grain boundary regions (e.g. Mancktelow and Pennacchioni,
2004), and FTIR analyses.
• The Alpine Fault strength plots for brittle failure could be refined if estimates could be
made of a depth below which the fault gouge along the main Alpine Fault plane behaves
as a cohesive material. The best method to estimate the depth at which this cementation
occurs would be by examination of subsidiary faults in the hangingwall material. These
faults contain both cemented and uncemented gouges. It is likely that the cements in some
gouges contain fluid inclusions that could be analysed microthermometrically to determine
the depth and temperature at which they were formed, allowing some constraint to be put
on the depths at which the cements were formed.
• The models of fault strength presented here may also be able to be refined if measurements
of physical properties of the mylonites and cataclasites, such as the tensile strength of the
mylonitic material (particularly considering anisotropy), and the permeability of the fault
gouges under confining pressure, are made.
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• This study has focussed on the central region of the Alpine fault zone, although some
observations were also made in other regions. Preliminary investigations of quartzite microstructures at Mosquito Creek, although not included here, suggest there are significant
changes in the microstructural style there. Therefore, changes in microstructures in quartzrich rocks along strike of the Alpine Fault need to be investigated. It would be interesting
to couple this with kinematic analyses as described in this thesis.
• The strain models described in Chapter 8 could also be expanded to consider a fault
zone that varies in width during the deformation, and a deformation in which simple shear
strain parallel to the dip-direction of the fault becomes less important in the later stages of
deformation, in accord with the proposals of Koons et al. (2003), or in which simple shear
strains only occur in the distal fault rocks in the latter stages of deformation. Analyses
could also consider the effect of some of the strain having accumulated while the mylonites
were present within a basal décollement.
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Appendix A

Definitions
It is necessary to define some terms that are commonly used in the thesis, since the application
of this terminology has been varied in the past, and so that their use will be clear and consistent
throughout the thesis. These definitions broadly follow Fitz Gerald and Stunitz (1993).
• Nucleation is any process that results in formation of new grains. These new grains may,
or may not, have the same compositions as their hosts.
• Recrystallisation is a composition-invariant grain growth process, resulting in transfer of
material into another grain. ie. recrystallisation represents the migration of a high-angle
grain boundary through a material. This other grain may have already existed or may
nucleate during recrystallisation.
• Neomineralisation is the process by which a grain is replaced by a new grain of different
(but possibly similar) composition (e.g. a change in the % anorthite, or formation of
quartz from plagioclase by removal of aluminium, sodium and calcium).
• Grain boundaries occur between two minerals of identical composition (for example, quartzquartz, albite-albite).
• Phase boundaries coincide with a compositional change even if they bound two of the same
mineral, provided the two bounding minerals have a measurably different composition.
• Subgrains are separated from neighbouring material by subgrain boundaries, which are
discrete changes in crystallographic orientation of <10◦ . Greater misorientations occur
across high-angle grain boundaries.
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Appendix B

Scilab and Mathematica scripts
B.1

Scilab script to calculate R for reactivation of the Alpine
Fault

This script runs in software Scilab (Open Source equivalent of Matlab). It was employed to
find the ratio σ10 /σ30 required to reactivate a cohesionless fault with the mean orientation of the
Alpine Fault in Andersonian strike-slip and thrust stress regimes when σ1 trends towards 115◦
and σ20 = 12 (σ10 + σ30 ). The script contains a method to request various other fault and stress
field orientations, however these lines are presently commented out. A version of the script to
plot a graph of R against µs is also available on request.
//This code calculates the differential stress required to reactivate a fault of any
//orientation , given a prescribed orientation of stress field
//There are a variety of input assumptions:
//1) sigma_2 = 1/2 (sigma_1+sigma_3)
//2) slip on the fault occurs in the direction of maximum resolved shear stress
//(this could easily be modified!)
//Standard conversion factors and functions for linear algebra:
DTR=%pi/180; //Degrees to radians
RTD=180/%pi; //Radians to degrees
getf(’DotProd.txt’);
//Invokes function to calculate vector dot product for two
//3x1 vectors. DotProd.txt must be in the dir Siclab was invoked from
getf(’UVec.txt’);
//Invokes function to calculate a unit vector from a 3x1
//vector or arbitrary size. UVec.txt must be in the dir Siclab was invoked from
//Condition for reactivation of a cohesionless fault is that tau/sigma’_n > mu_s
//(a re-arrangement of Amonton’s Law; see Collettini and Trippetta (200&)
//So, find tau and sigma’_n on any orientation of a fault surface for various
//differential stresses - find the lower limiting diff stress to meet this criteria
//Various information is required:
//The ’strength parameters’ for the fault:
MuS=input("\nenter a friction coefficient, mu_s:");
//MuS=0.6;
//C0=input("enter a cohesion for the fault");
//The orientation of the fault plane:
//DipDirF=input("enter the dip direction of the fault plane");
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//DipF=input("enter the dip of the fault plane");
DipDirF=145;
DipF=45;
//The orientation of the stress field:
//Uncomment these ones if you want it to prompt you for them.
//TrendS1=input("enter the trend of effective sigma1");
//PlungeS1=input("enter the plunge of effective sigma1");
//TrendS3=input("enter the trend of effective sigma3");
//PlungeS3=input("enter the plunge of effective sigma3");
TrendS1=115;
PlungeS1=0;
TrendS3=025;
PlungeS3=0;
//Don’t need to specify orientation of sigma_2 beacuse it is orthogonal to the other
//two principal stresses so can be calculated.
//Impose some sort of magnitudes for the principal stresses (MS1 = magnitude of
//sigma1 etc....)
MS3=1;
for R=1:0.01:2000
MS1=R*MS3;
MS2=0.5*(MS1+MS3);
//Convert to a Cartesian reference frame.
//The model is set up so that the positive X axis is to 00/090, positive Z is to
//00/000 and positive Y is to hell.
//Convert stress axis orientations to the X Y Z geographic frame
if TrendS1<=90 | TrendS1>=270 then
S1(3)=1;
else
S1(3)=-1;
end
S1(1)=S1(3)*tan(DTR*TrendS1);
S1(2)=sqrt(S1(1)^2+S1(3)^2)*tan(DTR*PlungeS1);
S1=UVec(S1);
if TrendS3<=90 | TrendS3>=270 then
S3(3)=1;
else
S3(3)=-1;
end
S3(1)=S3(3)*tan(DTR*TrendS3);
S3(2)=sqrt(S3(1)^2+S3(3)^2)*tan(DTR*PlungeS3);
S3=UVec(S3);
//Test you entered two orthogonal stress axes
thing=DotProd(S1,S3);
if thing>10^(-15) | thing<-10^(-15)
"I’m sorry, your stress vectors weren’t orthogonal. Please try again."
abort
else
//Find orientation of S2. Vector cross product of two lines in a plane gives the
//line that is orthogonal to that plane
S2=[S1(2)*S3(3)-S1(3)*S3(2);S1(3)*S3(1)-S1(1)*S3(3);S1(1)*S3(2)-S1(2)*S3(1)];
S2=UVec(S2);
//Also convert the fault plane orientation to its normal vector
//Find two lines in the fault plane - these should be the dip and strike lines.
StrikeDirF=DipDirF+90;
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StrikeDip=0;
//Convert these to the Cartesian ref frame
if DipDirF<=90 | DipDirF>=270 then
F(3)=1;
else
F(3)=-1;
end
F(1)=F(3)*tan(DTR*DipDirF);
F(2)=sqrt(F(1)^2+F(3)^2)*tan(DTR*DipF);
F=UVec(F);
if StrikeDirF<=90 | StrikeDirF>=270 then
SF(3)=1;
else
SF(3)=-1;
end
SF(1)=SF(3)*tan(DTR*StrikeDirF);
SF(2)=sqrt(SF(1)^2+SF(3)^2)*tan(DTR*StrikeDip);
SF=UVec(SF);
//Find orientation of the normal vector. Vector cross product of two lines in a
//plane gives the line that is orthogonal to that plane
FN=[F(2)*SF(3)-F(3)*SF(2);F(3)*SF(1)-F(1)*SF(3);F(1)*SF(2)-F(2)*SF(1)];
FN=UVec(FN);
//Project the fault plane normal vector into the stress co-ord frame to find the
//stresses on it
FNS(1)=DotProd(FN,S1);
FNS(2)=DotProd(FN,S2);
FNS(3)=DotProd(FN,S3);
//Stress vector on a plane is sigma dot n
//
SVF=[MS1*FNS(1);MS2*FNS(2);MS3*FNS(3)];
//Normal stress is projection of this stress vector onto the fault plane normal
//
Sn=DotProd(SVF,FNS);
//Normal stress on a plane, from Jaeger and Cook, p 19 (note this gives the same
//result as the other way of working it out just listed,
//but this way is consistent with Collettini and Trippetta (2007):
Sn=((FNS(1)^2)*MS1+(FNS(2)^2)*MS2+(FNS(3)^2)*MS3);
//Shear stress on a plane use equation 26 of Jaeger and Cook is:
tau=((MS1-MS2)^2*FNS(1)^2*FNS(2)^2+(MS2-MS3)^2*FNS(2)^2*FNS(3)^2+(MS3-MS1)^...
2*FNS(3)^2*FNS(1)^2)^(1/2);
ratio=tau/Sn;
end
if ratio>MuS
printf("R= effective S1/ effective S3=%f",R)
break
end
end
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B.2

Matthew Strine’s strain ellipse fitting program

This program, and documentation about the method, is available from http : //www.earth.rochester.edu
/structure/matty/3D Strain Programp age/Strain Program page.html. The program runs in Mathematica. As input, the program takes the orientation (trend/plunge) of long and short axes, and
the axial ratios, of two-dimensional shape fabrics determined in three mutually orthogonal thin
sections. It is the only method I have found for determining an ellipse that fits this sort of data.
Most other methods require the sections to be parallel to the principal axes of the ellipse. This
is usually ‘achieved’ by cutting one section parallel to the foliation and the others perpendicular
to foliation and parallel or perpendicular to the lineation. However, it is incorrect to assume
that the grain shape fabric is in some way related to the macroscopic foliation.
(************** Content-type: application/mathematica **************
Mathematica-Compatible Notebook
This notebook can be used with any Mathematica-compatible
application, such as Mathematica, MathReader or Publicon. The data
for the notebook starts with the line containing stars above.
To get the notebook into a Mathematica-compatible application, do
one of the following:
* Save the data starting with the line of stars above into a file
with a name ending in .nb, then open the file inside the
application;
* Copy the data starting with the line of stars above to the
clipboard, then use the Paste menu command inside the application.
Data for notebooks contains only printable 7-bit ASCII and can be
sent directly in email or through ftp in text mode. Newlines can be
CR, LF or CRLF (Unix, Macintosh or MS-DOS style).
NOTE: If you modify the data for this notebook not in a Mathematicacompatible application, you must delete the line below containing
the word CacheID, otherwise Mathematica-compatible applications may
try to use invalid cache data.
For more information on notebooks and Mathematica-compatible
applications, contact Wolfram Research:
web: http://www.wolfram.com
email: info@wolfram.com
phone: +1-217-398-0700 (U.S.)
Notebook reader applications are available free of charge from
Wolfram Research.
*******************************************************************)
(*CacheID: 232*)

(*NotebookFileLineBreakTest
NotebookFileLineBreakTest*)
(*NotebookOptionsPosition[
(*NotebookOutlinePosition[
(* CellTagsIndexPosition[

33237,
34124,
34080,

644]*)
672]*)
668]*)
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(*WindowFrame->Normal*)

Notebook[{
Cell[BoxData[{
\( (*This\ program\ will\ determine\ the\ best\ fit\ ellipsoid\ from\ \
elliptical\ data\ taken\ from\ three\ mutually\ perpendicular\ planes . \ \ \
Shift/Return\ will\ start\ the\ program\ which\ will\ then\ prompt\ you\ for\ \
your\ data . \ \ Several\ General\ Spell\ error\ messages\ will\ appear\ the\ \
first\ time\ the\ program\ is\ run . \ \ Ignore\ them . \
The\ program\ will\ find\ a\ singularity\ if\ any\ of\ your\ axial\ \
ratio\ data\ is\ exactly\ one . \ \ The\ program\ will\ \(yield : \
\[IndentingNewLine]1. \ three\ composite\ graphs\ which\ plot\ the\ best\ fit\
\ sectional\ ellipse\ with\ the\ initial\ data\ ellipse\), \
\[IndentingNewLine]\ \ \ \ \ both\ with\ equal\ areas, \[IndentingNewLine]\ \ \
2. \ the\ axial\ ratios\ and\ angular\ orientations\ of\ these\ ellipses, \
\[IndentingNewLine]\ \ 3. \ a\ graph\ of\ the\ ellipsoid, \[IndentingNewLine]\
\ \ 4. \ the\ normalized\ axial\ ratio\ of\ the\ ellipsoid, \ \ \ \ \ \ \
\[IndentingNewLine]\ \ \ \ \ such\ that\ the\ intermediate\ axis\ is\ always\ \
equal\ to\ one, \ \[IndentingNewLine]\ \ 5. \ Flinn’ s\ k value, \ \[IndentingNewLine]\ \ 6. \ Lode’ s\ ratio, \
and\[IndentingNewLine]\ 7.
a\ graph\ of\ the\ ellipsoid\ in\ the\ geographic\ reference\ frame\ \
and\ the\ trends\ \ \[IndentingNewLine]\ \ \ and\ plunges\ of\ the\ ellipsoid\
\ axes\ in\ geographic\ space . \ If\ you\ don’
t\ have\ this\ type\ \[IndentingNewLine]\ \ \ of\ orientation\ data\ \
enter\ \(DipDir : \(Dip\ of\ 090 :
90\ and\ \(Trend : \(Plunge\ of\ 000 : 00. \)\[IndentingNewLine]
Note : \ \[Phi]b\ and\ \[Phi]c\ are\ the\ angles\ between\ the\ \
long\ axis\ of\ the\ ellipse\ and\ the\ "\<a\>"\ direction\)\)\), \ \
\[IndentingNewLine]\ \ \ \ \ \ \ and\ \[Phi]a\ is\ the\ angle\ between\ the\ \
long\ axis\ of\ the\ ellipse\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \[IndentingNewLine]\t\ \ and\ the\ \
"\<b\>"\ direction . \ \ Angles\ measured\ counter\ clockwise\ from\ these\ \
\[IndentingNewLine]\t\ \ directions\ are\ considered\ positive . \
The\ program\ assumes\ the\ sections\ are\ \[IndentingNewLine]\t\ \ \
viewed\ looking\ "\<into the box\>"\ which\ implies\ looking\ along\ the\ \
negative\ \[IndentingNewLine]\t\ \ direction\ of\ both\ the\ a\ and\ c\ axes\ \
but\ along\ the\ positive\ direction\ along\ \[IndentingNewLine]\t\ \ the\ b\ \
axis\ for\ a\ right\ handed\ reference\ frame\ \[IndentingNewLine]\t\ \ \
\(\((i . e . \ c\ positive\ up, \
a\ positive\ to\ the\ right\ and\ b\ positive\ into\ the\ page)\)\
\(.\)\)*) \[IndentingNewLine]Clear[Ra, \ Rb, Rc, \ Aa, Ab, Ac, Aafit, Abfit,
Acfit, \[Phi]a, \[Phi]b, \[Phi]c, \[Theta]a, \[Theta]b, \[Theta]c, P,
M, L, A, B, \[CapitalGamma], Ellipsoid, r, Ma, Va, \[CapitalPsi]a,
PAplot, PAplotinit, ASect, Mb, Vb, \[CapitalPsi]b, PBplot, PBplotinit,
BSect, Mc, Vc, \[CapitalPsi]c, PCplot, PCplotinit, CSect, l, i,
s, \[CapitalPi]a, \[CapitalPi]b, \[CapitalPi]c, \[Lambda]a, \[Lambda]b, \
\[Lambda]c, \[Gamma]a, \[Gamma]b, \[Gamma]c, W, T]\), "\n",
\(\(Ra = Input["\<Axial Ratio for the a-section\>"];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Rb = Input["\<Axial Ratio for the b-section\>"];\)\ \), "\n",
\(\ \(Rc = Input["\<Axial Ratio for the c-section\>"];\)\ \), "\n",
\(\(\[Chi]a =
Input["\<Angle (in degrees) measured from b-direction to the long \
axis of the strain ellipse in the a-section\>"]\ ;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Chi]b =
Input["\<Angle (in degrees) measured from a-direction to the long \
axis of the strain ellipse in the b-section\>"];\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Chi]c =
Input["\<Angle (in degrees) measured from a-direction to the long \
axis of the strain ellipse in the c-section\>"];\)\), "\n",
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\(\(If[\[Chi]a > 90, \[Theta]a = \[Chi]a - 180];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[\[Chi]a < \(-90\), \[Theta]a = \[Chi]a + 180];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[\(-90\) \[LessEqual] \[Chi]a \[LessEqual]
90, \[Theta]a = \[Chi]a];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[\[Chi]b > 90, \[Theta]b = \[Chi]b - 180];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[\[Chi]b < \(-90\), \[Theta]b = \[Chi]b + 180];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[\(-90\) \[LessEqual] \[Chi]b \[LessEqual]
90, \[Theta]b = \[Chi]b];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[\[Chi]c > 90, \[Theta]c = \[Chi]c - 180];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[\[Chi]c < \(-90\), \[Theta]c = \[Chi]c + 180];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[\(-90\) \[LessEqual] \[Chi]c \[LessEqual]
90, \[Theta]c = \[Chi]c];\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Phi]a = \[Theta]a*Pi/180;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Phi]b = \[Theta]b*Pi/180;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Phi]c = \[Theta]c*Pi/180;\)\), "\n",
\(F := \((\((\((Sqrt[\((\((1/\((Aa*Ab)\))\)*Rc)\)/
Pi]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]c])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[\((1/\((Aa*Ab)\))\)/\((Rc*
Pi)\)]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]c])\)^2)\))\) - \((Sqrt[\
\((Ab*Rb)\)/Pi]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]b])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Ab/\((Rb*
Pi)\)]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]b])\)^2)\))\))\)^2)\) + \
\((\((\((Sqrt[\((\((1/\((Aa*Ab)\))\)*Rc)\)/Pi]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]c])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[\((1/\((Aa*Ab)\))\)/\((Rc*
Pi)\)]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]c])\)^2)\))\) - \((Sqrt[\
\((Aa*Ra)\)/Pi]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]a])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Aa/\((Ra*
Pi)\)]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]a])\)^2)\))\))\)^2)\) + \
\((\((\((Sqrt[\((Ab*Rb)\)/Pi]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]b])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Ab/\((Rb*
Pi)\)]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]b])\)^2)\))\) - \((Sqrt[\
\((Aa*Ra)\)/Pi]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]a])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Aa/\((Ra*
Pi)\)]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]a])\)^2)\))\))\)^2)\)\), \
"\n",
\(Clear[g, b, c]\), "\n",
\(\({g, {b, c}} =
FindMinimum[F, {Aa, 0.1}, {Ab, 0.1},
MaxIterations -> 1000];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Aa = Aa /. b;\)\), "\n",
\(\(Ab = Ab /. c;\)\), "\n",
\(\(Ac = 1/\((Aa*Ab)\);\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Lambda]a1 =
Sqrt[\((Ac*Rc)\)/Pi]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]c])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Ac/\((Rc*Pi)\)]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]c])\)^2)\);\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Lambda]a2 =
Sqrt[\((Ab*Rb)\)/Pi]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]b])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Ab/\((Rb*Pi)\)]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]b])\)^2)\);\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Lambda]b1 =
Sqrt[\((Ac*Rc)\)/Pi]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]c])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Ac/\((Rc*Pi)\)]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]c])\)^2)\);\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Lambda]b2 =
Sqrt[\((Aa*Ra)\)/Pi]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]a])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Aa/\((Ra*Pi)\)]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]a])\)^2)\);\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Lambda]c1 =
Sqrt[\((Ab*Rb)\)/Pi]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]b])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Ab/\((Rb*Pi)\)]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]b])\)^2)\);\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Lambda]c2 =
Sqrt[\((Aa*Ra)\)/Pi]*\((\((Sin[\[Phi]a])\)^2)\) +
Sqrt[Aa/\((Ra*Pi)\)]*\((\((Cos[\[Phi]a])\)^2)\);\)\), "\n",
\(\(errorF = g;\)\), "\n",
\(\(error\[Lambda]a = Abs[\[Lambda]a1 - \[Lambda]a2];\)\), "\n",
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\(\(error\[Lambda]b = Abs[\[Lambda]b1 - \[Lambda]b2];\)\), "\n",
\(\(error\[Lambda]c = Abs[\[Lambda]c1 - \[Lambda]c2];\)\), "\n",
\(\(error\[Lambda] =
error\[Lambda]a + error\[Lambda]b + error\[Lambda]c;\)\), "\n",
\(\(avg\[Lambda]a = \((\[Lambda]a1 + \[Lambda]a2)\)/2;\)\), "\n",
\(\(avg\[Lambda]b = \((\[Lambda]b1 + \[Lambda]b2)\)/2;\)\), "\n",
\(\(avg\[Lambda]c = \((\[Lambda]c1 + \[Lambda]c2)\)/2;\)\), "\n",
\(\(avg\[Gamma]a =
Sqrt[\((Aa*Ra)\)/Pi]*Cos[\[Phi]a]*Sin[\[Phi]a] Sqrt[Aa/\((Ra*Pi)\)]*Sin[\[Phi]a] Cos[\[Phi]a];\)\), "\n",
\(\(avg\[Gamma]b =
Sqrt[\((Ab*Rb)\)/Pi]*Cos[\[Phi]b]*Sin[\[Phi]b] Sqrt[Ab/\((Rb*Pi)\)]*Sin[\[Phi]b] Cos[\[Phi]b];\)\), "\n",
\(\(avg\[Gamma]c =
Sqrt[\((Ac*Rc)\)/Pi]*Cos[\[Phi]c]*Sin[\[Phi]c] Sqrt[Ac/\((Rc*Pi)\)]*Sin[\[Phi]c] Cos[\[Phi]c];\)\), "\n",
\(\(P = {{\[Lambda]a, \[Gamma]c, \[Gamma]b}, {\[Gamma]c, \[Lambda]b, \
\[Gamma]a}, {\[Gamma]b, \[Gamma]a, \[Lambda]c}};\)\), "\n",
\(\(A = {{P[\([2, 2]\)], P[\([2, 3]\)]}, {P[\([3, 2]\)],
P[\([3, 3]\)]}};\)\), "\n",
\(\(B = {{P[\([1, 1]\)], P[\([1, 3]\)]}, {P[\([3, 1]\)],
P[\([3, 3]\)]}};\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalGamma] = {{P[\([1, 1]\)], P[\([1, 2]\)]}, {P[\([2, 1]\)],
P[\([2, 2]\)]}};\)\), "\n",
\(\(La = Eigenvalues[A];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Va = Eigenvectors[A];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Lb = Eigenvalues[B];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Vb = Eigenvectors[B];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Lc = Eigenvalues[\[CapitalGamma]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Vc = Eigenvectors[\[CapitalGamma]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalPi]a = La[\([2]\)]/La[\([1]\)];\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalPi]b = Lb[\([2]\)]/Lb[\([1]\)];\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalPi]c = Lc[\([2]\)]/Lc[\([1]\)];\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalPsi]a = ArcTan[Va[\([2, 2]\)]/Va[\([2, 1]\)]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalPsi]b = ArcTan[Vb[\([2, 2]\)]/Vb[\([2, 1]\)]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalPsi]c = ArcTan[Vc[\([2, 2]\)]/Vc[\([2, 1]\)]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(W = 1;\)\), "\n",
\(\(T = 3;\)\), "\n",
\(G := W*\((\((\((\[CapitalPi]a - Ra)\)^2)\) + \((\((\[CapitalPi]b Rb)\)^2)\) + \((\((\[CapitalPi]c - Rc)\)^2)\))\) +
T*\((\((\((\[CapitalPsi]a - \[Phi]a)\)^2)\) + \((\((\[CapitalPsi]b - \
\[Phi]b)\)^2)\) + \((\((\[CapitalPsi]c - \[Phi]c)\)^2)\))\)\), "\n",
\(\({a, {b, c, d, e, f, g}} =
FindMinimum[
G, {\[Lambda]a, avg\[Lambda]a}, {\[Lambda]b,
avg\[Lambda]b}, {\[Lambda]c, avg\[Lambda]c}, {\[Gamma]a,
avg\[Gamma]a}, {\[Gamma]b, avg\[Gamma]b}, {\[Gamma]c,
avg\[Gamma]c}];\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Lambda]a = \[Lambda]a /. b;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Lambda]b = \[Lambda]b /. c;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Lambda]c = \[Lambda]c /. d;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Gamma]a = \[Gamma]a /. e;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Gamma]b = \[Gamma]b /. f;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[Gamma]c = \[Gamma]c /. g;\)\), "\n",
\(\(errorG = a;\)\), "\n",
\(\(V = Transpose[Eigenvectors[P]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(L = Eigenvalues[P];\)\), "\n",
\(Clear[a, b, c]\), "\n",
\(Ellipsoid =
ParametricPlot3D[{V[\([1, 1]\)] L[\([1]\)] Cos[t] Cos[u] +
V[\([1, 2]\)] L[\([2]\)] Sin[t] Cos[u] +
V[\([1, 3]\)] L[\([3]\)] Sin[u],
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V[\([2, 1]\)] L[\([1]\)] Cos[t] Cos[u] +
V[\([2, 2]\)] L[\([2]\)] Sin[t] Cos[u] +
V[\([2, 3]\)] L[\([3]\)] Sin[u],
V[\([3, 1]\)] L[\([1]\)] Cos[t] Cos[u] +
V[\([3, 2]\)] L[\([2]\)] Sin[t] Cos[u] +
V[\([3, 3]\)] L[\([3]\)] Sin[u]}, {t, 0, 2 Pi}, {u, \(-Pi\)/2,
Pi/2}, AxesLabel -> {"\<a ->\>", "\<b ->\>", c},
Ticks\ -> \ None, \ AspectRatio -> Automatic,
ImageSize -> {400, 400}]\), "\n",
\(\(v1 =
ParametricPlot3D[{V[\([1, 1]\)]*t, V[\([2, 1]\)]*t,
V[\([3, 1]\)]*t}, {t, \(-1.5\)*L[\([1]\)],
1.5*L[\([1]\)]}];\)\), "\n",
\(\(v2 =
ParametricPlot3D[{V[\([1, 2]\)]*t, V[\([2, 2]\)]*t,
V[\([3, 2]\)]*t}, {t, \(-1.5\)*L[\([2]\)],
1.5*L[\([2]\)]}];\)\), "\n",
\(\(v3 =
ParametricPlot3D[{V[\([1, 3]\)]*t, V[\([2, 3]\)]*t,
V[\([3, 3]\)]*t}, {t, \(-1.5\)*L[\([3]\)],
1.5*L[\([3]\)]}];\)\), "\n",
\(\(vectors = Show[v1, v2, v3];\)\), "\n",
\(\(l = L[\([1]\)]/L[\([2]\)];\)\), "\n",
\(\(i = L[\([2]\)]/L[\([2]\)];\)\), "\n",
\(\(s = L[\([3]\)]/L[\([2]\)];\)\), "\n",
\(\(r = La[\([2]\)] + .2;\)\), "\n",
\(\(PAplot =
ParametricPlot[{La[\([2]\)]*Cos[\[CapitalPsi]a] Sin[t] La[\([1]\)]*Sin[\[CapitalPsi]a]*Cos[t],
La[\([2]\)]*Sin[\[CapitalPsi]a] Sin[t] +
La[\([1]\)]*Cos[\[CapitalPsi]a]*Cos[t]}, {t, 0, 2 Pi},
AspectRatio -> Automatic, PlotRange -> {{\(-r\), r}, {\(-r\), r}},
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[1, 0, 0]},
PlotLabel -> "\<Section through best fit ellipsoid (fit)\>"];\)\), \
"\n",
\(Aafit = Pi\ *La[\([1]\)]\ La[\([2]\)];
PAplotinit =
ParametricPlot[{Sqrt[\((Aafit*Ra)\)/Pi]*Cos[\[Phi]a]*Sin[t] Sqrt[Aafit/\((Ra*Pi)\)]*Sin[\[Phi]a] Cos[t],
Sqrt[\((Aafit*Ra)\)/Pi]*Sin[\[Phi]a]*Sin[t] +
Sqrt[Aafit/\((Ra*Pi)\)]*Cos[\[Phi]a]*Cos[t]}, {t, 0, 2 Pi},
AspectRatio -> Automatic, PlotRange -> {{\(-r\), r}, {\(-r\), r}},
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[0, 0, 1]},
PlotLabel -> "\<initial data (i.d.)\>"];\), "\n",
\(ASect =
Show[PAplot, PAplotinit,
PlotLabel -> "\<a Section. Red=fit. Blue=i.d.\>", \
PlotRange -> {{\(-r\), r}, {\(-r\), r}}, AspectRatio -> Automatic,
ImageSize -> {400, 400}]\), "\n",
\(\(r = Lb[\([2]\)] + .2;\)\), "\n",
\(\(PBplot =
ParametricPlot[{Lb[\([2]\)]*Cos[\[CapitalPsi]b] Sin[t] Lb[\([1]\)]*Sin[\[CapitalPsi]b]*Cos[t],
Lb[\([2]\)]*Sin[\[CapitalPsi]b] Sin[t] +
Lb[\([1]\)]*Cos[\[CapitalPsi]b]*Cos[t]}, {t, 0, 2 Pi},
AspectRatio -> Automatic, PlotRange -> {{\(-r\), r}, {\(-r\), r}},
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[1, 0, 0]},
PlotLabel -> "\<Section through best fit ellipsoid (fit)\>"];\)\), \
"\n",
\(Abfit = Pi*Lb[\([1]\)]\ Lb[\([2]\)];
PBplotinit =
ParametricPlot[{Sqrt[\((Abfit*Rb)\)/Pi]*Cos[\[Phi]b]*Sin[t] -
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Sqrt[Abfit/\((Rb*Pi)\)]*Sin[\[Phi]b] Cos[t],
Sqrt[\((Abfit*Rb)\)/Pi]*Sin[\[Phi]b]*Sin[t] +
Sqrt[Abfit/\((Rb*Pi)\)]*Cos[\[Phi]b]*Cos[t]}, {t, 0, 2 Pi},
AspectRatio -> Automatic, PlotRange -> {{\(-r\), r}, {\(-r\), r}},
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[0, 0, 1]},
PlotLabel -> "\<initial data (i.d.)\>"];\), "\n",
\(BSect =
Show[PBplot, PBplotinit,
PlotLabel -> "\<b Section. Red=fit. Blue=i.d.\>", \
PlotRange -> {{\(-r\), r}, {\(-r\), r}}, AspectRatio -> Automatic,
ImageSize -> {400, 400}]\), "\n",
\(\(r = Lc[\([2]\)] + .2;\)\), "\n",
\(\(PCplot =
ParametricPlot[{Lc[\([2]\)]*Cos[\[CapitalPsi]c] Sin[t] Lc[\([1]\)]*Sin[\[CapitalPsi]c]*Cos[t],
Lc[\([2]\)]*Sin[\[CapitalPsi]c] Sin[t] +
Lc[\([1]\)]*Cos[\[CapitalPsi]c]*Cos[t]}, {t, 0, 2 Pi},
AspectRatio -> Automatic, PlotRange -> {{\(-r\), r}, {\(-r\), r}},
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[1, 0, 0]},
PlotLabel -> "\<Section through best fit ellipsoid (fit)\>"];\)\), \
"\n",
\(\(Acfit = Pi*Lc[\([1]\)]\ Lc[\([2]\)];\)\), "\n",
\(\(PCplotinit =
ParametricPlot[{Sqrt[\((Acfit*Rc)\)/Pi]*Cos[\[Phi]c]*Sin[t] Sqrt[Acfit/\((Rc*Pi)\)]*Sin[\[Phi]c] Cos[t],
Sqrt[\((Acfit*Rc)\)/Pi]*Sin[\[Phi]c]*Sin[t] +
Sqrt[Acfit/\((Rc*Pi)\)]*Cos[\[Phi]c]*Cos[t]}, {t, 0, 2 Pi},
AspectRatio -> Automatic, PlotRange -> {{\(-r\), r}, {\(-r\), r}},
PlotStyle -> {RGBColor[0, 0, 1]},
PlotLabel -> "\<initial data (i.d.)\>"];\)\), "\n",
\(CSect =
Show[PCplot, PCplotinit,
PlotLabel -> "\<c Section. Red=fit. Blue=i.d.\>", \
PlotRange -> {{\(-r\), r}, {\(-r\), r}}, AspectRatio -> Automatic,
ImageSize -> {400, 400}]\), "\n",
\(Show[ASect]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Initial Axial Ratio=\>", Ra]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Final Fit Axial Ratio=\>", La[\([2]\)]/La[\([1]\)]]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Initial Angle=\>", \[Phi]a*180/Pi // N]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Final Fit Angle=\>", \[CapitalPsi]a*180/Pi]\), "\n",
\(Show[BSect]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Initial Axial Ratio=\>", Rb]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Final Fit Axial Ratio=\>", Lb[\([2]\)]/Lb[\([1]\)]]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Initial Angle=\>", \[Phi]b*180/Pi // N]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Final Fit Angle=\>", \[CapitalPsi]b*180/Pi]\), "\n",
\(Show[CSect]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Initial Axial Ratio=\>", Rc]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Final Fit Axial Ratio=\>", Lc[\([2]\)]/Lc[\([1]\)]]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Initial Angle=\>", \[Phi]c*180/Pi // N]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Final Fit Angle=\>", \[CapitalPsi]c*180/Pi]\), "\n",
\(Vellipsoid =
Show[Ellipsoid, vectors, ImageSize \[Rule] {500, 500}]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Normalized Aspect Ratio=\>", l, "\<:\>", i, "\<:\>",
s]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Flinn’s K-value,K=\>", \((\((L[\([1]\)]/L[\([2]\)])\) 1)\)/\((\((L[\([2]\)]/L[\([3]\)])\) - 1)\)]\), "\n",
\(Print["\<Lode’s Ratio, \[Nu]=\>", \((\((2*Log[L[\([2]\)]])\) Log[L[\([1]\)]] - Log[L[\([3]\)]])\)/\((Log[L[\([1]\)]] Log[L[\([3]\)]])\)]\n\), "\n",
\(\(Clear[DipDir, Dip, Trend, Plunge, P, a1, a2, a3, T, A, Q, Td, U, u1,
u2, u3, Strike, Tsk, s1, s2, s3, B,
F, \[CapitalAlpha], \[Alpha]1, \[Alpha]2, \[Alpha]3, North, West, Up,
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K11, K12, K13, K21, K22, K23, K31, K32, K33, K, Longaxis, Intaxis,
Shortaxis, LPlunge, IPlunge, SPlunge, LTrend, ITrend, STrend, Tl, Ti,
Ts, Geoglong, Geogint, Geogshort];\)\n\), "\n",
\(\(DipDir =
Input["\<Enter azimuth of dip direction of the b-plane (ac \
plane)\>"];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Dip =
Input["\<Enter the dip of the b-plane (in degrees)\>"];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Trend = Input["\<Enter the trend of the a-direction\>"];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Plunge =
Input["\<Enter the plunge of the a-direction\>"];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Longaxis = {V[\([1, 1]\)], V[\([2, 1]\)], V[\([3, 1]\)]};\)\), "\n",
\(\(Intaxis = {V[\([1, 2]\)], V[\([2, 2]\)], V[\([3, 2]\)]};\)\), "\n",
\(\(Shortaxis = {V[\([1, 3]\)], V[\([2, 3]\)],
V[\([3, 3]\)]};\)\), "\n",
\(\(P = \((\(-Plunge\))\)*Pi/180;\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[0 \[LessEqual] Trend < 90, T = \((Trend)\)*Pi/180;
a1 = Cos[T]*Cos[P]; \[IndentingNewLine]a2 = \(-\((Sin[T]*Cos[P])\)\);
a3 = Sin[P]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[90 \[LessEqual] Trend < 180, T = \((180 - Trend)\)*Pi/180;
a1 = \(-\((Cos[T]*Cos[P])\)\); \[IndentingNewLine]a2 = \(-\((Sin[T]*
Cos[P])\)\); a3 = Sin[P]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[180 \[LessEqual] Trend < 270, T = \((Trend - 180)\)*Pi/180;
a1 = \(-\((Cos[T]*Cos[P])\)\); \[IndentingNewLine]a2 = \((Sin[T]*
Cos[P])\); a3 = Sin[P]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[270 \[LessEqual] Trend \[LessEqual] 360,
T = \((360 - Trend)\)*Pi/180;
a1 = \((Cos[T]*Cos[P])\); \[IndentingNewLine]a2 = \((Sin[T]*
Cos[P])\); a3 = Sin[P]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(A = {a1, a2, a3} // N;\)\), "\n",
\(\(Q = \((\(-Dip\))\)*Pi/180;\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[0 \[LessEqual] DipDir < 90, Td = \((DipDir)\)*Pi/180;
u1 = Cos[Td]*
Cos[Q]; \[IndentingNewLine]u2 = \(-\((Sin[Td]*Cos[Q])\)\);
u3 = Sin[Q]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[90 \[LessEqual] DipDir < 180, Td = \((180 - DipDir)\)*Pi/180;
u1 = \(-\((Cos[Td]*Cos[Q])\)\); \[IndentingNewLine]u2 = \(-\((Sin[Td]*
Cos[Q])\)\); u3 = Sin[Q]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[180 \[LessEqual] DipDir < 270, Td = \((DipDir - 180)\)*Pi/180;
u1 = \(-\((Cos[Td]*Cos[Q])\)\); \[IndentingNewLine]u2 = \((Sin[Td]*
Cos[Q])\); u3 = Sin[Q]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[270 \[LessEqual] DipDir \[LessEqual] 360,
Td = \((360 - DipDir)\)*Pi/180;
u1 = \((Cos[Td]*Cos[Q])\); \[IndentingNewLine]u2 = \((Sin[Td]*
Cos[Q])\); u3 = Sin[Q]];\)\), "\n",
\(\(U = {u1, u2, u3} // N;\)\), "\n",
\(\(Strike = DipDir + 90;\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[270 \[LessEqual] DipDir \[LessEqual] 360,
Tsk = \((Strike)\)*Pi/180; s1 = \((Cos[Tsk])\);
s2 = \(-\((Sin[Tsk])\)\); \[IndentingNewLine]s3 = 0];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[0 \[LessEqual] DipDir < 90, Tsk = \((180 - Strike)\)*Pi/180;
s1 = \(-\((Cos[Tsk])\)\); \[IndentingNewLine]s2 = \(-\((Sin[
Tsk])\)\); s3 = 0];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[90 \[LessEqual] DipDir < 180, Tsk = \((Strike - 180)\)*Pi/180;
s1 = \(-\((Cos[Tsk])\)\); \[IndentingNewLine]s2 = \((Sin[Tsk])\);
s3 = 0];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[180 \[LessEqual] DipDir < 270, Tsk = \((360 - Strike)\)*Pi/180;
s1 = \((Cos[Tsk])\); \[IndentingNewLine]s2 = \((Sin[Tsk])\);
s3 = 0];\)\), "\n",
\(\(S = {s1, s2, s3} // N;\)\), "\n",
\(\(B = Cross[U, S] // N;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalDelta] = A - \((A . B)\)*B;\)\), "\n",
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\(\(\[CapitalAlpha] = \
{\[CapitalDelta][\([1]\)]/\((Sqrt[\[CapitalDelta][\([1]\)]^2 + \
\[CapitalDelta][\([2]\)]^2 + \[CapitalDelta][\([3]\)]^2])\), \[CapitalDelta][\
\([2]\)]/\((Sqrt[\[CapitalDelta][\([1]\)]^2 + \[CapitalDelta][\([2]\)]^2 + \
\[CapitalDelta][\([3]\)]^2])\), \[CapitalDelta][\([3]\)]/\((Sqrt[\
\[CapitalDelta][\([1]\)]^2 + \[CapitalDelta][\([2]\)]^2 + \
\[CapitalDelta][\([3]\)]^2])\)};\)\), "\n",
\(\(Caxis = Cross[\[CapitalAlpha], B] // N;\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[Caxis[\([3]\)] < 0, B = \(-B\);
Caxis = \(-Caxis\)];\)\), "\[IndentingNewLine]",
\(\(errorangle =
ArcCos[\((A . \[CapitalAlpha])\)/\((Sqrt[
A[\([1]\)]^2 + A[\([2]\)]^2 + A[\([3]\)]^2]*
Sqrt[\[CapitalAlpha][\([1]\)]^2 + \
\[CapitalAlpha][\([2]\)]^2 + \ \
\(\(\\\n\)\(\[CapitalAlpha]\)\)[\([3]\)]^2])\)]*180/Pi;\)\), "\n",
\(\(North = {1, 0, 0};\)\), "\n",
\(\(West = {0, 1, 0};\)\), "\n",
\(\(Up = {0, 0, 1};\)\), "\n",
\(\(K11 = North . \[CapitalAlpha];\)\), "\n",
\(\(K12 = North . B;\)\), "\n",
\(\(K13 = North . Caxis;\)\), "\n",
\(\(K21 = West . \[CapitalAlpha];\)\), "\n",
\(\(K22 = West . B;\)\), "\n",
\(\(K23 = West . Caxis;\)\), "\n",
\(\(K31 = Up . \[CapitalAlpha];\)\), "\n",
\(\(K32 = Up . B;\)\), "\n",
\(\(K33 = Up . Caxis;\)\), "\n",
\(\(K = {{K11, K12, K13}, {K21, K22, K23}, {K31, K32, K33}};\)\), "\n",
\(\(Geoglong = K . Longaxis;\)\), "\n",
\(\(Geogint = K . Intaxis;\)\), "\n",
\(\(Geogshort = K . Shortaxis;\)\), "\n",
\(\(LPlunge = \((ArcTan[
Abs[Geoglong[\([3]\)]]/\((Sqrt[\((Geoglong[\([2]\)]^2)\) + \ \(\
\(\\\n\)\((Geoglong[\([1]\)]^2)\)\)])\)])\)*180/Pi;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalTau]l =
Abs[\((ArcTan[Geoglong[\([2]\)]/Geoglong[\([1]\)]])\)*180/
Pi];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
LTrend = 180 - \[CapitalTau]l];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
LTrend = \[CapitalTau]l];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
LTrend = 360 - \[CapitalTau]l];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
LTrend = 180 + \[CapitalTau]l];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] < 0, LTrend = 360 - \[CapitalTau]l];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] < 0, LTrend = 180 + \[CapitalTau]l];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
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Geoglong[\([3]\)] < 0, LTrend = 180 - \[CapitalTau]l];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] < 0, LTrend = \[CapitalTau]l];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] \[LessEqual] 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] \[LessEqual] 0, LTrend = 90];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0, LTrend = 90];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] > 0, LTrend = 270];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geoglong[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] > 0 &&
Geoglong[\([3]\)] < 0, LTrend = 270];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[Geoglong[\([1]\)] \[Equal] 0 && Geoglong[\([2]\)] \[Equal] 0,
LPlunge = 90; LTrend = NA];\)\n\n\), "\n",
\(\(IPlunge = \((ArcTan[
Abs[Geogint[\([3]\)]]/\((Sqrt[\((Geogint[\([2]\)]^2)\) + \
\((Geogint[\([1]\)]^2)\)])\)])\)*180/Pi;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalTau]i =
Abs[\((ArcTan[Geogint[\([2]\)]/Geogint[\([1]\)]])\)*180/
Pi];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
ITrend = 180 - \[CapitalTau]i];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
ITrend = \[CapitalTau]i];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
ITrend = 360 - \[CapitalTau]i];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
ITrend = 180 + \[CapitalTau]i];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] < 0, ITrend = 360 - \[CapitalTau]i];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] < 0, ITrend = 180 + \[CapitalTau]i];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] < 0 && Geogint[\([3]\)] < 0,
ITrend = 180 - \[CapitalTau]i];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] < 0 && Geogint[\([3]\)] < 0,
ITrend = \[CapitalTau]i];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] \[LessEqual] 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] \[LessEqual] 0, ITrend = 90];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0, ITrend = 90];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogint[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] > 0, ITrend = 270];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
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Geogint[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] > 0 &&
Geogint[\([3]\)] < 0, ITrend = 270];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[Geogint[\([1]\)] \[Equal] 0 && Geogint[\([2]\)] \[Equal] 0,
IPlunge = 90; ITrend = NA];\)\[IndentingNewLine]\n\), "\n",
\(\(SPlunge = \((ArcTan[
Abs[Geogshort[\([3]\)]]/\((Sqrt[\((Geogshort[\([2]\)]^2)\) + \ \
\((Geogshort[\([1]\)]^2)\)])\)])\)*180/Pi;\)\), "\n",
\(\(\[CapitalTau]s =
Abs[\((ArcTan[Geogshort[\([2]\)]/Geogshort[\([1]\)]])\)*180/
Pi];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
STrend = 180 - \[CapitalTau]s];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
STrend = \[CapitalTau]s];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
STrend = 360 - \[CapitalTau]s];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0,
STrend = 180 + \[CapitalTau]s];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] < 0, STrend = 360 - \[CapitalTau]s];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] < 0, STrend = 180 + \[CapitalTau]s];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] < 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] < 0, STrend = 180 - \[CapitalTau]s];\)\), "\n",
\(If[Geogshort[\([1]\)] > 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] < 0, STrend = \[CapitalTau]s];
If[Geogshort[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] \[LessEqual] 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] \[LessEqual] 0, STrend = 90];\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] \[GreaterEqual] 0, STrend = 90];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] < 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] > 0, STrend = 270];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[
Geogshort[\([1]\)] == 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] > 0 &&
Geogshort[\([3]\)] < 0, STrend = 270];\)\), "\n",
\(\(If[Geogshort[\([1]\)] \[Equal] 0 && Geogshort[\([2]\)] \[Equal] 0,
SPlunge = 90; STrend = NA];\)\n\n\), "\[IndentingNewLine]",
\(Clear[North, West, Up]\), "\n",
\(GeographicEllipsoid =
ParametricPlot3D[{Geoglong[\([1]\)] L[\([1]\)] Cos[t] Cos[u] +
Geogint[\([1]\)] L[\([2]\)] Sin[t] Cos[u] +
Geogshort[\([1]\)] L[\([3]\)] Sin[u],
Geoglong[\([2]\)] L[\([1]\)] Cos[t] Cos[u] +
Geogint[\([2]\)] L[\([2]\)] Sin[t] Cos[u] +
Geogshort[\([2]\)] L[\([3]\)] Sin[u],
Geoglong[\([3]\)] L[\([1]\)] Cos[t] Cos[u] +
Geogint[\([3]\)] L[\([2]\)] Sin[t] Cos[u] +
Geogshort[\([3]\)] L[\([3]\)] Sin[u]}, {t, 0,
2 Pi}, {u, \(-Pi\)/2, Pi/2},
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AxesLabel \[Rule] {"\<North ->\>", "\<West ->\>", Up},
Ticks \[Rule] None, AspectRatio \[Rule] Automatic,
ImageSize \[Rule] {400, 400}]\n\), "\n",
\(\(Geogvector1 =
ParametricPlot3D[{Geoglong[\([1]\)]*t, Geoglong[\([2]\)]*t,
Geoglong[\([3]\)]*t}, {t, \(-1.5\)*L[\([1]\)],
1.5*L[\([1]\)]}];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Geogvector2 =
ParametricPlot3D[{Geogint[\([1]\)]*t, Geogint[\([2]\)]*t,
Geogint[\([3]\)]*t}, {t, \(-1.5\)*L[\([2]\)],
1.5*L[\([2]\)]}];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Geogvector3 =
ParametricPlot3D[{Geogshort[\([1]\)]*t, Geogshort[\([2]\)]*t,
Geogshort[\([3]\)]*t}, {t, \(-1.5\)*L[\([3]\)],
1.5*L[\([3]\)]}];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Geogvectors =
Show[Geogvector1, Geogvector2, Geogvector3];\)\), "\n",
\(Show[GeographicEllipsoid, Geogvectors]\n\), "\n",
\(\(Print["\<Trend of the Long axis in Geographic Space = \>",
LTrend];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Print["\<Plunge of the Long axis in Geographic Space = \>",
LPlunge];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Print["\<Trend of the Intermediate axis in Geographic Space = \>",
ITrend];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Print["\<Plunge of the Intermediate axis in Geographic Space = \>",
IPlunge];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Print["\<Trend of the Short axis in Geographic Space = \>",
STrend];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Print["\<Plunge of the Short axis in Geographic Space = \>",
SPlunge];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Print["\<Error angle associated with making sure a-direction lies \
within the b-plane = \>", errorangle];\)\), "\n",
\(\(Print["\<Error index of fit (zero is a perfect fit) = \>",
errorG];\)\)}], "Input"],
Cell[BoxData[{
\(\ Northview =
Show[GeographicEllipsoid, Geogvectors, AxesLabel \[Rule] None,
ViewPoint \[Rule] {\(-3\), 0, 1.5}]\), "\[IndentingNewLine]",
\(Export["\<__.jpg\>", Northview]\)}], "Input"]
},
FrontEndVersion->"4.1 for Macintosh",
ScreenRectangle->{{0, 1024}, {0, 748}},
WindowSize->{902, 599},
WindowMargins->{{0, Automatic}, {Automatic, 0}},
PrintingCopies->1,
PrintingPageRange->{1, Automatic},
MacintoshSystemPageSetup->"\<\
00<0004/0B‘000002mT8o?mooh<<H‘Ui0fL5:0?l0080004/0B‘000000]P2:001
0000I00000400‘<300000Gd000400@JlW/0000000000060801T1T00000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000\>"
]
(*******************************************************************
Cached data follows. If you edit this Notebook file directly, not
using Mathematica, you must remove the line containing CacheID at
the top of the file. The cache data will then be recreated when
you save this file from within Mathematica.
*******************************************************************)
(*CellTagsOutline
CellTagsIndex->{}
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*)
(*CellTagsIndex
CellTagsIndex->{}
*)
(*NotebookFileOutline
Notebook[{
Cell[1705, 50, 31297, 586, 5243, "Input"],
Cell[33005, 638, 228, 4, 43, "Input"]
}
]
*)

(*******************************************************************
End of Mathematica Notebook file.
*******************************************************************)
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B.3

Scilab scripts for critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) calculations

This program calculates the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) on basal<a>, prism<a> and
±rhomb<a> slip systems for an imposed stress field. It was used as the first step to create
Figure 6.7. The method implemented here is detailed in Chapter 6. CRSS were calculated for
points equally spaced across a stereonet projection of all possible c-axis orientations. The stress
system defined for the calculations had σ1 = −σ3 and σ2 =0.
//This script will calculate the shear stress resolved on a variety of possible slip systems.
//You can specify any combination of slip plane and slip direction
//These are converting factors, degrees to radians and vice versa
DTR=%pi/180;
RTD=180/%pi;
getf(’DotProd.txt’);
getf(’UVec.txt’);
//Need to specify an angle that makes the rhomb planes intersect the c axis at an angle of
//38 degrees
//If the length in the X and Y planes combined is 2, the length in the Z plane is 2 tan(38)
//= LRZ
//Or if it is only 1 in X-Y then in Z it xhould be HLRZ (half LRZ)
LRZ=2*tan(DTR*38);
HLRZ=LRZ/2;
//The model is set up so that the positive X axis is to 00/090, positive Z is to 00/000 and
//positive Y is to hell.
//The possible slip planes and the unit vectors normal to these slip planes are:
Basal=[0;0;1];
Prism1=[0;-1;0];
Prism2=[(-sqrt(3));1;0];
Prism3=[sqrt(3);1;0];
RhombPos1=[0;1;HLRZ];
RhombPos2=[sqrt(3);-1;LRZ];
RhombPos3=[(-sqrt(3));-1;LRZ];
RhombNeg1=[0;-1;HLRZ];
RhombNeg2=[(-sqrt(3));1;LRZ];
RhombNeg3=[sqrt(3);1;LRZ];
//The possible slip directions are:
basal1=[1;0;0];
basal2=[-1;(-sqrt(3));0];
basal3=[-1;sqrt(3);0];
prism=[0;0;1];

//Define principal stresses parallel to the x, y, z axes.
//parallel to y, sigma3 parallel to z.
//Define x, y, z unit vectors
xa=[1;0;0];
ya=[0;1;0];
za=[0;0;1];
//Prompt for magnitude of principal stresses:
[S1]=input("Enter magnitude of Sigma1 in MPa");
[S2]=input("Enter magnitude of Sigma2 in MPa");
[S3]=input("Enter magnitude of Sigma3 in MPa");
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Sigma1 parallel to x; sigma2

//So the stress tensor is:
StressTensor=[S1,0,0;0,S2,0;0,0,S3];

//So we will work on a grid system of c-axis orientations across the stereonet...this
//is needed later to work out this grid.
R=input("Enter the number of steps across the stereonet at which to evaluate the shear"...
+" stresses");
Rhomb="R";
Prism="P";
Basal="B";
for plane=list(Basal,Prism,Rhomb);
d=file(’open’,plane+’SS_allOrientations.csv’,’unknown’);
for x=(-R/2):(R/2)
for z=(-R/2):(R/2)
if x^2+z^2<=(R/2)^2 & z~=0.0 then
bea=atan(x,z);
pl=((%pi/2)-2*asin(sqrt(x^2+z^2)/(sqrt(2)*(R/2))));
if pl<=0 then
if bea>=0 then
bea=bea-%pi;
else
bea=bea+%pi;
end
pl=-pl;
end
Theta=-bea;
Psi=pl;
CRSSvecAll=[];
if plane==Prism then
for slipPlane=list(Prism1,Prism2,Prism3);
if slipPlane==Prism1 then
slipDir==basal1;
elseif slipPlane==Prism2 then
slipDir==basal2;
else
slipDir==basal3;
end
[uSlipPlane]=UVec(slipPlane);
[uSlipDir]=UVec(slipDir);
//

if DotProd(uSlipPlane,uSlipDir)==0 then
for Zrotation=[0:1:59];
Phi=DTR*Zrotation;
Rot=[cos(Phi)*cos(Theta)-sin(Phi)*sin(Theta)*sin(Psi), sin(Phi)*cos(Theta)...
+cos(Phi)*sin(Theta)*sin(Psi), (-sin(Theta)*cos(Psi)); (-sin(Phi)*cos(Psi))...
, cos(Phi)*cos(Psi), sin(Psi); cos(Phi)*sin(Theta)+sin(Phi)*cos(Theta)*...
sin(Psi), sin(Phi)*sin(Theta)-cos(Phi)*cos(Theta)*sin(Psi), cos(Theta)*...
cos(Psi)];
[rSlipDir]=Rot*uSlipDir;
[rSlipPlane]=Rot*uSlipPlane;
v1=StressTensor(1,1)*rSlipPlane(1)+StressTensor(1,2)*rSlipPlane(2)+...
StressTensor(1,3)*rSlipPlane(3);
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v2=StressTensor(2,1)*rSlipPlane(1)+StressTensor(2,2)*rSlipPlane(2)+...
StressTensor(2,3)*rSlipPlane(3);
v3=StressTensor(3,1)*rSlipPlane(1)+StressTensor(3,2)*rSlipPlane(2)+...
StressTensor(3,3)*rSlipPlane(3);
v=[v1;v2;v3];

//
//
//

CRSS=DotProd(rSlipDir,v);
CRSSvec(1+Zrotation)=abs(CRSS);
end
else
CRSSvec=[0];
end
CRSSvecAll=[CRSSvecAll;CRSSvec];
end
elseif plane==Rhomb then
for slipPlane=list(RhombPos1,RhombPos2,RhombPos3,RhombNeg1,RhombNeg2,RhombNeg3);
if slipPlane==RhombPos1|slipPlane==RhombNeg1 then
slipDir=basal1;
elseif slipPlane==RhombPos2|slipPlane==RhombNeg2 then
slipDir=basal2;
else
slipDir=basal3;
end
[uSlipPlane]=UVec(slipPlane);
[uSlipDir]=UVec(slipDir);

//

if DotProd(uSlipPlane,uSlipDir)==0 then
for Zrotation=[0:1:59];
Phi=DTR*Zrotation;
Rot=[cos(Phi)*cos(Theta)-sin(Phi)*sin(Theta)*sin(Psi), sin(Phi)*cos(Theta)...
+cos(Phi)*sin(Theta)*sin(Psi), (-sin(Theta)*cos(Psi)); (-sin(Phi)*cos(Psi))...
, cos(Phi)*cos(Psi), sin(Psi); cos(Phi)*sin(Theta)+sin(Phi)*cos(Theta)*...
sin(Psi), sin(Phi)*sin(Theta)-cos(Phi)*cos(Theta)*sin(Psi), cos(Theta)*...
cos(Psi)];
[rSlipDir]=Rot*uSlipDir;
[rSlipPlane]=Rot*uSlipPlane;
v1=StressTensor(1,1)*rSlipPlane(1)+StressTensor(1,2)*rSlipPlane(2)+...
StressTensor(1,3)*rSlipPlane(3);
v2=StressTensor(2,1)*rSlipPlane(1)+StressTensor(2,2)*rSlipPlane(2)+...
StressTensor(2,3)*rSlipPlane(3);
v3=StressTensor(3,1)*rSlipPlane(1)+StressTensor(3,2)*rSlipPlane(2)+...
StressTensor(3,3)*rSlipPlane(3);
v=[v1;v2;v3];

//
//
//

CRSS=DotProd(rSlipDir,v);
CRSSvec(1+Zrotation)=abs(CRSS);
end
else
CRSSvec=[0];
end
CRSSvecAll=[CRSSvecAll;CRSSvec];
end
end
CRSSMax=max(CRSSvecAll);
fprintf(d,’%f,%f,%f’,x,z,CRSSMax);
end
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end
end
file(’close’,d)
end
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This script takes the output from the previous one and analyses it to see whether the CRSS
exceeds a certain proportion of the maximum possible shear stress on any plane (ie. it sees if
the Schmid factor exceeds a threshold value). Since σ1 = −σ3 , the maximum CRSS=σ1 . This
script was used to create Figure 6.7f.
//This script will calculate the activation stress on a variety of possible slip systems.
//It works for a variety of ratios of prism:basal:rhomb CRSS
//These are converting factors, degrees to radians and vice versa
DTR=%pi/180;
RTD=180/%pi;
//And handy functions
getf(’DotProd.txt’);
getf(’UVec.txt’);
//Read in the CRSS files
B=read(’BSS_allOrientations.csv’,7744,3);
P=read(’PSS_allOrientations.csv’,7744,3);
R=read(’RSS_allOrientations.csv’,7744,3);
RP=read(’RPSS_allOrientations.csv’,7744,3);
RN=read(’RNSS_allOrientations.csv’,7744,3);
//Prompt for magnitudes of principal stresses to find differential stress
[S1]=input("Enter magnitude of Sigma1 in MPa");
//[S3]=input("Enter magnitude of Sigma3 in MPa");
//Define the threshold CRSstress
Threshold=0.5;
CRSS=Threshold*S1;
//Do this sequentially for all the files
for plane=list(R); //list(B,P,RP,RN);
if plane==B then
label="B";
elseif plane==P then
label="P";
elseif plane==R then
label="R";
elseif plane==RP then
label="RP"
else
label="RN";
end
e=file(’open’,label+’thresholdHalfS1.csv’,’unknown’);
for n=1:7744;
if plane(n,3)>=CRSS & plane(n,3)<=S1 then
fprintf(e,’%f,%f,%f’,plane(n,1),plane(n,2),1);
else
fprintf(e,’%f,%f,%f’,plane(n,1),plane(n,2),0);
end
end
file(’close’,e)
end
//Define the threshold CRSstress
Threshold=0.25;
CRSS=Threshold*S1;
//Do this sequentially for all the files
for plane=list(B,P,R);//list(P,RP,RN);
if plane==B then
label="B";
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elseif plane==P then
label="P";
elseif plane==R then
label="R";
elseif plane==RP then
label="RP"
else
label="RN";
end
e=file(’open’,label+’thresholdOneQuarterS1.csv’,’unknown’);
for n=1:7744;
if plane(n,3)>=CRSS & plane(n,3)<=S1 then
fprintf(e,’%f,%f,%f’,plane(n,1),plane(n,2),1);
else
fprintf(e,’%f,%f,%f’,plane(n,1),plane(n,2),0);
end
end
file(’close’,e)
end
//Define the threshold CRSstress
Threshold=0.75;
CRSS=Threshold*S1;
//Do this sequentially for all the files
for plane=list(B,P,R);//list(P,RP,RN);
if plane==B then
label="B";
elseif plane==P then
label="P";
elseif plane==R then
label="R";
elseif plane==RP then
label="RP"
else
label="RN";
end
e=file(’open’,label+’thresholdThreeQuartersS1.csv’,’unknown’);
for n=1:7744;
label="R";
if plane(n,3)>=CRSS & plane(n,3)<=S1 then
fprintf(e,’%f,%f,%f’,plane(n,1),plane(n,2),1);
else
fprintf(e,’%f,%f,%f’,plane(n,1),plane(n,2),0);
end
end
file(’close’,e)
end
//Define the threshold CRSstress
Threshold=0.9;
CRSS=Threshold*S1;
//Do this sequentially for all the files
for plane=list(B,P,R);//list(P,RP,RN);
if plane==B then
label="B";
elseif plane==P then
label="P";
elseif plane==R then
label="R";
elseif plane==RP then
label="RP"
else
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label="RN";
end
e=file(’open’,label+’thresholdpoint9S1.csv’,’unknown’);
for n=1:7744;
label="R";
if plane(n,3)>=CRSS & plane(n,3)<=S1 then
fprintf(e,’%f,%f,%f’,plane(n,1),plane(n,2),1);
else
fprintf(e,’%f,%f,%f’,plane(n,1),plane(n,2),0);
end
end
file(’close’,e)
end
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B.4

Scilab scripts to calculate strain ellipse orientations in a
transpressive shear zone

The first Scilab script was used in Chapter 8 to calculate trends of the principal strain axes, e1 ,
e2 and e3 , for simultaneous pure and simple shear strain of various magnitudes in a transpressive
shear zone with the same geometry as the Alpine Fault zone. The output is a plot on a Schmidt,
equal area, lower hemisphere projection, indicating the orientation of e1 (cross in circle; possibly
equivalent to the ‘stretching lineation’ in a shear zone) and the pole to the e1 − e2 plane (cross;
may correspond to the foliation in a shear zone). The great circle that is plotted is the mean
orientation of the Alpine Fault plane. The script implements a modified version of the Lin et al.
(1998) deformation tensor for a shear zone where the simple shear component of the deformation
is applied at an oblique angle to the strike of the zone.
clear();
xbasc(); //Clear the graphics window
//Standard conversion factors and functions for linear algebra:
DTR=%pi/180; //Degrees to radians
RTD=180/%pi; //Radians to degrees
getf(’DotProd.txt’);
//Invokes function to calculate vector dot product for two 3x1
//vectors DotProd.txt must be in the dir Siclab was invoked from
getf(’UVec.txt’);
//Invokes function to calculate a unit vector from a 3x1 vector
//or arbitrary size.UVec.txt must be in the dir Siclab was invoked from
//This file should calculate strain in a transpressional shear zone as per Lin et
//al.,(1998)
//The co-ordinate system they use (best to keep this the same), except make X parallel
//the fault, Z parallel to fault dip
//Then X towards 00/235; Y towards 00/325; Z to hell.
//The Lin et al (1998) model requires two ’obliquity’ angles. The convergence vector
//is split into components perpendicular and parallel to the fault.
//Phi is the rake of the parallel component in the shear zone boundary, on a stereonet
//construction this is the rake of the plane containing the convergence vector and
//the normal to the fault plane in the fault plane
//The angle, Beta, between the convergence vector and the fault plane is measured in
//the plane containing the convergence vector and the normal to the fault plane.
//The components of the convergence vector, V are then Vperp=V.cos(Beta) and
//Vpar=V.sin(Beta). However, ths script modifies the Lin et al (1998) model so that
//finite strains rather than velocities are used as input. Therefore, the second
//obliquity angle, beta, is not required.
Phi=24*DTR;
//Find strain rates:
T=5*10^6*3*10^7;
h=1000; //Initial width of zone in m
//extension=1;
//alpha is the total stretch after 5 million years:
Epsilon=log(3.5);
Epsilondot=Epsilon/T;
Gamma=180;
Gammadot=Gamma/T;
//Trans:Press ratio
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//f=Vpar/Vperp;
//Set a variety of times for the deformation in seconds
for time=(1:5);
//Or uncomment this to ask for input time
//T=input("input a time for the deformation in millions of years")
t=10^6*3*10^7*time;
//Calculate alpha for the natural strain (epsilon) entered above.
alpha=exp(Epsilondot*t);
printf("\nFor t= %f million years the total simple shear strain will be: %f and"...
+"the total natural pure shear strain will be: %f i.e. a stretch (k or"...
+"alpha) of %f",t/(10^6*3*10^7),Gammadot*t,Epsilondot*t,alpha)
Wk=(Gammadot/Epsilondot)*(4+(Gammadot/Epsilondot)^2)^(-1/2);
printf("\nWk = %f",Wk)
//Jiang et al. DGrad (they cal it Fps)You can only reduce this to a time-independant
//tensor for the total time, T
DGrad(1,1)=1;
DGrad(1,2)=-Gamma*cos(Phi)*(1-(alpha^(-1)))/log(alpha);
DGrad(1,3)=0;
DGrad(2,1)=0;
DGrad(2,2)=alpha^(-1);
DGrad(2,3)=0;
DGrad(3,1)=0;
DGrad(3,2)=-Gamma*sin(Phi)*(alpha-alpha^(-1))/(2*log(alpha));
DGrad(3,3)=alpha;
//Now need Gauchy-Green Tensor DGrad.DGradTransform.
DGradT(1,1)=DGrad(1,1);
DGradT(1,2)=DGrad(2,1);
DGradT(1,3)=DGrad(3,1);
DGradT(2,1)=DGrad(1,2);
DGradT(2,2)=DGrad(2,2);
DGradT(2,3)=DGrad(3,2);
DGradT(3,1)=DGrad(1,3);
DGradT(3,2)=DGrad(2,3);
DGradT(3,3)=DGrad(3,3);
DCGT=DGrad*DGradT;
[Devec,evals]=spec(DCGT);
Devals=[evals(1,2);evals(2,2);evals(3,3)];
//The eigenvalues are the squares of the magnitudes of the principal stretches
//(lambda), therefore:
Dlambda1=sqrt(max(Devals));
Dlambda3=sqrt(min(Devals));
//These axes have orientations equivalent to the associated eigenvectors:
if max(Devals)==Devals(1)
if min(Devals)==Devals(3) then
DX=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DY=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DZ=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(2));
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elseif min(Devals)==Devals(2) then
DX=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DZ=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DY=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(3));
end
elseif max(Devals)==Devals(2) then
if min(Devals)==Devals(3) then
DY=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DX=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DZ=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(1));
elseif min(Devals)==Devals(1) then
DZ=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DX=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DY=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(3));
end
elseif max(Devals)==Devals(3) then
if min(Devals)==Devals(1) then
DZ=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DY=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DX=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(2));
elseif min(Devals)==Devals(2) then
DY=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DZ=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DX=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(1));
end
else
"error"
end

//Rotation about X is Psi:
//Remembering that setup is for negative X parallel to the 055-trending fault, need
//to un-rotate, to correct for a vertical zone
//The rotation clockwise viewed towards the origin, about the X-axis is Psi:
Psi=45*DTR;
//The rotation matrix is created from this euler angle:
Rot=[1,0,0;0,cos(Psi),sin(Psi);0,-sin(Psi),cos(Psi)];
//Rotate the axes using the rotation matrix, Rot
[DX]=Rot*DX;
[DY]=Rot*DY;
[DZ]=Rot*DZ;
//Hence the strain axes and magnitudes are the unit vectors in the direction of the
//eigenvectors with length equal to the eigenvalues
//Calculate the unit vectors:
UDX=UVec(DX);
UDY=UVec(DY);
UDZ=UVec(DZ);
//Multiply unit vectors by the magnitude of the principal stretches:
MUDX=Dlambda1*UDX;
MUDY=Dlambda2*UDY;
MUDZ=Dlambda3*UDZ;
//Ideally these results should be expressed in a geographic reference frame.
//The orientations of the axes are given by:
//Bearing:
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bX=55+atan(DX(2),DX(1))*RTD;
if DY(1)~=0 then
bY=55+90-atan(DY(2),DY(1))*RTD;
else
bY=55+90;
end
if DZ(1)~=0 then
bZ=55+atan(DZ(2),DZ(1))*RTD;
else
bZ=55+90;
end
if bX>=360 then
bearingX=bX-360;
elseif bX<=0 then
bearingX=360+bX;
else
bearingX=bX;
end
if bY>=360 then
bearingY=bY-360;
elseif bY<=0 then
bearingY=360+bY;
else
bearingY=bY;
end
if bZ>=360 then
bearingZ=bZ-360;
elseif bZ<=0 then
bearingZ=360+bZ;
else
bearingZ=bZ;
end
//Plunge:
plungeX=(atan(DX(3)/sqrt(DX(1)^2+DX(2)^2))*RTD);
if sqrt(DY(1)^2+DY(2)^2)~=0 then
plungeY=(atan(DY(3)/sqrt(DY(1)^2+DY(2)^2))*RTD);
else
plungeY=90;
end
if sqrt(DZ(1)^2+DZ(2)^2)~=0 then
plungeZ=(atan(DZ(3)/sqrt(DZ(1)^2+DZ(2)^2))*RTD);
else
plungeZ=90;
end
if plungeX<=0 then
if bearingX>=180 then
bearingX=bearingX-180;
else
bearingX=180+bearingX;
end
end
if plungeY<=0 then
if bearingY>=180 then
bearingY=bearingY-180;
else
bearingY=180+bearingY;
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end
end
if plungeZ<=0 then
if bearingZ>=180 then
bearingZ=bearingZ-180;
else
bearingZ=180+bearingZ;
end
end
X_strain_axis=string(plungeX)+"/"+string(bearingX);
Y_strain_axis=string(plungeY)+"/"+string(bearingY);
Z_strain_axis=string(plungeZ)+"/"+string(bearingZ);
//X is trend of lineations, therefore:
printf("\nLineation (S1) is %f/%f",plungeX,bearingX)
//Z is the pole to the foliation, therefore:
printf("\nPole to Foliation (S3) is %f/%f",plungeZ,bearingZ)
//Plot the strain axes and fabric elements on an equal area lower hemisphere stereonet
//First need to convert the bearing and plunge of what you want to plot to co-ords on
//the stereonet.
//Set x=00/000, Y=00/090
//Set a radius of the stereonet:
R=100;
//Find the co-ordinates of the points representing lines on the stereonet:
xX=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeX/2)*sin(DTR*bearingX);
yX=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeX/2)*cos(DTR*bearingX);
xY=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeY/2)*sin(DTR*bearingY);
yY=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeY/2)*cos(DTR*bearingY);
xZ=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeZ/2)*sin(DTR*bearingZ);
yZ=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeZ/2)*cos(DTR*bearingZ);
//Plot the positions of the objects:
plot2d(xX,yX,style=-3)
//
fprintf(a,’%f, %f’, xX,yX)
//plot2d(xY,yY,style=-2)
plot2d(xZ,yZ,style=-2)
//
fprintf(c,’%f, %f’, xZ,yZ)
// plot2d(-xZ,-yZ,style=-3)

//Plot the foliation relating to each orientations of Z
//Find the dipline of the plane:
if bearingZ<=180 then
bearingDZ=bearingZ+180;
else
bearingDZ=bearingZ-180;
end
plungeDZ=90-abs(plungeZ);
if plungeDZ~=90 then
//Use the ’apparent dip formula’ to find the plunge of lines within the plane for
//various theta (the angle between the dipline and the line within the plane)
thetaneg=[-90:-1];
thetapos=[1:90];
theta=[thetaneg,thetapos];
[plungeLWTP]=atan(cos(theta*DTR)*tan(plungeDZ*DTR))*RTD;
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[bearingLWTP]=bearingDZ*ones(1,180)+theta;
//For each line calculate a scaling factor dRLWTP due to the plunge of the line
NxLWTP=[];
NyLWTP=[];
for i=1:180;
if abs(bearingLWTP(i)) <= 90 then
[yLWTP]=sqrt(2*(R/2)^2*(sin(%pi/4-abs(plungeLWTP(i))*DTR/2))^2/(1+(tan(...
bearingLWTP(i)*DTR))^2));
else
[yLWTP]=-sqrt(2*(R/2)^2*(sin(%pi/4-abs(plungeLWTP(i))*DTR/2))^2/(1+(tan(...
bearingLWTP(i)*DTR))^2));
end
[xLWTP]=yLWTP*tan(bearingLWTP(i)*DTR);
NxLWTP=[NxLWTP;xLWTP];
NyLWTP=[NyLWTP;yLWTP];
end
//Then plot the cyclographic trace:
plot2d(NxLWTP,NyLWTP,style=1)
else
//Plot the mean foliation:
i=-(50*yZ/dRZ):(50*yZ/dRZ);
j=i*tan((180-bearingZ)*%pi/180);
plot2d(i,j)
end
Pgamma=Gammadot*t;
Pepsilon=Epsilondot*t;
end
//Plot the 055/50SE fault (dipline=145/30)
bearingF=145;
plungeF=45;
//Use the ’apparent dip formula’ to find the plunge of lines within the plane for
//various theta (the angle between the dipline and the line within the plane)
thetaneg=[-90:-1];
thetapos=[1:90];
theta=[thetaneg,thetapos];
[plungeLWTP]=atan(cos(theta*%pi/180)*tan(plungeF*%pi/180))*180/%pi;
[bearingLWTP]=bearingF*ones(1,180)+theta;
//For each line calculate a scaling factor dRLWTP due to the dip of the line
[dRLWTP]=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-abs(plungeLWTP)*%pi/360);
//And using this, x and y co-ordinates of the projected line
[xLWTP]=dRLWTP.*sin(bearingLWTP*%pi/180);
[yLWTP]=dRLWTP.*cos(bearingLWTP*%pi/180);
//Then plot the cyclographic trace:
plot2d(xLWTP,yLWTP,style=2)
//Plot the stereonet:
//Create the edge of the net (from equation of a circle):
x1=[-R/2:1:R/2];
x2=[x1,x1];
y1=sqrt((R/2)^2-x1^2);
y2=-sqrt((R/2)^2-x1^2);
y=[y1,y2];
plot2d(x2,y,rect=[-60,-60,60,60])
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This second ‘transpression script’ uses the same model, but plots a graph of variation in pitch
of e1 in the foliation plane for various pure and simple shear strains. Used to create Figure 8.17.
clear(); //Clear variables
xbasc(); //Clear the graphics window
set("figure_style","new") //create a figure
//Standard conversion factors and functions for linear algebra:
DTR=%pi/180; //Degrees to radians
RTD=180/%pi; //Radians to degrees
getf(’DotProd.txt’);
//Invokes function to calculate vector dot product for two 3x1
//vectors.DotProd.txt must be in the dir Siclab was invoked from
getf(’UVec.txt’);
//Invokes function to calculate a unit vector from a 3x1 vector
//or arbitrary size.UVec.txt must be in the dir Siclab was invoked from
//E=input("enter the extension (epsilon)");
J=input("enter the colour index (black=1,blue=2,green=3,cyan=4,red=5,pink=6,"...
+"yellow=7,white=8,navy=9+");
//L=input("enter the maximum value of simple shear strain for the graph axis");
//This file should calculate strain in a transpressional shear zone as per Lin et
//al., (1998)
//The co-ordinate system they use (best to keep this the same), except make X
//parallel the fault, Z parallel to fault dip
//Then X towards 00/055; Y towards 00/145; Z to hell.
//The Lin et al (1998) model requires two ’obliquity’ angles. The convergence vector
//is split into components perpendicular and parallel to the fault.
//Phi is the rake of the parallel component in the shear zone boundary, on a stereonet
//construction this is the rake of the plane containing the convergence vector and
//the normal to the fault plane in the fault plane
//The angle, Beta, between the convergence vector and the fault plane is measured in
//the plane containing the convergence vector and the normal to the fault plane.
//The components of the convergence vector, V are then Vperp=V.cos(Beta) and
//The components of the convergence vector, V are then Vperp=V.cos(Beta) and
//Vpar=V.sin(Beta). However, ths script modifies the Lin et al (1998) model so that
//finite strains rather than velocities are used as input. Therefore, the second
//obliquity angle, beta, is not required.
Phi=30*DTR;
//Set a variety of times for the deformation in millions of years (will need to add
//an ’end’ at line ?? if you use this - or you can just set it at 5 and keep the for
//and end!)
for time=5;
//Convert to seconds (is this really necessary?)
t=time*10^6*3*10^7;
for M=0.1:0.1:2;
Gamma=10^M;
Gammadot=Gamma/t;
//Uncomment the next line and comment the following to plot all possible initial
//pitches for any fixed pure shear
//for PitchLin=0:10:170;
[Aalpha]=[];
[APitchS1]=[];
for E=0.1:0.1:10;
//This is the natural strain you are talking about here! Epsilondot*t=ln(k):
alpha=exp(E);
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Wk=(Gamma/log(alpha))*(4+(Gamma/log(alpha))^2)^(-1/2);
// printf("\nWk = %f",Wk)
//Jiang et al. DGrad (they cal it Fps)You can only reduce this to a time-independant
//tensor for the total time, T
DGrad(1,1)=1;
DGrad(1,2)=-Gamma*cos(Phi)*(1-(alpha^(-1)))/log(alpha);
DGrad(1,3)=0;
DGrad(2,1)=0;
DGrad(2,2)=alpha^(-1);
DGrad(2,3)=0;
DGrad(3,1)=0;
DGrad(3,2)=-Gamma*sin(Phi)*(alpha-alpha^(-1))/(2*log(alpha));
DGrad(3,3)=alpha;
//Now need Gauchy-Green Tensor DGrad.DGradTransform.
DGradT(1,1)=DGrad(1,1);
DGradT(1,2)=DGrad(2,1);
DGradT(1,3)=DGrad(3,1);
DGradT(2,1)=DGrad(1,2);
DGradT(2,2)=DGrad(2,2);
DGradT(2,3)=DGrad(3,2);
DGradT(3,1)=DGrad(1,3);
DGradT(3,2)=DGrad(2,3);
DGradT(3,3)=DGrad(3,3);
DCGT=DGrad*DGradT;
[Devec,evals]=spec(DCGT);
Devals=[evals(1,1);evals(2,2);evals(3,3)];
//The eigenvalues are the squares of the magnitudes of the principal stretches
//(lambda - these are (1+E)^2, i.e. quadratic elongations (Fossen and Tikoff, 1993
//- appendix)
//I.e. they are (lambda)^2 so to get lambda = l/lo you need to square-root them
Dlambda1=sqrt(max(Devals));
Dlambda3=sqrt(min(Devals));
//These axes have orientations equivalent to the associated eigenvectors:
if max(Devals)==Devals(1)
if min(Devals)==Devals(3) then
DX=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DY=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DZ=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(2));
elseif min(Devals)==Devals(2) then
DX=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DZ=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DY=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(3));
end
elseif max(Devals)==Devals(2) then
if min(Devals)==Devals(3) then
DY=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DX=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DZ=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(1));
elseif min(Devals)==Devals(1) then
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DZ=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DX=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DY=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(3));
end
elseif max(Devals)==Devals(3) then
if min(Devals)==Devals(1) then
DZ=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DY=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DX=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(2));
elseif min(Devals)==Devals(2) then
DY=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DZ=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DX=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(1));
end
else
printf("\nerror")
end
//Hence the strain axes and magnitudes are the unit vectors in the direction of the
//eigenvectors with length equal to the eigenvalues
//Calculate the unit vectors:
UDX=UVec(DX);
UDY=UVec(DY);
UDZ=UVec(DZ);
//Multiply unit vectors by the magnitude of the principal stretches:
MUDX=Dlambda1*UDX;
MUDY=Dlambda2*UDY;
MUDZ=Dlambda3*UDZ;
//Ideally these results should be expressed in a geographic reference frame.
//You will need to rotate them to do this since to do these calcs you have turned
//the Alpine fault zone vertical
//Rotation about X is Psi:
//Remembering that setup is for negative X parallel to the 055-trending fault, need
//to un-rotate, to correct for a vertical zone
//The rotation clockwise viewed towards the origin, about the X-axis is Psi:
Psi=45*DTR;
//The rotation matrix is created from this euler angle:
Rot=[1,0,0;0,cos(Psi),sin(Psi);0,-sin(Psi),cos(Psi)];
//Now you also need the pitch of the principal strain axis in the foliation plane.
//unit vector in the direciton of S1 axis is UDX. This is already in the ref frame
//of Z parallel the fault dip-line and X parallel the fault
//You do need to correct for the fact that the axis might be pointing up out of the
//page...
if UDX(3)<=0 then
UDX=-UDX;
else
UDX=UDX;
end
//Find the pitch of S1 in the foliation:
PitchS1=RTD*atan(UDX(3)/UDX(1));
[APitchS1]=[APitchS1;PitchS1];
Aalpha=[Aalpha;alpha];
end
// plot2d([AGamma],[APitchDefLin],style=J,rect=[0,0,L,180],nax=[4,11,1,19]);
plot2d([Aalpha],[APitchS1],style=J,rect=[0,45,10,65]);
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//To plot all for a wider range of alpha and pitches comment previous line and
// uncomment next line:
// plot2d([Aalpha],[APitchS1],style=J,rect=[0,0,80,100]);
xstring(Aalpha(15),APitchS1(15),string(Gamma));
end
end
Q=size(Aalpha);
UMylLin=56*ones(Q(1),1);
PMylLin=62*ones(Q(1),1);
plot2d(Aalpha,UMylLin,style=5,rect=[0,45,10,65]);
plot2d(Aalpha,PMylLin,style=5,rect=[0,45,10,65]);
//To plot all for a wider range of alpha and pitches comment previous two lines
// and uncomment next two lines:
// plot2d(Aalpha,UMylLin,style=5,rect=[0,0,80,100]);
// plot2d(Aalpha,PMylLin,style=5,rect=[0,0,80,100]);
a=get("current_axes");
xtitle(["
Pitch of S1 in foliation with increasing pure shear ";...
" extension(alpha) for various simple shear strains (gamma)"],...
"alpha",["Pitch of S1";"in foliation";"(degrees from NE)"]);
t=a.title;
t.font_size=2;
t.font_style=8;
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This script finds the rotation of any line in space according to equation 8.6. Used to create
Figures 8.19 and 8.20.
clear();
//xbasc(); //Clear the graphics window
//Standard conversion factors and functions for linear algebra:
DTR=%pi/180; //Degrees to radians
RTD=180/%pi; //Radians to degrees
getf(’DotProd.txt’);
//Invokes function to calculate vector dot product for two 3x1 vectors.
//DotProd.txt must be in the dir Scilab was invoked from (in Windows this is the desktop!)
getf(’UVec.txt’);
//Invokes function to calculate a unit vector from a 3x1 vector or
//arbitrary size. UVec.txt must be in the dir Scilab was invoked from
//This file should calculate strain in a transpressional shear zone as per Lin et al., (1998)
//The co-ordinate system they use (best to keep this the same), except make X parallel the
//fault, Z parallel to fault dip
//Then X towards 00/055; Y towards 00/145; Z to hell.
Phi=24*DTR;
R=100; //Stereonet radius
T=5*10^6*3*10^7;
h=1000; //Initial width of zone in m
//A=input("\nenter a maximum pure shear strain, alpha");
A=6.5;
if A==1 then
Epsilon=0;
else
Epsilon=log(A);
end
Epsilondot=Epsilon/T;
g=100;
Gamma=g;
Gammadot=Gamma/T;
//First you need to know the orientation of the line:
//lineP=input("\nEnter the plunge of the line to deform");
lineB=input("\nEnter the bearing of a line to deform");
thing=input("\nEnter the plunge(s) of a line to deform");
for lineP=thing;
[AxOLine]=[];
[AyOLine]=[];
//Set a variety of times for the deformation in seconds
// for q=-48;
for q=(0.05:0.05:1);
time=5*q;
// d=file(’open’,’Foliation’+string(fileid)+’Tpower’+string(r)+’dip45.csv’,’unknown’);
//Foliation (plane to which Z is pole)
//Ask for input time
//T=input("input a time for the deformation in millions of years")
t=10^6*3*10^7*time;
if A~=1 then
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Wk=(Gammadot/Epsilondot)*(4+(Gammadot/Epsilondot)^2)^(-1/2); //Note in scilab log() is ln()
end
if A~=1 then
//The time-dependant version:
DGrad(1,1)=1;
DGrad(1,2)=-Gammadot*cos(Phi)*(1-exp(-Epsilondot*t))/Epsilondot;
DGrad(1,3)=0;
DGrad(2,1)=0;
DGrad(2,2)=exp(-Epsilondot*t);
DGrad(2,3)=0;
DGrad(3,1)=0;
DGrad(3,2)=-Gammadot*sin(Phi)*sinh(Epsilondot*t)/Epsilondot;
DGrad(3,3)=exp(Epsilondot*t);
else
DGrad=[1,0,0;0,1,0;0,0,1];
end
//Now need Gauchy-Green Tensor DGrad.DGradTransform.
DGradT(1,1)=DGrad(1,1);
DGradT(1,2)=DGrad(2,1);
DGradT(1,3)=DGrad(3,1);
DGradT(2,1)=DGrad(1,2);
DGradT(2,2)=DGrad(2,2);
DGradT(2,3)=DGrad(3,2);
DGradT(3,1)=DGrad(1,3);
DGradT(3,2)=DGrad(2,3);
DGradT(3,3)=DGrad(3,3);
DCGT=DGrad*DGradT;
[Devec,evals]=spec(DCGT);
Devals=[evals(1,1);evals(2,2);evals(3,3)];
//The eigenvalues are the squares of the magnitudes of the principal stretches (lambda),
//therefore:
Dlambda1=sqrt(max(Devals));
Dlambda3=sqrt(min(Devals));
//These axes have orientations equivalent to the associated eigenvectors:
if max(Devals)==Devals(1)
if min(Devals)==Devals(3) then
DX=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DY=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DZ=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(2));
elseif min(Devals)==Devals(2) then
DX=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DZ=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DY=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(3));
end
elseif max(Devals)==Devals(2) then
if min(Devals)==Devals(3) then
DY=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DX=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DZ=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
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Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(1));
elseif min(Devals)==Devals(1) then
DZ=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DX=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DY=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(3));
end
elseif max(Devals)==Devals(3) then
if min(Devals)==Devals(1) then
DZ=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DY=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DX=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(2));
elseif min(Devals)==Devals(2) then
DY=[Devec(1,1);Devec(2,1);Devec(3,1)];
DZ=[Devec(1,2);Devec(2,2);Devec(3,2)];
DX=[Devec(1,3);Devec(2,3);Devec(3,3)];
Dlambda2=sqrt(Devals(1));
end
else
"error"
end

//Rotation about X is Psi:
//Remembering that setup is for negative X parallel to the 055-trending fault, need to
//un-rotate, to correct for a vertical zone
//The rotation clockwise viewed towards the origin, about the X-axis is Psi:
Psi=45*DTR;
//The rotation matrix is created from this euler angle:
Rot=[1,0,0;0,cos(Psi),sin(Psi);0,-sin(Psi),cos(Psi)];
UnRot=[1,0,0;0,cos(-Psi),sin(-Psi);0,-sin(-Psi),cos(-Psi)];
//Rotate the axes using the rotation matrix, Rot
[DX]=Rot*DX;
[DY]=Rot*DY;
[DZ]=Rot*DZ;
//To
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

check whether the strain axes are orthogonal:
DXcrosDY=DX(1)*DY(1)+DX(2)*DY(2)+DX(3)*DZ(3);
DZcrosDY=DZ(1)*DY(1)+DZ(2)*DY(2)+DZ(3)*DZ(3);
if DXcrosDY==0&DZcrosDY==0 then
"The strain axes are orthogonal"
elseif DXcrosDY==0|DZcrosDY==0 then
"One set of strain axes are orthogonal"
else
"The strain axes are not orthogonal"
end

//Hence the strain axes and magnitudes are the unit vectors in the direction of the
//eigenvectors with length equal to the eigenvalues
//Calculate the unit vectors:
UDX=UVec(DX);
UDY=UVec(DY);
UDZ=UVec(DZ);
//Multiply unit vectors by the magnitude of the principal stretches:
//
MUDX=Dlambda1*UDX;
//
MUDY=Dlambda2*UDY;
//
MUDZ=Dlambda3*UDZ;
//Ideally these results should be expressed in a geographic reference frame.
//The orientations of the axes are given by:
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//Bearing:

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

bX=55+atan(DX(2),DX(1))*RTD;
bY=55+atan(DY(2),DY(1))*RTD;
bZ=55+atan(DZ(2),DZ(1))*RTD;
if DY(1)~=0 then
bY=55+90-atan(DY(2),DY(1))*RTD;
else
bY=55+90;
end
if DZ(1)~=0 then
bZ=55+atan(DZ(2),DZ(1))*RTD;
else
bZ=55+90;
end
if bX>=360 then
bearingX=bX-360;
elseif bX<=0 then
bearingX=360+bX;
else
bearingX=bX;
end
if bY>=360 then
bearingY=bY-360;
elseif bY<=0 then
bearingY=360+bY;
else
bearingY=bY;
end
if bZ>=360 then
bearingZ=bZ-360;
elseif bZ<=0 then
bearingZ=360+bZ;
else
bearingZ=bZ;
end

//Plunge:
plungeX=(atan(DX(3)/sqrt(DX(1)^2+DX(2)^2))*RTD);
if sqrt(DY(1)^2+DY(2)^2)~=0 then
plungeY=(atan(DY(3)/sqrt(DY(1)^2+DY(2)^2))*RTD);
else
plungeY=90;
end
if sqrt(DZ(1)^2+DZ(2)^2)~=0 then
plungeZ=(atan(DZ(3)/sqrt(DZ(1)^2+DZ(2)^2))*RTD);
else
plungeZ=90;
end
if plungeX<=0 then
if bearingX>=180 then
bearingX=bearingX-180;
else
bearingX=180+bearingX;
end
plungeX=-plungeX;
end
if plungeY<=0 then
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if bearingY>=180 then
bearingY=bearingY-180;
else
bearingY=180+bearingY;
end
plungeY=-plungeY;
end
if plungeZ<=0 then
if bearingZ>=180 then
bearingZ=bearingZ-180;
else
bearingZ=180+bearingZ;
end
plungeZ=-plungeZ;
end
X_strain_axis=string(plungeX)+"/"+string(bearingX);
Y_strain_axis=string(plungeY)+"/"+string(bearingY);
Z_strain_axis=string(plungeZ)+"/"+string(bearingZ);
//X is trend of lineations, therefore:
//
printf("\nNew lineation (S1) is %f/%f",plungeX,bearingX)
//Z is the pole to the foliation, therefore:
// printf("\nPole to new foliation (S3) is %f/%f",plungeZ,bearingZ)
//Calculate the rotation of an arbitrarily oriented line in space if it is deformed to
//the strain represented by this strain ellipse
//Line orientation was entered outside the for loop above
//Convert this to x,y,z (geographic not strain model co-ordinate system) co-ordinates.
lineZg=sin(DTR*lineP);
lineBg=lineB-55;
if lineBg <= 0 then
lineBg=lineBg+360;
end
lineXg=cos(DTR*lineBg)*cos(DTR*lineP);
lineYg=sin(DTR*lineBg)*cos(DTR*lineP);
lineg=[lineXg;lineYg;lineZg];
Ulineg=UVec(lineg);
//Adding in a calc using similar to equation 30 of Fossen and Tikoff (1993) (but for Lin’s
//def grad tensor)
Olineg=Ulineg;
Olines=UnRot*Olineg;
OLines(1)=Olines(1)*DGrad(1,1)+Olines(2)*DGrad(1,2)+Olines(3)*DGrad(1,3);
OLines(2)=Olines(1)*DGrad(2,1)+Olines(2)*DGrad(2,2)+Olines(3)*DGrad(2,3);
OLines(3)=Olines(1)*DGrad(3,1)+Olines(2)*DGrad(3,2)+Olines(3)*DGrad(3,3);
UOLines=UVec(OLines);
OLineg=Rot*UOLines;
UOLineg=UVec(OLineg);
//Then convert this to bearing and plunge:
bOLine=55+atan(UOLineg(2),UOLineg(1))*RTD;
// if ULineg(1)~=0 then
//
bLine=55+90-atan(ULineg(2),ULineg(1))*RTD;
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//
//
//

else
bLine=55+90;
end

if bOLine>=360 then
bearingOLine=bOLine-360;
elseif bOLine<=0 then
bearingOLine=360+bOLine;
else
bearingOLine=bOLine;
end
if sqrt(UOLineg(1)^2+UOLineg(2)^2)~=0 then
plungeOLine=(atan(UOLineg(3)/sqrt(UOLineg(1)^2+UOLineg(2)^2))*RTD);
else
plungeOLine=90;
end
if plungeOLine<=0 then
if bearingOLine>=180 then
bearingOLine=bearingOLine-180;
else
bearingOLine=180+bearingOLine;
end
plungeOLine=-plungeOLine;
end

//Plot the strain axes and fabric elements on an equal area lower hemisphere stereonet
//First need to convert the bearing and plunge of what you want to plot to co-ords on the
//stereonet.
//Set x=00/000, Y=00/090
//Set a radius of the stereonet:
//
R=100;
//Find the co-ordinates of the points representing lines on the stereonet:
xX=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeX/2)*sin(DTR*bearingX);
yX=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeX/2)*cos(DTR*bearingX);
xY=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeY/2)*sin(DTR*bearingY);
yY=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeY/2)*cos(DTR*bearingY);
xZ=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeZ/2)*sin(DTR*bearingZ);
yZ=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeZ/2)*cos(DTR*bearingZ);
//And do this for the deformed line:
xOLine=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeOLine/2)*sin(DTR*bearingOLine);
yOLine=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-DTR*plungeOLine/2)*cos(DTR*bearingOLine);
[AxOLine]=[AxOLine;xOLine];
[AyOLine]=[AyOLine;yOLine];
//Plot the positions of the objects:
plot2d(xX,yX,style=-5)
//
fprintf(a,’%f, %f’, xX,yX)
//plot2d(xY,yY,style=-2)
//
plot2d(xZ,yZ,style=-2)
//
fprintf(c,’%f, %f’, xZ,yZ)
// plot2d(-xZ,-yZ,style=-3)
//
plot2d(xZ,yZ,style=-2)
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//Plot the position of the deformed line
//
plot2d(xLine,yLine,style=0)
plot2d(xOLine,yOLine,style=-4)
// xstring(xLine,yLine,string(Gammadot*t));
//COMMENT IN ALL THE CODE UP TO THE NEXT ’end’ TO PLOT THE S1-S2 PLANE AS WELL
//Plot the foliation relating to each orientations of Z
//Find the dipline of the plane:
//
if bearingZ<=180 then
//
bearingDZ=bearingZ+180;
//
else
//
bearingDZ=bearingZ-180;
//
end
//
plungeDZ=90-abs(plungeZ);
//
if plungeDZ~=90 then
//Use the ’apparent dip formula’ to find the plunge of lines within the plane for various
//theta (the angle between the dipline and the line within the plane)
//
thetaneg=[-90:-1];
//
thetapos=[1:90];
//
theta=[thetaneg,thetapos];
//
[plungeLWTP]=atan(cos(theta*DTR)*tan(plungeDZ*DTR))*RTD;
//
[bearingLWTP]=bearingDZ*ones(1,180)+theta;
//For each line calculate a scaling factor dRLWTP due to the plunge of the line
//
[dRLWTP]=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-abs(plungeLWTP)*%pi/360);
//
NxLWTP=[];
//
NyLWTP=[];
//
for i=1:180;
//
if abs(bearingLWTP(i)) <= 90 then
//
[yLWTP]=sqrt(2*(R/2)^2*(sin(%pi/4-abs(plungeLWTP(i))*DTR/2))^2/(1+(tan(bearingLWTP...
//
(i)*DTR))^2));
//
else
//
[yLWTP]=-sqrt(2*(R/2)^2*(sin(%pi/4-abs(plungeLWTP(i))*DTR/2))^2/(1+(tan(bearingLWTP...
//
(i)*DTR))^2));
//
end
//
[xLWTP]=yLWTP*tan(bearingLWTP(i)*DTR);
//
NxLWTP=[NxLWTP;xLWTP];
//
NyLWTP=[NyLWTP;yLWTP];
//
end
//And using this, x and y co-ordinates of the projected line
// [xLWTP]=dRLWTP.*sin(bearingLWTP*DTR);
// [yLWTP]=dRLWTP.*cos(bearingLWTP*DTR);
// for p=1:180
//
fprintf(d,’%f, %f’, xLWTP(p), yLWTP(p))
// end
//Then plot the cyclographic trace:
//
plot2d(NxLWTP,NyLWTP,style=1)
//
else
//Plot the mean foliation:
//
i=-(50*yZ/dRZ):(50*yZ/dRZ);
//
j=i*tan((180-bearingZ)*%pi/180);
//
plot2d(i,j)
//
end
end
//

plot2d(AxLine,AyLine,style=4)
plot2d(AxOLine,AyOLine,style=5)
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end

//Plot the 055/50SE fault (dipline=145/30)
bearingF=145;
plungeF=45;
//Use the ’apparent dip formula’ to find the plunge of lines within the plane for various
//theta (the angle between the dipline and the line within the plane)
thetaneg=[-90:-1];
thetapos=[1:90];
theta=[thetaneg,thetapos];
[plungeLWTP]=atan(cos(theta*%pi/180)*tan(plungeF*%pi/180))*180/%pi;
[bearingLWTP]=bearingF*ones(1,180)+theta;
//For each line calculate a scaling factor dRLWTP due to the dip of the line
[dRLWTP]=(R/2)*sqrt(2)*sin(%pi/4-abs(plungeLWTP)*%pi/360);
//And using this, x and y co-ordinates of the projected line
[xLWTP]=dRLWTP.*sin(bearingLWTP*%pi/180);
[yLWTP]=dRLWTP.*cos(bearingLWTP*%pi/180);
//Then plot the cyclographic trace:
plot2d(xLWTP,yLWTP,style=2)
//Plot the stereonet:
//Create the edge of the net (from equation of a circle):
x1=[-R/2:1:R/2];
x2=[x1,x1];
y1=sqrt((R/2)^2-x1^2);
y2=-sqrt((R/2)^2-x1^2);
y=[y1,y2];
plot2d(x2,y,rect=[-60,-60,60,60])
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Appendix C

Abbreviations
C.1

Mineral name abbreviations

An = anorthite
Alb = albite
Bt = biotite
Calc = calcite
Chlt = chlorite
Hbl = hornblende
K-spar = potassium feldspar (orthoclase)
Mv = muscovite
Plag = plagioclase
Qz = quartz
Rut = rutile
Sass = saussurite
Ser = sericite

C.2

Other abbreviations

PPL = plane polarised light (for photomicrographs)
Pst = pseudotachylyte
rex = recrystallised
XPL = crossed polarised light (for photomicrographs)
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Appendix D

Mineral assemblages in individual
mylonite samples

557

Quartz

Plag.

Biotite

Muscovite

GRANITOID-DERIVED MYLONITES, HAROLD CREEK:
Sample
<
<
x

x

x

x

pyrite

pyrite

x

x

Other?

Sulphides

Sphene

Chlorite

Carbonate

x
x
x

Allanite

poss.
pyrite
pyrite
pyrite

Garnet

x
x
x
x

Hornblende

x pre-p.t.
x
x
x

Epidote
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

saussurite
saussurite, sericite,
stilpnomelane(?)
Stilpnomelane(?)

stilpnomelane(?), Kspar veins

stilpnomelane(?),
zircon; amphibole
Æ chlorite + stilp +
opaques
Stilpnomelane? (Æ
chlorite +calcite),
sericite
stilpnomelane? (Æ
chlorite +calcite),
microcline, sericite,
Stilpnomelane(?),
cloudy fsp,
saussurite
stilpnomelane (?),
occ. saussurite,
apatite
opaques
sericite

zircons, apatite
sericite in fsp

lawsonite?
x
x
x

pyrite

x

x (+ actinolite
rims)

x

x (+
yellow
chlorite)

x

x
x
(clinozoisit
e rims)

x

x
x
x
x

x
(veins)

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
(clinozoisite
rims)

OU77717

x

x

x
x

OU77702
OU77703
OU77710
OU77714
clinozoisite

x

OU77718

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

pyrite

>

OU77719

x

<

x

x

x
(veins)

x

pyrite

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x (clinozoisite
overgrowths)

x (in fsp cracks)

x

pyrite

OU77724
x
x
x
x

OU77716

x (clinozoisite
overgrowths)

x

x

OU77725
OU77728
OU77733
x

x

x

pyrite

x

x

x

pyrite

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

stilpnomelane(?),
sericite/micas

x

x

x (clinozoisite
rims)

pyrite

x

OU77734
x

<

<
grossular?

>

x
x
x

pyrite

sericite/saussurite

x
(+microcl
-ine)

x

x

x

OU77735

x

?

x
x

possible
actinolite

x

x
x

x

x

OU77737
x
x

x (+ actinolite
rims)

possible
actinolite

>

x

x

pyroxene? (simple
twinned),
stilpnomelane?
sericite

OU77739
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

pyrite

x

OU77763

x (only
within fsp
p-clasts)
x
x
x

x
x

x

OU77779
OU77786

x

x

x

residual in
p-clasts

x

x

x

OU77793

x

residual in
p-clasts,

OU77787

OU77794

x

x

x
x
(+microcl
-ine)

OU77795

558
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x
x

x

OU77798
OU77811

OU77799

x

x
x

Plag.

Biotite
retrogressiv
e in matrix

x

<
x

Muscovite

x

x
x

Epidote

Hornblende

Garnet

<

x

x

x

x

x

OU77713

OU77715

OU77720

OU77723

OU77726

OU77758

x

OU77708

x

x

OU77707

OU77712

x

OU77705

x

x

OU7704

OU77711

Quartz

Sample

x

x

x

x

x

x
(perthite,
myrmekite)

x

x

>

x (Æ
chlorite)

x

x

x (+ green)

x (Æ
chlorite)

Biotite

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Plag.

x

x

x (+ in fsp)

x

x

<

x

x

x

x

x

Muscovite

x

x+
clinozoisite

x

clinozoisite

>

clinozoisite?

clinozoisite

Epidote

x (possibly
actinolite)

<

Hornblende

x (Æ
chlorite)

x (Æ
chlorite +
epidote)

x (epidote
incl)

x (Æ
chlorite)

x (Æ
chlorite)

x
(veins + fsp
cracks)

x

x
(in defmd veins)

x
(pre-p.t.)

x

x

x

>

x (less
along
s.z.s)

x

x

Chlorite

x

x
x

Chlorite

x (Æ
chlorite)
x
(veins)

Carbonate

x

Carbonate

x

Allanite

x

Allanite

x

Garnet

ALPINE SCHIST-DERIVED QUARTZOFELDSPATHIC AND METBASIC MYLONITES, HAROLD CREEK:

Quartz

Sample

pyrite

pyrite

?pyrite

Sulphides

pyrite
pyrite

Sulphides

x

x

x

x

x

Sphene

Sphene

tourmaline,
saussurite,
antiperthite, opaques
fsp Æ calcite +
muscovite

opaques; sericite

apatites

oxychlorite/chloritevermiculite opaques

both sericite and
saussurite
tourmaline, apatite,
opaques, <cloudy
fsp (saussurite?)

> saussurite in fsp,
opaques, tourmaline

K-spar and rex
plagioclase.,
antiperthite
apatite, other
opaques
>opaques
(sulphides); <cloudy
fsp (saussuritised?),
zoned fsp

Other?

muscovite in
feldspar

Other?

Plag.

Biotite

x

x
x

<

clinozoisite

x

clinozoisite

Epidote

Hornblende

ALPINE SCHIST-DERIVED QUARTZOFELDSPATHIC MYLONITES, GAUNT CREEK:
Quartz

x

x
x

Muscovite

Sample

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

OU77829
OU77832

x
x

OU77833
OU77834
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

OU77835
OU77837
x

x (adj.
shear zone)

Garnet

x (Æ
chlorite)

Allanite

Carbonate

x

x

x
<
x
x

Chlorite

pyrite

Sulphides

pyrite

pyrite

Sphene

x

Other?

sericite

opaques, apatite
apatite, sericite,
apatite, opaques,
zircon
sericite, opaques,
apatite
apatite, opaques,
<sericite

saussurite, apatite,
clay minerals
rutile, opaques
(graphite?), rare clay
minerals in fsps,
apatite
apatite + opaques +
clay minerals

opaques (graphite?)

opaques (graphite?),
apatite

illmenite, apatite

pyrite

x

illmenite
stilpnomelane

garnet alters to
stilpnomelane(?) +
chlorite + epidote +
opaques
stilpnomelane(?) in
garnet pressure
shadows, illmenite,
apatite

x

<

pyrite

<

x

x

OU77857

x (in xcutting
veins)

x

x

x

x

x

>

x

OU77860

x
x (with
graphitic
incl trails)
x (with
graphitic
incl trails)

x

x

>

x
x

x (with
graphitic
incl trails)
x (with
graphitic
incl trails)
x (with
graphitic
incl trails)

x (graphitic
+ epidote
inclusions)

x

illmenite;
tourmaline in
muscovite
x

x

x

x

OU77862
x

x

x

x (with
graphitic
incl trails)

x (Æ
chlorite)

OU77876

x

x

x

x

OU77878
+
OU77879
x

x

x (complex
inclusion
patterns)

x (large
opaque
inclusions
+ epidote,
quartz)
x (opaque
inclusions
+ epidote,
quartz)

x (Æ
chlorite)

OU77889

x

x (with
graphitic
incl trails)

OU77892

x

x

x (with
graphitic
incl
trails)

OU77894

x (with
graphitic
incl trails)
x

x (with
graphitic
incl trails)

OU77896

x (with
graphitic
incl
trails)
x (with
graphitic
incl
trails)

x (with
graphitic
incl trails)
x

x (+ green
biotite)

OU77899

560

561

x

x

OU77970

OU77913
metachert

x (with
graphitic
incl trails)

x (with
graphitic
incl
trails)

x

Biotite
x

Plag.
x

x

x (with
graphitic
incl trails)

Muscovite
x

Epidote

x
x
x
x
x

x

Plag.
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
green
biotite

x

Biotite
x
x
x
x
green
biotite

Muscovite

x
x
x
x

<

Epidote
<
x
x
<
>

Quartz

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

Sample

OU77823
OU77824
OU77825
OU77827
OU77828
OU77839

OU77840

OU77841

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Plag.

(green)

x
x
x
x
x
x

Biotite

x

<

in fsp

in fsp

Muscovite

clinozoisite

x
x

x

Epidote

Hornblende

x
x
x
x
x

Hornblende
x
x
x
x (actionolite?)
allanite
(clinozoisite
rims)
x

Hornblende

CATACLASED MYLONITES FROM ADJACENT TO FAULT, GAUNT CREEK:

x
x
x
x
x

x

OU77913

OU77915
OU77916
OU77919
OU77923
OU77932
(also
metachert)

Quartz
x
x
x
x
x

Sample
OU77883
OU77887
OU77908
OU77909
OU77912

ALPINE SCHIST-DERIVED METABASIC MYLONITES, GAUNT CREEK:

Quartz
x

Sample
OU77911

Garnet

x
x
x

< (epidote
+ qtz incl)

x
x

Garnet

x

x (Æ
chlorite +
opaques);
incl of
graphite
and epidote

Garnet
x

x

x

Allanite

Allanite

Allanite

x

x (pre-fractures)
x
x
(veins + ?)

x

Carbonate

x
x
x
x

x

Carbonate
x
x
x
x
x

x

Carbonate
< along cracks

x (oxy)
x
x
x
x

Chlorite

x
x
x
x
x

<

Chlorite
x
x
x
<
>

x

Chlorite

pyrite

pyrite

Sulphides

Sulphides

x

Sulphides

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

Sphene

Sphene

Sphene

red epidote
(allanite?), zircon,
sericite, apatite
red epidote
(allanite?), zircon,
sericite, apatite

sericite, ?tourmaline
sericite, opaques
sericite

sericite, opaques

Other?

opaques
opaques
opaques, apatite
opaques
apatite, rutile and
other opaques

Other?
opaques, apatite
opaques
opaques, apatite
rutile (or titanite)
K-spar,
stilpnomelane(?),
apatite
opaques, apatite

rutile

rutile or illmenite

Other?
apatite, opaques

Quartz
x

Feldspar

x (green biotite or
stilpnomelane)
x (green biotite or
stilpnomelane)
x
x

x

Hornblende

Garnet

Allanite

ALPINE SCHIST-DERIVED QUARTZOFELDSPATHIC AND METABASIC MYLONITES, LITTLE MAN RIVER:
Sample
x
x

x

Epidote

OU78144
x
x
x (green biotite);
x
also stilpnomelane?
x

Muscovite

OU78150
x
x
x (green biotite
or stilpnomelane)

Biotite

OU78151
x
x

x

OU78153
x

x?

OU78155

Quartz

Feldspar
x

Biotite
<

Muscovite

Epidote

x

Hornblende

x

x (clear
rims)

x

x

x (complex
inclusion
trails)
x (Æ
chlorite)

x

Garnet
x (clear
rims;
epidote incl

Allanite

ALPINE SCHIST-DERIVED QUARTZOFELDSPATHIC AND METABASIC MYLONITES, HARE MARE CREEK
Sample
x
x (and occ
stilpnomela
ne)

OU77898

x

x

x

x

OU77922

x

<

OU77992
x (graphite
incl trails)
x

x (graphite
incl trails)
x
x (graphite
incl trails)

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

OU77999

x

OU77998

OU78105
(m-chert +
metabasite
+ qfs)
x

OU77995

OU78106

x means present
> means lots
< means very little

Carbonate

x

Carbonate

x

x

Chlorite

x (adj
microfaul
ts)
<

Sulphides

Sulphides

Sphene

x

x

x

Sphene

Other?

K-spar; myrmekite;
stilpnomelane(?) or
green-bt
fsp altered to clay
minerals
fsp altered to clay
minerals

fsp altered to clay
minerals

opaques, clay
minerals in fsp

Other?

rutile

Chlorite
<<

opaques

opaques

<<

<

rutile

opaques

opaques

K-spar

opaques (rutile?)

x

x

x

<
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Sample
Number

Location

Rock
type

Saus

OU77718

Harold Ck

granitoid

OU77726

Harold Ck

qfs

x

OU77734

Harold Ck

granitoid

x

OU77737

Harold Ck

granitoid

x

OU77755

Harold Ck

qfs

x

OU77762

Harold Ck

granitoid

x

OU77763

Harold Ck

granitoid

x

OU77779

Harold Ck

granitoid

?

OU77786

Harold Ck

qfs

x

OU78142

LMR

qfs

OU78144

LMR

qfs

OU78150

LMR

OU78151

Ser

Clays

x

Comments
Core and mantle structures, microcline.
Alteration in feldspar cores. K-spar twins, antiperthite,
myrmekite.

x

x

Sometimes both alteration types in one crystal; also clay
minerals; sericite is most common and is mostly at rims;
less feldspar microfracturing than in other granitoidmylonites.
Alteration mostly in feldspar adjacent to calcite veins and
on cleavage planes.

x

x

Saussurite in planar trails (probably along twin planes);
sericite may actually be clay minerals.

x

x

x

Feldspar is cross-hatch twinned; saussuritisation
penetrates through entire feldspars, but in bands;
carbonate and opaques also replace feldspar.
Feldspar is cross-hatched twinned; saussurite is composed
of calcite; quartz also replaces feldspar; saussurite grows
in porphyroclast microcracks; also planar deformation
features; clay minerals.
Alteration is pervasive; may be clay minerals.
Saussurite is mostly large (<25μm) epidote + calcite.

x

Alteration to clay minerals around margins of some
feldspars only.

<

x

qfs

<

x

LMR

qfs

?

OU78153

LMR

qfs

x

OU78155

LMR

mbasite

OU77857

Gaunt Ck

qfs

OU77862

Gaunt Ck

qfs

OU77876

Gaunt Ck

qfs

OU77878
and
OU77879

Gaunt Ck

both qfs

OU77889

Gaunt Ck

qfs

<

OU77892

Gaunt Ck

qfs

?

Occasional epidote inclusions in feldspar; also myrmekite;
clay minerals occasionally in feldspars adjacent to
microcracks and pervasive in feldspar clasts in foliation
parallel quartz layer (vein?).
Large feldspar have length perpendicular cracks filled
with quartz; flame perthites; some alteration of feldspar to
clay minerals and occasional sericitisation in cores;
myrmekite.
Sericite confined to the cores of old feldspars; also some
alteration to clay minerals associated with odd changes in
extinction (weaker than twinning; maybe a strain
feature?).
Patches of saussurite/clay minerals no longer match up to
feldspar boundaries; clay minerals common adjacent to
microfaults; also as inclusions on microcracks;
neomineralisation to quartz in microcracks.
Clay minerals along feldspar twin planes; feldspar clasts
in quartz veins are particularly altered at phase
boundaries.
Antiperthite; feldspar recrystallised; some alteration to
epidotes and clay minerals in feldspars, occasionally
confined to grain boundaries; also some graphite trails in
feldspars.
Most feldspars altered to sericite, apatite + clay minerals,
particularly on grain boundaries; altered feldspars can
have optical zoning from core to rim.
Feldspars also have opaque (graphite?) inclusions and are
selectively replaced by quartz; optical zoning visible;
sericite + clay minerals + opaques as alteration products
near grain boundaries.
Almost all feldspar are altered to clay minerals +
occasional apatite and white mica around grain
boundaries, also along twin planes; some feldspars are
internally neomineralised to quartz.
Some feldspars have sericite/clay minerals on grain and
phase boundaries, but most inclusions are opaques.
Occasional pervasive sericitisation. Sometimes see optical
zoning + polycrystalline feldspar clasts.
Alteration to sericite/clay minerals at grain boundaries. In
some cases more clay-rich, possibly even saussuritic
alteration all through crystals

x

x

x

<

?

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

563

Sample
Number
OU77894

Location

Saus

Ser

Clays

Comments

Gaunt Ck

Rock
type
qfs

x

x

x

OU77896

Gaunt Ck

qfs

?

OU77899

Gaunt Ck

qfs

x

OU77909

Gaunt Ck

qfs
+
mbasite

x

Feldspar may also be completely replaced by opaques but
mostly alteration to sericite/clays around grain
boundaries. Remnant opaque inclusions and apatite, also
some epidote. Lots of zoning visible optically.
Particularly around grain boundaries. Optically visible
zoning. Also some feldspar with graphite inclusion trails.
Polycrystalline feldspar porphyroclasts have carbonate
and clay minerals on grain boundaries.
Extensive alteration to clays + apatite + sericite around
grain boundaries and sometimes whole crystals; also some
feldspar with curved opaque inclusion trails and sweeping
undulose extinction. Some remnant feldspar are very
elongate (AR >10:1). Occasionally, feldspar
porphyroclasts are completely replaced by calcite + clays.
Epidote inclusions occur with graphitic inclusion trails in
some feldspars; clay minerals on a few phase boundaries.

OU77911

Gaunt Ck

qfs

OU77912

Gaunt Ck

mbas

OU77913

Gaunt Ck

mbasite

OU77932

Gaunt Ck

mbasite +
qfs

OU77970

Gaunt Ck

qfs

OU77992

HM Ck

qfs

OU77995

HM Ck

qfs
mcht

OU77998

HM Ck

OU77999

x

x

x

x
x

?

x

x

<
x

Very limited alteration to clay minerals on grain
boundaries and throughout crystals. Occasionally see
apatite + opaques in feldspar cores.
Carbonate along twin plane boundaries. Extensive clay
mineralisation. Foliation parallel mica trails within
feldspar crystals. Also some sericitised clasts (in crosshatched pattern); some epidote and apatite inclusions. Kspar.
Very rare alteration to clays on cleavage planes. Wide
multiple twins in feldspars.

<

Limited amount of alteration to clay minerals on grain
boundaries in metabasite.

x

Pervasive alteration to sericite + clay minerals around
phase and grain boundaries; feldspar has complex twins.

?

x

x

x

qfs

x

<

HM Ck

qfs

x

x

Apatite + epidote? + opaque inclusions in cores of some
feldspars. Very limited alteration to clay minerals on grain
boundaries, particularly in quartz bands. Optical zoning
sometimes visible.
Quite a lot of alteration to clays on grain and phase
boundaries especially near microcracks. Some spiral
graphitic inclusion trails.
Some feldspars contain epidote and occasional graphite
and have myrmekite on rims. Limited clay mineral
development on grain boundaries and in cores as well.
Quite a lot of alteration, mostly around grain boundaries;
some larger grains have trails of opaques.

OU78105

HM Ck

mbas
qfs

OU78106

HM Ck

mcht

x

+

+

x

x

x

<

In qfs, apatite + graphite + sericite inclusions and limited
clay minerals on grain boundaries; in metabasite, epidote;
also thrice-zoned feldspars.
Feldspar is a very minor constituent of this rock; only
occasional alteration to clays on phase boundaries is
observed.

x indicates this alteration assemblage is present in feldspars in this sample
< indicates alteration is limited
? indicates it is difficult to tell microscopically if this alteration type is present but it may be
qfs = quartzofeldspathic mylonite
mbasite = metabasic mylonite
mcht = metachert
Saus = saussurite
Ser = sericite
LMR = Little Man River
HM Ck = Hare Mare Creek
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MODAL MINERALOGY OF METABASIC MYLONITES FROM POINT COUNTING

Sample #
OU77883 OU77887 OU77908 #1 OU77908 #2 OU77908 comb OU77909 OU77912 #1 OU77912 #2 OU77912 comb OU77913 #1 OU77913 #2 OU77913 comb OU77915 OU77916 OU77919 #1 OU77919 #2` OU77919 OU77923 OU77932
Hornblende
30.87
43.50
6.05
2.02
4.04
7.88
22.80
37.29
30.04
37.46
50.21
7.63
9.72
8.67
30.00
22.80
Feldspar
28.70
17.00
23.79
33.60
28.70
17.81
22.41
19.35
20.88
15.20
14.83
15.02
9.89
15.61
20.08
13.77
16.92
6.00
5.86
Quartz
18.70
17.00
16.53
23.89
20.21
28.08
20.33
22.98
21.66
20.40
18.22
19.31
22.61
17.30
23.69
36.84
30.27
21.00
49.84
Biotite
13.91
7.50
33.47
29.15
31.31
37.67
1.24
0.62
34.00
19.07
26.53
16.96
7.17
39.76
31.98
35.87
28.00
Muscovite
0.83
0.40
0.62
Opaques
2.61
5.00
6.05
3.64
4.85
1.37
3.20
3.81
3.51
5.30
2.11
2.41
1.62
2.01
4.00
5.54
Calcite
2.61
2.50
2.02
1.62
1.82
4.45
1.24
6.45
3.85
0.40
4.24
2.32
3.80
0.40
0.20
1.00
1.95
Chlorite
1.30
2.00
2.82
1.62
2.22
1.71
6.64
14.92
10.78
0.40
0.42
0.41
2.83
1.69
4.42
3.24
3.83
4.33
1.30
Epidote
0.87
1.50
3.23
3.64
3.43
0.68
5.39
4.84
5.12
2.40
1.27
1.84
4.24
2.11
1.20
0.40
0.80
4.33
3.91
Garnet
4.00
3.23
1.61
0.40
0.20
2.02
1.01
1.33
Oxyhornblende
1.61
0.81
Green biotite
0.34
39.00
24.19
31.60
0.40
0.20
8.79
4.07
0.80
0.85
0.82
0.71
0.40
0.20
Apatite
0.43
2.83
0.81
1.82
2.90
5.24
TOTAL
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

MODAL MINERALOGY OF QUARTZOFELDSPATHIC MYLONITES FROM POINT COUNTING
Sample #
OU77897 OU77921 OU77925
OU77857
OU77860
OU77862 OU77995
OU78149
Feldspar
14.34
11.16
16.47
13.58
13.71
22.86
24.02
15.63
Quartz
49.80
41.83
43.78
44.68
48.29
42.74
38.94
44.79
Biotite
25.50
33.86
25.30
21.88
21.39
0.21
14.01
Muscovite
8.37
9.16
11.24
8.11
13.29
14.42
16.82
Opaques
1.59
2.41
1.42
2.08
2.68
2.00
Calcite
1.59
0.40
7.29
5.56
0.40
Chlorite
1.59
3.04
0.62
10.92
2.20
0.20
Epidote
0.40
0.40
4.21
Oxyhornblende
0.20
Green biotite
34.57
Apatite
0.40
0.42
0.62
0.40
0.20
Garnet
0.40
1.40
Rutile
0.21
TOTAL
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
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Figure F.1: Scans of polished thin sections from which quantitative EDS compositional analyses were
obtained, illustrating the analysed areas

568

Figure F.2 (a) top and (b) bottom

569

Figure F.2: Locations of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in OU77833. Previous
page: (a) Area 1. (b) Area 2. This page: (c) Area 4.

570

Figure F.3 (a) top and (b) bottom

571

Figure F.3: Locations of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in OU77845. Previous
page: (a) Area 2. (b) Area 3. This page: (c) Area 4.

572

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure F.4: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in
Area 1 of OU77895. The center of a finer-grained shear band is shown by the red dashed line. Spot sizes
are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable biotite analyses are illustrated in
dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of equilibration of
Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band. Both minimum and
maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (c) Plot of % anorthite in feldspars against distance
from the center of the shear band.

573

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure F.5: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in
Area 2 of OU77895. The center of a finer-grained shear band is shown by the red dashed line. Spot sizes
are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable biotite analyses are illustrated in
dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of equilibration of
Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band. Both minimum and
maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (c) Plot of % anorthite in feldspars against distance
from the center of the shear band.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure F.6: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in
Area 3 of OU77895. The center of a finer-grained shear band is shown by the red dashed line. Spot sizes
are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable biotite analyses are illustrated in
dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of equilibration of
Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band. Both minimum and
maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (c) Plot of % anorthite in feldspars against distance
from the center of the shear band.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure F.7: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in
Area 2 of OU77879. The boundaries and center of a finer-grained shear band are shown by the red dashed
lines. Spot sizes are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable biotite analyses
are illustrated in dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of
equilibration of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band. Both
minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (c) Plot of % anorthite in feldspars
against distance from the center of the shear band.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure F.8: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions
in Area 3 of OU77879. The left-hand side of a finer-grained shear band is shown by the red dashed
line. Spot sizes are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable biotite analyses
are illustrated in dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of
equilibration of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) into the shear band. Both
minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (c) Plot of % anorthite in feldspars
against distance from the left-hand side of the shear band.

577

(a)

Figure F.9: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions
in Area 1 of OU77997. Spot sizes are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable
biotite analyses are illustrated in dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. Refer to the text for
more detail. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of equilibration of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer
of Henry et al. (2005) across the sample. Both minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are
plotted. (c) Plot of % Anorthite in feldspars with distance across the sample perpendicular to foliation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure F.10: (a) Location map on BSE image of EDS spot analyses of biotite and feldspar compositions in
Area 2 of OU77997. The boundaries and center of a finer-grained shear band are shown by the red dashed
lines. Spot sizes are representative of the true microprobe beam diameter. Acceptable biotite analyses
are illustrated in dark blue; acceptable feldspar analyses in yellow. (b) Plot of estimated temperatures of
equilibration of Ti-in-biotite from the geothermometer of Henry et al. (2005) across the shear band. Both
minimum and maximum estimates from each analysis are plotted. (c) Plot of % anorthite in feldspars
against distance from the center of the shear band.
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77833
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
btA3
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.05
MgO
9.38
Al2O3
18.74
SiO2
33.35
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.02
K2O
7.06
CaO
0.08
TiO2
2.11
V2O3
0.08
Cr2O3
0.03
MnO
0.17
FeO
22.13
NiO
0.05
TOTAL
93.25
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.08
Al2O3
0.10
SiO2
0.14
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.05
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.03
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.18
NiO
0.00

OU77833
1
btF1
400
0.01
9.16
18.51
34.68
0.00
0.00
0.02
8.17
0.11
2.26
0.04
0.03
0.23
20.92
0.00
94.13
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.17
0.00

OU77833
1
btA5
400
0.01
7.88
16.72
32.97
0.00
0.01
0.02
8.53
3.82
2.33
0.06
0.00
0.22
17.55
0.08
90.22
0.00
0.07
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.00
7.93
17.93
34.92
0.00
0.00
0.02
8.87
0.16
3.60
0.05
0.00
0.18
20.44
0.00
94.11

OU77833
2
btA1
400

0.00
0.07
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

0.01
8.33
17.90
35.71
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.28
0.09
2.99
0.08
0.01
0.10
20.19
0.00
94.70

OU77833
2
btA2
400

0.00
0.07
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

0.07
7.64
18.34
35.55
0.00
0.00
0.02
8.79
0.11
3.68
0.01
0.00
0.15
19.50
0.04
93.90

OU77833
2
btA3
400

0.00
0.07
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

0.00
8.20
17.69
34.60
0.00
0.00
0.02
8.80
0.12
3.27
0.04
0.00
0.16
20.52
0.00
93.42

OU77833
2
btA5
400

0.00
0.07
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

0.01
8.41
18.01
36.27
0.00
0.01
0.02
9.25
0.11
2.67
0.03
0.05
0.14
20.56
0.00
95.55

OU77833
2
btB1
400
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77833
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
btC1
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.01
MgO
8.78
Al2O3
18.13
SiO2
35.61
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.02
K2O
9.14
CaO
0.10
TiO2
2.42
V2O3
0.05
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.16
FeO
19.50
NiO
0.01
TOTAL
93.93
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.07
Al2O3
0.10
SiO2
0.14
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.06
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.03
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.17
NiO
0.00

OU77833
3
btA2
400
0.00
8.16
18.13
36.10
0.00
0.01
0.03
9.56
0.11
3.01
0.00
0.00
0.20
20.76
0.03
96.11
0.00
0.07
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

OU77833
3
btA1
400
0.08
8.12
17.98
36.07
0.00
0.00
0.01
9.53
0.08
2.93
0.04
0.02
0.20
20.82
0.00
95.89
0.00
0.07
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

0.00
0.07
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

0.00
8.17
18.07
35.59
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.18
0.08
2.90
0.00
0.00
0.14
21.11
0.00
95.25

OU77833
3
btB1
400

0.00
0.07
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

0.01
8.12
17.79
35.52
0.00
0.00
0.03
9.17
0.13
2.86
0.05
0.06
0.17
20.86
0.05
94.80

OU77833
3
btB2
400

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

0.14
7.82
17.35
35.00
0.00
0.08
0.03
9.26
0.09
2.98
0.06
0.00
0.17
19.56
0.04
92.58

OU77845
1
btD1
200

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.01
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.00
8.14
17.57
35.48
0.00
0.00
0.01
9.40
0.30
2.79
0.04
0.00
0.25
19.82
0.00
93.80

OU77845
2
btB1
200

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

0.00
7.74
18.12
35.89
0.00
0.06
0.01
9.34
0.00
3.32
0.00
0.03
0.22
19.45
0.00
94.16

OU77845
3
btA1
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77845
AREA
3
SPOT NUMBER
btA2
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.07
MgO
7.97
Al2O3
17.39
SiO2
35.54
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.05
Cl
0.01
K2O
9.37
CaO
0.15
TiO2
3.57
V2O3
0.03
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.23
FeO
20.57
NiO
0.07
TOTAL
95.02
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.10
Al2O3
0.14
SiO2
0.20
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.09
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.06
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.01
FeO
0.24
NiO
0.00

OU77845
3
btA4
200
0.06
8.04
17.36
35.67
0.00
0.06
0.03
9.33
0.08
3.60
0.00
0.05
0.28
20.48
0.11
95.14
0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

OU77845
3
btA3
200
0.00
8.17
17.38
35.60
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.44
0.15
3.38
0.01
0.06
0.27
20.41
0.00
94.89
0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.00
0.11
0.15
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.07
9.48
18.63
35.63
0.00
0.08
0.04
9.00
0.19
2.10
0.03
0.04
0.00
19.45
0.00
94.73

OU77895
1
btD2
200

0.00
0.11
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.00

0.05
9.99
18.41
35.99
0.00
0.00
0.03
9.23
0.05
1.87
0.00
0.06
0.04
19.61
0.00
95.32

OU77895
1
btE1
200

0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

0.12
9.87
18.19
35.92
0.00
0.00
0.04
9.03
0.03
1.88
0.08
0.00
0.17
19.50
0.07
94.91

OU77895
1
btE2
200

0.00
0.12
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.00

0.01
10.50
18.28
36.09
0.00
0.00
0.03
8.89
0.02
1.13
0.00
0.02
0.08
19.63
0.00
94.67

OU77895
1
btE3
200

0.01
0.11
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.31
9.85
18.55
36.10
0.00
0.00
0.03
8.64
0.18
1.25
0.05
0.05
0.06
18.62
0.00
93.70

OU77895
1
btE4b
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77895
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
btF1
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.01
MgO
10.22
Al2O3
18.00
SiO2
36.35
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.02
K2O
9.10
CaO
0.00
TiO2
1.92
V2O3
0.16
Cr2O3
0.04
MnO
0.03
FeO
19.36
NiO
0.00
TOTAL
95.20
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.11
Al2O3
0.14
SiO2
0.21
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.08
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.04
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.23
NiO
0.00

OU77895
1
btF3
200
0.00
10.02
18.25
36.40
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.22
0.03
2.17
0.03
0.00
0.14
19.37
0.01
95.64
0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

OU77895
1
btF2
200
0.00
9.84
18.22
36.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.16
0.04
2.43
0.02
0.11
0.00
19.70
0.04
95.63
0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.00

0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.07
9.82
17.99
36.10
0.00
0.02
0.00
8.46
0.11
2.43
0.01
0.01
0.09
19.40
0.01
94.51

OU77895
1
btF4
200

0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.00
10.17
17.99
36.32
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.08
0.07
1.89
0.02
0.00
0.06
19.44
0.00
95.06

OU77895
1
btF7
200

0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.00
9.99
17.88
36.10
0.00
0.00
0.03
9.09
0.12
2.04
0.06
0.04
0.09
19.00
0.00
94.45

OU77895
1
btH1
200

0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.00

0.06
9.72
18.22
35.80
0.00
0.00
0.03
9.29
0.08
2.09
0.06
0.00
0.06
19.63
0.00
95.02

OU77895
1
btH2
200

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.08
10.90
18.21
36.95
0.00
0.05
0.01
9.21
0.05
2.37
0.01
0.00
0.11
18.30
0.00
96.25

OU77895
2
btA1
400

584

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77895
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
btA2
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.05
MgO
10.57
Al2O3
18.64
SiO2
36.60
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.02
Cl
0.03
K2O
9.40
CaO
0.05
TiO2
2.27
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.01
MnO
0.04
FeO
18.12
NiO
0.00
TOTAL
95.80
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.08
Al2O3
0.10
SiO2
0.15
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.06
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.03
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.16
NiO
0.00

OU77895
2
btB3
400
0.00
9.76
16.84
37.41
0.00
0.00
0.02
8.61
0.11
1.97
0.03
0.02
0.04
16.98
0.10
91.88
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.00

OU77895
2
btB2
400
0.05
10.45
18.46
36.53
0.00
0.00
0.03
9.24
0.06
2.29
0.07
0.00
0.02
17.78
0.00
94.98
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
10.72
18.43
36.67
0.00
0.01
0.02
9.29
0.03
2.17
0.03
0.01
0.08
18.34
0.04
95.83

OU77895
2
btB3b
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.12
10.55
18.45
36.74
0.00
0.02
0.03
9.49
0.06
2.19
0.03
0.03
0.02
18.31
0.00
96.05

OU77895
2
btB4
400

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.05
10.70
19.17
36.13
0.00
0.04
0.02
9.37
0.08
1.37
0.07
0.02
0.00
17.88
0.05
94.97

OU77895
2
btC1
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.06
10.32
18.80
35.72
0.00
0.00
0.04
9.10
0.13
1.65
0.08
0.05
0.06
17.41
0.12
93.55

OU77895
2
btD1
400

0.01
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.00

0.40
9.74
18.60
35.92
0.00
0.00
0.02
8.69
0.31
1.94
0.01
0.06
0.05
16.92
0.00
92.64

OU77895
2
btE1
400

585

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77895
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
btE2
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.16
MgO
9.14
Al2O3
18.95
SiO2
34.84
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.01
Cl
0.02
K2O
8.14
CaO
1.69
TiO2
1.67
V2O3
0.02
Cr2O3
0.02
MnO
0.02
FeO
16.44
NiO
0.00
TOTAL
91.14
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.07
Al2O3
0.10
SiO2
0.14
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.06
CaO
0.02
TiO2
0.02
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.15
NiO
0.00

OU77895
2
btI2
200
0.14
10.59
19.20
36.50
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.30
0.05
1.93
0.03
0.03
0.04
18.11
0.02
95.95
0.00
0.12
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

OU77895
2
btG1
400
0.00
10.12
18.79
34.85
0.00
0.04
0.03
9.16
0.09
1.98
0.00
0.03
0.07
17.95
0.00
93.11
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
0.12
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.01
10.48
18.73
36.88
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.41
0.08
2.16
0.00
0.00
0.02
18.55
0.00
96.32

OU77895
2
btL1
200

0.00
0.11
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.00
10.31
18.51
36.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.36
0.09
2.08
0.04
0.12
0.05
18.42
0.00
95.01

OU77895
2
btL2
200

0.00
0.11
0.15
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.16
9.53
18.66
35.32
0.00
0.00
0.03
8.74
0.16
1.38
0.05
0.00
0.08
18.07
0.00
92.17

OU77895
3
btA1
200

0.00
0.11
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.00
9.31
18.59
35.90
0.00
0.05
0.04
9.15
0.09
1.75
0.07
0.00
0.10
19.17
0.06
94.28

OU77895
3
btA2
200

0.00
0.11
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.11
9.40
18.96
36.27
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.06
0.14
1.76
0.07
0.00
0.00
19.16
0.10
95.05

OU77895
3
btB1
200

586

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77895
AREA
3
SPOT NUMBER
btB2
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.11
MgO
9.62
Al2O3
18.16
SiO2
35.19
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.03
K2O
8.84
CaO
0.15
TiO2
2.40
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.01
MnO
0.00
FeO
19.22
NiO
0.03
TOTAL
93.75
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.11
Al2O3
0.14
SiO2
0.20
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.08
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.05
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.23
NiO
0.00

OU77895
3
btC1
200
0.04
9.81
18.58
35.89
0.00
0.00
0.05
9.27
0.14
2.21
0.01
0.00
0.01
19.45
0.03
95.50
0.00
0.11
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

OU77895
3
btB4
200
0.00
9.97
18.06
36.49
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.25
0.08
2.30
0.04
0.00
0.04
19.53
0.04
95.83
0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.00

0.01
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.28
9.58
18.24
36.55
0.00
0.01
0.02
8.62
0.13
2.73
0.07
0.08
0.05
18.48
0.00
94.85

OU77895
3
btC2
200

0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.00
10.03
18.28
36.55
0.00
0.00
0.01
9.30
0.08
1.87
0.03
0.03
0.00
19.50
0.00
95.68

OU77895
3
btC3
200

0.01
0.11
0.15
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.00

0.49
9.23
19.10
35.55
0.00
0.04
0.03
8.20
0.23
1.31
0.00
0.00
0.00
18.75
0.12
93.06

OU77895
3
btE2
200

0.01
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.37
10.05
19.24
35.76
0.00
0.07
0.02
8.37
0.20
0.85
0.05
0.02
0.00
17.97
0.00
92.98

OU77879
1
btA1
400

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
10.24
19.20
35.31
0.00
0.00
0.01
8.90
0.03
0.96
0.02
0.03
0.06
18.51
0.03
93.30

OU77879
1
btA2
400

587

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77879
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
btB1
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.10
MgO
9.71
Al2O3
19.63
SiO2
35.56
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.02
Cl
0.02
K2O
8.84
CaO
0.07
TiO2
0.96
V2O3
0.01
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
17.10
NiO
0.06
TOTAL
92.11
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.08
Al2O3
0.11
SiO2
0.14
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.06
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.02
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.15
NiO
0.00

OU77879
1
btC1
400
0.00
9.70
18.49
35.76
0.00
0.00
0.01
8.95
0.06
1.90
0.01
0.08
0.00
19.09
0.07
94.12
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

OU77879
1
btB2
400
0.08
10.16
19.07
35.20
0.00
0.00
0.03
8.94
0.09
0.99
0.00
0.06
0.02
18.08
0.00
92.74
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

0.01
9.89
18.77
35.03
0.00
0.00
0.01
8.59
0.09
1.80
0.01
0.03
0.00
19.24
0.00
93.48

OU77879
1
btC2
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.07
9.56
17.87
34.81
0.00
0.00
0.01
8.86
0.08
1.98
0.02
0.00
0.05
17.93
0.00
91.25

OU77879
1
btC3
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.06
9.83
18.41
36.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.98
0.05
1.94
0.02
0.03
0.00
18.33
0.01
93.76

OU77879
1
btC4
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.07
9.78
18.86
34.93
0.00
0.01
0.01
8.78
0.07
1.49
0.04
0.05
0.00
17.84
0.01
91.94

OU77879
1
btC5
400

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
9.94
19.47
36.02
0.00
0.01
0.00
9.13
0.13
1.49
0.00
0.00
0.02
17.76
0.01
93.99

OU77879
1
btC6
400

588

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77879
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
btD1
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.01
MgO
10.22
Al2O3
19.27
SiO2
35.89
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.01
Cl
0.02
K2O
9.00
CaO
0.09
TiO2
1.30
V2O3
0.04
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
18.32
NiO
0.03
TOTAL
94.20
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.08
Al2O3
0.11
SiO2
0.15
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.06
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.02
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.16
NiO
0.00

OU77879
1
btE1
400
0.00
9.54
18.82
35.54
0.00
0.06
0.03
8.93
0.06
2.01
0.04
0.00
0.00
18.01
0.03
93.09
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

OU77879
1
btD2
400
0.78
9.34
19.13
37.35
0.00
0.01
0.01
8.49
0.23
1.15
0.01
0.04
0.05
17.31
0.05
93.96
0.01
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.01
9.81
18.74
36.17
0.00
0.00
0.01
8.97
0.05
2.15
0.02
0.00
0.12
17.96
0.00
94.01

OU77879
1
btE2
400

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.06
10.02
19.45
35.80
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.03
0.09
1.25
0.01
0.07
0.00
17.85
0.00
93.66

OU77879
1
btF1
400

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.05
10.39
19.33
35.95
0.00
0.05
0.03
8.89
0.12
0.72
0.02
0.00
0.06
17.68
0.00
93.28

OU77879
1
btF2
400

0.00
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00

0.05
3.67
6.53
11.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.89
0.01
0.23
0.01
0.00
0.00
6.06
0.00
30.56

OU77879
1
btF3
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.12
9.19
18.68
35.48
0.00
0.00
0.01
9.06
0.12
2.82
0.07
0.00
0.09
17.66
0.03
93.34

OU77879
1
btG1
400

589

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77879
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
btG2
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.00
MgO
9.09
Al2O3
18.66
SiO2
35.24
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.01
Cl
0.02
K2O
9.04
CaO
0.08
TiO2
2.75
V2O3
0.03
Cr2O3
0.02
MnO
0.00
FeO
18.32
NiO
0.11
TOTAL
93.37
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.07
Al2O3
0.10
SiO2
0.14
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.06
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.04
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.16
NiO
0.00

OU77879
1
btH1
400
0.07
9.87
18.78
35.27
0.00
0.10
0.00
8.84
0.05
1.45
0.01
0.03
0.05
18.10
0.05
92.67
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

OU77879
1
btG3
400
0.00
9.35
18.49
35.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.11
0.08
2.61
0.03
0.03
0.03
18.38
0.00
93.27
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.04
10.00
18.85
35.13
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.03
0.09
1.16
0.00
0.00
0.05
18.09
0.00
92.45

OU77879
1
btI1
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.08
9.70
18.79
36.08
0.00
0.00
0.01
9.02
0.07
2.04
0.02
0.04
0.05
18.05
0.01
93.94

OU77879
2
btA1
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.05
9.33
18.84
35.81
0.00
0.01
0.01
9.02
0.01
2.25
0.02
0.09
0.06
18.13
0.01
93.63

OU77879
2
btA2
400

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.04
9.77
19.40
36.08
0.00
0.01
0.02
9.05
0.03
1.99
0.00
0.01
0.04
17.66
0.02
94.13

OU77879
2
btA3
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.13
9.62
18.48
36.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.96
0.10
2.19
0.04
0.10
0.00
18.83
0.00
94.67

OU77879
2
btA3

590

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77879
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
btB2
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.01
MgO
9.40
Al2O3
18.91
SiO2
35.59
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.04
Cl
0.00
K2O
9.05
CaO
0.07
TiO2
2.08
V2O3
0.02
Cr2O3
0.05
MnO
0.04
FeO
17.81
NiO
0.01
TOTAL
93.08
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.08
Al2O3
0.10
SiO2
0.14
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.06
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.03
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.16
NiO
0.00

OU77879
2
btC2
400
0.00
9.64
18.73
35.45
0.00
0.00
0.01
8.96
0.11
2.07
0.05
0.04
0.00
18.13
0.08
93.27
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

OU77879
2
btC1
400
0.13
9.63
19.17
35.72
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.13
0.05
2.06
0.08
0.06
0.06
17.82
0.02
93.92
0.00
0.08
0.11
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.06
9.78
19.45
35.85
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.18
0.06
1.70
0.05
0.06
0.06
18.34
0.00
94.62

OU77879
2
btD1
400

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.01
9.38
19.27
35.49
0.00
0.04
0.01
9.04
0.08
1.69
0.07
0.01
0.01
18.16
0.00
93.25

OU77879
2
btE1
400

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.07
9.74
19.24
36.36
0.00
0.00
0.01
9.08
0.09
2.04
0.00
0.01
0.08
17.80
0.00
94.51

OU77879
2
btF1
400

0.00
0.08
0.11
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.11
9.67
19.54
35.99
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.09
0.04
1.96
0.06
0.01
0.00
18.46
0.04
94.97

OU77879
2
btF2
400

0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.10
9.87
19.15
36.14
0.00
0.00
0.01
9.19
0.05
1.59
0.01
0.00
0.06
18.64
0.00
94.81

OU77879
2
btG1
400

591

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77879
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
btH1
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.13
MgO
9.89
Al2O3
18.97
SiO2
36.57
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
9.04
CaO
0.05
TiO2
1.98
V2O3
0.05
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.05
FeO
18.10
NiO
0.07
TOTAL
94.90
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.08
Al2O3
0.10
SiO2
0.15
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.06
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.03
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.16
NiO
0.00

OU77997
1
btA1
200
0.00
8.97
18.19
35.99
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.19
0.08
2.38
0.00
0.00
0.16
20.22
0.00
95.18
0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

OU77879
2
btH2
400
0.06
9.74
19.03
36.53
0.00
0.00
0.01
9.02
0.04
2.19
0.01
0.03
0.03
18.31
0.02
95.01
0.00
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.00

0.00
0.11
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.00
8.96
17.96
36.30
0.00
0.01
0.00
9.28
0.09
2.34
0.10
0.00
0.19
19.80
0.00
95.03

OU77997
1
btA2
200

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.16
8.74
17.98
36.19
0.00
0.04
0.01
9.12
0.14
2.48
0.06
0.02
0.23
19.48
0.00
94.64

OU77997
1
btB1
200

0.00
0.10
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

0.00
7.89
19.68
36.15
0.00
0.06
0.00
9.14
0.05
2.35
0.05
0.03
0.24
18.57
0.00
94.23

OU77997
1
btC1
200

0.00
0.10
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

0.00
8.41
19.09
36.05
0.00
0.01
0.01
9.10
0.06
2.34
0.10
0.00
0.20
19.02
0.06
94.44

OU77997
1
btC2
200

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.00
8.72
17.84
36.28
0.00
0.04
0.00
9.47
0.07
3.12
0.00
0.00
0.20
20.18
0.11
96.03

OU77997
1
btD1
200

592

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77997
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
btD2
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.00
MgO
8.70
Al2O3
17.87
SiO2
36.61
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.01
K2O
9.51
CaO
0.05
TiO2
3.19
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.14
FeO
19.81
NiO
0.00
TOTAL
95.90
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.10
Al2O3
0.14
SiO2
0.21
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.09
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.06
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.24
NiO
0.00

OU77997
1
btE3
200
0.07
8.56
17.23
35.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.13
0.06
3.03
0.00
0.05
0.25
19.52
0.00
93.26
0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

OU77997
1
btD3
200
0.07
8.69
18.00
36.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.53
0.07
3.22
0.01
0.01
0.24
19.83
0.02
96.32
0.00
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

0.11
8.60
17.35
34.70
0.00
0.05
0.00
8.90
0.06
2.67
0.00
0.07
0.17
19.00
0.00
91.68

OU77997
1
btF1
200

0.00
0.09
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.05
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.21
0.00

0.01
7.16
16.69
35.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.96
3.33
6.13
0.06
0.00
0.12
16.00
0.00
92.56

OU77997
1
btF2
200

0.00
0.10
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

0.01
8.34
19.83
36.55
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.24
0.03
2.20
0.01
0.00
0.24
18.54
0.00
94.98

OU77997
1
btG2
200

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.00

0.00
8.84
18.16
36.34
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.46
0.14
2.64
0.05
0.01
0.10
20.41
0.00
96.17

OU77997
1
btG3
200

0.00
0.11
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.25
0.00

0.06
9.58
18.24
34.62
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.79
0.16
2.15
0.04
0.00
0.24
21.30
0.10
94.27

OU77997
1
btG4
200

593

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77997
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
btG5
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.08
MgO
8.95
Al2O3
17.76
SiO2
36.50
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.06
Cl
0.02
K2O
9.38
CaO
0.05
TiO2
2.95
V2O3
0.03
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.25
FeO
19.82
NiO
0.05
TOTAL
95.89
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.10
Al2O3
0.14
SiO2
0.21
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.09
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.05
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.01
FeO
0.24
NiO
0.00

OU77997
1
btH2
200
0.00
8.75
17.64
35.88
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.06
0.10
2.98
0.00
0.00
0.23
19.70
0.00
94.38
0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

OU77997
1
btH1
200
0.01
8.82
17.81
36.04
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.18
0.13
2.88
0.09
0.00
0.18
19.85
0.00
95.00
0.00
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.01
0.11
0.15
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.23
9.56
18.36
34.52
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.80
0.12
1.13
0.04
0.00
0.27
19.97
0.07
92.07

OU77997
2
btA2
200

0.01
0.10
0.15
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.01

0.59
8.66
18.70
37.18
0.00
0.00
0.01
8.47
0.28
1.71
0.01
0.00
0.25
18.80
0.22
94.88

OU77997
2
btC2
200

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.00
8.93
17.82
35.31
0.00
0.01
0.00
8.97
0.07
2.06
0.04
0.07
0.26
20.23
0.00
93.77

OU77997
2
btD1
200

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.01
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.01
8.47
17.40
35.16
0.00
0.00
0.02
9.11
0.41
3.11
0.08
0.06
0.26
19.96
0.08
94.10

OU77997
2
btE1
200

0.01
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.01
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

0.23
8.17
17.91
36.60
0.00
0.00
0.01
9.02
0.31
2.73
0.00
0.01
0.18
19.31
0.04
94.51

OU77997
2
btE2
200

594

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77997
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
btE3
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
0.05
MgO
8.66
Al2O3
18.03
SiO2
36.28
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.04
Cl
0.01
K2O
9.36
CaO
0.14
TiO2
3.02
V2O3
0.06
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.16
FeO
20.21
NiO
0.01
TOTAL
96.03
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.00
MgO
0.10
Al2O3
0.14
SiO2
0.21
P2O5
0.00
SO3
0.00
Cl
0.00
K2O
0.08
CaO
0.00
TiO2
0.06
V2O3
0.00
Cr2O3
0.00
MnO
0.00
FeO
0.24
NiO
0.00

OU77997
2
btF1
200
0.00
8.83
17.83
36.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.35
0.05
3.21
0.00
0.09
0.15
20.22
0.00
96.22
0.00
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.00

OU77997
2
btE4
200
0.05
8.86
17.57
35.99
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.36
0.00
3.03
0.08
0.00
0.20
19.89
0.14
95.16
0.00
0.10
0.14
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.01

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.24
0.00

0.07
8.83
17.96
36.16
0.00
0.00
0.03
9.44
0.10
2.76
0.02
0.02
0.25
19.92
0.02
95.59

OU77997
2
btG1
200

0.00
0.10
0.14
0.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.23
0.00

0.18
8.54
18.30
36.69
0.00
0.07
0.00
9.12
0.17
2.81
0.08
0.00
0.19
19.35
0.06
95.55

OU77997
2
btG2
200

0.01
0.03
0.19
0.23
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.00

0.19
1.77
31.02
46.45
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.64
0.13
1.01
0.03
0.05
0.01
2.64
0.06
94.00

OU77997
2
btH1
200

595

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77833
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
fsp3
COUNT TIME (s)
400
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
9.35
MgO
0
Al2O3
22.91
SiO2
63.57
P2O5
0
SO3
0.01
Cl
0
K2O
0.2
CaO
3.8
TiO2
0.01
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0.01
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0.12
TOTAL
99.96
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.1
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.11
SiO2
0.19
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.04
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77833
2
fsp1
200
9.37
0.01
23.21
63.7
0
0
0.02
0.27
3.92
0.08
0
0.1
0.07
0.06
0.09
100.91
0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77833
1
fsp4
400
9.42
0.04
23.12
64.03
0
0
0
0.21
3.83
0
0
0.11
0.02
0.16
0.06
101.02
0.1
0
0.11
0.2
0
0
0
0
0.04
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.76
0
22.22
65.19
0
0.07
0
0.21
2.95
0.07
0
0
0
0.15
0
100.62

OU77833
2
fsp2
200

0.1
0
0.11
0.19
0
0
0
0
0.04
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.36
0.01
22.6
63.47
0
0
0
0.25
3.96
0.02
0
0.01
0.07
0.43
0.11
100.28

OU77833
3
fsp1
400

0.1
0
0.11
0.2
0
0
0
0
0.04
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.38
0.08
22.96
64.21
0
0
0
0.24
3.73
0.07
0.01
0.07
0
0.1
0
100.83

OU77833
3
fsp2
400

0.15
0
0.15
0.28
0
0
0
0.01
0.04
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.9
0
22.04
64.65
0
0.01
0
0.24
2.63
0.14
0
0.09
0.09
0.22
0
100.02

OU77845
1
fspA1
200

0.14
0
0.15
0.28
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.85
0
20.85
66.38
0
0
0
0.24
3.22
0.05
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.07
0
99.72

OU77845
1
fspA3
200

596

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77845
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
fspB1
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
9.28
MgO
0
Al2O3
22.41
SiO2
63.32
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.2
CaO
3.59
TiO2
0
V2O3
0.01
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0.05
FeO
0.22
NiO
0
TOTAL
99.09
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.14
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.05
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0.01
NiO
0

OU77845
1
fspC1
200
8.85
0.02
23.5
62.13
0
0
0
0.16
4.61
0
0
0.12
0
0.07
0
99.44
0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77845
1
fspB2
200
9.41
0
22.73
63.46
0
0
0.01
0.31
3.62
0
0
0.06
0
0.22
0
99.83
0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.62
0
22.42
63.9
0
0
0
0.26
3.35
0.05
0.04
0.03
0
0.13
0.01
99.81

OU77845
1
fspD1
200

0.14
0.01
0.15
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.04
0

9.24
0.43
22.05
62.76
0
0
0
0.77
2.94
0.1
0
0.02
0
1.28
0.03
99.62

OU77845
1
fspE1
200

0.13
0
0.14
0.29
0
0
0
0
0.04
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

8.13
0
18.34
70.2
0
0
0
0.12
2.64
0.01
0
0.1
0
0.16
0
99.7

OU77845
1
fspE2
200

0.14
0
0.15
0.28
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.1
0
20.85
65.44
0
0
0
0.29
3.01
0.04
0.04
0
0.04
0.32
0
99.13

OU77845
1
fspF1
200

0.13
0
0.14
0.29
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.09
0
18.65
69.76
0
0
0
0.18
2.89
0
0.03
0.09
0
0.13
0.05
99.87

OU77845
2
fspA1
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77845
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
fspA2
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
9.57
MgO
0.02
Al2O3
22.37
SiO2
63.67
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0.01
K2O
0.22
CaO
3.38
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0.01
NiO
0.1
TOTAL
99.34
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.14
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.05
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77845
2
fspB2
200
9.37
0.03
22.66
64.31
0
0
0
0.29
3.6
0
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.13
0
100.49
0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

OU77845
2
fspB1
200
9.43
0.1
22.77
63.49
0
0
0.02
0.24
3.73
0.03
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.1
0
100
0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0.01

9.66
0.02
22.44
63.53
0
0
0
0.27
3.42
0.01
0
0.02
0
0.09
0.14
99.62

OU77845
2
fspC1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.3
0
22.67
63.74
0
0.05
0.01
0.22
3.51
0
0.01
0.08
0
0.03
0
99.61

OU77845
2
fspC2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.36
0.06
22.53
63.35
0
0
0.01
0.28
3.49
0
0.02
0.07
0
0.06
0.1
99.33

OU77845
2
fspB1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.96
0
23.03
62.87
0
0
0
0.28
4.08
0
0.01
0.06
0.01
0.05
0
99.35

OU77845
2
fspB2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.66
0
22.41
63.75
0
0
0
0.23
3.36
0.12
0
0
0.04
0.15
0
99.73

OU77845
2
fspC1
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77845
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
fspD1
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
9.47
MgO
0.01
Al2O3
22.57
SiO2
63.48
P2O5
0
SO3
0.01
Cl
0.01
K2O
0.2
CaO
3.43
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0.01
FeO
0.12
NiO
0
TOTAL
99.3
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.14
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.05
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77845
2
fspG1
200
9.46
0.01
22.4
63.51
0
0
0
0.22
3.41
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
99.09
0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77845
2
fspD2
200
9.33
0
22.75
64.01
0
0
0
0.24
3.66
0
0.01
0.09
0.02
0.07
0.01
100.18
0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.15
0
0.15
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.04
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

10.12
0.11
21.89
64.86
0
0
0.01
0.2
2.5
0.08
0
0
0
0.18
0.06
100

OU77845
2
fspH1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.45
0.01
22.62
63.6
0
0.06
0
0.23
3.49
0.01
0
0.03
0.03
0
0.07
99.62

OU77845
2
fspI1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.05
0.01
23.55
63.07
0
0
0
0.19
4.5
0
0
0.04
0
0.1
0
100.51

OU77895
1
fspA1
200

0.13
0
0.17
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.08
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.22
0
24.94
60.97
0
0.04
0
0.14
5.99
0.02
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.07
0
100.52

OU77895
1
fspA2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.89
0
23.68
62.7
0
0.04
0.01
0.15
4.8
0.08
0
0.01
0
0
0.02
100.39

OU77895
1
fspB1
200

599

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77895
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
fspB2
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
8.17
MgO
0.08
Al2O3
24.64
SiO2
60.46
P2O5
0
SO3
0.02
Cl
0
K2O
0.56
CaO
5.1
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0.07
MnO
0
FeO
0.18
NiO
0.06
TOTAL
99.35
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.13
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.01
CaO
0.07
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0.01
NiO
0

OU77895
1
fspC1
200
8.5
0
24.05
61.66
0
0.02
0.01
0.2
5.26
0
0
0.07
0
0.12
0
99.89
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77895
1
fspB4
200
7.94
0.07
24.79
60.74
0
0
0
0.15
5.97
0.07
0.05
0.01
0
0.08
0
99.87
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.08
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.34
0.04
24.46
61.07
0
0.01
0
0.2
5.6
0.05
0.01
0.07
0.03
0.12
0
100.01

OU77895
1
fspD1
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.56
0.01
24.05
62.17
0
0.05
0
0.19
5.08
0.04
0
0.04
0
0.05
0
100.24

OU77895
1
fspD2
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

8.71
0.03
23.87
62.31
0
0.01
0
0.21
4.81
0.08
0
0.03
0
0.16
0.07
100.29

OU77895
1
fspE1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.93
0.03
23.87
63.34
0
0
0
0.15
4.67
0.04
0
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.07
101.21

OU77895
2
fspA1
200

0.13
0
0.17
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.3
0.06
24.82
61.75
0
0
0
0.17
5.77
0.03
0.04
0.03
0
0.07
0
101.03

OU77895
2
fspA2
200

600

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77895
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
fspA3
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
8.22
MgO
0
Al2O3
24.79
SiO2
61.41
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.18
CaO
5.89
TiO2
0.04
V2O3
0.03
Cr2O3
0.09
MnO
0
FeO
0.1
NiO
0.02
TOTAL
100.79
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.13
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.08
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77895
2
fspD1
200
8.97
0.1
23.4
62.83
0
0
0
0.24
4.26
0.07
0
0
0
0.1
0.03
99.98
0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77895
2
fspC1
200
8.21
0.03
24.82
61.73
0
0
0
0.18
5.88
0.03
0
0.07
0
0.12
0
101.07
0.13
0
0.17
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.08
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.09
0.09
23.21
62.58
0
0
0
0.1
4.24
0
0
0.06
0.07
0.15
0
99.59

OU77895
2
fspD2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

8.87
0.03
23.86
62.4
0
0
0
0.15
4.67
0.06
0.03
0
0.02
0.15
0.06
100.28

OU77895
2
fspD3
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.92
0.07
23.48
62.87
0
0
0
0.19
4.54
0.03
0.05
0.01
0
0.02
0
100.18

OU77895
2
fspD4
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.06
0.04
23.07
62.56
0
0
0
0.15
4.09
0.02
0
0.04
0
0.21
0.05
99.3

OU77895
2
fspG1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.72
0.01
23.91
62.08
0
0.02
0.01
0.17
4.91
0
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.12
0.01
100.06

OU77895
2
fspH1
200

601

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77895
AREA
3
SPOT NUMBER
fspA1
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
8.52
MgO
0.03
Al2O3
24.12
SiO2
61.42
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.14
CaO
5.33
TiO2
0
V2O3
0.03
Cr2O3
0.03
MnO
0.04
FeO
0.14
NiO
0
TOTAL
99.79
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.13
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.07
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0.01
NiO
0

OU77895
3
fspA3
200
8.48
0.01
23.89
61.55
0
0
0
0.12
5.13
0
0
0.1
0
0.07
0.05
99.41
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77895
3
fspA2
200
8.5
0.01
24.11
61.64
0
0
0
0.19
5.16
0
0
0.06
0.04
0.19
0.02
99.92
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.72
0.09
23.83
62.59
0
0
0
0.17
4.97
0
0.02
0.05
0
0.1
0
100.52

OU77895
3
fspB1
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.7
0
23.9
62.21
0
0
0
0.19
4.92
0
0.02
0
0
0.02
0.07
100.03

OU77895
3
fspB2
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.72
0.05
24.14
62.21
0
0
0.01
0.22
5.02
0.04
0.04
0.03
0
0.01
0
100.47

OU77895
3
fspC1
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

8.56
0
24.16
61.74
0
0
0
0.16
5.5
0.1
0.04
0.04
0
0.18
0
100.45

OU77895
3
fspC2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

8.93
0
23.81
62.18
0
0
0
0.14
4.8
0
0
0
0
0.13
0.08
100.07

OU77895
3
fspD1
200

602

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77895
AREA
3
SPOT NUMBER
fspD2
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
8.76
MgO
0.09
Al2O3
23.88
SiO2
62.46
P2O5
0
SO3
0.01
Cl
0.01
K2O
0.23
CaO
4.83
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0.13
NiO
0.03
TOTAL
100.43
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.14
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.07
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77879
1
fspA2
200
9.31
0
22.98
63.58
0
0
0
0.15
3.86
0
0.01
0.01
0
0.09
0
100
0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77879
1
fspA1
200
9.62
0
22.41
63.92
0
0
0
0.18
3.47
0
0
0.04
0.01
0.14
0
99.79
0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.21
0
22.51
63.46
0
0
0
0.19
3.53
0.02
0
0
0
0.12
0.02
99.06

OU77879
1
fspA3
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.52
0
22.77
63.95
0
0
0
0.12
3.76
0
0.08
0.02
0
0.13
0.03
100.39

OU77879
1
fspB1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.32
0
23.04
63.2
0
0
0
0.12
3.99
0.04
0
0.1
0.04
0.08
0
99.91

OU77879
1
fspB2
200

0.14
0.01
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.03
0

8.87
0.48
22.66
61.86
0
0
0
0.52
3.63
0.07
0
0.01
0.06
0.98
0.06
99.17

OU77879
1
fspC1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.37
0
23.07
63.58
0
0.07
0.01
0.2
3.68
0
0.02
0
0.04
0.21
0.11
100.34

OU77879
1
fspC2
200

603

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77879
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
fspD1
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
9.5
MgO
0.01
Al2O3
22.54
SiO2
64.23
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.2
CaO
3.53
TiO2
0.02
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0.1
MnO
0.01
FeO
0.09
NiO
0
TOTAL
100.23
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.14
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.28
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.05
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77879
1
fspE2
200
8.63
0.13
24.01
61.46
0
0
0.01
1.49
2.96
0.09
0
0.14
0
0.24
0.03
99.19
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.03
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

OU77879
1
fspD2
200
9.2
0.03
22.95
63.52
0
0.02
0
0.2
3.8
0.06
0
0.06
0
0.08
0.13
100.05
0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0.01

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.43
0.01
22.72
64.02
0
0.02
0.01
0.18
3.51
0
0
0.05
0
0.05
0
100

OU77879
1
fspF1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.5
0.03
22.71
64.25
0
0
0
0.08
3.63
0.01
0
0.01
0.04
0.1
0.01
100.38

OU77879
1
fspF2
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.02
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

7.95
0.17
23.8
59.35
0
0
0
1.4
3.33
0.11
0
0.05
0.02
0.18
0
96.36

OU77879
1
fspF3
200

0.15
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.85
0.05
22.33
64.43
0
0
0.03
0.14
3.28
0
0
0
0
0
0
100.11

OU77879
1
fspF4
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.24
0.08
22.86
63.47
0
0.08
0
0.25
3.84
0.01
0.04
0
0
0.18
0
100.05

OU77879
1
fspG1
200

604

SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77879
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
fspG3
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
9.24
MgO
0.01
Al2O3
22.74
SiO2
62.98
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.22
CaO
3.76
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0.07
NiO
0
TOTAL
99.03
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.14
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.06
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77879
1
fspH1
200
9.31
0.01
23.02
63.9
0
0
0
0.13
3.81
0
0
0.02
0
0.18
0.01
100.38
0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

OU77879
1
fspG4
200
9.37
0
22.76
63.49
0
0.01
0
0.17
3.76
0.04
0
0.04
0
0.08
0
99.73
0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.45
0
22.78
64.03
0
0
0.02
0.22
3.69
0
0
0.11
0.01
0.02
0.1
100.42

OU77879
1
fspI1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.25
0.06
22.98
63.2
0
0.02
0
0.22
3.71
0
0.07
0.05
0
0
0.03
99.58

OU77879
1
fspI2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.44
0.04
22.65
63.62
0
0
0
0.13
3.65
0.09
0
0.01
0.04
0.1
0
99.78

OU77879
1
fspJ1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.15
0.1
22.6
63.21
0
0
0
0.26
3.78
0
0
0.08
0
0.04
0
99.22

OU77879
1
fspJ2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.21
0.18
22.61
62.71
0
0
0
0.27
3.73
0.15
0
0.03
0.07
0.23
0
99.19

OU77879
1
fspK1
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77879
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
fspA1
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
9.34
MgO
0
Al2O3
22.66
SiO2
63.37
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.17
CaO
3.63
TiO2
0.05
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0.03
MnO
0
FeO
0.09
NiO
0.05
TOTAL
99.4
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.14
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.05
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77879
2
fspB1
200
9
0
20.81
66.72
0
0
0
0.13
3.2
0
0
0.13
0
0.28
0.02
100.3
0.14
0
0.15
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

OU77879
2
fspA2
200
9.28
0
22.83
64.03
0
0
0
0.15
3.63
0
0
0.07
0
0.09
0.02
100.09
0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.12
0
0.13
0.29
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

7.46
0.01
17.11
72.47
0
0
0
0.15
2.78
0.03
0.04
0
0
0.22
0
100.28

OU77879
2
fspB2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

9.56
0
22.67
64.59
0
0
0
0.15
3.38
0.02
0.05
0.05
0
0.17
0
100.64

OU77879
2
fspC1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.64
0
22.84
64.43
0
0.02
0
0.15
3.52
0.01
0.03
0
0
0.04
0
100.68

OU77879
2
fspC2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.71
0
22.45
64.72
0
0
0.01
0.15
3.52
0.01
0
0.13
0
0.12
0
100.82

OU77879
2
fspC3
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.56
0
22.54
64.06
0
0
0
0.13
3.45
0.05
0
0.09
0.06
0.03
0.09
100.06

OU77879
2
fspG1
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77879
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
fspG2
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
9.49
MgO
0.07
Al2O3
23
SiO2
64.56
P2O5
0.01
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.15
CaO
3.63
TiO2
0.05
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0.02
MnO
0.04
FeO
0.07
NiO
0
TOTAL
101.1
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.14
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.28
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0
CaO
0.05
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77997
1
fspA3
200
8.59
0.03
23.99
61.89
0
0
0
0.28
5.07
0.04
0
0
0
0.09
0.05
100.04
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77879
2
fspG3
200
9.39
0
22.74
63.89
0
0
0
0.19
3.69
0.05
0
0
0
0.02
0.06
100.04
0.14
0
0.16
0.28
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.13
0
0.17
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.08
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.1
0
24.92
60.93
0
0
0
0.34
6.03
0.02
0
0.03
0
0
0
100.38

OU77997
1
fspA1
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.78
0.02
23.39
62.65
0
0
0
0.36
4.35
0.01
0
0.03
0.02
0.12
0
99.71

OU77997
1
fspA2
200

0.14
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.02
0.01
23.48
62.63
0
0
0
0.33
4.5
0.07
0
0.01
0
0.03
0.03
100.09

OU77997
1
fspA4
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.46
0
23.76
62.68
0
0
0
0.33
4.84
0
0
0.07
0
0
0.09
100.23

OU77997
1
fspA5
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

8.52
0.05
23.99
61.9
0
0
0.01
0.35
5.25
0.06
0
0
0.07
0.15
0
100.35

OU77997
1
fspA6
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77997
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
fspA7
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
9
MgO
0
Al2O3
23.24
SiO2
62.52
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.37
CaO
4.43
TiO2
0
V2O3
0.03
Cr2O3
0.04
MnO
0
FeO
0.12
NiO
0
TOTAL
99.74
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.14
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.01
CaO
0.06
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77997
1
fspC1
200
8.43
0
23.87
61.76
0
0.05
0
0.24
5.11
0
0
0
0
0.09
0.08
99.61
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77997
1
fspB1
200
8.43
0
24.07
61.55
0
0
0.01
0.28
5.28
0.03
0
0
0.02
0.05
0
99.73
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.44
0.05
24.02
61.9
0
0
0
0.3
5.17
0
0.03
0.05
0.03
0
0
99.99

OU77997
1
fspC2
200

0.12
0
0.17
0.27
0
0
0
0.02
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

7.73
0.11
25.02
60.78
0
0
0
0.84
5.58
0.08
0
0.06
0.03
0.24
0.05
100.52

OU77997
1
fspD1
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.63
0.04
23.89
62.3
0
0
0.01
0.32
4.93
0.11
0.01
0
0.03
0.02
0
100.29

OU77997
1
fspD2
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.17
0.08
24.1
61.34
0
0
0
0.35
5.43
0.05
0.01
0.04
0
0.13
0
99.71

OU77997
1
fspD3
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

8.42
0
24.12
61.28
0
0
0
0.3
5.28
0.04
0.02
0.05
0
0.15
0.09
99.75

OU77997
1
fspD4
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77997
AREA
1
SPOT NUMBER
fspF1
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
8.32
MgO
0.06
Al2O3
24.54
SiO2
61.23
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.28
CaO
5.6
TiO2
0.06
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0.11
NiO
0
TOTAL
100.22
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.13
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.01
CaO
0.07
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77997
1
fspG2
200
8.27
0.04
24.72
61.4
0
0
0
0.29
5.72
0.02
0.01
0
0.06
0.01
0.01
100.56
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77997
1
fspG1
200
7.7
0.36
24.93
60.4
0
0
0
1.47
4.41
0
0.01
0.05
0
0.39
0
99.71
0.12
0.01
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.03
0.06
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.07
0
24.43
61.33
0
0
0
0.23
5.73
0
0
0.05
0.07
0.09
0.03
100.04

OU77997
1
fspH1
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

7.78
0
24.19
62.55
0
0
0
0.29
5.11
0
0.02
0.02
0
0.09
0.02
100.07

OU77997
1
fspH2
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.08
0
0
0
0
0
0

7.87
0.01
24.63
60.53
0
0
0
0.29
5.98
0.01
0
0.09
0.01
0
0
99.42

OU77997
1
fspI2
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.29
0
24.3
61.89
0
0
0
0.29
5.33
0.05
0
0
0.05
0.01
0.02
100.23

OU77997
2
fspA1
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.52
0.04
23.68
62.49
0
0
0
0.26
4.9
0
0
0.04
0.03
0.06
0.01
100.04

OU77997
2
fspA2
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77997
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
fspA3
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
8.15
MgO
0.03
Al2O3
24.57
SiO2
61.53
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.29
CaO
5.69
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0.08
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0
TOTAL
100.35
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.13
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.01
CaO
0.07
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0
NiO
0

OU77997
2
fspB1
200
8.26
0.06
24.2
61.43
0
0
0
0.33
5.49
0
0.01
0
0.04
0.06
0.05
99.93
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77997
2
fspA4
200
8.24
0
24.25
61.61
0
0.01
0
0.34
5.44
0
0
0.01
0
0.16
0
100.07
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.02
0

8.24
0.08
24.24
60.9
0
0.01
0.01
0.44
5.42
0.02
0
0.02
0
0.67
0.09
100.14

OU77997
2
fspB2
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.6
0
24.06
62.06
0
0
0
0.34
5.16
0
0
0
0.01
0.13
0
100.35

OU77997
2
fspC1
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.42
0
24.08
62.25
0
0
0
0.3
5.14
0.02
0.04
0.06
0
0.02
0
100.33

OU77997
2
fspD1
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0

8.73
0.03
23.86
62.38
0
0
0
0.36
4.85
0
0.07
0.03
0
0.17
0
100.48

OU77997
2
fspD2
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.33
0
23.98
61.87
0
0
0.01
0.25
5.14
0
0.05
0
0
0.1
0
99.74

OU77997
2
fspE1
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77997
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
fspE2
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
8.28
MgO
0
Al2O3
24.5
SiO2
61.2
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.29
CaO
5.81
TiO2
0.05
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0.03
MnO
0
FeO
0.21
NiO
0.12
TOTAL
100.48
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.13
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.01
CaO
0.07
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0.01
NiO
0.01

OU77997
2
fspF2
200
8.33
0.07
23.94
61.62
0
0.05
0
0.62
4.67
0.06
0
0.01
0
0.13
0.08
99.59
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0

OU77997
2
fspF1
200
8.47
0
24.03
61.7
0
0.01
0
0.25
5.27
0
0.03
0.05
0
0.02
0.01
99.84
0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0.01
0.01

8.31
0
24.61
61.22
0
0.01
0
0.28
5.82
0.02
0.01
0.02
0
0.19
0.19
100.67

OU77997
2
fspG1
200

0.1
0.01
0.13
0.28
0
0
0
0.03
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.04
0

5.62
0.43
17.73
68.58
0
0
0.01
1.77
3.5
0.04
0
0
0
1.33
0
99

OU77997
2
fspH1
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.25
0.03
24.36
61.07
0
0
0
0.24
5.67
0
0.01
0
0
0.12
0.02
99.77

OU77997
2
fspH2
200

0.1
0.01
0.13
0.28
0
0
0
0.03
0.05
0
0
0.01
0
0.03
0

5.76
0.34
17.57
69.26
0
0.04
0.01
1.83
3.06
0.05
0
0.15
0.05
1.04
0.06
99.22

OU77997
2
fspH3
200

0.13
0
0.16
0.27
0
0
0
0.01
0.07
0
0
0
0
0
0

8.32
0.04
24.4
61.2
0
0
0
0.29
5.53
0
0
0.06
0
0.09
0.02
99.94

OU77997
2
fspJ1
200
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SAMPLE NUMBER
OU77997
AREA
2
SPOT NUMBER
fspJ2
COUNT TIME (s)
200
OXIDE Wt%
Na2O
8.52
MgO
0
Al2O3
24.12
SiO2
61.58
P2O5
0
SO3
0.01
Cl
0.02
K2O
0.24
CaO
5.21
TiO2
0
V2O3
0.01
Cr2O3
0.06
MnO
0
FeO
0.16
NiO
0.06
TOTAL
99.99
ERROR (+/- 2 SIGMA)
Na2O
0.13
MgO
0
Al2O3
0.16
SiO2
0.27
P2O5
0
SO3
0
Cl
0
K2O
0.01
CaO
0.07
TiO2
0
V2O3
0
Cr2O3
0
MnO
0
FeO
0.01
NiO
0
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Appendix G

Thin section maps
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THIN SECTION #: OU77823
LOCATION: Gaunt Creek. Green/black
cataclasite area

3

1

Calcite vein, cut by
steeper quartz vein

Isoclinally folded
quartz vein or ribbon

Qz lozenges have
low regime 2 microstr.
and g.s. <20mm

2

10 mm

15 mm

3

20 mm

Extinction in top-L
to bottom-R segments
is inverse of that in the
other segments of this
quartz vein.

1

Similar to layer below but with more clay minerals in indistinct layers
58/176
and fewer clasts. Occasional patches of <10mm quartz and calcite grains
Occ isoclinally folded
quartz layers; regime 1
quartzite microstructures

2

Also phyllonite, but greater
proportion of opaques and
<10% feldspar porphyroclasts

5 mm

Smoothly folded quartz veins and sigma-type
porphyroclasts are common in the phyllonites.
If these are devtrified pseudotachylyte, they have
been further deformed in a 'ductile' manner
(perhaps by solution-accommodated GBS?)

Pods of fine qz +
calcite between an
anastomosing pressure-soln
type foliation of clay mins.
Porphyroclasts of sericitised feldspar
and epidote

Patchy phyllonite with >10% opaques

Phyllonite: 80% ?sericite crystals <5mm long
with strong preferred alignment parallel to
layer boundaries. 15% rounded quartz
or feldspar clasts <25mm. 5% opaques.
40% sericite; 20% calcite;
Patches of calcite may be a late
30% clay minerals of sphene
overgrowth. Possibly devitrified
Forms indistinct layering
and further sheared
that anastomoses about
pseudotachylyte
rounded qz + calcite p-clasts
<10% opaques. More
qz-calcite porphs than
the overlying layer.
Opaque layers
are more clearly
defined but not
laterally continuous

0.5 to 0.25mm zones of ultramylonite
enclosing coarser grained qfsp + epidote
lenses and layers. Feldspar and qz contain
lots of sericite. Also folded layers of opaques

0 mm
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THIN SECTION #: OU77825
LOCATION: Gaunt Creek. Green/black
cataclasite area

Chaotic fabric,
often isotropic in XPL
and brown (FeO?) in PPL;
composed of microlites
and low relief 'brown stuff'
Calcite veining with no
particular alignment. Also
some diseminated calcite.
Occasionally anastomosing
lines of clay minerals +
some elongate chlt crystals

Calcite vein overprints
all other structures
Leaching of dark brown colouration
adjacent to veins indicates the brown
mineral is easily soluble

Fine-grained (<5mm) medium
and light brown, virtually isotropic
0 mm matrix material. Quartzofeldspathic
clasts are subangular and range from
10-30mm diameter. Clasts form
<10% of rock.

Fault terminates in
a splay structure
Lots of calcite veins
have similar morphology

1

1
5 mm

Older cataclasite
fabric due to
shearing on discrete
anastomosing
planes has been
truncated by
pseudotachylyte?
layer.

Ultracataclasite
with possible pst

10

5S
0/5
Cataclasite

2

10 mm

2
Green colouration due
to chlorite which has
replaced biotite

15 mm

Proto-cataclasite derived
from mylonite. Pressure solution
was an important defm mech
Clasts with regime 1 microstructure
and subgrain size <15mm.

chlt-r
ich ba

Devitrified
pseudotachylyte

20 mm

Relatively planar
disjunctive cleavage
25 mm of sphene surrounds
sericitised feldspar
and occasional
white mica

20/105

nd

Large feldspar porphyroclast
fractured and partially
recrystallised. Fsp is altered
to clays. Lots of calcite
Gradational decrease in clast
size and increase in % brown

3
Original mylonite has been
broken into angular pieces
10-100mm. 70% clasts.
Matrix is much finer and
dirty
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3

THIN SECTION #: OU77824
LOCATION: Gaunt Creek. Green/black
cataclasite area

10 mm

15 mm

Layer of opaques

Disjunctive cleavage is less
pronounced than in black ccl. Main
foliation is sub-parallel bands <10mm
thick of sphene spaced at 75-100mm.
Abundant chlorite and muscovite
grains < 25mm long in a hash
arrangement. Occ bands of qz +
foliation parallel muscovite

Qz clasts have
regime 2 quartzite
microstructure but
with more distinct
grain boundareies

5 mm

Boundary between black and
green ccl is 0.5-2mm layer of finer
grained and biotite-rich material
with <10% rounded qfsp+mica
clasts <50mm and smaller epidote
clasts. Often near-isotropic but
rounded 'microlites' are visible in
PPL. May be pseudotachylyte?

0 mm

25 mm

GREEN CATACLASITE

20 mm

BLACK CATACLASITE

Strongly anastomosing disjunctive cleavage
defined by hairline layers of clay minerals
and opaques around pods of altered fsp and
regime 1 microstructure quartz and chlorite,
with abundant calcite overgrowths.

Sometimes much finer-grained; appears
mylonitic; disjunctive cleavage weaker;
matrix <5mm clay minerals and qz with micas
parallel to foliation. Lots of opaques.

Fault is filled with ultra-ccl
(fine-grained, brown, always in
extinction or close to it)
Anastomosing; grain size in
some strands is greater and
colour is less orange-brown.
The microfault zone is offset by
a later smaller microfault:
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0 mm

5 mm

10 mm

Very fine microlitic material;
nearly isotropic; has some qfsp
clasts. Brown colour as in other
proposed devitrified pseudotachylyte. Brown, isotropic
structures <40mm wide
perpendicular to these zones are
probably remnant injection
veins.

Fault-fill ccl has
rounded clasts of
host rock with
sigmoidal tails;
some more
discrete shear
surfaces with
higher proportion
of clay minerals

2

15 mm

THIN SECTION #: OU77827
LOCATION: Gaunt Creek. Green/black
cataclasite area

2

20 mm

Calcite veining

This region mostly quartz with
chlorite. Regime 1 and <30mm
grain size

3

1

3

1 XPL

Disjunctive (P-soln) cleavage is
often dragged into the microfaults

1 PPL

Strongly developed disjunctive cleavage with bands of
opaques, clays and sphene spaced <100mm and
microlithons of fine quartz + micas (chlt + green bt).
These mixtures replace altered fsp porphs. Some epidote.
Occ elongate pods with larger fsp and quartz with regime
1 microstructure and <20mm grain size

THIN SECTION #: OU77828
LOCATION: Gaunt Creek. Green/black
cataclasite area
At boundary between green and black material in hand spec., see
fine-grained, light brown material.
GREEN: fine-grained (<5mm) ultramylonite with planar foliation
of thin sphene layers. <10mm epidotes. White mica rather than
biotite. Fsp porphs are altered to chlt or sericite.
Disseminated calcite overgrowths pervasive.

Note change in
main fabric
orientation at
boundary between
green and black
material.

0 mm BLACK: Slightly coarser quartz
and feldspar lozenges surrounded by
anastomosing zones of brown,
fine-grained, isotropic cataclasite.
There are some feldspar p-clasts
<60mm diameter, showing undulose
extinction within the quartz-feldspar
5 mm domains. Quartz p-clasts have
regime 1 microstructure
grain size < 20mm and
lots of fine chlorite.
Occasional large
flakes of biotite
Fabric in mylonite
domains often <90
degrees to new
brittle fabric

10 mm

Gradual increase in
ratio of matrix:clasts

15 mm
Cataclasite; ~80%
fine-grained matrix
Large sub-rounded
q-fsp clasts also
biotite, minor
chlorite, epidote.
20 mm Calcite cement in
matrix.

Disjunctive cleavage;
hair-thin opaque layers
anastomose around
feldspar porphyroclasts
which are more
flattened and have
undulose extinction.
Fsps are altered to chlt
and have possible
antiperthite blebs.
Biotite only occurs in
occasional layers. Most
of matrix is quartz +
chlorite. In hand spec.
this material is no
different to the material
in the centre of this
slide.

25 mm

64/280
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Appendix H

Geochemical data
.
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Rock group

Sample #

04.24.3.1
Granitoid mylonite (OU77701)
04.24.3.5
Granitoid mylonite (OU77703)
04.11.4.4
Granitoid mylonite (OU77714)
04.15.7.3
Granitoid mylonite (OU77734)
04.16.7.2
Granitoid mylonite (OU77738)
04.16.7.9
Granitoid mylonite (OU77740)
04.13.7.1
Fraser Complex (OU77727)
04.13.7.10
Fraser Complex (OU77731)
04.16.7.13
Schist mylonite (OU7741)
04.17.7.13b
(OU77755)
Schist mylonite

0.24

1.82

3.84

99.40

99.21

99.37

7

13

15

26

294

68

105

115

121

120

110

47

90

108

17

38

48

19

50

38

7

46

22

12

68

19

63

86

116

61

66

89

68

17

16

18

17

19

16

0

6

0

0

0

0

80

33

120

53

69

45

293

479

541

596

426

543

27

11

5

21

32

32

162

43

273

151

223

108

8

3

0

3

9

10

536

236

886

620

745

339

22

4

23

10

32

14

49

15

81

52

83

43

19

6

10

10

30

18

12

28

13

12

18

13

8

0

8

6

13

0

8

6

5

5

5

5

Y Zr Nb Ba La Ce Nd Pb Th U

0.93

0.1

1.54

99.45

36

131

V Cr Ni Cu Zn Ga As Rb Sr

4.18

1.72

0.16

2.37

99.30

18

Sc

5.29
3.04

1.58

0.08

7.67

99.41

LOI Total

2.46
2.36

4.55

2.97

0.1

1.64

MnO MgO CaO
0.1
3.16
2.67

2.68

0.7

0.17

Location
6.39
0.07
2.4

2.08

2.23

2.17

P2O5

6.08
0.07
1.93

8.71

2.82

K2O

0.57
14.16
5.06
0.03

7.22

4.61

Na2O

59.53
0.82
15.15
4.38

0.19

3.72

Fe2O3*

Harold Creek
65.88
0.7
14.35

10.17
0.11

15.84

Harold Creek
65.52
0.67

16.76
7.04

Al2O3

Harold Creek
67.91

0.91
14.39

TiO2

Harold Creek
44.64
0.71

SiO2

Harold Creek
62.03

8

Harold Creek

15

7

8

14

9

6

13

35

25

7

26

53

18

19

35

43

58

27

75

139

21

53

36

15

519

22

614

272

5

408

14

26

182

8

212

86

28

158

32

116

375

22

130
0

92

399

166
17

0

121

2
76

20

0

19
17

76

19

87
34

38

74

30
88

17

34

38
90

41

27

104
13

105

86

111

99.24

13

139

17

1.24

99.33

19

99.06
0.11

1.49

99.44

1.58
1.8

0.21

2.25

0.34
1.21

2.5

0.21

3.5
1.36

3.29

2.34

1.37
2.64

2.14

3.27

1.87
0.05

1.7

3.06

2.82

5.74

0.09

2.28

0.05

10.27

5.65

0.08

6.49

0.76
16.55

6.52

13.69

74.06
0.7

16.22

0.93

Harold Creek
65.01
0.9

66.42

Harold Creek
62.31

Harold Creek

Harold Creek

Major elements are expressed as wt percent oxides, trace elements as parts per million
*All Fe as Fe2O3
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Appendix I

Rheothermometry
Passchier and Trouw (1996, 2006) collated descriptions of typical microstructures produced by
common deformation mechanisms in rocks, and the temperatures that these mechanisms might
be active at. These characteristic microstructures, and temperature estimates are summarised
here.

I.1

Quartz

Deformation mechanisms, temperature estimates and typical microstructures for typical crustal
strain rates (∼10−12 s−1 ; Passchier and Trouw, 2006) are tabulated in Table I.1.

I.2

Feldspar

Deformation mechanisms, temperature estimates and typical microstructures for typical crustal
strain rates are tabulated in Table I.2.

I.3

Biotite

The transition from brittle to ductile behaviour of biotite at typical crustal strain rates occurs at
250◦ C (Stesky et al., 1974; Stesky, 1978). Muscovite is generally more resistant to deformation
than biotite and therefore forms fish in mylonites (ten Grotenhuis et al., 2003). Typical brittle
deformation structures are
• Pressure solution and fracturing
• Undulose extinction
• Kinking and folding
• Fractures associated with deflection of basal planes → barrel or fish-shaped boudinaged
grains
• Crude kinking/layer parallel slip to develop cleavage steps or mica fish (mostly observed
in biotite)
621

Typical ductile deformation mechanisms are
• GBM recrystallisation at medium to high grade
• Slip on basal planes: (001)<110> and (001)[100]

Table I.1: Relationship between temperature, deformation mechanisms and characteristic microstructures in quartz
Temp. (◦ C)

Deformation mechanisms

Typical microstructures

<300 C

Brittle fracturing
Pressure solution
Solution transfer

300-400◦ C

Dislocation glide
Minor dislocation creep
(both in basal<a> direction)
BLG recrystallisation
Dauphiné deformation
twinning
Dislocation creep dominant
Prism<a> slip important
May also see pressure solution
Transition with increasing T
from SGR recrystallisation to
SGR and GBM
recrystallisation
Dauphiné deformation
twinning
Prism<c> slip
Rapid recrystallisation and
recovery
Grain boundary area reduction
(GBAR)

Fractures in grains
Undulose extinction
Kink bands
Evidence for pressure solution (e.g. truncation
of mineral grains) and redeposition (e.g. veins)
Healed microfractures
Patchy and ‘sweeping’ undulose extinction
Deformation lamellae
Small-scale suturing of grain boundaries
Recrystallised grains of similar size to sutures

◦

400-700◦ C

>700◦ C

Relatively strong, flattened old crystals
Abundant recovery and recrystallisation
structures
Oblique foliation development

Grains appear ‘strain-free’
Large amoeboid shaped grains
Lobate grain boundaries
‘Chessboard’ subgrains/extinction
Strain-free monomineralic quartz ribbons
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Table I.2: Relationship between temperature and deformation characteristics of feldspars
Temp. (◦ C)

Deformation mechanisms

Typical microstructures

<400 C

Brittle fracturing
Cataclastic flow
Strong intracrystalline
deformation

400-500◦ C

Internal microfracturing
Minor dislocation glide

450-600◦ C

Dislocation climb possible
Recrystallisation begins to
be important (by
BLG; nucleation and
growth of new grains)

>600◦ C

Deformation twinning less
abundant
Dislocation climb and
recovery easy

Angular grain fragments with a wide range of sizes
Fragments contain grain scale faults, bent cleavage
planes and twins
Patchy, undulose extinction
Subgrains with vague boundaries (resulting from
small-scale brittle fractures)
Deformation twinning on albite and pericline laws
Tapering deformation twins
Bent twins
Undulose extinction
Deformation bands
Kink bands with sharp boundaries
No clearly separable augen and matrix or
core-and-mantle structures
Flame-perthite (tapering, flame-shaped albite
lamellae in K-feldpar)
Bookshelf microfracturing
Possibly dominance of antithetic fracture sets as
opposed to synthetic at lower T
Mantles of fine-grained feldspar with sharp
boundaries around cores of old grains without
transition zones with subgrain structures
Development of typical core-and-mantle structures
Micro-shear zones of recrystallised grains within
cores
Micro-kinking abundant (cataclastic failure at sites
of dislocation tangles)
Large kink bands have un-sharp boundaries
Fine-grained recrystallised material has more
uniform grain size and polygonal grains than in
feldspar cataclasite described above - lacks LPO,
homogeneous mixing of feldspar grains and other
minerals
At higher T, K-spar porphyroclasts develop
myrmekite along boundaries and flame perthite is
abundant
SGR and BLG structures
Core-and-mantle structures with indistinct
boundary between core and mantle
Myrmekite growth abundant on K-feldspar faces
parallel to the foliation
At low and med P, grains appear strain-free but
isolated micro-kink bands possible
No flame perthite
Fracturing of grains can still be common

◦
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Appendix J

CPO data from veins

Figure J.1: Quartz CPO fabrics from late veins in Gaunt Creek, Little Man River and Harold Creek
Columns, from left to right, are; sample number, kinematic reference frame and lineation information,
lower hemisphere point plot of 500 c-axes, fabric skeleton constructed from contoured c-axis plot, contoured lower hemisphere equal area plot of the 500 c-axes, contoured upper and lower hemisphere plots
of the a-axes that correspond to the 500 c-axes. Stereonets are lower hemisphere Schmidt projections.
The c-axis plot view is up-foliation and towards the NW. mud = multiples of uniform density.
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Appendix K

Cooling of pseudotachylyte veins
It is useful to understand the rates of cooling of pseudotachylyte veins and the temperature
distributions that can be achieved in the wall rocks. These temperature distributions were
modelled using the approximation for cooling of a thin, infinite sheet presented by Stuwe (2002),
which assumes that heat is only conducted away from the vein perpendicular to its margins.
The following assumptions are made to simplify this model:
• We can neglect the latent heat of fusion. This is possibly not a reasonable assumption for
a pseudotachylyte as fusion of minerals occurs during cooling and solidification
• The thermal conductivity is constant in space
The temperature, T , at any point in the pseudotachylyte vein or wall rock is given by






0.5l − z
0.5l + z
Tm − Ti
√
√
erf
+ erf
(K.1)
T = Ti +
2
4κt
4κt
where
l is the half-thickness of the pseudotachylyte layer
Tm is the initial temperature of the pseudotachylyte melt
Ti is the initial temperature of the wall rock, or the vein itself for points inside the vein
κ is the thermal diffusivity of rock; taken as 1 × 10−6 m−2 s−1 after Stuwe (2002)
z is the distance from the center of the pseudotachylyte vein
t is time in seconds
Temperature variations with time at various distances from the center of pseudotachylyte veins of
thicknesses 1mm, 5mm, 1cm and 5cm are illustrated in Figure K.1. These plots are constructed
assuming host rock temperatures Th of 450 and 300◦ C, and Tm of 1200◦ C.
Times taken for the center of a vein of various thicknesses to cool to 800◦ C, which is probably
a good estimate of the solidus temperature of the melt, and to 50◦ C above the ambient host
rock temperature are indicated in Table K.1.
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Figure K.1: Variations in temperature with time at various distances from the center of pseudotachylyte
veins. Vein thicknesses and host rock temperatures are indicated on the diagrams. Grey solid line is vein
center. Black solid line is host rock on vein margin.
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Table K.1: Cooling rates of pseudotachylyte veins
Vein thickness

Time in seconds to cool to
800◦ C 50◦ C above Thost

Thost = 450◦ C
5 cm
201
1 cm
8
5 mm
2.0
1 mm
<0.1
Thost = 300◦ C
5 cm
133
1 cm
5.3
5 mm
1.3
1 mm
<0.1
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11160 (3.1 hr)
446 (7.4 min)
110
4.4
16085 (4.5 hr)
643 (10.7 min)
160
6.4

